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Your Builder Site Address and Logging into theYour Builder Site Address and Logging into the
Application BuilderApplication Builder

Access the Profilersports/SMARTABASE application builder on-line, to create you own
system to track your athletes and improve performance.

To access the Builder Site you need to type in "/builder" to theTo access the Builder Site you need to type in "/builder" to the
end of your application urlend of your application url

Access and Login to the Builder SiteAccess and Login to the Builder Site

On your internet web browser (such as Chrome or Firefox), type in the following address:

https://my.profilersports.co.uk/your-site-name/builderhttps://my.profilersports.co.uk/your-site-name/builder (for Profiler clients with data stored in
the UK )

https://my.profilersports.com/your-site-name/builder (https://my.profilersports.com/your-site-name/builder (for Profiler clients with data stored in the
US)

https://my.smartabase.co.uk/your-site-name/builderhttps://my.smartabase.co.uk/your-site-name/builder (for Fusion clients with data stored in the
UK)

https://my.smartabase.com/your-site-name/builderhttps://my.smartabase.com/your-site-name/builder (for Fusion clients with data stored in the
US)

If your organisation hosts the software on their own application, you will be given a different
site address to access the Builder Site.

The image above shows the Login Page to access the Builder Site for a website called
fusionforms which is typed as:which is typed as: https://my.smartabase.com/fusionforms/builderbuilder

If you type in your address correctly you will be taken to the Login Page described in the step
below
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The Builder Login PageThe Builder Login Page

Your Application Builder Page is password protected. To Login:

1. Use the UsernameUsername and PasswordPassword provided in your Welcome e-mail

2. Enter your Username in the "Username or Email" text box.

3. Enter your Password in the "Password" text box.

4. Press LoginLogin

The username and password need to be entered correctly and in the correct case. For example,
the username of henry.bander needs to be entered in lowercase with a full stop between the
first and last name.

If you are not sure what your Username is contact help@fusionsport.com or
help@profilercorp.com

The My Applications List will appear and it displays the differentThe My Applications List will appear and it displays the different
Applications that you may have permission to access as aApplications that you may have permission to access as a
BuilderBuilder

You will be taken to the My Applications Page which display all of the applications that you have
access to change and update.
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1. Click on the name of your application to be taken to the editing and set up options for that
application

The following Builder Site Buttons will be availableThe following Builder Site Buttons will be available

The different Features that you will become familiar with when you set up your application areThe different Features that you will become familiar with when you set up your application are
outlined in the steps belowoutlined in the steps below
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Edit Application DetailsEdit Application Details

Edit Application Details:Edit Application Details: Allows you to edit the web address, upload special custom themes,
change the administrator information through to uploading special terms and conditions on the
site. This will already be set up for you by your distributor.

Edit Application ThemeEdit Application Theme
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Edit Application Theme:Edit Application Theme: Allows you to change the colours and logos of your application. This
ensures the application colours will match your sport or organisation. This will already be set up
for you by your distributor.

Event Pages. You will use this Module the most.Event Pages. You will use this Module the most.

Event Pages:Event Pages: This is where you set up ALL of the event information that is entered by athletes,
coaches, dieticians, doctors. These Events can range from physiological test, medical forms,
daily monitoring forms to strength and conditioning forms. All of the "Event data" that you
specify that you want to capture here is then available for you to capture, graph, analyse and
produce reports for in your application.
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Databases (a database can be used in an Event or Profile FormDatabases (a database can be used in an Event or Profile Form
through a "Database" field)through a "Database" field)

Databases:Databases: This is where you can set up new databases for rehabilitation exercises through to
strength and conditioning exercises. These databases are then available to be used in a special
Database Field that you can add into your "Event Pages" or "Profile Pages".

Profile Pages-for Profile InformationProfile Pages-for Profile Information
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Profile Pages:Profile Pages: A Profile Form is used to record things such as contact information, mentors, long
term goals, clothing sizes, medical contacts, administrative information etc. It is used to capture
information that only changes 1-2 times per year and is also very important to pull through into
the reports and other features on the application to limit data shown and improve reporting.
The system does NOT keep a record of changes to this data, it only tracks and displays the most
recent entry.

Performance Standards- create coloured performance rangesPerformance Standards- create coloured performance ranges
for the results entered into the Event Formsfor the results entered into the Event Forms

Performance Standards:Performance Standards: Allow you create the colour coded performance ranges that you can
compare you data to. These are then available on the site to compare the athletes progress
against the standards of performance. They are also used when you develop the Performance
Summary Reports (the high level overview dashboard, are pulled through for the colours of the
sidebar, or to auto colour the forms when they are completed.
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Performance Explanations-create specific feedback for anPerformance Explanations-create specific feedback for an
athlete or coach based on the results entered into the Eventathlete or coach based on the results entered into the Event
Form/sForm/s

Performance Explanations:Performance Explanations: Allow you to set up a special feedback form where you can specify
the exact feedback to an athlete/coach when specific data or combinations of data are entered
into the system. For example, if an athlete enters injury information you could have a
performance explanation set up that provides information about best practice protocols
depending on the severity of the injury.
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Performance Summary Reports- create a dashboard overviewPerformance Summary Reports- create a dashboard overview
of the key variables you track in your systemof the key variables you track in your system

Performance Summary Reports:Performance Summary Reports: Allow you to set up the Performance Summary Dashboard that
a coach/athlete accesses to see the high level overview of how they are progressing across the
spectrum of performance markers.

Resources-upload and access shared Resources on the mainResources-upload and access shared Resources on the main
sitesite
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Resources:Resources: Is where you upload information that you athletes and coaches can download off
the website. This can be anything from dietary guidelines to the most recent drug testing
protocols, or even links to other websites.

External Documentation LinksExternal Documentation Links

External Documentation Links:External Documentation Links: is where you can record screen videos of how to use the site and
this can appear alongside the different modules in the site. This is not used very commonly.
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The Edit Application Theme andThe Edit Application Theme and
Edit Application DetailsEdit Application Details
ModulesModules
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Access the Edit Application DetailsAccess the Edit Application Details

The Edit Application details should already be set up when you view your application. Below
is a quick guide to the main features on the Application Details Page.

To view the Application Details click on "Edit Application Details"To view the Application Details click on "Edit Application Details"

To see the application details, click on the Edit Application Details

The Site Name, Site Location and the Administrators E-mailThe Site Name, Site Location and the Administrators E-mail
address are displayed first. Please do NOT change these. If youaddress are displayed first. Please do NOT change these. If you
change the site location, your site link will change and userschange the site location, your site link will change and users
won't know where to access the application fromwon't know where to access the application from
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1: Application Name1: Application Name is the name that appears when loading the site on the login page. It also
defines it on the list of applications that you have access to.

2: Describe your application2: Describe your application is for a description of your application on the My Application page.

3: Administrator Email3: Administrator Email is usually where the head builder's e-mail address is inserted.

4: Site location4: Site location is the web address where users can locate the main Application link e.g.
https://my.smartabase.com/fusionforms (please note that it is case sensitive)

Plan type should always be set to Private OrganisationPlan type should always be set to Private Organisation
(Organsation Pays). If it is site with online User registration it(Organsation Pays). If it is site with online User registration it
will be set differently.will be set differently.

Plan should be set to "Private Organisation (Organisation Pays)".

Sites that have Online Registration will be set to "Private with Admin Verified Registration"

Do notDo not set the site as Free to the public or Open to the public.
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There are a number of ways to style the site using Custom CSSThere are a number of ways to style the site using Custom CSS
files and special Images. These should ONLY be uploaded by afiles and special Images. These should ONLY be uploaded by a
web designer or your distributorweb designer or your distributor

Header and BackgroundHeader and Background

1: Header Image1: Header Image is for any image which you want to appear in the header ( in addition to the
styling capabilities available through the "Edit Application Theme" buttons). You can see here
than a .png has been uploaded and that shows in the top part of the site styling.

2: The Report Header Image2: The Report Header Image is for any .pdf reports that you generate from the site. The logo
uploaded here will appear in the header.

3: The Background Image3: The Background Image can be uploaded so that an image appears in the background of the
site.

CSS Files and Additional Image uploadsCSS Files and Additional Image uploads

Custom CSS and PDF Report CSSCustom CSS and PDF Report CSS allows a user to upload customised styling files for the look
and feel of the site, and also for their pdf's and their mobile device These should onlyonly be
updated by a design professional.

Mobile Application CustomisationMobile Application Customisation

Then Mobile Header Image, Background and Custom CSS can now be customised to suit your
organisations needs.
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Chart FontChart Font allows you to change the font of any charts that appear in the application (e.g.
inform charts or fields that are set to chart by default). This can be set to Arial or Helvetic Neue.

Advanced Configuration will default to Yes. If you set it to No, allAdvanced Configuration will default to Yes. If you set it to No, all
of the Event Forms on the Enter data for Athlete and Enter dataof the Event Forms on the Enter data for Athlete and Enter data
for Group page will be hidden until a blue category orfor Group page will be hidden until a blue category or
subheading is selectedsubheading is selected

The advanced Configuration is for the event form display on the Enter Data for Athlete and
Enter Data for Group Pages. If you set the Advanced Configuration to No, none of the Event
Forms will be displayed below the Main Event Form Categories. The Event Forms will only
appear once a user selects a specific Event Form category (folder).

-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to Yes-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to Yes

All Event Forms will appear underneath the categories. When a category is selected only the
Event Forms from that Category will display.
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-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to No-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to No

No Event Forms will appear underneath the categories. The Event Forms are only listed once a
category is selected

The Terms and Conditions text area allows you to add in aThe Terms and Conditions text area allows you to add in a
Special Terms and Conditions that each user needs to acceptSpecial Terms and Conditions that each user needs to accept
before they login.before they login.

Terms and ConditionsTerms and Conditions allows you to have specialised terms and conditions available on the
login page of the site. When a user logins the login button changes from "login" to "Login and
Accept Terms and Conditions" (see the login page in the image in the step below).
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When Terms and Conditions are added to the Terms andWhen Terms and Conditions are added to the Terms and
Conditions Section on the Builder Site, the Terms appear belowConditions Section on the Builder Site, the Terms appear below
the login button and the login button now says "Login andthe login button and the login button now says "Login and
Accept Terms and Conditions"Accept Terms and Conditions"

The User Labels allow you to set the name of the Users who areThe User Labels allow you to set the name of the Users who are
set as a Coach/Administrator/Staff or an Athlete/Player/Client.set as a Coach/Administrator/Staff or an Athlete/Player/Client.

If you change the User Label, the "Enter Data for Athlete button" and "Athlete History" buttons
on the main site will change to the name of the label you assign them. For example, if you
change it to Player, then the enter data button will show "Enter Data for Player" and the History
button will display "Player History". It is an easy way to change the main buttons to match the
name that you call you athletes, clients, players etc. The images in the two steps below shows
the default "Athlete" Label and then the Label change to "Player".
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Changes to Enter Data for athletes button when the user labelChanges to Enter Data for athletes button when the user label
is Athleteis Athlete

Changes to Enter Data for athletes button when the User LabelChanges to Enter Data for athletes button when the User Label
is "Player"is "Player"

The My Resources Search Functionality and changingThe My Resources Search Functionality and changing
Attachments to Resources is now set up on the Edit ApplicationAttachments to Resources is now set up on the Edit Application
Details pageDetails page
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These two additional buttons set the search page for the My Resources Page and the
functionality of enabling Event Forms to have Attachments that are treated as Attachment-
Resources. Most organisations will want to upgrade to the new My Resources layout, but others
may want to retain the current (legacy) layout.

-To access the new My Resources Page, your Fusion Support Distributor will need to enable it
on your system. This has beenhas been set up on this system, as the image in the step here shows that
Use Legacy Search is NOT tickedNOT ticked.

-Additionally, organisations can now choose how they want to manage Event Form
Attachments. They can choose to leave the Attachments as they currently are, or to enable the
system Builder to update each Event Form so that any Event Forms Attachments are also
accessible via the My Resources page (termed Attachmen-Resources).

Once you make changes to the Application Details these can beOnce you make changes to the Application Details these can be
saved by clicking the "Update Application" button. We stronglysaved by clicking the "Update Application" button. We strongly
recommend that you check with your Distributor beforerecommend that you check with your Distributor before
updating ANY of these settings.updating ANY of these settings.
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The Application Theme (the colours, text colourThe Application Theme (the colours, text colour
etc)etc)

In addition to being able to upload you own custom CSS files and images on the EditEdit
Application DetailsApplication Details Module, you could also set up the colours of the headings, text etc in the
"Edit Aplication Theme" Module. It should already be set up before you access your site.

To view your Application Theme (the colours, text colour etc)To view your Application Theme (the colours, text colour etc)
click on Edit Application Themeclick on Edit Application Theme

The theme should already be set up for you when go into the Application Theme page.
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The image here shows you how the colours are applied fromThe image here shows you how the colours are applied from
the Builder Application Theme to the actual Applicationthe Builder Application Theme to the actual Application

A Quick Guide to the mapping of colours from the Builder toA Quick Guide to the mapping of colours from the Builder to
the actual Applicationthe actual Application
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If you want to change the colours of your theme, please askIf you want to change the colours of your theme, please ask
your distributor first. Choosing the correct colour combinationyour distributor first. Choosing the correct colour combination
is best left to the design professionals, and it is easy to make ais best left to the design professionals, and it is easy to make a
mistake and have colours that do not work well together.mistake and have colours that do not work well together.
Now that the style of your site can be updated using the CSS files on the Edit Application
Details, it is important that you do not change your site colours until you have checked with
your Distributor first.
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Event Pages: Event Forms areEvent Pages: Event Forms are
used to create the Structure ofused to create the Structure of
all of the Data you capture.all of the Data you capture.
Learn where they are on theLearn where they are on the
Builder, how they are used onBuilder, how they are used on
the Application and how tothe Application and how to
check for Event Form Errorscheck for Event Form Errors
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Viewing Your Existing Event FormsViewing Your Existing Event Forms

To access all of the data capture Event Forms (e.g. fitness tests, medical data, physiology
tests) that are available on your application, you can click on the "Event PagesEvent Pages" button.

Click on Event Forms to access all of the Event Forms that areClick on Event Forms to access all of the Event Forms that are
on your systemon your system

Once you click on "Event Pages" you will be shown a completeOnce you click on "Event Pages" you will be shown a complete
list of all of the Event Forms that have been built on yourlist of all of the Event Forms that have been built on your
system. These forms are the structure of all of the data which issystem. These forms are the structure of all of the data which is
stored and tracked on the main application.stored and tracked on the main application.
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The information in the following steps shows you how the Event Forms are used on the main
application.

On the main Application, the Event Forms are the data captureOn the main Application, the Event Forms are the data capture
forms that users use to track their data.The data captured canforms that users use to track their data.The data captured can
then be used in the Reports, through to Performance Summarythen be used in the Reports, through to Performance Summary
Reports and even the Performance Alerts ModulesReports and even the Performance Alerts Modules

The Event Forms that are created on the Builder Site can be made available to track in the main
Site through the data entry pages.

On the Application, the Event Forms appear in the Enter DataOn the Application, the Event Forms appear in the Enter Data
for Athlete pagefor Athlete page
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You can see the list of Event Forms, that this user has access to, appear for selection after you
select to enter in new data. All of these Event Forms were created on the Event Pages Module
on the Builder.

Once you select on the Event Form name you can enter newOnce you select on the Event Form name you can enter new
data into the Event Formdata into the Event Form

The Event Forms and the fields in the Event Forms are alsoThe Event Forms and the fields in the Event Forms are also
used for creating Performance Alerts through to specificused for creating Performance Alerts through to specific
reportsreports
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All of the Event Forms and Fields in each Event form can be used to create performance alerts.

To View Your Event Forms on the Builder click on the "EventTo View Your Event Forms on the Builder click on the "Event
Pages" buttonPages" button

You can access all of your Event forms through the "Event Pages" button shown above. If you
want to create a New Event you need to use this button as well (discussed in the Create New
Event Lesson).

A complete list of all of the Event Forms on your systems willA complete list of all of the Event Forms on your systems will
appear in alphabetical orderappear in alphabetical order

The Event Forms Page allows you to see:The Event Forms Page allows you to see:

The entire list of your Event Forms in the Name column

The Category that each Event Form is saved under

Any Tags (sub categories) that the Event Form is saved under
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You also have the Ability to (all discussed in depth in the Updating Existing Forms Lesson):You also have the Ability to (all discussed in depth in the Updating Existing Forms Lesson):

Edit the each Event Form's Name

Delete each Event Form

Duplicate each Event Form

Resave the Form (which will resave any calculations in the form that you might have added into)

Migrate Fields which allows you to change a field name without losing any data which is saved
to it

Migrate Options allows you to change options in a field safely without any data which is saved
to it

To View/Edit an existing Event Form click on the form name toTo View/Edit an existing Event Form click on the form name to
open the formopen the form

You will be taken directly to the fields in the form (as shown in the step below).
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The fields will be displayed. The example here shows the fieldsThe fields will be displayed. The example here shows the fields
in a 40m Sprint Event Formin a 40m Sprint Event Form

The image here shows a 40m Sprint Form that includes data to capture environmental
information (as single selection boxes), athlete state (single selection boxes) and sprint time
(numbers) and splits and velocities (calculations from the existing data).

You can add in as many NEW fields as you require using theYou can add in as many NEW fields as you require using the
Add Question module on the left of the Event Builder pageAdd Question module on the left of the Event Builder page

You CAN add in new calculations, or as many fields NEW as you require into a form using the
Add Question button. This is discussed fully in Creating a new Event Form, and you need toThis is discussed fully in Creating a new Event Form, and you need to
thoroughly understand this before you edit existing Data Capture Forms with Data in them.thoroughly understand this before you edit existing Data Capture Forms with Data in them.
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An example of this is that you have a new timing system for your sprint test and you want to
record the 5m time as well.

To do this, you click on the field name that you want the new question to be inserted
underneath (e.g. Start Type):

-Click on "Add Number", and a new field will appear underneath the Start Type field.

-Set up the Properties of the Number (e.g. format, 0.00, Number Type- Time and Unit seconds,
through to showing or not showing in the reports etc) which is discussed fully in Builder
Properties

-Add in two numeric calculations (shown in the step below) to calculate the 5m split and velocity

-Click "Save" and the changes will be saved.

Please note that you can add in as many NEW Question fields as you require. However, if youPlease note that you can add in as many NEW Question fields as you require. However, if you
change or modify the existing field names in the form in ANY WAY you will probably deletechange or modify the existing field names in the form in ANY WAY you will probably delete
existing data on the system. See the Lesson on safely updating the form name, field name andexisting data on the system. See the Lesson on safely updating the form name, field name and
options to avoid losing any data.options to avoid losing any data.

An example of the new fields being added to the 40m SprintAn example of the new fields being added to the 40m Sprint

3 new fields have been added:

- a 5m sprint time (with units as seconds)

- a 5m split numeric calculation

- a 0-5m velocity numeric calculation

Click Save to update the Event Form and the changes will the instantly be available in the actual
application (see the step below to see the new fields in the event)
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The changes on the actual application, where there are now anThe changes on the actual application, where there are now an
additional 3 field in this formadditional 3 field in this form

To change the name of an existing field, the existing options inTo change the name of an existing field, the existing options in
a field or the Event Form name, please see the Lesson ona field or the Event Form name, please see the Lesson on
"Safely Updating/Changing Field names". NEVER go directly into"Safely Updating/Changing Field names". NEVER go directly into
the form and rename itthe form and rename it

If any data has been saved for that field on the actual application, you will wipe any saved data
if you open the form and just re-type in a new field name. See the section on how to safely
update, change and rename field names and options within forms to learn how to update fields
and/or options.

However, if you are just creating a new form and no users have access to the form and you are
SURE no data has been saved for the field name you are changing, you can retype in a new field
name and save the changes. Ensure you check you do not need to update any calculations or
visibility settings that referenced that field name as well.
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If you accidentally change an existing field name that has dataIf you accidentally change an existing field name that has data
saved to it and you haven't saved the form, click "Cancel" andsaved to it and you haven't saved the form, click "Cancel" and
none of the changes will be saved, and the form will NOT benone of the changes will be saved, and the form will NOT be
updatedupdated

If you accidentally change a field name that has data saved to itIf you accidentally change a field name that has data saved to it
and you have saved the form changes, IMMEDIATELY writeand you have saved the form changes, IMMEDIATELY write
down the old name of the field and the new name and contactdown the old name of the field and the new name and contact
your Distributor.your Distributor.

If you rename a field incorrectly or accidentally delete a field, immediately contact yourIf you rename a field incorrectly or accidentally delete a field, immediately contact your
administrator. You MUST make a note of the exact changes in the field names (e.g. the originaladministrator. You MUST make a note of the exact changes in the field names (e.g. the original
field name and the new field name) to help us recover your data.field name and the new field name) to help us recover your data.
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What information is Automatically recordedWhat information is Automatically recorded
with each new Event Form Entry on thewith each new Event Form Entry on the
Application?Application?
You can enter data into the system using the SidebarYou can enter data into the system using the Sidebar
(expanding a form name and clicking on "new entry", using the(expanding a form name and clicking on "new entry", using the
Enter Data for Athlete Button and the Enter Data for GroupEnter Data for Athlete Button and the Enter Data for Group
Button.Button.

For each new entry that is made by a user (a coach or an athlete), the system automatically
tracks

1. The Date of actual entryactual entry into the system (this is tracked but only shows when you run a
report and include Creation Data)

2. The DateDate that you select in the data field in the event form

2. About - Who the event is about

3: By -Who entered the event (the name of the user)

4: The event's status as a completed event or as a draft (planned event).

To enter an event you must select a user or a group of users toTo enter an event you must select a user or a group of users to
enter the information for. When an athlete logins and entersenter the information for. When an athlete logins and enters
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their own data their name will be automatically stored as thetheir own data their name will be automatically stored as the
person who it is entered for an about. If a coach enters theperson who it is entered for an about. If a coach enters the
data, it will track who the data is being entered for, and thedata, it will track who the data is being entered for, and the
Entered By will stored as the person entering in the data.Entered By will stored as the person entering in the data.

The information entered on the system is stored for each athlete even when it is entered for a
group of athletes.
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Each event which is entered on the application by a userEach event which is entered on the application by a user
requires a Date and time field to be entered. This is stored withrequires a Date and time field to be entered. This is stored with
the event information for the specified athlete/group ofthe event information for the specified athlete/group of
athletes.athletes.

For all records you have to specify the data and time of entry. When the data is being entered it
will automatically default to the date that you are entering the information on. The example
here shows a group entry and the date and time are recorded. The record will be saved for this
time for each of these athletes. This will then be displayed and can be accessed by opening the
individual athlete's record, or the group's information.

In the Athlete History Page you can see the Date and By as itIn the Athlete History Page you can see the Date and By as it
shows on the Athlete Historyshows on the Athlete History

Date, who entered it and who it is entered for is automatically shown in each athlete's history.
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To see the date that is was actually entered into the system you can use the Creation Date
button in the Reports Page (see the image in the step below)

The Results on the Reports ModuleThe Results on the Reports Module

The image above shows the reports fields that are automatically displayed for each Event form:

1. Date of entry

2. About - Who the event is about

3: Who entered the event -a coach or the athlete

All changes to events are stored with the user and time of access, so you do NOT need to build
these questions into your Event Forms.
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On the Reports Page you can select "Creation Date" to includeOn the Reports Page you can select "Creation Date" to include
who created the original event and on what date it was actuallywho created the original event and on what date it was actually
created (not the date selected at the top of the form)created (not the date selected at the top of the form)

#1: you can see that the event form was selected to entered on the 24/07/2012. However, the
date that it was actually entered was on the 11th. This could mean the data was entered
retrospectively, or that it has been updated since it was originally entered.

#2: The entered by shows you who first created the record (Created By) and who has most
recently updated it (by)

An example of the Event as it is displayed on the Schedule PageAn example of the Event as it is displayed on the Schedule Page
Module. The time that the event is entered appears and it alsoModule. The time that the event is entered appears and it also
shows who it is entered for.shows who it is entered for.

An example of the the time being used in the My Schedule Page.
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Building a New Form: Understanding the EventBuilding a New Form: Understanding the Event
Form Builder's Fields, Sections and FormForm Builder's Fields, Sections and Form
PropertiesProperties

If you are the site Builder then you need to ensure you understand all of the relevant
capabilities of the system. Make sure you have spent some time with your trainer before
you actually start building so that you understand where the data flows in the system, and
how you can best make use of it.

To access you existing Event Forms or to build a new EventTo access you existing Event Forms or to build a new Event
Form, click on "Event Pages"Form, click on "Event Pages"

To build a new form click on Event PagesTo build a new form click on Event Pages

Click on New Event Form (on the right of the Event Pages Page)Click on New Event Form (on the right of the Event Pages Page)

Click on the "New Event FormNew Event Form" button (as shown in the image here).
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Complete the Details about the New EventComplete the Details about the New Event

Set up the Event Form information before you start to add in your QuestionsSet up the Event Form information before you start to add in your Questions

1. Name:1. Name: The name that the data entry form is called e.g. Horizontal Jump (You MUST Name(You MUST Name
each form uniquely on the system so that the computer can recognise it as a unique Eventeach form uniquely on the system so that the computer can recognise it as a unique Event
Form or errors will occur)Form or errors will occur)

2. Category2. Category: is the category that the form is displayed under when a coach or athlete selects to
view it

3. Tags:3. Tags: The Sub-category that you want the form to appear in, e.g the Power and Jump Sub
Categories, that appear under the Category of Fitness Testing.

4. Purpose:4. Purpose: The information that is displayed directly under the form name (as shown in the
insert)

5. Description:5. Description: The information that pop-ups when you mouse over the form on the enter data
page. This provides the users with a description/more information about the form and what it is
capturing

6. Start with:6. Start with: Always start with blank formtart with blank form

77. Click on "Build Event Forms""Build Event Forms"
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The Image here shows you the Details as they appear on theThe Image here shows you the Details as they appear on the
Enter Data Page.Enter Data Page.

Once you Click to create a new Event Form, a Blank Page withOnce you Click to create a new Event Form, a Blank Page with
one section and no questions will appear. All Fields Types areone section and no questions will appear. All Fields Types are
on the Left and any fields/questions added will then appear onon the Left and any fields/questions added will then appear on
the right in the Form Overviewthe right in the Form Overview

Starting the Building Process: Essential Background InformationStarting the Building Process: Essential Background Information

Once you set up the Form descriptions and information you now have access to the Form
Builder and a blank Events Page. Using this page you literally build the form from a "blank
sheet" to one that captures your physiological, psychometric, medical and even injury Event
data.

Form Overview and Form BuilderForm Overview and Form Builder

Before you start to add in your questions and fields, you need to understand the concept that
the builder page is split into two distinct components:
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#1. Form Overview#1. Form Overview (right side of the page) :: The Event Form is displayed on the right and is
updated instantly as you develop the form. You can delete and move questions and sections
around using this component, but you cannot edit the names of questions or fields. It is an
overview of the questions and fields that you have entered.

#2. Form Builder#2. Form Builder (left side of the page) :: The building blocks for you form are contained in the
"Add Question""Add Question" and "Properties""Properties" buttons.

-The "Add Question"Add Question" button (circled in the image above) allows you to select the different Field
Types:

* Text :* Text : To record comments or information that is not required for in depth analysis (discussed
in 2.2).

* Numbers:* Numbers: to capture all of you numeric information. From a negative to a positive, from no
decimal points to three decimal points, from time (minutes, seconds) to length (cm, m) and the
like (discussed in 2.3).

* Option/Selections:* Option/Selections: to capture preset answers or options for each field (which can be scored
and used in calculations) (discussed in 2.4).

*Calculations:*Calculations: to perform sums, averages, min and max and the like for all numeric and scored
selection information (discussed in 2.5).

* Special Fields:* Special Fields: such as OSICS body images for injury, heart rate, GPS or document
attachments (discussed in 2.6).

-The "Properties""Properties" button (shown in the image above) allows you to set up each Field Type
differently such as field size, decimal points, number types etc. Each of the different Field Types
displayed have different properties that you can set. These will be discussed through the help
document when highlighting the different properties of each Field.

Set up the Section Properties: Click on the "New Section"Set up the Section Properties: Click on the "New Section"
Heading and the Section properties will appear on the LeftHeading and the Section properties will appear on the Left
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Click on the New Section heading (right) and the Section properties appear on the left (as
shown here).

Name the Section and add in an Instructions for the Section.Name the Section and add in an Instructions for the Section.
These will be displayed on the right in the Form OverviewThese will be displayed on the right in the Form Overview

1: When you add in a section title, this appears on the right at the top of the section

2: When you add in the Section Instructions, these appear on the right under the Section Title
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Now you can add in a Question by clicking on "Add Question".Now you can add in a Question by clicking on "Add Question".
All of the field types that can be added to your form will appearAll of the field types that can be added to your form will appear
for you to select (these are all discussed in depth in the "Eventfor you to select (these are all discussed in depth in the "Event
Form: Details about all of the Field Types that you can add intoForm: Details about all of the Field Types that you can add into
your Event Form" lessons)your Event Form" lessons)

1: Click on Add Question and the fields that are available will appear.

2: Click on the Field that you want to add to the Event form and that type of field will appear on
the right of the page in the Form Overview (see the image in the step below) and it will be
named "Question".

3: Each Field has it's own unique properties that can set for it. To access these, click on
Properties (if it is not already shown). You will be able to name the question and add in all of the
specific settings for the question. For this example a "Single Line Text" was selected in #2 and
will appear on the left of the Form Overview. Now the PropertiesProperties for that field can be accessed
by clicking on the field name in the Form Overview, and then by clicking the "Properties" button.
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Click on Properties (button #3 in the image in the previousClick on Properties (button #3 in the image in the previous
step), Name the field and add in any instructional informationstep), Name the field and add in any instructional information
(discussed in full in the Creating a Form Lesson)(discussed in full in the Creating a Form Lesson)

Once you Name the Question, you have access to set up a LOTOnce you Name the Question, you have access to set up a LOT
of different field Properties. These include the visibility of theof different field Properties. These include the visibility of the
question, through to who can enter it. See the Manual on Fieldquestion, through to who can enter it. See the Manual on Field
Properties for more informationProperties for more information

Each Field has a range of Properties that can set for it.

Each Event Form has a range of Form Properties that can be setEach Event Form has a range of Form Properties that can be set
for it. These Form Properties are accessed by clicking on thefor it. These Form Properties are accessed by clicking on the
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Event Form name in the top right of the page. The FormEvent Form name in the top right of the page. The Form
Properties and Advanced Form Properties are then available toProperties and Advanced Form Properties are then available to
be viewed/editedbe viewed/edited

If you click on the Form Name (e.g. the Event Form is called "New Form") the Form Properties
will be accessible on the right (the Form properties are the categorical information etc that were
specified when the form was created). More Advanced Form Properties (discussed in depth in
setting your Form Properties) are available by clicking on "Advanced Properties" which is circled
above. The Advanced Properties are shown in the step below.
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Once you click to Access the Form Properties (shown in the stepOnce you click to Access the Form Properties (shown in the step
above), you can also access the Advanced Properties for theabove), you can also access the Advanced Properties for the
Form. These range from being able to set a to lock on a form,Form. These range from being able to set a to lock on a form,
through to autocolouring the form while it is entered.through to autocolouring the form while it is entered.

To optimise your form layout and functionality you need to set up the "Advanced Form
Properties" for each form. These are discussed fully in Event Form Advanced Properties

Remember: Each Form has a Name and Properties that can beRemember: Each Form has a Name and Properties that can be
set for it. Each Section has a name and properties that be setset for it. Each Section has a name and properties that be set
for it. Each Field in the Event Form has a Name and propertiesfor it. Each Field in the Event Form has a Name and properties
that can be set for itthat can be set for it
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How to Check all of your Event Forms at onceHow to Check all of your Event Forms at once
for an error report and an optimisation reportfor an error report and an optimisation report

When you build a new Event Form, create or update an existing Event Form you may have
accidentally left off settings, or not attached a database field into a database. The Check forCheck for
ErrorsErrors allows you to see if any of the fields in your Event Forms have errors that need
correcting.

To check all of your event forms for any errors go to "EventTo check all of your event forms for any errors go to "Event
Pages"Pages"

Click on "Check for Errors" on the right of the pageClick on "Check for Errors" on the right of the page
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The software will check for any errors and these will beThe software will check for any errors and these will be
displayed in Red. It will also provide suggestions to enhance thedisplayed in Red. It will also provide suggestions to enhance the
Event Forms as well.Event Forms as well.

The error check will display the Event Form name on the left and provide any warning, or errors
on the right. You can print this page from your internet browser, or alternatively go back to the
Event Pages and the same errors/warnings will be displayed at the bottom of the form (as
shown in the image in the step below).

"All fields Valid:"All fields Valid:" : means that it is well formatted and correct.

"The following are warnings that may need to be correcting:"The following are warnings that may need to be correcting:" warns you if any variable is not
optimised for length, or if a format is not set up correctly. It also alerts you if calculations are
not written correctly.

The following errors need to be fixed before moving on:The following errors need to be fixed before moving on: means that the form is NOT
functioning as it is supposed to. It needs to be updated immediately.
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The errors as they appear on the Event FormThe errors as they appear on the Event Form

The same error message that appears in the "Check for errors" list is also displayed when the
actual Event Form is opened. Fix the errors and then Save the form.

Once you update or fix any errors on an Event Form, you canOnce you update or fix any errors on an Event Form, you can
run the Check for Errors to ensure that it is error free.run the Check for Errors to ensure that it is error free.
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New "Double Spaces Error" on the Form BuilderNew "Double Spaces Error" on the Form Builder
because a double space cause issues in somebecause a double space cause issues in some
modulesmodules

Performance Summary Dashboard data and imports were being affected when there was a
double space in a field name e.g. Drop down (with a double space between the two words).

On the Form Builder there is a new error message for fieldsOn the Form Builder there is a new error message for fields
that have a double space in the field namethat have a double space in the field name

This error message will appear if any of the fields in a form have a double space in the name.

You need to ensure that your field names do not have a double space in the name. You can still
save the form, but the data will not link correctly into some of the system modules (like the
Performance Summary Dashboards).

If you are creating a new field remove the double spaceIf you are creating a new field remove the double space
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If you open an existing Form and you see you need to updateIf you open an existing Form and you see you need to update
an existing field in a form, you MUST use the Migrate Field workan existing field in a form, you MUST use the Migrate Field work
flow shown on the Event Pages Listflow shown on the Event Pages List

To safely rename an existing field (with a double space in it) that has data stored for it go to the
Event Pages List:

#1: Click on Migrate Field for the Form you need to update (e.g. 1 and 3RM Testing).

#2: Select the Field from the form that you want to migrate

#3: Update the name and click on "OK"

N.B. DO NOT just rename the field when you are viewing the form in the Builder view or you willN.B. DO NOT just rename the field when you are viewing the form in the Builder view or you will
lose you links to your existing data and that data will be delete.lose you links to your existing data and that data will be delete.

If you need help to rename a field and you are not sure how toIf you need help to rename a field and you are not sure how to
do it, or you are not sure if data is stored for it, just ask yourdo it, or you are not sure if data is stored for it, just ask your
DistributorDistributor
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Event Form Delete 5 times confirmationEvent Form Delete 5 times confirmation

Recently a new Builder deleted some important Forms from aRecently a new Builder deleted some important Forms from a
site accidentally. To avoid this ever happening again, a 5 timessite accidentally. To avoid this ever happening again, a 5 times
delete confirmation has been added.delete confirmation has been added.

You now cannot accidentally click on "Delete" and click "Yes" when you are deleting Event
Forms and Profile Forms from the system.

You will be asked to click on "OK" for "Are you sure you want toYou will be asked to click on "OK" for "Are you sure you want to
delete the Form" and the pop up box will appear 5 separatedelete the Form" and the pop up box will appear 5 separate
timestimes
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It will pop up so keep clicking on OK if you want to delete theIt will pop up so keep clicking on OK if you want to delete the
Event Form. Or, click on Cancel to cancel the delete at any timeEvent Form. Or, click on Cancel to cancel the delete at any time

This was added purely as a data protection feature to prevent accidental errors.

Remember, if you delete your Event Forms then all of the dataRemember, if you delete your Event Forms then all of the data
linked to that form will also be deleted!linked to that form will also be deleted!
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Event Form: Sections andEvent Form: Sections and
Section PropertiesSection Properties
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Sections in the Event Form (where questions/Sections in the Event Form (where questions/
fields are added into). How to add in a newfields are added into). How to add in a new
Section set up it's Visibility settingsSection set up it's Visibility settings

Before you can start to add Fields/Questions to your Event Form, you need to have SectionsBefore you can start to add Fields/Questions to your Event Form, you need to have Sections
to add those fields into. It is critical that you understand how to set up a section and modifyto add those fields into. It is critical that you understand how to set up a section and modify
the layout to ensure your forms look and function optimally.the layout to ensure your forms look and function optimally.

Why do you need Sections? To ensure your question flows andWhy do you need Sections? To ensure your question flows and
the page layout is optimised and user friendly.the page layout is optimised and user friendly.

Sections are an integral component of setting up your form. The image above shows four
sections have been used to divide up this injury monitoring form. You can clearly see the
section titles and description entered for it. The sections are used here to separate out different
types of questions into different areas. The section layouts can be set up differently as well. The
image here shows the Injury Area being set vertically (see the Section layout Step in this Lesson)
and the other sections have been set up with a Right Alignment and a Tool tip (the explanation
that appears in the image here).
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When you open an existing Event Form or create a new form,When you open an existing Event Form or create a new form,
the Form Builder appears. In the Add Question View click onthe Form Builder appears. In the Add Question View click on
"Add New Section" on the right of the Form Builder"Add New Section" on the right of the Form Builder

To Add a new Section click on "Add New Section"To Add a new Section click on "Add New Section"

To add a new Section:

Click on the "Add Question" Tab on the Form Builder and select the "Add New Section" button.

A section will be inserted into the Event FormA section will be inserted into the Event Form
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A New Section will now show on the left of the page in the form overview section.

Click on the "New Section" heading so it is highlighted light red.Click on the "New Section" heading so it is highlighted light red.
You can now Name the Section and add in an relevantYou can now Name the Section and add in an relevant
Description details using the Section Title and SectionDescription details using the Section Title and Section
Instructions areas on the right of the page.Instructions areas on the right of the page.

Start typing directly into the Section Title and Section Instructions text areas (right of the page)
and the changes will appear on the left in the Form Overview (as shown below).

The changes made on the Section Settings will be applied onThe changes made on the Section Settings will be applied on
the left in the form overviewthe left in the form overview
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Additional Description Formatting Details- you can add in htmlAdditional Description Formatting Details- you can add in html
code to format the section instructions to help with formattingcode to format the section instructions to help with formatting
and layout.and layout.

The image here shows that html code has been used to generate an unordered list (bullet
points) in the section details. If you know how to use html feel free to add in any formatting you
need. To find out more about using html code see the following link
http://www.w3schools.com/html

Visibility Settings can be set (when the section should andVisibility Settings can be set (when the section should and
should not appear) and are important to set for optimising theshould not appear) and are important to set for optimising the
flow of data and to minimise the amount of questions on theflow of data and to minimise the amount of questions on the
page.page.

The section's visibility on the event form can be set to show, hide or display when a specific
series of fields are entered on the event form. Click on Visibility in Section Settings to enable
this.
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Visibility will default to "Always Visible". Click on the VisibilityVisibility will default to "Always Visible". Click on the Visibility
drop down and specify whether you want this section to showdrop down and specify whether you want this section to show
based on a specific set of fields being selected.based on a specific set of fields being selected.

To add visibility settings click on the Visibility when all (or any) of:

1: Select the visibility

2: Select the field from the Field NameField Name (a list of all fields in this form will be presented for you to
select from)

3: Select the ConditionCondition that must be met, e.g. Equal To, Not Equal To, Greater than etc. Different
conditions will appear depending on the type of question selected (e.g. a selection, number, yes
no etc)

4: Enter/Select a Search term which will depend on the type of field you are using that you want
the visibility to be set from. A Yes/No question you select Yes or No, but a number you may type
in a whole number.

The example here shows that the entire section "Event Fields" and any questions added into
that section will not appear unless allall (because the visibility is set to "Visible when all of") of the
criteria set in the Visibility settings are met:

-The Yes or No Visibility FieldYes or No Visibility Field must be Equal ToEqual To "Yes"Yes"

ANDAND

The Section selection fieldSection selection field must Not Equal To "Hidden"Not Equal To "Hidden"

-e.g. The Event Fields section will be hidden unless the Yes or No Visibility Field equals Yes andand
the Selection field is selected as either "Showing" or "Unsure".

Alternatively, you could selected "Visible when any of""Visible when any of" for the Visibility would mean the Event
Fields section would appear if :

-The Yes or No Visibility FieldYes or No Visibility Field must be Equal ToEqual To "Yes"Yes"
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OROR

-The Section selection fieldSection selection field must Not Equal To "Hidden"Not Equal To "Hidden"

An example of this appear in the images in the steps belowAn example of this appear in the images in the steps below

The Image here shows you how the form looks before theThe Image here shows you how the form looks before the
correct fields are entered. The section does not appear and willcorrect fields are entered. The section does not appear and will
stay hidden if No is selected.stay hidden if No is selected.

The Section is hidden. See the image in the step below to see that the section appears on the
form when the correct combination of fields is entered.

The Section Appears when the correct combination of fields isThe Section Appears when the correct combination of fields is
enteredentered
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You can see that the section now appears when the correct combination of fields is entered.
Visibility can also be set for specific fields but see the Creating an Event Form Lesson for more
details.
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How to Delete, Duplicate, or Move Sections inHow to Delete, Duplicate, or Move Sections in
the Event Formthe Event Form

Sections can be moved up or down and inserted underneath existing sections. Use the
options displayed to the right of the section on the form overview, or the options displayed
with the Section Settings

Sections can be moved up or down and inserted underneathSections can be moved up or down and inserted underneath
existing sections. Use the options displayed to the right of theexisting sections. Use the options displayed to the right of the
section on the form overview, or the options displayed with thesection on the form overview, or the options displayed with the
Section SettingsSection Settings

Delete, Move or Duplicate SectionsDelete, Move or Duplicate Sections

At the bottom, or the side of a selected section (the image here shows a section has been
selected) and there are 5 different icons that allow you to delete, move and duplicate a section.
These allow you to:

"Red circle with a white minus (#1)" click to deletedelete the entire Section (and all/any questions in it)

"4 small Green squares "(#2) - click to movemove the Section around the form by selecting the
section you want it to insert under in the "Move to" pop up box.

"Green Up Arrow" (#3)- click to movemove the Section up one Section in the Form

"Green Down Arrow" (#3)- click to movemove the Section down one Section in the Form

"Green circle with a +" (#4) duplicateduplicate the entire Section, Instructions and questions within that
Section.
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To add a question into an existing field, select the section, thenTo add a question into an existing field, select the section, then
click on "Add Question" and choose a Field Type to add. Theclick on "Add Question" and choose a Field Type to add. The
field will be inserted and displayed on the left in the Formfield will be inserted and displayed on the left in the Form
Overview.Overview.

Start to Add QuestionsStart to Add Questions

Once you have named the section, you can start to build up the question/fields that capture the
correct data for this specific event.

To add a Question/Field to a Section within your Event Form:To add a Question/Field to a Section within your Event Form:

1. Clicking on the Section Title or Instructions so it is highlighted light red

2. Click on "Add Question" using the button at the bottom of the page, or in the Add Question
Tab on the right of the page.

3. All of the available fields that can be inserted into the event form will appear.

3. Click on the Type of Question you want to insert

4. Name the question to reflect what you want to record

5. Just as the Section has Visibility and Advanced Properties that can be set for it, each field type
has different properties and settings that need to be set as well. See the Lesson on Adding a
Question into a Form

6. Add in as Many Fields and you want.

7. Select "Save" and the form changes will be saved and will be available to any users with
access.

Please note that each Field in your Form MUST be named a unique name or you will NOT be
able to save the form that you have built. The system was designed to store data by Question
name, so if two fields are the same, the Event Data will not be able to be stored correctly.
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A Section's Column Layout: Format the fields inA Section's Column Layout: Format the fields in
a Section to appear in a multi-column layouta Section to appear in a multi-column layout

You can set up a section so that the fields in the section move into multiple column layout.

To change the Column Layout, go to the Advanced PropertiesTo change the Column Layout, go to the Advanced Properties
for the Section and click on the number of Columns you requirefor the Section and click on the number of Columns you require
in the Column Layout Feature.in the Column Layout Feature.

The image above shows that the question fields in the Event form have been set up to ask 3
similar types of questions for breakfast (yes no), lunch (single line text) and dinner (tick box). A
three column layout will transform the fields from being arranged vertically to being arranged
across three columns (shown in the image in the step below).

Obviously, if 2 columns were chosen for the above fields the form would not flow very well (as
shown in a latter image). Always consider how the form needs to function and perform when
you set your column layout. Preview the form using the "Preview" button, and then ALWAYS
login and look at how the form performs on the actual application.
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Column Layout: An example of how the fields change when a 3Column Layout: An example of how the fields change when a 3
column layout is applied. It transforms the data from verticalcolumn layout is applied. It transforms the data from vertical
arrangement to 3 horizontal columnsarrangement to 3 horizontal columns

You can see that these fields and field types were well suited to a 3 column layout. However, if
only a 2 column layout is applied, you can see that it doe not enhance the form at all (see the
image in the step below)!!

Column Layout: A Poor example of the column layout settingColumn Layout: A Poor example of the column layout setting
using a 2 column layout. The question do not flow and they areusing a 2 column layout. The question do not flow and they are
hard to interpret!hard to interpret!

Just because you can apply a column layout, it does not mean that you should always use it.
You can clearly see that the questions are hard to interpret and do not flow well compared to
the three column layout. The way you set up your fields will influence the number of columns
you should select.
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Optimising Column Layouts workaroundOptimising Column Layouts workaround

When you use a column layout for a section, you may want toWhen you use a column layout for a section, you may want to
add another question in that section on a new line, but youadd another question in that section on a new line, but you
cannot.cannot.

The example here shows that we have a 2 column layout for the section. We want to start
another field (e.g. 2 1) in the same section on new line. However, with a 2 column layout the
fields just fill the columns continuously and you cannot add in a spacer unless you add in a new
section to separate the new field. There is a workaround where you can add in a blank field and
then hide it.

A work around is to add in a new blank field and to hide it. ToA work around is to add in a new blank field and to hide it. To
do this follow the instructions in the steps belowdo this follow the instructions in the steps below
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Click on the cell that precedes where you want the blank field toClick on the cell that precedes where you want the blank field to
go (e.g 1 6 in this example)go (e.g 1 6 in this example)

1: Click on th cell that precedes where you want to add in the blank spacing field. The example
here shows that 1 6 has been selected.

2: Click on the "Add Question" Tab in the Form Builder.

3: Click on the same type of field that you are using for the rest of the questions (e.g a number,
option, text field etc.. but not a calculation).

Name the cell Blank Space (the column layout goes out of orderName the cell Blank Space (the column layout goes out of order
but ignore this as it will be correct once you save it)but ignore this as it will be correct once you save it)
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Set the cell to be hidden and not visible anywhere in the systemSet the cell to be hidden and not visible anywhere in the system

Now preview the form and you will see that the field acts as aNow preview the form and you will see that the field acts as a
spacer yet it does not appear on the form or anywhere in thespacer yet it does not appear on the form or anywhere in the
system on the applicationsystem on the application
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The Blank Space field acts as a "spacer" to set up the work flow and layout as you require. You
can add in multiple spacer fields, just name them appropriately (e.g. Blank Space 1, Blank Space
2).

ALWAYS preview and test these field to make sure you have setALWAYS preview and test these field to make sure you have set
up them correctly. The example here shows that a spacer fieldup them correctly. The example here shows that a spacer field
was not set to be hidden!!was not set to be hidden!!

A Blank Space field has not been set as being "Hidden" in the Advanced Properties "Visible"
setting. It appears in the data entry form on the system which is a mistake.
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Section and Field Visibility will NOT work on theSection and Field Visibility will NOT work on the
main application or the mobile application if itmain application or the mobile application if it
references an option calculation that is scoredreferences an option calculation that is scored
You need to be very careful using an option WITH a score if youYou need to be very careful using an option WITH a score if you
are setting up field/section visibility settingsare setting up field/section visibility settings
Please read the following steps to ensure you are familiar with the difference between options
with scores and options without scores.

Field 1 is set up with an option with no scores. It will be treatedField 1 is set up with an option with no scores. It will be treated
as a normal option field, and any visibility setting based off itas a normal option field, and any visibility setting based off it
will workwill work

Field 1 is set up as an option only (e.g. with no scores). It can be used for option calculations
and for field and section visibility settings.

This means it cannot be used in "calculations" (use reference numbers), but it can be used in
"option caculctions" and "text calculation" fields
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Field 1 is being referenced in an option calculation. This optionField 1 is being referenced in an option calculation. This option
calculation sets the visibility for sections 2 and 3.calculation sets the visibility for sections 2 and 3.

#1:Field 1 is set as an option field with no scores:

#2: Field 1 is being referenced in an option calculation called "Option Calc Field 1" which will
return "Yes" if A or B are selected, and "No" if C,D, E or F are selected (If (or(Field 1 = "A", Field 1
= "B"), "Yes", "No")

#3: The section called "2: Option Calc 1 Field 1 Yes" will be shown if the option calculation
returns "Yes"

#4: The section called "3: Option Calc 1 Field 1 No" will be shown if the option calculation
returns "No"
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These calculations all work as expected and the section and fieldThese calculations all work as expected and the section and field
visibility works as expectedvisibility works as expected

These calculations all work as expected and the section and fieldThese calculations all work as expected and the section and field
visibility works as expectedvisibility works as expected
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"Field 2 Scored" is set up with a Score for each Option. As soon"Field 2 Scored" is set up with a Score for each Option. As soon
as you reference an option with a score in a calculation, itas you reference an option with a score in a calculation, it
changes from being recognised from an option, to a numberchanges from being recognised from an option, to a number

"Field 2 Scored" is being referenced by three different option"Field 2 Scored" is being referenced by three different option
calculations, and these all individually set the visibility for sections 4calculations, and these all individually set the visibility for sections 4
and 5, 6 and 7, and 8 and 9, respectivelyand 5, 6 and 7, and 8 and 9, respectively

All three of the option calculations are written to return "Yes" if A, or B, are selected, and "No" if
C,D,E or F are selected. However, only two calculations are written correctly, one is written
incorrectly and it will not return the correct answer:
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#1 Option Calc Field 2 is written incorrectly; it is using theis written incorrectly; it is using the option as an optionoption as an option,, not as a score.not as a score.
This equation will never run correctly and it will not be able to be used correctly in field/section
visibility settings.

• If (or(Field 2 Scored = "AA", Field 2 Scored = "BB"), "Yes", "No")

#2: Option Calc Field 3 is written correctly;is written correctly; it is defining the option as an option (not a score)
and the calculation will work correctly

• If (or(optionoption(Field 2 Scored) = "A", optionoption(Field 2 Scored) = "B"), "Yes", "No")

#3: Option Calc Field 4 is written correctly;is written correctly; it is treating the option as a number, and the
calculation will work correctly.

• If (or(Field 2 Scored = 11, Field 2 Scored = 22), "Yes", "No")

WARNING: Because the field "Option Calc Field 2" is written to treat theWARNING: Because the field "Option Calc Field 2" is written to treat the
options as an option (not as a score) this calculation will NEVER workoptions as an option (not as a score) this calculation will NEVER work

This calculation is written so that if A or B are selected, then "Yes" should be returned. Because
the calculation is written incorrectly, it continually returns No and this then affects the
subsequent section 4 and 5 section visibility. Because options with scores are treated as
numbers, not options, this option calculation question will never be able to return "Yes".
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Option Calculations must either reference the score, or have "option"Option Calculations must either reference the score, or have "option"
written before the option in the calculation.written before the option in the calculation.

When the options calculations are written correctly, the option calculations work, and the
subsequent sections appear correctly.
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This applies across the main application and the mobileThis applies across the main application and the mobile
applicationapplication
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If you are using linked options fields from other Event Forms,If you are using linked options fields from other Event Forms,
the same rules will apply. If you assign scores to a linkedthe same rules will apply. If you assign scores to a linked
options, this field need to be treated as numeric, not as anoptions, this field need to be treated as numeric, not as an
option.option.

In the example in the image here, this Event Form has been set up exactly the same as the
Event Form used in all of the above screenshots, except that the "Field 1" and "Field 2 Scored"
Fields are linked option fields from a different Event Form. However, "Field 1" has been set up
with options with options without a score, and "Field 2 Scored" options have been given scores.
This means, any option calculations that reference the scored linked option field need to be set
up in exactly the same manner as for scored options; use the score, or reference them using
the word "option" before the option.
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The example here shows that the calculation set up to treat a scoredThe example here shows that the calculation set up to treat a scored
linked option as an option again fails to worklinked option as an option again fails to work

In the example in the image here, this form has been set up exactly the same as the previous
one, except that the "Field 1" and "Field 2 Scored" Fields are linked option fields from a different
Event Form.

If you are still unsure how about the difference between anIf you are still unsure how about the difference between an
option with scores and an option without scores, please writeoption with scores and an option without scores, please write
your comments hereyour comments here
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How to change the Fields Layout/Display/Size inHow to change the Fields Layout/Display/Size in
a Sectiona Section

You can set up the layout of the fields in each section of your form differently. This can
include the size of the field through to whether the description appears with the field or
not.

Form Layout can be set for each Section. To set up the LayoutForm Layout can be set for each Section. To set up the Layout
for a Section go to that Section's Advanced Properties andfor a Section go to that Section's Advanced Properties and
select from the List of Form Layout Optionsselect from the List of Form Layout Options
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To fully understand the different section layout possibilities,To fully understand the different section layout possibilities,
you can set each section can have a different layout using theyou can set each section can have a different layout using the
Form Layout options (shown here)Form Layout options (shown here)

You can set up the layout of the fields in each section of your form differently. To apply a
specific layout to a section, click on the section and then select the Form Layout that you
require from the drop down list. The following gves you an indication of the layouts you can
select from:

HorizontalHorizontal- the field types are aligned horizontally with the answer fields

VerticalVertical- The question is aligned vertically with the answer fields underneath the question

RightRight- The question is aligned to the right of the area for the question

LeftLeft- The question is aligned to the left of the area for the question

SmallSmall- the question and answer text are made smaller

Tool tipTool tip will hide the question instructions/description and a "?" will be inserted so that a user
can click on the "?" and the description appears. This is a useful tool to reduce the size of the
fields for a specific section.

Two RowTwo Row- will create 2 rows with the field name that you have in that section and insert the
answer field underneath that. Always ensure it looks and works well on the actual application is
you choose this setting (shown in the step below).

ConciseConcise- will minimise all of the field name sizes and answer fields into the most concise layout
(shown in the step below).
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There are a number of different combinations of layout possibilities which are all listed in the
Form Layout drop down list (shown above in the Advanced Properties). The image in this step
highlights four different combinations for the four different sections. Select your layout and
then click on PreviewPreview to see how the section layout differs with each setting (shown below).

Once you apply a Layout, click on Preview to see how theOnce you apply a Layout, click on Preview to see how the
Sections change with the different layout combinationsSections change with the different layout combinations

Once you update the Form Layout, click on Preview.Preview. The section layout will update and you will
be able to see how the form looks and performs with the new changes.

The image here provides you with an example of the Two Row Vertical for the section that is
highlighted (on the right) and the Concise horizontal (for the section on the left).

The Form Positioning should always be set to Default. Only veryThe Form Positioning should always be set to Default. Only very
advanced user need to be able to manually position eachadvanced user need to be able to manually position each
question with each section, and it takes a lot of practice.question with each section, and it takes a lot of practice.
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Form Positioning allows users to manually position where each field within a section will be.
This is very complex and takes a long time to master. More details about this are in the next
lesson on Form Section Layout. Set this to default and the system will use the Form Layout
(discussed below) properties to set the position of the fields with your section.

To Format the Event Form Sections so that the Sections areTo Format the Event Form Sections so that the Sections are
placed on the page side by side with different widths see theplaced on the page side by side with different widths see the
Lesson on Form Layout. However, this is only recommended forLesson on Form Layout. However, this is only recommended for
experienced Builders.experienced Builders.
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Setting up a Section so that the fields in thatSetting up a Section so that the fields in that
section appear randomly in the applicationsection appear randomly in the application

Randomisation is designed to minimise repetition and boredom on questionnaires that
need to be monitored often e.g. daily monitoring forms. You can track jump and weight etc
in a different question and then questions about stress, sleep etc could be randomise.

Randomisation in the Advanced Properties for a Section allowsRandomisation in the Advanced Properties for a Section allows
you to randomise which of the fields it displays to the athlete/you to randomise which of the fields it displays to the athlete/
coach so that they don't become bored/too familiar with thecoach so that they don't become bored/too familiar with the
fieldsfields

1: You can select RandomisationRandomisation to occur and the software will automatically randomise the
fields that are shown to the user each time they enter data into this form for this specific
Section. You choose how many fields you want to be displayed in the section in the Number toNumber to
SelectSelect field, which is set to 3 here.

2: Then you need to select how many fields you want the ssystem to select to show out of all of
the fields in that section. The example here shows 3, so ONLY 3 fields will be displayed from
that section of 9 fields.
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Randomisation allows you to select the number of fields youRandomisation allows you to select the number of fields you
want to be displayed and it will always randomise the fields itwant to be displayed and it will always randomise the fields it
displays (as shown here)displays (as shown here)

3 fields were set in the "Number To Select" field in the Advanced Properties and here you can
see that only 3 fields have been selected to appear.
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Positioned Section Layout. This is to be used byPositioned Section Layout. This is to be used by
experienced Builders ONLYexperienced Builders ONLY

You can set the Section's to appear in different positions on the form. This requires training,
and should not be performed until you have had a training session with your Builder
Training as the layout may look alright on the form builder, but when it is used the layout
may change as section CANNOT overlap. See the steps below for more details on setting up
an advanced layout for a form.

Knowing how to set up your form helps to avoid issues like theKnowing how to set up your form helps to avoid issues like the
one in the image here when the section runs off the page dueone in the image here when the section runs off the page due
to formatting issues, and one section does not even appear onto formatting issues, and one section does not even appear on
the page because of placement issuesthe page because of placement issues

By default when you set up your section properties you cannotBy default when you set up your section properties you cannot
manually place them side by side on the page. This must bemanually place them side by side on the page. This must be
enabled on the Advanced Properties on the Form Properties.enabled on the Advanced Properties on the Form Properties.
Click on The Form name to access the Form PropertiesClick on The Form name to access the Form Properties
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Once you set the Form Positioning settings as "Positioned" save the form and then go back into
the form from the events page.

Once you set the Form Positioning settings as "Positioned" clickOnce you set the Form Positioning settings as "Positioned" click
on Preview and then go back to the Form properties and selecton Preview and then go back to the Form properties and select
the size of the page.the size of the page.

Most pages are 800 pixels wide, and the length depends on the number of questions and your
layout (from 400 to 1200 pixels).

As you create your form, your may need to come back to increase or decrease the height of the
form to suit your needs accordingly.

Now go to the Advanced Properties for each section and set theNow go to the Advanced Properties for each section and set the
width of the section. Remember that it will only compact to thewidth of the section. Remember that it will only compact to the
smallest width based on the fields in that section.smallest width based on the fields in that section.

Even though the form width is set to 300 (pixels), the example here shows that because the
"Single Selection field" has it's selections set horizontally, the section size cannot reduce below
the width of the questions. To overcome this you could set the selection horizontally or as a
drop down as shown in the questions below the single selection. Any large text boxes or single
selections have modified, move the sections around. Additionally, single line or text or
paragraph of text sizes will also affect how small the section can actually go and you may need
to rethink question order or section order to make the form flow well. Also, to reduce the
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question sizes, all of the sections Advanced Properties for layout have been set to horizontal,
small right aligned with tool tip.

Click on the Section name and a four way arrow will appear andClick on the Section name and a four way arrow will appear and
you will be able to drag the section around the form.you will be able to drag the section around the form.

Move the section to the place you require in the form. Again, this may take a while to get the
correct place you need if you have multiple sections that need placing.

Incorrect Placement: The sections must NOT overlapIncorrect Placement: The sections must NOT overlap
horizontally (as shown in the image here), but they can overlaphorizontally (as shown in the image here), but they can overlap
vertically if you have a number of fields that are hiddenvertically if you have a number of fields that are hidden
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You can clearly see that the sections are overlapping. When the data is entered into this system
the section on the right will get "pushed" off the page on the actual application, just like in the
image in the first step of this lesson.

Correct Placement: How close can sections be horizontally?Correct Placement: How close can sections be horizontally?

Click on the section on the left so that it is highlighted and this will show you how far the field
actually extends (to the end of the grey colour). The arrow shows how far the field in the section
actually go to. The next section (on the right) cannot overlap this line or the sections will not
place well on the actual application. Both sections are in good positions as you can see on the
actual in the form in the application image in the step below.
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Always check the form using the preview and then doubleAlways check the form using the preview and then double
check it on the actual application by entering in data into eachcheck it on the actual application by entering in data into each
field.field.

Correct Horizontal Placement: Placing sections horizontallyCorrect Horizontal Placement: Placing sections horizontally
depends on the type of fields used in the section and whetherdepends on the type of fields used in the section and whether
you have fields that are hidden and the size of those fields.you have fields that are hidden and the size of those fields.
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The image here shows that the section underneath the Injury Information (the light red selected
section) is overlapping the section Injury/Illness Duration. This overlap is OK because it is NOT
overlapping any sections to the left of the page. The overlapped section will automatically be
shifted downwards when a user enters data into the form.

Incorrect PlacementIncorrect Placement

The selected section here will not place well on the page (see the image in the step below) as it
overlaps the sections on the left. The Injury/Illness Details will be pushed right down the page
(see the image below).
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Poor Placement and the sections do not work at all.Poor Placement and the sections do not work at all.

Keep moving sections around on the builder until theKeep moving sections around on the builder until the
placement works and the form performs as required. Theplacement works and the form performs as required. The
image here shows that 5 different section have been placedimage here shows that 5 different section have been placed
here successfully.here successfully.
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Move your sections, update section layouts, and change field types if you need to get the
desired effect and placement for the form. However, if you are changing field names or field
types always do it the safe way. If in doubt, ask your distributor.
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Set Sections not to appear by default in GroupSet Sections not to appear by default in Group
Entry, and points to note about why someEntry, and points to note about why some
sections may not appear correctly.sections may not appear correctly.

The sections below outline how to set a field not to appear by default in group entry mode.
They also outline why some sections are being grouped together are are not appearing
correctly when selected.

Users can enable the "Group Entry Tabs" in the Form'sUsers can enable the "Group Entry Tabs" in the Form's
Advanced Properties so each section appears to enterAdvanced Properties so each section appears to enter
separately in group entry mode (shown in the image in theseparately in group entry mode (shown in the image in the
following step)following step)

Â
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During Group Entry, you could select or deselect each sectionDuring Group Entry, you could select or deselect each section
to be hidden or to appear during the Group Entry Processto be hidden or to appear during the Group Entry Process

All sections appeared in blue (highlighted) for entry, you had to deselect any of the sections that
you wanted to be hidden.

Now you can set a section to be deselected when you open the Form, so it is set not to appear
until it is selected.

Now you can set a section to not appear during Group EntryNow you can set a section to not appear during Group Entry
Mode until it is selected using the "Group Section Selected". SetMode until it is selected using the "Group Section Selected". Set
this up in the Section's Advanced Properties.this up in the Section's Advanced Properties.

Â
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Any sections set to No for "Group Section Selected" do notAny sections set to No for "Group Section Selected" do not
appear during Group Entry Mode until they are selected.appear during Group Entry Mode until they are selected.

Â

The fields in the section only appear once they are selectedThe fields in the section only appear once they are selected

Â

This means you could have a form with a lot of sections andThis means you could have a form with a lot of sections and
only the first section is set to appear. Then, you can select oronly the first section is set to appear. Then, you can select or
deselect the sections when required.deselect the sections when required.
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Â

Complete the sections and move through the form.Complete the sections and move through the form.

Once finished click on Save and Close.

IMPORTANT: when you save and close the form and open theIMPORTANT: when you save and close the form and open the
results in group entry mode, ONLY the Group Section Selectedresults in group entry mode, ONLY the Group Section Selected
will appearwill appear

When you reopen the data in group entry mode once it has been saved, the same Group entry
display settings will appear, e.g. only the first section will appear as selected. Any sections set as
No will be unselected (as shown in the image in the step below).
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Only the section selected as "Group Section Selected" appear on re-Only the section selected as "Group Section Selected" appear on re-
opening the Form.opening the Form.

Â

The section setting do NOT affect the fields that are displayedThe section setting do NOT affect the fields that are displayed
by default in the Athlete History and Reports Modeby default in the Athlete History and Reports Mode

Â
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Please note that your sections need to be named uniquely orPlease note that your sections need to be named uniquely or
the system cannot differentiate each section. If they cannot bethe system cannot differentiate each section. If they cannot be
differentiated then they will not appear correctly whendifferentiated then they will not appear correctly when
selected. See below for more details.selected. See below for more details.

Depending on how you name your sections, if they start with the same word/characters, these
cannot be differentiated on the system. See below for examples of what will and will notwill and will not be
differentiated:

• Nutrition 1
• Nutrition 2 -these will "group" as Nutrition 1 because the first word is over 8 characters

and then it is followed by a space. So, when Nutrition 1 is selected, Nutrition 2 will also
show.

• Nutrition3 (e.g., without a space) will NOT be grouped as it named differently before the
space.

These will NOT be differentiated

• 1.Nutrition
• 2.Nutrition
• 3.Nutrition- these are all group together because the numbers are the start of the

section are not recognised, so they are grouped.

These will be differentiated

• A Nutrition
• B Nutrition
• C Nutrition- these will appear separately because the system recognised the text and the

space as different.
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In the image here there are three sections named similarly and theyIn the image here there are three sections named similarly and they
will NOT appear separately when selected, they will group togetherwill NOT appear separately when selected, they will group together

As outlined in the image in the step above, because they are namedAs outlined in the image in the step above, because they are named
similarly and numeric fields are not recognised when differentiatingsimilarly and numeric fields are not recognised when differentiating
between sections, they only appear when all selectedbetween sections, they only appear when all selected
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If you do have sections that start with the same words/title, try addingIf you do have sections that start with the same words/title, try adding
in a letter sequencing system: A, B, C etc. For example, A. Nutrition andin a letter sequencing system: A, B, C etc. For example, A. Nutrition and
B. NutritionB. Nutrition

When the sections have been renamed to A Nutrition, B Nutrition, C Nutrition they can be
differentiated.

Make sure you test that ALL of you sections appear and disappear when selected individually. IfMake sure you test that ALL of you sections appear and disappear when selected individually. If
they do not, then you will need to change the section headings accordingly so that they do.they do not, then you will need to change the section headings accordingly so that they do.
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Event Form Fields (Questions):Event Form Fields (Questions):
How to add in a new Field, setHow to add in a new Field, set
up the Question Settings,up the Question Settings,
Visibility Settings and GenericVisibility Settings and Generic
Advanced Properties SettingsAdvanced Properties Settings
for each Fieldfor each Field
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What is an Event Form FieldWhat is an Event Form Field

Event Form Fields are the Questions that are added into an event form to capture
information.

An Event Form Field is a Field Type that is added to an EventAn Event Form Field is a Field Type that is added to an Event
form to capture a specific type of dataform to capture a specific type of data
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When you click on a Field Type in the Form Builder it is added toWhen you click on a Field Type in the Form Builder it is added to
the Event Formthe Event Form

The Field is then namedThe Field is then named
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You can then enter data into that field on the application.You can then enter data into that field on the application.
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Fields: There are a number of different Types ofFields: There are a number of different Types of
Fields to select from that can be added intoFields to select from that can be added into
your Event Formyour Event Form

When you enter in a new field/question into the Event Form, you can select from the
different Field Types.

For each type of field you add into an event form there are a number of properties that can
be set for each question that give your data more power, and make entering and
interpreting the information much faster. Depending on the type of field that you select to
add, each will have different options and setting available to select from. The specific
settings and options are discussed in each of the relevant Field Type lessons. This lesson
reviews the typs of fields and provides you with general information about setting up your
fields.

To Add a Question (New Field) into an Event Form click on AddTo Add a Question (New Field) into an Event Form click on Add
Question. All of the available types of fields that can be addedQuestion. All of the available types of fields that can be added
into the event form appear for you to select from.into the event form appear for you to select from.
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To Add in a New Question:To Add in a New Question:

1. Click on "Add Question" link (at the top of the Form Builder on the right ) or click the "Add
Question" button (at the bottom of the form)

2. The different Question Fields will be displayed (as shown in the image here)

3. Click on a Question Field and it will be added to the Form Overview on the Left.

4. Each New Field/Question MUST have a unique name or you will not be able to save the Form.4. Each New Field/Question MUST have a unique name or you will not be able to save the Form.
If two questions are the same, then the system cannot distinguish between them andIf two questions are the same, then the system cannot distinguish between them and
significant errors occur. If Any fields in a specific Form are named the same, the form will showsignificant errors occur. If Any fields in a specific Form are named the same, the form will show
an error which has to be fixed before you can "Save" your Form/Event.an error which has to be fixed before you can "Save" your Form/Event.

There are a large number of different fields that you can use toThere are a large number of different fields that you can use to
create your event form. These include the standard field typescreate your event form. These include the standard field types
such as text and selections field (discussed in the Standard fieldsuch as text and selections field (discussed in the Standard field
types).types).
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Custom Field Types including dates, documents and injuryCustom Field Types including dates, documents and injury
diagrams (discussed in the lesson about Custom Field Types)diagrams (discussed in the lesson about Custom Field Types)

Calculations using numbers, text, options, profile dataCalculations using numbers, text, options, profile data
(discussed in depth in the section about Custom Field Types)(discussed in depth in the section about Custom Field Types)
and and fields that link from other Event Forms/Profile Dataand and fields that link from other Event Forms/Profile Data
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Once you click on a field type to add (this example shows aOnce you click on a field type to add (this example shows a
single selection field has been chosen) you have access tosingle selection field has been chosen) you have access to
different Question Settings and Properties that allow you todifferent Question Settings and Properties that allow you to
specify the exact nature of that field and how you want it tospecify the exact nature of that field and how you want it to
function in the data capture form.function in the data capture form.

When you add in a Field into an Event Form you have a number of additional settings that need
to be set up. These include:

1. Question Setting:1. Question Setting: Name, Field Instructions etc

2. Visibility:2. Visibility: Whether the question appears in the form based on preset fields being answered

3. Options:3. Options: The options available for selection in that field

4. Scoring Settings:4. Scoring Settings: The Scoring for the selection options in a Selection Field Question

5. Advanced Properties:5. Advanced Properties: Graphing, max and min limits, formats etc
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Field Question Settings: Adding a Name andField Question Settings: Adding a Name and
Description for a FieldDescription for a Field

When you add in a new Field, the Section Settings Section isWhen you add in a new Field, the Section Settings Section is
open for you to edit. Write in the Field Name (one of the mostopen for you to edit. Write in the Field Name (one of the most
important components to add) and any Instructions for thatimportant components to add) and any Instructions for that
field.field.

Questions SettingsQuestions Settings

Once you enter in your new Question/Field, you will be able to set different properties for the
different Field's. There are a number of properties that can be set for each question that give
your data more power, and make entering and interpreting the information much faster.

For the Question SettingQuestion Setting Properties you can see the:

- TypeType: Shows the type of question (in this example a Single Line Text was used)

- NameName: The Name of the questions (which needs to be renamed from "Question", exactly as
was performed to rename a Section)

- InstructionsInstructions: Any instructions about the information that is being captured, such as
descriptions, to help reduce data entry errors and capture meaningful data (these are also
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called tooltips and depending on the format you set for the section can appear as pop up
tooltips).

Entry ModeEntry Mode
- Entry Mode:- Entry Mode: Normal (used for entering a single field)

Table (used for entering multiple amounts of data for a single field using in a column based
table- see the Lesson on Tables)

Matrix (used for entering information in a pre-set column and row matrix- see the Lesson on
Matrix)

- Is a group:- Is a group: is onlyonly used when you enter Databases or Options and you want to distinguish
between available selections in the athlete history and reports. You may have bench press,
tricep dips etc and you want to only view information entered for tricep dips. Click this button
allows you to do this in the reports and athlete history section.

Required and the Default settings are discussed in the next twoRequired and the Default settings are discussed in the next two
lessons.lessons.
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Field Question Settings: "Required" enables youField Question Settings: "Required" enables you
to specify that a question in the Event Formto specify that a question in the Event Form
MUST be entered before the Event Form can beMUST be entered before the Event Form can be
saved on the applicationsaved on the application

On some forms you may have fields that must be entered before they can event form can
be saved and closed. To enable this you simply need to specify that the field is a required
field.

To specify that a field must be entered before the event formTo specify that a field must be entered before the event form
can be saved (e.g. the save and close button is hidden until it iscan be saved (e.g. the save and close button is hidden until it is
entered) you need to select that it is Required on the Questionentered) you need to select that it is Required on the Question
SettingsSettings

The image here shows that in the blood pressure form, the field "Test taken" has been set to
required. This means that it must be entered before it can be saved on the application. The
image in the step below shows that without that field being entered the save and close is
hidden.
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The field is highlighted in red and the Save and Close button isThe field is highlighted in red and the Save and Close button is
hidden until that field is entered.hidden until that field is entered.

Once the field is entered on the form it can be saved and closedOnce the field is entered on the form it can be saved and closed
(as shown here)(as shown here)
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You can have multiple fields as required fields in an event form,You can have multiple fields as required fields in an event form,
and they can be different type of fields (as shown here in thisand they can be different type of fields (as shown here in this
injury record).injury record).

Each of the different types of fields shown here had their required field ticked on their question
settings. This means a user cannot save this new record on the application until they have
entered in data into each of these fields.
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Field Question Settings: The Default Value andField Question Settings: The Default Value and
Defaults to Last settingDefaults to Last setting
You can set up a field so that when you first enter in new dataYou can set up a field so that when you first enter in new data
into an Event Form on the application a value is alreadyinto an Event Form on the application a value is already
inserted into it (for number fields and text fields)inserted into it (for number fields and text fields)

You can set up a field so that when you first open the form on the application is is already pre-
populated. The example here shows that the systolic field will be pre-populated with the
number 120.
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When a user goes to enter data into the a New Blood PressureWhen a user goes to enter data into the a New Blood Pressure
Form the Systolic field automatically displays the DefaultForm the Systolic field automatically displays the Default
Number of 120.Number of 120.

Defaults to Last Value will set up the Field so that once data isDefaults to Last Value will set up the Field so that once data is
entered into an Event Form for that field, the systementered into an Event Form for that field, the system
automatically remembers that setting or number and shows itautomatically remembers that setting or number and shows it
the next time a new record is entered. E.g. Height in anthe next time a new record is entered. E.g. Height in an
anthropometry form is a good example for thisanthropometry form is a good example for this
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An example of the "Default to Last Value" being set for theAn example of the "Default to Last Value" being set for the
Height FieldHeight Field

WARNING: Do NOT use the default value in any fields that areWARNING: Do NOT use the default value in any fields that are
set as Table fields. It will default the data to the default valueset as Table fields. It will default the data to the default value
that has been set, and you will not actually be able to overridethat has been set, and you will not actually be able to override
this in the tablesthis in the tables
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If you enter in new data over the existing "default value", it will look like the new data is being
entered in the Event Form. However, when you save and reopen the Event Form, the new data
will look like it is entered but it is not being recognised on the actual system. The Default to last
will NOT be able to recognise the last value and should not be used in a field set as a table field.
DO NOT USE EITHER OF THESE SETTINGS FOR TABLE DATA.

This image shows you how the default value is being calculatedThis image shows you how the default value is being calculated
for the split 2 velocity, even though 3.1 is entered as the Split 2for the split 2 velocity, even though 3.1 is entered as the Split 2
time.time.
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Field Visibility: Setting up the visibility for yourField Visibility: Setting up the visibility for your
fieldsfields

If you have covered the lessons on the visibility settings for sections then the field visibility
settings work in the same manner.

By default all fields will appear in the event form to be enteredBy default all fields will appear in the event form to be entered
on the application. You can specify that some questions areon the application. You can specify that some questions are
hidden unless specific visibility settings are met.hidden unless specific visibility settings are met.

VisibilityVisibility

The Visibility Properties allow you to hide questions in a form that are dependent on the
outcome of a previous question. For example, we have added in the single selection Question
before the skinfold measures and we only want the correct measures and calculations to
appear based on that selection.

To set up Visibility Filters:To set up Visibility Filters:

1.1. Select whether you want an allall or anyany requirement:

-Visible when all of:-Visible when all of: means that you can add in multiple filters and all of the filter criteriaall of the filter criteria have to
be met for the question to appear.

-Visible when any of:-Visible when any of: means that you can add in multiple filters and if only one of them meets
the filter criteria, the question will appear.
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2.2. Click on the green circle with a plus in it to add a filter setting (the image above shows that is
has already been clicked)

3.3. Set the Filter for a specific Field NameField Name. This example is using "Is your mother your primary
contact"

4.4. Set the ConditionCondition. Depending on whether the field is numeric, an option or a special field
different filter conditions will appear. This example which shows that Equal To has been
selected

5.5. Set the Search TermSearch Term. This example shows that "YesYes" has been selected.

Add in as many Filters as you require by clicking the green "+" or remove filters by clicking the
red "-"

Click on the preview button at the bottom of the form to see how the form displays in the
preview page.

N.B. The question will be displayed on the form overview on the builder page on the right
regardless of the visibility settings. However, it will be hidden on the application Form until the
All or Any Filter conditions are met.

For this example, we are going to hide the body compositionFor this example, we are going to hide the body composition
fields that appear depending on whether sum of 4, sum of 7fields that appear depending on whether sum of 4, sum of 7
and sum of 8 is selected at the top of the pageand sum of 8 is selected at the top of the page
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All fields in an anthropometry form appear to be entered by default. In the step below we are
going to set only the appropriate fields to appear using different Visibility settings for each field.

For this Skinfolds form the following changes would be made:For this Skinfolds form the following changes would be made:

The following visibility settings would be made for the fields:The following visibility settings would be made for the fields:

Triceps- no visibility filters as it is used in every equation

Biceps -Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: not equal to: Sum 7. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 4 or sum of 8 are selected

Subscapular- no visibility filters as it is used in every equation

Suprailliac- no visibility filters as it is used in every equation

Iliac Crest- Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: not equal to: Sum 4. This means the field
WILL appear when Sum of 7 or sum of 8 are selected

Abdominal-Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: not equal to: Sum 4. This means the field
WILL appear when Sum of 7 or sum of 8 are selected

Thigh -Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: not equal to: Sum 4. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 7 or sum of 8 are selected

Calf - Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: not equal to: Sum 4. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 7 or sum of 8 are selected

Sum 4 - Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 4. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 4 is selected

Sum 7- Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 7. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 7 is selected
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Sum 8 -Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 8. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 8 is selected

% Body fat - Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 8. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 8 is selected

Fat Free Mass -Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 8. This means the field
WILL appear when Sum of 8 is selected

Fat Mass-Visible when all of : skinfolds measures: equal to: Sum 8. This means the field WILL
appear when Sum of 8 is selected

Now click preview to see how the form changes based on whether Sum 4, Sum 7 or Sum 8 is
selected.

When sum of 4 is selected the form updates to display theWhen sum of 4 is selected the form updates to display the
correct fieldscorrect fields
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When sum of 7 is selected the form updates to display theWhen sum of 7 is selected the form updates to display the
correct fieldscorrect fields

When sum of 8 is selected the form updates to display theWhen sum of 8 is selected the form updates to display the
correct fieldscorrect fields
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Visibility settings can also be set when numeric fields are belowVisibility settings can also be set when numeric fields are below
or above a certain limit. E.g. If the sum of 8 skinfolds was belowor above a certain limit. E.g. If the sum of 8 skinfolds was below
35 you could have an additional question that you ask the35 you could have an additional question that you ask the
athleteathlete

Always preview the form and check that you have set up theAlways preview the form and check that you have set up the
equal to and not equal to, and visible when all or any correctly.equal to and not equal to, and visible when all or any correctly.
Some visibility settings can be complex and it is easy to make aSome visibility settings can be complex and it is easy to make a
mistake.mistake.
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Table Rows can be set to be Printed (PDF),Table Rows can be set to be Printed (PDF),
Duplicated, and newly entered Rows can beDuplicated, and newly entered Rows can be
Deleted.Deleted.
When a Field is set to "Table", three additional field propertiesWhen a Field is set to "Table", three additional field properties
can be set for each row in the Table: Print, Duplicate and Deletecan be set for each row in the Table: Print, Duplicate and Delete

Set the Table settings according to your specifications.

• Delete enables a row in the table to be deleted. Only newly entered table rows can be
deleted. This is set to delete on all table by default.

• Duplicate enables a row to be duplicated and it will be inserted at the bottom of the
table.

• PDF enables a row to have a pdf generated for it for printing.
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Newly entered Table rows can be deleted. Please note thatNewly entered Table rows can be deleted. Please note that
once the Event Form is saved, table rows cannot be deletedonce the Event Form is saved, table rows cannot be deleted

No notifications appear to confirm the delete, it is just automaticallyNo notifications appear to confirm the delete, it is just automatically
deleted.deleted.

Only newly entered table rows can be deleted; the first 4 rows in thisOnly newly entered table rows can be deleted; the first 4 rows in this
table have been added and saved previously. When the form istable have been added and saved previously. When the form is
opened and a new row is added, only this one can be deletedopened and a new row is added, only this one can be deleted
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N.B. If Save and Continue is pressed, this saves the form and theN.B. If Save and Continue is pressed, this saves the form and the
existing table rows cannot be deletedexisting table rows cannot be deleted

N.B. If you accidentally make a mistake and delete a row you did notN.B. If you accidentally make a mistake and delete a row you did not
want to, this can be undone by clicking undo at the top of the Eventwant to, this can be undone by clicking undo at the top of the Event
FormForm
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Duplicate will duplicate that row, and it will appear at theDuplicate will duplicate that row, and it will appear at the
bottom of the table. It will notbottom of the table. It will not be inserted underneath the rowbe inserted underneath the row
which is duplicated.which is duplicated.

Duplicate will insert the row at the bottom of the table. It will not beDuplicate will insert the row at the bottom of the table. It will not be
added under the row that is being duplicated.added under the row that is being duplicated.

The cells in the duplicated row can be opened and editedThe cells in the duplicated row can be opened and edited
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If a table row is set to Print, a PDF icon appears. Click toIf a table row is set to Print, a PDF icon appears. Click to
generate a pdf of that specific table row.generate a pdf of that specific table row.

The PDF will be generatedThe PDF will be generated

The PDF will appear in the downloads once generated and can beThe PDF will appear in the downloads once generated and can be
opened.opened.

Locked RowsLocked Rows
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Locked Rows can have a PDF generated from themLocked Rows can have a PDF generated from them

Locked Rows can be duplicatedLocked Rows can be duplicated

Locked Rows cannot be deletedLocked Rows cannot be deleted
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Field Advanced Properties: Important genericField Advanced Properties: Important generic
field properties including abbreviations,field properties including abbreviations,
optimising the field display width and settingoptimising the field display width and setting
whether they appear in the athlete history/whether they appear in the athlete history/
reports tables, calendar, the sidebar etcreports tables, calendar, the sidebar etc
All Field Types have an Advanced Properties section. You needAll Field Types have an Advanced Properties section. You need
to use these settings to ensure that add additional visibilityto use these settings to ensure that add additional visibility
settings and default settings for each field so that it appears onsettings and default settings for each field so that it appears on
the form, in the athlete history and in the sidebar as youthe form, in the athlete history and in the sidebar as you
require it.require it.

Depending on the Type of Field (numeric, text, selection etc) that has been selected, different
properties will be available to set. The generic properties for most Fields are discussed in the
steps below.

Hidden

Default Show in Tables
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Calendar Summary Field

Visible allows you to set whether the question will appear onVisible allows you to set whether the question will appear on
the application for data entry and analysis. For most instancesthe application for data entry and analysis. For most instances
all fields will always be visible, but you may have a calculationall fields will always be visible, but you may have a calculation
that references a special interim calculation that you want tothat references a special interim calculation that you want to
hide on the data entry page.hide on the data entry page.

The example here shows that in this injury form has an additional calculation is needed in the
form before the number of days unavailable could calculate. The user entering data doesn't
need to see this field, so it was selected to be Visibility- Hidden and to not show in the tables, as
a summary field or as a calendar summary field. This means that the field "Interim Days
unavailable" is essentially hidden from the users entering data, but it is used to calculate the
Injury/Illness Duration. The image in the step below shows how that field is permanently hidden
from the user.

When Visibility is set to Hidden, the field will NOT show duringWhen Visibility is set to Hidden, the field will NOT show during
data entry.data entry.

Default show in tables sets which questions appear in theDefault show in tables sets which questions appear in the
athlete history and the reports page by default. This is whereathlete history and the reports page by default. This is where
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you need to consider what are the most important fields from ayou need to consider what are the most important fields from a
form to show automatically?form to show automatically?

Some forms capture hundreds of fields. You DO NOT want to set your form up so that 100 or
200 fields appear in the athlete history or reports by default. It will make these pages cluttered
and make it hard for the user to extract the meaningful data from the form.

It is your job to work with the people that use the form to find out the most important fieldsIt is your job to work with the people that use the form to find out the most important fields
that should be displayed by default.that should be displayed by default.

For this injury form shown in the image here, most doctors and physios ONLY want to see the
injury diagnosis, the current status of the injury, and the expected return to play to show in the
athlete history and reports.

This means that every field in the form needs to be set to Default Show in Tables : FalseDefault Show in Tables : False, so that
they do not appear by default in the athlete history and reports section.

The questions from the Injury Form that were defaulted toThe questions from the Injury Form that were defaulted to
show appear automatically in the athlete history. Setting all ofshow appear automatically in the athlete history. Setting all of
the other fields (not shown by default) means the users don'tthe other fields (not shown by default) means the users don't
have to scroll to get the information.have to scroll to get the information.
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Abbreviation: Use the Abbreviation text area to abbreviateAbbreviation: Use the Abbreviation text area to abbreviate
fields that have long names so that they are easy to read on thefields that have long names so that they are easy to read on the
athlete history, on the reports and sidebar etc.athlete history, on the reports and sidebar etc.

Some field names are very long. Instead of having the entire field name appear in the athlete
history and reports, for summary fields and for summary calendar fields you SHOULD
abbreviate long field names wherever possible. The Image in the step above shows that the
injury history columns names are called, Mxn of Inj, Exptd days unavail, Missed Training. The
actual field names for each of these fields has been abbreviated for the athlete history page
and it is the abbreviations that appear and not the full field name.

Abbreviation - Field Name

Injury Injury Diagnosis

Mxn of Inj Mechanism of Injury

Exptd days unavail Expected number of days unavailable

Missed Training Did the athlete miss training

Where possible always abbreviate the field name in the Abbreviate text area.
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You can change, rewrite and update the Abbreviation WITHOUTYou can change, rewrite and update the Abbreviation WITHOUT
having an effect on the data being saved. But remember thathaving an effect on the data being saved. But remember that
the Actual Field name must be changed safely using the migratethe Actual Field name must be changed safely using the migrate
field option.field option.

If you make a mistake in your abbreviation, you can change this without affecting any of the
data saved on the system. Simply type in the abbreviation name, or correct the spelling and
save the form.

In the image here, the abbreviation is being shortened even further. Don't worry about the
name being too short because the user can mouse over the field name in the history or reports
and the full field name will appear for them to read in a pop up text box.

The example here shows that the Activity at time if Injury abbreviation is being updated to Act
at Inj.

Summary Field: sets up whether the field appears on theSummary Field: sets up whether the field appears on the
Sidebar and also in reports such as the Performance SummarySidebar and also in reports such as the Performance Summary
ReportsReports
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Summary Fields are the most important field from a forms. It is usually onlyonly 1-3 fields per form
that should be set to Summary Fields equal to True. When it is set to True and there is data
entered for it, it will appear on the sidebar. Always add in an abbreviation for that field as well
so it take up as little room as possible on the sidebar.

For the example here, in the Injury Form only the Injury Diagnosis and Injury Duration fields
have been set to Summary Fields. Only these fields will appear on the sidebar when they areSummary Fields. Only these fields will appear on the sidebar when they are
enteredentered (as shown in the image below).

The image here show the two fields from the injury field thatThe image here show the two fields from the injury field that
are selected as Summary fields: Injury Diagnosis and Duration.are selected as Summary fields: Injury Diagnosis and Duration.
Note that these should be abbreviate to Inj and DurNote that these should be abbreviate to Inj and Dur
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Summary Fields can be set to any type of data, the image hereSummary Fields can be set to any type of data, the image here
shows that 10, 20m and 40m have been set as Summary field inshows that 10, 20m and 40m have been set as Summary field in
the 40m sprint form.the 40m sprint form.

Again, ALWAYS enter some data into the application and ensureAgain, ALWAYS enter some data into the application and ensure
that the sidebar shows the correct data and that those fieldsthat the sidebar shows the correct data and that those fields
are abbreviated correctlyare abbreviated correctly
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The example here shows that a field has been set to summary status but it is too cluttered now
and needs to be removed. Total Sets and Maximum Intensity need to be removed as summary
fields, or they need to be abbreviated. Total session load could also be abbreviated further to
Ses Load.

Calendar Summary: allow you to specify whether you want theCalendar Summary: allow you to specify whether you want the
field to appear underneath the name of the form on thefield to appear underneath the name of the form on the
calendar.calendar.

The example here shows that for a Skinfolds form, BMI, %BF and Fat free mass will appear as
summary fields (see the image below)

The example here shows the calendar page with the SkinfoldsThe example here shows the calendar page with the Skinfolds
and 40m Sprint Forms displaying any fields in that form thatand 40m Sprint Forms displaying any fields in that form that
have been set to True as Calendar Summary Fieldshave been set to True as Calendar Summary Fields
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Setting the Report Column Width of the field when they appearSetting the Report Column Width of the field when they appear
during data entry (for fields which are in table and matrixduring data entry (for fields which are in table and matrix
formats) and the column width on the athlete history andformats) and the column width on the athlete history and
reports pages.reports pages.

The width is set in pixels. The example here shows that the Injury Diagnosis field is normally set
to 100 pixels width. When it is set to 200 pixels the athlete history, reports, in form reports and
any reports saved to the front page will also conform to that width.
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The Injury History column widths before a column width hasThe Injury History column widths before a column width has
been appliedbeen applied

The Injury Diagnosis column width has been increased to theThe Injury Diagnosis column width has been increased to the
specified amount of pixels (200). It could even be increasedspecified amount of pixels (200). It could even be increased
further if required.further if required.
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After you change any column widths again always remember to check them on the application

The Preferred With applies to fields that are in tables. You canThe Preferred With applies to fields that are in tables. You can
increase or decrease the width of the table column by enteringincrease or decrease the width of the table column by entering
in a "Preferred Width" for that field.in a "Preferred Width" for that field.

In the example here, we are increasing the width of the action field in the SOAP table in the
injury form from 120 to 150 when the data is entered into the field. This column will be wider
than the others in the SOAP table (as shown in the image in the step below).

The SOAP table- the action column is wider than the otherThe SOAP table- the action column is wider than the other
columns as the Preferred Width has been set to 150 pixels.columns as the Preferred Width has been set to 150 pixels.
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PDF Report Column Width (e.g. a pdf created using save andPDF Report Column Width (e.g. a pdf created using save and
print, the pdf options in the athlete hsitory and reports, or theprint, the pdf options in the athlete hsitory and reports, or the
group profile data)group profile data)

When you create a pdf report, the column widths (for tables or for pdf data) for a will default to
a set size to maximise the data shown in the pdf report, as shown in this pdf from the reports
page.

For most fields the default size is optimal and will not needFor most fields the default size is optimal and will not need
updating. However, some fields may need to be widerupdating. However, some fields may need to be wider

For this example we are going to increase the size of the sum of 7 fields when it appears in the
reports.

To set the column/fields width for a pdf, simply add in the pixels that is needs to be in the PDFTo set the column/fields width for a pdf, simply add in the pixels that is needs to be in the PDF
Report Column Width and save the formReport Column Width and save the form

The next time you create a pdf, the width will increase.
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Field Advanced Properties: setting fields so theyField Advanced Properties: setting fields so they
can ONLY be Entered by a Coach or Athletecan ONLY be Entered by a Coach or Athlete

You can set each field in the application so that it can only be seen, or entered by a coach or
an athlete. Please follow the instructions carefully regarding this set up.

Fields that Can ONLY be Entered by a Coach or AthleteFields that Can ONLY be Entered by a Coach or Athlete

Confidential and Hidden Fields within a FormConfidential and Hidden Fields within a Form

To allow for data Privacy within a form, the entered by and viewed by properties were created.
You can hide the field completely from an athlete or coach so that it is confidential, or you can
allow them to just viewview or just enterenter the information for a specific field.

The "Can be entered byCan be entered by" allows you to set a field so that ONLY a coach can enter information
into a Question/Field, or ONLY an athlete can enter information into a Field/Question.
Essentially, this field/question will be hidden from those who have not been given access during
data entry.

It is CRITICAL to remember that you must also set the "Can be viewed byCan be viewed by" property if you want
to hide the information completely and you DO NOT want it the information to be viewed by
everyone in the Reports and History page.

To enable a field to be hidden for a specific User group (Athlete or a Coach) during data entry):To enable a field to be hidden for a specific User group (Athlete or a Coach) during data entry):

1. Click on the "Can be Entered by""Can be Entered by" drop down (as shown in the image here)

2. If you only want an Athlete to be able to enter information into this field select "Athlete Only"

3. If you only want a Coach to be able to enter information into this field select "Coaches Only"

4. If you want everyone to be able to enter information, leave the default setting as "Everyone"
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Setting up a fields that Can ONLY be Viewed by a Coach (aSetting up a fields that Can ONLY be Viewed by a Coach (a
coach is someone who enters and reviews data for athletes or acoach is someone who enters and reviews data for athletes or a
group of athletes) or an Athletegroup of athletes) or an Athlete

The image here shows that the comments section in an anthropometry form is being hidden
form the athlete. BOTH the "Can be entered by" and the "Can be viewed by" are being set to
"Coaches Only"

This means that athletes will be able to see the rest of the form, but they cannot enter or view
any data entered in that comments field. ONLY the coaches who have access to that athlete's
data will be able to see it.

To enable a field to be hidden for a specific User group (Athlete or a Coach) during data viewingTo enable a field to be hidden for a specific User group (Athlete or a Coach) during data viewing
on the history or reports pages:on the history or reports pages:

1. Click on the "Can be viewed by""Can be viewed by" drop down (as shown in the image here)

2. If you only want an Athlete to be able to view information in this field select "Athlete Only"

3. If you only want a Coach to be able to view information in this field select "Coaches Only"

4. If you want everyone to be able to enter information, leave the default setting as "Everyone"
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CRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY ANDCRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY AND
ATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDERATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDER
If you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms soIf you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms so
that ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set upthat ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set up
ANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALLANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALL
The Image in the example here shows that the Athlete called "Testing Athlete2" has been set up
to be a Coach of Group, just to access specific Resource Information. This means if ANY fields in
ANY Event forms are set to Coach Only visibility or Coach only entry, then this user can actually
viewview and enterand enter in these fields; even though they may be on the system as an athlete in 5-6
other groups. .

The image in the step below shows a field set to coach only visibility

Coach Only field exampleCoach Only field example

This field is set up to appear for Coaches ONLY and it should be completely hidden from an
Athlete. However, IF you set up an athlete to be a Coach of a group, they are automatically
treated as a coach.
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In contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you setIn contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you set
up a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fieldsup a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fields
will NOT appear for the Coachwill NOT appear for the Coach

If you have a Coach set up as an "Athlete" in ANY Group at all, then they are recognised first and
foremost as a Coach and they athlete only fields will not appear.
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Athlete Only field exampleAthlete Only field example

These are visible only to Athletes. Therefore, if an athlete is set as a Coach and an Athlete they
will not be able to see these Athlete only fields.

N.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, thenN.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, then
the athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognisedthe athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognised
first and foremost as a Coach.first and foremost as a Coach.

Different Examples for you to consider to ensure you are awareDifferent Examples for you to consider to ensure you are aware
of the correct Coach and Athlete settingsof the correct Coach and Athlete settings

This user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field forThis user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field for
any athletes they have access toany athletes they have access to
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This user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete fieldThis user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete field
and they can only see their own dataand they can only see their own data

This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different :This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different :
they are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, butthey are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, but
no athlete entered fieldsno athlete entered fields

Because Coach status overrides Athlete status, if an athlete
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However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group:However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group:
They can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but noThey can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but no
other athletes when this group is loadedother athletes when this group is loaded
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Field Advanced Properties: Setting up a Field toField Advanced Properties: Setting up a Field to
Chart (Graph), and show in the Athlete HistoryChart (Graph), and show in the Athlete History
and Reports Page (and Inform Reports) with anand Reports Page (and Inform Reports) with an
Average and a Total ScoreAverage and a Total Score
The image here shows that when data is entered for a dailyThe image here shows that when data is entered for a daily
review form, the totals for sleep, and average for sleep isreview form, the totals for sleep, and average for sleep is
displayed automatically. The total daily score is also grapheddisplayed automatically. The total daily score is also graphed
automatically as well.automatically as well.

Automated Charting is set using the following Advanced Properties:Automated Charting is set using the following Advanced Properties:

Chart by DefaultChart by Default

Chart by default instantly displays that specific field in a graph under the athlete's data in the
"Athlete History" section. The image above shows that the "Weight" field was instantly graphed
because the Chart by defaultChart by default option in the Advanced Properties had been selected.

To graph a specific field on a time based X-axis:To graph a specific field on a time based X-axis:

1. The Chart by default option will always be set as "FalseFalse" (not to graph), so you have to enable
it for it to work.

2. In the "Chart by default" drop down box (shown in the image in the step below) select "True"True"
and it will be graphed in your application.and it will be graphed in your application.
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N.B. The graph will NOT show in the Form Overview, it will show on in the Athlete History
Section when data is entered for an athlete. It requires least one data point to be displayed.,
and if there is a performance standard built for that variable, it will be shown in the graph
automatically. Graphs require a lot of space, so focus on graphing 1-2focus on graphing 1-2 key fields from each
form. If you want to have a graph inside the Event Form that graphs see the lesson on InformInform
Charts and GraphsCharts and Graphs

To set up a field to automatically chart, click on field name andTo set up a field to automatically chart, click on field name and
enable the "Chart By Default"enable the "Chart By Default"

Calculate Average and Calculate Total in the Athlete History andCalculate Average and Calculate Total in the Athlete History and
the Reports page.the Reports page.

Calculate Averages and Totals from the results in the Athlete History and Reports pagesCalculate Averages and Totals from the results in the Athlete History and Reports pages

These are not calculationsnot calculations performed on the data within an Event Form. The Average and Total
Properties allow you to have an average or total calculation across multiple entries for a specific
field in the Athlete History and Reports Section. It allows you to see an Average or Total for an
athlete's results over a specific time period, or it can be used on a daily basis to look over team/
group results. It is NOT a CalculationCalculation used to perform averages or totals of a number of
different Fields from within a form (e.g. calculating sum of 7 skinfolds from skinfold measures).

Average and Total CalculationsAverage and Total Calculations

Average CalculationAverage Calculation

To have the Averages across multiple entries for a specific field to show in the Athlete History
and Reports Pages:
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1. Go to the "Calculate Average"Calculate Average" property, it will be set to "No" by default

2. Click on "YesYes" and the Average will appear

The AverageAverage of the athlete's information will be shown and is an excellent way to view how a
group of athletes or an individual athlete is performing.

Total CalculationTotal Calculation

To have the Totals calculate for a specific field in the Athlete History and Reports Pages:

1. Go to the "Calculate Total"Calculate Total" property, it will be set to "No" by default

2. Click on "YesYes" and the Total will appear

In exactly the same way as the "Chart by Default" option works, this information will be
displayed on the application and will NOT appear on the Form Overview on the left of the page.
You need to enter data into the application to ensure you have set up the properties correctly
(as shown in the image below)

How the Averages and Totals are displayed in the AthleteHow the Averages and Totals are displayed in the Athlete
HistoryHistory

The TotalTotal and AverageAverage of the athlete's information will be shown automatically and are an
excellent way to view how a group of athletes or an individual athlete is performing. The image
above shows that the Total for Energy is Low and so was Sleep Quality, so a coach would
consider reducing the load of the players.

Alternatively, TotalsTotals can be used to determine how many servings of different food are
consumed across a month, or even how much medication is being prescribed across a week. It
is a quick and easy way to see group totals, especially for groups during a specified time period.
It displays automatically on the reports page (as shown in the image in the step below)
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To have the coloured fields appear in the background of theTo have the coloured fields appear in the background of the
chart or the athlete history this is easily set up on thechart or the athlete history this is easily set up on the
Performance Standards Module on the Builder. See the LessonPerformance Standards Module on the Builder. See the Lesson
on Performance Standards to find out how to create them.on Performance Standards to find out how to create them.
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Field Advanced Properties: Copy the propertiesField Advanced Properties: Copy the properties
from existing fields to the current field, or applyfrom existing fields to the current field, or apply
a field's settings to all similar field typesa field's settings to all similar field types

Setting up field properties can be timely. The Copy Properties From and the Copy to All
button were developed to enable you to copy the settings from existing fields and apply
them to other fields.

All field types will have an Advanced Properties section. You canAll field types will have an Advanced Properties section. You can
use these settings to ensure that add additional visibilityuse these settings to ensure that add additional visibility
settings and default settings for each field so that it appears onsettings and default settings for each field so that it appears on
the form, appears in the athlete history, and appears in thethe form, appears in the athlete history, and appears in the
sidebar etc.sidebar etc.

Depending on the Type of Field (numeric, text, selection etc) that has been selected, different
properties will be available to set. When you add in a new field, you can apply properties from
existing fields to that field by selecting the "Copy Properties From" drop down and selecting
which one you are going to copy. The example here shows that for the new field, the properties
that were set for the question Comments will be applied here.

If you set up the field properties for one field, these can beIf you set up the field properties for one field, these can be
applied to all of the fields of that type. The example here showsapplied to all of the fields of that type. The example here shows
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that the properties displayed on the right will be copied to ALLthat the properties displayed on the right will be copied to ALL
Number fields in the form.Number fields in the form.

You can apply properties to that they are applied from one question to all other fields of that
type. Here you see that the properties have been set up for a numeric field. These properties
are now going to be applied to all other number fields in that form (just check that you are sure
you want these settings to be applied to ALL other number fields in your form). Here all of the
fields on the left of the page will be updated. To change the properties of the tick field, you
would need to set up the properties for one field and then Copy to All Ticks.
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Field Advanced Properties: Set a field/s toField Advanced Properties: Set a field/s to
appear in the sidebar in a separate section forappear in the sidebar in a separate section for
Critical InfoCritical Info

You may need some fields to appear on the sidebar above the athlete image if they are
critical things that a user needs to know. The critical Info should ONLYONLY be set for one or two
fields on the entire site. It is NOT designed to display a lot of information. The best use for it
is displaying allergy information, or other critical medical data.

The image in the step here shows that Allergy information hasThe image in the step here shows that Allergy information has
been set up with the "Critical Information" property. It displaysbeen set up with the "Critical Information" property. It displays
on the sidebar if it has been entered for the athleteon the sidebar if it has been entered for the athlete

Information which is set up as Critical Info appears above the Athlete's Image and details, and
below the Event Form list on the Sidebar.
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To set up a field as a Critical Info field, set the field settings toTo set up a field as a Critical Info field, set the field settings to
Critical Info equal to True. For this allergy form, both the AllergyCritical Info equal to True. For this allergy form, both the Allergy
and Epipen carried field will be set as critical infoand Epipen carried field will be set as critical info

An example of the Epipen carried field being set as Critical Info.An example of the Epipen carried field being set as Critical Info.
Also note that this field has been abbreviated to Epi so that itAlso note that this field has been abbreviated to Epi so that it
takes up the least amount of room on the sidebartakes up the least amount of room on the sidebar
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If you want any colours to appear with the information on theIf you want any colours to appear with the information on the
sidebar then you will need to set up a Performance Standardsidebar then you will need to set up a Performance Standard
for that Event Form (as shown here). The colours will thenfor that Event Form (as shown here). The colours will then
automatically show (as shown in the image in the step below).automatically show (as shown in the image in the step below).
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The colours now appear on the sidebar alongside the criticalThe colours now appear on the sidebar alongside the critical
informationinformation

When Epipen is Yes then the record will colour red (as set up in the Performance Standard in
the step prior to this one).

To generate a complete list of any fields that you have set asTo generate a complete list of any fields that you have set as
"Critical Info" you can do this from the Application Specification"Critical Info" you can do this from the Application Specification
ModuleModule
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At the bottom of the Application Specification there will be a listAt the bottom of the Application Specification there will be a list
of Critical Information. This will list any Fields that have beenof Critical Information. This will list any Fields that have been
set up as "Critical Info" in the Advanced Propertiesset up as "Critical Info" in the Advanced Properties

You can see that this application has a lot of fields set as Critical Information fields. It would be
important to turn many of these from "Critical Info"=True to False to avoid cluttering the
sidebar.
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Event Form Fields: Adding in aEvent Form Fields: Adding in a
Text Field, Numeric Field andText Field, Numeric Field and
Selection Field and setting upSelection Field and setting up
the Field's Properties andthe Field's Properties and
Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties
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Text Fields: Adding and Setting PropertiesText Fields: Adding and Setting Properties

Text FieldsText Fields

When to use Text FieldsWhen to use Text Fields

Use Text Fields when you want to capture generic or unstructured information. This includes
comments, warm up information, capturing names, or personal information, concerns about
training or injuries etc. It captures information that does not nedoes not need to be used later for in depth
analysis. The image above shows a Single Line of TextSingle Line of Text and Paragraph TextParagraph Text in use.

What Text Fields are Available to add to your event form?What Text Fields are Available to add to your event form?

What Text Fields are available?:What Text Fields are available?:

#1. Single Line of Text: Line of Text
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#2. Paragraph of Text: Large Text Area

#3. Rich Text Editor which allows users to colour and change the font of the text in a text box. It
is rarely used.

To Add in a Text Field, click on the type of field that you need,To Add in a Text Field, click on the type of field that you need,
name it and add in any instruction/description. The Formname it and add in any instruction/description. The Form
Overview on the right will display the Question SettingOverview on the right will display the Question Setting

To Add in a Text Field you will need to select the type of field from the Form Build "Add
Question" Options. For this example we are going to add in a comments field in the Foot/Ankle
section, and a description of what needs to be entered.
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Set any Question Settings and Visibility Settings such asSet any Question Settings and Visibility Settings such as
Required or Defaults to Last (all discussed in the previousRequired or Defaults to Last (all discussed in the previous
chapter on Adding in new Question Fields and Updating theirchapter on Adding in new Question Fields and Updating their
Settings/PropertiesSettings/Properties

Set up the Advanced Properties for the Text Field- Field SizeSet up the Advanced Properties for the Text Field- Field Size

The advanced Properties unique to the text fields are Field Size and Minimum and MaximumThe advanced Properties unique to the text fields are Field Size and Minimum and Maximum
number of charactersnumber of characters
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"Field Size""Field Size" allows you to select the size of the Text fields from Small to Extra Large. The image
here shows Small, Medium and Large and Extra Large Single Line of Text fields and Small,
Medium and Large and Extra Large paragraph of text boxes.

The text and paragraph of text field size is by default set to medium. To change the field size,
click on the drop down and select a different size. If you are using positioned Form Properties
(discussed in the Advanced Form Lessons, check that the text box size still works with your form
design).

Maximum number of characters has been disabled. PleaseMaximum number of characters has been disabled. Please
ignore this setting as it will be removed from the systemignore this setting as it will be removed from the system

A Paragraph of Text can link to a template from a database ifA Paragraph of Text can link to a template from a database if
requiredrequired
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Add a Paragraph of Text to the event form and in the AdvancedAdd a Paragraph of Text to the event form and in the Advanced
Properties, there is a box to select a "Template". Click on theProperties, there is a box to select a "Template". Click on the
Database Template that you want to link to.Database Template that you want to link to.

This database will then be available to enter into the text areaThis database will then be available to enter into the text area
along WITH free text information as well.along WITH free text information as well.
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N.B. The fields in the database that you want to pull throughN.B. The fields in the database that you want to pull through
into the text area MUST be set up on that Database asinto the text area MUST be set up on that Database as
"Summary Fields". If they are not they will not show through."Summary Fields". If they are not they will not show through.

You would check that by going to the database list, opening theYou would check that by going to the database list, opening the
database and then checking each field that you want to appeardatabase and then checking each field that you want to appear
is set to Summary Field Trueis set to Summary Field True
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Changes have been made to the Paragraph ofChanges have been made to the Paragraph of
Text fields regarding the way html code isText fields regarding the way html code is
handledhandled

Paragraph of Text Fields are set up to enable some very basic html code to be written into it
(e.g. <br> for a line break). However, to protect against someone trying to embed html code
of a malicious nature, the system was designed to disgard any html code that was written
incorrectly, or suspiciously. Unfortunately, the < symbol indicates the start of a command;
when Users were entering in medical notes such as Lx<Rx with no gap inbetween (as a Lx <
Rx wasn't interpreted as html) anything after the "<" was being interpreted as malicious
html code and it was not saved.

These text field have now been updated so that users can use the < symbol across a
number of instances. However, security checks are still in place for any "malicious" html
code. A < can be used in a sentence now, but if specific commands are written in then they
will either be interpreted as text and displayed as text, or they will be disguarded. This is
purely in the interest of data protection, and the security of your data.

Previously, if the medical notes were entered with no gapPreviously, if the medical notes were entered with no gap
between text and the < symbol, the data after it would bebetween text and the < symbol, the data after it would be
disguardeddisguarded

• O:
• Lx flx: mid shin - min pulling at EOR Mid Lx bilat
• Lx ext: feels restricted at EOR 4/10 p bilat Mid Lx
• Lx RSF<LSF: feels restricted at EOR 4/10 p bilat Mid Lx
• Lx Quadrant: bilat 4/10 pain mid Lx at EOR
• Tx: stiff ++
• Posture: increased Lx lordosis ++, ant tilt pelvis
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• Palp: m spasm Tx paraspinals and glutes ++

This would only be saved as :

• Lx flx: mid shin - min pulling at EOR Mid Lx bilat
• Lx ext: feels restricted at EOR 4/10 p bilat Mid Lx
• Lx RSF

Now, all of the data is storedNow, all of the data is stored

N.B. Keep in mind that most html code will now be read as textN.B. Keep in mind that most html code will now be read as text
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Builder Site: Email fieldBuilder Site: Email field

There is now a specific field type that is available for users to enter in a valid Email address.

You can select to add in an Email field into a Event Form or aYou can select to add in an Email field into a Event Form or a
Profile Form.Profile Form.

It will have the same properties as a Single Line Text Field
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This field types is a good way to ensure an actual Email addressThis field types is a good way to ensure an actual Email address
is entered into this fieldis entered into this field

If an incorrectly formatted Email is entered then the dataIf an incorrectly formatted Email is entered then the data
cannot be savedcannot be saved
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An incorrectly formatted email address has been added.

Either delete the email field so it is blank, or write in the correct email.

If you have an invalid message you need to type in a valid and correctlyIf you have an invalid message you need to type in a valid and correctly
formatted Email addressformatted Email address
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If you have an invalid message you can clear the field so it is blankIf you have an invalid message you can clear the field so it is blank

This field type is integral for the scheduling/appointment EmailThis field type is integral for the scheduling/appointment Email
iCal work flows. This field needs to be included in any RelatediCal work flows. This field needs to be included in any Related
Entity structures which use iCalsEntity structures which use iCals
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N.B. This field type has the same properties as a single line ofN.B. This field type has the same properties as a single line of
text field:text field:
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Paragraph Text Database TemplateParagraph Text Database Template
A Paragraph of Text field can be set up to enable a Template toA Paragraph of Text field can be set up to enable a Template to
fill it.fill it.
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The Template can be used to enter in an outline of theThe Template can be used to enter in an outline of the
information required to be tracked in that field, or as ainformation required to be tracked in that field, or as a
template to pre-save data that is tracked regularlytemplate to pre-save data that is tracked regularly

N.B. If a field in the template is NOT set to Summary, then thisN.B. If a field in the template is NOT set to Summary, then this
field will NOT fill the text field.. it will simply not appear in thefield will NOT fill the text field.. it will simply not appear in the
field.field.
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If a field is set to Summary Field=False, it will NOT show in theIf a field is set to Summary Field=False, it will NOT show in the
text field (as shown in the steps below):text field (as shown in the steps below):
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Numeric Fields: Adding and Setting PropertiesNumeric Fields: Adding and Setting Properties

Numeric fields can be used to capture any kind of data. They can have max and min
settings applied to them through to specific unit types. Use NumericNumeric fields when you want
to capture number based data that will be used for in depth analysis. This includes:

* Physiological test data: distance, time, length, speed etc

* Blood testing data: from lactate to glucose

* Heart rate and training data: distance, fatigue etc

* Capturing lifestyle measures: such as hours of sleep

The number fields that are available include numbers, wholeThe number fields that are available include numbers, whole
numbers and positive whole numbers etc.numbers and positive whole numbers etc.

What Numeric Fields are available?:What Numeric Fields are available?:

Number: can set format decimal points, measurement type such as length, speed, time etc

Positive Number: cannot be a negative number

Whole Number: cannot have decimal points

Positive Whole Number: cannot have decimal points or be a negative number
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Duration:

To Add in a Numeric Field into your event form, click on theTo Add in a Numeric Field into your event form, click on the
type of number that you require. The example here is going totype of number that you require. The example here is going to
use a "Number"use a "Number"

Adding a Numeric Field into your FormAdding a Numeric Field into your Form

To Add in a Numeric Field you will need to select the Type of field from the Form Builder "Add
Question" Options (as highlighted in 2.3.2). For this example we are going to build an
Anthropometry Form with weight, height and 4 skin folds. They are allall built with the "Number"
Field and the properties are set differently to mimic the data that we need to capture.
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Name the Question, add in instructions and set up any defaultName the Question, add in instructions and set up any default
values. For this height example we will want it to default to thevalues. For this height example we will want it to default to the
last value. Set up any visibility settings also.last value. Set up any visibility settings also.

Set the Advanced Properties for that field including Best ValueSet the Advanced Properties for that field including Best Value
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Best Value:Best Value:

This is where you start to give the information you collect meaning. It is used to show whether
an athlete has improved or decreased their performance when it compares the most recent
with the new new entry information. It is essential that it is set up, oror your Performance
Summary Dashboards, trending arrows on the history and data entry pages, and ranking
capabilities will NOT show.

- Higher Values are best:- Higher Values are best: If you set that "Higher values are best" then you are specifying that if a
record of 2.0 exists, if the athlete enters 3.0 they have improved. However, if they entered 1.0
the reports would show they have not improved. For variables such as weight lifted, number of
repetitions, speed, distance, VO2 etc, higher values are always best.

-Lower Values are best:-Lower Values are best: If you set that "Lower values are best" then if a record of 2.0 exists, and
the athlete enters 3.0 they have not improved. However, if they entered 1.0, the reports would
show that they have improved. For variables such as skin folds, sprint times, lactic acid, resting
heart rate etc, lower values are always best.

For the example of building an Anthropometry Form, the following settings are going to beFor the example of building an Anthropometry Form, the following settings are going to be
used:used:

Height: Higher values are best

Weight: Lower Values are best (endurance runners are the target group)

Triceps: Lower values are best

Suprailiac: Lower values are best

Abdominal: Lower values are best

Thigh: Lower values are best
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Max and Min Values. Will a max a min help to minimise dataMax and Min Values. Will a max a min help to minimise data
entry errors? For height in metres you can set a min of 1 and aentry errors? For height in metres you can set a min of 1 and a
max of 3. This will minimise user errormax of 3. This will minimise user error

Reduce data entry errors and set up the number format correctly using the Maximum andReduce data entry errors and set up the number format correctly using the Maximum and
Minimum Values, and Format Properties.Minimum Values, and Format Properties.

Maximum and Minimum ValuesMaximum and Minimum Values

This allows you to set an upper and a lower range for the each numeric field. This helps to stop
data entry errors, because values outside of this range will not be saved and will show as an
error on the Event Form in the Application. Simply type in the Minimum and Maximum values
into the corresponding boxes as shown above, and no data outside this range can be entered
into this field.
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The form will not be able to be saved when a variable outside ofThe form will not be able to be saved when a variable outside of
your max and min range is entered. The min and max valuesyour max and min range is entered. The min and max values
will appear in an error message informing them of the correctwill appear in an error message informing them of the correct
range.range.

Set up the format (decimal places) accordingly for the type ofSet up the format (decimal places) accordingly for the type of
data you are capturing. For height in metres we will need 0.00data you are capturing. For height in metres we will need 0.00

FormatFormat
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Enables you to turn any number in a 1, 1.0, 1.00, 1.000, 1.000 decimal point value. This is
essential to set when you start to create your forms. A lactate value will have 2 decimal places,
but a heart rate will have none.Set your number formats according to the information you are
capturing: a heart rate will look ridiculous if it is recorded 178.00 (2 decimal points) versus 178a heart rate will look ridiculous if it is recorded 178.00 (2 decimal points) versus 178
(no decimal points).(no decimal points).

For the example of building an Anthropometry Form, the following Format and Max and MinFor the example of building an Anthropometry Form, the following Format and Max and Min
settings are going to be used:settings are going to be used:

Height: Format 0.00, Max and Min 3 and 1 (respectively)

Weight: Format 0.00, Max and Min 200 and 50 (respectively)

Triceps: Format 0.00, Max and Min 40 and 0 (respectively)

Suprailiac:Format 0.00, Max and Min 40 and 0 (respectively)

Abdominal:Format 0.00, Max and Min 50 and 0 (respectively)

Thigh: Format 0.00, Max and Min 50 and 0 (respectively)

How to add a unit Type and Units to a field-e.g. weight in kg's orHow to add a unit Type and Units to a field-e.g. weight in kg's or
height in metresheight in metres

Get Specific with your NumbersGet Specific with your Numbers

Unit Type and UnitsUnit Type and Units

Units are an excellent tool to place additional structure around the data that you capture. The
image above highlights how you can easily turn a number into a field that has a lot more
meaning, and easily lets the person entering the information know the units of measure. This
helps with recognition when completing the form, and most importantly reduces errors in the
data. e.g. if some Users enter in centimetres and others enter in metres.
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To Add A Unit to a FieldTo Add A Unit to a Field

#1: When you select the "Unit Type" drop down arrow a list of all of the available Unit Types is
displayed for you to select.

#2: The corresponding Units (for the respective Unit Type) are then displayed in the "Units"
drop down list (as shown in the image above). Simply select the Unit that you require and it will
automatically be added to the Numeric field question (as shown in the image above as
millimetres).

Available Unit Types and Units are listed below:Available Unit Types and Units are listed below:

Unit Type Unit TypesUnit Type Unit Types

Length millimetres, centimetres,metres, kilometres, inches, feet, yards, miles

Speed metres per second, kilometres for hours, feet per second, miles per hour

Weight grams, kilograms, ounces, pounds

Small Weight grams, milligrams, micrograms

Volume millilitres, litres, fluid ounces, gallons

Time milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks

For the Anthropometry Form example,For the Anthropometry Form example, the following Unit Types and Units were added to the
Anthropometry questions:

Height: Unit Type -Length, Units-metres

Weight: Unit Type -Weight, Units-kilograms

Triceps: Unit Type -Length, Units-millimetres

Suprailiac:Unit Type -Length, Units-millimetres

Abdominal:Unit Type -Length, Units-millimetres

Thigh: Unit Type -Length, Units-millimetres
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If you are creating a skinfolds form then you will want to add inIf you are creating a skinfolds form then you will want to add in
some calculations so that sum of skinfolds can be calculated.some calculations so that sum of skinfolds can be calculated.
This is discussed in the Calculations Lesson.This is discussed in the Calculations Lesson.

Once you set up all of the field properties and unit typesOnce you set up all of the field properties and unit types
preview the form to ensure it is structured correctly andpreview the form to ensure it is structured correctly and
captures the correct informationcaptures the correct information
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Selection Fields: Yes/No and True/FalseSelection Fields: Yes/No and True/False
Selection FieldsSelection Fields

Selection fields are a good tool to ensure you capture the right data that you need to
understand your athletes that is not numeric in nature. However, it can have a numeric
score added to each selection field so it provides a very structured way to capture the data
that you need

The Different Option/Selection Fields that are available:The Different Option/Selection Fields that are available:

Option fields allow you to present pre-set or custom options to athletes to select from. The
image above shows all of the different Options used in a Form. The different Selection Fields to
choose from include:

* True/FalseTrue/False: For questions with a True or False answer

* Yes/No* Yes/No: For questions with a Yes or No answer

* Tick: That can be used for as an indicator of importance of a field (discussed in the "Important
Fields" lesson)

* Drop DownDrop Down: the list of options is hidden, and the athlete clicks on the list and then selects
from the drop down list (discussed in the next lesson)

* Search List:* Search List: instead of a list or a drop down box, users can type in the text area to search for
the correct option to select (discussed in the next lesson)
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* Multiple Selection* Multiple Selection: where athletes are presented with a list and can choose more than one
variable (discussed in the next lesson)

* Single SelectionSingle Selection: where athletes are presented with a list and have to choose one variable
(discussed in the next lesson)

The most essential component of adding in a Selection Field is setting up the Options, Scoring
and Properties correctly. Read this section to find out how to do this.

Option Fields for True/False or Yes/NoOption Fields for True/False or Yes/No

When you want to ask a question with a True or False answer or a Yes or No answer, select to
add this Field into your Event Form. They are used in a multitude of forms including Medical
History questionnaires, Par-Q, injury information and the like that include these fields in them.

To add in a True/FalseTrue/False Field:

1. Click on "True/False"True/False"

2. Rename the Question appropriately

To add a Yes/NoYes/No Field:

1. Click on "Yes/No"Yes/No"

2. Rename the Question appropriately

Now set up an Question Settings and Visibility settings. For all Selection fields you will also have
2 additional Sections available on your Question Properties that you need to complete including
Options and Scoring.Options and Scoring.
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The Options section displays the available options. You won'tThe Options section displays the available options. You won't
be able to change the true/false or yes/no options, but you canbe able to change the true/false or yes/no options, but you can
modify the other types of selection fields (discussed in themodify the other types of selection fields (discussed in the
following section)following section)

The Scoring Section allows you to add numeric value to a Yes/The Scoring Section allows you to add numeric value to a Yes/
No or True False response which can be used for calculationsNo or True False response which can be used for calculations

You can assign scores to each value so that the question can be used as part of a calculation in
the form. Set your scores for each value and select "Update"
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Advanced Properties for a Yes/No field: Is there a Best ValueAdvanced Properties for a Yes/No field: Is there a Best Value
and Default Value that should show when the data is entered?and Default Value that should show when the data is entered?

Best Value:Best Value: For the numeric fields you could set whether higher or lower values were best. For
selection fields, you can select which of the options is best. To set this, click on Best Value and
choose the value which is the best. In this instances for whether supplements were taken, the
best value is Yes.

For options fields you can also set the Calculate Average, Calculate Total and Chart by default to
appear in the athlete history section. This will ONLY work if you enter in Scores for each value.This will ONLY work if you enter in Scores for each value.
These are shown in the image in the step below.

Default appear automatically when the form is entered.Default appear automatically when the form is entered.
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The Scoring that was applied in the Scoring section can be usedThe Scoring that was applied in the Scoring section can be used
to calculate Averages and Totals for the athlete's data in theto calculate Averages and Totals for the athlete's data in the
Athlete History and the ReportsAthlete History and the Reports
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Selection Fields: Single Selection, Drop Down,Selection Fields: Single Selection, Drop Down,
Search List and Multiple Selection QuestionsSearch List and Multiple Selection Questions

In addition to the preset options of the Yes/No and True/False selection fields, you can
design your own options and have them displayed in a format that best suit the number of
options that you have.

Examples of drop down, single selection, search list andExamples of drop down, single selection, search list and
multiple selection questions.multiple selection questions.

The image above shows the different types of selection questions available.

The differences between the four selection questions are:The differences between the four selection questions are:

Single SelectionSingle Selection

Single Selection Fields are the fastest way for an athlete to see the possible answers for your
question and click on the correct one. They are the recommended option because they do not
require two clicks to see the answers. These can be arranged vertically or horizontally to be
optimised to meet you form layout requirements.

Multiple SelectionMultiple Selection

Multiple Selection allow an athlete to select more than one variable as an answer. However, it is
very hard to use this information for analysis. You are better to try and find a different way to
capture this information (e.g. ask an additional question) because Multiple Selection questions
are used purely for information gathering (much like text fields), not analysis tools.
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Drop DownDrop Down

When you want a number of possible answers to be hidden in a drop down box use this Field. If
you have more than 16 possible answers, you may want to consider using a Drop Down Box
instead of a Single Selection Field.

Search ListSearch List

When you want a number of possible answers to be hidden and you don't want the entire list to
appear in a drop down format, the user can type directly into the search box for the selection
options. If you have more than 16 possible answers, you may want to consider using a Drop
Down Box instead of a Single Selection Field.

Click to add in the specific type of selection that you require. SetClick to add in the specific type of selection that you require. Set
up the Question settings and Visibility and then create yourup the Question settings and Visibility and then create your
options that are available for that field.options that are available for that field.

For this example we are going to add in a single selection field called "Readiness to Train"
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Set up the Question's Selection Options. Choose your optionsSet up the Question's Selection Options. Choose your options
from existing field options, from the common categories, orfrom existing field options, from the common categories, or
add in your own specific options (as shown here)add in your own specific options (as shown here)

The OptionsOptions are the different answers that a user can select from that appear beside the
question name.

To add in your Options you can:To add in your Options you can:

#1. Click on the "Copy Options from""Copy Options from" drop down box to copy the existing options from other
question in that form

#2. Click on "Common CategoriesCommon Categories" to be shown some prebuilt options such as Worst-Best (as
shown in the option box in the Image).

#3. Copy and paste your list from an excel or word document directly into the Option Text Box
(ensuring that there is ONLY one option per line).

#4. Write each selection option in the Option text Box (ensuring that there is ONLY one option
per line).

#5 You MUST click on the "Update"You MUST click on the "Update" button. If you do not, any changes will not be uploaded to
the question, and your options will not be updated.
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2.4.6 Adding Scores to each Option2.4.6 Adding Scores to each Option

You can assign Scores to each of the Option Fields. All of the Options that you just added on the
"Options" Tab are now available to set scores for on the "Scoring"Scoring" Tab. This is critical if you want
to calculate a score for a lifestyle or stress questionnaire, and is a handy feature for a number
of other forms.

To add scores to each of the Options from a question/field:To add scores to each of the Options from a question/field:

#1. Click on the ScoringScoring link

#2. Write the Score in the boxes beside each selection option

#3. Click Update

Now you have a score assigned to a specific variable in your form. This means you can graph it,
use it in calculations such as total daily score* etc, as well as set up the Average and Total
calculation across the field

* N.B To actually calculate the total score in a daily review Form from these Selection based
Fields, you need to use a Calculation Field and write your equation to include the questions that
you want, e.g. sum(Appetite + Sleep + Muscle Soreness etc). See the lessons on calculations for
more information on how to include and write calculations directly in your Event Forms.
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Set the Best Value, any Default ValuesSet the Best Value, any Default Values

Set up the Advanced Properties accordingly.Set up the Advanced Properties accordingly.

Best Value:Best Value:

Allows you to specify which of the selection question is the "Best Value". In the options shown
here it is obvious to see that "Best" is the Very Focused option. Select the best value from your
options and if there is no desired value, leave as default (No Best Value).

Orientation and Default ValueOrientation and Default Value

OrientationOrientation (for single selection fields only)

Orientation lets you set the layout of the questions as either horizontal or vertical. The
readiness to train question has been set to horizontal.

Vertical:Vertical: This a common sense setting, if your question options are too long, or you have too
many, you will want to have a Vertical Orientation (as shown in the image above).

Horizontal:Horizontal: If your questions options are brief, and you only have a few, such as a Yes/No or
True/False you are best to have a Horizontal Orientation to reduce the space that each question
takes on the page.

The image above highlights how to vertical and horizontal layout work optimally, and NOT
optimally. Use your common sense!!

Default ValueDefault Value
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Default Values allow you to specify that every time that specific Form is loaded, if a question has
a default setting it will already be selected on the Event Form.

This is an excellent way to reduce data entry time in forms such as Medical Screening or
Musculoskeletal screening forms where you only record the differences from normal.

To add in a "Default Value""Default Value" select the drop down box and select the option that you want to set
up as the default. Every time that field loads, it will already be completed with this default value.
The image above shows that Average and OK have been set as the default values and are pre-
loaded.

To remove the default value select on "No default Value""No default Value"

Default to CriticalDefault to Critical

Default to Critical should be set to no. This is only used on fields where critical info is selected toDefault to Critical should be set to no. This is only used on fields where critical info is selected to
show.show.

Status IndicatorStatus Indicator

Status Indicator should be set to no unless this is a field that is being used to set the injury/ill
status for the athlete. See the Athlete Status lesson for more information on this field.

Again, always check the form on the application to ensure it isAgain, always check the form on the application to ensure it is
showing the correct defaults and works well on the application.showing the correct defaults and works well on the application.
The form here needs to have the page/field layout improved asThe form here needs to have the page/field layout improved as
it is very hard to follow.it is very hard to follow.
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Slider FieldsSlider Fields

A new type of Field has ben added into the Field Types in the Builder Page. It is a Slider field
that enables users to slide the selector across the scale to the desired field/value. The Slider
field retain the same properties as a Drop Down or a Single Selection OPTIONOPTION Field.

There are a number of different ways to use a Slider Field. These fields can:

• Be used to display all or some slider options on the scale
• Be used as a Linked Option into other Event Forms
• Have Performance Standards applied to them.
• Have Performance Explanations applied to them.
• Be pulled through into the Performance Summary Reports (as options, NOT scores)
• Have data imported into these fields (e.g. you can import in the optionsoptions, not the

scores; just as for any option based field)

These fields cannot be used with the "Required field" setting. It does not work.These fields cannot be used with the "Required field" setting. It does not work.

As part of their release, these fields areAs part of their release, these fields are NOTNOT recommended to be used in:recommended to be used in:

• Conditional Visibility: Conditional Visibility has NOT been enabled for these field
types

• Databases- Not recommended for use in databases
• Training Blocks- Not recommended for use in training blocks as a completed field
• Yearly Plans- YOU CANNOT USE A SLIDER FIELD in the Yearly Plans Module because

you cannot enter in data into the field in macrocycle view. Moreover, any additional
rows built to show totals and sums will notnot calculate using this field.
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Slider Fields have been added in as a new Field Type on theSlider Fields have been added in as a new Field Type on the
BuilderBuilder

You can see here that different options can be displayed on the Slider.

To Add in a new Slider Field, click on the Slider Field Type (this isTo Add in a new Slider Field, click on the Slider Field Type (this is
available in the Custom Field Type Area)available in the Custom Field Type Area)
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A Blank Slider will display on the Form Preview.A Blank Slider will display on the Form Preview.

The Slider Field will automatically default to the width of the page.

Because the Slider Field is an Option Based Field, you need to write inBecause the Slider Field is an Option Based Field, you need to write in
the options and click update (just as for a single selection or a dropthe options and click update (just as for a single selection or a drop
down field)down field)

When you add in the options and click on update, the options will be evenly spaced along the
Slider.

The Slider Length will NOT change, but as more options are added, theThe Slider Length will NOT change, but as more options are added, the
placement of the slider fields will automatically adjustplacement of the slider fields will automatically adjust
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When you add in the options and click on update, the options will be evenly spaced along the
Slider:

• 2 options: They appear at the start and the end of the slider
• 3 options: They appear at the start, middle and end of the slider
• 4 options: They appear at the start, 1/3 of the length and 2/3 of the length and at the

end of the slider
• 5 options: They appear at the start, 1/4 of the length, 1/2 of the length, 3/4 of the length

and at the end of the slider
• And so on.....

Slider fields are set up with almost identical field properties asSlider fields are set up with almost identical field properties as
single selection and drop down fields types.single selection and drop down fields types.

You can use numbers as the optionsYou can use numbers as the options
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You can use letters as the optionsYou can use letters as the options

You can use words as the optionsYou can use words as the options

Scores can be assigned to the optionsScores can be assigned to the options

The example here shows that scores are being assigned to the options. These can be used in
calculations, sum etc.

N.B. If you use numbers (e.g. 1-10) as options, you MUST add in scores for these if you want toN.B. If you use numbers (e.g. 1-10) as options, you MUST add in scores for these if you want to
be able to undertake calculations with them; they are not recognised as numbers on thebe able to undertake calculations with them; they are not recognised as numbers on the
system.system.

N.B. If you assign scores to the options, you MUST use the correctN.B. If you assign scores to the options, you MUST use the correct
calculation fields if you are going to options with scorescalculation fields if you are going to options with scores
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Choose if all, or only some, of the options are displayed on theChoose if all, or only some, of the options are displayed on the
Slider by using the "Slider Options Display" Advanced FieldSlider by using the "Slider Options Display" Advanced Field
PropertyProperty

The fields here all use the same A-E Options. Yet, different configurations appear depending on
how the Fields Advanced Property Slider Options display is set (as outlined in the steps below).

Keep in mind that that for the sliders shown in this image, there is an oddodd number of options,
so the the middle, and alternating options display as you would expect. However, if you have an
eveneven number of options, there is no middle, and displaying the "alternating" option would
mean the last option would not appear. To overcome this, special rules were put in place to
handle an even number of options; this is also outlined in the steps below.

Slider Options Display: All optionsSlider Options Display: All options

All options will appear
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Slider Options Display: First and Last optionsSlider Options Display: First and Last options

Only the First and Last options appear.

Slider Options Display: Alternating (for an odd number of options)Slider Options Display: Alternating (for an odd number of options)

Only alternating options appear when you have an odd number of options.
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Slider Options Display: Alternating options (for an even number ofSlider Options Display: Alternating options (for an even number of
options)options)

The image here shows you how the options will be displayed when "alternating" is selected with
an even number of options.

The system ALWAYS displays the first and last Slider options. So, when alternating is chosen for
an even number of options, the system selects the most appropriate options to display to
achieve an "alternating" pattern within the constraints of having to display the first and last
options, as well as the alternating effect. The image here shows how the options display using
6,8,10 and 12 options for the Slider field.

Slider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an oddSlider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an odd
number of options)number of options)

Only the first, middle and last options appear.
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Slider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an evenSlider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an even
number of options)number of options)

The image here shows you how the options will be displayed when "first, middle and last
options" is selected with an even number of options.

An even number of slider options do not have a "middle" option. So, the system selects the
most appropriate options to display to achieve a "middle" effect. The image here shows how
the options display using 6,8,10 and 12 options for the Slider field.

Show Empty Slider Options: This sets whether a mark appearsShow Empty Slider Options: This sets whether a mark appears
where there is no option showing (e.g. when options are set onwhere there is no option showing (e.g. when options are set on
alternating, or first-last etc)alternating, or first-last etc)

The Mark does NOT appear, but the slider can still be moved along to th option.
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Fill Colour: Sets the colour of the Slider Bar. Keep in mind thatFill Colour: Sets the colour of the Slider Bar. Keep in mind that
any Performance Standards colours will override this colour ifany Performance Standards colours will override this colour if
there are any applied to this Event Formthere are any applied to this Event Form

N.B. The Performance Standard will override any colours set for this field during entry on the
system.

Always use a # colour reference.

The Slider Fields can be set to have a default value. This valueThe Slider Fields can be set to have a default value. This value
will be preselected when the user enters data into the Eventwill be preselected when the user enters data into the Event
FormForm
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All of the fields in the image here have had a default value set for them in the Advanced Field
Properties. This option will appear when users enter in data into the event form (as shown in
the image below)

If a "Default Value" option is set, this will automatically be selectedIf a "Default Value" option is set, this will automatically be selected
when new data is entered into the Event Formwhen new data is entered into the Event Form

The display the user would see when they opened the event form.

The Slider Fields can be set to "Default to Last"The Slider Fields can be set to "Default to Last"
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In the field's Question Settings, this field has been set to "default to last". On the right of the
page, you can see that an entry was made for this athlete on the 3rd March 2014, and "none"
was selected for this field. When a new entry is made (as shown here for the 11th Match 2014),
the field automatically defaults to the last entered value of "none".

N.B. Please do NOT set any field to have BOTH a "Default Value" in the Advanced FieldN.B. Please do NOT set any field to have BOTH a "Default Value" in the Advanced Field
Properties, AND to be set to "Default to Last" in the Question Settings. This combination of fieldProperties, AND to be set to "Default to Last" in the Question Settings. This combination of field
properties was NOT designed to work well together; choose one or the other (which ever bestproperties was NOT designed to work well together; choose one or the other (which ever best
suits your requirements).suits your requirements).

The Slider Fields do NOT adhere to the "Required" settingThe Slider Fields do NOT adhere to the "Required" setting

The Slider automatically defaults to the first option on the Slider, so it is already selected when
the Event is opened for entry. This means the required field status that can be set for other
options type fields will NOT work for a Slider Field.
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Slider Fields can be used in Tables, BUT you MUST set theSlider Fields can be used in Tables, BUT you MUST set the
Advanced Form Properties to "Default next cell" = "No NextAdvanced Form Properties to "Default next cell" = "No Next
Cell".Cell".

If you do NOT set the advanced Form Properties to "No Next cell", when you are entering in
data into the table, the cells skip over the slider fields and you have to re-click on the slider to
open the field. It is not seamless.
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You can choose to alter the layout of Slider fields using theYou can choose to alter the layout of Slider fields using the
Section PropertiesSection Properties

Athlete History: once the Data is entered into a Slider Field, theAthlete History: once the Data is entered into a Slider Field, the
option is displayed in the Athlete History, just as for any otheroption is displayed in the Athlete History, just as for any other
Option Type FieldOption Type Field
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If you generate a PDF or a PDF (form) of the data, only the selectedIf you generate a PDF or a PDF (form) of the data, only the selected
option will be displayed, not the actual slider fieldoption will be displayed, not the actual slider field

Reports: The options can be used as filters on reportsReports: The options can be used as filters on reports
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Locked View: If you have slider fields in an Event Form whichLocked View: If you have slider fields in an Event Form which
will Lock, or is Locked, only the option selected by the athletewill Lock, or is Locked, only the option selected by the athlete
will appear when the locked form is viewedwill appear when the locked form is viewed

When the Form is reopened (#3), only the selected option appears, not the original slider field.
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The Slider Fields will appear with the correct layout on theThe Slider Fields will appear with the correct layout on the
m.html and ipad Versionsm.html and ipad Versions

The Slider fields will ONLY display the first and last options on the iOSThe Slider fields will ONLY display the first and last options on the iOS
system.system.

Due to space limitations on the iPod or iPhone versions, only the first and last fields will be able
to be displayed.

The Slider fields appear slightly differently on the installedThe Slider fields appear slightly differently on the installed
versionversion
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In Form Reports can be built using Slider FieldsIn Form Reports can be built using Slider Fields

In Form Charts can be built using Slider Fields. Be careful howIn Form Charts can be built using Slider Fields. Be careful how
you choose to display the data.you choose to display the data.
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Performance Alerts can be set up using the Slider fields (e.g.Performance Alerts can be set up using the Slider fields (e.g.
based on the slider options)based on the slider options)

Performance Standards are set up the same as for an any otherPerformance Standards are set up the same as for an any other
Option Type FieldOption Type Field
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Performance Explanations are set up the same as for an otherPerformance Explanations are set up the same as for an other
Option Type FieldOption Type Field

Performance Summary Reports can pull through the SliderPerformance Summary Reports can pull through the Slider
FieldsFields
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N.B. Slider fields cannot be set to Chart by defaultN.B. Slider fields cannot be set to Chart by default

N.B. Conditional Visibility does NOT work for Slider Fields.N.B. Conditional Visibility does NOT work for Slider Fields.

Because the Slider field is set with similar properties to option fields, these advanced properties
option to set these as a conditional appears. However, they are NOT functional and will NOT
work. The image in the picture here shows that these options are NOT being set conditionally
based on prior selections.
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New Conditional Option Field settingsNew Conditional Option Field settings

This was designed to reduce the number of fields that you would have to add into an Event
Form to appear based on the selection of a prior field (e.g. fields hidden using visibility
settings). Previously, this would have been managed by setting visibility filters for a number
of fields. Unfortunately, visibility setting are not adhered to in tables so fields would appear
that needed to be hidden. Now you can have conditional options appearing in just one field
that would have had to have split into separate fields previously. Read through the
following lesson to understand how they work.

N.B. If you are going to use this new capability make sure you test it fully first to understand
the limitations.

WARNING: CONDITIONAL OPTIONS ARE NOT SUPPORTED ONWARNING: CONDITIONAL OPTIONS ARE NOT SUPPORTED ON
THE APPLE IOS APPLICATION. WE HOPE TO HAVE THISTHE APPLE IOS APPLICATION. WE HOPE TO HAVE THIS
UPDATED BY THE END OF APRIL 2014 AT THE LATESTUPDATED BY THE END OF APRIL 2014 AT THE LATEST
Conditional options are not supported on the Apple iOS application, and they will cause your
data capture forms to just spin on data entry. Use of these fields in a form that is going to be
used on an Apple device is NOT recommended at all.

We are working to resolve the issue and hope to have it released by the end of April 2014.

N.B. Conditional Options are not supported during Group EntryN.B. Conditional Options are not supported during Group Entry
on the main application either. However, the Event Form canon the main application either. However, the Event Form can
still be entered.still be entered.
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You can now have the options from a prior field limiting theYou can now have the options from a prior field limiting the
options that appear in another field.options that appear in another field.

You can see here that when you select A in the first field, you can select three fields in the
second question. However, if you selected B, different fields appear for selection (as shown in
the image below).

If B is selected, then only options specified to appear will showIf B is selected, then only options specified to appear will show
(e.g. the 1A, 2A and 3A options do not appear).(e.g. the 1A, 2A and 3A options do not appear).

When B is selected, only options specified to appear will show. This is called a "Conditional
Option".
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To set up a "Conditional Option" field, you need to first set upTo set up a "Conditional Option" field, you need to first set up
an option field (e.g. a dropdown or single selection)an option field (e.g. a dropdown or single selection)

Set up an option field.

Add in the options.

You will then use these options as the conditional options in the subsequent selection field.

Now set up the "Conditional Options"; they MUST be set upNow set up the "Conditional Options"; they MUST be set up
exactly as outlined hereexactly as outlined here

The Options from the first field are added into the second option field.
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These Options (e.g A, B and C) then have a coloncolon (::) added after them. This is used to separate
out the conditional optionconditional option from the options available for selection.

You can see here that the options A B CYou can see here that the options A B C from the first field have been used and a colon is used
to denote these options as the conditional options.

A:A:

1A

2A

3A

B:B:

1B

2B

3B

C:C:

1C

2C

3C
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Next you MUST set up the Conditional Option Advanced FieldNext you MUST set up the Conditional Option Advanced Field
Property, e.g. the conditions for which fields show is basedProperty, e.g. the conditions for which fields show is based
upon the selection from the first field (A,B or C)upon the selection from the first field (A,B or C)

In the Advanced Properties for the field there is a "Conditional Option" dropdown box.

Use this to select which field will set the condition on this field. For example, we are setting up
this field so that if A is selected only 1A, 2A or 3A will appear. Therefore, the Conditional Option
Field selected will be the field called Field A-CField A-C

Now go to the preview mode and check that when you selectNow go to the preview mode and check that when you select
different options in the first field the correct options appear indifferent options in the first field the correct options appear in
the second fieldthe second field
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As soon as you have set up the conditional option property, test that the correct options are
displayed.

E.g., when C is selected, only options set up under C:C: should appear

Additional fields can also be set up from the responses in theAdditional fields can also be set up from the responses in the
second field. E.g if 1A is selected then conditional options couldsecond field. E.g if 1A is selected then conditional options could
be set up in an additional fieldbe set up in an additional field

The example in the image here shows that the options in the second field are then going to be
used to create a third tier of conditional options.

Just as in the steps above, all of the sub options are copied into the subsequent selection field
(e.g. 1A, 2A, 3A, 1B, 2B, 3B etc) and a colon is added after each of these options (1A: 2A: 3A: 1B:
2B: 3B:).

The options for selection are listed underneath each conditional option. For Example:

1A:1A:

1A1

1A2

1A3

2A:2A:
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2A1

2A2

2A3

3A:3A:

3A1

3A2

3A3 etc

Next, set the correct Advanced Field Property for the Conditional OptionConditional Option field (shown in the step
in the image below).

The Conditional Option Field would be the field that theThe Conditional Option Field would be the field that the
conditional options appeared (e.g. 1A: 2A: 3A etc)conditional options appeared (e.g. 1A: 2A: 3A etc)

For this example the options from the field 1A-3C were used to create the additional sub
options. This field would be one that is selected as the Conditional Option Field.

Now click on preview and check that the correct conditionalNow click on preview and check that the correct conditional
options are appearing as expectedoptions are appearing as expected
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Tables: Conditional Option fields can be set up exactly the sameTables: Conditional Option fields can be set up exactly the same
way in fields that are set to be entered as table fieldsway in fields that are set to be entered as table fields

Conditional Option fields can be set up for use in fields set to be in a table.

The table fields in the example have been set up with exactly the same options and conditional
option fields as the drop down fields. The fields perform the same way in the table as they do
when they are single entry fields.

#1: A is selected (from A,B or C)

#2: Only the options are available that were sub options for AA (e.g. 1A, 2A etc)

#3: Only the options are available that were sub options for 2A2A (e.g. 2A1, 2A2 etc)

You can also set up Conditional Options for single selectionYou can also set up Conditional Options for single selection
fieldsfields

The example in the image here shows that the same Option fields and Conditional Option
settings have been applied to single selection fields.
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All of the options will be displayed on the Builder Page, but the options are NOT actually
available for selection on the Event Form until an Option has been chosen in the actual form
(see the images in the two steps below).

You can also set up Conditional Options for single selectionYou can also set up Conditional Options for single selection
fieldsfields

The example in the image here shows that the same Option fields and Conditional Option
settings have been applied to single selection fields.

The options are NOT available for selection until an Option has been chosen in the initial field.

The subsequent options are not displayed until the previousThe subsequent options are not displayed until the previous
one is selected. Once an option is selected the next field'sone is selected. Once an option is selected the next field's
options appearoptions appear

N.B. Report Filters will show the full list of all of the optionsN.B. Report Filters will show the full list of all of the options
when you choose that field. You can only select on a subwhen you choose that field. You can only select on a sub
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option, not the original category option (e.g. A: will not returnoption, not the original category option (e.g. A: will not return
anything)anything)

You MUST be mindful of how the fields will be used in the reports and report filters.

You can only select to use the conditional option as a filter (e.g. 2A2A) as the original condition
option (e.g. A:A:) will not return anything.

If you have the SAME sub options appearing under differentIf you have the SAME sub options appearing under different
conditional options, they will be saved as the same option onconditional options, they will be saved as the same option on
the systemthe system

The image here shows that Cervical, Lumbar and Thoracic are repeated in different conditional
options. These will be treated as the same options in the reports.
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For example, we have selected to run a report for an EventFor example, we have selected to run a report for an Event
Form with conditional options that are the same.Form with conditional options that are the same.

Cervical has been entered for the "Taping" option, for the "Manipulation" option, and also for
the "Spinal Mobilisation" option

If we added in a filter and selected "Cervical" from the SpinalIf we added in a filter and selected "Cervical" from the Spinal
Mobilisation Option, all of the Cervical records will still appearMobilisation Option, all of the Cervical records will still appear
for any conditional optionfor any conditional option

You can see that even though "Cervical" was selected from the "Spinal Manipulation" sub
options, any record that has Cervical entered will be pulled through into the report.

This means you can have multiple options that are the same, yet you can still run reports for
that option (e.g. Cervical) without having to run it for each sub option (e.g. Cervical in the
Manipulation Options, and then Cervical in the Spinal Manipulations options) .
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Multiple Selection Fields can be set to haveMultiple Selection Fields can be set to have
conditional visibility based on a single selectionconditional visibility based on a single selection
field's optionfield's option
The "Conditional Option" Advanced Field Property has beenThe "Conditional Option" Advanced Field Property has been
enabled for Multiple Selection fieldsenabled for Multiple Selection fields

The multiple selection field's options can be set to appear based on a previous field's selected
option. This means you can set up a single selection field and the option selected will limit the
multiple selection options that appear.

N.B. You can only limit which the multiple selection fields appear based on a single selection
field, not on another multiple selection field.
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The example here shows that options within a MultipleThe example here shows that options within a Multiple
Selection Fields can be set to appear conditionally; based onSelection Fields can be set to appear conditionally; based on
prior field's selected optionprior field's selected option

The conditional multiple selection options need to be set up in theThe conditional multiple selection options need to be set up in the
same way as conditionalsame way as conditional single selection options fieldssingle selection options fields
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Use the options from the single selection fields and add in a a ":" (colon) to denote which
multiple selection options will appear when it is selected. Then, list the multiple selection items
below that (please note that this is clearly explained in the article on conditional option
visibility). For example

• A::
• A1
• A2
• B:
• B1
• B2

This means if A is selected, then A1 and A2 will BOTH be available for selection.Similiarly, if B is
selected then B1 and B2 will BOTH be available for selection.

Once these are set, preview the form and see how the multiple options appear.

The single selection field option that is selected will limit whichThe single selection field option that is selected will limit which
multiple selection options appearmultiple selection options appear

#1: The example here shows that when no option is selected the multiple selection options are
hidden.

#2: Once an option is selected (e.g. B), the correct multiple selection options appear
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Different conditional multiple selection options appear depending onDifferent conditional multiple selection options appear depending on
the option field selectedthe option field selected

For example, when D is selected, the multiple selection options listed for D appear

The conditional multiple selection options function in TableThe conditional multiple selection options function in Table
entry modeentry mode

These are functional when entering in data into a Table. But, the field that sets the visibility
must be a field in the table. If it is a field external to the table it will not set the visibility of fields
within the table (as shown in the image in the step below).
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N.B. Table conditional options ONLY work when the option field sitsN.B. Table conditional options ONLY work when the option field sits
within the table. The option cannot sit outside the tablewithin the table. The option cannot sit outside the table

The conditional multiple selection options function in GroupThe conditional multiple selection options function in Group
entry modeentry mode

These are functional when entering in data via Group Entry.
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The conditional multiple selection options function in Mobile/The conditional multiple selection options function in Mobile/
iOS entry as welliOS entry as well

N.B. You can only set conditional visibility based on a singleN.B. You can only set conditional visibility based on a single
selection option field, you cannot use a multiple selection fieldselection option field, you cannot use a multiple selection field
as the conditional limiteras the conditional limiter
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Conditional Options are available on the MobileConditional Options are available on the Mobile
application, and in Group Entry on the Mainapplication, and in Group Entry on the Main
applicationapplication

Recent enhancements to the Mobile application will be available as soon as a new release is
made to your system. However, to access these changes on the Apple iOS application, a
separate release needs to be made to Apple. This means the changes listed here will not be
available on th iOS system until a new release is made to the Apple application store.

Conditionals options are available on the mobile applicationConditionals options are available on the mobile application

Conditional options are available on the mobile application for use in the Event Form.
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The conditional options also work in the table rows on theThe conditional options also work in the table rows on the
Mobile applicationMobile application

On the main application, Conditional Options work in GroupOn the main application, Conditional Options work in Group
Entry ModeEntry Mode

You can see that for the first athlete A is selected and then only A1 and A2 appear in the second
column for this athlete. However, different options can be selected for different athletes (as
shown in the images in the step below).
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In Group entry mode, only the appropriate conditional fields appearIn Group entry mode, only the appropriate conditional fields appear
for each athlete (as shown here)for each athlete (as shown here)

All of the athletes have had different options selected for the first field, and only the
appropriate options appear for the second field.

Conditional options work for table entries during group entry modeConditional options work for table entries during group entry mode
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Tick FieldsTick Fields

Before using a tick box in place of a yes/no or a single selection field, you should consider
reading the following blog:

http://theconnectedcause.com/does-a-checkbox-give-you-accurate-data/http://theconnectedcause.com/does-a-checkbox-give-you-accurate-data/

Tick Box Fields are single selection fields that are displayed as aTick Box Fields are single selection fields that are displayed as a
ticktick

When you add in Tick Field you must always add in two optionsWhen you add in Tick Field you must always add in two options
into the field and click "update"into the field and click "update"

The Two Options
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#1: The first optionfirst option will be the answer to the question if it is not tickednot ticked (e.g. No)

#2: The second optionsecond option will display when the box is tickedis ticked (e.g. Yes)

The first option will be the answer to the question if it is NOTThe first option will be the answer to the question if it is NOT
ticked (e.g. No)ticked (e.g. No)

For this example we added in a text calculation to display the answer from the "Do you like
coffee" question for demonstration purposes. When the field is unticked the answer to the
question is NoNo.

The second option will be the answer to the question if it ISThe second option will be the answer to the question if it IS
ticked (e.g. Yes)ticked (e.g. Yes)

For this example we added in a text calculation to display the answer from the "Do you like
coffee" question for demonstration purposes. When the field is ticked the answer to the
question is YesYes.
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You can add in any type of options you require as long as youYou can add in any type of options you require as long as you
understand that the first option will display when it is untickedunderstand that the first option will display when it is unticked
and the second when it is tickedand the second when it is ticked

The example shows "On Time" being used as the tick option.

On the system, in a Data Capture Form, the Tick fields areOn the system, in a Data Capture Form, the Tick fields are
displayed as shown in the image heredisplayed as shown in the image here

In the Reports Pages, the data is displayed as the Tick optionIn the Reports Pages, the data is displayed as the Tick option
answers (as shown here)answers (as shown here)
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Tick Box Fields are used in some forms specifically to generateTick Box Fields are used in some forms specifically to generate
Important Fields to be pulled into Important Summary Fields.Important Fields to be pulled into Important Summary Fields.
Please read the section on Important Summary Fields to find out how to use a tick field to get a
summary of fields to appear in the Important Summary Fields Field.
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When to use a Tick Box field in an Event Form?When to use a Tick Box field in an Event Form?

Tick box fields are available to use in Event Forms. They wereTick box fields are available to use in Event Forms. They were
designed for use as importance selectors in specially designeddesigned for use as importance selectors in specially designed
forms. But users have used them as regular fieldsforms. But users have used them as regular fields
Before using a tick box in place of a yes/no or a single selection field, you should consider
reading the following blog:

http://theconnectedcause.com/does-a-checkbox-give-you-accurate-data/http://theconnectedcause.com/does-a-checkbox-give-you-accurate-data/
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Show drop down box options as scores insteadShow drop down box options as scores instead
of the options in the Reports/Athlete Historyof the options in the Reports/Athlete History
Pages (the scores that you assign it in thePages (the scores that you assign it in the
scoring section of the Form builder).scoring section of the Form builder).
a. Reports: show drop down box options as scores instead ofa. Reports: show drop down box options as scores instead of
the options in the actual reports (the scores that you assign it inthe options in the actual reports (the scores that you assign it in
the scoring section of the Form builder).the scoring section of the Form builder).

You may need to show drop down box options as scores instead of the original field (e.g. if the
option names are really long). These options can now be set to show as their numeric scores
instead of the options. You can see here that the unhappy and tense columns are shown as
numeric scores because they have been changed to show their results as scores. When you
mouse over the data you can see that when the fields were originally selected in the form, they
were selected from a list of drop down box options.

b. For EACH field that you want the options to appear as theb. For EACH field that you want the options to appear as the
score that you assigned to them in the scoring section, On thescore that you assigned to them in the scoring section, On the
Builder you need to set that field's Advanced Properties toBuilder you need to set that field's Advanced Properties to
Show scores in table instead of text to "Yes"Show scores in table instead of text to "Yes"
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You need to set every drop down box field that you want the results to show as the score
instead of the options as "Show scores in tables instead of text" = Yes.

c When you run a report including these fields, the results willc When you run a report including these fields, the results will
appear as numbers (not options). However, the numbers willappear as numbers (not options). However, the numbers will
not export out if you do an Excel export in the reports page.not export out if you do an Excel export in the reports page.
Only the original options will be exportedOnly the original options will be exported
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Custom Fields: Dates, Ratings, Documents,Custom Fields: Dates, Ratings, Documents,
Images etcImages etc

Custom Fields that enable you to capture a wider range of information from star ratings to
time series upload from GPS output to Orchard Code Injury forms.

The Custom fields were developed to track data outside ofThe Custom fields were developed to track data outside of
numbers, selection fields and text areas. Custom fields includenumbers, selection fields and text areas. Custom fields include
GPS time series data through to Injury CodesGPS time series data through to Injury Codes

Date Fields: Adding a Date into a form allows you to captureDate Fields: Adding a Date into a form allows you to capture
anything from the data of injury, through to return to playanything from the data of injury, through to return to play
dates, or even dates for a goal to be achieved by.dates, or even dates for a goal to be achieved by.
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By default when data is entered into a data entry form the time and date of entry are always
tracked. However, there are a number of other uses for a Date field in an event from including
tracking return to play through to assessment dates in a SOTAP table as shown in the image
here.

Click the Date field to add the field into the event form.Click the Date field to add the field into the event form.

1. Click on the Date field and set the name and any description

2. Rename the question ( e.g. Date of lesson as shown in the image above)
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Set up the Advanced properties. The main setting is whetherSet up the Advanced properties. The main setting is whether
you want to default to today, and whether there are anyyou want to default to today, and whether there are any
restrictions for which dates the user can selectrestrictions for which dates the user can select

#1:Default To:#1:Default To:

Select if you want the Date to default to "None" or "Today". This means when the event is
entered in the application, if "None" is selected , then the date field will appear blank, or if you
select "Today" the date will default to the date that the new event is being entered.

#2:Date Format:#2:Date Format:

Select which data format you want the date to appear in your event field:

- DD MM YYYY- DD MM YYYY (e.g. Day, Month, Year: 31,12,1999)

or

- MM DD YYYY- MM DD YYYY (e.g. Month, Day. Year: 12,31,1999)

Date Restrictions- Maximum and Minimum dates

#3 Minimum#3 Minimum

If you have other data fields in the form, do you want the date that the person selects to be
after a date in your form of before it? For this example, the Date of Return to Competition date
needs to be AFTER the date of first symptoms, so Date of First symptoms is selected as a
minimumminimum. If you have other date fields, you can select these as minimum 2 and 3 as well.

#4 Maximum#4 Maximum

You can have date fields in the form that person cannot select past either. For example a date
of return to play would not be able to be entered AFTER Fully Recovered, so you would set Date
Fully Recovered as a Maximum.
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#5 Restrict Future Dates#5 Restrict Future Dates

Restrict Future Dates prevents users from selecting dates in the future. Good to set if you want
an accurate date of when a player returned to play, but not optimal if a player is setting a goal
attainment date for a date in the future.

Ratings allow users to select a specific number of stars for aRatings allow users to select a specific number of stars for a
field. The number of stars can be set by you.field. The number of stars can be set by you.

RatingsRatings are a fast way for users to quickly describe how they view an event, or even how well
they performed.

The image above shows that the RatingRating Field is being used to quantify stress as an alternative to
using a numeric rating. Stars are easy to interpret, and automatically have a numeric score
associated with the number of stars selected in the Event (e.g 1 star =1, 2 stars = 2 etc) so they
can used used in calculations.

To add in a RatingRating click on the "Rating" field and a 5 point Star Rating Scale will be inserted into
the Form.
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Add the name and description and the set up the AdvancedAdd the name and description and the set up the Advanced
PropertiesProperties

PropertiesProperties that you need to set for the Rating Fields:Rating Fields:

On the Question Settings Section

Default ValueDefault Value

Allows you to specify if you want the Rating to appear with one or more stars already
highlighted. The Default for the above was set to "1" so that one star was already highlighted
before the coach entered the additional stars for the player.

On the Advanced Properties sectionOn the Advanced Properties section

-Maximum Value is the number of stars that the user can select from-Maximum Value is the number of stars that the user can select from

If you select 7, 7 stars will appear for entry. By default 5 stars will always be shown.

-Best Value-Best Value- this will be set by default that Higher values are better, as would make sense.
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Attaching a document or image file directly into the form.Attaching a document or image file directly into the form.

You can allow Users to upload Images or Documents directly into an Event Form.You can allow Users to upload Images or Documents directly into an Event Form.

This is used for anything from X-ray images to TUE exemption forms, or even Doping Test
results.

It allows you to store the actual information with the information you are capturing in your
Event Form.

The image above shows that a document (.doc format) has been included in the doping test
form to allow test results to be uploaded directly into the Doping Form.

Attach a Document and Image field by clicking on theAttach a Document and Image field by clicking on the
attachment type. It will the be inserted into the form.attachment type. It will the be inserted into the form.

To Enable Users to add a document or Image directly into a Form :directly into a Form ::

1. Click on either the DocumentDocument or Image FieldImage Field

2.2. A link will be inserted into the Form where Users will be able to upload their .doc (word
document files) or .png (image files) directly into that field.

3. On the application once it is uploaded, a users simply downloads it to see the original
document or image.

Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties

There are no specialised properties that need to be set for an attachment or a document.
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All Images attached to an Image Field TypesAll Images attached to an Image Field Types
now appear as a Thumbnail in the Event Form.now appear as a Thumbnail in the Event Form.
You set the width of the thumbnailYou set the width of the thumbnail

A number of users were having trouble with large images taking up a lot of space and
disrupting the work flows in the Event Forms. Now, all of the Image fields display the image
as a thumbnail. When you click on the Thumbnail the image enlarges to it's original size.
The size of the Thumbnail can be set according to the type of files you expect will be
uploaded.

Now all Images uploaded to an Image Field Type automaticallyNow all Images uploaded to an Image Field Type automatically
scale to 100 pixelsscale to 100 pixels

All images are now displayed as thumbnails and have been reduced to 100 pixels width.

-Click on the thumbnail image to expand it to it's original size-Click on the thumbnail image to expand it to it's original size (as shown in the image below).
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Click on the Thumbnail to expand it. Click on it again to reduceClick on the Thumbnail to expand it. Click on it again to reduce
itit

This is the first image that was uploaded into the Event Form. When it clicked it expanded to full
size. Click it again to reduce the size and view the thumbnail. You can see that this image is very
large and would cause issues when scrolling or entering in data into the Event Form.

An example of the second image once it was clicked to viewAn example of the second image once it was clicked to view
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Regardless of the size of the image it will expand when clicked and it will scale down to a small
thumbnail to ensure it reduces clutter and prevents issues with scrolling.

If you think the thumbnail is to small, you can set the width ofIf you think the thumbnail is to small, you can set the width of
the Image (in Pixels). This means the thumbnail width will suitthe Image (in Pixels). This means the thumbnail width will suit
your requirementsyour requirements

The example in the image here shows the thumbnail image being set to have a 500 pixel width
(using the Thumbnail Width available from the Advanced Properties for the Image Field Type).
The image will scale to fit the 500 pixels which will take up more room on the data entry page
(as shown below). It will still expand and collapse when clicked on in the Event Form.

Any problems, please ask your DistributorAny problems, please ask your Distributor
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After the width was set to 500 (in the step above), theAfter the width was set to 500 (in the step above), the
thumbnail appears much larger.thumbnail appears much larger.

The image here shows how a default setting for the thumbnail width changes the size of the
image in the Event Form.

#1: This image is to 500 pixels width

#2: This image has had not width set and it using the default setting (about 100 pixels).
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HTML Field Type: Event Form fields can link to aHTML Field Type: Event Form fields can link to a
YouTube Video IDYouTube Video ID

You can now add in question types that link to a video ID file from You Tube

You can now insert you tube video ID's into a video link field forYou can now insert you tube video ID's into a video link field for
a Youtube video.a Youtube video.
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When you view a Youtube video you can select to "Share" theWhen you view a Youtube video you can select to "Share" the
video which opens a link and shows the ID Number.video which opens a link and shows the ID Number.

Click on the HTML Embed linkClick on the HTML Embed link
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Set up the html file for the ID number as shown in the stepsSet up the html file for the ID number as shown in the steps
belowbelow
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In the Advanced Properties section copy and paste theIn the Advanced Properties section copy and paste the
following into the HTML Placeholder: <iframe width="560"following into the HTML Placeholder: <iframe width="560"
height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$"height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

Copy the following text and past it directly into the HTML Placeholder text area.

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$"<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

You will not be able to see all of the text, but as long as you paste it in correctly it will be
formatted correctly.

Save the Event Form and on the application users will be able to enter in the Video ID link (as
shown in the images in the steps below).
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The Video Field requires the ID number ONLY, not the fullThe Video Field requires the ID number ONLY, not the full
https://youty.be/jYa1K9s1FGo. To see the ID you need to clickhttps://youty.be/jYa1K9s1FGo. To see the ID you need to click
on the "Share" button and then copy ID number from the linkon the "Share" button and then copy ID number from the link

You MUST ONLY copy the video ID number. You can also see it in the youtube address bar in
your internet browser (as shown in the image below)

You can also copy the ID link from the internet url shown inYou can also copy the ID link from the internet url shown in
your internet browseryour internet browser
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Past the link into the HTML field and click updatePast the link into the HTML field and click update

The Video will load directly in the event form, and you can playThe Video will load directly in the event form, and you can play
it by clicking the play buttonit by clicking the play button
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To Reset (change) the video link, click the "Reset" button shownTo Reset (change) the video link, click the "Reset" button shown
in the image above and add in a different Video ID and clickin the image above and add in a different Video ID and click
UpdateUpdate

The video will be available to play in the event form. It can beThe video will be available to play in the event form. It can be
reset by clicking the Reset button.reset by clicking the Reset button.
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Save the form and the video links will be stored in the form.Save the form and the video links will be stored in the form.

In the Athlete History, the ID link HTML field shows the ID linkIn the Athlete History, the ID link HTML field shows the ID link
number. You may want to select default show in table=falsenumber. You may want to select default show in table=false
when you set this field up.when you set this field up.
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You Tube Videos not displaying in FirefoxYou Tube Videos not displaying in Firefox
Firefox released a new version of their software and this hasFirefox released a new version of their software and this has
caused some html embed videos not to appearcaused some html embed videos not to appear

There is a work around of adding in https into the embed codeThere is a work around of adding in https into the embed code
on the Builderon the Builder

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="httpss://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
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The Video will appear as expectedThe Video will appear as expected
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Adding a Database field into a formAdding a Database field into a form

Database field allow you to insert a database that is created using the Database module
into a form. Remember that when you give access to users to the form, you also need to
give them access to the database in it as well.

Adding a database field into a form is done by clicking onAdding a database field into a form is done by clicking on
"Database"."Database".

Name the field and add in any description information andName the field and add in any description information and
Question settings. Here we see that allergy has been set to aQuestion settings. Here we see that allergy has been set to a
required fieldrequired field
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Select the Database to link to from the Advanced PropertiesSelect the Database to link to from the Advanced Properties
Section -Click on the Database dropdown and list of possibleSection -Click on the Database dropdown and list of possible
databases appears to select.databases appears to select.

Select a Database to include in your formSelect a Database to include in your form

Once you have built a Database using the Database Builder (see the section on Databases), you
will be able to insert them directly into your Event Form using the "Database" Field (this is NOT
where you build your Databases, only where you specify which one you want to be available
using the field).

To select and add a pre-built Database into your Event/Form:To select and add a pre-built Database into your Event/Form:

1. Click on the DatabaseDatabase Field

2. Rename the Question (e.g. Agility Exercise)

3. If you are creating a Table, select Table (on the Question SettingsQuestion Settings Tab)

4. Go to the Advanced Properties and click on the the DatabaseDatabase Property (as shown in the red
rectangle)

5. A list of all of the Databases that you have built using the Database Builder will be available to
select on (the example here shows that on an Agility Session Database has been developed and
is being added to the form)
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6. Click on the Database and those specific exercises/activities will be available in the form to
choose from.

When you test your form in your application, make sure youWhen you test your form in your application, make sure you
give yourself access to the database on the administration sitegive yourself access to the database on the administration site
as well, or your form will not be able to show the database it isas well, or your form will not be able to show the database it is
linked to, and no one will be able to enter data into that field.linked to, and no one will be able to enter data into that field.

The Allergy form with a database linked to it and a user accessThe Allergy form with a database linked to it and a user access
given on the administration site.given on the administration site.

Users can select a database entry to store for that field.
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If you need to build/create a database, so to the DatabaseIf you need to build/create a database, so to the Database
Module on the Builder and create one (see the section on theModule on the Builder and create one (see the section on the
Database Module to see more information)Database Module to see more information)
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Adding in a Website Link from a differentAdding in a Website Link from a different
website into an Event Form in a Field'swebsite into an Event Form in a Field's
DescriptionDescription

While there are currently no specific question types that allow you to enter in a link to
another website, you can add in a link to another site as part of an existing question's
instructions section.

You can insert a link to a website into the instructions section ofYou can insert a link to a website into the instructions section of
any question field (as long as it is not a table or matrix field)any question field (as long as it is not a table or matrix field)
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Open the event form builder and open up a field that you wantOpen the event form builder and open up a field that you want
to include the hyperlink underneath. Then, type in the link asto include the hyperlink underneath. Then, type in the link as
part of html code shown herepart of html code shown here

The formatting is as follows:

<a href="http://the.site.you.are.linking.to.com" target="_blank">The name of the link</a><a href="http://the.site.you.are.linking.to.com" target="_blank">The name of the link</a>

e.g. <a href="https://my.smartabase.com/fusionforms/"target="_blank">Fusion site</a>

The link you have written will be displayed as the name you included after the "target"=_blank" ,
e.g as Fusion site or any other text you include (as shown below).
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The Link appears under the question as blue underlined textThe Link appears under the question as blue underlined text
(as shown here)(as shown here)

Click the link and the site address will open in a new tab.

When it is clicked, it will open the link in a new tab (as shownWhen it is clicked, it will open the link in a new tab (as shown
here)here)
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For more help with html code and site links use this site:For more help with html code and site links use this site:
http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_links.asphttp://www.w3schools.com/html/html_links.asp
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Body Diagram, Injury andBody Diagram, Injury and
Illness Custom Fields andIllness Custom Fields and
Setting up Injury/Medical StatusSetting up Injury/Medical Status
across your entire systemacross your entire system
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Body Diagrams and Injury and Illness CodesBody Diagrams and Injury and Illness Codes

Body DiagramBody Diagram: A complete front and back image of a body appears with body areas to click
on

Body Diagram + Orchard 10 Injury Codes:Body Diagram + Orchard 10 Injury Codes: A complete list of all Injury Orchard Codes split
by body part

10 Medical Orchard Codes:10 Medical Orchard Codes: A complete list of all Medical Orchard codes split into
appropriate groupings

To accommodate your medical needs injury and illnessTo accommodate your medical needs injury and illness
diagrams that include body areas through to the OSICS10 codesdiagrams that include body areas through to the OSICS10 codes
have been added to the Custom field list.have been added to the Custom field list.
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The Body Diagram is an front and back view where the user canThe Body Diagram is an front and back view where the user can
select different body areas. This can be used to highlight areasselect different body areas. This can be used to highlight areas
of injury, pain or even where they were massaged.of injury, pain or even where they were massaged.

The Body DiagramBody Diagram is specifically designed to capture generic injury or illness information. It is
designed for use with Athletes who can easily select on an area to show where they have pain
or illness. alternatively you can use it to track specific massage areas well.

The Body Diagram appears in the Event Form, and to enter injury/illness sites, users simply click
on an area and it is highlighted in red and it automatically codes the corresponding area (such
as "Left Buttock and Pelvis", as shown in the above image).

To Add in a Body Diagram:To Add in a Body Diagram:

1. Click the Body DiagramBody Diagram Field, add in the field name.
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By default only 1 area can be selected. If you want to trackBy default only 1 area can be selected. If you want to track
more than one area on the body diagram, set the maximummore than one area on the body diagram, set the maximum
number of items to 2 or 3 (as shown here)number of items to 2 or 3 (as shown here)

Body Area Summary provides the same diagram as the BodyBody Area Summary provides the same diagram as the Body
Area, but it does not provide a trackable list of areas to use forArea, but it does not provide a trackable list of areas to use for
analysis, it only shows them on the diagramanalysis, it only shows them on the diagram

This is better suited to a massage form if you want visual information only about body areas. It
tracks only one areas by default and if you want to track more areas, then you need to set the
Maximum number of items to 2 or 3 to meet your needs (the same as for the Body Area
Advanced Properties)
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To add a fully Orchard Code 10 injury diagram click on OCISTo add a fully Orchard Code 10 injury diagram click on OCIS
InjuryInjury

A Body Area will appear and body area contains a list injuryA Body Area will appear and body area contains a list injury
diagnosis. Again set the Maximum number of items to track thediagnosis. Again set the Maximum number of items to track the
amount of injuries that you require. Most track a maximum of 3amount of injuries that you require. Most track a maximum of 3
e.g primary secondary and tertiary.e.g primary secondary and tertiary.

OCIS Injury Diagram Background:OCIS Injury Diagram Background:

The OCIS Injury Diagram is specifically designed to capture and code injury information in line
with the Injury Monitoring

Orchard Codes. It is designed for use by Health professionals who will understand and be able
to diagnose the injury correctly.
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The Body Diagram appears in the Event Form, and to enter injuries, users simply click on an
area and then mouse through the different injury specification until they find the correct one
(as shown in the image above).

To Add in an OCIS Injury Diagram:To Add in an OCIS Injury Diagram:

1. Click the OCIS Injury Diagram Field

2. Set the Maximum Number of EntriesMaximum Number of Entries (Advanced Properties Tab). This is the maximum
number of injuries that can be entered in this diagram on a specific form. You may want each
new injury to go onto a new Injury Form, or you may set it up so that they can select up to 4
injuries. The example here shows 3 injuries can be entered for this specific Injury form.

OCIS with Medical Provides you with both the OCIS Injury AreaOCIS with Medical Provides you with both the OCIS Injury Area
and the OCIS Illness codesand the OCIS Illness codes

You can track BOTH injuries and illness information with thisYou can track BOTH injuries and illness information with this
field.field.
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You can track both Injury and Illness information with this field. Again, don't forget to specify
the maximum numbers of items that can be tracked using the field.

OCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with a complete list ofOCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with a complete list of
ALL medical diagramsALL medical diagrams

OCIS Medical Codes Background:OCIS Medical Codes Background:

The OCIS Medical Codes are specifically designed to capture and code Medical information in
line with the Medical Monitoring Orchard Codes. It is designed for use by Health professionals
who will understand and be able to diagnose the illness/issue correctly.

The Medical Codes appears in the Event Form, and are split into different sections with the
appropriate codes stored within each section. These Sections include:

AbnormalitiesAbnormalities

Pediatric DiagnosesPediatric Diagnoses

Disabled Athlete Injuries/ IllnessesDisabled Athlete Injuries/ Illnesses

Post Surgical PatientPost Surgical Patient

Medical IllnessMedical Illness

Consultations Where There is No Presenting Illness Needing TreatmentConsultations Where There is No Presenting Illness Needing Treatment

A full range of OCIS Medical Codes are available to enter. Don'tA full range of OCIS Medical Codes are available to enter. Don't
forget to select the maximum number of entriesforget to select the maximum number of entries
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To enter an OCIS Medical Code users simply click on the type of Issue or Illness and then mouse
through the different Illness specifications until they find the correct one. The image above
shows that 2 Medical Illness's (#1 and #2) have already been added and coded for the athlete,
and a third is now being selected for Environmental Illness.

To Add in an OCIS Medical Codes:To Add in an OCIS Medical Codes:

1. Click the OCIS Medical CodesOCIS Medical Codes Field

2. Set the Maximum Number of EntriesMaximum Number of Entries. This is the maximum number of Medical Records that
can be entered on a specific form. You may want each new Illness/Issue to go onto a new
Medical Form, or you may set it up so that they can select as many as they require. The
example here shows 3 Medical Codes can be entered for this specific Medical form.

OCIS Illness Diagram will just allow you to enter in Illness CodesOCIS Illness Diagram will just allow you to enter in Illness Codes

The OCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with the list ofThe OCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with the list of
Medical Illness codes to enter. Again you need to specify theMedical Illness codes to enter. Again you need to specify the
maximum number of itemsmaximum number of items
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Ensure you choose the right medical diagram for the type ofEnsure you choose the right medical diagram for the type of
data that you are capturing and review those fields on thedata that you are capturing and review those fields on the
actual application.actual application.
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Creating automatic splits from the InjuryCreating automatic splits from the Injury
Diagram for Side, Aspect, Body Area , MedicalDiagram for Side, Aspect, Body Area , Medical
Code and DiagnosisCode and Diagnosis
You can now split an OSICS InjuryYou can now split an OSICS Injury and Medical field so that youand Medical field so that you
can use the data for injury reporting purposes. You can seecan use the data for injury reporting purposes. You can see
here that Side, Aspect, Body Area, Medical Code and Diagnosishere that Side, Aspect, Body Area, Medical Code and Diagnosis
have been pulled from the injury record automaticallyhave been pulled from the injury record automatically

The example here shows that for the primary injury entered on the injury diagram field called
"Injury", splits for Body Area, Side, Aspect, Medical Code and Diagnosis have been generated
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To add in a split for Body Area you need to add an "OptionTo add in a split for Body Area you need to add an "Option
Calculation" field called Body Area. The options are listed in theCalculation" field called Body Area. The options are listed in the
text here and the calculation is shown in the step belowtext here and the calculation is shown in the step below

The Options need to be listed as those options here:The Options need to be listed as those options here:

Lumbar Spine

Lumbar

Upper Arm

Side

Neck

Thoracic Spine

Buttock and Pelvis

Foot

Ankle

Lower Leg

Knee

Thigh

Hip and Groin
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Abdomen

Chest

Hand

Wrist

Forearm

Elbow

Upper Arm

Shoulder

Head

Medical Illness

The calculation for Body Area is as shown below:The calculation for Body Area is as shown below:

Add this calculation to the option calculation area. Remember that you are referencing theAdd this calculation to the option calculation area. Remember that you are referencing the
Injury Diagram called "Injury", so update your equation accordingly if you OSICS diagram field isInjury Diagram called "Injury", so update your equation accordingly if you OSICS diagram field is
named differently:named differently:

replaceall(split(Injury, "|", 0), " ", "Left","Right","Anterior","Posterior")
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To calculate "Side" add in another Option Calculation withTo calculate "Side" add in another Option Calculation with
options Left and Rightoptions Left and Right

Set up the Options as:

Left

Right
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The Calculation for "Side" is shown here:The Calculation for "Side" is shown here:

If (Body Area Interim = "Medical Illness", " ",

If (Body Area Interim = "Lumbar Spine", " ",

replaceall(split(Injury, " ", 0 ), " " )))
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To generate "Aspect" add in an Option Calculation with optionsTo generate "Aspect" add in an Option Calculation with options
Posterior and AnteriorPosterior and Anterior

Set up the options as:

Posterior

Anterior
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The Calculation for "Aspect" isThe Calculation for "Aspect" is

The Calculation for Aspect:

If (Body Area = "Medical Illness", " ",

If (Body Area = "Abdomen", " ",

If (Body Area = "Lumbar Spine", " ",

If (Body Area = "Lumbar", " ",

If (Body Area = "Knee", " ",

If (Body Area = "Neck", " ",

If (Body Area = "Spine", " ",

If (Body Area = "Thoracic Spine", " ",

,replaceall(split(Injury or Illness, " ", 1 ), " " )))))))))
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To generate "Diagnosis" you need to add in a Text CalculationTo generate "Diagnosis" you need to add in a Text Calculation
fieldfield

The calculation for the field Diagnosis is as shown below:

splitlast(Injury or Illness, "|")

To calculate "Medical Code" add in another Option CalculationTo calculate "Medical Code" add in another Option Calculation
field with options as listed below. There are a lot of options,field with options as listed below. There are a lot of options,
remember to update the options when you paste them in!remember to update the options when you paste them in!

Add in these options for the Medical Code Options:Add in these options for the Medical Code Options:
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HXXX

HHXX

HHOX

HHOO

HHOC

HHSX

HHNX

HHNE

HHNS

HHMX

HHEX

HHEC

HHJX

HHZX

HKXX

HKXQ

HKXS

HKXN

HKHX

HKHS

HKHN

HKBX

HKBS

HKBN

HKLX

HKLS
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HKLN

HKCX

HKCS

HKCN

HKNX

HKNS

HKNN

HKMX

HLMS

HLMN

HKKX

HKKS

HKKN

HKTX

HKTS

HKTN

HKPX

HKPS

HKJX

HKJS

HKJN

HKEX

HKES

HKEN

HKSX

HKSS
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HKSN

HKZX

HKZS

HKZN

HMXX

HMYX

HJXX

HJJX

HDXX

HDJX

HFXX

HFEX

HFEF

HFEM

HFEZ

HFZX

HFNX

HFUX

HFMX

HFMC

HFSX

HFSF

HNXX

HNCX

HNCA

HNCO
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HNCC

HNVX

HNNX

HOXX

HOOX

HOOC

HOOJ

HOOP

HOOZ

HOOH

HOOU

HOOL

HOOR

HOOM

HOEX

HOED

HODX

HODF

HODD

HODL

HZXX

HZEX

HZEM

HZNX

HZNM

HZZX
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NXXX

NHXX

NKXX

NKXQ

NKXS

NKXN

NWXX

NMXX

NMSX

NMYX

NJXX

NJLX

NJUX

NJPX

NCXX

NCLX

NCLP

NFXX

NFCX

NFCS

NFCU

NFCA

NFLX

NOXX

NOLX

NOLF
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NNXX

NNNX

NNSX

NNSC

NAXX

NAFX

NACX

NADX

NZXX

SXXX

SHXX

SHMX

SHMD

SHMT

SHMR

SHAX

SHZX

SKXX

SKXQ

SKXS

SKXN

SMXX

SMDX

SMPX

SMLX

SMRX
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SMYX

SMZX

STXX

STSX

STST

STSC

STSP

STSR

STSZ

STIX

STIR

STIZ

STCX

STCR

STCZ

STBX

STBT

STBR

STBZ

STPX

STPR

STPZ

STMX

STMT

STMS

STZX
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SJXX

SJSX

SJSA

SJSL

SJSP

SJSQ

SJAX

SJAS

SJAT

SJAD

SJAR

SJAF

SCXX

SDXX

SDAX

SDAL

SDAS

SDAH

SDAG

SDAA

SDAN

SDIX

SDPX

SDPL

SUXX

SUAX
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SUAL

SUAI

SUPX

SUBX

SUCX

SGXX

SGSX

SGSA

SGSI

SGSP

SGSC

SGIX

SGIA

SGIP

SGIC

SGCX

SGAX

SFXX

SFCX

SFCO

SFCM

SFCI

SFCR

SFSX

SFSB

SFHX
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SFHN

SFHT

SFHH

SSXX

SSFX

SSFS

SSAX

SSAO

SSZX

SNXX

SNTX

SNBX

SNAX

SNSX

SNVX

SNVS

SAXX

SAGX

SAAX

SZXX

UXXX

UHXX

UHMX

UHMB

UHMT

UHMO
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UHZX

UKXX

UKXQ

UKXS

UKXN

UMXX

UMBX

UMTX

UMYX

UMYD

UMYT

UTXX

UFXX

UFHX

UFHM

USXX

USFX

USFH

UYXX

UYTX

UNXX

UNMX

UNRX

UNUX

UNSX

UZXX
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EXXX

EHXX

EKXX

EKXQ

EKSX

EKDX

EMXX

ETXX

ETEX

ETET

ETES

ETFX

ETFT

ETFS

ETBX

ETBT

ETBS

ETBR

ETTX

ETTT

ETTS

ETTR

EJXX

EJMX

EJMR

EJMC
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EJHX

EJZX

ECXX

ECLX

EDXX

EDAX

EDPX

EDRX

EUXX

EUMX

EUPX

EGXX

EGPX

EGBX

EFXX

EFXA

EFHX

EFHS

EFHC

EFHA

EFUX

EFUO

EFUA

EFRX

EFRH

EFRA
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ESXX

ENXX

ENUX

EAXX

EZXX

RXXX

RHXX

RKXX

RKXQ

RMXX

RMEX

RMFX

RMYX

RTXX

RTEX

RTET

RTES

RTEI

RTFX

RFXX

RFBX

RFRX

RFRG

RFUX

RFUM

RSXX
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RSFX

RYXX

RYPX

RYCX

RNXX

RZXX

WXXX

WHXX

WHWX

WHHX

WHPX

WHPU

WHFX

WHFU

WKXX

WKXQ

WKWX

WKWD

WWV

WKHX

WKHD

WKHV

WKPX

WKPU

WKFX

WKFU
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WKBX

WKCX

WMXX

WTXX

WTTX

WTTT

WTTZ

WTTE

WTTF

WTTG

WTDX

WTDT

WTDR

WTEX

WTET

WTEA

WTEB

WTEC

WTED

WTVX

WTVT

WTVR

WTFX

WTFT

WTFA

WTFB
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WTFC

WTFD

WTFP

WTFG

WTFF

WJXX

WJWX

WJWG

WJWQ

WJSX

WJSS

WJSR

WJCX

WJCV

WJDX

WJDT

WJPX

WJPC

WJPM

WJPU

WJPR

WJPI

WJPQ

WJMX

WJMQ

WJFX
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WJFQ

WCXX

WDXX

WDWX

WDDX

WDCX

WDTX

WDPX

WDPC

WDPM

WDPI

WDPQ

WDMX

WDMA

WDMB

WDMC

WDMD

WDMM

WDMQ

WDFX

WDFA

WDFB

WDFC

WDFD

WDFE

WDFF
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WDFG

WDFH

WDFM

WDFV

WDFW

WDFY

WDFQ

WUXX

WUWX

WUCX

WUCV

WUCD

WUDX

WUPX

WUPC

WUPM

WUPI

WUMX

WUFX

WGXX

WGWX

WGWU

WGPX

WGPC

WGPM

WGPI
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WGFX

WGFM

WGFP

WGFD

WFXX

WFRX

WFRC

WFRS

WFRT

WFRQ

WFUX

WFUT

WFSX

WFSP

WFSW

WFSD

WFSN

WFHX

WFHH

WFTX

WFCX

WFCM

WFPX

WFPM

WFPB

WFPR
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WFPP

WFPD

WFMX

WFMM

WFMA

WFMB

WFMC

WFMD

WFFX

WFFA

WFFB

WFFC

WFFD

WFFE

WFFF

WFFG

WFFH

WFFI

WFFJ

WFFK

WFFL

WFFM

WFFQ

WSXX

WSCX

WSHX
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WSHP

WNXX

WNCX

WVXX

WVAX

WVNX

WVNS

WVNL

WAXX

WAWX

WAWS

WAPX

WAPC

WAPM

WAPI

WAFX

WAFM

WAFP

WAFD

WZXX

WZCX

WZWX

WZHX

WZPX

WZFX

WZZX
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CXXX

CHXX

CHRX

CHSX

CKXX

CKXQ

CMXX

CMTX

CMYX

CJXX

CJSX

CJSA

CJSP

CJCX

CJVX

CDXX

CDSX

CDSP

CDCX

CUXX

CUSX

CUCX

CUVX

CGXX

CGSX

CGCX
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GCVX

CGZX

CFXX

CFRX

CFRA

CFRB

CFRC

CFRM

CFRQ

CFSX

CRCX

CSXX

COXX

COPX

COPP

COPH

CZXX

CZZX

OXXX

OHXX

OKXX

OKXQ

OKXS

OKXN

OMXX

OMMX
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OMMO

OMMT

OMMR

OMYX

OMYR

OMWX

OMCX

OTXX

OTRX

OTRT

OTRD

OTUX

OGXX

OGCX

OOXX

OOSX

OOIX

OOLX

OOPX

OOKX

OOMX

OOZX

OPXX

OPBX

OZXX

OZZX
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DXXX

DHXX

DKXX

DKXQ

DMXX

DMEX

DMYX

DJXX

DJFX

DJPX

DCXX

DFXX

DFVX

DFPX

DGXX

DAXX

DAFX

DZXX

DZZX

LXXX

LHXX

LKXX

LKXQ

LMXX

LMYX

LJXX
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LJFX

LJLX

LJLI

LCXX

LCAX

LCPX

LCPA

LCPB

LCPC

LCPD

LCPE

LUXX

LUSX

LUSA

LUSB

LUSC

LUSD

LURX

LUPX

LGXX

LFXX

LFVX

LFTX

LFTA

LFTB

LFTC
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LFTD

LFTE

LFTM

LFSX

LFPX

LFDX

LFMX

LFZX

LFQX

LSXX

LSRX

LSPX

LSPA

LSPD

LSPE

LSPM

LSDX

LSLX

LNXX

LNFX

LNFC

LNDX

LNDS

LNDR

LNDA

LNDD
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LNDE

LNDF

LNDM

LNAX

LNAA

LNAD

LNAE

LNAF

LNSX

LNTX

LNZX

LAXX

LAFX

LACX

LACD

LACE

LACM

LZXX

LZHX

LZZX

BXXX

BHXX

BHSX

BHBX

BHIX

BHZX
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BKXX

BKXQ

BMXX

BMGX

BMGA

BMGB

BMGP

BMYX

BMYA

BMYB

BMYP

BMYM

BMYZ

BTXX

BTGX

BTGT

BTGB

BTGR

BTAX

BTAT

BTPX

BTPT

BTHX

BTHT

BTHB

BTHR
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BJXX

BJSX

BJCX

BUXX

BGXX

BGSX

BGTX

BFXX

BFLX

BFSX

BFCX

BFIX

BFMX

BSXX

BSLX

BSSX

BSCX

BSIX

SFMX

BFZX

BNXX

BNPX

BZXX

BZZX

GXXX

GHXX
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GHSX

GHLX

GHZX

GKXX

GKXQ

GMXX

GMFX

GMFP

GMFI

GMYX

GMYP

GMYS

GSNS

GTXX

GTFX

GTFT

GTFB

GTFS

GTFR

GTRX

GTRT

GTRS

GTRR

GTSX

GTST

GTSS
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GTSR

GTDX

GTDT

GTDS

GTDR

GTLX

GTLT

GTLS

GTLR

GTMX

GTMT

GTMS

GTMR

GTAX

GTAT

GTAS

GTAR

GTHX

GTHS

GTHD

GTHI

GTHF

GJXX

GJLX

GCXX

GCCX
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GDXX

GUXX

GUPX

GGXX

GGSX

GGCX

GFXX

GFFX

GFFN

GFAX

GFPX

GFPS

GFPI

GSXX

GSFX

GSFS

GSFI

GSFB

GSPX

GSPS

GSPI

GYXX

GYOX

GYMX

GNXX

GNEX
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GNEG

GNEI

GNEO

GNVX

GNVA

GOXX

GOSX

GOSR

GOPX

GOPR

GAXX

GAHX

GZXX

GZZX

TXXX

THXX

THMX

THMA

THMH

THMQ

THMI

THMB

THOX

THZX

TKXX

TKXQ
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TMXX

TMHX

TMHB

TMHS

TMHR

TMQX

TMQS

TMQR

TMQV

TMQW

TMAX

TMAL

TMAM

TMAR

TMLX

TMLH

TMCX

TMCH

TMCQ

TMCA

TMYX

TMYH

TMYQ

TMYA

TMGX

TMGQ
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TTXX

TFXX

TFFX

TSXX

TSFX

TYXX

TYCX

TYPX

TNXX

TNEX

TNEL

TZXX

TZZX

KXXX

KHXX

KHQX

KHMX

KHBX

KHBP

KHBI

KHZX

KKXX

KKXQ

KKSX

KKDX

KMXX
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KMPX

KTXX

KTQX

KTQT

KTQS

KTQR

KTPX

KTPT

KTPS

KTPR

KTPI

KTHX

KTHM

KTHL

KTHS

KTHR

KTHB

KTHC

KTGX

KTGM

KTGL

KTTX

KJXX

KJAX

KJAP

KJAR
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KJAC

KJAG

KJCX

KJCP

KJCR

KJCC

KJMX

KJMA

KJMB

KJMR

KJMC

KJMQ

KJLX

KJLL

KJLP

KJLC

KJPX

KJBX

KJBC

KJSX

KCXX

KCCX

KCCM

KCCL

KCCT

KCCP
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KCCB

KCLX

KCMX

KCMM

KCML

KCMC

KCMB

KCMD

KCBX

KDXX

KDPX

KDPF

KDKX

KDKQ

KDSX

KUXX

KUPX

KUAX

KUCX

KUMX

KUZX

KGXX

KGPX

KGPT

KGPL

KGPH
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KGPB

KGIX

KGSX

KGSP

KGBX

KGBR

KFXX

KFPX

KFFX

KFFI

KFTX

KFTI

KSXX

KSPX

KSFX

KSTX

KAXX

KAPX

KAMX

KALX

KABX

KZXX

KZZX

KZHX

QXXX

QHXX
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QHTX

QHMX

QHMA

QHMP

QHML

QHZX

QKXX

QKXI

QKXQ

QKAX

QKPX

QMXX

QMAX

QMLX

QMGX

QMGM

QMGL

QMSX

QMSA

QMYX

QMYD

QMYG

QMYM

QMYL

QMYS

QMYP
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QMCX

QTXX

QFXX

QFTX

QFTT

QFTF

QFTC

QFTQ

QFFX

QFFP

QFFM

QFFD

QFFS

QFFN

QSXX

QSTX

QSTA

QSTP

QSFX

QYXX

QYMX

QYMA

QYMP

QYMD

QYML

QYMM
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QYBX

QYBA

QYBP

QNXX

QNPX

QVXX

QVAX

QVZX

QVVX

QVVP

QZXX

QZZX

AXXX

AHXX

AHHX

AKXX

AKXQ

AKBX

AKSX

AKDX

ATXX

ATAX

ATAT

ATAP

ATAE

ATAB
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ATAS

ATAR

ATAM

ATAI

ATEX

ATEA

ATTX

ATTT

ATTS

ATTR

ATHX

ATHT

ATHI

ATHS

ATHR

ATPX

ATPT

ATPS

ATPR

ATPU

AJXX

AJSX

AJLX

AJLR

AJLC

AJLA
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AJDX

AJMX

ACXX

ACTX

ACPX

ACLX

ADXX

AUXX

AUMX

AULX

AGXX

AGSX

AGSA

AGSS

AGTX

AGAX

AGAB

AGPX

AGPO

AGPS

AGPZ

AGBX

AGBC

AFXX

AFAX

AFAM
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AFAL

AFAP

AFAB

AFAT

AFAS

AFTX

AFTN

AFTL

AFTD

AFTO

AFTP

AFTZ

AFCX

AFCA

ASXX

ASTX

ASTM

ASFX

ASFM

ASCX

ASCF

ASCC

ASLX

ANXX

ANCX

ANCM
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AVXX

AAXX

AAAX

AASX

AZXX

AZCX

AZZX

AZZP

FXXX

FHXX

FHHX

FHHU

FHPX

FHPU

FHZX

FKXX

FKXQ

FKBX

FKCX

FKUX

FMXX

FMYX

FTXX

FTTX

FTTI

FTEX
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FTET

FJXX

FJPX

FJPR

FJPD

FJSX

FJMX

FJFX

FJHX

FJHM

FJHR

FJHP

FCXX

FDXX

FDTX

FDHX

FDMX

FDPX

FGXX

FGCX

FGSX

FGMX

FFXX

FFTX

FFTB

FFTN
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FFTC

FFMX

FFMA

FFMB

FFMC

FFMD

FFME

FFMV

FFMM

FFHX

FFHP

FFHD

FFPX

FFQX

FSXX

FSNX

FSNN

FSBX

FSCX

FSMX

FSMA

FSMB

FSMC

FSMD

FSME

FSMP
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FSMZ

FSMR

FSSX

FSSF

FSSA

FSSS

FAXX

FAMX

FAHX

FAHR

FAHB

FAPX

FAPC

FAPH

FAPB

FNXX

FNMX

FVXX

FZXX

FZZX

FZCX

XXXX

XHXX

XHUX

XHLX

XKXX
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XKUX

XKLX

XMXX

XMUX

XMLX

XMSX

XMYX

XTXX

XTTX

XTRX

XTUX

XTLX

XJXX

XJUX

XJLX

XJSX

XCXX

XDXX

XDUX

XDLX

XUXX

XUUX

XULX

XFXX

XFUX

XFLX
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XSXX

XSUX

XSLX

XGXX

XGPX

XGUX

XGLX

XNXX

XNSX

XNUX

XNLX

XVXX

XVUX

XVLX

XAXX

XAUX

XALX
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The calculation for "Medical Code" is shown hereThe calculation for "Medical Code" is shown here

Add this calculation to the option calculation area:Add this calculation to the option calculation area:

split(Injury, "|", 1)
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The same calculations can be used for an OSICS Injury DiagramThe same calculations can be used for an OSICS Injury Diagram
or for an OSICS Injury Diagram with Medical Codeor for an OSICS Injury Diagram with Medical Code
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Setting up a Status Indicator to colour theSetting up a Status Indicator to colour the
athletes according to injury/illness status. Forathletes according to injury/illness status. For
Advanced Builders ONLYAdvanced Builders ONLY

When you enter data for an athlete you may need to know whether the athlete is available
or injured depending on an injury or illness status. The following provides you with
guidelines on how to set up status indicators (e.g injured, available etc) for your athletes.
This can be quite hard to set up, and most of the time will already be set up by your
Distributor.

Most status fields are set up using an option calculation field that calculates injury/illness
states from an injury SOAP table or from return to play/training dates.

Please remember: when you set up your options or the options in an option calculation forPlease remember: when you set up your options or the options in an option calculation for
status, you MUST always set the options in order from best to worst. Your sidebar andstatus, you MUST always set the options in order from best to worst. Your sidebar and
athlete colouring will not work if you set it up from worst to best. Additionally, any linkedathlete colouring will not work if you set it up from worst to best. Additionally, any linked
values from an injury form that are set to appear by poor state will not work correctly.values from an injury form that are set to appear by poor state will not work correctly.

Set up the field that will be the status field in your form.Set up the field that will be the status field in your form.
Depending on how your injury/illness form is developed up youDepending on how your injury/illness form is developed up you
can use a use either a single selection field (shown here), acan use a use either a single selection field (shown here), a
calculation field (using return to play dates), or a tablecalculation field (using return to play dates), or a table
calculation (from injury status within a table)calculation (from injury status within a table)
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The example here shows an injury status field that is a simple single selection field that is
updated over time.

The example here shows an Option calculation field that willThe example here shows an Option calculation field that will
calculate status based on return to play dates that are enteredcalculate status based on return to play dates that are entered
into the systeminto the system

The availability field (field that sets the status for the athlete) in this example is an option
calculation field that calculates out the availability based on date of first symptoms, if the
athlete is unfit to train and the date of return to play.

The options are:

Available

Injured-Available

Injured-Unavailable

The equation is:

if(isempty (Date Fully Resolved), if(Is the athlete unfit to compete/train="Yes", if (isempty (Date
of Return to Training/ Competition),"Injured-Unavailable",

"Injured-Available"), "Injured-Available"),

"Available")
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Other fields use a table option calculation where the injuryOther fields use a table option calculation where the injury
status is updated daily in a SOAP table and a table calculationstatus is updated daily in a SOAP table and a table calculation
calculates the current injury statuscalculates the current injury status

NeverNever set the status field for the injury status question in the actually table because it will just
take the first entry from the table, and NOT the most recent. You will need to set up a separate
field (e.g. a Table Option calculation) to return the last entered option in the Injury Status Table
Column.

To set up your injury status options in an option calculationTo set up your injury status options in an option calculation
field check your options are correctfield check your options are correct
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For this example we are going to use the availability field as the status field. Ensure your
options are correct and then set up their scores (shown in the step below). Again remember to
set them up from best status to worst status.

YOU MUST set up the Score the options from best (highest) toYOU MUST set up the Score the options from best (highest) to
worst (lowerst score) or the status will not work correctly.worst (lowerst score) or the status will not work correctly.

The scoring need to be set up and can be set for the options in the option calculation field (as
well as the table calculation or just a single selection field). The best available option needs to
be set a the highest value and the worst option is set to a score of 1. Then click Update.
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Now, set up the field's Advanced Properties as "StatusNow, set up the field's Advanced Properties as "Status
Indicator" YesIndicator" Yes

Now you MUST set the status indicator field as Yes.

Please Note that you can ONLY have one field in your entire application as a status indicator.Please Note that you can ONLY have one field in your entire application as a status indicator.
The only time another field can be set to a status indicator is if it uses EXACTLY the same
options, calculations and scoring (e.g. if you have a separate injury or illness record). If you set
different fields with different options as status indicators, the system will not be able to
recognise which is correct and will NOT update the athlete's injury/illness status correctly.
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Save the form changesSave the form changes

Now, create a Performance Standard to colour the options thatNow, create a Performance Standard to colour the options that
you have set upyou have set up

In the Performance standards section, create a new Performance Standard to colour the injury
status field correctly.
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Create the Performance Standard and save itCreate the Performance Standard and save it

The colours that you set for each option will then be displayed for that athlete depending on
their availability.

Save the performance standard.
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Now go to the application and enter in a new injury/illness forNow go to the application and enter in a new injury/illness for
an athletean athlete

This form's advanced properties have been set to autocolour (so the Performance Standard
shows when you are entering in the actual data into the Event Form). See the lesson on
Advanced Form Properties- autocolour.

Enter the injury/illness record and check that the status is being updated correctly based on the
work flow you have for your injury status calculation.
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The colour of the athlete will be updated depending on theThe colour of the athlete will be updated depending on the
selection made for that field when you go to enter in new dataselection made for that field when you go to enter in new data
for themfor them

The actual entry is coloured based on the field that you set as a status field, and the colour that
appears for the different status now shows for the entry and for the athlete (as shown below)

The enter data for athlete should now be coloured according toThe enter data for athlete should now be coloured according to
their injury status as welltheir injury status as well
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The Sidebar will also be coloured appropriately as more injuryThe Sidebar will also be coloured appropriately as more injury
records are entered based on their injury statusrecords are entered based on their injury status

You can see the athlete is coloured yellow (injury available) based on the worst injury.
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If the worst injury is not the most recent, the status field will stillIf the worst injury is not the most recent, the status field will still
show as the worst injury (as shown here)show as the worst injury (as shown here)

Injury Status for Two Event Forms. If you do have a separateInjury Status for Two Event Forms. If you do have a separate
Injury and Illness form and you need both of them to have aInjury and Illness form and you need both of them to have a
status indicator, you need to ensure that the fields and optionsstatus indicator, you need to ensure that the fields and options
that calculate injury/illness status are identical in BOTH forms.that calculate injury/illness status are identical in BOTH forms.

The field names need to be exactly the same, e.g. injury/illness duration
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The availability options need to be the same (as shown in the image in the step below) e.g. inj/ill
unavailable (you cannot have injured-unavailable in the injury form, and ill-unavailable in the
illness form. They both need to be inj/ill-unavailable with the same scoring.

If the fields are set up correctly, they will colour according toIf the fields are set up correctly, they will colour according to
the worst injury OR illness that is entered for the athlete (asthe worst injury OR illness that is entered for the athlete (as
shown here)shown here)

The athlete is coloured Red because they are marked as unavailable for their injury record and
their illness status is not as severe.
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N.B. The Event Name will NOT colour in the sidebar unless youN.B. The Event Name will NOT colour in the sidebar unless you
also set one field from that form to appear as a Summary Fieldalso set one field from that form to appear as a Summary Field

The Event Form Name will NOT colour correctly unless one of the fields from the Form (e.g.
Injury Diagnosis or Injury/Illness Duration) is selected to appear as a Summary field.

If you only have the event date appearing in the sidebar the Event Form Name will not appear
correctly.

If you have accidentally set up other fields on your system asIf you have accidentally set up other fields on your system as
status fields and your status is not updating correctly, click onstatus fields and your status is not updating correctly, click on
the "Application Specification" on the Builder Sitethe "Application Specification" on the Builder Site

The entire site specification (Event Forms, Profile Forms,The entire site specification (Event Forms, Profile Forms,
Databases etc.) will appear as a PDF. At the very BOTTOM ofDatabases etc.) will appear as a PDF. At the very BOTTOM of
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that specification, a list of any Forms that have Status Fields inthat specification, a list of any Forms that have Status Fields in
them will be shownthem will be shown

You can see here that two fields have been set up as Status Fields. The status field from the
Injury Record (SOAP) and the status from the Injury Record testing second status

If you have any errors in your status indicator check theIf you have any errors in your status indicator check the
followingfollowing
If you have any errors in your status indicator field:

1: Check the options

2: Check that the calculations reference the correct options

3. Check that the options list is from best to worst

4. Double check the scoring of the options

5: Check you are NOT referencing the status from a field within the table, it needs to be a
separate table calculation

6: Make sure no other fields in the system are set as status codesMake sure no other fields in the system are set as status codes (unless you have a separate
injury and illness form and they both have exactly the same options and option calculations).

7. Make sure at least 1 field from the form is set as a Summary field to appear in the sidebar
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Creating a Time Series AnalysisCreating a Time Series Analysis
Event Form (for use with GPSEvent Form (for use with GPS
and HR files)and HR files)
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GPS Fields: GPS Analysis within SmartabaseGPS Fields: GPS Analysis within Smartabase
using the Time Series Processorusing the Time Series Processor

This lesson will describe the steps required to build an event form which will analyse time
series files. Typical examples of time series data include GPS tracking units, HR monitors,
force plates, power meters, linear tranducers and accelerometers. The following examples
will use GPS data, specifically the raw csv file which can be exported from the supplier’s
software.

Ensure you have an example of the raw data that is exportedEnsure you have an example of the raw data that is exported
from the devicefrom the device

Firstly you will need to have an example of the raw data export file which you would like to
analyse. You need this because you will need to know the names of the column headings.You need this because you will need to know the names of the column headings. If the
file does not have column headings then you will need to find a way to ensure that every file
has the correct headings added to it. The example here shows the raw data WITHOUT headings.
You will NOT be able to process this data.
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Now that you have the complete raw data file you can startNow that you have the complete raw data file you can start
building your form.building your form.

Here is a file which has had the column headings added.

NOTE: it is vitally important to make sure that the column headings match every file that will beNOTE: it is vitally important to make sure that the column headings match every file that will be
added to the event page.added to the event page.

Whilst the exports of some devices will already do this, others might not. Some organisations
will be able to ensure that all raw csv files will have the correct headings in place, but if you
cannot guarantee that all users will be able to follow the steps required to manually perform
this, there is a solution within Smartabase that will allow for overriding of the headers in the
first row. Now that you have the complete raw data file you can start building your form.

You will need to use the Time Series Upload question typeYou will need to use the Time Series Upload question type
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Name the Time Series Upload FieldName the Time Series Upload Field

make the name of this question very simple and easy to reference. Try not to use words which
existexist as variables in the raw data (e.g. in the raw data spreadsheet) or as calculations you will
later perform. In this example we have called it ‘GPS’

There are some Advanced Properties which you can apply toThere are some Advanced Properties which you can apply to
the file which you will be attachingthe file which you will be attaching

Format – if you have any columnsany columns in the csv file which are formatted as times, then you need to
match the time format with the time options in the dropdown.
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Make sure you choose the correct format based on the originalMake sure you choose the correct format based on the original
spreadsheet and the actual output of the .csv filespreadsheet and the actual output of the .csv file

Skip Rows – if you want to ignore a specific number of rows atSkip Rows – if you want to ignore a specific number of rows at
the start of the csv file you can specify a default value herethe start of the csv file you can specify a default value here
which will exclude the specific number of rows from anywhich will exclude the specific number of rows from any
calculations you wish to perform.calculations you wish to perform.
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The Skip Rows will apply to allall files for allall athletes so this is only recommended if you are using
devices which have a known period of warming up, or trial runsknown period of warming up, or trial runs. For GPS units and HR files, the
units can be switched on and start collecting data before the session begins and this will be
different for every unit/athlete. Carefully consider whether you need this option.

1: You can write in the number of rows to skip

2: If left blank, then all rows in the file will be available for use in calculations (the standard
option for most files)

Take Every Nth Row will take every x rows as actual data. UseTake Every Nth Row will take every x rows as actual data. Use
this to ignore some data at high recording frequencies.this to ignore some data at high recording frequencies.

In the CSV file uploaded you can specify that only every Nth row, e.g. 4th or 5th row, of data is
used for analysis. Ensure you know your exact requirements before you set this as a number as
this will apply to every file attached for every athlete.

Data Format: Select what format the data is provided inData Format: Select what format the data is provided in

Select the Data format of the csv file. Smartabase is compatible with the format of the export
files from Catapult GPS devices. If you are using another technology then leave blankblank or select
Generic.Generic.
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Override the Headers on the csv spreadsheet, or add them inOverride the Headers on the csv spreadsheet, or add them in
using the Header Overrideusing the Header Override

Header Override - If you would like to replace the header in the time series file, supply one
here. Headers must be comma separated and contain no special characters. If you would like to
replace the names of the column headings or if the file you are adding does not have a header
row use this property to define your desired headers.

Now save the Event Form.

N.B. What happens in the actual Event Form when you upload aN.B. What happens in the actual Event Form when you upload a
GPS fileGPS file
When you have uploaded the file it will be stored on the server. All of the csv columns will notnot
be visible within the event form ( e.g. a table of data will not show). The file will be available for
download from the Event Form.

Once on the server, Smartabase will create a number of additional “columns” for the file. For
every column in the file you uploaded, Smartabase will create a new column with the delta
value for that variable. For example you had a file with 3 columns: Time, Distance, Speed. Once
uploaded you will have 6 columns: Time, Time.delta, Distance, Distance .delta, Speed,
Speed.delta. Each delta column will calculate the current row- previous row. These deltaThese delta
columns are important as they will be references in calculations later in the form.columns are important as they will be references in calculations later in the form.
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You may need to Pull in other important values into you TimeYou may need to Pull in other important values into you Time
Series Analysis Event FormSeries Analysis Event Form

The next section is optional and might not be relevant for other technologies.

When it comes to GPS and HR analysis it is common practice to use previous testing results for
specific performance variables for the athlete as comparative or normative values to which the
current session can be analysed / compared. In this example we will use Max HR, Max Sprint
Speed and Max Acceleration, as these variables are available and provided in the GPS csv
export, we can use data from elsewhere in the system to aid in the analysis. In this example we
are going to use the most recent maximal HR known for the athlete, and this value can come
from anywhere in the system (e.g. a VO2 max tests or shuttle tests). Sprint Speed and
acceleration can come from the sprint test event form.

You can find a separate lesson on linked values in the Help Documentation.

Create the Analysis Table in the Event Form that will be used toCreate the Analysis Table in the Event Form that will be used to
analyse the Time Series Fileanalyse the Time Series File

Now we are ready to start creating the table that will analyse our file. Before you start this you
need to know what calculations you wish to run and how you are going to break the file into
known sections. For example:
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-In a match, you might want to know Warm Up, First half and Second Half.

-For sports with interchange, each interval that a player is on the field for. In training, you might
want to know warm up, drill 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

-If you want to analyse a training file so that you can learn what loads the players are
experiencing for different drills, you will need a way to define those drills in the file.

In this example we are building an Event Form to analyse training sessions. We need to include
our database of training drills. Use the Database question type to reference your Drills
Database (there is a lesson on Databases if you need additional information). Set the field to
Table format. The image here shows drills already selected, allowing user to add rows as
required. The drills allow us to label specific parts of the session, and hence specific parts of the
file we are analysing.

Next is the Start and End times of each of the drillsNext is the Start and End times of each of the drills

NOTE: for this you will likely need a member of staff to keep a record of the exact times each
drill started and finished.

These fields are Duration question Types. NOTE: make sure you select the exact format which
matches the file, and matches the Advanced Property setting for the Time Series UploadTime Series Upload
question (e.g. hh:mm:ss.SSS)

When you select the start and finish times of the various drills or sessions of interest, the
calculations will be limited by those times. The rest of the file will be ignored. It is quite common
in some sports that the GPS unit may be on for 2 to 3 hours, but a player might only have 40 to
60 minutes worth of actual training/match data that needs to be analysed. In this case a large
portion of the raw csv file will need to be ignored. The time columns allow you to do this.
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The rest of the table in the form will now be made up ofThe rest of the table in the form will now be made up of
calculations to provide you with the variables you require. Herecalculations to provide you with the variables you require. Here
is an example of calculations typically used when analysing GPSis an example of calculations typically used when analysing GPS
data.data.

In summary we want to know, time and distance for each drill.

-For each drill we want to the time and distance spent travelling within set speed zones and also
relative speed zones. The speed zones can be in either m/s or km/hr you will just need to
ensure uniformity across the board, with your export and the numbers you use in your
calculations.

To reference any column in the uploaded Time Series file you will need to use the following
naming structure. Use the name that you gave the question, in this case GPS, with the column
heading in the file you want to reference.

GPS.time

GPS.distance

GPS.speed

GPS.heart rate

Etc.

What you will need to know to build the table correctly...What you will need to know to build the table correctly...
To understand the following table and how the calculations work, please revise earlier lessons
on Table Calculations.

Once you are comfortable with Table calculations, then make sure you understand how to write
nested IF equations. http://profilersports.screenstepslive.com/s/builder/m/557/l/
46671-calculations-some-useful-calculations

Once you are comfortable with nested IF statements read up on the greater /lesser than and
greater/lesser than or equal to calculations and how they work in the system (outlined in the
step below)
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How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.
Note: All of these will return "Answer" as I've set them up. The first number in the brackets is
the query field and the second number is the limit we are interested in

if(gt(5,2), "Answer", "")

if(gt(5,5), "", "Answer")

if(gt(2,5), "", "Answer")

if(gteq(5,2), "Answer", "")

if(gteq(5,5), "Answer", "")

if(gteq(2,5), "", "Answer")

if(lt(2,5), "Answer", "")

if(lt(5,5), "", "Answer")

if(lt(5,2), "", "Answer")

if(lteq(2,5), "Answer", "")

if(lteq(5,5), "Answer", "")

if(lteq(5,2), "", "Answer")

Abbreviations

gt = greater than

gteq = greater than or equal to

lt = less than

lteq = less than or equal to
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Examples of different equations used to calculate Time andExamples of different equations used to calculate Time and
Distance parametersDistance parameters

All of the Equations are listed here to ensure you can quickly copy and use them in your ownAll of the Equations are listed here to ensure you can quickly copy and use them in your own
Time Series Forms.Time Series Forms.

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE CALCULATIONCALCULATION -
OUTCOME/REASON

Drill timeDrill time Calculation (End time(End time Start time)/60/1000Start time)/60/1000 -To give
you time of each drill in minutes

Start DistanceStart Distance Table Calculation , Aggregate: minifpositive if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),
GPS.distance,-1)GPS.distance,-1)

-Distance at start of drill

End DistanceEnd Distance Table Calculation, Aggregate: maxifpositive if(lteq(GPS.time,End time),if(lteq(GPS.time,End time),
GPS.distance,-1)GPS.distance,-1) -Distance at end of drill

Drill DistanceDrill Distance Calculation safe( End Distance -safe( End Distance - Start Distance)Start Distance) -
Distance for the drill

Drill WorkrateDrill Workrate Calculation safe( Drill Distance/Drill time)safe( Drill Distance/Drill time) -
Workrate for the drill

Max Speed (Drill)Max Speed (Drill) Table Calculation Aggregate: maxifpositive if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),
if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), GPS.speed,-1),-1)if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), GPS.speed,-1),-1) -Max speed reached in this drill
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Distance < XDistance < X Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds lower than X km/h

Time <XTime <X Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive (safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start(safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60

-Time spent at speeds lower than X km/h

Distance X to YDistance X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered between speeds of X and Y km/h. use this formula for all other speed zones

Time X to YTime X to Y Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive (safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start(safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60

-Time spent between speeds of X and Y km/hr. use this formula for all other speed zones

Distance < 50% MRSDistance < 50% MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.5 * Max Sprinttime), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.5 * Max Sprint
Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds less than 50% of the athletes individual Maximal Sprint Speed. Use
the same formula for TIMETIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with GPS.time.delta.

Distance 50 to 75 %MRSDistance 50 to 75 %MRS Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive
safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.5*Max Sprintsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.5*Max Sprint
Speed)), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.75*Max Sprint Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))Speed)), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.75*Max Sprint Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds between 50 and 75% of MRS. Use this formula for any other
relative speed zones. Use the same formula for TIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with
GPS.time.delta.

Distance > 75%MRSDistance > 75%MRS Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositiveAggregate: sumifpositive
safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.75* Max Sprintsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.75* Max Sprint
Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds greater than 75% of MRS.

TIMETIME use the same formula for TIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with GPS.time.delta.

Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.
AGG:AGG: sumifpositive
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Formula:Formula: safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

What this meansWhat this means

If the time in this row in the raw upload file is greater than or equal to the start time of this drill,
AND less than or equal to the end time of this drill, AND if the speed is greater than x km/h,
AND the speed is less than Y km/h, THEN give me the distance delta value. If any rows in the file
don’t meet all four IF statements then give them a -1 value. This is a table calculation, so go to
the next row and do it all again. And keep doing it until you have looked at every row in the file.
You will end up with some rows which met all four criteria and some that didn’t. Because I
selected the aggregate to be SUMIFPOSITIVE I want you to take all those values that meet the IF
statements and add them together to give me the total distance for this drill. SAFE means if all
of this ends up giving me a number show me that number, if not, show me a zero, but just don’t
give me a blank (because blanks cannot be used in calculations).

The above table of formulas is only concerned with time, distance and speed variables. The
same formulas can be used (slightly modify them to reference the columns you want) to
perform HR calculations such as average HR in this drill, Max HR in this Drill, etc. if your GPS
units export accelerometer data you can also use the same logic to create calculations to
provide summary values of acceleration data.

NOTE: the more fields you want the longer this table will be and it will not display nicely in the
application.

Now add in your Summary Calculation for the whole sessionNow add in your Summary Calculation for the whole session
(e.g. total distance and total time)(e.g. total distance and total time)
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Now that you have filtered and processed the raw file you can now add in summary
calculations for the session excluding times of little relevance.

FIELD NAMEFIELD NAME FIELD TYPEFIELD TYPE CALCULATIONCALCULATION

Total Distance Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Drill Distance

Total Time Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Drill Time

Max Speed Table Calculation Aggregate: MAX Max Speed (Drill)

Total Distance < X Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance <X

Total Distance X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance X to Y

Total Time <X Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time <X

Total Time X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time X to Y

Total Distance 50 to 75%MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance 50 to 75%MRS

Total Time 50 to 75% MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time 50 to 75% MRS

Repeat as necessary for all absolute and relative speed zones.

If you are collecting HR, data as well you can include additional fields for the HR analysis.

The same page layout and calculations structure can be usedThe same page layout and calculations structure can be used
for other technologies such as force plate data andfor other technologies such as force plate data and
accelerometers.accelerometers. If you need help with any of the calculationsIf you need help with any of the calculations
contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.
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E-mail notification for GPS file uploadE-mail notification for GPS file upload
completioncompletion
E-mail notifications were set up to alert the user that entered aE-mail notifications were set up to alert the user that entered a
form with a GPS file in it that it had finished processing. Theseform with a GPS file in it that it had finished processing. These
can now be turned offcan now be turned off
When a GPS file is uploaded it may take a long time to process due to the size of the file and the
amount of data that has to be retrieved from it. This takes time, and processing occurs
sequentially to reduce the load on the server. The user that uploads a GPS file into an event
form used to be notified when this processing had been completed to enable them to review
the data. Now this alert can be turned off

To Turn off the GPS or Time Series Analysis Notification, go toTo Turn off the GPS or Time Series Analysis Notification, go to
the Form Property's : Advanced Properties Section and selectthe Form Property's : Advanced Properties Section and select
No for the "Send emails after time series processing"No for the "Send emails after time series processing" FormForm
Property. Then save the form and no alerts will be sent.Property. Then save the form and no alerts will be sent.
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New charts for Polar Heart Rate filesNew charts for Polar Heart Rate files

The previous Polar Heart Rate files needed to be updated. There are now new Polar Heart
Rate charts for any HR files.

Now when you upload a polar heart rate file, the data is chartedNow when you upload a polar heart rate file, the data is charted
in a new format (as shown here).in a new format (as shown here).

You cannot select a specific section as was previously available.
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Calculations and TableCalculations and Table
CalculationsCalculations
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Critical Calculation Information. Calculations asCritical Calculation Information. Calculations as
part of a form and in tables, Table calculationspart of a form and in tables, Table calculations
and calculations for fields in a tableand calculations for fields in a table

The Form Builder has a number of inbuilt calculations, as well as the capability to create
your own custom equations using just the field names in each specific form. This means
you can calculate everything from sum of skin folds and % body fat, to VO2 Max and
Velocity.

The Form Builder has a number of different calculation that youThe Form Builder has a number of different calculation that you
can choose from. You use the correct calculation based on yourcan choose from. You use the correct calculation based on your
needsneeds

What Calculations are available?What Calculations are available?

The Form builder was built to cover 99% of your calculation requirements. The Form builder
includes multiple calculation fields to cover calculations that use numbers, text, options,
numbers in tables through to profile linked calculations.

The Calculations available are:The Calculations available are:
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-Calculations:-Calculations: are where you can create free form equations.

-History Calculations:-History Calculations: allows you to perform historical calculations for a specific time period on
the variables in a form

-Option Calculation:-Option Calculation: allows you to return a non numeric answer (e.g allows you to have a
calculation that returned a "pass or fail" for a fatigue index calculation).

-Average:-Average: allows you to calculate the average of specific fields within your form by rapidly
selecting variables.

-Sum:-Sum: allows you calculate the sum of specific fields within your form by rapidly selecting
variables..

-Minimum:-Minimum: for selected fields

-Maximum:-Maximum: for selected fields

Table Calculations are ONLY to be used when you areTable Calculations are ONLY to be used when you are
performing a calculation ABOUT fields in a table format. See theperforming a calculation ABOUT fields in a table format. See the
Lesson on Table calculationsLesson on Table calculations

Table calculations are only to be used when you perform an equation about data from a table
field. They are not to be used IN an actual table. Calculations are to be used instead.

Linked Values, Related event and Important Summaries areLinked Values, Related event and Important Summaries are
used to link data from different fields INTO the current form.used to link data from different fields INTO the current form.
See the Lesson on Linked DataSee the Lesson on Linked Data
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Date Calculations allow you to calculate out differencesDate Calculations allow you to calculate out differences
between date fields, and the duration from one date tobetween date fields, and the duration from one date to
another. See the Lesson on Date Calculations.another. See the Lesson on Date Calculations.

Date Difference Calculation:Date Difference Calculation: Calculates out differences between dates

Additional Calculations for Entered By, Variation andAdditional Calculations for Entered By, Variation and
Overtraining RiskOvertraining Risk

-Variation Score-Variation Score: allows you to calculate how varied the athlete is.

-Peak Performance Risk:-Peak Performance Risk: Uses all of the fields in a form, learns the profile of each athlete and
then calculates how different they are from normal in a positive direction.

-Overtraining Risk:-Overtraining Risk: Uses all of the fields in the form, learns the profile of each athlete and then
calculates how different they are from normal in a negative direction.

- Age Calculation:- Age Calculation: Calculate the athlete's age based on the date of birth from their Account
settings
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The Calculation, Sum, Max, Min and AverageThe Calculation, Sum, Max, Min and Average
calculation fields and the History Calculationcalculation fields and the History Calculation
fieldfield

Equations in the Form Builder calculation fields are based on an excel model, but areEquations in the Form Builder calculation fields are based on an excel model, but are
slightly different:slightly different:

Instead of typing in the cell name into the calculation, you actually type in the field name
(with the exact case and spacings) and that is used in the calculation.

1. Remember that the equations are not cell based, they use real names.

2. There are a limited set of functions available.

3. Equations in the Form Builder do not start with = like in excel.Equations in the Form Builder do not start with = like in excel.

In excel, you use the cell reference to perform calculations e.g.:

=A1 + B1 + C1

or

=SUM(A1:C1)

In the Form Builder, all data is referenced by it's unique name (and there is no "="). The
Form Builder equivalent would be written:

Height + Weight + Length

or

sum(Height, Weight, Length)

OPERATORS (+ - * /)OPERATORS (+ - * /)

The standard numerical operators are allowed in equations, and follow normal
mathematical precedence:

+, e.g. 5 + 6 which would return 11
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-, e.g. 5 - 6 which would return -1

/, e.g. 5 / 6 which would return 0.833

*, e.g. 5 * 6 which would return 30

BracketsBrackets

Brackets can be used at your discretion to break up your equation like in excel.

You can add in calculations into your form to calculate outYou can add in calculations into your form to calculate out
anything from sum of skinfolds to max and minimum times foranything from sum of skinfolds to max and minimum times for
a series of runs.a series of runs.

What Calculations are available?What Calculations are available?

The builder was built to cover most of your calculation requirements. We have created a
Calculation tool, and then some rapid Average and Sum capabilities, as well as algorithmic
equations which allow you to track variation in performance and peaking and over training risk.

The Calculations available are:The Calculations available are:

-Calculations:-Calculations: are where you can create free form equations.
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-Option Calculation:-Option Calculation: allows you to return a non numeric answer (e.g allows you to have a
calculation that returned a "pass or fail" for a fatigue index calculation).

-Average:-Average: allows you to calculate the average of specific fields within your form by rapidly
selecting variables.

-Sum:-Sum: allows you calculate the sum of specific fields within your form by rapidly selecting
variables..

-Variation Score-Variation Score: allows you to calculate how varied the athlete is.

-Peak Performance Risk:-Peak Performance Risk: Uses all of the fields in a form, learns the profile of each athlete and
then calculates how different they are from normal in a positive direction.

Overtraining Risk:Overtraining Risk: Uses all of the fields in the form, learns the profile of each athlete and then
calculates how different they are from normal in a negative direction.

Date Difference Calculation:Date Difference Calculation: Calculates out differences between dates

Age Calculation:Age Calculation: Calculate the athlete's age based on the date of birth from their Account
settings

To add a calculation to the form, click on the type of calculationTo add a calculation to the form, click on the type of calculation
that you require and it will appear as a field in your event formthat you require and it will appear as a field in your event form
over on the left. Name it and set up and visibility settingsover on the left. Name it and set up and visibility settings
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Set up any visibility and Advanced Reports settingsSet up any visibility and Advanced Reports settings

You will be shown a blank text calculation area where you canYou will be shown a blank text calculation area where you can
start to add in your calculations. You can click on the Availablestart to add in your calculations. You can click on the Available
Functions to see the list of functions that you can use in yourFunctions to see the list of functions that you can use in your
calculation areacalculation area
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FUNCTIONS

Some of the available functions on the Application Builder

minmin

Calculate the minimum value

Examples:

min(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

min(1.2, Sprint 1)

maxmax

Calculate the maximum value

Examples:

max(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

max(1.2, Sprint 1)

sumsum

Calculate the sum of all values

Examples:

sum(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

sum(1.2, Sprint 1)

meanmean

Calculate the mean of all values

Examples:

mean(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

mean(2,3,4)

varvar

Calculate the variance of all values

Examples:

var(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)
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var(1.2, Sprint 1)

stddevstddev

Calculate the standard deviation of all the values

Examples:

stddev(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

stddev(1.2, Sprint 1)

trunctrunc

Return the closest whole number

Examples:

trunc(5.3) = 5

trunc(5.6) = 6

modmod

Given two numbers, a and b, calculate the remainder when dividing a with b.

Examples:

mod(9,1) = 0

mod(9,2) = 1

mod(9,3) = 0

mod(9,4) = 1

mod(9,5) = 4

powpow

Raises the first value to the power of the second value.

Examples:

pow(2,5) = 2^5 = 32

pow(5,2) = 5^2 = 25

ifif
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If takes a true/false value (non-zero or zero), and one or two other values. If the condition is
true (non-zero), the first value is returned, else the second value is (or zero if it doesn't exist).

Examples for "Calculation" types:

if( 5 < 6, 100, 10) = 100

if( 5 > 6, 100, 10) = 10

Examples for "Option Calculation" types:

if( mean(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3) < min(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3) / 0.95, 'Pass', 'Fail')

ifnumberifnumber

Ifnumber tests to see if a field contains a valid number. If it does not (e.g. it's not entered or
entered incorrectly) you can return another value.

Examples:

This adds two numbers, regardless of whether they are both entered or not.

ifnumber(Sprint1, Sprint1, 0) + ifnumber(Sprint2, Sprint2, 0)

Type the field name directly into the text area to use in theType the field name directly into the text area to use in the
equation, or select the "Add Question" Drop down and thenequation, or select the "Add Question" Drop down and then
select the field name and click the green +select the field name and click the green +
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The example here shows that the user has written in 2.25 x and they are selecting the "Weight"
field.

Any errors with the equation will automatically appear for youAny errors with the equation will automatically appear for you
to correct (as shown here)to correct (as shown here)

If you have any errors at any stage or the calculation is not formatted correctly, then you be told
that the equation will not work. Correct the equation and the error will appear.
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Always Preview the form and check that the calculations areAlways Preview the form and check that the calculations are
calculating correctly.calculating correctly.

One important difference between using the Max, Min, AverageOne important difference between using the Max, Min, Average
and Sum fields and writing the equation as a max(field 1, fieldand Sum fields and writing the equation as a max(field 1, field
2, field 3 etc) is that the max, min, average and sum will2, field 3 etc) is that the max, min, average and sum will
calculate with just one field. With a calculation, it won't calculatecalculate with just one field. With a calculation, it won't calculate
until all of the fields are entered.until all of the fields are entered.
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The image shows that Sum of 4 quick calculation has been set up using the SumSum field and the
fields bicep, tricep, subcapular and illiac crest fields were then ticked. A different sum
calculation was added using the Calculation field and was written sum (bicep +tricep +
subcapular + illiac crest).

The "Sum" field calculates when there are 1,2,3 or 4 fields entered. However, the calculation
field (Sum of 4 Skinfolds) onlyonly calculates when all of the four fields in the written equation are
entered. Be aware of your needs depending on which field you select. You may need to add in aYou may need to add in a
calculation so that if a skinfolds is missing the equation does not calculate and give you falsecalculation so that if a skinfolds is missing the equation does not calculate and give you false
data.data.

The Sum, Average, Maximum and Minimum Calculation FieldsThe Sum, Average, Maximum and Minimum Calculation Fields
are designed as a quick way to set up an equation without needare designed as a quick way to set up an equation without need
to type the equation. You just select your variablesto type the equation. You just select your variables

The Sum, Max, Min and Average fields were designed to allow you to quickly calculate these
equations. For this example we are adding in a Sum field to calculate out the sum of 4
skinfolds.
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To add in one of these fields, click on the field, name it add in aTo add in one of these fields, click on the field, name it add in a
description and the set up any Advanced properties field (suchdescription and the set up any Advanced properties field (such
as show in table, format, or higher and lower etc)as show in table, format, or higher and lower etc)

Simply tick the fields that you want to include and they willSimply tick the fields that you want to include and they will
automatically Sum in the event form.automatically Sum in the event form.
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Always check that the correct fields are selected and that theAlways check that the correct fields are selected and that the
equation calculates on the form previewequation calculates on the form preview

Preview and check that the equations calculates once the correct variables are added.

The History Calculation Field allows you to create calculationsThe History Calculation Field allows you to create calculations
based on the history of a specific field in your form. This isbased on the history of a specific field in your form. This is
important for equations like player workload, or player dailyimportant for equations like player workload, or player daily
workload informationworkload information

To Add a History calculation click on "History Calculation"
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Each field will appear in the "Add Question" selection box alongEach field will appear in the "Add Question" selection box along
with a historical field that you can use to calculate any type ofwith a historical field that you can use to calculate any type of
historical data for the fields in the form.historical data for the fields in the form.

With a Historical calculation you now have access to an additional set of fields for that form
called historical. In the image here you can see that you have the fields that were built into the
form, AND you also have historical values for each of these fields now to perform calculations
on. The example here is being set to show the minimum weight over all weights entered for the
athlete over the past year. A Maximum is also being added to the form. A maximum one is also
being set for the last year.
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An example of the historical calculations used to pull out aAn example of the historical calculations used to pull out a
maximum and minimum weight, and then calculate themaximum and minimum weight, and then calculate the
difference between the max and today's date.difference between the max and today's date.

The first time you enter in the field, the history field will notThe first time you enter in the field, the history field will not
appear on the date entry form. It only appears after you haveappear on the date entry form. It only appears after you have
entered in enough data to get it to calculate, and it will thenentered in enough data to get it to calculate, and it will then
appear in the form and on the athlete history and reportsappear in the form and on the athlete history and reports
pages.pages.
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After you enter in 2 events, the historical calculations willAfter you enter in 2 events, the historical calculations will
appear in your event form when you enter the data.appear in your event form when you enter the data.

The history fields also calculate and show in the athlete historyThe history fields also calculate and show in the athlete history
(shown here) and report pages.(shown here) and report pages.
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Using Floor and Ceiling in a Number CalculationUsing Floor and Ceiling in a Number Calculation
to Round Up and Round Downto Round Up and Round Down

You can now use floor and ceiling in an equation to round any number in your forms to a
lower and an upper whole number.

You can set a number to round up or down to the nearestYou can set a number to round up or down to the nearest
whole number in a calculation fieldwhole number in a calculation field

The image here shows that the field of Score has been rounded down to the nearest whole
number, and the field Score has also been rounded up the nearest whole number using floorfloor
and ceilingceiling functions in an equation field.

Assume there is a question "20m" is a number, and entered as 2.4

ceiling(20m) will result in 3

floor(20m) will result in 2

Ceiling rounds up and floor rounds down.
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To round a number up to the nearest whole number, add in aTo round a number up to the nearest whole number, add in a
calculation fieldcalculation field

In the equation area write which field you want to round up. InIn the equation area write which field you want to round up. In
this example the field "Score" will be rounded upthis example the field "Score" will be rounded up
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To round a number down to the nearest whole number, againTo round a number down to the nearest whole number, again
choose a calculation fieldchoose a calculation field

Write floor for the field you want to round down.Write floor for the field you want to round down. In thisIn this
example the field "Score" will be rounded downexample the field "Score" will be rounded down
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The image here shows how the number is rounded up, orThe image here shows how the number is rounded up, or
rounded down depending on the floor and ceiling functions inrounded down depending on the floor and ceiling functions in
the calculation fieldsthe calculation fields
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Table CalculationsTable Calculations

Table calculations are used to to perform calculations about a table in a form.about a table in a form. You ONLY
use them to perform calculations about data within a table. They are NOT used as part of
the actual table. If you need more information about tables, see the lesson about setting up
a Table in a form.

Table calculations are used exclusively to calculate numbers,Table calculations are used exclusively to calculate numbers,
text and options calculations for columns of data for a specifictext and options calculations for columns of data for a specific
field type.field type.

The example here shows that table calculations are being used to calculate the number of
surgeries as well as the total days in hospital.

Table calculations are very important because they need to be designed to accommodate a
variable number of rows of data. The max, mean and average calculations and even the
normal calculations will NOT allow you to calculate data in a table correctly. The following steps
outline common uses of table calculations.

You can generate Numeric, Option and Text calculations forYou can generate Numeric, Option and Text calculations for
table columnstable columns
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Exactly the same as we have different table, text and option calculations, we can calculate out
text, options and numeric answers for fields that are built into tables.

Table Calculation: allow you to perform a numeric calculationTable Calculation: allow you to perform a numeric calculation
about field columns (with any number of rows)about field columns (with any number of rows)

This example shows that a table has been built to capture profile data about hospitalisations
for an athlete . The hospitalisations table has been set up using a date, single line of text, yes
no and a number field (days in hospital).

For this example we want to add up the number of days in hospital.

Click on the Table calculation (because we are performing anClick on the Table calculation (because we are performing an
equation for a field in a table that is a number)equation for a field in a table that is a number)
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Name the field and ensure that it's question settings are set asName the field and ensure that it's question settings are set as
Normal and NOT as a tableNormal and NOT as a table

Set up the Advanced Properties and then select the type ofSet up the Advanced Properties and then select the type of
calculation you want to perform using the Aggregratecalculation you want to perform using the Aggregrate

The aggregrate is simply the calculation that you want to perform on a specific table field. For
this example we want to calculate the total days in hospital so we need to select the "sum"
aggregrate.
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There a numerous numeric calculations that you can perform on a table row, and if your have
any queries about the specific aggregrate functions, please ask us to include more in this
manual by leaving a comment in the comments section of this lesson.

Next, ensure that the field (table column) is included in the calculation area (as shown in the
image in the step below)

Choose the field that you want the calculation to be performedChoose the field that you want the calculation to be performed
onon

Either write in the name of the field (with the exact spacing and case) or,

#1: Click on the "Add Question" drop down

#2: Select the field name

#3: Click the green plus
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Check the calculation captures the data that you want in theCheck the calculation captures the data that you want in the
preview page and save any changes.preview page and save any changes.

The table calculation was set to sum the days in hospital field (as shown here)

To run a calculation on the number of surgeries that the athleteTo run a calculation on the number of surgeries that the athlete
has, the Surgery Performed field (as yes no field) in the actualhas, the Surgery Performed field (as yes no field) in the actual
table was set up with scored optionstable was set up with scored options
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A Table Calculation was then added to the form that used theA Table Calculation was then added to the form that used the
aggregrate Sum for the field Surgery Performedaggregrate Sum for the field Surgery Performed

This means that the any time yes is selected in the surgery performed field, the score will equal
1, which will be summed.

The Preview of those table calculations shows that the fieldThe Preview of those table calculations shows that the field
Total Surgeries is being summed where Yes =1 and No =0Total Surgeries is being summed where Yes =1 and No =0

YOu can see here that table text calculations can be used to calculate out numeric field in a
table and even option field (but ONLY if they had scoring set for each option).
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Table Text calculation, building on the hospitalisations exampleTable Text calculation, building on the hospitalisations example

For this example we are going to add in a table text calculation to summarise all of the reason's
for hospitalisation. Click on "Table Text Calculation" to add in the text calculation about a table
field.

Set up the field settings and ensure that the question settingsSet up the field settings and ensure that the question settings
are normal for the table text calculationare normal for the table text calculation
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Select the field that you want to run the text calculation for andSelect the field that you want to run the text calculation for and
add it or type it into the calculation areaadd it or type it into the calculation area

Either write in the name of the field (with the exact spacing and case) or,

#1: Click on the "Add Question" drop down

#2: Select the field name

#3: Click the green plus

Select the Aggregrate options for a table text calculationSelect the Aggregrate options for a table text calculation
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You will have the following options to use on the text field from your tabletext field from your table (these are displayed
in the image in the step below).

countcount: will return the number of rows that have been selected (even if there is not data in some
of those rows).

customtextsummarise:customtextsummarise: will summarise the rows of data into one line with no "," in between
each response

text summarisetext summarise will summarise all of the rows of data and place a , in between the each
response

first valuefirst value will take the first value in the table (even if it is blank)

last valuelast value will take the last value in the table (even if it is blank

last entered valuelast entered value will take the last entered value on the table column, which may pull data
from another row which is not the last one

For this example we want to set up summarise with a "," between each reason so we would use
the text summarise aggregrate. However, all of the different options for a text field have been
added to show you an example of the fields you can use to get the specific information you
need from each table you create.

An example of all of the different types of table text calculationsAn example of all of the different types of table text calculations
performed on the Reason for Hospitalisation Fieldperformed on the Reason for Hospitalisation Field
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Table Option Calculation's are important for showing differentTable Option Calculation's are important for showing different
states or returning option based feedback for option fields in astates or returning option based feedback for option fields in a
tabletable

The example here shows that a for an injury status field and assessment table, the option
calculation is used to pull through the last entered value in the Injury Status (option field), which
will be used as to show the Availability for that athlete.

To Add an Option calculation about a selection based field in aTo Add an Option calculation about a selection based field in a
table click on "Table Option Calculation"table click on "Table Option Calculation"
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Name the field and ensure its question settings are on normalName the field and ensure its question settings are on normal

Now set up the options so that they are the same as the options from the table field you are
using (as shown in the image in the step below).
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Copy the options from the existing option field that you areCopy the options from the existing option field that you are
using in your calculation and click update for the optionsusing in your calculation and click update for the options

You do not need to update the scores of the options, but make sure you set the best value on
the Advanced Properties section (as shown below)
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Set up the Advanced PropertiesSet up the Advanced Properties

This field is being set up a as a status indicator because it is injury status, but most of your
option calculations will NOT be set as a Status Indicator field.
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Now set the option calculation, which will pull the aggregrate ofNow set the option calculation, which will pull the aggregrate of
the lastenteredvalue for the field Injury Statusthe lastenteredvalue for the field Injury Status

The aggregrate options are the same as those shown for text table calculations.

Again, set the aggregrate and then select the field it applies to. For this example it will apply to
the Injury Status field in the assessment table.

The preview of the form shows that as the injury status of theThe preview of the form shows that as the injury status of the
athlete progress the availability field (option table calculationathlete progress the availability field (option table calculation
for last entered value) updatesfor last entered value) updates
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The availability field calculates the last entered value to give an update of the injury status.
More complex table calculations (numeric calculations) are also used in this Injury Assessment
table. Both the duration of illness and the number of days unavailable are table calculations

Additional Table Calculation (numeric) examples: injuryAdditional Table Calculation (numeric) examples: injury
duration and days unavailableduration and days unavailable

Number of days unavailable for work is a table calculation that calculates the sum of the
Duration field (a date difference duration from the date from the assessment data to today's
date ), but it only sums the durations when the injury status is equal to not able to work (see the
image below).

Table calculation using an "If then" equationTable calculation using an "If then" equation
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The example here show that for the days unavailable field, the table calculation will sum all of
the durations when injury status = "injury/Ill not able to work". This is achieved using an If, then
equation.

The Total duration of injury is also a table calculation using aThe Total duration of injury is also a table calculation using a
different data duration field that calculates the last entereddifferent data duration field that calculates the last entered
value for a different date durationvalue for a different date duration

This table calculation is set to show the last entered value in the Column Date Duration2 ( that
calculates out the date difference between the date of first symptoms of the injury, until the
date of assessment), but it will only calculate this when the Injury Status field is = "Able to work,
not injured/ill".

Regardless of what injury states the athlete has been in, the injury duration table calculation will
only calculate when the state is equal to "Able to work, not injured/ill" and it will return the last
value for this in the table, as an athlete may have on-going treatment when when they are not
injured.
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Table Calculations: Example from a resistance training formTable Calculations: Example from a resistance training form

The image here shows a resistance training form, where total training load and average
intensity are both table calculations which are used to summarise the resistance training form.

The different table calculations used in the resistance trainingThe different table calculations used in the resistance training
formform

Total Session Load: table calculation

-Aggregrate: sum

-Field: Load

Average Intensity: Table calculation
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-Aggregrate: mean if positive

-Field: Intensity

Total Sets: Table calculation

-Aggregrate: sum

-Field: Sets

More uses for Table Text calculations to show important dataMore uses for Table Text calculations to show important data
for a form, and to be used as a summary field.for a form, and to be used as a summary field.

Table text calculations can be used in conjunction with table calculations to summarise data
from a form and use it as a summary in the sidebar. The image here shows for a bloods form, a
Summary field (table text calculation) has been set up to give users a brief overview of the
blood test and the result for each measure taken.

To set this up on the builder in the form, a text calculation wasTo set this up on the builder in the form, a text calculation was
added to the table, and then that was used in the table textadded to the table, and then that was used in the table text
calculationcalculation

The Blood resultsBlood results field inin the table was set up as a text calculation (to concatenate (Blood Test,
",",Result)), and this field is set to hidden and default show in tables false so that it doesn't
appear on the enter data page or the athlete history page. It is ONLY used to calculate the
SummarySummary field.

The SummarySummary Table text calculation was set up to text summarise the Blood Results field. This
field's advanced properties were set as to summary field to show through onto the Sidebar (as
shown in the image in the picture above).
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If you need more examples of table calculations, then pleaseIf you need more examples of table calculations, then please
ask in the comments box belowask in the comments box below
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New Table Text Calculation to pull through dataNew Table Text Calculation to pull through data
into a summary without a comma separatinginto a summary without a comma separating
the data.the data.

Builders were trying to use the customtextsummarise button toBuilders were trying to use the customtextsummarise button to
combine all of the data from a table row into a summarycombine all of the data from a table row into a summary
without a break between fieldswithout a break between fields
The customtextsummarise was built to use the first field from a table column and use that to
separate additional column fields. It was not designed to concatenate all of the data into one
field without a break. This fields has now been removed as a table Aggregate and a new
calculation has been added.

There is a new whitespace field that concatenates all fields in aThere is a new whitespace field that concatenates all fields in a
table column without having a space or comma between them.table column without having a space or comma between them.
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The whitespacecustomtextsummarise concatenates all of theThe whitespacecustomtextsummarise concatenates all of the
table column data and displays it without a spacetable column data and displays it without a space
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Returning the "option" in a Table OptionReturning the "option" in a Table Option
Calculation that references a Table Option fieldCalculation that references a Table Option field
with scoreswith scores

Previously, if you assigned scores to an option field being usedPreviously, if you assigned scores to an option field being used
in a table option calculation it returned the value and not thein a table option calculation it returned the value and not the
text (as shown here)text (as shown here)

In the image here you can see that the Current Status is returning the value "1" instead of
returning "Injured- Unavailable". This is because the options in the Status field all have scores
assigned to them (as shown in the image in the step below).
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The scores that are assigned to the options in the "Status" fieldThe scores that are assigned to the options in the "Status" field

The system would return the option's scores instead of returning the option name in table
option calculations.
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In the Option Calculation Field you can now write in "option"In the Option Calculation Field you can now write in "option"
before the field name and it will return the option instead ofbefore the field name and it will return the option instead of
the valuethe value

Write in option before the field name to return the option name and not the value.

The calculation will then return the option and not the option'sThe calculation will then return the option and not the option's
valuevalue

You can see that the option "Injured- Unavailable" appears instead of the value.
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You ONLY need to write in option when there is a scoreYou ONLY need to write in option when there is a score
assigned to the options that you are using the table optionassigned to the options that you are using the table option
calculation.calculation.

The image in the step here shows that the Current Status fields are not being pulled through.
This is because the scores were removed for the option in the "Status" table field, but the Table
Option Calculation is still written as option(Status).option(Status).

Remember:Remember:

If you do NOTdo NOT have scores assigned to the options, the system will only pull through the option,
so just write the field name e.g. Status.

If you DODO have scores assigned to the options, then you need to use the option function and
write option(Status) to pull through the options and not the scores.
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Week Start Calculation: Convert a date into aWeek Start Calculation: Convert a date into a
weekly number based on a specific start dayweekly number based on a specific start day
during the Yearduring the Year

You can now access a weekstartweekstart calculation function. This enables users who operate on a
weekly basis to tag their events as having occurred in a specific week of the year. This
means a football club can designates each week to have a number, starting from preseason
week 1 right through to finals occurring in week 27. To add the week of the year into the
Event Form, you can set it up to start in the beginning of the year, or for any week
throughout the year. See the following information on how to structure you Text
Calculations to generate a start week.

To convert a date into a week of the year you need to have aTo convert a date into a week of the year you need to have a
Date field in the form, and then you add in a Text CalculationDate field in the form, and then you add in a Text Calculation

Use the formula below to convert a date into week of the year:

weekstartweekstart(Date of Entry, day of weekday of week, how many to counthow many to count, start weekstart week)

The day of weekday of week value ranges from 0 (Sunday) to 6 (Saturday):
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-weekstart(Date of Entry, 00, 1, 1) takes the first SundaySunday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 11, 1, 1) takes the first MondayMonday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 22, 1, 1) takes the first TuesdayTuesday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 33, 1, 1) takes the first WednesdayWednesday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 44, 1, 1) takes the first ThursdayThursday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 55, 1, 1) takes the first FridayFriday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry, 66, 1, 1) takes the first SaturdaySaturday of the year as week 1

The second number (how many to count)(how many to count) ranges from 1 (week 1) to 52 (week 52) and this is
which week of the year you want to start counting from:

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 11, 1) takes the firstfirst Sunday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 22, 1) takes the secondsecond Sunday of the year as week 1

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 5252, 1) takes the fifty secondfifty second Sunday of the year as week 1

The third number (start week)start week) ranges from 1 (week 1) to 52 (week 52) and this is which week of
the year you want the start week to be:

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 1, 11) takes the first Sunday of the year as week 11

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 1, 22) takes the first Sunday of the year as week 22

-weekstart(Date of Entry 0, 1, 2020) takes the first Sunday of the year as week 2020

You can use different combinations of these days to set the start week to meet your exact
specifications:

-weekstart(Date of Entry 22, 22, 22) takes the secondsecond TuesdayTuesday of the year and returns week 22
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Setting up alternative start days or weeksSetting up alternative start days or weeks

weekstart(Date of Entry, 1, 1, 2) takes the first Monday of the year as week 2

weekstart(Date of Entry 1, 2, 1) takes the second Monday of the year as week 1

Additional Examples of week start equationsAdditional Examples of week start equations
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Date Calculations and the Age calculationDate Calculations and the Age calculation
Date Calculations allow you to calculate out differencesDate Calculations allow you to calculate out differences
between date fields, and the duration from one date to anotherbetween date fields, and the duration from one date to another

To Add in a Date Difference FieldTo Add in a Date Difference Field

Date DifferenceDate Difference

Date Difference CalculationDate Difference Calculation

This is used to calculate the length of time between dates that you have entered into your
Event.

It is useful to calculate out length of injury, through to how long a vaccination is current for.

To calculate the difference between Dates:

1. Click on the Date Difference CalculationDate Difference Calculation (rename the question, in this example we are using
Days unable to train/play)

2. Select the From Date, the date that you want to start the calculation from (for this example
we chose "Date of First Symptoms")

3. Select the To Date, the date that you want the calculation to end on(for this example we
choose "Date Resolution")

4. Select the Units that you want the difference to be displayed in
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-Day

-Month

-Year

5. When the date fields are added, the calculation occurs immediately (as shown in the image
above).

Age calculations allow you to show the age of the athlete (inAge calculations allow you to show the age of the athlete (in
years, months or days) based on their date of birth in theiryears, months or days) based on their date of birth in their
account AND a specific date field that is added to the form.account AND a specific date field that is added to the form.
To see the Athletes Age at the time an even is entered, click on "Age Calculation"."Age Calculation".

Name the field and add an visibility settings, the select the AgeName the field and add an visibility settings, the select the Age
At date (in the form) that you want the age to calculate fromAt date (in the form) that you want the age to calculate from
(you MUST have a date field in the form to run this calculation)(you MUST have a date field in the form to run this calculation)

Select the Age At date, and choose a date field entered into the form. The date of entry is a date
field that has been entered into the form, specially to calculate the age calculation.

Then select the Units that you want the Age to show as: days, months or years.
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If you do not have a date field in your form, add in a date field,If you do not have a date field in your form, add in a date field,
rename it to Date of Entry (or a similar name) and the set therename it to Date of Entry (or a similar name) and the set the
FORM'S ADVANCED PROPERTIES as having a date override.FORM'S ADVANCED PROPERTIES as having a date override.

Set the Form's advanced properties to having a date override so that the date of entry will
appear instead of the Date field in the form... see the image below for an example. To find out
more about the Date Override Feature see the Form Advanced Properties Lesson in the Help
Manual.

The age calculates automatically in the data entry form basedThe age calculates automatically in the data entry form based
on the selected date field.on the selected date field.
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Date fields can now be used in TextDate fields can now be used in Text
CalculationsCalculations

Date fields can now show correctly as dates (NOT as milliseconds). Date fields can also have
a specific format set for them such as dd/mm/yyyy

Date fields can now be used in text calculations and table textDate fields can now be used in text calculations and table text
calculationscalculations

Previously, if a date field was used in a text equation or a tablePreviously, if a date field was used in a text equation or a table
text equation it would appear as millisecondstext equation it would appear as milliseconds

Previously, you could not create a table text calculation, or a text calculation field in a table that
included a Date field. The date would show as milliseconds (as shown above).
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To retain a date format in a text equation you need to changeTo retain a date format in a text equation you need to change
the concatenate equation from just referencing the date fieldthe concatenate equation from just referencing the date field
name (e.g. Date Affected) so that is has a date(fieldname)name (e.g. Date Affected) so that is has a date(fieldname)
before the field namebefore the field name
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To use a date field in a text equation (as shown here) theTo use a date field in a text equation (as shown here) the
equation must use date(fieldname) in the equationequation must use date(fieldname) in the equation

You MUST add datedate before the field name, or the date will be shown in milliseconds. For
example,

concatenate (Date Affected, ", ", Medical Issue)concatenate (Date Affected, ", ", Medical Issue) would need to be changed to

concatenate (date(Date Affected), ", ", Medical Issue)concatenate (date(Date Affected), ", ", Medical Issue)

The example here shows that date was added to the TextThe example here shows that date was added to the Text
Calculation field (named Summary). This is then referenced byCalculation field (named Summary). This is then referenced by
the Table Text Calculation Field and still retains the date formatthe Table Text Calculation Field and still retains the date format
correctly.correctly.
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As an example, the Summary field is then pulled into the Table Text Calculation and it is
formatted correctly.

If you were performing a table text calculation of the date fieldIf you were performing a table text calculation of the date field
(without using a text equation in the table as shown above),(without using a text equation in the table as shown above),
then date would need to be added before the field name (asthen date would need to be added before the field name (as
shown here)shown here)

Because date was added, the date field "Date Affected" is pulledBecause date was added, the date field "Date Affected" is pulled
through correctly into the Table Text Equation. Without "date"through correctly into the Table Text Equation. Without "date"
added before the field name, the Date Affected would show asadded before the field name, the Date Affected would show as
milliseconds (as shown in the step below)milliseconds (as shown in the step below)
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The example here shows that a table text calculation has been created that summarises the
table column Date Affected. "date" was added before the field name in the calculation and the
date is pulled through correctly.

An example without "date" being added before the field nameAn example without "date" being added before the field name
shows the "Date Affected" field appearing in milliseconds in theshows the "Date Affected" field appearing in milliseconds in the
Table Text calculationTable Text calculation

In addition to adding date before the date field name so itIn addition to adding date before the date field name so it
displays correctly, you can set the format that the date isdisplays correctly, you can set the format that the date is
displayed asdisplayed as

The image here shows the Date Affected field in the "Summary" field Text calculation being
displayed as dd-mm-yyyy. This is the default format for dates to be displayed. This text
equation would be written as :

concatenateconcatenate (date(Date Affected), ", ", Family Medical Issue)(date(Date Affected), ", ", Family Medical Issue)

The Date Affected field is also being used in the Text Calculation "Summary with date format
added". You will notice there is a difference between the ways the dates are displayed in the
Summary and the Summary with date format added fields; dd-mm-yyyy and dd/mm/yyy
respectively.

To reformat the way the date is displayed, the Text calculation equation needs to have a format
added. The "Summary with date formate added" field had to be written with a format dd/mm/
yyyy for it to display in that format:

concatenate (date(Date Affected, "dd/mm/yyyy"), ", ", Family Medical Issue)concatenate (date(Date Affected, "dd/mm/yyyy"), ", ", Family Medical Issue)
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You can reformat a date field that you use in a Text calculationYou can reformat a date field that you use in a Text calculation
and Table Text Calculation from the dd-mm-yyyy format (that isand Table Text Calculation from the dd-mm-yyyy format (that is
the default format for dates in the system) to a different formatthe default format for dates in the system) to a different format
(as shown in the image above) by adding a format into the(as shown in the image above) by adding a format into the
equationequation

The steps above outline how to set up a date field to show in text calculation. Now you can
change the format the date is displayed in by adding a format to it.

It can be any one of the formats below, but it must be written like this:

date(Date Field, "format") e.g. date(Date Field, "MM-dd-yy")date(Date Field, "MM-dd-yy")

This takes the Date field you are referencing and specifies that it will be displayed as a dateThis takes the Date field you are referencing and specifies that it will be displayed as a date
format, and then it specifies what format it will display as.format, and then it specifies what format it will display as.

date(date field, "dd-MM-yyyy")

date(date field, "MM-dd-yyyy")

date(date field, "dd/MM/yyyy")

date(date field, "MM/dd-yyyy")

date(date field, "dd-MM-yy")

date(date field, "MM-dd-yy")

date(date field, "dd/MM/yy")

date(date field, "MM/dd-yy")
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Special Calculations for Variation Score, PeakSpecial Calculations for Variation Score, Peak
Performance Risk and Over training RiskPerformance Risk and Over training Risk

N.B. These special calculations only use Numeric fieldsN.B. These special calculations only use Numeric fields that AREARE set up with a data directiondata direction
(e.g. higher or lower is better) and Option based fieldsOption based fields (e.g. single selection or dropdown)
that AREARE set up to have a Best Value. If this information is NOT set up on your Event FormsBest Value. If this information is NOT set up on your Event Forms
then the these calculations may not be running optimally.then the these calculations may not be running optimally.

Variation Score, Peak Performance Risk and Over training RiskVariation Score, Peak Performance Risk and Over training Risk
calculate the difference of a newly entered event against all ofcalculate the difference of a newly entered event against all of
the past history for that athlete. These are best used as part ofthe past history for that athlete. These are best used as part of
daily review and monitoring forms.daily review and monitoring forms.

See the steps below to find out more about the scores and risk equations that automatically
detect how different the athlete is to their "normal".

Variation Score calculates a score (out of 10) based on howVariation Score calculates a score (out of 10) based on how
DIFFERENT a new entry for an athlete is compared to theDIFFERENT a new entry for an athlete is compared to the
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athlete's normal state (based on their history). It is essentiallyathlete's normal state (based on their history). It is essentially
showing how different the new entry is.showing how different the new entry is.

Variation ScoreVariation Score

The calculation can only use Numeric fieldsThe calculation can only use Numeric fields that AREARE set up with a data directiondata direction (e.g. higher or
lower is better), and Option based fieldsOption based fields (e.g. single selection or dropdown) that AREARE set up to
have a Best Value. Based on this informationBest Value. Based on this information the system, learns how an athlete usually
responds to the questions,and then calculates a score based on how different the new entry
information is to the athletes learned normal state and produces a risk profile score. This score
utilises the information that you have set up about the questions (such as higher or lower is
better, and preferred options etc) and produces the variation score to show how different they
are from normal (with no positive or negative direction as with the peak performance and overwith no positive or negative direction as with the peak performance and over
training risk algorithms).training risk algorithms).

To add this field into your form:To add this field into your form:

1. Click on Variation ScoreVariation Score ( the artificial intelligence based algorithm automatically uses ALL of
the questions in the form. It does NOT selection of fields like the sum and average Calculation
Option set up)

2. Set up the Properties

This field is usually used on forms where you are regularly capturing lifestyle or lifestyle based
training data such as recovery forms, daily monitoring form etc. The score is from 1 to 10 and
the results are as follows:

1 means the athlete is normal, 10 means they are extremely different, in no specific "direction".
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Peak Performance Risk calculates a risk score based on howPeak Performance Risk calculates a risk score based on how
DIFFERENT (e.g better than normal) the new entry for theDIFFERENT (e.g better than normal) the new entry for the
athlete is compared to the athlete's normal state as peakathlete is compared to the athlete's normal state as peak
performance scoreperformance score

Peak Performance RiskPeak Performance Risk

The calculation can only use Numeric fieldsThe calculation can only use Numeric fields that AREARE set up with a data directiondata direction (e.g. higher or
lower is better), and Option based fieldsOption based fields (e.g. single selection or dropdown) that AREARE set up to
have a Best Value. Based on this informationBest Value. Based on this information the system learns how an athlete usually
responds to the questions,and then calculates a score based on how different the new entry
information is to the athletes learned normal state and produces a risk profile score. This score
utilises the information that you have set up about the questions (such as higher or lower is
better, and preferred options etc) and produces the score to show how different they are from
normal in a Positive directionPositive direction..

To add this field into your form:To add this field into your form:

1. Click on Peak Performance RiskPeak Performance Risk ( the artificial intelligence based algorithm automatically uses
ALL of the questions in the form. It does NOT selection of fields like the sum and average
Calculation Option set up)

2. Set up the Properties

This field is usually used on forms where you are regularly capturing lifestyle or lifestyle based
training data such as recovery forms, daily monitoring form etc. The score is from 1 to 10 and
the results are as follows:

1 means they are as per normal, 10 means they are extremely different today (in a good way).
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Over training Risk calculates a risk score based on howOver training Risk calculates a risk score based on how
DIFFERENT (e.g worse than normal) the new entry for theDIFFERENT (e.g worse than normal) the new entry for the
athlete is compared to the athlete's normal state asathlete is compared to the athlete's normal state as
performance risk scoreperformance risk score

OverOver TTraining Riskraining Risk

The calculation can only use Numeric fieldsThe calculation can only use Numeric fields that AREARE set up with a data directiondata direction (e.g. higher or
lower is better), and Option based fieldsOption based fields (e.g. single selection or dropdown) that AREARE set up to
have a Best Value. Based on this informationBest Value. Based on this information the system learns how an athlete usually
responds to the questions,and then calculates a score based on how different the new entry
information is to the athletes learned normal state and produces an over training risk profile
score. This score utilises the information that you have set up about the questions (such as
higher or lower is better, and preferred options etc) and produces the score to show how
different they are from normal in a Negative directionNegative direction..

To add the Over training Risk Score Field into your form:

1. Click on Over training RiskRisk (the artificial intelligence based algorithm automatically uses ALL
of the questions in the form. It does NOT selection of fields like the sum and average
Calculation Option set up)

2. Set up the Properties

This field is usually used on forms where you are regularly capturing lifestyle or lifestyle based
training data such as recovery forms, daily monitoring form etc. The score is from 1 to 10 and
the results are as follows:

1 means they are as per normal, 10 means they are extremely different today (in a bad way).
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Points about the calculationsPoints about the calculations
For each athlete, the questions in the specific Event Form:

1) If the question is categorical it has a frequency distribution created for their history for this
question.

2) If the question is numeric it is discretized then has a frequency distribution created for this
question.

3) The amount of information is calculated according to standard information-theoretic
principles (Traditional Shannon Entropy):

The results determine the total amount of information by summation and scale the result to fit
in the 0-10 range.

In the case of overtraining or peaking calculations the information is weighted by the "data
direction". I.e. using knowledge of what values

are good or bad, weight the information content relative to how bad it is (for overtraining) or
how good it is (for peaking). For example in

overtraining calculations, "high information" and "bad" values have a higher weighting towards
the total than "high information" but "great"

values. In peaking calculations, "high information" and "great" values have a higher weighting
towards the total than "high information" but

"poor" values.
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The "is blank" function in a calculation nowThe "is blank" function in a calculation now
calculates even when a field has not beencalculates even when a field has not been
enteredentered
When you do any calculations in the system, ALL of the fieldsWhen you do any calculations in the system, ALL of the fields
needed to be available in order for a calculation to calculateneeded to be available in order for a calculation to calculate

Previously, when "is blank" was used in a calculation, the calculation would only calculate when
the variable was either calculated as blank or entered as blank. The calculation using "isblank"
would not calculate if it was blank because it was not entered. To get around this an interim
calculation need to be added that included a a "safe" equation to return 0 if no data has been
entered (as shown in the image below).

To get the calculate to calculate using isblank, you had to add inTo get the calculate to calculate using isblank, you had to add in
an interim calculation that returned safe (0) if not data wasan interim calculation that returned safe (0) if not data was
entered in a particular field, and then change the equation fromentered in a particular field, and then change the equation from
an isblnak to a > or < equation.an isblnak to a > or < equation.
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Now, you can use the "isblank" in any calculation and it willNow, you can use the "isblank" in any calculation and it will
automatically calculate if the cell is blank; either because noautomatically calculate if the cell is blank; either because no
data has been entered, or because it has been left blankdata has been entered, or because it has been left blank

The example here shows that the Number 1 field has been left blank. Previously, this equation
would not have worked. Now the calculation works correctly.

The change to the isblank may affect some of your equations. ItThe change to the isblank may affect some of your equations. It
may enable you to remove some interim fields, or redo-may enable you to remove some interim fields, or redo-
workflows. Remember, if you are changing the form and youworkflows. Remember, if you are changing the form and you
have data entered on the system for that form, test thehave data entered on the system for that form, test the
equation first on a duplicate or test form BEFORE you change aequation first on a duplicate or test form BEFORE you change a
live Data Entry Form. You do not want to make a mistake andlive Data Entry Form. You do not want to make a mistake and
lose data!lose data!
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Calculations: Some useful basic calculationsCalculations: Some useful basic calculations

To give you additional information on common calculations see the steps below:

Minimimum (min) Calculates the minimum valueMinimimum (min) Calculates the minimum value
e.g. min(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

min(1.2, Sprint 1)

Maximum (max) Calculate the maximum valueMaximum (max) Calculate the maximum value
max(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

max(1.2, Sprint 1)

Sum sums the valuesSum sums the values
sum(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3)

sum(1.2, Sprint 1)

If/Then equation: If takes a true/false value (non-zero or zero),If/Then equation: If takes a true/false value (non-zero or zero),
and one or two other values. If the condition is true (non-zero),and one or two other values. If the condition is true (non-zero),
the first value isthe first value is returned, else the second value is (or zero if itreturned, else the second value is (or zero if it
doesn't exist).doesn't exist).
For "Calculation" types:

if( 5 < 6, 100, 10) = 100

if( 5 > 6, 100, 10) = 10

For "Option Calculation" types:

if( mean(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3) < min(Sprint 1, Sprint 2, Sprint 3) / 0.95, 'Pass', 'Fail')
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Safe: Useful for when a calculation involves a number, but theSafe: Useful for when a calculation involves a number, but the
number is not always entered. Since a calculation like max cannumber is not always entered. Since a calculation like max can
only work on numbers, safe will provide either the number, oronly work on numbers, safe will provide either the number, or
0.0.
Examples: safe(45) = 45. safe(a) = 0 (assuming a is not a number).

Log: The log(10) of the number is used in one of the skinfoldLog: The log(10) of the number is used in one of the skinfold
equationsequations

Abs: The absolute value of a number is its unsigned magnitude.Abs: The absolute value of a number is its unsigned magnitude.

Mulitstage shuttle Test: Total Shuttles using Level and ShuttleMulitstage shuttle Test: Total Shuttles using Level and Shuttle
if (Level < 2, Shuttle, if (Level < 4, 7+(Level-2)*8+Shuttle, if (Level < 6, 23+(Level-4)*9+Shuttle, if
(Level < 8, 41+(Level-6)*10+Shuttle, if (Level < 11, 61+(Level-8)*11+Shuttle, if (Level < 13,
94+(Level-11)*12+Shuttle, if (Level < 16, 118+(Level-13)*13+Shuttle, if (Level < 18,
157+(Level-16)*14+Shuttle, if (Level < 20, 185+(Level-18)*15+Shuttle,
215+(Level-20)*16+Shuttle)))))))))

Mulitstage shuttle Test: Distance and VO2Mulitstage shuttle Test: Distance and VO2
Distance = Total Shuttles * 20

Vo2=0.0165 * Distance + 18.945

YoYo Level 1R: DistanceYoYo Level 1R: Distance
if (Level <9, 40, if (Level <11, 80, if (Level = 11, 80 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 12, 160 +(40* Shuttle),
if (Level = 13, 280 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 14, 440 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 15, 760 +(40 *
Shuttle), if (Level = 16, 1080 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 17, 1400 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 18,
1720 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 19, 2040 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 20, 2360 +(40 * Shuttle), if
(Level = 21, 2680 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 22, 3000 +(40 * Shuttle), if (Level = 23, 3320 +(40 *
Shuttle))))))))))))))))

YoYo Level 1R: Vo2YoYo Level 1R: Vo2
V02= (Distance * 0.0084 + 36.4)

MOD Phosphase Decrement: Effort RatingMOD Phosphase Decrement: Effort Rating
Most Recent 35m time / (min(Trial 1 , Trial 2 , Trial 3 , Trial 4 ,Trial 5 , Trial 6, Trial 7 ,

Trial 8)) * 100
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MOD Phosphase Decrement: FatigueMOD Phosphase Decrement: Fatigue
Most Recent 35m time / (mean(Trial 1 , Trial 2 , Trial 3 , Trial 4 ,Trial 5 , Trial 6, Trial 7 ,

Trial 8) * 100

MOD Phosphase Decrement: Fatigue as % PeakMOD Phosphase Decrement: Fatigue as % Peak
100*((max(Trial 1 , Trial 2 , Trial 3 ,

Trial 4 ,Trial 5 , Trial 6, Trial 7 ,

Trial 8)-Peak)/max(Trial 1 , Trial 2 , Trial 3 ,

Trial 4 ,Trial 5 , Trial 6, Trial 7 ,

Trial 8))

Injury Availability- using the fields Date Injury Resolved (DateInjury Availability- using the fields Date Injury Resolved (Date
Field), Did this injury render the player unfit to practice fully orField), Did this injury render the player unfit to practice fully or
to be unavailable to play? (Yes/No) Return Date (Date Field)to be unavailable to play? (Yes/No) Return Date (Date Field)
if(isempty (Date Injury Resolved), if(Did this injury render the player unfit to practice fully or to
be unavailable to play?="Yes", if (isempty (Return Date),"Injured-Unavailable",

"Injured-Available"), "Injured-Available"),"Available")

1RM Prediction using the following fields in a table: Exercise1RM Prediction using the following fields in a table: Exercise
("database and Is a group") Reps, Weight("database and Is a group") Reps, Weight
(100 * Weight)/(101.3-(2.7123 * Reps))

Anthropometry 8 Sites: Tricep + Bicep + Subscapular + IliacAnthropometry 8 Sites: Tricep + Bicep + Subscapular + Iliac
Crest + Abdominal + Supraspinale + Front Thigh + Medial Calf)Crest + Abdominal + Supraspinale + Front Thigh + Medial Calf)
sum(Tricep + Bicep + Subscapular + Iliac Crest + Abdominal + Supraspinale + Front Thigh +
Medial Calf)

Anthro 8 sites: % body fat, FFM andAnthro 8 sites: % body fat, FFM and
% Body Fat% Body Fat: If (Sum of 8 Skinfolds > 0, (495 /(1.0988-(0.0004 * (Sum of 8 Skinfolds -
Suprailiac))))-450, 0)

Fat Free MassFat Free Mass: Weight - ((Weight *Percentage Body Fat)/100)

Fat MassFat Mass: Weight - Fat Free Mass
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New "contains" calculation for Text CalculationsNew "contains" calculation for Text Calculations

You can now add in a text or option calculation to specify if theYou can now add in a text or option calculation to specify if the
answer to a question contains specific characters or wordsanswer to a question contains specific characters or words

The image in the example here shows that the activity at the time of injury can be selected as
"Running" or "Running with Ball". To determine if "Running" (either Running with or without the
ball) is the activity at the time of injury, you can now use the "contains" function in a Text
Calculation or an Option calculation.
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Performing a "Contains" search will return 1 (True-search termPerforming a "Contains" search will return 1 (True-search term
met) or 0 (False- search term not met)met) or 0 (False- search term not met)

Writing a Contains CalculationWriting a Contains Calculation

A contains calculation is written as follows:

contains (Field Name, "Search term"), e.g. contains( Activity at Time of Injury, "unning")

N.B. we have used "unning" NOT Running as the search is case sensitive and running is written
in both upper and lower case in the Activity at Time of Injury Field.

The Contains Raw OutputThe Contains Raw Output

The output for a contains field is:

1= True

0= False

oOu can also use the Contains in an If/Then equation to returnoOu can also use the Contains in an If/Then equation to return
text or optionstext or options
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The example in the image here shows that the contains is being used in a Text Calculation to
return additional information (not just 1 or 0). The calculation will return "Running" if the
Activity at time of injury had "unning" in it (as shown in the image in the step below).

The contains calculation returns "Running"The contains calculation returns "Running"

Be careful of case sensitivity; you must type in the exact case ofBe careful of case sensitivity; you must type in the exact case of
the word as the search will not return anything if it is not exactthe word as the search will not return anything if it is not exact

The example here shows that "running" was added as the search term and not "unning", and it
is NOT calculating correctly when "Running" is selected.

Make sure you test that you have set up the calculation as youMake sure you test that you have set up the calculation as you
require it.require it.
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Calculations: Greater than and less than, andCalculations: Greater than and less than, and
Nested If calculations (for use with GPS fieldsNested If calculations (for use with GPS fields
and HR fields)and HR fields)

How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.
Note: All of these will return "Answer" as I've set them up. The first number in the brackets is
the query field and the second number is the limit we are interested in

if(gt(5,2), "Answer", "")

if(gt(5,5), "", "Answer")

if(gt(2,5), "", "Answer")

if(gteq(5,2), "Answer", "")

if(gteq(5,5), "Answer", "")

if(gteq(2,5), "", "Answer")

if(lt(2,5), "Answer", "")

if(lt(5,5), "", "Answer")

if(lt(5,2), "", "Answer")

if(lteq(2,5), "Answer", "")

if(lteq(5,5), "Answer", "")

if(lteq(5,2), "", "Answer")

AbbreviationsAbbreviations

gt = greater than

gteq = greater than or equal to

lt = less than
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lteq = less than or equal to

Examples of different equations used to calculate Time andExamples of different equations used to calculate Time and
Distance parameters in a GPS analysis Event FormDistance parameters in a GPS analysis Event Form

All of the Equations are listed here to ensure you can quickly copy and use them in your ownAll of the Equations are listed here to ensure you can quickly copy and use them in your own
Time Series Forms.Time Series Forms.

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE CALCULATIONCALCULATION -
OUTCOME/REASON

Drill timeDrill time Calculation (End time(End time Start time)/60/1000Start time)/60/1000 -To give
you time of each drill in minutes

Start DistanceStart Distance Table Calculation , Aggregate: minifpositive if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),
GPS.distance,-1)GPS.distance,-1)

-Distance at start of drill

End DistanceEnd Distance Table Calculation, Aggregate: maxifpositive if(lteq(GPS.time,End time),if(lteq(GPS.time,End time),
GPS.distance,-1)GPS.distance,-1) -Distance at end of drill

Drill DistanceDrill Distance Calculation safe( End Distance -safe( End Distance - Start Distance)Start Distance) -
Distance for the drill

Drill WorkrateDrill Workrate Calculation safe( Drill Distance/Drill time)safe( Drill Distance/Drill time) -
Workrate for the drill
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Max Speed (Drill)Max Speed (Drill) Table Calculation Aggregate: maxifpositive if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time),
if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), GPS.speed,-1),-1)if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), GPS.speed,-1),-1) -Max speed reached in this drill

Distance < XDistance < X Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds lower than X km/h

Time <XTime <X Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive (safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start(safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,X),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60

-Time spent at speeds lower than X km/h

Distance X to YDistance X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered between speeds of X and Y km/h. use this formula for all other speed zones

Time X to YTime X to Y Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive (safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start(safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.time.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1)))/1000/60

-Time spent between speeds of X and Y km/hr. use this formula for all other speed zones

Distance < 50% MRSDistance < 50% MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: sumifpositive safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Startsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start
time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.5 * Max Sprinttime), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.5 * Max Sprint
Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds less than 50% of the athletes individual Maximal Sprint Speed. Use
the same formula for TIMETIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with GPS.time.delta.

Distance 50 to 75 %MRSDistance 50 to 75 %MRS Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositive
safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.5*Max Sprintsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.5*Max Sprint
Speed)), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.75*Max Sprint Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))Speed)), if(lteq(GPS.speed,(0.75*Max Sprint Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds between 50 and 75% of MRS. Use this formula for any other
relative speed zones. Use the same formula for TIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with
GPS.time.delta.

Distance > 75%MRSDistance > 75%MRS Table Calculation, Aggregate: sumifpositiveAggregate: sumifpositive
safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.75* Max Sprintsafe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,(0.75* Max Sprint
Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))Speed)),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1))

-Distance covered at speeds greater than 75% of MRS.

TIMETIME use the same formula for TIME just replace GPS.distance.delta with GPS.time.delta.
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Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.
AGG:AGG: sumifpositive

Formula:Formula: safe(if(gteq(GPS.time,Start time), if(lteq(GPS.time,End time), if(gt(GPS.speed,X),
if(lteq(GPS.speed,Y),GPS.distance.delta,-1),-1),-1),-1))

What this meansWhat this means

If the time in this row in the raw upload file is greater than or equal to the start time of this drill,
AND less than or equal to the end time of this drill, AND if the speed is greater than x km/h,
AND the speed is less than Y km/h, THEN give me the distance delta value. If any rows in the file
don’t meet all four IF statements then give them a -1 value. This is a table calculation, so go to
the next row and do it all again. And keep doing it until you have looked at every row in the file.
You will end up with some rows which met all four criteria and some that didn’t. Because I
selected the aggregate to be SUMIFPOSITIVE I want you to take all those values that meet the IF
statements and add them together to give me the total distance for this drill. SAFE means if all
of this ends up giving me a number show me that number, if not, show me a zero, but just don’t
give me a blank (because blanks cannot be used in calculations).

The above table of formulas is only concerned with time, distance and speed variables. The
same formulas can be used (slightly modify them to reference the columns you want) to
perform HR calculations such as average HR in this drill, Max HR in this Drill, etc. if your GPS
units export accelerometer data you can also use the same logic to create calculations to
provide summary values of acceleration data.

NOTE: the more fields you want the longer this table will be and it will not display nicely in the
application.
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Examples of Summary Calculation for the a whole session (e.g.Examples of Summary Calculation for the a whole session (e.g.
total distance and total time)total distance and total time)

Once you have filtered and processed the raw file in a Table you can add in summary
calculations for the session. Examples of these are outlined here:

FIELD NAMEFIELD NAME FIELD TYPEFIELD TYPE CALCULATIONCALCULATION

Total Distance Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Drill Distance

Total Time Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Drill Time

Max Speed Table Calculation Aggregate: MAX Max Speed (Drill)

Total Distance < X Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance <X

Total Distance X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance X to Y

Total Time <X Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time <X

Total Time X to Y Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time X to Y

Total Distance 50 to 75%MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Distance 50 to 75%MRS

Total Time 50 to 75% MRS Table Calculation Aggregate: SUM Time 50 to 75% MRS

Repeat as necessary for all absolute and relative speed zones.

If you are collecting HR, data as well you can include additional fields for the HR analysis.
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The same page layout and calculations structure can be usedThe same page layout and calculations structure can be used
for other technologies such as force plate data andfor other technologies such as force plate data and
accelerometers.accelerometers. If you need help with any of the calculationsIf you need help with any of the calculations
contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.
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Using "and" and "or" to simplify nestedUsing "and" and "or" to simplify nested
(multiple) if/then equations(multiple) if/then equations

One of the equations used in calculations is called an if/thenOne of the equations used in calculations is called an if/then
equation (e.g If (a=1, true, false)). Sometimes there are multipleequation (e.g If (a=1, true, false)). Sometimes there are multiple
if/then arguments in a calculation; called nested if/thenif/then arguments in a calculation; called nested if/then
equationsequations

The example in the image here shows multiple if/then equations being used to generate a
particular output:

If (Total Box Jumps >100,

If (Jumps 30 to 60 > 30,

If (Box Jumps at 30 > 20, "Legend",

"Average"), "Average"),"Average")

This means if "Total Box Jumps" are >100 ANDAND "Jumps 30 to 60" are >30 ANDAND "Box Jumps at 30"
are >20 then the equation will return the word "Legend". If all of these conditions are not met it
will return the word "Average". These equations are time consuming to write and you can often
make mistakes writing them.

-Now this can be written much more succinctly using "and" (see the step below).
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Using the "and" in a nested if/then equation allows you to writeUsing the "and" in a nested if/then equation allows you to write
equations much more easilyequations much more easily

Instead of having to write all of the nested if/then equations so that each condition is listed in
the "If /then"equation format, you can now write the equation and put all of the conditions in a
set of brackets (as long as they are separate by a comma).

The original equation:The original equation:

If (Total Box Jumps >100,

If (Jumps 30 to 60 > 30,

If (Box Jumps at 30 > 20, "Legend",

"Average"), "Average"),"Average")

The new equation written with "and""The new equation written with "and""

If (andand ((Total Box Jumps >100,, Jumps 30 to 60 > 30,, Box Jumps at 30 > 20)), "Legend", "Average")

The "and" is added before the separate conditions are listed.

The result is the same, but it much easier to write the second equation
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Alternatively, you may have an equation which is written as anAlternatively, you may have an equation which is written as an
"or" equation (as shown here). If any of the conditions are met"or" equation (as shown here). If any of the conditions are met
then a specific output is returned.then a specific output is returned.

The equation is written as:The equation is written as:

If (Total Box Jumps >100, "Legend",

If (Jumps 30 to 60 > 30, "Legend",

If (Box Jumps at 30 > 20, "Legend",

"Average")))

This means if Total Box Jumps are greater than 100 then return "Legend". If that is not true,
then move to the next condition and see if Jumps 30 to 60 are greater than 30. If that is true
return "Legend", but if it is not true then move to the next condition. If Box Jumps at 30 is
greater than 20 then return "Legend", but if that is not true then return "Average".

Now this can be written much more succinctly using an "or" (see the step below).
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Using the "or" in a nested if/then equation allows you to writeUsing the "or" in a nested if/then equation allows you to write
equations this type of equation much more easilyequations this type of equation much more easily

Instead of having to write all of the nested if equations in the "if /then"equation format, you can
now write the equation and put all of the conditions in a set of brackets as long as they are
separate by a comma.

Original equation:Original equation:

If (Total Box Jumps >100, "Legend",

If (Jumps 30 to 60 > 30, "Legend",

If (Box Jumps at 30 > 20, "Legend",

"Average")))

New equation format:New equation format:

If (or (or (Total Box Jumps >100,, Jumps 30 to 60 > 30,, Box Jumps at 30 > 20), "Legend", "Average")

The "or" is added before the separate conditions are listed.

The result is the same, but it much easier to write the second equation

The above example show 3 conditions being used, but you canThe above example show 3 conditions being used, but you can
use as many conditions as you need. If you need additionaluse as many conditions as you need. If you need additional
help with these or additional documentation just contact yourhelp with these or additional documentation just contact your
distributordistributor
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THIS METHOD IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED ANDTHIS METHOD IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED AND
IT IS CONFIRMED NOT TO BE A RELIABLEIT IS CONFIRMED NOT TO BE A RELIABLE
METHOD TO RETURN DAY OF THE WEEK. SEEMETHOD TO RETURN DAY OF THE WEEK. SEE
THE NEXT HELP MANUAL DOCUMENT: ATHE NEXT HELP MANUAL DOCUMENT: A
method to calculate day of the week from amethod to calculate day of the week from a
date fielddate field
Add in a Date field (e.g. On Date or Start Date)Add in a Date field (e.g. On Date or Start Date)

You can make this the date override field if you require.You can make this the date override field if you require.
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Add in a Text Calculation to return the Date Field. This will be set to beAdd in a Text Calculation to return the Date Field. This will be set to be
hidden in the Event form.hidden in the Event form.

Add in a Calculation with the equation listed below. This field will beAdd in a Calculation with the equation listed below. This field will be
set to be hidden in the Event form.set to be hidden in the Event form.

(((Date Value - 820450800000)/86400000)/7 - floor(((Date Value -
820450800000)/86400000)/7))*7+1
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Now add in a Option Calculation with Monday to Sunday as OptionsNow add in a Option Calculation with Monday to Sunday as Options
and the equation list below. This field should not be set to be hiddenand the equation list below. This field should not be set to be hidden

The equation in the image in the example here uses partial day namesThe equation in the image in the example here uses partial day names

if(Day Number = 1,"Mon",

if(Day Number = 2,"Tue",

if(Day Number = 3,"Wed",

if(Day Number = 4,"Thur",

if(Day Number = 5,"Fri",

if(Day Number = 6,"Sat","Sun"))))))

You can use the full names if you require, just update your options correctly.You can use the full names if you require, just update your options correctly.

if(Day Number = 1,"Monday",

if(Day Number = 2,"Tuesday",

if(Day Number = 3,"Wednesday",

if(Day Number = 4,"Thursday",

if(Day Number = 5,"Friday",
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if(Day Number = 6,"Saturday","Sunday"))))))

The correct day of the week is returnedThe correct day of the week is returned
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Historical CalculationsHistorical Calculations
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Ambiguity with firstvalue and lastvalueAmbiguity with firstvalue and lastvalue
historical calculationshistorical calculations
It was uncovered that there was ambiguity regardingIt was uncovered that there was ambiguity regarding
interpretation of the firstvalue and lastvalue calculationsinterpretation of the firstvalue and lastvalue calculations
Some users were using last value, as the first value and vice versa. This ambiguity has been
addressed and the descriptions clearly state what each calculation will return.

First Value: returns the first ever entered valueFirst Value: returns the first ever entered value

Remember, when you use historical calculations, they do NOT calculate on the first record ever
entered (as there is not history). But, additional records will show the correct value.

The firstvalue calculation shown here calculates the first ever entered value.
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Last Value: returns the last entered value (e.g. the most recent)Last Value: returns the last entered value (e.g. the most recent)

In this example, the lastvalue will return the data point entered last on the system (e.g. most
recent date).

Firstvalue historical calculation that includes today's dataFirstvalue historical calculation that includes today's data

You can write in historical calculations to include the value entered on that day. The example
here shows that the first value ever on all existing data will be returned, or the data point from
today will be used (slightly redundant for use with the firstvaluefirstvalue calculation as the first value will
only ever be returned).
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Last Value including today's dataLast Value including today's data

You can write in historical calculations to include the value entered on that day. The example
here shows that the last value from all of the existing data will be returned, or the data point
from today will be used (e.g. today's data). Again not a good example of the use of this field.

The image here shows data being entered over a period of aThe image here shows data being entered over a period of a
weekweek

YOu can see here that the first ever entered value (first value) will be calculated from the 13th
January data; this will return 1.0.

The last ever entered value will change to show the value before the current one (if using
lastvalue (Historical Number), or to return the last ever entered value (if using
lastvalue(Historical Number, Number). The image in the step below shows the output for each
calculation
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When the historical calculations are run, you can see whatWhen the historical calculations are run, you can see what
results the firstvalue and lastvalue calculations returnresults the firstvalue and lastvalue calculations return

The image here shows that the firsvalues calculations always returns the first value ever
entered. The Last Value shows the last entered value historically (e.g from the previous record),
or the last ever entered value (across all records).

If you open the last entry that has been made, you can see thatIf you open the last entry that has been made, you can see that
the values show correctly.the values show correctly.

Double check that all of your existing Event Forms are set up soDouble check that all of your existing Event Forms are set up so
that the first or last value calculations reflect the data you arethat the first or last value calculations reflect the data you are
trying to show.trying to show.

N.B. If your calculations are not set up correctly, you will needN.B. If your calculations are not set up correctly, you will need
to run a resave on the data. This is best done outside of normalto run a resave on the data. This is best done outside of normal
work hourswork hours
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N.B. For each resave, please follow correct protocols. If youN.B. For each resave, please follow correct protocols. If you
have a lot of data, or complex forms you must inform yourhave a lot of data, or complex forms you must inform your
distributor so that they can monitor your systemdistributor so that they can monitor your system
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New Historical Calculations: StandardNew Historical Calculations: Standard
Deviation, Variance, Sequential CountDeviation, Variance, Sequential Count

You can now calculate Standard Deviations and Variance for Historical Values. Previously
this was not available.

Historical Standard DeviationHistorical Standard Deviation

You can calculate the historical standard deviation, and include the data entered in today into
the calculation (just the same as the historicalmean functionality)
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Historical VarianceHistorical Variance

You can calculate the historical variance, and include the data entered in today into the
calculation (just the same as the historicalmean functionality).

Count of Sequential Historical Values that equal a specific valueCount of Sequential Historical Values that equal a specific value
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The function is written as follows:

sequentialhistoricalvaluesthatequal(n, Historical field), where n is the historical value that you
are searching for a match for.

For example, sequentialhistoricalvaluesthatequal(1, Historical Mood) searches for sequential
matches since today over the historical values

Therefore, if the last 8 entries entered equal 1, then 8 will be returned. However, if 1 has been
entered for 2 days, then 2 is entered and 1 is entered for another 4 days, it will only return 4
(the number of recent sequential values that match "n").
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Last Custom Historical Calculations thatLast Custom Historical Calculations that
calculate over custom rangescalculate over custom ranges

When you enter in a historical calculation, you may want it toWhen you enter in a historical calculation, you may want it to
total the data over a custom weekly range. For example Sundaytotal the data over a custom weekly range. For example Sunday
to Saturdayto Saturday

You can now use custom date ranges to calculate out a sums, mean, or minimum data over a
specific date range.

It is important that you use the correct historical calculations and functions when you write the
equations in. Most users will want to use the historicalsum (historical field, field)historicalsum (historical field, field) type equations,
as opposed to sum(historical field)sum(historical field). The steps below outline the differences.
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You MUST ensure that you understand the difference betweenYou MUST ensure that you understand the difference between
using a Historical Field or, using a historical function and ausing a Historical Field or, using a historical function and a
Historical FieldHistorical Field

The image in the example here shows that all of the last custom week date restrictions have
been set up to calculate Historical workload as

e.g sum(Historical Workload)e.g sum(Historical Workload)

Last Custom Sun-Sat

Last Custom Mon-Sun

Last Custom Tues-Mon

Last Custom Wed-Tues

Last Custom Thurs-Wed

Last Custom Fri-Thurs

Last Custom Sat-Friday

The MAIN limitation you need to know about when using the sumsum of a historical field,historical field, is that
data will ONLY calculate for historical data. The data entered on the day you are entering in thehistorical data. The data entered on the day you are entering in the
data will NOT be included in the calculation.data will NOT be included in the calculation.
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The equation e.g sum(Historical Workload) for Last Custom Sun-Sat will calculate the load from
the last Sunday to following Saturday. If you were entering in new data on a Sunday, that day
will not calculate, because you are starting a new week, and the historical calculations only
display data for the previous day (which would be the Saturday), as shown in the image two
steps below.

If you want to include the current day that you are entering into the equation, then you need to
use a historicalsumhistoricalsum calculation and add in today's data (as shown in the image in the step
below).

Historical functions for historical fieldsHistorical functions for historical fields

The equation here will calculate out the historical sum of the data from Sunday-Saturday, AND
today's data (f it is in that date range).
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The easiest way to see how the field calculate is referring to theThe easiest way to see how the field calculate is referring to the
resultsresults

sum(Historical Workload) fieldssum(Historical Workload) fields

In the example here you can see that using the sum(Historical Workload), the calculations do
not calculate until a day after the first entry, e.g. for all historical calculation entered on the
01-07-2013 all historical calculations are blank. This is because they only calculate out historical
data, not the date entered today. This means, at the start of each week (e.g. Sun, Mon, Tues,
Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun) these values are also blank because they cannot include data from the
previous week, but they also do not include today's data.

historicalsum(Historical Workload, Workload) fieldshistoricalsum(Historical Workload, Workload) fields

In the example here, the two fields using this equation calculate the historical data, AND the
data entered for today.This means they start calculating from the 01-07-2013, and they also
correctly display the data at the start of the custom week range, so there are no blank values.

This is the type of equation most users will require.

If you are using a last custom week range, you MUSTIf you are using a last custom week range, you MUST
understand the difference between the sum and theunderstand the difference between the sum and the
historicalsum functions for Historical calculationshistoricalsum functions for Historical calculations
Always set up a test case and enter in enough data to check that your custom ranges are
working as required.
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Historical Average, Min and Max: generate aHistorical Average, Min and Max: generate a
historical average/min/max and include newhistorical average/min/max and include new
data being entered in the calculationdata being entered in the calculation

Remember that the Historical Field name MUST be written correctly with the correct casing.
Any Historical field names MUST be written with a capital H for the Historical

For example for a field named number, ; "historical Number" will NOT be recognised as a
field name, only "Historical Number" will be recognised.

A new function called historicalmean, historicalmax andA new function called historicalmean, historicalmax and
historicalmin has been created that enables you to have an up-historicalmin has been created that enables you to have an up-
to-date average max and min that includes the data beingto-date average max and min that includes the data being
entered in any new entriesentered in any new entries
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To use the historicalmean, historicalmin and historicalmaxTo use the historicalmean, historicalmin and historicalmax
functions you would use the History Calculation Fieldfunctions you would use the History Calculation Field

In the equation text area write in the function before the fieldIn the equation text area write in the function before the field
that you are generating a historical average for e.g.that you are generating a historical average for e.g.
historicalmean (Historical fieldname)historicalmean (Historical fieldname)

The example here shows that in a Daily Review Form, we are going to generate the historical
mean for the Historical Score. This means all historical records will be included, but NOT today'sbut NOT today's
record.record.
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To generate the historical minimum, use the HistoricalminTo generate the historical minimum, use the Historicalmin
before the Historical Field namebefore the Historical Field name

Remember that the Historical Field name MUST be written correctly with the correct casing.

N.B. Any Historical field names MUST be written with a capital H for the Historical; "historical
Number" will NOT be recognised as a field name, only Historical Number will be recognised.

To generate the historical maximum, use the HistoricalmaxTo generate the historical maximum, use the Historicalmax
before the Historical Field namebefore the Historical Field name
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To ALSO include new data being entered into the event formTo ALSO include new data being entered into the event form
from the day of entry you will ALSO need to include the Fieldfrom the day of entry you will ALSO need to include the Field
name in the equation.name in the equation.

When you write the equation to include the historicalmean of a historical field and you want to
include the field being entered currently in the calculation you need to write it as

historicalmean (Historical Field, Field name)

These should be separated by a comma (as shown above).

In the example here, the equation will be performed by taking the "Historical Score" and adding
the "Score" (from the Daily Review Form). It will then calculate the average based on today's
entry and the number (count) of historical records. It does not just take an average of the two
fields in the equation by summing them together and dividing by 2. The system actually
recalculates the true Historical Mean based on the sum of all Historical Scores, and Today's
Score and then divides this by the number of entries (including today's).
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The example here shows the twoThe example here shows the two different historicalmeandifferent historicalmean
equations in use in the system for the Scoreequations in use in the system for the Score

You can see in the first Historical Mean column (only the historical average not including
today's) that the mean is calculated from the historical data and returns 21.

The second Historical Mean column includes today's score (of 18) in the calculation and the
mean is then updated based on the new entry and returns 20.73.

Setting Date limits: The example in the image here shows aSetting Date limits: The example in the image here shows a
different Historical Mean calculation for Average sleep includingdifferent Historical Mean calculation for Average sleep including
today, and also for average sleep over the last 3 days includingtoday, and also for average sleep over the last 3 days including
todaytoday
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For the historical maximum: To include new max data beingFor the historical maximum: To include new max data being
entered into the event form from the day of entry you will ALSOentered into the event form from the day of entry you will ALSO
need to include the Field name in the equation.need to include the Field name in the equation.

Historical Minimum including today's entryHistorical Minimum including today's entry

When you write the equation to include the historicalmin of a historical field and you want to
include the field being entered currently in the calculation you need to write it as:

historicalmin (Historical Field, Field name)

These should be separated by a comma (as shown above).

Historical Maximum including today's entryHistorical Maximum including today's entry

When you write the equation to include the historicalmax of a historical field and you want to
include the field being entered currently in the calculation you need to write it as:

historicalmax (Historical Field, Field name)

These should be separated by a comma.
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Duration FieldsDuration Fields
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Duration Fields: Charts, Duration Calculations,Duration Fields: Charts, Duration Calculations,
Table Duration Calculations, Durations in TextTable Duration Calculations, Durations in Text
Calculations and Performance SummaryCalculations and Performance Summary
Dashboards, and Performance Standards forDashboards, and Performance Standards for
Duration FieldsDuration Fields

To enable you to track duration times in the system a Duration field has been added to the
Form Builder. A number of duration configurations can be used from dd:mm:ss
(days:minutes:seconds) to mm:ss.SSS (minutes:seconds.milliseconds). Duration fields can
now appear in Performance Summary Dashboards, as part of Excel Reports and they can
have Performance Standards created for them. To use these Duration fields effectively in
the system they must be formatted correctly. Please familiarise yourself with the
information below.

A Duration Field is now available on the Form Builder to addA Duration Field is now available on the Form Builder to add
into an Event Forminto an Event Form
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Once you add a Duration Field into an Event Form, you canOnce you add a Duration Field into an Event Form, you can
choose from a number of different duration formats dependingchoose from a number of different duration formats depending
on the type of duration you need to track/measureon the type of duration you need to track/measure

In the Advanced Properties of the duration field you need to click on the "Format" button and
select the format that you want for your field. Make sure you set these exactly as you require.
When data is entered into the field in the actual application, users need to write the duration in
exactly the same format as you select here. For example, mm::ss would be written as 11::22 and
mm::ss..SSS would be written as 11::22..333. The colon and decimal points must be written in the
correct place to format the number correctly.
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Duration field questions can used in a table, or a single entryDuration field questions can used in a table, or a single entry
fieldfield

The examples in the image here shows the duration fields being used in a table and as a entry
single field.

You can also specify that Duration fields are charted in theYou can also specify that Duration fields are charted in the
Athlete History page (as shown here), by selecting "Chart byAthlete History page (as shown here), by selecting "Chart by
Default" on the Advanced Properties for that Duration fieldDefault" on the Advanced Properties for that Duration field

In the Form builder in the Advanced Properties for the duration field you can select to "Chart by
default". This works the same for a duration field as any other field and the chart of the field will
appear in the athlete history page (as shown here). For more on Chart by Default, see the
Event/Form Development Lessons.
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To perform ANY Numeric Calculations for a Duration field youTo perform ANY Numeric Calculations for a Duration field you
MUST use the new Duration Calculation field in the CalculationsMUST use the new Duration Calculation field in the Calculations
List. To perform a calculation with a Duration field used in aList. To perform a calculation with a Duration field used in a
Table you MUST use the Table Duration Calculation (discussedTable you MUST use the Table Duration Calculation (discussed
below).below).

If you want to add, average, subtract or perform any other numeric calculation using a duration
field you will need to use the new Duration Calculation field. It works the same as the other
calculation fields where you simply type in the calculation you require into the Calculation
section (see the image in the step below). If you want to perform a text calculation using a
duration field this is outlined below in this lesson.
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A Duration Calculation must be used to calculate DurationA Duration Calculation must be used to calculate Duration
fields correctly. For example, if you have a 10m split and afields correctly. For example, if you have a 10m split and a
10-20m split in a sprint form and you need to calculate the10-20m split in a sprint form and you need to calculate the
0-20m duration this would be performed with the Duration0-20m duration this would be performed with the Duration
Calculation field.Calculation field.

This Duration Calculation field example here is summing the 10 and 10-20m split times that are
being measure in a ss.SSSss.SSS format. You can use any of the available calculations such as sum,
max, min and the like as you would for any other calculation field. However, you MUST set the
format of the Duration Calculation field in the Advanced Properties once you have written out
your equation (see the step below).
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For a Duration Calculation you MUST set the format on theFor a Duration Calculation you MUST set the format on the
Advanced Properties. It is best practice to set the DurationAdvanced Properties. It is best practice to set the Duration
Calculation format to the same format as the format of theCalculation format to the same format as the format of the
Duration fields you are using in the calculation (e.g. the 10 andDuration fields you are using in the calculation (e.g. the 10 and
20m sprint above are captured as ss.SSS).20m sprint above are captured as ss.SSS).

Use the same format as the Duration fields you are referencing. The equation shown here was
set to sum the 10m and the 20m splits which were captured in a ss.SSSss.SSS duration. Therefore, the
format of the Duration Calculation field could also be set as ss.SSS. Other formats can be used,
just ensure that you think carefully about what type of duration you are expecting from your
calculation and set the format accordingly.
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The image here shows the Duration Calculation that referencesThe image here shows the Duration Calculation that references
the 10 and 20m ss.SSS fields. The calculation output isthe 10 and 20m ss.SSS fields. The calculation output is
displayed in the format set on the Advanced Properties for thatdisplayed in the format set on the Advanced Properties for that
field (outlined in the step above).field (outlined in the step above).

If you want to perform a calculation on a Duration field that isIf you want to perform a calculation on a Duration field that is
used in a table you MUST use the Duration Table Calculationused in a table you MUST use the Duration Table Calculation
fieldfield
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To perform a max, min or sum etc using a Duration Field that is in a table, you MUST use a
Table Duration Calculation. To learn more about using Table calculations see the section on
Table calculations in the Builder Help Documentation.

Add in the Table Duration calculation to the form. In thisAdd in the Table Duration calculation to the form. In this
example we are going to add in two Table Durationexample we are going to add in two Table Duration
Calculations; one to calculate the minimum of the ss.SSS tableCalculations; one to calculate the minimum of the ss.SSS table
column, and the other to calculate the sum of the mm:ss.S fieldcolumn, and the other to calculate the sum of the mm:ss.S field

For Each Table Duration Calculation you add, you need toFor Each Table Duration Calculation you add, you need to
specify the type of calculation of want to perform, and thenspecify the type of calculation of want to perform, and then
write in the field names/equation into the Calculation sectionwrite in the field names/equation into the Calculation section
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The example here shows this equation will calculate the minimum (min) of the table field ss.SSS

Next you MUST select a Format from the Advanced PropertiesNext you MUST select a Format from the Advanced Properties
for that Table Duration Calculation field. For example we arefor that Table Duration Calculation field. For example we are
selecting ss.SSS as the format to show the results from theselecting ss.SSS as the format to show the results from the
equation in the step above.equation in the step above.

You must set the format of the Table Duration Calculation field in the Advanced Properties. If
you do not select the format that you want the calculation to display in, it will default to "ss".
The table calculation will only show in seconds, regardless of whether you are referencing a
hh:mm:ss.SSS format for the duration field. Try and ensure the format you select for the Table
Duration Calculation is a format that is appropriate for the type of calculation you are
performing.
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The table calculation will calculate according to the Format youThe table calculation will calculate according to the Format you
specified in the Advanced Properties for that Field. Twospecified in the Advanced Properties for that Field. Two
examples shown here are ss.SSS format and a mm:ss.SSSexamples shown here are ss.SSS format and a mm:ss.SSS
formatformat

The image here shows the field ss.SSS is being used in a Table Duration calculation to calculate
the minimum duration (which is 9.121). The field mm:ss.S is being used in a Table Duration
Calculation to calculate the sum of the field mm:ss.S (which is 35:57.9).

On the reports pages and the athlete history pages, theOn the reports pages and the athlete history pages, the
Duration fields, Duration Calculation fields and Table DurationDuration fields, Duration Calculation fields and Table Duration
Calculation fields are displayed in the format set in the FormCalculation fields are displayed in the format set in the Form
Builder. This example shows the 10m and 20m split times, theBuilder. This example shows the 10m and 20m split times, the
duration calculation and another duration field set toduration calculation and another duration field set to
mm:ss.SSSmm:ss.SSS
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The duration fields appear in the athlete history and reports pages in the format that was
specified on the Form Builder. To change the format, it must be changed on the Form Builder.
Please keep in mind that duration fields are not handled well by Excel, and if you run an "Excel"
report from the Reports page, the formatting may not be set correctly (as shown in the image
below).

CSV Issue: If you run an "Excel" download from the ReportsCSV Issue: If you run an "Excel" download from the Reports
Page (shown in the image in the step above), you need to openPage (shown in the image in the step above), you need to open
the file and check that the cell format is that same as thethe file and check that the cell format is that same as the
format for the duration type. Sometimes Excel cannot displayformat for the duration type. Sometimes Excel cannot display
the duration fields correctly because it may not have a formatthe duration fields correctly because it may not have a format
for it. Always open the download, double check, or reformat thefor it. Always open the download, double check, or reformat the
cells' format.cells' format.

In the image in this step the Excel download from the Reports Page did not produce the correct
format for the Duration Calculation Field. To change the formatting:

1: Right mouse click on the cell column

2: Select "Format Cells" (not shown)

3: Select custom

4: Select the correct format type.

Not all formats are supported. The safest reporting method is to use the Excel Reports Module.
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Duration fields can also be used in Text calculations and TableDuration fields can also be used in Text calculations and Table
Text Calculation equations.Text Calculation equations.

You do NOT need to use a special duration calculation for aYou do NOT need to use a special duration calculation for a
Text Calculation or a Table Text calculations (shown here). YouText Calculation or a Table Text calculations (shown here). You
simply use the existing Text and Table text calculation, but thesimply use the existing Text and Table text calculation, but the
format of the duration field in the calculation area needs to beformat of the duration field in the calculation area needs to be
written correctly (see the step below)written correctly (see the step below)
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To use a duration field in a text equation you need to write theTo use a duration field in a text equation you need to write the
equation correctly, and format the duration field IN the textequation correctly, and format the duration field IN the text
equation.equation.

Previously, duration fields could not be used in text calculations or table text calculations. Now
they can be included if you structure your text equation correctly. You must add in duration
before the field name and a then format after the field name. For example, when combining the
"Split" and "Distance" fields from a table row (as shown in the image in the step below) the
Duration field "Split" would be written as duration(Split, "mm:ss.S") .duration(Split, "mm:ss.S") . Instead of writing
concatenate (Distance, ": ", Split), this would need to be written as concatenate (Distance, ": ",
duration(Split, "mm:ss.S") )duration(Split, "mm:ss.S") )

You could format the duration field to show in any format that you require. Instead of the splitYou could format the duration field to show in any format that you require. Instead of the split
time shown in the image below being shown as a mm:ss.S, you may want it to be shown as atime shown in the image below being shown as a mm:ss.S, you may want it to be shown as a
mm:ss.SSS or a hh:mm:ss.SSS. By writing that format after the field name, the data will bemm:ss.SSS or a hh:mm:ss.SSS. By writing that format after the field name, the data will be
displayed in that format.displayed in that format.

duration(my duration question, "ss")

duration(my duration question, "ss.S")

duration(my duration question, "ss.SS")

duration(my duration question, "ss.SSS")

duration(my duration question, "mm:ss")

duration(my duration question, "mm:ss.S")
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duration(my duration question, "mm:ss.SS")

duration(my duration question, "mm:ss.SSS")

duration(my duration question, "hh:mm:ss")

duration(my duration question, "hh:mm:ss.S")

duration(my duration question, "hh:mm:ss.SS")

duration(my duration question, "hh:mm:ss.SSS")

duration(my duration question, "hh:mm")

This Text Calculation equation is being used to summarise theThis Text Calculation equation is being used to summarise the
splits for rowing data. Note that the format of the Rowing Splitsplits for rowing data. Note that the format of the Rowing Split
text calculation is set to mm:ss.S and the actual Split field is settext calculation is set to mm:ss.S and the actual Split field is set
as mm:ss.SSas mm:ss.SS

If you need any additional assistance with the use of DurationIf you need any additional assistance with the use of Duration
fields in text equations, don't hesitate to ask your distributor.fields in text equations, don't hesitate to ask your distributor.
Or, you can write a question at the bottom of this lesson.Or, you can write a question at the bottom of this lesson.
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Performance Standards can now be set for Duration Fields. AddPerformance Standards can now be set for Duration Fields. Add
in the coloured performance bands as usual in thein the coloured performance bands as usual in the
Performance Standards Module on the Builder.Performance Standards Module on the Builder.

Previously, duration fields could not have a Performance Standard. Now these can be added in
exactly the same way that you enter in a Performance Standard for any other field. Ensure you
write the duration correctly with the correct decimals and colons or the standard will not be
accepted.

Durations can now be used in the Performance SummaryDurations can now be used in the Performance Summary
Dashboards Module (these are set up in the PerformanceDashboards Module (these are set up in the Performance
Summary Dashboards Module on the Builder)Summary Dashboards Module on the Builder)

Previously, if a Duration field was used in a Performance Summary Report it would appear in
milliseconds. Now the Duration fields can be used in a Performance Summary Report and they
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show in the correct format. The image here shows that a different Duration fields with a format
of ss.SSS and mm:ss.SSS are being pulled through into this Summary Report.
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Set up "InForm Reports" andSet up "InForm Reports" and
"InForm Charts" with data from"InForm Charts" with data from
one Event Form appearing in aone Event Form appearing in a
different Event Formdifferent Event Form
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Inform Reports: Adding a Report from aInform Reports: Adding a Report from a
different event INTO an event formdifferent event INTO an event form

You can select to add in charts and reports using fields from other forms into your event
forms. It is an easy way to see the results for a specified field and a specified time period
without having to leave your data entry form. It is particularly useful for medical screening
forms through to medical profile forms and fields that reference other fields from a
different event form.

To enable reports to show in a different form (as shown in theTo enable reports to show in a different form (as shown in the
image here) from other event fields follow the instructionsimage here) from other event fields follow the instructions
below:below:

To add in a report (in a table format) that pulls through dataTo add in a report (in a table format) that pulls through data
from any other form on the system click on the Report buttonfrom any other form on the system click on the Report button
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A report field will be added to the Form Overview. Name theA report field will be added to the Form Overview. Name the
Report field. Because you are not entering in any data, you doReport field. Because you are not entering in any data, you do
not have a description field to enter.not have a description field to enter.

Name the Report Field. In this example we are going to pull through Daily Monitoring data
through from the Daily Monitoring Form into the Anthropometry Form.

Click on the Event drop down and select the Event form thatClick on the Event drop down and select the Event form that
you want to pull the data from. For this example we need toyou want to pull the data from. For this example we need to
select the Daily Monitor Eventselect the Daily Monitor Event
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Tick the fields that you want to show in the form. The fields willTick the fields that you want to show in the form. The fields will
appear as column headings and show in the Form overview onappear as column headings and show in the Form overview on
the Left of the pagethe Left of the page

Only tick the fields from the form that are important becauseOnly tick the fields from the form that are important because
the Report field grows wider with each field (column) that isthe Report field grows wider with each field (column) that is
ticked.ticked.
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Set up any Filters to ensure you only see the data that you needSet up any Filters to ensure you only see the data that you need
to view.to view.

For the example here we have added a filter, so ONLY entries where Stress is equal to Very High
OROR High will actually be pulled through to this report in this form.
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Date Criteria: Set up any date ranges or specific periods youDate Criteria: Set up any date ranges or specific periods you
want see the data forwant see the data for

For this example, we only want to see the 4 most recent results that are high or very high
stress.

Set any Visibility settings to show or hide the field based onSet any Visibility settings to show or hide the field based on
preselected questionspreselected questions
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For the example here we have selected to only show this report field, if the users select sum 8
for Skinfold measures question. The example in the step below, shows that the report is hidden
unless sum 8 is selected.

The report field is hidden if the correct fields are not selected.The report field is hidden if the correct fields are not selected.
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The report appears in the form and pulls through the dailyThe report appears in the form and pulls through the daily
monitoring data. It only shows the data that where stress ismonitoring data. It only shows the data that where stress is
High or Very High and form the records for the last year (basedHigh or Very High and form the records for the last year (based
on our filters and date ranges).on our filters and date ranges).
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An excellent example of the use of Inform Reports is forAn excellent example of the use of Inform Reports is for
medical screening forms. You can see here that instead ofmedical screening forms. You can see here that instead of
adding in duplicates fields to track medications prescribed, oradding in duplicates fields to track medications prescribed, or
supplements, they are used to pull through the actual datasupplements, they are used to pull through the actual data
from the event forms, and additional data can be addedfrom the event forms, and additional data can be added

The best component about inform reports, is that if a user doesn't have access to a certain type
of data, it won't show in the form, but the form will still load and the user will be able to enter in
any data that they have access to.

You can also specify to hide who entered the data and who it isYou can also specify to hide who entered the data and who it is
entered by, using that field's Advanced Propertiesentered by, using that field's Advanced Properties
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Go to the Advanced Properties for that field and set the showGo to the Advanced Properties for that field and set the show
'about' column? and'about' column? and Show 'by' column? to noShow 'by' column? to no

The image shows that the about and by columns now do notThe image shows that the about and by columns now do not
appearappear
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Hiding an InForm Report Columns in AthleteHiding an InForm Report Columns in Athlete
History and removing the ability to "enter aHistory and removing the ability to "enter a
new" field.new" field.
1.a In form reports hidden in Athlete History and Reports tables1.a In form reports hidden in Athlete History and Reports tables

If you added in an Inform report into a form, it would always show in the athlete history and
report pages as shown in image 1.b below.
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1.b To hide the inform report so that it doesn't show in tables1.b To hide the inform report so that it doesn't show in tables
and athletes history, go to the Advanced Properties for theand athletes history, go to the Advanced Properties for the
Inform Report Field on the Builder and select "False" for DefaultInform Report Field on the Builder and select "False" for Default
show in tablesshow in tables

Change the In form Report's Advanced Properties to "Default show in tables" equal to False.

1.c On the application, the In form Report column will be1.c On the application, the In form Report column will be
hidden in the athlete history and reports as shown herehidden in the athlete history and reports as shown here
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2.a In Form report: You can remove the "New record" from the2.a In Form report: You can remove the "New record" from the
bottom of the inform report so that user cannot add in a newbottom of the inform report so that user cannot add in a new
record when they view the Inform Reportrecord when they view the Inform Report

2.b ON the Builder, in the Advanced Properties for the In-form2.b ON the Builder, in the Advanced Properties for the In-form
report field set the "Allow Add Row" to Falsereport field set the "Allow Add Row" to False
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2.c On the application when you view the In form Report the2.c On the application when you view the In form Report the
"Add New Event" removed from the bottom of it."Add New Event" removed from the bottom of it.
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In Form Reports can now be set to pull throughIn Form Reports can now be set to pull through
data between two Date Fields in an Event Formdata between two Date Fields in an Event Form

Inform Reports pull data from one Event Form and display these results as a "Mini-Report"
in a different Event Form. You can specify how many records you want to display, as well as
what date ranges you want the data to display between. Now, you can use date fields in the
report to only pull through records entered between two date fields. This is very important
for inform reports in injury or illness records, or even screening forms.

You add in an Inform Report into an Event Form by clicking onYou add in an Inform Report into an Event Form by clicking on
the "Report" icon in the Form Builderthe "Report" icon in the Form Builder
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You then select the Form and the fields from that Event FormYou then select the Form and the fields from that Event Form
that you want to display. This Report example will be set up tothat you want to display. This Report example will be set up to
display Rehab Training Load in an Injury Recorddisplay Rehab Training Load in an Injury Record

In the Advanced Properties Section for the Report, there areIn the Advanced Properties Section for the Report, there are
now two additional fields. These are called Dynamic Start Datenow two additional fields. These are called Dynamic Start Date
and Dynamic Finish Dateand Dynamic Finish Date
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Dynamic Start Date is the date that you want the data to pullDynamic Start Date is the date that you want the data to pull
from. This is the date that you FIRST want the data to be pulledfrom. This is the date that you FIRST want the data to be pulled
through from. The example here is using the Date of Firstthrough from. The example here is using the Date of First
Symptoms of the InjurySymptoms of the Injury
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Dynamic Finish Date is the date that you want the data to pullDynamic Finish Date is the date that you want the data to pull
from. This is the last date that you want any to data to be pulledfrom. This is the last date that you want any to data to be pulled
through from. The example here will be using the Date Fullythrough from. The example here will be using the Date Fully
Resolved for the InjuryResolved for the Injury
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When you view the inform report in the Event Form (that itWhen you view the inform report in the Event Form (that it
appears on in the actual application) only the Inform Reportappears on in the actual application) only the Inform Report
Data that has been entered between the Dynamic Start DateData that has been entered between the Dynamic Start Date
and the Dynamic Finish Date (e.g. the Training Load data thatand the Dynamic Finish Date (e.g. the Training Load data that
has been entered on the system between the Date of firsthas been entered on the system between the Date of first
symptoms and the Date fully resolved) will appear.symptoms and the Date fully resolved) will appear.

Only the Training Data that has been entered between the date entered in the Date of first
symptoms and the date entered in the Date fully resolved is pulled through (e.g. between 18
March 2012 and 20 March 2012). Any other Training Load entries on the system will not be
displayed.
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You can set none, one, or both of these Dynamic Date fields forYou can set none, one, or both of these Dynamic Date fields for
an Inform Report. They can limit the Event data that is pulledan Inform Report. They can limit the Event data that is pulled
through from the dates after the start date, or before the Finishthrough from the dates after the start date, or before the Finish
Date. Set both of these limits or just use one depending on yourDate. Set both of these limits or just use one depending on your
Event Form and the data you need to display in the InFormEvent Form and the data you need to display in the InForm
Report.Report.

You can just set the Dynamic Start Date so that only data after the date you select will be shown
in the Inform Report.

You can just set the Dynamic Finish Date, then only data entered before the date you select will
be shown in the Inform Report.

These Dynamic ranges can be used in conjunction with the Properties of the Report, e.g. show
on the Last 5 records.

Any questions, ask your Distributor.
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Chart: Adding in a Chart (Graph) into a formChart: Adding in a Chart (Graph) into a form
that appears when you enter data into thethat appears when you enter data into the
Event Form, or just in the Athlete HistoryEvent Form, or just in the Athlete History

You can select to automatically chart variables to show on the Athlete History page (shown
in the image in the step below).

To add a chart to appear in the actual event form when youTo add a chart to appear in the actual event form when you
enter data into the form, or on the athlete history page, click onenter data into the form, or on the athlete history page, click on
Chart (as shown in the step below)Chart (as shown in the step below)

The Image here shows the charts that have been set to appear on data entry.
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The image here shows the charts that have been set to appearThe image here shows the charts that have been set to appear
on data entry, AND the fields that have been selected to charton data entry, AND the fields that have been selected to chart
by default in the advanced properties section for that field (by default in the advanced properties section for that field (

Sum of 8 was selected to chart y default on the advanced properties for that field. However, the
radar chart and the body weight and skinfolds charts were both set up as charts in the form to
show during data entry. By default these charts will always show in the athlete history page (as
shown here). The ONLY time they will not show is if there is no data entered for that event yet
as you must have two events entered before the graph appears.

To Add a graph to appear in the actual form and/or in theTo Add a graph to appear in the actual form and/or in the
athlete history page, click on "Chart" at the top of the Questionsathlete history page, click on "Chart" at the top of the Questions
section on the Form Builder.section on the Form Builder.

Name the field, Add in a Title and set the width and height (itName the field, Add in a Title and set the width and height (it
will default to 450 by 250 pixels- the size of the graph by defaultwill default to 450 by 250 pixels- the size of the graph by default
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charts that you can select for the advanced properties for thecharts that you can select for the advanced properties for the
graph by default)graph by default)

For this example we are adding in a chart graph of weight and skinfold measures to appear in
the anthropometry form.

Show on Data entry: allows you to specify whether you wantShow on Data entry: allows you to specify whether you want
the chart to appear in the actual data entry page when youthe chart to appear in the actual data entry page when you
enter data into the form. If it is NOT ticked the chart will appearenter data into the form. If it is NOT ticked the chart will appear
on the athlete history only.on the athlete history only.
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See the image of this in the Example Graphs step.

Lock Axes: If you select more than one field to appear in theLock Axes: If you select more than one field to appear in the
graph, do you want the vertical axes (Y-axis) to display the samegraph, do you want the vertical axes (Y-axis) to display the same
axes range, or to automatically show a range based on theaxes range, or to automatically show a range based on the
resultsresults

For this example, we are graphing weight and sum of skinfolds, which will be within a range of
50 to 90 for weight and about the same for sum of skinfolds. For this example we want the data
to appear on the same axes, so Lock Axes would be set to Yessame axes, so Lock Axes would be set to Yes. If you were graphing sum of
skinfolds and 20m sprint time, you would notnot want to lock the axes because sum of skinfolds
would be in 50ish range and above range and 20m time would be at 4-5. You would set the
Lock Axes to No

One Axes: Allows you to specify whether you want one or moreOne Axes: Allows you to specify whether you want one or more
axis. The example in the images in the steps below show aaxis. The example in the images in the steps below show a
graph with one Axes showing and two Axes showing.graph with one Axes showing and two Axes showing.
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Example Graphs: here shows the graph set to Show on dataExample Graphs: here shows the graph set to Show on data
entry= Tick, Lock Axes =Yes, One Axes = Noentry= Tick, Lock Axes =Yes, One Axes = No

The Example here shows Show on Data Entry= Not ticked, LockThe Example here shows Show on Data Entry= Not ticked, Lock
Axes =No, One Axes=YesAxes =No, One Axes=Yes

The graph only appears on the athlete history page only, has one axes label and the axes are
not locked.
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Once you select whether you want the chart to show or now,Once you select whether you want the chart to show or now,
and the size of it,and the size of it, select the Type of Chart that you want toselect the Type of Chart that you want to
appear: The step here shows the History Chart optionsappear: The step here shows the History Chart options

If you select the History chart option, you have different chart types that you can use to display
your data. The Line, Bar, Dot, Area and Spline are all displayed in the image in the step below.
Just set the TypeType on the variables that you select to the correct chart that best displays the

data. Remember to ALWAYS enter in some test data into the form on the application (and into
the event fields in the form that you are graphing) and check that is displays well on your
application.

Example History Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot,Example History Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot,
#4-Area and #5-Spline#4-Area and #5-Spline

The image here shows the body weight and skinfolds being graphed on all of the different
History Chart options.
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Value Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area and SplineValue Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area and Spline
graph, and set Radar Chartsgraph, and set Radar Charts

The image in the step below profiles the different chart types for the Value Charts.

To set up you Value chart, select the Event Form that you want to chart fields from, and then
place a tick beside the fields that you want to display in the value chart. Example graphs are
shown in the step below.

Remember to ALWAYS enter in some test data into the form on the application (and into the
event fields in the form that you are graphing) and check that is displays well on your
application.
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Example Value Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot, #4-AreaExample Value Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot, #4-Area
and #5-Splineand #5-Spline

The image here shows the body weight and skinfolds being graphed on all of the different Value
Chart options.

Value Chart: Radar Charts allows you to have a radar chartValue Chart: Radar Charts allows you to have a radar chart
graphing multiple variables from one event formgraphing multiple variables from one event form
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The example here shows that we are going to graph multiple skinfold fields on a Value Chart
that is set to a Radar Chart. To set up a radar chart, select the Event form that you want to chart
the fields from and then ensure a tick is placed beside the variables. For this example we have
selected to graph the skinfolds, so the One Axes and Lock axes have both been set to Yes.
However, if you were charting weight and biceps, then you would want separate Axes.

Example Image of the Radar Chart using the skinfolds fieldsExample Image of the Radar Chart using the skinfolds fields
(selected in the image in the step above)(selected in the image in the step above)

Scatter Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area andScatter Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area and
Spline graph in a Scatter FormatSpline graph in a Scatter Format

Example Graphs and Scatter details will be added shortly.Example Graphs and Scatter details will be added shortly.
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In Form Reports can now be sorted by a fieldIn Form Reports can now be sorted by a field
used in the reportused in the report

A property to enable ascending or descending sorting using a specific in Form Report field
has been added.

Two new Advanced Properties have been added for In FormTwo new Advanced Properties have been added for In Form
Reports: "Sort By" and "Sort Direction"Reports: "Sort By" and "Sort Direction"
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From all of the fields that you select to include in the In Form Report,From all of the fields that you select to include in the In Form Report,
you can choose one to sort the data byyou can choose one to sort the data by

After you select the field/s to appear in the In Form Report, you can choose the sorting field (as
shown in the image below) using the Advanced Properties.
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Choose the In Form Report field that you want to Sort ByChoose the In Form Report field that you want to Sort By

Click on Sort By and choose the field you want the data to sort by in the In Form Report

Now choose to sort in Ascending or Descending orderNow choose to sort in Ascending or Descending order

This will sort by ascending or descending based on the higher or lower setting that was
specified for this field, or by any scores that may be associated with options etc.
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When you view this inform report on the system, it will sort accordingWhen you view this inform report on the system, it will sort according
to your specificationsto your specifications

The example here shows the same In Form Reports, but they reports are being sorted in
ascending or descending order,or by different fields.
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The example here shows a numeric sorting for a field with higherThe example here shows a numeric sorting for a field with higher
values are bestvalues are best

In Form Reports will sort according to the data direction set for the field.

If the data is NOT sorting as you expect, go back and check that theIf the data is NOT sorting as you expect, go back and check that the
original source field has a data directionoriginal source field has a data direction

The ascending and descending are set based on the original data source. If the data is not
sorting correctly, double check that original field has a Best Value set up for it, or that scores are
set up if it is an option field.
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If you generate a pdf the sorting is retained in the pdfIf you generate a pdf the sorting is retained in the pdf
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Event Forms: Linking Data fromEvent Forms: Linking Data from
Event Forms and Profile FormsEvent Forms and Profile Forms
using Linked Event Fields andusing Linked Event Fields and
Linked Profile FieldsLinked Profile Fields
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Linking Fields- Linking data between EventLinking Fields- Linking data between Event
Forms: Important information about LinkedForms: Important information about Linked
Fields and Linked ValuesFields and Linked Values

You can link fields from one Event Form into another Event Form. This can be important if
you only want to a field once, but you need it to pull through into multiple Event Forms. For
example, you track body weight in an anthropometry form and you want it to pull through
to fitness tests or physiology tests. Having a linked field enables you to track the field in the
anthropometry form and then pull through the most recent result into any forms that you
need that result for.

You can link a field from one Event Form and have the fieldYou can link a field from one Event Form and have the field
appear in a different Event Form. The image here shows theappear in a different Event Form. The image here shows the
Linked Fields that are available on the Form BuilderLinked Fields that are available on the Form Builder

You can link the following field types:
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ValueValue- a numeric field/calculation. e.g. link any numeric based field from one Event Form into
another form.

OptionsOptions- Pull through an option from one Event Form into another one. N.B. You MUST have an
exact copy of the options from the field you are linking from and use these in the Linked Option
field you are linking to.

Text-Text- Pull through text based information from one Event Form into another.

Click on the "Linked Value" fieldClick on the "Linked Value" field in the Add Question section ofin the Add Question section of
the builder. Name the Field. In this example we are pullingthe builder. Name the Field. In this example we are pulling
weight (from an anthropometry form) into a Strength Trainingweight (from an anthropometry form) into a Strength Training
FormForm

#1: Add in the Linked Field type that you require. For this example we are linking weight (which
is a numeric field) from the anthropometry Event Form. To link a numeric field you would
choose a "Linked Value".

#2: Name the Field in the linked form.

-Even though it is named Weight in the anthropometry form, you will need to name the field in
the form are linking to. You can name the field what ever you choose. The field does not have to
be named the same as the field you are linking from.

#3: Next, click on the Calculation Link in the Form Builder and choose which Event Form and
field you want to link from (as shown in the image in the step below).
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In the Calculation section of the Linked Field you need to selectIn the Calculation section of the Linked Field you need to select
the Event Form (shown here) and Field (shown in the followingthe Event Form (shown here) and Field (shown in the following
step) that you are linking fromstep) that you are linking from

#1: Click on the Calculation link

#2: Click on the Event Form drop down

#3: Select the Event Form you want to link the field from
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Now select the Field you want to link to from that Event Form.Now select the Field you want to link to from that Event Form.
For this example we are selecting WeightFor this example we are selecting Weight

You can see that all of the Fields from the selected Event Form that are numeric will be
displayed. Choose the field that you want to link from.
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Group By and Match To are only needed when you have fieldsGroup By and Match To are only needed when you have fields
that are grouped using the Group By property. Most fields dothat are grouped using the Group By property. Most fields do
not have this enabled so leave these settings blanknot have this enabled so leave these settings blank

If you want to see an example of using the "Group By" for Linked Fields see the lesson on
"Tables and Linked Values: Building a Strength Training Form that links 1RM from a separate
1RM Event Form"
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Select Value is used to select additional information about theSelect Value is used to select additional information about the
field you are pulling through. You can choose to pull throughfield you are pulling through. You can choose to pull through
the newest, oldest, maximum, minimum, and state (ifthe newest, oldest, maximum, minimum, and state (if

For most forms you will only want to pull through the Newest Value. For our weight example,
this means that the most recent weight entered into the Anthropometry form will pull through
into the Strength and Conditioning Form.

The Select Value Options are as follows

Newest:Newest: pulls through the most recently entered value in the form you are linking from.

Maximum:Maximum: will pull through the maximum value ever entered for that field.

Minimum:Minimum: will pull through the minimum value ever entered for that field.

Oldest:Oldest: will pull through the first entry ever entered for that field.

Current State:Current State: will pull through the field based on the state (status field) of the athlete. This is
ONLY for use for injury status fields.

Current Poor State:Current Poor State: will pull through fields based on the poorest state (e.g. injured unavailable,
not fully available). Again, this is only for use with injury status fields. See the lesson on creating
an "Linking using State: an example of an Availability Event Form"
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You MUST set up the Manual Update in the AdvancedYou MUST set up the Manual Update in the Advanced
Properties for the Linked ValueProperties for the Linked Value

Manual UpdateManual Update

Manual Update =TrueManual Update =True means a link to the Event Form you are linking from will appear at the
top of the Event Form. The linked field will automatically pull through, but you may want to
update it by clicking on the link at the top of the form and entering in new data for the Field you
are linking from.

Please note that for each field in the Event Form that is a Linked Field (option, text or vale) a
separate link will appear at the top of the Event Form (as shown in the image in the step below).
If there are 20 linked Fields in the Form and they are all set to Manual Update =True, then 20
links will appear at the top of the Event Form regardless if they all link from the same Event
Form !!!

Manual Update = FalseManual Update = False means the most recent results (or the worst, or minimum depending on
how you set up your calculation) will be pulled through into the linked form and no link to enter
in a new entry will appear at the top of the Event Form.
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If the Linked Field is set as Manual Update "True" then a link willIf the Linked Field is set as Manual Update "True" then a link will
appear at the top of the Event you are linking to. You can clickappear at the top of the Event you are linking to. You can click
on these links to update the field you are linking from. E.g clickon these links to update the field you are linking from. E.g click
to update the weight field in the Anthropometry Event Formto update the weight field in the Anthropometry Event Form

Most users disable the manual update=True if they are entering in fields that they do not need
to updated from the linked form. If you have too many linked fields set as Manual Update
=True they will clutter the page.

It is important for forms like strength and conditioning forms when you need to update 1RM.

Then set up the Linked Range. If you leave it blank it will pullThen set up the Linked Range. If you leave it blank it will pull
through the most recent results. If you set the Range it will pullthrough the most recent results. If you set the Range it will pull
through according to your requirementsthrough according to your requirements
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Linked Update Range. This is complex, so read carefully!!!!Linked Update Range. This is complex, so read carefully!!!!

For this example; think about entering in a new strength and conditioning form on the 3rd of
August.

-Blank:-Blank: The most recent variable that is entered on the system that matches the date of entry
will be pulled through.

-Start of previous day-Start of previous day: only variables that are entered before the start of the previous day will
be pulled through. E.g. using the example of entering in a new S and C session on the 3rd
August, only anthropometry weight entered before 00:00:01 on the 2nd of August00:00:01 on the 2nd of August (start of the
previous day) will be pulled through. Weight from the 1st of August or any time before that
would be pulled through. Weight from the 2nd onwards wouldn't.

-End of previous day-End of previous day: only variables that are entered before the end of the previous day will be
pulled through. E.g. using the example of entering in a new S and C session on the 3rd August,
only anthropometry weight entered before 23:59:59 on the 2nd of Augustbefore 23:59:59 on the 2nd of August (end of the previous
day) will be pulled through. Weight from the 2nd of August or any time before that would be
pulled through. Weight from the 3rd onwards wouldn't.

-Start of current day-Start of current day: only variables that are entered before the start of the current day will be
pulled through. E.g. using the example of entering in a new S and C session on the 3rd August,
only anthropometry weight entered before 00:00:01 on the 3rd of Augustbefore 00:00:01 on the 3rd of August (start of the current
day) will be pulled through. Weight from the 2nd of August or any time before that would be
pulled through. Weight from the 3rd onwards wouldn't.

-End of current day-End of current day: only variables that are entered before the end of the current day will be
pulled through. E.g. using the example of entering in a new S and C session on the 3rd August,
any anthropometry weight entered before 23:59:59 on the 3rd of August23:59:59 on the 3rd of August (start of the current
day) will be pulled through. Weight from the 3rd of August or any time before that would be
pulled through.

If the following data was entered for the Anthropometry EventIf the following data was entered for the Anthropometry Event
Form for the athlete.Form for the athlete.
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SP: The record for the 1st August will be pulled through into the Start of the Previous Update
Range

EP and SC: The record for the 2nd August will be pulled through into the End of the Previous
and the Start of the Current Update Range

EC: The record for the 3rd August will be pulled through into the End of the Current Update
Range

Setting the Update Range is important because it directlySetting the Update Range is important because it directly
affects the range of the data that is pulled through into theaffects the range of the data that is pulled through into the
Linked fieldLinked field

Based on the date examples outlined in the two steps above, the image here shows you which
data is pulled through based on the Update range set for each field. To help clarify which
anthropometry records are pulled through based on which Update Range, we set up Linked
Text Fields that had the same Update Range to pull through the date field from each
anthropometry Event Form.
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Now set up the usual Advanced Properties such as format (e.g.Now set up the usual Advanced Properties such as format (e.g.
0.00,) higher or lower is better, default show in tables etc and0.00,) higher or lower is better, default show in tables etc and
save the Event Formsave the Event Form

Test the Event Form out on the system by entering in a NewTest the Event Form out on the system by entering in a New
record that you are linking from. Then enter in a new record forrecord that you are linking from. Then enter in a new record for
the Event you are linking tothe Event you are linking to
Check:

1. That the Update Range is correct

2. That you have set up the Manual Update correctly based on your requirements

3. That you have set up best values, number formats etc for the linked variables
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Linked Fields: limiting the values that pullLinked Fields: limiting the values that pull
through by date rangethrough by date range

Yuu can now set linked values to pull through for a specific date period. This prevents data
from linking that is very old, or not completed within a specific testing block. You can even
pull through Max and Min values during that date period as well.

You can limit a linked field to only pull through data if it isYou can limit a linked field to only pull through data if it is
entered within a specific date rangeentered within a specific date range

Many users have linked values, options and text fields set up to pull through the most recent
data that is entered from that linked field. However, if a record was over 6 months old and you
only wanted to data to be pulled through from the last 1 month this could not be achieved. The
Date Restriction now enables users to set limits about whether a value should show if it over a
certain date period.
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To set up a Date Restriction go to the calculation section for theTo set up a Date Restriction go to the calculation section for the
Linked FieldLinked Field

1: Click on the Drop Down Box for Date Restriction

2: Click on Last

Now choose the specific date period that you want linked valueNow choose the specific date period that you want linked value
to show from (e.g. 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 year etc)to show from (e.g. 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 year etc)
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On the site, only the data entered within the previouslyOn the site, only the data entered within the previously
specified date range will be pulled through. If there is no dataspecified date range will be pulled through. If there is no data
within that period it will be blank.within that period it will be blank.

The image in the step here shows you that when you limit the data to only pull through
information from the last 1 -4 weeks those fields appear blank. This is because no data has
been entered within any of those date ranges. There was a record entered within the last 1
year, so this value is pulled through in the field set to show data within the lat 1 year (as shown
here).
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Date Restrictions can be applied to Text and OptionsDate Restrictions can be applied to Text and Options

You can also set up max and min restrictions to pull throughYou can also set up max and min restrictions to pull through
from that date range. The example here shows Max has beenfrom that date range. The example here shows Max has been
selectedselected
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You can also specify whether the system pulls through a maximum or minimum value from a
specific date period. The example here shows that two linked values are being set up to pull
through a maximum and minimum value entered over the past 4 weeks. To select maximum or
minimum, click on the Select Value drop down (shown in the image here)

N.B. The Maximum is NOT set based on the highest or lowest is best setting. It is purely based
on whether the value is small or big. If you use max or min enter in some test data to ensure it
is set up correctly for your requirements.

You can view newest and oldest entries over from a set dateYou can view newest and oldest entries over from a set date
period as well.period as well.

The system defaults to newest when you set up a linked field. This means the newest value is
pulled through

Oldest would pull through the oldest value in that data range.
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The image here shows the different values that pull through forThe image here shows the different values that pull through for
values, options and text for a combination of oldest, newest,values, options and text for a combination of oldest, newest,
maximum and minimum over different date periodsmaximum and minimum over different date periods
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Linked Fields: setting the system to ignoreLinked Fields: setting the system to ignore
blank records and pull through a previousblank records and pull through a previous
recordrecord

You may have set up linked fields and the field that is pulling though on the system from
the most recent entry has not data entered for it.This means it will display as blank. You can
now specify to ignore blank records and pull through the most recent record that is not
blank. Some users may need this if they want the most recent record. Other users may
need to see that a field in a record is blank, so use it to meet you exact work flows.

The image in the step here shows that the most recent record isThe image in the step here shows that the most recent record is
blank for the data for the linked Bench Press Fieldblank for the data for the linked Bench Press Field

When you view the athlete history for this data that is see thatWhen you view the athlete history for this data that is see that
the squat and the bench were performed on different days. Thethe squat and the bench were performed on different days. The
most recent entry for Bench is actually Blankmost recent entry for Bench is actually Blank
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The 20m sprint form (shown in the image in the step above) is linking to the Back Squat and
Bench Press data in the Strength Testing Form. Unfortunately, these measures were performed
on separate days and the Bench Press has no data for the record for the 22-01-2013. This
affects the link into the 20m sprint form and pulls through blank data.

Now there is an Advanced Fields setting that enables you to ignore the blank record and to
search for the next most recent data (e.g. the record on the 18-01-2013).

Now there is an Advanced Field setting that enables you toNow there is an Advanced Field setting that enables you to
ignore the blank record and search for the next most recentignore the blank record and search for the next most recent
data. This is called "Ignore Blank Values"data. This is called "Ignore Blank Values"

For the linked field in the Advanced Property on the Builder you can now:

Set the "Ignore Blank Values" to YesYes to set the system to ignore blank values to search for the
next most recent value (for the field and date period you have selected)

Set the "Ignore Blank Vlues to NoNo (this is the default setting) to enable blank values to be pulled
through (an example for setting this to No is outlined in subsequent steps).

For the example here all 3 Fitness Testing linked records (yoyo, squat and bench) have been set
to Ignore Blank Values = Yes.Ignore Blank Values = Yes.
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You can now see that the system pulls through the mostYou can now see that the system pulls through the most
recently entered values and ignores blank records (e.g. therecently entered values and ignores blank records (e.g. the
Bench Press Record is showing)Bench Press Record is showing)

This is the same record that appears in the image in the first Step. This time you can see that
the Bench Press field ignores the blank record and pulls through the next record.

You would not set the ignore blank fields setting when you areYou would not set the ignore blank fields setting when you are
viewing multiple fields linked from the same form; as shown inviewing multiple fields linked from the same form; as shown in
the example herethe example here

The image in the example here shows that fields that text fields that are linked from the form
Running Time TrialRunning Time Trial are not showing any data because the comments field was not entered
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when the record on the 21 Jan 2013 was entered. You could specify to ignore the blank field and
pull through the data from the record entered on the 19-Jan 2013. However, because we are
viewing the time, and effort information from the 21st, you would also want to see any relevant
comments from that specific test. For this example you would not set up the "ignore blank
record".

For the example in the image above you could leave the systemFor the example in the image above you could leave the system
as it's default, or set the field to No. This will leave the value asas it's default, or set the field to No. This will leave the value as
blank so you do not a comment from a previous running testblank so you do not a comment from a previous running test
pulling throughpulling through
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Use linked values with a unit in calculationsUse linked values with a unit in calculations

Previously, if a numeric field had a unit assigned to it, you could not pull it into a different
Event Form as a Linked Value and use it in subsequent calculations. Now you can now use
Linked Values with a unit (e.g. kg's or cm's) in a calculation in the Event Form you are linking
to.

You can set up a numeric field with a unit (e.g. weight with kg's)You can set up a numeric field with a unit (e.g. weight with kg's)

The image in the step here shows that the first field of Body weight does not have any units.
The fields Body Weight with unitBody Weight with unit and HeightHeight both have units assigned to the values. Previously,
you could not link any field with units into another event form nd use it in an equation. This
meant you could not link Body Weight (if it had a unit) into another form like a Max Strength
form and use the weight field to convert 1RM to a percentage of body weight. Now you can link
a field with units into another Event Form and use it in calculations (as outlined in the steps
below).
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Set up a Linked Value using the field with a unit. This can nowSet up a Linked Value using the field with a unit. This can now
be used in subsequent calculations (e.g. in the Back Squat %be used in subsequent calculations (e.g. in the Back Squat %
Body Weight calculation)Body Weight calculation)

The example here shows the field "Body Weight with unit" is being set up as a linked value
(from the Anthropometry form) into the Maximal Strength Test form. It is then used in the Back
Squat % Body weight calculation.

The linked value with a unit is calculating correctly as part of theThe linked value with a unit is calculating correctly as part of the
Back Squat strength calculation.Back Squat strength calculation.

You should now be able to use any field with a unit assigned toYou should now be able to use any field with a unit assigned to
it as a linked value and use it in subsequent calculationsit as a linked value and use it in subsequent calculations
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Linked Option FieldsLinked Option Fields

Linked options and text enable you to link text based data from one Event Form into
another. This lesson reviews how to set up a Linked Option Fields

You can link an option or text field from one Event Form intoYou can link an option or text field from one Event Form into
another Event Formanother Event Form

Make sure you click on Linked Option or Linked Text to link to an Event Form. If you click on
Profile Linked Option or Text, you will be linking to a Profile form.

This example outlines how to add in a Linked Option Field. AddThis example outlines how to add in a Linked Option Field. Add
in the new Linked Option question and name itin the new Linked Option question and name it
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In the Options Section, do NOT type in the options. Type in anIn the Options Section, do NOT type in the options. Type in an
arbitrary field and update it just so that you can save the form.arbitrary field and update it just so that you can save the form.
The example here shows A has been typedThe example here shows A has been typed

Because the options that you are linking to have to be written EXACTLY the same as the original
field, it pays to enter in an arbitrary field and actually copy the options from the original form.

Unless you are 100% sure that the options are correct, just type in an arbitrary option and click
Update to be able to save the form.
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Go to the Calculation and select the Form that you want to linkGo to the Calculation and select the Form that you want to link
the field and the options from. All of the Event Forms in thethe field and the options from. All of the Event Forms in the
system will appear for selectionsystem will appear for selection

A List of all of the Event Forms on the system will appear. Click on the Event Form that you want
to link the options from. For this example we are pulling through recommendations from the
Anthropometry Form.
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Now select the Field from the previously selected Event FormNow select the Field from the previously selected Event Form
that has the options that you want to link tothat has the options that you want to link to

All of the Fields from the Event Form that you selected will be listed (even numeric fields and
text fields). Please remember to select the field that has the options in it that you need to link to
or there will be an error on the Form and you will not be able to save it.
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Set up the Value that you require (discussed in the previousSet up the Value that you require (discussed in the previous
lesson). For this example we will use Newestlesson). For this example we will use Newest

The most optimal work flow is now to Save and Close this FormThe most optimal work flow is now to Save and Close this Form
(shown here). Then open the form you are linking from (in the(shown here). Then open the form you are linking from (in the
step below)step below)
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Open the Event Form that you are linking FROM. Copy theOpen the Event Form that you are linking FROM. Copy the
options directly from the field that you want to link to.options directly from the field that you want to link to.

#1: Open the Event Form that you are linking From

#2: View the Options for the Field you want to link From

#3: Copy these Options

#4: Open the Form you are linking To (e.g. the Agility Form)
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Now open the Event Form that you are Linking To, Paste in theNow open the Event Form that you are Linking To, Paste in the
Options and click "Update" to update the options. This is theOptions and click "Update" to update the options. This is the
safest way to ensure you have the EXACT optionssafest way to ensure you have the EXACT options

Copying and pasting in the original options will ensure you have the correct options to link to.
The options will not display as they do when you add in an single selection or dropdown field.
However, when the data is linked on the system the correct option will appear and will be
available to produce reports with.

N.B.PLEASE ensure you have the spelling and case of the linked options exactly the same as the
original field. If you use Yes and try to link to YES, No and try to link to NO or even 1. Yes and
try to link to 1.Yes (with no space) they will NOT link correctly between forms and you could

miss valuable data.
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Set up the Scoring if you needSet up the Scoring if you need

Set up the Advanced Properties for Manual Update and theSet up the Advanced Properties for Manual Update and the
Update Range (see the previous lesson for more information onUpdate Range (see the previous lesson for more information on
this)this)
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This field can even be included in calculations if you requireThis field can even be included in calculations if you require

This image shows an example of what the linked option fieldThis image shows an example of what the linked option field
looks like in a Data Entry Pagelooks like in a Data Entry Page

The most recent data from the anthropometry form has been pulled through into the 5-10-5
Proagility Form. You can see that the answer is displayed and any calculations using that field
are performed
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To include a Performance Standard for that Field, you need toTo include a Performance Standard for that Field, you need to
set it up for the linked to Event Form (e.g. in the 5-10-5 Eventset it up for the linked to Event Form (e.g. in the 5-10-5 Event
Form)Form)

See the Next Lesson on Linked Text FieldsSee the Next Lesson on Linked Text Fields
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Linked Text FieldsLinked Text Fields
You can link text fields from one Event Form into another EventYou can link text fields from one Event Form into another Event
FormForm

Make sure you click on the Linked Text field to link to an Event Form. If you click on Profile
Linked Text, you will be linking to a Profile form.

Once you click on Linked Text, you will be able to link to anyOnce you click on Linked Text, you will be able to link to any
Event Form field in the systemEvent Form field in the system
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Go to the Calculation section and select which Form you wantGo to the Calculation section and select which Form you want
to link from (all of the Event Forms on the system will beto link from (all of the Event Forms on the system will be
available to choose from)available to choose from)

For this example we are going to link from the Anthropometry Event Form
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Now choose the Field that you want to link from out of all of theNow choose the Field that you want to link from out of all of the
Fields in that Event FormFields in that Event Form

Select from all of the fields in the previously chosen Event Form. You can actually link to many
different types of field and use them in a Linked Text field. You can pull through numeric,
option, and even date fields but you do not have the same options to use these fields in
calculations or in the reports section.

For this example we are going to link to the comments field.
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Now choose the Values (discussed in the first lesson on LinkedNow choose the Values (discussed in the first lesson on Linked
Fields). For this example we are using Newest.Fields). For this example we are using Newest.

Set up the Manual Update and the Update Range according toSet up the Manual Update and the Update Range according to
your needs (discussed in the first lesson on Linked Fields)your needs (discussed in the first lesson on Linked Fields)
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Just as additional examples we have also included a number, aJust as additional examples we have also included a number, a
date and an option field from the Anthropometry form asdate and an option field from the Anthropometry form as
linked Text fieldslinked Text fields

The image here shows how the Text fields look in a DataThe image here shows how the Text fields look in a Data
Capture Form on the system. The most recent data is pulledCapture Form on the system. The most recent data is pulled
through.through.

This just gives you an example of how the fields look when you use text linked fields. Be mindful
that if you link numeric fields or option fields you cannot use these as filters in the Reports
section as they will only be recognised as Text.
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Linked Values can now have a numeric formatLinked Values can now have a numeric format
and a higher or lower is better set for themand a higher or lower is better set for them

You can link fields from one Event Form into another Event Form. You can now set the
format of the linked number and specify whether higher or lower is better. This enables you
to use this field for comparisons

You can now set numeric formats for linked valuesYou can now set numeric formats for linked values

An example of a linked value from the 40m sprint event formAn example of a linked value from the 40m sprint event form
pulling INTO the Vertical Jump Test Formpulling INTO the Vertical Jump Test Form
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This is the original field in the 40m sprint Form on the EventThis is the original field in the 40m sprint Form on the Event
BuilderBuilder

The Advanced Properties for the 40m linked field in the VerticalThe Advanced Properties for the 40m linked field in the Vertical
Jump Test Event Form can now be set to lower values are bestJump Test Event Form can now be set to lower values are best
(as this is a sprint time) and with a maximum number of(as this is a sprint time) and with a maximum number of
decimal places (3dp).decimal places (3dp).

When a linked field is set up, none of the properties are copied across from the original field
that you link to, these need to be set up based on how you want to use the linked field in the
new event form.

One the actual site the example here shows that on the VerticalOne the actual site the example here shows that on the Vertical
Jump Form for the 40m field 4.77 is pulled through (2 decimalJump Form for the 40m field 4.77 is pulled through (2 decimal
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places showing here) and the 20-40m is set to pull through asplaces showing here) and the 20-40m is set to pull through as
well (3 decimal places).well (3 decimal places).

Please note that for the original 40m sprint event form entry on the main application where the
40m sprint data was captured there was only 2 decimal places entered for the original 40m field
(4.77), so only 2 decimal places are shown in the linked field in the vertical jump form. If 4.771
was entered on the 40-m Sprint Form, then 4.771 would show here.

The Athlete History and Reports show the linked values to theThe Athlete History and Reports show the linked values to the
number of decimals specified (3dp)number of decimals specified (3dp)
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The Performance Summary Dashboards show the linked valueThe Performance Summary Dashboards show the linked value
correctly (3dp)correctly (3dp)

Any PDF's of the linked fields show the correct number decimalAny PDF's of the linked fields show the correct number decimal
placesplaces

Please note that there is a known issue with linking to fieldsPlease note that there is a known issue with linking to fields
that have a Unit or value associated with them. Please try andthat have a Unit or value associated with them. Please try and
avoid linking to these fieldsavoid linking to these fields
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Linked Profile Data: Pulling Profile Data from aLinked Profile Data: Pulling Profile Data from a
Profile Page into an Event FormProfile Page into an Event Form

Linked Profile Fields allow you to link data from a Profile Form and pull it through into an
Event Form to use in reports, as part of filters, or just to minimise the duplication of data.

On the Form Builder there are a number of Linked fields thatOn the Form Builder there are a number of Linked fields that
you can use. To link data into an Event Form from a Profileyou can use. To link data into an Event Form from a Profile
Page, use the Profile Linked fields (shown here)Page, use the Profile Linked fields (shown here)

The Profile LinkedProfile Linked ValueValue allows you to pull through numeric fields from a profile form into your
event form.

The Profile Linked OptionProfile Linked Option allows you to pull through options from selection, single selection,
dropdown fields into your event form

The Profile Linked TextProfile Linked Text allows you to pull through text field data into your event form.

These are all discussed in the steps below.
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You can link to any data from your Profile Pages.You can link to any data from your Profile Pages.

Before you can link to a question in a Profile Form, you need to ensure that you track the
correct information in your Profile Pages.

Check the fields on the Profile form as you will be linking toCheck the fields on the Profile form as you will be linking to
these fieldsthese fields from your Event Formfrom your Event Form

The example here shows that the athlete profile form has data that we are going to pull
through to the nutrition screening form. We are going to use the fields height (number), shirt
size (text) and living arrangements (drop down) as example to highlight how to link profile fields
into event forms.
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To Link a Profile numeric field into an event form, open theTo Link a Profile numeric field into an event form, open the
event form (the example here is a nutrition form)event form (the example here is a nutrition form)

Add in a new section or click on the row where you want the field to be inserted underneath

Click on the "Profile Linked Value" and this will allow you to linkClick on the "Profile Linked Value" and this will allow you to link
to any field which is numeric from your profile pagesto any field which is numeric from your profile pages
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AA question will be inserted into the event form. Set the field'squestion will be inserted into the event form. Set the field's
visibility settings, advanced properties and then in thevisibility settings, advanced properties and then in the
calculation section select the Profile form and Field that you arecalculation section select the Profile form and Field that you are
going to link togoing to link to

Set up all of your question settings, visibility and advanced properties setting then the
calculation section:

#1: Select the Profile Form that you want to select the field from

#2: Select the field form the available numeric options

The field will look like this in the form overview of the BuilderThe field will look like this in the form overview of the Builder
page.page.
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No data will pull through to that field until you test it on the actual application

To add in a Link to a Profile Text field, click on the Profile LinkedTo add in a Link to a Profile Text field, click on the Profile Linked
TextText

Rename the question, set up any visibility or AdvancedRename the question, set up any visibility or Advanced
Properties settingsProperties settings
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Next, in the Calculation section select the profile form and fieldNext, in the Calculation section select the profile form and field
that you want to link tothat you want to link to

The example here shows that from the Athlete Profile Form, we are going to link to the Shirt
size field.

Save the changes you make to your formSave the changes you make to your form
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To link to a Profile Option field, you MUST know the optionsTo link to a Profile Option field, you MUST know the options
that you are choosing from. First, go back to the Profile Pagethat you are choosing from. First, go back to the Profile Page
and copy the options from your selection field that you want toand copy the options from your selection field that you want to
link tolink to

Copy the options from your selection field in the Profile Form. For this example we are copying
the living arrangements options.

Go Back to the Event Form that you want to link this profile fieldGo Back to the Event Form that you want to link this profile field
to (e.g. the nutrition form) and click on Profile Linked Optionto (e.g. the nutrition form) and click on Profile Linked Option
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Name the field, set up an visibility settings and paste the EXACTName the field, set up an visibility settings and paste the EXACT
options (from the profile question) into the options section andoptions (from the profile question) into the options section and
push updatepush update

Paste in the options and click on the update button to update the options for this question. You
MUST have the same case and text in these options as the options in the Profile Page or NO
linking will occur.

Set up any scoring that you need for these options as well and set the Advanced Properties
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Select the Profile Form and Field that you are linking to in theSelect the Profile Form and Field that you are linking to in the
Calculation sectionCalculation section

For this example we are linking to the Athlete Profile form and the Living Arrangements field

Check that your new Linked Profile Fields are in the correctCheck that your new Linked Profile Fields are in the correct
position on the page and click Save on the form builderposition on the page and click Save on the form builder
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Now go to the application and enter data into the Profile formNow go to the application and enter data into the Profile form
of an athlete for the fields that you are linking toof an athlete for the fields that you are linking to

#1: Open the athlete's Profile Pages

#2: Click on the drop down and choose the Profile Page.

#3: Enter in the correct details and save the Profile Form (a pop up message will appear).

Then, enter a new entry into the Event Form that the linkedThen, enter a new entry into the Event Form that the linked
fields are inserted in (e.g. the Nutrition -brief review form)fields are inserted in (e.g. the Nutrition -brief review form)
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The Profile data is instantly available as part of the data entry form (and can also be included in
calculations in the form) and will be available in the athlete history and reports as well for data
review and analysis (as shown in the image in the step below).

The linked profile data is available as part of the athlete'sThe linked profile data is available as part of the athlete's
history in that Event Form (e.g. the nutrition form)history in that Event Form (e.g. the nutrition form)

The data can even be used as filters in the Reports Modules forThe data can even be used as filters in the Reports Modules for
that Event Formthat Event Form
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Linked Account Fields: Linking to PersonalLinked Account Fields: Linking to Personal
Details from the athlete's account informationDetails from the athlete's account information

Personal Details Fields as a new field in the Form Builder:

You can now pull through Personal Administration Details fromYou can now pull through Personal Administration Details from
the athlete's account pages. No permission is needed to be setthe athlete's account pages. No permission is needed to be set
for these on the admin tool.for these on the admin tool.

You now have access to a new form field called "Personal Details" in the Form Builder.
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You can select to pull though Sex, Phone Number, Address, E-You can select to pull though Sex, Phone Number, Address, E-
mail and date of birth (as shown here) from the athlete'smail and date of birth (as shown here) from the athlete's
account information that is set up on the Administration Siteaccount information that is set up on the Administration Site
when you select the Personal Details field. Ensure you set upwhen you select the Personal Details field. Ensure you set up
the Advanced Properties and select whichthe Advanced Properties and select which "Personal Details""Personal Details"
field to use in a form.field to use in a form.

To add a personal details field, simply select the "Personal Details" field, then in the Personal
Details section (bottom left of the fields advanced properties), choose the information that you
want to pull through to the event form or profile form.
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As you can see here the 5 "Personal Details" fields have beenAs you can see here the 5 "Personal Details" fields have been
added to an event form (multiple phone and addresses willadded to an event form (multiple phone and addresses will
even show). For Security please note that you DO NOT seteven show). For Security please note that you DO NOT set
access for these fields on the Admin Site, so if the user canaccess for these fields on the Admin Site, so if the user can
access the form you pull this data into, they can view thisaccess the form you pull this data into, they can view this
information.information.
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Linked Fields from a user's Account: First Name,Linked Fields from a user's Account: First Name,
Last Name, Full and Reverse Full Name, andLast Name, Full and Reverse Full Name, and
Initial can be pulled into Event and ProfileInitial can be pulled into Event and Profile
FormsForms

You can now pull through the user's name details into an Event Form or a Profile Form. In
the Builder you can add in Personal Detail Fields, which enables account information to be
pulled through to Event and Profile Forms; such as first and last name, full name, gender,
address, Uuid etc

Click on the Personal Details FieldClick on the Personal Details Field

To add in a Users name details into an Event Form or a Profile form, click on the Personal
Details Field (shown in the image here). Once you add in this field you will be able to select from
a number of Personal Details Fields that pull the User's details directly from their account
information into the Profile or Event Form.
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In the Field's Advanced Properties, click on the the PersonalIn the Field's Advanced Properties, click on the the Personal
Details drop down and select the field you needDetails drop down and select the field you need

Once the Personal Details Field is added, select the actual Personal information that needs to
pull though into the Event Form. These are accessed in the Advanced Properties of the Field.
These can be added into a Profile Form, or into an Event Form.

The example here shows that all of the Name configurationsThe example here shows that all of the Name configurations
have been added to an Event Pagehave been added to an Event Page
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This form has been set up to pull through an name configurations. When data is entered into
the Event or the Profile Form on the application, these Personal Details field are automatically
entered.

Address, gender, phone number etc are also all available to pullAddress, gender, phone number etc are also all available to pull
through into Profile and Event Formsthrough into Profile and Event Forms

Uuid (unique user ID) is now available to pull through as aUuid (unique user ID) is now available to pull through as a
linked personal fieldlinked personal field
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N.B. If you add in a Reverse name, or a Last name into an EventN.B. If you add in a Reverse name, or a Last name into an Event
Form or a Profile Form, you can use this to sort entries on theForm or a Profile Form, you can use this to sort entries on the
Reports ModuleReports Module
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Setting up the Save, CancelSetting up the Save, Cancel
Save and Enter another buttonsSave and Enter another buttons
and setting an Event Form to beand setting an Event Form to be
lockablelockable
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Access the Form PropertiesAccess the Form Properties

The Advanced Form Properties- from printing the record and having it save and lock to
enabling attachments and setting up how it shows in the sidebar

To access the Form Properties and Advanced Form Properties,To access the Form Properties and Advanced Form Properties,
open the event formopen the event form

Click on the Form Name on the left of the page and the pageClick on the Form Name on the left of the page and the page
will be highlighted blue.The Form Properties will appear on thewill be highlighted blue.The Form Properties will appear on the
right (as shown in the image in the step below)right (as shown in the image in the step below)
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The basic Form Properties will appear, e.g. the name, mainThe basic Form Properties will appear, e.g. the name, main
category and the descriptions for the form. To access thecategory and the descriptions for the form. To access the
Advanced Properties click on Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties click on Advanced Properties

You can manually update all of these fields except the Form Title (Name) which must be
updated using the Edit name capabilities displayed on the Event Pages.
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The Advanced Properties will be displayed and can be updatedThe Advanced Properties will be displayed and can be updated
to your needs. Each of these properties is discussed in theto your needs. Each of these properties is discussed in the
subsequent lessonssubsequent lessons

Just remember, it is always a good idea to have the actualJust remember, it is always a good idea to have the actual
application open so that when you update the Form Properties,application open so that when you update the Form Properties,
you can refresh the application on the internet browser and seeyou can refresh the application on the internet browser and see
how the changes affect the flow of data and the form layout.how the changes affect the flow of data and the form layout.
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Specify whether the form can be Saved as aSpecify whether the form can be Saved as a
Draft, Saved, Saved and Enter Another, orDraft, Saved, Saved and Enter Another, or
Saved and PrintedSaved and Printed

The Form Properties allow you to set whether the form can be hidden, printed etc. Follow
the steps below to see how to enable or turn off draft, print, enter another and group entry
for an event form.

When data is entered into a form and the form needs to beWhen data is entered into a form and the form needs to be
saved there are number of options that you can set when thesaved there are number of options that you can set when the
data is stored on the systemdata is stored on the system

The image here shows the different options available at the bottom of the Event Form. These
are all set using the Advanced Properties and are explained in the steps below:

Save and Close will always appear on each Event Form. YouSave and Close will always appear on each Event Form. You
cannot adjust this property.cannot adjust this property.
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You can rename the "Save and Close" button using theYou can rename the "Save and Close" button using the
Advanced Properties and then adding in a new name for theAdvanced Properties and then adding in a new name for the
Save and Close Text (as shown here)Save and Close Text (as shown here)

The image in the step below shows the renamed "Save and Close" button to "Save this Record"

The Save and Close button renamedThe Save and Close button renamed

Save Draft will automatically be set by default. It allowed theSave Draft will automatically be set by default. It allowed the
form to be saved as a Draft (planned). Set it according to theform to be saved as a Draft (planned). Set it according to the
type of data you are capturing.type of data you are capturing.

Draft allows the user to save the form as a draft that will appear throughout the system as a
draft (planned data) that later can be opened and then saved as completed
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Draft status should be set to Yes for events like session planning events such as resistance
training sessions, reviews etc. Data which is planned in advance and then needs to be opened
and completed.

Medical Data is best not to be set as a Draft event

For this example, we are setting the Advanced Properties for an Injury Form, so "Save as DraftSave as Draft"
would be set to No.No. The "Save Draft" shown in the image in the step above will NOT show for
this form.

Save and Enter Another allows you to Save the event form andSave and Enter Another allows you to Save the event form and
then select a different event to enter for a different athlete/then select a different event to enter for a different athlete/
group of athletesgroup of athletes

Once you click "Save and Close" you will be taken to the athlete history page for that event to
review their data. If you want to be able to save a data entry form and then continue to enter
other data for other athletes, then you should enable the "Save and Enter Another".

If you set "Save and Enter Another" to No then this button will NOT appear on the data entry
form
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Save and Print allows a user to save the data and create a PDFSave and Print allows a user to save the data and create a PDF
of the recently entered information. This is useful for reviewof the recently entered information. This is useful for review
forms or medical formsforms or medical forms

Many forms do not need to be saved and then have a pdf created. However, some types of data
or review forms may need to be printed to a pdf for further printing. Enable this by setting the
"Save and Print" to Yes. By default it will be set to No (e.g. not to print).

Save and Print enabled: Now set whether you need it to print asSave and Print enabled: Now set whether you need it to print as
a portrait or landscapea portrait or landscape

If you selected "Save and PrintSave and Print" you can also select the format that the form should print:
LandscapeLandscape or PortraitPortrait.

For forms with tables (like resistance training forms) you would set it to be landscape.

For forms like a basic fitness test you would set it to portrait.

The example here shows that PortraitPortrait has been selected.
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Print All allows you to specify whether any related eventsPrint All allows you to specify whether any related events
(linked records) that have been entered should be printed (if(linked records) that have been entered should be printed (if
there are any). Linked Records are discussed in Advancedthere are any). Linked Records are discussed in Advanced
Properties: Linked Records).Properties: Linked Records).

Any Related Events (disucssed in the Advanced Properties: Related Events) section can be
printed as well. This means that any records that are set up as Related Events, which are linked
to an event, will be printed when the save and print button is clicked when viewing the Event
Form.

If you ONLY want the form to print (and not the Related Event Records), select Print "All"- No

If you want all of the Related Event Records to be included in the PDF for printing select "Print
All"- Yes

Enable Group Entry allows you to specify whether the eventEnable Group Entry allows you to specify whether the event
should appear on the Enter Data Page when entering data for ashould appear on the Enter Data Page when entering data for a
group.group.
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When you enter data for a group you click, Enter Data for Group, you select the group and then
select an Event Type. Some forms may not be suited to group entry, so you can minimise the
number of forms that appear on the Type of Event Page for group entry. Musculoskeletal
screening assessments, Injury and Medical Illness Forms through to Reviews are usually only
entered for one athlete at a time. You can remove the event from appear on the "Enter Data for
group" type of event page by selecting No on the Group Entry button (shown in the image in the
step below).

Do you want the event to appear in the Enter Data for GroupDo you want the event to appear in the Enter Data for Group
event list? If not, select Falseevent list? If not, select False

If you want the event to show select TrueTrue

If you want the event to be hidden select FalseFalse

The Group Entry setting is important, as some forms like InjuryThe Group Entry setting is important, as some forms like Injury
Records should not be enabled to enter for a group. But, fitnessRecords should not be enabled to enter for a group. But, fitness
testing data would be set up.testing data would be set up.
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Customise the Cancel, Save and Close, Draft,Customise the Cancel, Save and Close, Draft,
Save and Print, and Save and ContinueSave and Print, and Save and Continue

You can now customise all of the button names and descriptions that appear at the bottom
of your event forms. Each Event Form's buttons can be customised individually to reflect
the data capture needs and the level of your professionals or athletes.

N.B. JUST BECAUSE YOU RENAME A BUTTON (E.G FROM "SAVE AND CLOSE" TO "SAVE THISN.B. JUST BECAUSE YOU RENAME A BUTTON (E.G FROM "SAVE AND CLOSE" TO "SAVE THIS
RECORD ON THE SYSTEM" IT WILL NOT CHANGE THE UNDERLYING FUNCTIONALITY OFRECORD ON THE SYSTEM" IT WILL NOT CHANGE THE UNDERLYING FUNCTIONALITY OF
THAT BUTTON'S FUNCTION. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT A BUTTON DOES, ORTHAT BUTTON'S FUNCTION. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT A BUTTON DOES, OR
HOW TO RENAME IT CORRECTLY THEN ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR IMMEDIATELY.HOW TO RENAME IT CORRECTLY THEN ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR IMMEDIATELY.

This is an example of all of the buttons with their default nameThis is an example of all of the buttons with their default name
(without being customised).(without being customised).

This is an example of all of the buttons with a new customisedThis is an example of all of the buttons with a new customised
name and descriptionname and description

You can see that all of the buttons here are named differently from the image in the previous
step. All of the buttons can be customised now.
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To set up a the custom names for the buttons you need to go toTo set up a the custom names for the buttons you need to go to
the Event Form on the Event Form Builder and open thethe Event Form on the Event Form Builder and open the
Advanced Form PropertiesAdvanced Form Properties
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On the Form's Advanced Properties you can now set up theOn the Form's Advanced Properties you can now set up the
name (text) for each button, as well as set the description thatname (text) for each button, as well as set the description that
appears when you mouse over the button (the tool tip)appears when you mouse over the button (the tool tip)

You can enter in a unique name for each button on the Event Page. You can also set up your
own description. Examples of all of these are detailed below.

"Save and Close" and "Cancel" always appear on each form."Save and Close" and "Cancel" always appear on each form.
They can both have a custom name and descriptionThey can both have a custom name and description
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The CancelCancel button cancels any changes made to an Event Form and returns back to the
previous page. Here it has been set to:

Text: Don't Save

Tooltip: "Cancel any changes on this record"

The Save and CloseSave and Close button saves the record on the system and any updates made to that
record. Here it has been set to:

Text: Save + Close

Tooltip: "Save And Close the record and return to the athlete history page"

The examples of the Save and Close and Cancel Buttons withThe examples of the Save and Close and Cancel Buttons with
custom Text and Descriptioncustom Text and Description

Save and PrintSave and Print

The Save and PrintSave and Print button saves the record on the system, and any updates made to that
record, and creates a pdf document of that record.
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1:The Save and PrintSave and Print must be set to "Yes" and then the Text and Tool Tip text fields appear.

Here it has been set to:

2: Text: Save + Print

3: Tooltip: "Save this record and produce a pdf of the event"

The example of the renamed Save and Print Button withThe example of the renamed Save and Print Button with
custom textcustom text

Save as DraftSave as Draft

The Save as DraftSave as Draft buttons saves the record on the system as a Draft (Planned Event)

1: The Save as draftSave as draft must be set to "Yes" and then the Text and Tool Tip text fields appear.

Here it has been set to:

2: Text: Save (Planned)

3: Tooltip: "Save this record as a planned event"
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The example of the renamed Save as Draft Button with customThe example of the renamed Save as Draft Button with custom
texttext

Save and Enter AnotherSave and Enter Another

The Save and Enter AnotherSave and Enter Another buttons saves the record on the system and lets you select a
different Event Form to complete for the same or a different athlete.

1: The Save and Enter AnotherSave and Enter Another must be set to "Yes" and then the Text and Tool Tip text fields
appear.

Here it has been set to:

2: Text: Save + Enter more

3: Tooltip: "Save this record and choose another to enter"
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An Example of the Save and Enter Another with custom textAn Example of the Save and Enter Another with custom text

Save and ContinueSave and Continue

The Save and ContinueSave and Continue buttons saves the record on the system and leaves the record open so
you can access any Related Event Forms that are only accessible once the record is entered on
the system.

1: The Save and ContinueSave and Continue must be set to "Yes" and then the Text and Tool Tip text fields appear.

Here it has been set to:

2: Text: Save + Access Related Events

3: Tooltip: "Save this record on the system and leave it open to access the related events"
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An example of the Save and Continue with custom textAn example of the Save and Continue with custom text

Lockable: Save and LockLockable: Save and Lock

The Save and LockSave and Lock buttons saves the record on the system and locks the record so it cannot be
opened and edited once it is locked (a time delay can be set for this).

1: LockableLockable must be set to "Yes" and then the Text and Tool Tip text fields appear (below the
Save and Print buttons). Here it has been set to:

2: Text: Save + Lock in 24 hrs

3: Tooltip: "Click to save the record and lock it so that no one else can edit the information in
the Event Form"

Don't forget that at the bottom of the Advanced Properties you can select a specific filter/
criteria for the Save and Lock button to appear.
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An example of the Save and Lock with custom textAn example of the Save and Lock with custom text

If you enable any of the fields and just leave the name or theIf you enable any of the fields and just leave the name or the
description blank, then their default name and description willdescription blank, then their default name and description will
show.show.

The example here shows that ONLY the text for the Save and Lock was updated, and only the
description for the Save and Print was updated.
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Only these text fields were update in the image in the stepOnly these text fields were update in the image in the step
above. You can see here that the default buttons showabove. You can see here that the default buttons show
correctly.correctly.

If you have any questions don't hesitate to ask your distributorIf you have any questions don't hesitate to ask your distributor
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Save and Continue: how to set up an EventSave and Continue: how to set up an Event
form so you can save an Entry and thenform so you can save an Entry and then
continue to edit it to access related eventscontinue to edit it to access related events

A number of system are set up so that assessment information or consultation information
can be linked to an injury record or a medical record (called related Events). Previously, you
had to enter in a new record and save it before you could access the "related events" at the
bottom of the page. Now, the system builder can set an Event form to have a "save and
continue" button that enables users to save the record and then reopens enabling the
related events to appear.

Previously, to access any related events (Event Forms thatPreviously, to access any related events (Event Forms that
appear at the bottom of the Entry after you save a record) youappear at the bottom of the Entry after you save a record) you
needed to complete the new entry, save it and reopen it fromneeded to complete the new entry, save it and reopen it from
the sidebar or athlete historythe sidebar or athlete history

To previously access any related events or even some SOAP notes you needed to save and
close the record (as shown here), then open the record again from the history (as shown in the
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image in the step below) to be able to access the related events and then enter in additional
assessments or consultations etc for that record.

After you saved the record you had to open it using the sidebarAfter you saved the record you had to open it using the sidebar
or athlete historyor athlete history

Then the Related Events for the record were accessibleThen the Related Events for the record were accessible

Now, any Event Form can be set up on the Builder Site to have aNow, any Event Form can be set up on the Builder Site to have a
"Save and Continue" which saves the record and enables you to"Save and Continue" which saves the record and enables you to
access any related events and continue editing it withoutaccess any related events and continue editing it without
leaving the formleaving the form
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The Save and Continue works the same way as a "Save and Close". By clicking "save and
continue" the record will be saved on the system as an actual record, however it is kept open to
enable Users to continue editing the record and access any forms or assessments which are
only accessible upon saving the record. The save and continue button removes the need to
save the record, reopen it and then enter in the assessment details. It also works as a safeguard
against entering in the wrong dates for assessments when you need data from the assessment
to pull back into your SOAP notes.

To enable the Save and Continue button to be accessible, youTo enable the Save and Continue button to be accessible, you
need to go to the Builder Page and open the correct Event Formneed to go to the Builder Page and open the correct Event Form

Not all event forms need to be set up with a "Save and Continue" as you only need to set up the
functionality on forms that have related events, or on forms that have tables or data which a
user cannot access unless they save the event on the system first.

The example here shows that the Medical Record form is going to have the Save and Continue
button enabled.
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Go to the Form's Advanced Properties and set the "Save andGo to the Form's Advanced Properties and set the "Save and
Continue" to Yes (as shown here)Continue" to Yes (as shown here)

Enable the "Save and Continue" button as shown here and save the Event Form. You will not be
able to rename the button as you can with the save and close and save a lock text.

The Save and Continue button is now accessible and when it isThe Save and Continue button is now accessible and when it is
clicked users can access the related events (as shown here), orclicked users can access the related events (as shown here), or
SOAP tables that can only be entered once the record is savedSOAP tables that can only be entered once the record is saved

The Record is actually saved when "Save and Continue" is clicked and the Related Events are
Automatically available to be entered, e.g. the Ankle Assessment etc. You will have different
assessment to complete, but the workflow will be the same. The example below shows that an
Ankle Assessment is completed as a related event.
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Enter in any Related Events: for this example the MedicalEnter in any Related Events: for this example the Medical
Consultation form is enteredConsultation form is entered

If your system is set up to pull data from a related event formIf your system is set up to pull data from a related event form
into the SOAP notes, ensure it is date matched.into the SOAP notes, ensure it is date matched.

The example shows information being pulled back into the SOAP table when the dates in the
SOAP row match the dates in of the related event entry (e.g. Medical Consultation entered on
the 18-01-2012. Not all systems are set up this way.
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Specify whether the form can be LockedSpecify whether the form can be Locked
(unable to be edited), the lock delay and any(unable to be edited), the lock delay and any
conditions that have to be met before it isconditions that have to be met before it is
lockablelockable

Medical Records and some personal events may need to be locked immediatly or after a
delay so that they cannot be edited. You can specify a Form to have save and lock, specific

conditions that have to be met for the lock (e.g. the save and lock only appears when a
status changes, or when specific fields are entered) and the time delay between saving and
the locking. See the steps below:

In the Advanced Properties Set the Lockable Field to "Yes" and aIn the Advanced Properties Set the Lockable Field to "Yes" and a
Lock Delay selection box will appear. Choose a delay if youLock Delay selection box will appear. Choose a delay if you
need oneneed one

Set the Lockable FieldLockable Field to Yes.Yes.

Lock DelayLock Delay is the time between when the event is selected to be save and locked and the delay
until the lock is applied to the form. Having a 24hour lock allows you go back into the form to
add additional notes or correct any fields before it is locked.

Most Medical Forms and Injury Forms have a 24 hour lock delay, but check with you local
government to see if there are any restrictions around medical data and how soon afterward
they need to be locked.

N.B. For advanced systems with linked records that pull into the event form, it is always a good
idea if you are locking linked records to set a 24 hour lock. If your linked records pull to a SOAP
note and you don't enter the correct date and then lock the form, your soap note won't pull
through the correct information and the date can't be edited!!.
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When this is set the Save and Lock button will appear on theWhen this is set the Save and Lock button will appear on the
Event Form (as shown here).Event Form (as shown here).

Select the Save and Lock button and the record will be locked instantly (if there is no delay) or
after the delay that was specified.

If you need the Save and Lock button to only appear whenIf you need the Save and Lock button to only appear when
certain form conditions are met (such as injury status equals tocertain form conditions are met (such as injury status equals to
fully available) this can also be done.fully available) this can also be done.

The example here shows that the Injury form CANNOT be selected to be saved and locked
because an additional locking criteria has been added to the Advanced Form Properties. It is
not until these properties are met that the Save and Lock button will appear to be selected (as
shown in the image in the step below).
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The Locking Criteria of being Available is met and now the FormThe Locking Criteria of being Available is met and now the Form
can be Saved and Locked. See the step below for how to enablecan be Saved and Locked. See the step below for how to enable
this.this.

To set this up go to the bottom of the Advanced FormTo set this up go to the bottom of the Advanced Form
Properties and set the "Locking Criteria" to be Lockable whenProperties and set the "Locking Criteria" to be Lockable when
all of" then click the green +all of" then click the green +
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Specify the Criteria that has to be met in order for the save andSpecify the Criteria that has to be met in order for the save and
lock to appear.lock to appear.

Select the Field Name (obscured in the image here) that you are going to set the criteria for.

Set the Condition. e.g. Equal To

Set the Search Term (e.g. what is must be).

The example here shows that in order for the Save and Lock to appear the AvailabilityAvailability Field
must be Equal ToEqual To- AvailableAvailable

Again, set up your criteria, save the form, go to the actualAgain, set up your criteria, save the form, go to the actual
application and then enter data into the actual form. Check thatapplication and then enter data into the actual form. Check that
it is set up correctly and that it works functionally with theit is set up correctly and that it works functionally with the
expected use of the dataexpected use of the data
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Attach Information to an EventAttach Information to an Event
FormForm
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Enable Attachments to be added to an EventEnable Attachments to be added to an Event
Forms on the applicationForms on the application

You can enable attachments to be saved to a record, so that they appear in a separate
attachments section as well as with the history for that event form

This is an example of an attachment being able to be uploadedThis is an example of an attachment being able to be uploaded
and attached to an event/recordand attached to an event/record

The user would select "Add Attachment" and the upload the attachment. When the event is
saved the record is saved and the attachment can be opened from the record, or accessed from
the event/form history for that athlete or from the attachments section in the sidebar.
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The attachments are available from the Attachments section inThe attachments are available from the Attachments section in
the Sidebar that appears after an attachment is uploaded, orthe Sidebar that appears after an attachment is uploaded, or
from the event form history or the actual eventfrom the event form history or the actual event

Set the Form Advanced Properties to "Attachments" equal toSet the Form Advanced Properties to "Attachments" equal to
TrueTrue

This means all the event form can have an attachment added to it which can be downloaded,
edited or deleted from the system.
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To only allow the attachment to be downloaded and not beTo only allow the attachment to be downloaded and not be
edited or deleted from the system, you can set the "Always Editedited or deleted from the system, you can set the "Always Edit
Attachment" to NoAttachment" to No

If you selected to enable attachments to be added to a form, you can also select whether the
users can download, delete or edit the attachments (Always Edit Attachments equal to Yes) or
whether they can only download the attachment with the ability to edit the record (Always Edit
Attachments equal to No). The functionality on the actual application is displayed in the images
in the steps below.

The attachments that have been set to be editable appear likeThe attachments that have been set to be editable appear like
this when they are clicked and can be updated as requiredthis when they are clicked and can be updated as required
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The attachments that have been set to NOT be editable appearThe attachments that have been set to NOT be editable appear
like this when they are clickedlike this when they are clicked
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Read only attachment work aroundRead only attachment work around

Currently the attachments of a form cannot be set to haveCurrently the attachments of a form cannot be set to have
separate read/write permissions. This user has read access toseparate read/write permissions. This user has read access to
the Allergy Form, but they can download and edit thethe Allergy Form, but they can download and edit the
AttachmentAttachment

If a user ONLY has read access to the form, they can access the attachments and download and
edit it. For some organisations this is not ideal for organisations that have strict read/write
access permissions.
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If a user has access to the Event Form (read or write) they canIf a user has access to the Event Form (read or write) they can
access the Attachments.access the Attachments.

One alternative is to set up the attachments so they are notOne alternative is to set up the attachments so they are not
editable, but this is only available in Event Forms that areeditable, but this is only available in Event Forms that are
LockedLocked
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Some Users are opting to remove the attachment from theSome Users are opting to remove the attachment from the
Form and set up a Document Upload field in the form insteadForm and set up a Document Upload field in the form instead

The document will retain the read/write permissions that eachThe document will retain the read/write permissions that each
user hasuser has

This means read/write permissions for the document will be retained based on the permissions
that each user has.

There are limitations to this:

-Any documents will notnot appear in the attachments section

-You can only upload one document for that attachment
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Limitations with this work flow are that the document will notLimitations with this work flow are that the document will not
appear in the sidebar, and you cannot upload multipleappear in the sidebar, and you cannot upload multiple
documentsdocuments
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Important Information about changingImportant Information about changing
Attachments to Resources for an Event FormAttachments to Resources for an Event Form

To enhance security and access for Attachments uploaded to Event Forms, each Event Form
in the system can now be set up so that any Event Form Attachments (not file uploads in
the form) are also treated as Resources. Based on the new security restrictions for
Resources, this means each Attachment uploaded to an Event Form that is set for
Attachments as Resources can only be accessed by users that that have been given access
to BOTH the My Resources Module and the specific Resource Category it is uploaded into.

-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration
Site.Site.

N.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be givenN.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be given
access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.

Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images orAny Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or
files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form byfiles attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by
Event Form basisEvent Form basis
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Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's AdvancedEvent Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced
Properties setting called "Attachments"Properties setting called "Attachments"

When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, youWhen normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you
upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,
and it is saved with the Event Formand it is saved with the Event Form
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You can upload an Attachment so that it appears with the Event Form and can be accessed
later. The example here shows an Attachment being uploaded to be stored with the Event
Form. The attachment appears at the top of the Event Form. Once the Event Form is Saved and
Closed, the Attachment appears in the attachments section in the Sidebar and above the
Athlete History for that Event Form (as shown in the image in the step below).

Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in theOnce attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the
Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and theAthlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the
Athlete can access the AttachmentAthlete can access the Attachment

Once the Attachment is uploaded, it can be accessed via the Event Form, the Attachments
section in the Sidebar, or from the Athlete History Page for that Event Form.

However, there was no global place to access all of the attachments, across all Event Forms. To
view an attachment, users had to load the attachment from the Athlete's list in the Sidebar, or
from the List in the Athlete History or by opening the Event Form that it was attached to.
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Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments canNow, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can
be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to bebe enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be
treated astreated as ResourcesResources

A new Advanced Form Property has been developed for Attachments on Event Forms. It
enables Attachments to be treated as an Attachment, AND a Resource.Attachment, AND a Resource.

Once an Event Form's Advanced Properties is set to True for "Attachments Are Resources",
some critical changes occur regarding access to any existing Event Form Attachment-Resources.
These are listed here and are outlined in the steps below:

1. For any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, thatFor any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, that
already have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically bealready have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically be
re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.

2. When any NEW attachments are uploaded into that Event Form, they must now be
stored in a specific category.

3. To access any Attachment-Resources a user must have access to the Resources
Module. The Attachment-Resources still appear with the Event Form, in the Sidebar
and the Athlete History Module for that Event Form. However, they are NOW also
accessible and searchable using the Resources ModuleResources Module.

4. When a new Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form, it is now added into a
Category and ONLY users with access to that category can access that attachmentONLY users with access to that category can access that attachment.
Previously, all Event Form attachments could be accessed if a user had access to the
Event Form and the Athlete. Now, the user MUST have access to the Event Form, theEvent Form, the
athlete AND the Categoryathlete AND the Category that the attachment is stored in AS WELL AS the ResourcesAS WELL AS the Resources
ModuleModule in order to be able to access the attachment for each athlete. The system
Administrator will set this on the Administration Site.
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Please note that your system has to be manually set by yourPlease note that your system has to be manually set by your
Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

If your Event Form Advanced Properties do NOT show the "Attachment at Resources" button
when the Attachments field is set to True (as shown in the image here), then your system has
NOT been enabled. Ask your Distributor from Fusion Sport to update this immediately.

Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: TheUpdating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The
example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated toexample here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to
have the Attachments set as Resourceshave the Attachments set as Resources
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Many systems are set up so that Medical Records have Attachments. Now, these can be set to
appear as Attachments and Resources. The Attachments still have the same level of security
and access, but they can now be accessible via the My Resources Module.

Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appearCurrently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear
with a Name, Description and Filewith a Name, Description and File

The example here shows that one of the Event Form Attachments has been opened. It only
appears with the Name, Description and File.
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To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the BuilderTo change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder
Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already beenSite. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been
enabledenabled

This Event Form was already set to have Attachments enabled for it. Now it will be set so that
the Attachments are treated as "Resources" as well (see the step below).
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The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needsThe Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs
to be changed to "True". Save the Event Formto be changed to "True". Save the Event Form

Below the Attachments Advanced Form Property, a field will appear labeled "Attachments are
Resources". This will be set to False. Set it to True, and Save the Event Form.
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As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all ExistingAs soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing
Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category calledAttachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called
"Attachment""Attachment"

The ONLY change that occurs to the actual Event Forms and any Attachments, is that each
attachment is added into a Category called "Attachment". This means all existing attachments
are available to users who can access the Attachments Category via their Role access.

N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for anyN.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any
athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachmentathlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment
Category.Category.
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N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat AttachmentsN.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments
as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added intoas Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into
the Categories List in the Administration Sitethe Categories List in the Administration Site

In the Administration Site in the Categories Module, the new category appears called
"Attachment". It was designed to ensure all existing attachments are securely transferred to the
new "Attachment" Category. It cannot be modified.

This was designed purely to manage historical data. For new Event Forms that have
Attachments enabled on them that do not have existing attachments, you will not need this.
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N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL usersN.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users
with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to thewith access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the
"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If
they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachmentsthey don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments

The example here shows that the Attachment Category has been added to the Physiotherapy
Role. This means the users who access the Injury Record via this role will be able to access the
Attachments which have been automatically added into the Attachments Category.
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All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,
when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachmentwhen they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment
CategoryCategory

Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the MyMost importantly, this attachment is now available from the My
Resources Module to access.Resources Module to access.
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For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,
users can select to store these in any Category made availableusers can select to store these in any Category made available
to them via their respective Role/sto them via their respective Role/s

When a new Attachment is added to this Event Form, it can be entered into any Category that is
available to the user. This is used to limit who can access this Resource when viewing the
athlete's records. The example here shows that the Doctor's ONLY Category is selected as the
Category for this attachment to be stored in. This means only users with access to the Doctors
ONLY category will be able to access this file.

Additionally, each Attachment-Resource can now be entered with additional details and this
help with searching on the My Resources Module.

N.B. Existing historical attachments can be changed to different categories or subcategories
and saved.

N.B. The categories that each user accesses will vary depending on the unique categories that
the system Administrator has enabled on the Administration Site, as well as the categories that
have been enabled for each user via the Role Data Permissions.
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These attachments are also available from the My Resources ModuleThese attachments are also available from the My Resources Module
from the category they are stored in.from the category they are stored in.

Each new Attachment-Resources can now be accessed in the My Resources Module on the
system.The new search feature for the Resource Module ensures users can easily locate
attachments stored via athlete, time periods, categories and the like.

Moreover, all of the historical attachments uploaded for Event Forms that have been enabled
as Attachments are Resources will also be searchable here via the "Attachments" Category (all
historical attachments are automatically categorised into the Attachments Category), or for any
new categories that the Attachment may be recategorised into.
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User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a userUser MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user
has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOThas access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT
have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Formhave access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form
Attachment-Resource will appearAttachment-Resource will appear

The user here has been given access to the correct Category and Athlete, but they have NOT
been given access to the My Resources Module.

To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete a user must be given access to
the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the imageAthlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the image
below).below).
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To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to theTo access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the
Resources Module AND the Category they are stored inResources Module AND the Category they are stored in

The example here shows that this user has access to the correct Categories, but they do NOT
have access to the Resources Module. This means they will not be able to access any
Attachment-Resources for any of the Event Forms where the Attachments are enabled as
Resources until they are given access.
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One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is toOne way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to
open a role and click on the read or write for that event formopen a role and click on the read or write for that event form

N.B. A simple way to see who access the ability to edit an Injury record is to click on, and then
make a note of the roles. Then, you can assign the same roles to have read access to the
Attachments Category.
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You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles haveYou can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have
access to the correct Attachment-Resource Categoryaccess to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

Open a Role that should have access to the Category. If it is not listed, add it in.

Click on the name of the Category (e.g Physio ONLY)

A list of all of the Roles that have access to that Category will appear. Add or Remove Roles
accordingly
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N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set asN.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as
"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to
be globally available to any User with access to the Event Formbe globally available to any User with access to the Event Form
and the Athleteand the Athlete

Because "Attachments Are Resources" is set on a Form by Form basis, any Event Form that is
enabled for Attachments ONLY (not for attachments to be treated as Resources), will continue
to function as it used to. However, ONLY Forms that have "Attachments are Resources" enabled
will have the new categorical limitations; ONLY these attachments also be available in the My
Resources Module.

If you have any questions or concerns ask your DistributorIf you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor
immediatelyimmediately
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Optimising the Data Entry of anOptimising the Data Entry of an
Event FormEvent Form
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Advanced Form Properties: Enabling the CopyAdvanced Form Properties: Enabling the Copy
and Paste functionality for an Event Formand Paste functionality for an Event Form

Previously there was no way to copy data from one entry into another entry. The copy and
paste functionality can now be set on a Event Form by Event Form basis according to your
needs. If copy and paste is available for that Event Form, the data in one entry can be
copied to a clipboard and then pasted into a new entry for the SAME Event type. For
example, you cannot copy data from a daily wellness entry to a weekly wellness entry, but
you can copy it to another daily wellness entry.

The reason that this feature is NOT set up as a default feature on all forms, is becauseThe reason that this feature is NOT set up as a default feature on all forms, is because
Medical Data and Event Forms should NOT be set up with copy and paste functionality. YouMedical Data and Event Forms should NOT be set up with copy and paste functionality. You
should not be able to copy data from one athlete to another, so do NOT enable thisshould not be able to copy data from one athlete to another, so do NOT enable this
functionality on Event Forms that could lead to data being pasted where it should not befunctionality on Event Forms that could lead to data being pasted where it should not be
available.available.

N.B. The copy and paste works for forms with Database and Related Entities in them.

The new Copy and Paste features appear at the top right of anThe new Copy and Paste features appear at the top right of an
Event during entry and editing of an Event Form EntryEvent during entry and editing of an Event Form Entry
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To set up an Event Form with Copy and Paste functionality,To set up an Event Form with Copy and Paste functionality,
open the Form's Advanced Propertiesopen the Form's Advanced Properties

Set the Property "Allow Copy to Clipboard" to Yes, and Save theSet the Property "Allow Copy to Clipboard" to Yes, and Save the
Event FormEvent Form
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The copy and paste functionality will appear as shown here. SeeThe copy and paste functionality will appear as shown here. See
the steps below for more information on the copy and pastethe steps below for more information on the copy and paste
featuresfeatures

At the top left of a new entry, the copy to clipboard and copyAt the top left of a new entry, the copy to clipboard and copy
for next entry buttons may appear (if they have been enabled).for next entry buttons may appear (if they have been enabled).
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The "Copy for next entry" button allows you to copy the dataThe "Copy for next entry" button allows you to copy the data
entered into an entry and as soon as you enter in a new entry,entered into an entry and as soon as you enter in a new entry,
the data is copied to that next entry ONLYthe data is copied to that next entry ONLY

Once all of the data is entered into an entry for the athlete, click on "Copy for Next Entry".

Save the Form and choose another athlete or another entry for the same athlete.

N.B. You can open an existing saved entry and copy the data from that form as well.

If another entry is made for the same athlete, the data willIf another entry is made for the same athlete, the data will
automatically be pasted into the new entryautomatically be pasted into the new entry
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The data is automatically loaded from the clipboard into the newThe data is automatically loaded from the clipboard into the new
entry. A message will appear at the top of the screen confirming thisentry. A message will appear at the top of the screen confirming this

N.B. If you enter in data into the same type of form again, the data willN.B. If you enter in data into the same type of form again, the data will
NO LONGER be available to paste; it only auto-fills one entryNO LONGER be available to paste; it only auto-fills one entry

Once you have auto-filled the next entry, the data is not longer available to auto-fill other
entries; for that athlete, or for any other athlete. The clipboard is essentially blank.
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You can also use the "copy for next entry" to copy the data from oneYou can also use the "copy for next entry" to copy the data from one
athlete and auto-fill an entry for another athleteathlete and auto-fill an entry for another athlete

Remember that once the data is auto-filled for this athlete, it will not be available to auto-fill any
additional entries.

You can reselect the copy for next entry for this athlete if you require.

The Copy to Clipboard feature allows users to copy the dataThe Copy to Clipboard feature allows users to copy the data
and paste it into an many entries as requiredand paste it into an many entries as required
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Select to enter in the same Event Form, for the same athlete, or forSelect to enter in the same Event Form, for the same athlete, or for
another athlete (as shown here)another athlete (as shown here)

When the same event type is selected, it will not be auto-filled. Click onWhen the same event type is selected, it will not be auto-filled. Click on
"Paste from Clipboard" to paste in the copied data."Paste from Clipboard" to paste in the copied data.
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Even if a user enters in additional entries for different Event Types, theEven if a user enters in additional entries for different Event Types, the
data will be stored to the clipboard for the most recently copied entrydata will be stored to the clipboard for the most recently copied entry
to the clipboardto the clipboard

As long as the user doesn't click Copy to Clipboard or Copy for Next Entry when the enter in
data into the other Event types or for other entries, then the Clipboard data can be copied into
an Event Type and still paste in the data.

N.B. You CANNOT copy multiple event types to the clipboard. TheN.B. You CANNOT copy multiple event types to the clipboard. The
clipboard can ONLY store one type of data at a time; either from theclipboard can ONLY store one type of data at a time; either from the
Copy for next entry, or from the Copy to ClipboardCopy for next entry, or from the Copy to Clipboard

If data was copied to the clipboard for a daily wellness form, and a user then copied to
clipboard a weekly monitoring form's data, the daily wellness data would be wiped, and ONLY
the weekly monitoring data would be available to paste into another weekly wellness form.

Please keep in mind that the Copy and Paste functionality can only store one Event Form's data
at a time.

You can however enter in multiple event types, and as long as you do not click on "Copy to
clipboard" or "Copy for next entry", then the data will be available to paste the next time you
enter in data for the event form that you have copied the data for.
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The "Clear Data" button will wipe all of the data entered intoThe "Clear Data" button will wipe all of the data entered into
the event form.the event form.

If a user makes a mistake and pastes data, or does a copy to next entry, and get the wrong
athlete they can simply click on "Clear Data" to clear all data entered into the Event Form.

If a user mistakenly clears the data they want, they can click "Undo" toIf a user mistakenly clears the data they want, they can click "Undo" to
reverse the clear.reverse the clear.
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Setting a date, drop down or database field toSetting a date, drop down or database field to
not automatically open when you reopen annot automatically open when you reopen an
event formevent form

When you open an existing event form from the sidebar, reports, athlete history or from a
front page report often the first field will open again and appear for reselection. This can
now be turned off.

When you open an existing entry from the history, reports orWhen you open an existing entry from the history, reports or
even front page reports, the first field will be reopened ready toeven front page reports, the first field will be reopened ready to
be updated (as shown in the image in the step below)be updated (as shown in the image in the step below)
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The first cell in the event is reopened ready to be updated.The first cell in the event is reopened ready to be updated.
However, this means you have to click "cancel" to go back toHowever, this means you have to click "cancel" to go back to
viewing the page. This can now be disabledviewing the page. This can now be disabled

You can turn off the autoopen in the Advanced Properties of the Event Form.

Open your Event Form in the Event Builder Page and go to theOpen your Event Form in the Event Builder Page and go to the
Form's Advanced PropertiesForm's Advanced Properties
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At the bottom of the Advanced Properties there is a field calledAt the bottom of the Advanced Properties there is a field called
"Focus field Open". By default it is set to Yes. Click on it, set it to"Focus field Open". By default it is set to Yes. Click on it, set it to
No and Save the Event FormNo and Save the Event Form

Confirm the form Save (because you have not updatedConfirm the form Save (because you have not updated
anything else you can resave it)anything else you can resave it)
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Now on the application when you open that Entry, the first fieldNow on the application when you open that Entry, the first field
will NOT open automatically (as shown in the image in the stepwill NOT open automatically (as shown in the image in the step
below)below)

Now the first field does not autoopen. This helps to save timeNow the first field does not autoopen. This helps to save time
and make the system more user friendly.and make the system more user friendly.
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Default Next Cell and Recalculation DelayDefault Next Cell and Recalculation Delay

Default next cell allows you to specify whether the system should go to the next cell
automatically and in which direction. This helps to speed up data entry. Recalculation delay
is the time period for any calculations in the form being calculated.

You can set the direction of the next cell so that if you areYou can set the direction of the next cell so that if you are
entering in a Strength and Conditioning form you would wantentering in a Strength and Conditioning form you would want
to go right. If you were entering in a 20m sprint, you wouldto go right. If you were entering in a 20m sprint, you would
want to go downwant to go down

You can set a default next cell as right, down or no next cell. Set this up according to the way
the data is entered into the system and the flow of the data. For some forms you may set the
Default next cell to none as you don't want to be taken automatically to another cell. Try
different defaults and see which works best for the form and the data captured in the form.

The Recalculation delay is any delay in calculations in the formThe Recalculation delay is any delay in calculations in the form
being run while you are entering data into the form.being run while you are entering data into the form.

The amount of delay to wait before recalculating and refreshing the form. For very long forms
you may want to enter in all of the data and then have the recalculation run (e.g. set the delay
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to Large), as the recalculation may slow down the speed of data entry. However, for most forms
the delay will be set to none as you want the calculations to occur immediately.
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Show the entered last record, any history andShow the entered last record, any history and
autocolour the form to provide an accurateautocolour the form to provide an accurate
picture of where the athlete is atpicture of where the athlete is at
Some of the system properties enable users to have enhanceSome of the system properties enable users to have enhance
data entry capabilities. They can instantly review the last recorddata entry capabilities. They can instantly review the last record
(Show Last Record), compare to a performance standard(Show Last Record), compare to a performance standard
(Autocolour) and see the athlete's history (Show History)(Autocolour) and see the athlete's history (Show History)
without leaving the data entry page.without leaving the data entry page.
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Show Last Record is shown here on the applicationShow Last Record is shown here on the application

When you set to Show Last Record (shown below) you will be able to see:

- The last record

-If a field direction has been added to that field (e.g. lower is better, it will indicate good and bad
changes, e.g weight has dropped which is green) the change will appear

-The system will automatically calculate the difference between the new record and the recent
record numerically and then as a percentage

Show Last Record: means that the last entry for that athlete willShow Last Record: means that the last entry for that athlete will
be displayed on the right of the form and any changes from thebe displayed on the right of the form and any changes from the
new entry will be automatically calculatednew entry will be automatically calculated

If you want to see the last entry as shown (in the step above), select "Show Last Entry" and set it
to Yes.
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However, some records should NOT be compared to the lastHowever, some records should NOT be compared to the last
record especially if the form is complex and has a number ofrecord especially if the form is complex and has a number of
positioned sections. The compare to will not show optimallypositioned sections. The compare to will not show optimally
during data entry (as shown here)during data entry (as shown here)

Show History: means that any history for that athlete willShow History: means that any history for that athlete will
appear at the bottom of the data entry page (as shown here)appear at the bottom of the data entry page (as shown here)
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To set up the history to appear at the bottom of the screenTo set up the history to appear at the bottom of the screen
when you enter in a new field, select Show History and set it aswhen you enter in a new field, select Show History and set it as
YesYes

Setting it to no will simply hide the history from appearing when the record is entered. It will
not affect the history page or reports page at all.

Autocolour: allows the form to colour based on theAutocolour: allows the form to colour based on the
Performance Standards that are set up for that athlete.Performance Standards that are set up for that athlete.

The Form will automatically colour based on the correct Performance Standard set up for that
Form on the Application Builder (the Performance Standard is shown in the step below) and to
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find out more about setting up Performance Standards see the Application Builder-
Performance Standard Lesson.

The Performance Standard shown here will automatically beThe Performance Standard shown here will automatically be
selected to colour the event based on any filters or settingsselected to colour the event based on any filters or settings

To enable the Autocolour, select the Auto Colour and set toTo enable the Autocolour, select the Auto Colour and set to
"Yes""Yes"
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Invalidating a new data entry if a specific optionInvalidating a new data entry if a specific option
is selected in that Event Formis selected in that Event Form

All Options Fields can now be set to invalidate a form from being able to be saved. This
means if a specific option is selected, the form cannot be saved and entered onto the
system.

You may want an Event Form entry not be able to be enteredYou may want an Event Form entry not be able to be entered
and saved in the system if certain protocols haven't beenand saved in the system if certain protocols haven't been
completed, or if specific options in the form have beencompleted, or if specific options in the form have been
selected. Now you can set up an option in an Option Field toselected. Now you can set up an option in an Option Field to
prevent a form from being entered (saved) on the systemprevent a form from being entered (saved) on the system

The image here shows that if "Not Received " is selected, then the form cannot be saved at all.
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All Option Questions, including drop down and single selectionAll Option Questions, including drop down and single selection
fields, now have a new property in their Advanced Propertiesfields, now have a new property in their Advanced Properties
Section called "Invalid If"Section called "Invalid If"

The options that are set as options for an Option Field are now available to be set to invalidate
a form from being saved. The example in the image here shows that Received and Not Received
can be set to invalidate the form. Only one option from question can be selected to invalidate
the date entry form.
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Once you select the field's option to invalidate the Event Form,Once you select the field's option to invalidate the Event Form,
an "Invalid If Message" box appears for you to write in thean "Invalid If Message" box appears for you to write in the
explanation as to why the user can't save the form if they selectexplanation as to why the user can't save the form if they select
this option. The example here shows for a Doping Record athis option. The example here shows for a Doping Record a
users will not be able to save the record if they selected "Notusers will not be able to save the record if they selected "Not
Recceived" for a TUE formRecceived" for a TUE form

1: Once you select an option for a field that you want to be set to invalidate the form from
saving then,

2: An "Invalid If Message " text area will appear for you to enter in message to the users
informing them why the form is invalid (as shown in the image in the step below).

Next, enter in the message for the User. Make this message asNext, enter in the message for the User. Make this message as
clear as possible so they understand why they cannot save theclear as possible so they understand why they cannot save the
event data onto the system.event data onto the system.
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Preview the event form to ensure it is working correctly. ThePreview the event form to ensure it is working correctly. The
image here shows that when a user enters data into the eventimage here shows that when a user enters data into the event
and the option is NOT selected the Invalid If message shouldand the option is NOT selected the Invalid If message should
not appear and that the user can save the form as theynot appear and that the user can save the form as they
normally wouldnormally would

Preview the event form to ensure that if a users selects thePreview the event form to ensure that if a users selects the
option that invalidates the form, this prevents the form fromoption that invalidates the form, this prevents the form from
being saved and shows the Invalid If Message on the sitebeing saved and shows the Invalid If Message on the site

The user will NOT be able to save and enter data into the event form if that option is selected.
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The Templates showing in the Right SidebarThe Templates showing in the Right Sidebar

Set whether you need the right sidebar to appear with that form so that you can store
template data for that form.

To show the Templates you must enable the Show RightTo show the Templates you must enable the Show Right
Sidebar and set Show Templates to Yes on the AdvancedSidebar and set Show Templates to Yes on the Advanced
PropertiesProperties

The Templates allow you to store the information you haveThe Templates allow you to store the information you have
entered into a form and apply it to another athlete's entry. Thisentered into a form and apply it to another athlete's entry. This
is very useful when tracking strength or conditioning datais very useful when tracking strength or conditioning data

You can store different combinations of information that you enter on the system and then use
it to complete other athlete's data entry forms. The example here shows that a template is
being made from for bench, squats and dead lifts that can be used to fill other strength training
entries for other athletes, or it can be used for this athlete again.
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Templates turned off ensures you have to enter the dataTemplates turned off ensures you have to enter the data
without access to any templates (pre-populated data). For awithout access to any templates (pre-populated data). For a
strength training form that is not very useful, but for an injurystrength training form that is not very useful, but for an injury
form you wouldn't ever use a template and this feature wouldform you wouldn't ever use a template and this feature would
be turned off.be turned off.

Remember if you do not need templates for that form then turn them off to enable the form to
size to the maximum page width.
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A Maximum page width can now be set toA Maximum page width can now be set to
ensure the page fits on one page in yourensure the page fits on one page in your
browserbrowser

On all forms the page will expand to accommodate all of the fields and tables in that form.
However, on some internet browsers the page expands to largerlarger than the width of the page
and you have to scroll to access data or additional buttons. You can set a Maximum Page
Width in the Form's Advanced Properties. This sets the width of the form and prevents the
page from growing over the width required; reducing the need to scroll.

You can now set a maximum width for each Event Form in theYou can now set a maximum width for each Event Form in the
Advanced Properties for that Event FormAdvanced Properties for that Event Form

To access the Maximum Page Width setting, go to the Advanced Properties for the Event Form.
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At the bottom of the Advanced Properties Section, you can setAt the bottom of the Advanced Properties Section, you can set
the Form's Entry Widththe Form's Entry Width

You set the "Form Entry Width" in PixelsPixels. Most of the Event Forms on the system are between
500 and 1200 pixels wide.

N.B. If you do notdo not want to set the width, you can enter "-1" or leave the field blank.

Set the width in Pixels to your required width. If you set it to -1Set the width in Pixels to your required width. If you set it to -1
(as shown here) or leave it blank it will not reduce the page(as shown here) or leave it blank it will not reduce the page
widthwidth
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Set the page width to the minimum you need to fit in the field/Set the page width to the minimum you need to fit in the field/
section widths that exist in that formsection widths that exist in that form

The example here shows the Event Form being set to 800 pixels.

The Form was set to 800 pixels and displays within theThe Form was set to 800 pixels and displays within the
browsers main window without having to scroll.browsers main window without having to scroll.

The Event Form will display in the internet browser and the users do not need to scroll to access
any data.
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If you reduce the browser window to below 800 pixels (usingIf you reduce the browser window to below 800 pixels (using
the minimise button), the scroll bar will appear to access thethe minimise button), the scroll bar will appear to access the
entire 800 pixels widthentire 800 pixels width

If the page width is set to 500 pixels and you do the sameIf the page width is set to 500 pixels and you do the same
window reduction as in the step above, now when you reducewindow reduction as in the step above, now when you reduce
the page width (using the reduce browser window button), or ifthe page width (using the reduce browser window button), or if
you are on a small screen size, you do not need to scrollyou are on a small screen size, you do not need to scroll
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However, if you set a form to 100 pixels and you reduce yourHowever, if you set a form to 100 pixels and you reduce your
browser page to very small (smaller than the image in the stepbrowser page to very small (smaller than the image in the step
above) you will see that the fields still show, but they showabove) you will see that the fields still show, but they show
outside the boundary of the 100 pixel page width.outside the boundary of the 100 pixel page width.

Most page widths will be between 600 and 800 pixels. The page width in the image here was set
to only 100 pixels. This means that when the internet browser page size is reduced to about
100-200 pixels , the page width will be reduced (to 100 pixels). However, the questions in this
event form take up more than 100 pixels so the questions run over the page width.

If the page width is set too small (as in the example here), the system will never cut off a
question, so that you cannot answer it, it will just reduce the page width to the set width and
questions will run over the page boundary (and the form will look ugly). Ensure you choose the
correct page width.
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When the form is set to 100 pixels and you view the Event PageWhen the form is set to 100 pixels and you view the Event Page
in the Browser without reducing the window size (as in the stepin the Browser without reducing the window size (as in the step
in the image above), it will appear within the browser pagein the image above), it will appear within the browser page
correctly.correctly.

When the Page width is set at 100 pixels and you view the Event Form in your Internet Browser
without minimising the browser page, the form will display correctly and you will not need to
scroll to access the entire form.

A standard 15 inch monitor has a pixel width of around 1025 pixels, so anything set below this
will ensure the form fits in one page when you view it on your internet browser
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Specialised ways of setting up aSpecialised ways of setting up a
data entry form: Autoshorten,data entry form: Autoshorten,
Condensed and Derived FormsCondensed and Derived Forms
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Shortening the field names that are all similiarShortening the field names that are all similiar
and comparing fields in a form to a differentand comparing fields in a form to a different
event formevent form

Shortening the names of fields that have the same start to their field can be useful to
reduce the amount of information on the page.

The Image here shows that an event form has been createdThe Image here shows that an event form has been created
that track data that has the same start to the field name.that track data that has the same start to the field name.

You can reduce the name of the field so that only the first part of the fieldname is not
replicated.
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By setting up the Autoshorten to Shorten you can limit the fieldBy setting up the Autoshorten to Shorten you can limit the field
names so that only the component which is different appears,names so that only the component which is different appears,
e.g. the L Pronated is not shown on the L Pronated Importante.g. the L Pronated is not shown on the L Pronated Important
FieldField

To shorten the form where fields use the same start (as shownTo shorten the form where fields use the same start (as shown
in the image in the step above) set the Autoshorten to Shortenin the image in the step above) set the Autoshorten to Shorten

To have a full shortening where the field name disappears andTo have a full shortening where the field name disappears and
only the tick is left, change the settings to "Auto Shorten" equalonly the tick is left, change the settings to "Auto Shorten" equal
to Fullto Full
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The form will the be fully shortened as shown hereThe form will the be fully shortened as shown here

The example here shows that the field names are now reduced fully and the important is
removed from view.

Set up the shorten and fully shorten as required based on the type of data that you are
capturing.

When you enter data into a form or review the entered dataWhen you enter data into a form or review the entered data
you may need to compare it to data from a different event type.you may need to compare it to data from a different event type.
You can set this up as long as the field names are the sameYou can set this up as long as the field names are the same
between the form that you are compareing to and the curentbetween the form that you are compareing to and the curent
form.form.

This means that for the current event form, it wil be compared against the prescreening form
when it is entered.
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When data has been entered for the "Compare To" event (e.g.When data has been entered for the "Compare To" event (e.g.
the Prescreening Assessment) and the field names are thethe Prescreening Assessment) and the field names are the
same in both forms, when a new Postural Form is entered thesame in both forms, when a new Postural Form is entered the
data from the Prescreening Assessment (The form selected indata from the Prescreening Assessment (The form selected in
the Compare To)the Compare To) will be displayedwill be displayed

When the new data is entered for the POstural/Musculoskeletal form, the data form the
Prescreening form is pulled through for any fields where the names are exactly the same.

N.B. If you enable "compare to last" on the AdvancedN.B. If you enable "compare to last" on the Advanced
Properties, you may need to adjust the setting of the fields soProperties, you may need to adjust the setting of the fields so
that none of the important rows are compared to (it will makethat none of the important rows are compared to (it will make
the page very cluttered) and instead default to their last value.the page very cluttered) and instead default to their last value.

Ensure you set up the field properties to ensure the data, data comparison etc flow well on the
actual application when data is entered into a form. For the form in the image in the step
above, the comparisons were turned off for the important fields.
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Setting up a condensed field type- Strength andSetting up a condensed field type- Strength and
conditioning form exampleconditioning form example

Condensed fields are used to condense a lot of fields into a pop up box so that when they
are entered in group mode or in the Training Blocks module they do not take up a lot of
space. They are usually enabled on strength and conditioning forms, but the form fields
need to be set up correctly in order for it to work.

The image here shows you how the condensed fields work andThe image here shows you how the condensed fields work and
function on the Training Blocks module for a strength andfunction on the Training Blocks module for a strength and
conditioning formconditioning form

The fields Sets, Reps, 1RM, %1RM, Weight, Load and Comments pop out and the user can enter
in multiple amounts of sets and reps for that exercise. When you click out of the condensed
pop up box, the information is then shown in a summary (condensed) format e.g. 3 x 4 (90%), 3
x 6 (85%). It is a very handy way of entering in multiple sets of data for one exercise.
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Just entering the data for a single athlete at a time will notJust entering the data for a single athlete at a time will not
change the appearance of the form, it is only changed whenchange the appearance of the form, it is only changed when
you enter the form in the training blocks moduleyou enter the form in the training blocks module

To enable the form to compress into a pop out box and then beTo enable the form to compress into a pop out box and then be
summarised you need to set up the field and the formsummarised you need to set up the field and the form
properties correctly. Set your Compressed Summary Fieldproperties correctly. Set your Compressed Summary Field

The Advanced Properties of the Form need to specify which field will be shown as the summary
of the condensed information. For this example it is the field name Summary. This field has
been designed to concatenate all of the previous columns of data on the strength and
conditioning form and it has to be selected as the Compressed Summary Field.
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Now set the Summary Field in the event form so that itNow set the Summary Field in the event form so that it
summarises the correct informationsummarises the correct information

The summary field is set to show the sets, reps, %1RM , Weight etc in a summary format. The
equation used here is as follows:

if( isempty(Load),

if(isempty(Sets), '',

if( isempty(%1RM), concatenate(Sets,'x',Reps),

concatenate(Sets,'x',Reps, ' (', %1RM,'%)')

)), concatenate(Sets,'x',Reps, ' ',Weight,' (', %1RM,'%)') )

Now set EACH field that you want to condense to CompressedNow set EACH field that you want to condense to Compressed
Data EntryData Entry

All fields that are going to appear in the pop up need to be set as Compress Data Entry equal to
True. The example here shows that Weight column is being set to be compressed. This also
needs to be performed for the Sets, Reps, 1RM, %1RM, Weight and Load fields and can also be
set for the Comments as well.

Save the changes and see how the form functions in a trainingSave the changes and see how the form functions in a training
block. You may have forgotten to condense a field, or theblock. You may have forgotten to condense a field, or the
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summary field calculation may need adjusting. The examplesummary field calculation may need adjusting. The example
here shows that Reps hasn't been compressed.here shows that Reps hasn't been compressed.

Reps hasn't been set to Compress Data Entry, so it needs to be updated. Make and changes and
save the form, then try it again.
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Derived Forms: Setting up a form so that oneDerived Forms: Setting up a form so that one
event can be entered and reviewed in twoevent can be entered and reviewed in two
different formats.different formats.

You may have an event type that some users need to always enter in the entire form and
other users only need to enter a short version of the form. You can "split" the form into a
short and long version using the derived form by property. The information below outlines
how to set up a form as two forms: a long and a short form, where all of the information is
still essentially stored as the same event.

You may have an event type that some users need to alwaysYou may have an event type that some users need to always
enter in the entire form and other users only need to enter aenter in the entire form and other users only need to enter a
short version of the form. You can "split" the form into a shortshort version of the form. You can "split" the form into a short
and long version using the derive forms by on the Formsand long version using the derive forms by on the Forms
Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties

The example here shows a player statistics form that captures the basic player statistics and
then also captures more in depth information regarding heart rate, body weight etc. A number
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of users only need to track the basic player statistics, but all of the basic and full player statistics
needs to be stored together for analysis and reports purposes. Instead of having two separate
forms to track the data, the software can split the form into a basic and a full sheet using the
Derive Form By settings on the Form's Advanced Properties (shown in the image in the step
below).

A form can be derived from any field in the form (as shownA form can be derived from any field in the form (as shown
here). For this example we added in a single selection fieldhere). For this example we added in a single selection field
called Stats (shown in the image in the step above), and this iscalled Stats (shown in the image in the step above), and this is
going to be used to split the form.going to be used to split the form.

Set up the Advanced Properties on the form to derive the form by the specified field.
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A single selection field was added to the stats form. It is used toA single selection field was added to the stats form. It is used to
set up the visibility settings for the sections and fields that doset up the visibility settings for the sections and fields that do
not need to appear in the basic stats formnot need to appear in the basic stats form

Add in a single selection question that you can set up your visibility setting off for different
sections. For this example, the Player Data section is being set to only appear when entering in
the Full Player Stats form. Any sections and field visibility needs to be set to be hidden or shown
based on the derived field that has been set up.
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This single selection options will also be used to NAME theThis single selection options will also be used to NAME the
forms on the data entry page, athlete history and reports page.forms on the data entry page, athlete history and reports page.
The Rugby Match Stats selection field shown in the image in theThe Rugby Match Stats selection field shown in the image in the
step above is the derived form. You can see here that nowstep above is the derived form. You can see here that now
there are TWO Rugby match forms are available to enter-there are TWO Rugby match forms are available to enter-
Rugby- Match Stats and a Rugby- Full Player Stats names areRugby- Match Stats and a Rugby- Full Player Stats names are
derived from the Stats single selection questionderived from the Stats single selection question

The shortened version is available (e.g specific sections in the form are hidden when viewing
the Rugby Match Stats form) for data entry.
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The full version of the form is available the Rugby Full PlayerThe full version of the form is available the Rugby Full Player
stats form is selectedstats form is selected

The data can be entered and saved the same way that any other form functions.

The data is all stored together and will cross over betweenThe data is all stored together and will cross over between
forms.forms. When you view the basic form, any data entered fromWhen you view the basic form, any data entered from
the full form (e.g. the data entered in the image in the stepthe full form (e.g. the data entered in the image in the step
above) will showabove) will show
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When you view the Full Form any data entered on the basicWhen you view the Full Form any data entered on the basic
form will also show.form will also show.
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Optimising the View on theOptimising the View on the
Athlete History, Sidebar andAthlete History, Sidebar and
CalendarCalendar
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Change the width of the About and By ColumnsChange the width of the About and By Columns
in Reports, Athlete History and Front Pagein Reports, Athlete History and Front Page
ReportsReports

A number of users requested that the About column was reduced in size when it appeared
in the Athlete History, Reports and Front Page Reports modules. However, once this was
released, other users requested for a larger column size. The About and By Column width
can now be set in each Event Form's Advanced Form Properties.

You can set the width that the About column appears in theYou can set the width that the About column appears in the
Athlete History, Reports and any Front Page Reports generatedAthlete History, Reports and any Front Page Reports generated
for an Event Formfor an Event Form

The name of the person that had data entered for them was reduced in the athlete history,
reports and front page reports modules.
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To change the width go the Event Pages in the Builder siteTo change the width go the Event Pages in the Builder site

Open the Event Form that you want to updateOpen the Event Form that you want to update

Click on the Form Title to access the Form Properties and thenClick on the Form Title to access the Form Properties and then
click on the Advanced Propertiesclick on the Advanced Properties
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Set the "Name Column Width" in Pixels. It is set to 60 pixels bySet the "Name Column Width" in Pixels. It is set to 60 pixels by
default and the example here shows it being set to 110. Adefault and the example here shows it being set to 110. A
standard size would be 95standard size would be 95

Save the Event Form Changes and refresh your system. TheSave the Event Form Changes and refresh your system. The
new column width will be applied to the About and the Bynew column width will be applied to the About and the By
columnscolumns
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It will be applied to any Front Page Reports set up with theIt will be applied to any Front Page Reports set up with the
Event Form as wellEvent Form as well
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Comments Boxes: Turn off the commentsComments Boxes: Turn off the comments
boxes that appear at the bottom of each Eventboxes that appear at the bottom of each Event
Form entered on the systemForm entered on the system
Comments boxes appear at the bottom of each Event FormComments boxes appear at the bottom of each Event Form
when you view a previously entered Event Form. The commentswhen you view a previously entered Event Form. The comments
can be entered when viewing a record, or from the recentcan be entered when viewing a record, or from the recent
entries pagesentries pages

Comments boxes are used to have a discussion about the athlete's data without it having to be
entered in an actual Event Form.
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The comments box also appears beneath the entry on theThe comments box also appears beneath the entry on the
Recent Entries Module.Recent Entries Module.

You can turn these comments boxes off for any Event Form onYou can turn these comments boxes off for any Event Form on
the system. The example here shows the 5-10-5 Agility formthe system. The example here shows the 5-10-5 Agility form
having the comments boxes disabledhaving the comments boxes disabled

Set the "Enable Comments" to NoNo and save the Event Form and then Confirm the Save.
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Now when you view any 5-10-5 records, no comments boxesNow when you view any 5-10-5 records, no comments boxes
appear below the formappear below the form

Please note that if you turn off the Comments boxes, anyPlease note that if you turn off the Comments boxes, any
comments that have been entered on the system will not becomments that have been entered on the system will not be
deleted. They will be hidden. They will reappear if/when thedeleted. They will be hidden. They will reappear if/when the
comments are enabled again.comments are enabled again.
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Setting the number of columns and rows thatSetting the number of columns and rows that
appear for an event in the athlete history andappear for an event in the athlete history and
reports pagereports page

Some events may capture upwards to 200 fields/questions. On the athlete history and
reports page the software is automatically set up to limit the number of columns that
appear on the athlete history and reports page as well as limiting the number of rows of
data that appear on the athlete history (25 rows) and the reports (50 rows) pages. However
you can set this to increase or decrease the number of columns or rows based on the type
of data you are tracking and how many fields you need to review.

To increase or decrease the number of columns that appear inTo increase or decrease the number of columns that appear in
the athlete history AND at the bottom of the enter data page (ifthe athlete history AND at the bottom of the enter data page (if
you selected Show History =Yes) go to the advanced propertiesyou selected Show History =Yes) go to the advanced properties
and set the History Columnsand set the History Columns

Now only 5 columns will appear at the bottom of the enter data page as well as in the athlete
history for that event (see the two steps below)
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Limiting the History Columns to 5- Enter Data Page for thatLimiting the History Columns to 5- Enter Data Page for that
eventevent

Only 5 columns appear at the bottom of the enter data page.

Limiting the History Columns: Athlete HistoryLimiting the History Columns: Athlete History

Only 5 data points are shown here, as selected in the Advanced Form Properties
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Limiting the rows that appear in the Athlete History on theLimiting the rows that appear in the Athlete History on the
Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties

You may want to decrease the number of rows that appear on the athlete history page as well.
The image here shows that 15 has been selected.

Only the number of rows that are set appear and the rest of theOnly the number of rows that are set appear and the rest of the
historical entries are available from additional pages.historical entries are available from additional pages.

15 records are displayed and the additional historical records are shown on subsequent pages
1,2 and 3.
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Number of Rows in Reports can be specified in the sameNumber of Rows in Reports can be specified in the same
manner. For this example, 50 has been selected.manner. For this example, 50 has been selected.

Limiting the Report Rows to 50.Limiting the Report Rows to 50.

50 records are shown here and the rest of the records are on subsequent pages. You can
increase the number of records shown in the reports by clicking on Showing 50 dropdown box ,
but by default when this event report is run only 50 records will appear per page.
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Expand the Sidebar and set up the Tool tipsExpand the Sidebar and set up the Tool tips
featuresfeatures

Setting up the Sidebar and tooltips capabilities allow you to get the data you need when
you want it, and hide data that is not required or causes clutter.

You can choose whether you want the sidebar to expand forYou can choose whether you want the sidebar to expand for
the record so that you can open and see the existing entries forthe record so that you can open and see the existing entries for
that Event Form or create PDF's of the recordthat Event Form or create PDF's of the record

To set up the sidebar to expand when you click on a record (asTo set up the sidebar to expand when you click on a record (as
shown in the image in the step above), set up the Expandshown in the image in the step above), set up the Expand
sidebar to Truesidebar to True
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You can also set up that event so that duplicate appears for theYou can also set up that event so that duplicate appears for the
form as well.form as well.

This event here shows that the Expand Sidebar has been set to True (as well as the Expand
Related Event because this event has related events linked to it and these can be expanded
also).

Enable duplication of a record by setting the Enable DuplicationEnable duplication of a record by setting the Enable Duplication
to Trueto True

To enable duplication of a record from the side bar (as shown in the image in the step above),
set the Enable Duplication field to True. To disable it, set it to False and the duplicate won't
appear for that event.
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Setting up the event so that is can pop up in a preview formSetting up the event so that is can pop up in a preview form
from the sidebar, calendar and in the reports/athlete historyfrom the sidebar, calendar and in the reports/athlete history
tables can be done on the Form's Advanced Propertiestables can be done on the Form's Advanced Properties

The following three steps show the application when the Show tooltip is enabled on the
sidebar, for the calendar and in the reports/history tables.

Sidebar: when you mouse over the event on the sidebar theSidebar: when you mouse over the event on the sidebar the
form pops up as a tooltip for you to preview. Without this beingform pops up as a tooltip for you to preview. Without this being
set, no pop up will appear.set, no pop up will appear.

When you mouse over the event on the sidebar the event actually appears for you to preview.
If this is set to false, then when you mouse over the event, no preview will appear.
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When you mouse over the event from the calendar the eventWhen you mouse over the event from the calendar the event
will pop up in a preview for you to see a preview of it. If it is setwill pop up in a preview for you to see a preview of it. If it is set
to False no pop up will appear.to False no pop up will appear.

Tables: in the athlete history and reports the records are not toTables: in the athlete history and reports the records are not to
set to pop up as tooltips. If you enable this setting when youset to pop up as tooltips. If you enable this setting when you
are on the reports or athlete history page a pop up will appearare on the reports or athlete history page a pop up will appear
to preview (as shown here).to preview (as shown here).
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Calendar: Set a Custom colour for each EventCalendar: Set a Custom colour for each Event
Form when it appears on the Calendar PageForm when it appears on the Calendar Page

Previously, the colours of planned and completed events on the Calendar could not be
customised. All forms that were planned in the system showed as orange and all completed
events showed as green.

You can now set custom background colours for any eventYou can now set custom background colours for any event
form when it appears in the Calendar pageform when it appears in the Calendar page
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To do this you need to go to the Builder Site, Open the EventTo do this you need to go to the Builder Site, Open the Event
(from the Events Pages) and go to the Form's Advanced(from the Events Pages) and go to the Form's Advanced
Properties SectionProperties Section

At the bottom of the Advanced Properties List there are twoAt the bottom of the Advanced Properties List there are two
fields where you can set the Planned and Completed coloursfields where you can set the Planned and Completed colours
for the Event to show on the Calendarfor the Event to show on the Calendar

The two colours need to be entered in hexadecimal. E.g:
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#FF0000 is red

#0000FF is blue

#00FF00 is green

You have to enter the hex color and it MUSTMUST have a # before the colour code. To choose the
colour you can go to http://www.colorpicker.comhttp://www.colorpicker.com (as shown below).(as shown below).

The image here shows the Colour Picker Website that allowsThe image here shows the Colour Picker Website that allows
you to get the hex code of any colouryou to get the hex code of any colour

1: Click on the colour that you require

2: Copy the colour code
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Enter in the colours you require. Ensure you have a # at theEnter in the colours you require. Ensure you have a # at the
start of the colour or it will not be recognisedstart of the colour or it will not be recognised

Enter in the colours and save and close the event form

Now the Draft and Completed events for that Event form will beNow the Draft and Completed events for that Event form will be
coloured accordingly in the Calendar viewcoloured accordingly in the Calendar view

N.B You can choose a colour from your organization's logo orN.B You can choose a colour from your organization's logo or
website by using Instant Eye Dropper. The Instant Eye Dropperwebsite by using Instant Eye Dropper. The Instant Eye Dropper
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Programme enables you to select a colour from an image orProgramme enables you to select a colour from an image or
web page and get the hex code for it.web page and get the hex code for it.
If you want to choose a colour from your organisation's website/logo/theme/etc, or you are
having trouble matching/finding the colour that you want from the colour palette in
colorpicker.com you can install Instant Eye Dropper to find the hex code. The website has steps
on how to install and how to use the programme

http://instant-eyedropper.com/
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Calendar: Set a Custom colour for each EventCalendar: Set a Custom colour for each Event
Form from a Performance Standard when theForm from a Performance Standard when the
Event Form appears on the Calendar ModuleEvent Form appears on the Calendar Module

The previous lesson reviews how you can set the colour of an Event Form to appear on the
Calendar Module using the Custom Calendar fields. This is where you define the colour of
the Event form based on one colour for Saved Event Data. This lesson shows you how to set
up the colour of the Event Form to change according Perfomance Standard Colours set up
for a Field from the Event Form.

You can set up a Event Form to colour based on a PerformanceYou can set up a Event Form to colour based on a Performance
Standard set up for a field in the Event FormStandard set up for a field in the Event Form
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To set up a colour based on a Performance Standard/s, openTo set up a colour based on a Performance Standard/s, open
the Event Form on the Builder site and go to the Form'sthe Event Form on the Builder site and go to the Form's
Advanced PropertiesAdvanced Properties

The example here shows the Medical Investigations/Procedures Event Form being set up to
colour based on a Performance Standard.
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The "Calendar Auto Colour" field will enable you to select a fieldThe "Calendar Auto Colour" field will enable you to select a field
from the Event Form. The Performance Standards Colour/s setfrom the Event Form. The Performance Standards Colour/s set
up for this field will set the Event Form's Colour in the Calendarup for this field will set the Event Form's Colour in the Calendar

The example here shows that any Performance Standards set up for the field "Test" will be used
to set the colour for the Event Form in the Calendar Page.

You need to select the Field from the Event Form that you require the colours from the
Performance Standard to colour the Event Page. Here we are setting it up for the "Test" Field for
the Medical Investigation Event Form. However, on different event forms you may choose to do
it based on a field for injury status, an event time (e.g. 100m sprint time), or even allergy
severity. Consider what will give your users the best colours to understand the results, or the
type of entry that has been made.
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Once you have set up the Calendar Auto Colour, you MUST alsoOnce you have set up the Calendar Auto Colour, you MUST also
ensure that the field that you selected to colour the Event onensure that the field that you selected to colour the Event on
the calendar is set up as a "Calendar Summary Field"the calendar is set up as a "Calendar Summary Field"

To enable the Event Form to color correctly, the field that you selected in the image in the step
above MUST also be set up as a Calendar Summary Field = TrueCalendar Summary Field = True ( as shown in the image in this
step).
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WARNING: ONLY one field from the Event Form can be set upWARNING: ONLY one field from the Event Form can be set up
as a Calendar Summary Field. If more than one field is set as aas a Calendar Summary Field. If more than one field is set as a
Calendar Summary Field then the Auto Colour will NOT workCalendar Summary Field then the Auto Colour will NOT work

If you have two or more fields from the Event Form set up as Calendar Summary Fields then the
autocolour based on the Performance Standards will not work.not work. The example here shows the
Medical Investigations/Procedures Event Form has two fields set as Calendar Summary Fields.
There is actually an Autocolour set up for the Event Form based on the Test field, but the Event
Form colour is defaulting to green because two fields are set as Calendar Summary Fields.

A quick way to see if two or more fields are set as Calendar Summary Fields is to enter in some
data for a Test Athlete on your system. Then, see what fields appear on the calendar. The image
here shows that two fields are set to show as Calendar Summary Fields; Test and Test Results. If
you wanted the autocolour to work for this Event Form, you would need to set one of those
fields to "Calendar Summary Field" = False
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Now create, or check, the Performance Standard/s set for theNow create, or check, the Performance Standard/s set for the
Event Form. Ensure that the field you selected as the "CalendarEvent Form. Ensure that the field you selected as the "Calendar
Auto Colour" is coloured as you require.Auto Colour" is coloured as you require.

Save the Performance Standard. Then, on the Application enter in some data for a test athlete
to ensure it colours correctly (as shown in the image in the step below).

Enter in some test data for an test athlete for the Field that youEnter in some test data for an test athlete for the Field that you
have set up the Performance Standard Autocolourhave set up the Performance Standard Autocolour

The image in the step above shows that yellow was set for the Skin Prick Test Field. So when it is
selected in the Event Page (shown here), the calendar colour should be the same colour
(yellow), as shown in the image in the step below.
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Check the colour on the CalendarCheck the colour on the Calendar

Check that the correct colour is showing depending on the Performance Standard/s that you set
up. The example here shows a Performance Standard was set for the Medical Investigations
Event Form, for the field "Test".

You could set up different performance standards for male orYou could set up different performance standards for male or
female athletes, or even for different ages (using the filtersfemale athletes, or even for different ages (using the filters
when you set up the Performance Standards). The image herewhen you set up the Performance Standards). The image here
shows a Performance Standard set up for the Medicalshows a Performance Standard set up for the Medical
Investigations for females onlyInvestigations for females only

The image here shows that a Performance Standard was set to show only for Females. You
could set up different Performance Standards for an Event Form Field depending on what
colours you want to appear in the Calendar.

You could also use the Auto Colour to set the injury status in anYou could also use the Auto Colour to set the injury status in an
injury record as the Calendar Auto Colour. The injury statusinjury record as the Calendar Auto Colour. The injury status
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here has been set as an Auto Colour Field. YOU can see that thehere has been set as an Auto Colour Field. YOU can see that the
injury status is "available to train and compete", and is a darkinjury status is "available to train and compete", and is a dark
yellow.yellow.

The image in the step below shows how the Event would change colour as the injury status is
updated in the injury record.
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As the Injury Status changes, so too would the colour of theAs the Injury Status changes, so too would the colour of the
record. The example here shows the injury status has changedrecord. The example here shows the injury status has changed
to fully resolved and is greento fully resolved and is green

Troubleshooting: If the colour is NOT showing correctly for theTroubleshooting: If the colour is NOT showing correctly for the
Event Form on the Calendar check through the steps below toEvent Form on the Calendar check through the steps below to
ensure you have set it up correctlyensure you have set it up correctly
1: Check that you have set the Calendar Autocolour to a specific field in the Event Form

2: Double check that the field you selected as the Calendar Auto Colour field is also set up as
the "Calendar Summary Field"

3: Check that the field selected in 1 and 2 above is the ONLY field set as a Calendar Summary
Field. If it isn't then the colours will NOT work.

4: Review your Performance Standards that are set up for the event form. If you have more
than one, make sure you check that the colours are the ones you require (you may have 2-3,
check each one to see if those colours are affecting the standard)

5: Check the colours on the actual Calendar Module by entering in data for a test athlete.
Ensure you test all of the options for an event that is coloured.

6: Any problems, contact your distributor
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N.B. If you also set up the Custom Calendar Colours for thisN.B. If you also set up the Custom Calendar Colours for this
form, the Calendar Auto Colour field colours will override theform, the Calendar Auto Colour field colours will override the
Calendar Planned and Calendar Saved coloursCalendar Planned and Calendar Saved colours

If you set up a Custom Saved and Planned colour, the Calendar Autocolour will override these
colours on the Calendar page.
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Training Blocks- Improve Calendar View byTraining Blocks- Improve Calendar View by
turning off the Training Block Detailsturning off the Training Block Details

There is now a form property calendar block that allows you to turn off the training block
text

When you apply a training block to an athlete it appears on theWhen you apply a training block to an athlete it appears on the
Calendar and includes the name of the Training Block, the weekCalendar and includes the name of the Training Block, the week
and the session numberand the session number

For Training Blocks set up for an athlete the Name of the Training Block, the Week number and
the Session number appear with the Event Name e.g. "20m Sprint - Speed Development Week
1 Session 3". All of the Training Block details can now be turned off so only the event name
appears (as shown in the steps below).
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On the Form Properties you can now reset the content thatOn the Form Properties you can now reset the content that
appears on the calendar for the training block events. Open theappears on the calendar for the training block events. Open the
Advanced Form PropertiesAdvanced Form Properties

At the bottom of the Advanced Form Properties there is a fieldAt the bottom of the Advanced Form Properties there is a field
called "Calendar Block Details". It is defaulted to Yes. Set it tocalled "Calendar Block Details". It is defaulted to Yes. Set it to
"No" to turn off the training block details"No" to turn off the training block details
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The image in the step here shows you how the training blockThe image in the step here shows you how the training block
appears on the calendar when the Calendar Block Details areappears on the calendar when the Calendar Block Details are
set to Noset to No
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Entering data for a Group.Entering data for a Group.
Visibility information andVisibility information and
optimisationoptimisation
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Group Entry Visibility Settings- All sections andGroup Entry Visibility Settings- All sections and
fields will always appear in Group Entryfields will always appear in Group Entry
If you have a form set up with specific field or section visibilityIf you have a form set up with specific field or section visibility
(as shown here) these will NOT be retained during Group Entry(as shown here) these will NOT be retained during Group Entry

The example here shows that the highlighted section will only appear for entry if the user
selects the "Drug Allergy" option for the Allergy Type Question. Individual Fields or entire
sections can be set up to have visibility settings that are dependent on the answers given in
previous fields. This is primarily designed for single athlete entry mode, not for group entry
mode (as outlined below).

During entry for a single athlete the Hidden section does notDuring entry for a single athlete the Hidden section does not
appear because Drug Allergy was not selectedappear because Drug Allergy was not selected
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In Group Entry Mode, all of the fields must be available forIn Group Entry Mode, all of the fields must be available for
entry in case one of the athletes you are entering in data forentry in case one of the athletes you are entering in data for
has a Drug Allergyhas a Drug Allergy

During Group Entry Mode, all of the sections and fields MUST appear for entry because you
may need to record this data for one of the athletes in the group. Even though the majority of
the athletes may not need it to be recorded, all fields and sections with visibility dependent
setting will ALWAYS appear during group entry.

However, if you have entire sections that aren't normallyHowever, if you have entire sections that aren't normally
entered during Group Entry ask you Site Administrator to setentered during Group Entry ask you Site Administrator to set
up Section Tabs for that Form. This will enable you to deselectup Section Tabs for that Form. This will enable you to deselect
the section during Group Entrythe section during Group Entry

The image in the step here shows that Section Tabs have been set up for this Event Form by the
system Builder. It enables you to select and deselect which sections from the Event Form
appear during group entry. It could help to improve your work flow if you normally have entire
sections that are not normally entered during group entry.
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Group Entry: How to enable Sections to appearGroup Entry: How to enable Sections to appear
as Tabs during Group Entryas Tabs during Group Entry

Now you can set up your Event Forms to be appear as separate sections when you enter
data in Group Entry Mode.

The "Enter Data for Group" Module allows you to enter in dataThe "Enter Data for Group" Module allows you to enter in data
for an Event Form for multiple athletesfor an Event Form for multiple athletes

Any Event Form that has been set up as "Group Entry" can be selected to be entered for an
entire group of athletes at once.

After you select the type of Event Form that you want to enter,After you select the type of Event Form that you want to enter,
the athletes appear in the rows and all of the field namesthe athletes appear in the rows and all of the field names
appear in separate columns in the Group Entry Tableappear in separate columns in the Group Entry Table

All of the Event Form field names appear as separate columns to enter across the page in a
Group Entry Table. When you click on a cell you can see what field and what athlete you are
entering in new data for. For large Event Forms, this could have created a very large table.
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Now you can select which Sections appear during group entry.Now you can select which Sections appear during group entry.
This means you can see the fields from all, some, or just oneThis means you can see the fields from all, some, or just one
Section during Group EntrySection during Group Entry

Previously, it was hard to navigate through an Event Form if there were over 50 fields. Some
Forms have up to 200 fields and entering in data in group mode was difficult. Now you can
select to view one or multiple Section/s during Group entry mode.

Click on the Event Form in the Builder Site (for this example weClick on the Event Form in the Builder Site (for this example we
are using the Maximal Strength Test) and go to the Eventare using the Maximal Strength Test) and go to the Event
Form's Advanced PropertiesForm's Advanced Properties

#1: Click on the Form Name in the Form Overview Section

#2: Click on the Advanced Properties
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#3: Click on Enable Group Entry (see the step below)

N.B. Note the name of the sections in this Event Form. You can see the name of three of the
sections in this Event Form (Linked Body Weight, Back Squat Results and Front Squat Results).
These will appear on the Group Entry Page for selection or deselection.

Once you set Group Entry as "True", the "Group Entry Tabs"Once you set Group Entry as "True", the "Group Entry Tabs"
option appears and you need to set this to "Yes"option appears and you need to set this to "Yes"

After you enable Group Entry Mode you can set the "Group Entry Tabs" to Yes:

-If you set it to YesYes, you will be able to select which sections appear during Group Entry Mode.

-If it is set to NoNo, the Event Form will notnot be able to be split up into sections. It will appear as the
large table.

Save and Close the Event Form.
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Now when you enter this form using the Group Entry ModeNow when you enter this form using the Group Entry Mode
EVERY section in the Event Form appears along the top of theEVERY section in the Event Form appears along the top of the
Group Entry TableGroup Entry Table

As soon as you click on a Section Tab name (e.g. the Linked Bod Weight Section) all of the fields
in that section are hidden (as shown in the image below). This means you can enter in data for a
section and click on the Section Tab to hide the section and only see the next section.

Once you click on a Tab, the Tab changes colour to show it hasOnce you click on a Tab, the Tab changes colour to show it has
been deselected and the Fields from that Section are hiddenbeen deselected and the Fields from that Section are hidden

#1: Click on the name of the Section Tab

#2: The fields in that Section will be hidden (e.g. the Linked Body Weight section's fields)

#3: Continue to enter in your data as you normally would during Group Entry

N.B. You can click on the section name so the Tab is highlighted and the fields appear again.
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If you deselect ALL of the Section Tabs all of the Fields will beIf you deselect ALL of the Section Tabs all of the Fields will be
hidden.hidden.

One all of the Sections are deselected all of the fields will be hidden (unless you have an
unnamed section, as outlined later in this lesson).

Some users deselect all but one of the section to only show theSome users deselect all but one of the section to only show the
fieldsfields

Some users deselect all of the sections and then highlight the appropriate section that they
need to enter as they progress through the form.
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If you are concerned about saving data, you can select to "Save"If you are concerned about saving data, you can select to "Save"
(NOT Save and Close) and this will save the data and leave the(NOT Save and Close) and this will save the data and leave the
Group Entry Mode openGroup Entry Mode open

As soon as you click on "Save" (NOT save and close), the data will be saved and if the computer
crashes or you you lose your internet connect the data entered before you clicked "Save" will be
available.

N.B. To open the data and continue editing it in group entry mode, click on one of the athlete's
records from their history, the calendar, recent entries page, or even schedule page and the
records will open it in Group Entry Mode (as outlined in the second step below).

Once you have finished entering in your data click on "Save andOnce you have finished entering in your data click on "Save and
Close" to save the Events and to close the Group Entry PageClose" to save the Events and to close the Group Entry Page

Check you have completed all of the fields in each section and then click on Save and Close.
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After you save a Group Entry you are automatically taken to theAfter you save a Group Entry you are automatically taken to the
Reports Page. You can click on one of the records to open theReports Page. You can click on one of the records to open the
record in Group entry againrecord in Group entry again

Once you click on a group entry record you can choose to open it in single entry or group entry
mode (see the step below).

Click to Edit the Event Form for more than 1 Athlete (e.g for 2Click to Edit the Event Form for more than 1 Athlete (e.g for 2
Athletes)Athletes)

#1: You can review/edit the record for the athlete that you clicked on.

#2: You can review/edit the record for the group of athletes that you entered the record for
originally (as shown in the image in the step below).
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You can still view, or edit the Group Entry Records, and you canYou can still view, or edit the Group Entry Records, and you can
still hide the fields by clicking the Section Tabsstill hide the fields by clicking the Section Tabs

N.B. If you have a Section that has no Section Title (name), theN.B. If you have a Section that has no Section Title (name), the
fields in that section will always appear, but you will not be ablefields in that section will always appear, but you will not be able
to select/deselect any Blank Sectionsto select/deselect any Blank Sections

For this example we removed the name of the Back Squats Results section. During Group Entry
Mode, the Section name will not appear for deselection and the fields in the section will always
appear (as shown in the image in the step below).

N.B. All of the sections have been deselected but the back squatN.B. All of the sections have been deselected but the back squat
fields (from the section with no name) always appearfields (from the section with no name) always appear
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Any fields in a Section that has no Section Title will still be available for entry during Group Entry
Mode, but they cannot be hidden as the Section cannot be hidden.
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Hide Fields and In Form Report Fields duringHide Fields and In Form Report Fields during
"Group Entry Mode""Group Entry Mode"

Some users needed to hide specific fields during the Group Entry mode such as:

-In Form Reports

-Calculations

There is a new Advanced Field property for all field types that can be set to hide a field
during Group Entry mode.

Previously in Group Entry Mode, In Form Reports alwaysPreviously in Group Entry Mode, In Form Reports always
appeared. These could not be hidden during group entry.appeared. These could not be hidden during group entry.
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To hide a field from showing in Group Entry Mode (so that itTo hide a field from showing in Group Entry Mode (so that it
does not appear as a column in the Group Entry Table) set thedoes not appear as a column in the Group Entry Table) set the
"Show In Group Mode" to "No""Show In Group Mode" to "No"

In the Advanced Properties for the field, there is a new property called "Show in Group Mode".
It will automatically be defaulted to "Yes" so that the field appears.

To hide the field in Group Entry mode, set the Advanced Property for that Field to "No" (as
shown here)

In the image in the example here, the users is setting the HRM and SRM files to be hidden
during Group entry.
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This setting appears for In Form Reports as wellThis setting appears for In Form Reports as well

Previously users could not set In Form Reports to be hidden during Group Entry, now they can
be turned off from appearing.

There are three Inform Reports in this form. Only 1 of them is set to appear in Group Entry
Mode, the other two will be hidden (as shown in the image below).

N.B. The setting for Default show in Tables is for the In Form Report appearing in the Reports
and Athlete History Tables by default.

Once you have set up the Group Entry Hidden fields, test themOnce you have set up the Group Entry Hidden fields, test them
on the main applicationon the main application
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During Group Entry, any field/In Form Report set to "No" in theDuring Group Entry, any field/In Form Report set to "No" in the
"Show in Group Mode" Advanced Properties, will be hidden."Show in Group Mode" Advanced Properties, will be hidden.

The image in the example here shows that the two In Form Reports, and the HR and SRM fields
do not appear for entry.

Once the data is saved and you view it on the Report Page, onlyOnce the data is saved and you view it on the Report Page, only
the data specified to "Default show in Tables" will appear in thethe data specified to "Default show in Tables" will appear in the
Athlete History and Reports TablesAthlete History and Reports Tables

The "Show in Group Mode" does NOTdoes NOT affect the existing setting for Athlete History and Reports
(e.g. Default Show in Tables).
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N.B. If you view a group entry field as an individual entry, all ofN.B. If you view a group entry field as an individual entry, all of
the fields appear (e.g. the SRM field and the In Form reportsthe fields appear (e.g. the SRM field and the In Form reports
fields)fields)

If you turn off the "Show in Group Mode", make sure you testIf you turn off the "Show in Group Mode", make sure you test
the form thoroughly. Any comments or questions, please writethe form thoroughly. Any comments or questions, please write
them below.them below.
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Important Fields and ImportantImportant Fields and Important
Summary FieldsSummary Fields
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Important Summary Field. How to set it up inImportant Summary Field. How to set it up in
an Event Forman Event Form

There are two ways to set up the fields to be able to pull through into the Important
Summary Field. This lesson reviews how to set it up using a tick box and also includes
important information on layout and Event Page Advanced Properties settings.

The next lesson review how to set up dropdown fields to full through into the Important
Summary Field. Read both lessons before you begin to get the best understanding of what
you need to create.

The Important Summary Field is a special field that canThe Important Summary Field is a special field that can
generate a summary from fields in an Event Form that aregenerate a summary from fields in an Event Form that are
selected to be pulled into this fieldselected to be pulled into this field
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If you just add in an Important Summary Field, nothing willIf you just add in an Important Summary Field, nothing will
appear in that field. The Fields in the Form MUST be set upappear in that field. The Fields in the Form MUST be set up
correctly in order to be able to generate a summarycorrectly in order to be able to generate a summary

The steps below outline how to set up your fields

To set up a field to pull though into the important summaryTo set up a field to pull though into the important summary
field you can include the field and then add in a tick box tofield you can include the field and then add in a tick box to
enable it to pull though.enable it to pull though.
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Firstly, set up a new Section for your fields and importanceFirstly, set up a new Section for your fields and importance
selector field tick box to appear in. You will need to apply a 2 orselector field tick box to appear in. You will need to apply a 2 or
3 column layout after you add in the fields, so it is best to add in3 column layout after you add in the fields, so it is best to add in
a new sectiona new section

For the Important Summary fields that are set up using a tick box, any field in the row that
selected as important will pull through. You may have a 2 or 3 column layout that you apply to
that section after you have set up the fields. If you have fields in the section that do not follow
the format discussed below, they may interfere with the importance selector fields.

Set up the field in the form to capture your data. This exampleSet up the field in the form to capture your data. This example
shows a numeric field being addedshows a numeric field being added

For this example it will be called "Field 1"
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Copy the name of the question you just added, add in a TickCopy the name of the question you just added, add in a Tick
field and paste in the name and add in Important, Priority orfield and paste in the name and add in Important, Priority or
Summary (anything to let the users know they tick it forSummary (anything to let the users know they tick it for
importance)importance)

#1: Add in a Tick Field

#2: Paste in the name of the field that you want to be able to mark as import (the field you just
added in)

#3: Write in Important, Priority, or Summary so that users know that if they tick this it will pull
through to the summary field. It does not have to be named important, but it pays to use a
standardised term for all importance selector fields

#4: Check the new Tick field appear directly underneath the field that you want to be able to
mark as important (e.g. directly under "Field 1")
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Add in TWO Options and click Update. The first option MUST beAdd in TWO Options and click Update. The first option MUST be
"No" or "Nil". The second option can be something like "Yes","No" or "Nil". The second option can be something like "Yes",
"Important", "Priority""Important", "Priority"

#1: Add in first option. This option is one that will be displayed when the field is NOT ticked.
Name it something like No or Nil.

#2: Add in the second option. This option is the one that will be displayed in the athlete history
and reports pages when the field IS ticked. Name it something like Important, Priority, etc

#3: Click Update to update the options on the system

If you are using the tick box to denote importance, youIf you are using the tick box to denote importance, you
CANNOT have scores for the options or the summary field willCANNOT have scores for the options or the summary field will
not work. Leave blank, or click Clear All if you have scoresnot work. Leave blank, or click Clear All if you have scores
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You cannot have 0 or any numeric fields in the Scores for these options. Please leave them
blank.

If you are updating an existing form and you have a 0 or a numeric field as scores you will need
to click "Clear All".

N.B. Do not click "Update" after you click "Clear All" or 0 will be added to the Scores and you will
need to click Clear All again.

In the Advanced Properties set the Importance Selector to Yes.In the Advanced Properties set the Importance Selector to Yes.

In the Fields Advanced Properties set the Importance Selector to Yes.Yes.

N.B. If the Importance Selector is set to No, nothing will pull through if it is ticked.
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N.B. For most Importance Selector Fields, you will not set themN.B. For most Importance Selector Fields, you will not set them
to appear on the athlete history page (set default show in tablesto appear on the athlete history page (set default show in tables
to false).to false).

N.B. You will also not want this field to be compared to previousN.B. You will also not want this field to be compared to previous
data (e.g. to show the history beside it in the Event Form). Seedata (e.g. to show the history beside it in the Event Form). See
the steps below for more details on this.the steps below for more details on this.

An example of the use of compare to will be shown at the end of this lesson
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Add in as many additional fields as you require. DirectlyAdd in as many additional fields as you require. Directly
underneath each field add in the Tick with the correct optionsunderneath each field add in the Tick with the correct options
and ensure the name is the same field aboveand ensure the name is the same field above

The example here shows three fields in this section; a number (#1), a text field (#2) and a
dropdown field (#3).

Directly underneath each field there is a Tick field with the correct options.The Tick field name is
the same as the field above and it has Important added to it in a common manner.

Once you are confident you have set up the fields correctly, the tick options are correct and the
tick advanced properties are set to Importance Summary, go to the Section Properties and set
up a 2 column layout (as shown below).
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Set the Column to be a 2 column layout (because you have aSet the Column to be a 2 column layout (because you have a
field and a tick that need to appear on the same line-row)field and a tick that need to appear on the same line-row)

#1: Go to the Section Properties

#2: Load the Advanced Properties

#3: Click on Column Layout

#4: Select 2

N.B. You many want to set the Form Layout to horizontal small right aligned label as well so the
text size is reduced.
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Now Save the Form, Open it, then Preview it and it will be in a 2Now Save the Form, Open it, then Preview it and it will be in a 2
column layout. Enter in some data into the fieldscolumn layout. Enter in some data into the fields

Tick the importance fields and double check that your fields pullTick the importance fields and double check that your fields pull
through into the summary fields when ONLY when they arethrough into the summary fields when ONLY when they are
tickedticked

If you have set it up correctly the fields will show in the important summary field when ticked.
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Setting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Autoshorten: AnSetting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Autoshorten: An
important part of reducing the clutter on the page is setting theimportant part of reducing the clutter on the page is setting the
Auto Shorten on the Event Form's Advanced Properties.Auto Shorten on the Event Form's Advanced Properties.

On the Event Form Advanced Properties (not the Field's advanced properties) change the
Autoshorten to your requirements:

Full will remove the namesFull will remove the names and only show the ticks (as shown in the image in the step 2 steps
below)

ShortenShorten will only show the part of the field that is NOT repeated from the field name, e.g.
Important (as shown in the image in the step below)

An example of Shorten for the Autoshorten.An example of Shorten for the Autoshorten.
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An example of Full for the AutoshortenAn example of Full for the Autoshorten

Setting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Show LastSetting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Show Last
RecordRecord

When you enter in data in the actual system the first time you enter in new data the age will
display without any comparison's. However, when you enter in the next record for that athlete
it will compare the new result to the previous. When you are using a multiple column layout,
this can make the page look ugly (as shown in the image in the step below). You can turn off
each of the comparison's settings for EACH field in the form (or just the fields that you do not
want the comparison to show for...as discussed above using the Comparisons setting). Or you
can turn of the Show Last Record on the Event Form Page Properties (as shown here).
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The comparison's has not been turned off for any fields or forThe comparison's has not been turned off for any fields or for
the Event Form (Show Last Record) and the autoshorten hasthe Event Form (Show Last Record) and the autoshorten has
not been usednot been used

You can see that the Event Form does not look very nice when the second entry is made for an
athlete. The comparison to the last record occurs, but it occurs to the right of the field (not on
the right of the Event Form) due to the 2 column layout. It is cluttered and the important fields
are pushed to the right. To overcome this, you can turn off the comparisons for each field, or
set the "Show Last Record" to No.

This image shows the Show Last Record =No. No comparisonThis image shows the Show Last Record =No. No comparison
data appears at alldata appears at all
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This image shows that the Show Last Record has been set toThis image shows that the Show Last Record has been set to
Yes, but specific fields have been set not to have theYes, but specific fields have been set not to have the
comparison appearcomparison appear

All of the importance selector tick fields have had their Advanced Field Properties set from
Comparisons=Yes (as discussed earlier) to ComparisonsComparisons =No.No. This means no comparison data
will be shown.

N.B. Set up the Event Form and the work flow according to how your professional need to
access historical data.

One important point is that the Important Summary Field willOne important point is that the Important Summary Field will
pull through data from the entire form. It cannot be used morepull through data from the entire form. It cannot be used more
than once in an Event Form (e.g. in each section).than once in an Event Form (e.g. in each section).

If you have any question about setting up 3 or 4 columnIf you have any question about setting up 3 or 4 column
layouts, then please post them for this lessonlayouts, then please post them for this lesson

The next lesson outlines how to create important SummaryThe next lesson outlines how to create important Summary
Fields using dropdown fields and if a specific option is selectedFields using dropdown fields and if a specific option is selected
it can be automatically included in the summaryit can be automatically included in the summary
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Setting a Dropdown field as an "ImportanceSetting a Dropdown field as an "Importance
Selector" to pull data into the ImportantSelector" to pull data into the Important
Summary FieldSummary Field

Importance Selector Fields and Important Summary FieldsImportance Selector Fields and Important Summary Fields

This lesson reviews how to create an importance selector field using a dropdown field.

1.0 "Importance" fields are available to enable users to select1.0 "Importance" fields are available to enable users to select
whether a specific field is important, and whether that fieldwhether a specific field is important, and whether that field
should be pulled into an "Important Summary" field.should be pulled into an "Important Summary" field.

The image here shows how a standard importance fields and summary field could be set upThe image here shows how a standard importance fields and summary field could be set up

Previously to set up fields that pull through to an "Important SummaryImportant Summary" field you had to use a
similar configurations to the following:

1: A-A-Dropdown field, B-B-single line of text and then C-C- tick box with "No" and "Important" as the
options. The Tick Box field's advanced properties are set as an Importance Selector=Yes. The
section is set up with a 3 column layout (as shown here).

If the important tick box was ticked, the drop down box field (A) and single line of text fields (B)
pulled through into the important summary (as shown here).

or

2: D-Dropdown field and E-Tick Box field with "No" and "Important" as the options. The Tick Box
field's advanced properties are set as an Importance Selector=Yes. The section is set up with a 2
column layout.
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3:When the Importance Tick Box (e.g. C or E)(e.g. C or E) is checked the dropdown fields (and the
comments) are pulled through to the Important Summary Field. Only the fields that have been
ticked as important pull through into the Important Summary.

1.1 Now you can set an actual dropdown field to pull through1.1 Now you can set an actual dropdown field to pull through
itself and/or additional fields into the Important Summary Field.itself and/or additional fields into the Important Summary Field.

This is completed using the Scoring Set up, the "Importance Selector" and "Include in Important
Summary" in the field's Advanced Properties

The image here shows an example of a drop down field and the comments for that field being
pulled into the Important Summary Field. It also shows that just the comments field can be set
up to pull through into the Important Summary Field.

The steps below outline how to achieve this.
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1.2 Add in a new field (or update an existing one) with the1.2 Add in a new field (or update an existing one) with the
options you require. Scores MUST be set for each option: anyoptions you require. Scores MUST be set for each option: any
option with a score of 1 or greater will pull through into theoption with a score of 1 or greater will pull through into the
Important Summary FieldImportant Summary Field

In the example here, if a user selected:

-Normal

-More sore or tight than usual

This field (and any associated fields in that row) will NOT pull through into the Important
Summary Field because these options are scored as 0.

If a users selected any of the following options this field (and any associated fields) would be
pulled through into the Important Summary Field because they are scored as 1 or greater

- Sudden increase in symptoms in past week

- Restricted by tightness or soreness

- Pain interrupting playing or training

Any score which is set to be above 0 will be recognised as an Importance Selector AFTER you set
the importance setting in the Advanced Form Properties.
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N.B. If you have to assign specific scores to your options due to your data capture requirements
and the scores don't match the 0 or 1 settings for being pulled into the Important Summary
Field you may need to consider using the tick box option outlined in the previous lesson.

1.3 For the Fields Advanced Properties set the Importance1.3 For the Fields Advanced Properties set the Importance
Selector to Yes. Then, an additional field will appear for you toSelector to Yes. Then, an additional field will appear for you to
select.select.

If you have set up another field that will be in the same row (e.g. a comments field) beside the
drop down box and you ONLY want that comments field (not the initial drop down field) to pull
to the Importance Summary Field JUST enable the Importance Selector as YesImportance Selector as Yes. When the the
subsequent "Include in Important Summary" field appears, you can leave this blank or set it to
No. An example of this is shown in the image below for the field Groin.
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1.4 Setting the Importance Selector to Yes on the Drop down1.4 Setting the Importance Selector to Yes on the Drop down
field will ONLY pull through the additional fields (e.g. thefield will ONLY pull through the additional fields (e.g. the
comments field) into the Important Summary Field.comments field) into the Important Summary Field.

The image here shows that ONLY the comments (Quads comments) field that is associated with
the drop down field (Quads) is pulled through to the Important Summary field.

N.B f you do not have any additional fields in the row (e.g. a comments field), and you ONLYN.B f you do not have any additional fields in the row (e.g. a comments field), and you ONLY
enable the "Importance Selector" and NOT the "Include in Important Summary" (shown below)enable the "Importance Selector" and NOT the "Include in Important Summary" (shown below)
nothing will be pulled through to the Important Summary field as shown for the Groin Field.nothing will be pulled through to the Important Summary field as shown for the Groin Field.
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1.5 If you want the dropdown field AND any additional fields to1.5 If you want the dropdown field AND any additional fields to
pull through to the Important Summary, you need to enable thepull through to the Important Summary, you need to enable the
"Importance Selector" AND the "Include in Important Summary""Importance Selector" AND the "Include in Important Summary"
SettingsSettings

When you select the Importance Selector AND the Include in Important Summary to Yes, the
dropdown field AND any additional fields in that row (e.g. the comments field) will be pulled
into the Important Summary Field. The Fields shown in the image in Step 1.4 have now both
had the Importance Selector AND the Include in Important Summary set to Yes. The image in
Step 1.6 below shows the dropdown fields and the additional fields (the comments fields) are
now included in the Important Summary field.
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1.6 The Dropdown fields and the additional field are now BOTH1.6 The Dropdown fields and the additional field are now BOTH
pulled into the Important Summary field when an option ispulled into the Important Summary field when an option is
selected that has a Score or 1 or moreselected that has a Score or 1 or more

When a users selects an option that enables the importance selector to work, the dropdown
field AND the comments field are both pulled through into the Important Summary Field.

You will also notice that the Groin dropdown field is now being pulled through into the
Important Summary field because it is set as Importance Selector and Include in Important
Summary. When a users selects and option with a score of 1 or more, the field is included in the
Important Summary Field.

1.7 The image here shows the Tick importance work flow AND1.7 The image here shows the Tick importance work flow AND
the dropdown scoring working in the same Event Form pullingthe dropdown scoring working in the same Event Form pulling
through into the Important Summary Fieldthrough into the Important Summary Field
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1.8 If you are updating existing forms, make sure you test these1.8 If you are updating existing forms, make sure you test these
changes on a duplicate form to ensure your new work flow ischanges on a duplicate form to ensure your new work flow is
correct. Always test out the changes in preview before savingcorrect. Always test out the changes in preview before saving
the changes.the changes.
If you have any queries about this feature contact your system developer or distributor.

Note. When you have set up fields in an Event Form to beNote. When you have set up fields in an Event Form to be
important, when you re-open an entry, your Event Form miightimportant, when you re-open an entry, your Event Form miight
be set up to view "important rows".be set up to view "important rows".
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The "Hide Rows" in the Advanced Form Properties allows user to filterThe "Hide Rows" in the Advanced Form Properties allows user to filter
out fields that are not important when they are looking at existingout fields that are not important when they are looking at existing
entriesentries

CRITICALLY, this "Hide Rows" setting in the Advanced Form Properties does NOT pertain to rows
in a table, they are specific to rows in a multicolumn layout (as shown above) for use with the
importance selector.
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If this is set in an event form, when you open an existing entry, you canIf this is set in an event form, when you open an existing entry, you can
select to see only the important rows in the entry.select to see only the important rows in the entry.

Only the important fields appear to be viewedOnly the important fields appear to be viewed
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The means a user can quickly zone in on the content that is important, without being
overwhelmed with other data in the event form.

The "important selector is saved as a setting with the entry, it needs toThe "important selector is saved as a setting with the entry, it needs to
be selected any time a user wants to limit the fields shown on anbe selected any time a user wants to limit the fields shown on an
existing entry.existing entry.
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Using Important Fields- Hiding the fields youUsing Important Fields- Hiding the fields you
see on the application when you enter andsee on the application when you enter and
review an Event Form with Important fieldsreview an Event Form with Important fields
It may be important to hide the number of fields that you seeIt may be important to hide the number of fields that you see
when you enter and review a field with important field settingswhen you enter and review a field with important field settings

Some form are built with upwards of 800 fields. If you use the important settings, you can set
the Event Form's Advanced Properties so that only the fields that are ticked as important will
appear when you enter or review data (as shown in the step in the image below).

This means if you have an event form with a lot fields it and youThis means if you have an event form with a lot fields it and you
only need to see the important fields, you can select this at theonly need to see the important fields, you can select this at the
top of the form and only the important fields will be shown.top of the form and only the important fields will be shown.
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The form above condenses to only show the fields which haveThe form above condenses to only show the fields which have
been ticked as importantbeen ticked as important

The form that displayed up to 60 rows of data is now condensed to show only the fields that
have been ticked as important. This means you can rapidly filter out information that is not
needed in a form.
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Setting up a Field for optimalSetting up a Field for optimal
use in Excel Reportsuse in Excel Reports
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Excel Reports: Replicate a number field, that isExcel Reports: Replicate a number field, that is
not a table field, in an Excel Reportsnot a table field, in an Excel Reports

One of our customers created a workload form that tracked the year of entry as a numeric
field, e.g. 2012, 2011 etc. They also had a table in the event form that tracked exercise
workload during the session. When each entry was exported to the Excel Reports, the year
of entry (e.g. 2012) only appeared with the data in the first row of data for that event. When
they tried to produce a pivot table using 2012 as a filter, only the first row's data was pulled
into the pivot table. You can now set up a numeric field to replicate in the athlete history
and Excel Reports when there is a Table in the Event Form.

Does one of your numeric fields need to replicate in an ExcelDoes one of your numeric fields need to replicate in an Excel
Pivot Table? To set up a numeric field so that it is replicated inPivot Table? To set up a numeric field so that it is replicated in
the Excel Reports see the steps below.the Excel Reports see the steps below.
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For any numeric field in the Builder you can set it to "RepeatFor any numeric field in the Builder you can set it to "Repeat
Field in Excel" =YesField in Excel" =Yes

The "Repeat field in excel reports" only appears when there is aThe "Repeat field in excel reports" only appears when there is a
Table in the Event FormTable in the Event Form
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When there is no Table in the Event Form, the" Repeat Field inWhen there is no Table in the Event Form, the" Repeat Field in
excel report" button will NOT appearexcel report" button will NOT appear

When the Button is enabled for the fields that you require SaveWhen the Button is enabled for the fields that you require Save
the Event Formthe Event Form
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The Event Form being entered on the system with 4 rowsThe Event Form being entered on the system with 4 rows
entered in the Table.entered in the Table.
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On the application in the athlete history, the example hereOn the application in the athlete history, the example here
shows the number field (Year number example) has repeat andshows the number field (Year number example) has repeat and
filled down to all of the rows. Another number was added tofilled down to all of the rows. Another number was added to
this form that was set not to repeat. This highlights thethis form that was set not to repeat. This highlights the
difference between the fieldsdifference between the fields

When you create an Excel Report, the data that is set to Repeat,When you create an Excel Report, the data that is set to Repeat,
will appear in all of the Rows in the Excel Outputwill appear in all of the Rows in the Excel Output
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When the different number formats are used in Pivot Tables,When the different number formats are used in Pivot Tables,
you can see that for the repeated field all of the table recordsyou can see that for the repeated field all of the table records
appear. For the non repeated, only 2 table records appear.appear. For the non repeated, only 2 table records appear.

Now when the year is used as a reference in a pivot table, all of the rows for the record will be
pulled through
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You need to think very carefully about where you implementYou need to think very carefully about where you implement
this "Repeat Field"this "Repeat Field"

If you set a number field to repeat (in the Athlete History or Excel reports) and you are doing a
sum with those numbers in a pivot or even in the athlete history, then the "sum" will sum all of
the repeated fields. The image here shows the year being set to sum in the athlete history. This
is just an example to highlight how the repeated fields are summed and how they affect system
calculations.
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Setting up Related EventsSetting up Related Events
(Events that can only be(Events that can only be
entered when viewing anentered when viewing an
existing event) and optimisingexisting event) and optimising
their use.their use.
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Related Events: Setting up related forms,Related Events: Setting up related forms,
optimising the sidebar for the related eventsoptimising the sidebar for the related events
and limiting data entry as a Related Event only.and limiting data entry as a Related Event only.

Related Events are a very important tool to manage the flow of data between forms that
need to be linked or are closely related. Examples of this include needing to keep a track of
the medications that are prescribed for each different injury that an athlete has, recording
musculoskeletal screening assessments for each injury that an athlete has each time their
SOAP notes are updated, and even monitoring blood tests taken during the injury. Linked
records allow you to see what data has been entered for that related event, without having
to pull specific fields INTO the form like with a linked value, option or text.

An example of how a related event links into a formAn example of how a related event links into a form
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Choose the event you want to link other forms to. For thisChoose the event you want to link other forms to. For this
example the Injury/Illness Record will be selected.example the Injury/Illness Record will be selected.

Go to the Forms Advanced Properties and click on "EnableGo to the Forms Advanced Properties and click on "Enable
Related Events" and select TrueRelated Events" and select True
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Additional Fields will appear: click on the Blue No FormsAdditional Fields will appear: click on the Blue No Forms
selected link and select the forms you want to link to this eventselected link and select the forms you want to link to this event
(see the step below)(see the step below)

Select the Forms that you want to link to this formSelect the Forms that you want to link to this form

Place a tick in the box beside the form name of the forms you want to link to the injury record
and click the "Select" button.
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The number of forms you selected will appear on the blue linkThe number of forms you selected will appear on the blue link
on the Advanced Form Properties section nowon the Advanced Form Properties section now

E.g. if you selected two forms then 2 will show. Always check that you have selected the correct
form and the right forms are linking on the application

On the application for the linked record, the related eventsOn the application for the linked record, the related events
appear at the bottom of an event or underneath it on theappear at the bottom of an event or underneath it on the
sidebarsidebar

The ability to link add in a related event to an event will be enable for all records of that event
type saved on the system. You must enter in a record before the related event links appear at
the bottom of the form, as they need something to link to and new events which are not saved
yet cannot be linked to.

This means you can click directly on the "New Medications" orThis means you can click directly on the "New Medications" or
"New Postural/Musculoskeletal" link from the opened event (e.g"New Postural/Musculoskeletal" link from the opened event (e.g
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the injury) or from the sidebar (see the step below) and add athe injury) or from the sidebar (see the step below) and add a
new record for the athletenew record for the athlete

The linked forms now appear underneath the event in theThe linked forms now appear underneath the event in the
sidebar and can be clicked to enter in new data directly into asidebar and can be clicked to enter in new data directly into a
linked event.linked event.

The example here shows that the the two forms that were selected to be related events now
appear under the event that they were selected to be related to. New Entries can be added
directly into the application by clicking on "Add" button. All events that are entered here will
also show whenever the event is opened again.
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You can also get each linked event record to expand andYou can also get each linked event record to expand and
appear in the sidebar (as shown in the image in the step here)appear in the sidebar (as shown in the image in the step here)
so that they can be accessed easily without having to load upso that they can be accessed easily without having to load up
the actual form they are linked tothe actual form they are linked to

On the sidebar you can set the advanced fields to so that the related events expanded so you
can access them. Instead of there being just the "Add" button as shown in the image in the step
above any related events appear under their event name

To enable the expansion of the related events so that you canTo enable the expansion of the related events so that you can
see all of the related events entered for that record, set thesee all of the related events entered for that record, set the
"Expand Related on Sidebar" to Yes."Expand Related on Sidebar" to Yes.
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Expand related sidebar is an excellent feature when you will only be tracking a few related
events. However, if your organisation tracks multiple records for a linked record, it is best to
turn off the enable related events.

To set up the linked records so that they can ONLY be enteredTo set up the linked records so that they can ONLY be entered
via a related event, open up form you want to limit the entry forvia a related event, open up form you want to limit the entry for
and open the Advanced Propertiesand open the Advanced Properties

You may ONLY want your user to be able to enter in certain types of data for an a specific event
type. An example of this would be that you only want a record of medications that are
prescribed for current injury or illness records. You can remove the ability for users to use the
enter data page or the sidebar to enter in new records, and limit it so that they can only enter
them via the linked record. This is done for the record that is being linked to the other record,
e.g. if you only want Medications to be entered through an existing injury or illness record:

1. Open the injury/illness record and set up medications as a linked record (as shown above)

2. Save the injury/illness form

3. Open the Medications form and set it to "Linked Entry only" (shown in the step below) and
then save the form.

Set up the Entry Mode setting to "Linked Entry Only" and saveSet up the Entry Mode setting to "Linked Entry Only" and save
the formthe form
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The Medications form will appear on the sidebar and theThe Medications form will appear on the sidebar and the
athlete history and reports, but you will not be able to enter in aathlete history and reports, but you will not be able to enter in a
new event using the sidebar or the enter data pagenew event using the sidebar or the enter data page

Linked Record Pull Through allows you to pull through fieldsLinked Record Pull Through allows you to pull through fields
that are named the same from a linked record. This isthat are named the same from a linked record. This is
discussed in the next lesson on Related Events (Related Events-discussed in the next lesson on Related Events (Related Events-
Setting up fields from a related event that link together)Setting up fields from a related event that link together)
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Revisit the Save and Print Settings: do you want all of the linkedRevisit the Save and Print Settings: do you want all of the linked
records to print or only the actual record to print when "Saverecords to print or only the actual record to print when "Save
and Print" is selected?and Print" is selected?

If you selected that the event could be save and printed (at the top of the Advanced Properties),
then you will be able to select if you want all of the related event records to print at the same
time as the event. For the injury/illness record example, this means that if "Print All" is then
selected, when "Save and Print" is selected on the Injury/Illness record ALL of the linked related
events that have been entered for the injury/illness record will also print (e.g the medications
form and all of the musculoskeletal forms) that appear underneath the form (as shown below).

Please select this based on your users requirements

When you change any Advanced Properties ensure you saveWhen you change any Advanced Properties ensure you save
the changes to the form, then test the form function on thethe changes to the form, then test the form function on the
actual application.actual application.
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Related Events: How to set up fields to pull dataRelated Events: How to set up fields to pull data
from a Related Event Form back into an Eventfrom a Related Event Form back into an Event
FormForm

The previous lesson outlined how to set up a Related Event so that one or more events can
link together and those forms can even be limited to be entered through that linked event.
However, you can also get a lot more technical and specify fields to automatically fill in the
event from the related event records.

There are two possible ways that you can set up to link data from the related events to the
event they are related to:

1: Set up a field in the related event has the same name as a field in the event and enable
the Form Advanced Properties to say "Linked Data PullThrough". When a new related event
is entered the field that has exactly the same name will be pre-populated with the results
from the event . For this example, the Mechanism of Injury is going to be pushed from the
injury/illness event to the related event (Medications event ).

2: Set up a Related Summary Field in the event (with any name) and set it to pull through
fields that are exactly the same name back into the event, e.g. medications pulling back into
a SOAP table, or medications field. Linked Data Pullthrough would be turned off for this.
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Linked Records can be set to pull data from the related eventsLinked Records can be set to pull data from the related events
to the record they are linked to, or from the event to the linkedto the record they are linked to, or from the event to the linked
record.record.

To set up data flow FROM the event (e.g. illness/injury record)To set up data flow FROM the event (e.g. illness/injury record)
TO the related events (e.g. medications or screening): on theTO the related events (e.g. medications or screening): on the
Injury and Illness Form, enable the "Linked Record Pullthrough"Injury and Illness Form, enable the "Linked Record Pullthrough"

Open the injury/illness record and set the Linked Record Pullthrough to Yes.

Double check that the field name (and field type and anyDouble check that the field name (and field type and any
possible options) in the Medications form are set up EXACTLYpossible options) in the Medications form are set up EXACTLY
the same as the field that you want to link to. For this examplethe same as the field that you want to link to. For this example
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Mechanism of Injury is going to be added to the MedicationsMechanism of Injury is going to be added to the Medications
FormForm

The Mechanism of Injury field is set up as drop down question and it is named Mechanism ofMechanism of
Injury.Injury. Save the form changes that have the new field name that is exactly the same as the field
name from the record it is linked to.

Now on the application, when the Injury/Illness record isNow on the application, when the Injury/Illness record is
opened and you select to add a new Related Event (e.g. Newopened and you select to add a new Related Event (e.g. New
Medications) the field will automatically update in the relatedMedications) the field will automatically update in the related
event.event.
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When a new related event form is entered (e.g. NewWhen a new related event form is entered (e.g. New
Medications), the field that is the same (e.g. Mechanism ofMedications), the field that is the same (e.g. Mechanism of
Injury) is automatically completedInjury) is automatically completed is already completed basedis already completed based
on what was entered in the event.on what was entered in the event.

When a new related event record is entered the field that is named EXACTLY the same between
two forms is already entered based on the data from the event that it is linked to.

N.B. The data cannot go FROM the related event back into theN.B. The data cannot go FROM the related event back into the
event (unless you add in a special type of question field-event (unless you add in a special type of question field-
discussed in the steps below). The data is always pushed fromdiscussed in the steps below). The data is always pushed from
the event (e.g. the injury illness) to the related events that havethe event (e.g. the injury illness) to the related events that have
the exact field name.the exact field name.
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For example, if you set up a Medication Given (Yes/No) field in the Medications Form and and
entered medication event as a linked record, that Medication GIven won't push back into the
Injury/Illness even if the "Linked Form Pullthough is turned off. To pull data from the related
events back into the event they are related to you need to add in

You can have multiple related events and they can all have a field name in them that is exactly
the same as one in that they link to.

Setting up the data to flow FROM the linked event back INTOSetting up the data to flow FROM the linked event back INTO
the original event can be done when you turn OFF the Linkedthe original event can be done when you turn OFF the Linked
Record Pullthrough and set up your form correctly to includeRecord Pullthrough and set up your form correctly to include
field types especially designed to do thisfield types especially designed to do this

The image here shows that data from the related events (Medications and Postural/
Musculoskeletal) is pulled back into the SOAP table Summary Field. This is performed by setting
up specialised field called a Related Event Summary Field in the actual form (see below). It is
NOT done by setting up the field names to be the same between the event and any related
events.

To set up the specialised field use the Add Question componentTo set up the specialised field use the Add Question component
on the Form Builder. Add in a field type into the form calledon the Form Builder. Add in a field type into the form called
"Related Event Summary""Related Event Summary"

The example here shows that a Related Event Summary Field has been added to the SOAP
notes table in the Injury/Illness form. The question has been named Summary (as you can see
in the table). It does not matter what you name this field, what matters is calculation name that
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you specify on the calculation section of the form builder for this field type. For this example,
we are going to pull through the results of the Medications prescribed and of all Posture/
Musculoskeletal forms as these form have both been selected to be related events. We are
going to specify to pull the data from these related events BACK into the Injury/Illness SOAP
table. This is shown in the step below.

Now set up the Calculation component of the Related EventNow set up the Calculation component of the Related Event
Summary Field (added to the SOAP table in the step above) andSummary Field (added to the SOAP table in the step above) and
set up the field name that is going to link back into the Formset up the field name that is going to link back into the Form
from the Related Events. Then save the Formfrom the Related Events. Then save the Form

Set up the name of the field that you want to pull data from in the related events. You may
already have fields that are set up in the related events that you want to pull data from, but in
this example we are going to set up a field in the Medications and Screening event forms that
are called Linked. It will be these fields that are pulled back into the Summary field column in
the SOAP table of the Injury/Illness record.

Updated the Related Events to ensure the field name is theUpdated the Related Events to ensure the field name is the
same as that specified in the calculation field of the Linkedsame as that specified in the calculation field of the Linked
Summary Field and that it is pulling through the correct dataSummary Field and that it is pulling through the correct data

For this example, an additional Text Calculation Field was added to the Medications table (to
concatenate (Medications, " ", Amount Given, Units, " ", Frequency) which combines all of the
fields along the same row in the table. This field will be set to hidden on the actual application.
This field was named "Medication and Units"

ThenThen, a Table Text CalculationTable Text Calculation field (because we are performing a calculation about a table) was
set up to "Text Summarise" the field "Medications and Units". This field was named "Linked"
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and as we have previously set, this field will be the one that pulls back through into the SOAP
table of the injury/illness form. This means that the data that is pulled back into the Injury/
Illness record will actually be a summary of each rom of Medication, Amount Given, Units and
Frequency from a Medications Form table.

Update any other related events and again ensure they areUpdate any other related events and again ensure they are
pulling through the correct data.pulling through the correct data.

For the Postural/Screening form here, an additional Linked field was added that is a text
calculation that combines (concatenate (Important Summary, " ", Comments)) the Important
Summary Field that has been set up to summarise any fields that have been marked as
important with the comments section and that field will populate the event SOAP notes table in
the Injury/Illness record.
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You can add in as many records to be related events to anYou can add in as many records to be related events to an
event form and pull through data from each of those fields asevent form and pull through data from each of those fields as
long as the field name is an exact match to the field name thatlong as the field name is an exact match to the field name that
you specified for the "Summary Related Event" fieldyou specified for the "Summary Related Event" field

This is a reminder screen shot of the need to ensure that the fields in the related events are
named exactly as the Summary Linked Field that you want to pull back into the event.

On the application, the events still appear on the sidebar andOn the application, the events still appear on the sidebar and
underneath the event. Now when you add in a new relatedunderneath the event. Now when you add in a new related
event with a Matched Date to the SOAP date and the data willevent with a Matched Date to the SOAP date and the data will
be pulled into the actual record.be pulled into the actual record.

The example here shows that in the SOAP table when the dates of the related event records
match the SOAP date the LinkedLinked field data is pulled back through into the Summary column in
the field.
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This means that for any related event entered on the system, if the date matches the SOAP
Assessment Date the data will be pulled through.

You can also pull data from a related event back into the formYou can also pull data from a related event back into the form
without using a table format, but only the first linked record willwithout using a table format, but only the first linked record will
be pulled through in the eventbe pulled through in the event

The example here shows that an additional field called Medications has been set up on the
Medications form. It is a Table Calculation that performs a text Summarise for the Medication
Column (which means the names of any medications prescribed will be shown in this field). This
field was been added so that data from this field can link back into the Injury/Illness form.

On the event (e.g. the Injury/Illness Form) add in a RelatedOn the event (e.g. the Injury/Illness Form) add in a Related
Event Summary Field and set the calculation to pull through aEvent Summary Field and set the calculation to pull through a
Medications field from any related events.Medications field from any related events.
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This Related Event Summary Field has been set up to link to any field called Medications. This
means that the new field that was added in the Medications event (in the step above) will now
be able to be pulled through directly into the injury/illness form. However, instead of pulling
through data matched data (as for the SOAP table) it will pull through the first entered record.

Remember that we are still pulling through the field "Linked" into the SOAP table as well.

On the application the related event that has a fieldOn the application the related event that has a field
"Medications" in it will be pulled into the form. Additional"Medications" in it will be pulled into the form. Additional
related event Medication forms can be entered, but only therelated event Medication forms can be entered, but only the
data from the first related event record will appear in the form.data from the first related event record will appear in the form.
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Related Events: Changes to the Position of theRelated Events: Changes to the Position of the
Related Event Buttons and Entries in an EventRelated Event Buttons and Entries in an Event
FormForm
Previously, the related events buttons and any related eventPreviously, the related events buttons and any related event
records all appeared below the "Save and Close", "Save andrecords all appeared below the "Save and Close", "Save and
Lock" and "Cancel" buttons (as shown here)Lock" and "Cancel" buttons (as shown here)

Now you can set the Related Event Forms and Entries to appearNow you can set the Related Event Forms and Entries to appear
above the Save and Close buttons (as shown here)above the Save and Close buttons (as shown here)
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To enable this for an Event Form, click on the Event Form youTo enable this for an Event Form, click on the Event Form you
want to change in the Builder Sitewant to change in the Builder Site

In the Form's Advanced Properties of the Form, you need to setIn the Form's Advanced Properties of the Form, you need to set
up the Related Events Position to Above (it is set to Below byup the Related Events Position to Above (it is set to Below by
default)default)

Set the Related Events Position to "Above" and Save and Close the form.
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The Related Events now show on all users systems above theThe Related Events now show on all users systems above the
"Save and Close" buttons for that specific Event Form"Save and Close" buttons for that specific Event Form

Think carefully about this before you enable it, especially if yourThink carefully about this before you enable it, especially if your
Users enter in a lot of Related Event entries, because the saveUsers enter in a lot of Related Event entries, because the save
and close will be below all of these!!and close will be below all of these!!
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Setting up Related Events so they are accessibleSetting up Related Events so they are accessible
via a Body Diagramvia a Body Diagram

Some systems are built with a lot of Related Event forms for specific body areas. In some
systems up to 20 different forms are set up as Related Event fields (to be entered when an
existing entry is ope) and they all display at the bottom of the Event Form. It can be time
consuming to go through the forms and choose one of these related events as they are
displayed in alphabetical order. Now, you can set up the Related Event Forms to appear in a
body diagram. This means the Related Events that are associated with a specific body part
will show when you mouse over a specific body part. To set this up you need to:

1: Choose the Related Events Selector in the form that displays the Related Events1: Choose the Related Events Selector in the form that displays the Related Events

2. Change2. Change EACH form that you want to appear IN the Related Events Body Diagram byEACH form that you want to appear IN the Related Events Body Diagram by
setting up a Body Partssetting up a Body Parts

Some systems have a lot of Related Event Forms set up forSome systems have a lot of Related Event Forms set up for
Assessment of specific body areasAssessment of specific body areas

The example here shows an Injury Event form. Ffive Event Forms have been set up as Related
Events for this Form.
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Now, you can set up the Related Events to appear by body part/Now, you can set up the Related Events to appear by body part/
s in a Related Events Body Diagram (as shown here)s in a Related Events Body Diagram (as shown here)

To set up the Body Diagram, you need to go to the AdvancedTo set up the Body Diagram, you need to go to the Advanced
Properties of the Event Form that has the Related Event FormsProperties of the Event Form that has the Related Event Forms
set for it (e.g the Injury Record)set for it (e.g the Injury Record)
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This shows how to set up the Event Form that has the Related Events appearing with it. Related
Events appear when you click on save and close, or save and continue. These forms are the
Event Forms that are relatedrelated to this event.

In the Related Events set up, there are two additional RelatedIn the Related Events set up, there are two additional Related
Events buttons that appear. YOU MUST ONLY SET UP theEvents buttons that appear. YOU MUST ONLY SET UP the
Related Event Selector field in the Event Form that will have theRelated Event Selector field in the Event Form that will have the
related eventsrelated events

The Related Events Select is where you can choose to enter in the Related Events using the
Related Events Body Diagram.

N.B. Leave the related Event Bodypart fields question blank (this is the field that needs to be set
up on each of the Related Event Forms)
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The Default is Normal (e.g. the Related Event Form display theThe Default is Normal (e.g. the Related Event Form display the
Related Events alphabetically as buttons). You can select for theRelated Events alphabetically as buttons). You can select for the
Related Event Forms to appear in the Related Events BodyRelated Event Forms to appear in the Related Events Body
Diagram ONLY, or in the Body Diagram and also as the buttonsDiagram ONLY, or in the Body Diagram and also as the buttons

Related Event Selector:Related Event Selector:

Normal:Normal: The Related Events appear as buttons at the bottom of the Form

Body Diagram (If Possible):Body Diagram (If Possible): All of the related events that are set up to be entered for a specific
body part will appear in the body diagram. However, if Event Forms are not set up to be
entered as a Body Part (e.g. a Medications form or a consultation) these still appear as a normal
button.

Both:Both: The Body Diagram appears with Related Events set by for a specific body part, AND all of
the Related Events appear as buttons as well.

These options are discussed below.

Now save the changes to the Event Form.

Next, you MUST ALSO set up EACH of the Related Event Forms INDIVIDUALLY that you want toNext, you MUST ALSO set up EACH of the Related Event Forms INDIVIDUALLY that you want to
appear for each body part.appear for each body part.
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Now, each Form that is set as a Related Event that needs toNow, each Form that is set as a Related Event that needs to
appear in the Body Diagram must be set up to appear in a bodyappear in the Body Diagram must be set up to appear in a body
area. Each form that you want to include in the Body Diagramarea. Each form that you want to include in the Body Diagram
MUST be set up to appear as a specific body part/s.MUST be set up to appear as a specific body part/s.

Each form that you want to appear in the Related Events Body Diagram must be set up for a
specific body part/s. In the example here, we are opening the Shoulder Assessment form. We
are going to set this Assessment Form to show in the "Shoulder" body area (as shown in the
image in the step below).

Click on the "Related Event Bodyparts" button to select one orClick on the "Related Event Bodyparts" button to select one or
multiple body areas for where you want the event form tomultiple body areas for where you want the event form to
appearappear
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Click on the Related Events Bodyparts No Selected link. Then choose which areas you want to

Click on the Body Part/s that you want this form to be able toClick on the Body Part/s that you want this form to be able to
show in, in the Related Event Body Diagram. This exampleshow in, in the Related Event Body Diagram. This example
shows only the Shoulder area being selected, but you couldshows only the Shoulder area being selected, but you could
select multiple body areas.select multiple body areas.

Each Form that you want to enable for entry using the Related Events Body Diagram must be
set to a specific body part. Otherwise, it will just show as a normal Related Events button. The
example here shows the Shoulder Assessment Event Form being set to Shoulder.

if you had a more generic event form that needed to appear in the shoulder, back and neck
region, you could select all of those areas.

Then click the "Select" button.
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Once you have selected the correct area/s, save the EventOnce you have selected the correct area/s, save the Event
Form.Form.

For each Event Form that you want to appear in the RelatedFor each Event Form that you want to appear in the Related
Events Body Diagram you MUST edit each Event Form andEvents Body Diagram you MUST edit each Event Form and
update the Related Event Body Part/supdate the Related Event Body Part/s
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Once you update all of your Related Events (make sure you have a list of all of the events so you
can ensure you update them all) you will be able to enter in the Related Events using the
Related Event Body Diagram.

In the previous steps when we set up the Related EventIn the previous steps when we set up the Related Event
Selector, we selected "BOTH". The image here shows that theSelector, we selected "BOTH". The image here shows that the
Related Event Body Diagram AND the Related Event ButtonsRelated Event Body Diagram AND the Related Event Buttons
appear for you to use to enter in any Related Event Dataappear for you to use to enter in any Related Event Data

You can enter in a Related Event by mousing over the body area and if there are any Event
Forms set for this area, their name will appear. The image in the example here shows that when
the Ankle is moused over, the MED 03Ankle Ax form appears. Just click on the body area (e.g.
Ankle) and the Related Event for that area will appear for entry (as shown in the image in the
step below).

A new Related Event appears when the Related Event button isA new Related Event appears when the Related Event button is
clicked,clicked, OR when a body part is clickedOR when a body part is clicked
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The example here shows the 03 MED Ankle Ax Event Form. It was entered by clicking on the
ankle in the image in the step above. Complete the Event Information and click Save and Close.Save and Close.

When the Related Event is completed and Saved, the detailsWhen the Related Event is completed and Saved, the details
appear under the Related Event Body Diagram, and/or theappear under the Related Event Body Diagram, and/or the
Related Event buttonsRelated Event buttons
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If there are multiple Related Events set up for the same bodyIf there are multiple Related Events set up for the same body
area when you click on the Body Area, you will be able to selectarea when you click on the Body Area, you will be able to select
which Related Event to Enterwhich Related Event to Enter

The image here shows that there are two different assessments set for the Ankle Body Area.
When a user clicks on the ankle area, they will then be able to select name of the Related Event
that they require. E.g. they can select Ankle Ax or MED 03 Ankle Ax.
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If you JUST set up the Related Events to appear using the "BodyIf you JUST set up the Related Events to appear using the "Body
Diagram (If Possible)" the system will try and limit it to onlyDiagram (If Possible)" the system will try and limit it to only
show the Body Diagram. But, if Related Events such asshow the Body Diagram. But, if Related Events such as
Medication forms are set as Related Events these will appear asMedication forms are set as Related Events these will appear as
buttons.buttons.

To limit the Related Events to ONLY appear via the Related Events Body Diagram, you can set
the Related Event Selector as "Body Diagram (If Possible)""Body Diagram (If Possible)".

The two steps below demonstrate that the body diagram AND the buttons appear because one
of the forms (the Medical Consult Form) can't be entered via a body part and it does not have a
body part set up for it.

The next step shows that when the Medical Consult Form is removed as a Related Event, only
the Body Diagram Appears.
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An example of the Related Event Selector set as "Body DiagramAn example of the Related Event Selector set as "Body Diagram
(If Possible)", but one of the forms is not set to appear in the(If Possible)", but one of the forms is not set to appear in the
Related Event Body Diagram. The buttons still appearRelated Event Body Diagram. The buttons still appear

An example of only the Body diagram appearing when theAn example of only the Body diagram appearing when the
"Related Event Selector" is set as "Body Diagram (If Possible)"."Related Event Selector" is set as "Body Diagram (If Possible)".
This occurred because all of the Related Events have been setThis occurred because all of the Related Events have been set
with a Body Part.with a Body Part.
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If any of the Related Event fields are set to pull through asIf any of the Related Event fields are set to pull through as
summary field back into a SOAP table, this will still work usingsummary field back into a SOAP table, this will still work using
the Related Events Body Diagramthe Related Events Body Diagram

Ensure you test all of the Related Even forms, and check thatEnsure you test all of the Related Even forms, and check that
can all be accessed through the correct Body Part in the Relatedcan all be accessed through the correct Body Part in the Related
Events Body DiagramEvents Body Diagram
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Limiting the Data that pullsLimiting the Data that pulls
through to the Athlete Historythrough to the Athlete History
and Reports Modules by Dateand Reports Modules by Date
RangesRanges
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In the Athlete History and Reports Modules youIn the Athlete History and Reports Modules you
can set a limit to only show entries for a specificcan set a limit to only show entries for a specific
time period or for a specific number of eventstime period or for a specific number of events
In the athlete history, by default all data that is entered for anIn the athlete history, by default all data that is entered for an
event will appear (as shown here).event will appear (as shown here).

This is the athlete history for a daily review form, and all of the data is shown by default. If you
track this data every day for 1 year, a lot of data will appear (with 15 records per page).

Now you can limit the amount of data that shows in the athlete history and for any variables
that are graphed by default.
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Go to the Event Builder and select the form you want to limitGo to the Event Builder and select the form you want to limit

Click on the Form name to Access the Form Properties (shownClick on the Form name to Access the Form Properties (shown
in the step below)in the step below)

Click on the Form Name so the form Overview turns blue and the Form Properties appear on
the right of the page
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You will see that you can now set a default date for that form,You will see that you can now set a default date for that form,
and this limits that data on the Athlete History and Reportsand this limits that data on the Athlete History and Reports
pagespages

Don't forget to save the changes to the form at the bottom ofDon't forget to save the changes to the form at the bottom of
the page.the page.
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Now in the application, the specific dates and limits will appearNow in the application, the specific dates and limits will appear
for that event in the athlete historyfor that event in the athlete history

The charts in the athlete history also confirm to the limit, and only graph the variables with the
specific limits or dates selected. You can see here it is for the last 7 items.
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The users can access all of the history, but the default settingsThe users can access all of the history, but the default settings
will limit the data when they first go to that event in the athletewill limit the data when they first go to that event in the athlete
history.history.

The Limit is also applied to the Reports data selection when youThe Limit is also applied to the Reports data selection when you
select to run a report for that event typeselect to run a report for that event type

Again, a user can select their own dates etc, but it is a useful feature to limit the data.
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This limit can be set up uniquely for EACH event form based onThis limit can be set up uniquely for EACH event form based on
how much data is collected and over what periodhow much data is collected and over what period
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Building Schedule andBuilding Schedule and
Appointment Event FormsAppointment Event Forms
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Appointment Forms: Building an AppointmentAppointment Forms: Building an Appointment
FormForm

Appointments (e.g., a Medical Appointment) and Scheduling events (e.g. a Rehearsal, Tour
etc) can have a Entity Field in the in which users enter in related entity information. This
lesson reviews the set up of an Appointment Form

All Appointments Forms appear in the Enter AppointmentAll Appointments Forms appear in the Enter Appointment
Module.Module.

New Appointment Forms can ONLY be entered via the AppointmentsNew Appointment Forms can ONLY be entered via the Appointments
Module; they are not available for entry via the Enter Data or EnterModule; they are not available for entry via the Enter Data or Enter
Data for Group ButtonData for Group Button
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Any Appointment Forms that a user has access to are available via the Enter Appointment
Module. All Event Forms that a user has access to which have been set as "Appointment" types
forms will appear here.

N.B. Scheduling Form appear in the Enter Schedule Data Module and regular Event Forms
appear in the Enter Data and Enter Data for Group Module.

To create a new Appointment Form, click on Event Pages andTo create a new Appointment Form, click on Event Pages and
create a new Event Formcreate a new Event Form
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Name the Form and define any associated CategoriesName the Form and define any associated Categories

The Form needs to be set up as an Appointment Form in theThe Form needs to be set up as an Appointment Form in the
Form's Advanced PropertiesForm's Advanced Properties
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Once the Event Form is set to "Appointment" it will no longer appear for entry in the enter data
for athlete, the enter data for group, in the sidebar for entry, or for entry from the calendar
page, or the recent entries page.

The ONLY place this Event Form can be entered from is via the "Appointment" module; this is
an additional system permission that a user must be given access to. However, if a users is
given read access to the form, and an appointment is made for them, they will be able to see it
in their Calendar even if they do not have access to the Enter Appointment Module.

Set up the Additional Appointment Form Properties: Event Length,Set up the Additional Appointment Form Properties: Event Length,
Allow Length Override and Show Name in CalendarAllow Length Override and Show Name in Calendar

#1: Event Length:Event Length: enables the appointment to be set for a default length (e.g. a physio
appointment maybe for 45 minutes, but a Doctor Appointment may only be 15 minutes)

#2: Allow Length OverrideAllow Length Override: enables an athlete or professional to book the appointment for
longer than the default time. This is not needed for most appointments

#3: Show Name in Calendar:Show Name in Calendar: will show or hide the name of the Event in the Calendar page
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Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 45Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 45
minutes, and when used in conjunction with the Allow Length Overrideminutes, and when used in conjunction with the Allow Length Override
(set to No), only a specific time can be booked(set to No), only a specific time can be booked

This denotes the length of time that the appointment can be booked for. The additional image
here shows that a 45 minute period is booked by default, and longer appointments cannot be
booked using this setting.

Allow length override enables the event length to be longer than theAllow length override enables the event length to be longer than the
Default Event LengthDefault Event Length

If this is set to Yes, the appointment can be scheduled for longer than the default length, and
the user will be able to select the end time. ONLY enable this on forms where athletes should
be able to set longer periods.
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Show Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for mostShow Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for most
Appointment FormsAppointment Forms

For most uses, the Appointment Form names will be set to appear in the calendar. There may
be instances where the Appointment form name will need to be hidden.

Now add in the fields that you require into the AppointmentNow add in the fields that you require into the Appointment
Form. These will be entirely dependent on the information thatForm. These will be entirely dependent on the information that
you need to trackyou need to track

Add in the Related Entity Type that you want the appointmentAdd in the Related Entity Type that you want the appointment
to be able to be booked forto be able to be booked for
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The Related Entity Field needs to be added into the Event Form. This related entity is the room,
studio, provider etc that the appointment will be booked against.

THIS MUST BE NAMED THE SAME NAME AS THE RELATED ENTITY. For example, if the related
entity is called "Doctor", this field must also be called "Doctor". They cannot be different, or this
will influence the way this form is used.

In the Related Entity Advanced Properties, select the Related EntityIn the Related Entity Advanced Properties, select the Related Entity
from the list of Related Entities that you have developedfrom the list of Related Entities that you have developed

Choose the Related Entity that you want users to be able to schedule data for. The example
here shows that "Doctor" is being selected.

You can add in more than one Related Entity in an Appointment Form (e.g. you add in a related
entity field for doctor and then add in another related entity field for room), but for this
example we are only including one field.
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Add in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and makeAdd in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and make
sure you set up the read/write access to these as requiredsure you set up the read/write access to these as required

Set up the Appointment Status. Add in a new single selectionSet up the Appointment Status. Add in a new single selection
field called "Status"; this denotes whether the appointments isfield called "Status"; this denotes whether the appointments is
on, rescheduled or cancelledon, rescheduled or cancelled
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Add in a Single Selection Field called "Status"

Add in the options (these are also available in the common categories button, as indicated here,
and as shown in the image in the step below)

• On
• Cancelled
• Rescheduled

Then set the Advanced Properties

N.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing theN.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing the
appointment status, select the options from the common categoriesappointment status, select the options from the common categories
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You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "DenotesYou MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Denotes
Schedule Status"= YesSchedule Status"= Yes

ONLY this field should be set up as a Scheduled Status Field. No other field in this form needs
this special status.

-This enables the event to show as cancelled, and means the related entity is shown as available
when the event is cancelled or rescheduled.

You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "DefaultYou MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Default
Value" = OnValue" = On

If you do not set this to default value as on, the scheduling and appointments workflows will not
detect this forms entries correctly.
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Then Set up the Save and Close Properties to suit the FormThen Set up the Save and Close Properties to suit the Form
Type, and your organisation's workflowType, and your organisation's workflow

The example in the image here shows that the appointment was set up so that Athlete's could
click Book appointment. There is no daft option.

As outline in the step above, update the Advanced Properties of theAs outline in the step above, update the Advanced Properties of the
FormForm
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Double check which fields you have enabled as CalendarDouble check which fields you have enabled as Calendar
Summary Fields; for most Appointments you will NOT set upSummary Fields; for most Appointments you will NOT set up
any fields to be calendar summary fieldsany fields to be calendar summary fields

For some Scheduling Form you will want to show many of the fields on the Calendar. However,
for Medical Appointments you would only have the form name and no other associated data
set to show. Also check whether or not you have set up the Calendar tool tip property correctly
to meet your needs.

On the Admin site enable the system permissions (EnterOn the Admin site enable the system permissions (Enter
Appointment) and Data Permissions (Event Form and RelatedAppointment) and Data Permissions (Event Form and Related
Entity data permissions) accordinglyEntity data permissions) accordingly
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For Athletes to enter in a new appointment via the appointments module, they need:

Read and Write access to the Event Form.

Read Access to the Related Entity.

Access to the Appointment System Permission

Access to Calendar System Permission to see/edit the appointments they have made on their
Calendar

For Providers to access this Form, they need:

Read and Write access to this Event Form

Read Access to the Related Entity

Calendar Access

An example of an athlete entering in a new Appointment FormAn example of an athlete entering in a new Appointment Form
via the Enter Appointment Modulevia the Enter Appointment Module
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N.B. If the athlete does not have access to the related entity inN.B. If the athlete does not have access to the related entity in
the form, they cannot enter in any data for the event, nothingthe form, they cannot enter in any data for the event, nothing
loadsloads
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Schedule Forms: Building a Schedule FormSchedule Forms: Building a Schedule Form

Rooms, Facilities, Equipment and even Medical Providers can be set up to have events
scheduled for them. There are two types of forms which can be scheduled: Appointments
(e.g., a Medical Appointment) or Scheduling events (e.g. a Rehearsal, Tour etc). This lesson
reviews the set up of a Scheduled Event.

All Schedule Forms appear in the Enter Scheduled Data Module.All Schedule Forms appear in the Enter Scheduled Data Module.

The Scheduling and Appointments Forms are separate from the Enter Data Button. Schedule
Event Forms only appear for entry via the the "Enter Scheduled Data" button.

Schedule Forms appear in the Schedule Module ONLY; they are notSchedule Forms appear in the Schedule Module ONLY; they are not
available for entry via the Enter Data or Enter Data for Group Buttonavailable for entry via the Enter Data or Enter Data for Group Button

An example of how the Scheduling Forms appear.
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To create a new Scheduling Form, click on Event Pages andTo create a new Scheduling Form, click on Event Pages and
create a new Event Formcreate a new Event Form

Name the Form and define any associated CategoriesName the Form and define any associated Categories
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The Form Type needs to be set up as a Scheduled Form in theThe Form Type needs to be set up as a Scheduled Form in the
Form's Advanced PropertiesForm's Advanced Properties

Once the Event Form Event Type propertyEvent Type property is set to "Scheduled Event", the form will no longer
appear for entry in the enter data for athlete, the enter data for group, in the sidebar for entry,
or for entry from the calendar page, or the recent entries page.

The ONLY place this Event Form can be entered from is via the "Scheduled Date" module; this is
an additional system permission that a user must be given access to. However, if a users is
given read access to the form, and the form is scheduled for them, they will be able to see it in
their Calendar even if they do not have access to the Enter Scheduled Data Module.

Set up the Additional Scheduling Properties: Event Length, AllowSet up the Additional Scheduling Properties: Event Length, Allow
Length Override and Show Name in Calendar SummaryLength Override and Show Name in Calendar Summary
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#1: Event Length:Event Length: enables the Scheduled Event to be set for a default length (e.g. a Training
session maybe for a minimum of 30 minutes)

#2: Allow Length OverrideAllow Length Override: enables an athlete or professional to Schedule the entry for longer
than the default time

#3: Show Name in CalendarShow Name in Calendar SummarySummary:: will show or hide the name of the Scheduled Event in
the Calendar page

Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 60Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 60
minutes, and if used in conjunction with the Allow Length Override (setminutes, and if used in conjunction with the Allow Length Override (set
to No), only a set time can only be scheduledto No), only a set time can only be scheduled

This denotes the default length of time that the entry can be scheduled for (e.g., a minimum of
60 minutes).

Allow Length Override enables the event length to be longer or shorterAllow Length Override enables the event length to be longer or shorter
than the Default Event Lengththan the Default Event Length

If this is set to Yes, the appointment can be scheduled for longer than the default length, and
the user will be able to select the end time. Enable this on any scheduling forms where coaches
and athletes need be able to set longer or shorter periods.
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Show Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for mostShow Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for most
Scheduling FormsScheduling Forms

For most uses, the Scheduled Form names will be set to appear in the calendar. However,
because some users only want to schedule one specific Scheduling event, the Event Form, and
any calendar summary field names, can be set to be hidden.

Now add in the fields that you require into the Event Form.Now add in the fields that you require into the Event Form.
These will be entirely dependent on the information that youThese will be entirely dependent on the information that you
need to trackneed to track

Add in a Related Entity Field. This is used to enter data against.
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You should name the related entity field the same as theYou should name the related entity field the same as the
selected Related Entityselected Related Entity

The Related Entity Field type needs to be added into the Event Form. This related entity is the
room, studio, provider etc that you are entering in the event against.

N.B. Ensure that this field is named the same as the Related Entity, especially as the Name in
the form is used as filters for viewing on the schedule and appointments calendars. This if you
use the same related entity across multiple forms, try and ensure you use the same name.
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In the Field's Advanced Properties, select the Related Entity from theIn the Field's Advanced Properties, select the Related Entity from the
list of Related Entities that you have developed.list of Related Entities that you have developed.

Choose the Related Entity that you want users to be able to schedule data for. The example
here shows that "Studios" is being selected.

The field name of the related entity SHOULD be the same as the selected related entity, e.g.
Studios (Related Entity) and Studios (field name)

You can add in more than one Related Entity in a Scheduling Form (e.g. you add in a related
entity field for doctor and then add in another related entity field for room). In this example we
are adding in two related entity fields (one for Studios and one for Teacher - Coach).
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Add in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and set upAdd in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and set up
the entered by and viewed access to these fields as requiredthe entered by and viewed access to these fields as required

You MUST also set up the Appointment Status. Add in a newYou MUST also set up the Appointment Status. Add in a new
single selection field called "Status". This denotes whether thesingle selection field called "Status". This denotes whether the
scheduled event is on, rescheduled or cancelledscheduled event is on, rescheduled or cancelled
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Add in a Single Selection Field called "Status"

Add in the options (these are also available in the common categories button under Event
Status, as indicated here, and as shown in the image in the step below)

• On
• Cancelled
• Rescheduled

Then set the Advanced Properties

N.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing theN.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing the
scheduling status, select the options from the common categoriesscheduling status, select the options from the common categories
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You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "DenotesYou MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Denotes
Schedule Status"=YesSchedule Status"=Yes

ONLY this field should be set up as a Scheduled Status Field. No other field in this form needs
this special status.

-This enables the event to show as cancelled, and means the related entity is shown as available
when the event is cancelled or rescheduled.

You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Default Value" =You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Default Value" =
OnOn

If you do not set the Default Value as On, the scheduling and appointments work flows will not
detect this forms' entries correctly.
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Set up the Save and Close Properties to suit the Form Type, andSet up the Save and Close Properties to suit the Form Type, and
your organisation's workflowsyour organisation's workflows

The example in the image here shows that the Training Form was set up so that it would be
saved as a temporary file first (e.g. a draft) and hidden until it was Published.

N.B. All temporary (draft) Scheduling entries are hidden in every module on the system (other
than the Enter Scheduled Data and Preview Schedule Modules) until they are Published. This
means an administrator can enter in an entire weeks schedule as draft data, and then publish
all of the events at once (via the Preview Schedule Module) when the schedule has been
finalised. N.B. Only a user with access to Publish events will be able to publish schedule events
though.

As outlined in the step above, update the properties accordinglyAs outlined in the step above, update the properties accordingly
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Double check which fields you have enabled as CalendarDouble check which fields you have enabled as Calendar
Summary Fields; for most Schedule Forms some fields will beSummary Fields; for most Schedule Forms some fields will be
set as Calendar summary fieldsset as Calendar summary fields

For some Scheduling Form you will want to show some of the fields on the Calendar. These are
set up in the advanced properties for each of the fields.

Also check whether or not you have set up the Calendar tool tip property correctly to meet your
needs; e.g. whether you mouse over it and the form is previewed or not.

Next, on the Admin site enable permissions so that SchedulingNext, on the Admin site enable permissions so that Scheduling
forms, and then the specific form can be entered by a coach orforms, and then the specific form can be entered by a coach or
administratoradministrator
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For Users to access this Form, they need:

Read and Write access to this Event Form

Read Access to the Related Entity's in the Form

Access to the Enter Schedule Data System Permission

N.B. A user will ONLY need permission to the "Preview Schedule" module if they are in chargeN.B. A user will ONLY need permission to the "Preview Schedule" module if they are in charge
of scheduling and they need to view or publish bulk draft schedulesof scheduling and they need to view or publish bulk draft schedules

If set up correctly, the Training Form will appear for entry in theIf set up correctly, the Training Form will appear for entry in the
Enter Schedule Data ModuleEnter Schedule Data Module

If the Scheduled Event Form and the permissions are set up correctly, users will be able to enter
in new schedule events.
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N.B. If a user is assigned access to the Schedule Event Form, butN.B. If a user is assigned access to the Schedule Event Form, but
not the related entities in it, the schedule page will spinnot the related entities in it, the schedule page will spin
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Related Entities: DatabasesRelated Entities: Databases
built to set up a one to manybuilt to set up a one to many
relationship for use inrelationship for use in
Scheduling and AppointmentScheduling and Appointment
Forms ONLYForms ONLY
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Building a Related EntityBuilding a Related Entity

Related Entity field types are now available to be used in any type of Event Forms, including
Scheduling and Appointment Forms.

Please keep in mind that only Related Entities entered into Scheduling and Appointment
Forms are checked for conflicts at time and date of entry.

N.B. The field "Email" can be added to a related entity and this sets up in the structure of
the related entity can be used for the iCal (e.g. events can be imported into an external
calendar).

On the Builder Site a new Module called Related Entities isOn the Builder Site a new Module called Related Entities is
availableavailable

It is very similar to the Database Module, but it enables users to enter in data that is related
between more than one entity. For example, booking an athlete an appointment with a doctor,
or scheduling a rehearsal in a studio room with an instructor, and a specific group of athletes.

To create a new Related Entity click on "New Related EntityTo create a new Related Entity click on "New Related Entity
Form"Form"
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Name the Related Entity Type. Please choose this carefully asName the Related Entity Type. Please choose this carefully as
this will be the name that is used in Scheduled Event Formsthis will be the name that is used in Scheduled Event Forms

The Name of the Related Entity MUST be chosen carefully. This is the name that you MUST
name each field in an Event Form (e.g. an Appointment or a Scheduling Form) which uses this
Related Entity.

For example, If you use name this Related Entity, it can ONLY be named "Doctor" in an Event
Form, it cannot be named Medical Provider or DR.

The Name of the Related Entity field in the Related EntityThe Name of the Related Entity field in the Related Entity
structure MUST be called Name. If it called Doctor or Room etc,structure MUST be called Name. If it called Doctor or Room etc,
it will NOT work correctly in the Scheduling Modulesit will NOT work correctly in the Scheduling Modules

When you create your Related Entity, the first field must be a Single Line of Text field and itWhen you create your Related Entity, the first field must be a Single Line of Text field and it
must be called Name.must be called Name.
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N.B. You can name the field in the Event Form anything, BUT you must have the first field listed
as "Name" or none of the Scheduling columns will appear when you schedule in data.

The other Related Entity fields can be set up in exactly the sameThe other Related Entity fields can be set up in exactly the same
manner as a Database is set up (e.g., with additional descriptivemanner as a Database is set up (e.g., with additional descriptive
information)information)

The example here shows that a drop down field for the Doctor's speciality has been added to
the structure of the Related Entity.

A New Field Type called Multiple Time Period can be added toA New Field Type called Multiple Time Period can be added to
set the availability of each related entity record duringset the availability of each related entity record during
SchedulingScheduling
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Add in a Multiple Time Period field to be able to set the availability of each Related Entity record
(e.g. it has to be set for each Doctor) in the Related Entity. It is added to the structure of the
Related Entity, and it then needs to be set for each record in that Related Entity.

N.B. You need to think critically about whether you want to include anN.B. You need to think critically about whether you want to include an
Availability Field in the Related EntityAvailability Field in the Related Entity

If you choose to add Availability into the Related Entity, and you do NOT set it for EACH related
entity record, then any Related Entity records that do not have any availability set will ALWAYS
appear as unavailable.

If iCals need to be sent to a user associated with a specificIf iCals need to be sent to a user associated with a specific
Related Entity Record (e.g. during Publishing), then a Single LineRelated Entity Record (e.g. during Publishing), then a Single Line
Text field called "Email" needs to be added into the Structure ofText field called "Email" needs to be added into the Structure of
the Related Entitythe Related Entity
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These are used when iCals are sent during Publishing.

Please note that only a single Email field can currently be added to the structure of the Related
Entity, we will more in subsequent versions.

Save the Related Entity StructureSave the Related Entity Structure

Now start to add in new records, or edit existing records forNow start to add in new records, or edit existing records for
that Related Entitythat Related Entity

Start to add in the actual records (e.g. doctors, rooms, studios etc). Click on Add/Edit

Click on New to add in new Related Entity RecordsClick on New to add in new Related Entity Records
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Each Related Entity record is set up usingEach Related Entity record is set up using the structure thatthe structure that
was previously definedwas previously defined

Add in the Name of the Doctor, their speciality, and e-mail that an iCal can be sent to.

If an availability field is included in the structure of the RelatedIf an availability field is included in the structure of the Related
Entity, it MUST be set for any day that the related entity recordEntity, it MUST be set for any day that the related entity record
(e.g. Doctor Black) is available(e.g. Doctor Black) is available
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Save the Related Entity Record and it will appear as a RelatedSave the Related Entity Record and it will appear as a Related
Entity Records ListEntity Records List

Add in as many Related Entity Records as you requireAdd in as many Related Entity Records as you require
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A Related Entity field is now available in the Form Builder. ThisA Related Entity field is now available in the Form Builder. This
means the Related Entity can be added into Scheduling andmeans the Related Entity can be added into Scheduling and
Appointment Event FormsAppointment Event Forms

How the Related Entity appears during SchedulingHow the Related Entity appears during Scheduling (e.g. a in(e.g. a in
Medical Appointment Form, or a Doctor Appointment Form)Medical Appointment Form, or a Doctor Appointment Form)
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Keep in mind that if the Availability is NOT set for the Related EntityKeep in mind that if the Availability is NOT set for the Related Entity
record, the record will always appear as unavailable duringrecord, the record will always appear as unavailable during
appointment booking or schedulingappointment booking or scheduling

Related Entities can also be added to Regular Event Forms, butRelated Entities can also be added to Regular Event Forms, but
these forms are not used to detect scheduling conflicts for eachthese forms are not used to detect scheduling conflicts for each
elated entity record.elated entity record.
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Safely Change/Update a FormSafely Change/Update a Form
name, Field name or Optionname, Field name or Option
without losing datawithout losing data
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Important enhancements for safely MigratingImportant enhancements for safely Migrating
Fields and OptionsFields and Options

The following steps outline how to safely update form names, field names and field options.
Before you update any forms, or make any changes, always think about doing these when
the system will be at the lowest usage times. You do not want to run a resave of the data orYou do not want to run a resave of the data or
change a field name when a user is entering in a lot of data for a group of athletes, or ifchange a field name when a user is entering in a lot of data for a group of athletes, or if
there is a lot of data stored offline on the mobile or installed applications. Try and ensurethere is a lot of data stored offline on the mobile or installed applications. Try and ensure
all users synchronise their data before you make any changes.all users synchronise their data before you make any changes.

The best timebest time to make system changes to existing Event Forms is when the majority of your
users are not using the system (e.g. during their sleep). Also, if you make a change and it
doesn't work, you will have time address it before users come online.

WARNING: The Migrate Field and Migrate Option CANNOT currently extend to updating aWARNING: The Migrate Field and Migrate Option CANNOT currently extend to updating a
field if it is being used in Training Block. Please be aware of this limitation. We are workingfield if it is being used in Training Block. Please be aware of this limitation. We are working
to resolve it as quickly as possible.to resolve it as quickly as possible.

Safely Update your existing Event Form's fields and optionsSafely Update your existing Event Form's fields and options
WITHOUT deleting/losing any dataWITHOUT deleting/losing any data

Each field name in an Event Form is named uniquely and data entered for that Event Form is
linked to each unique Field name; that is why an error occurs if you have two fields with the
same name in an Event Form. The data directly is linked with the field name so if the field name
changes, the data is lost.
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To safely transfer or change a field name, so that the system re-links the data from a previous
Event Form field name, to a new Event Form name you MUSTMUST use the "Migrate Field"Migrate Field" button or
"Migrate Options" button"Migrate Options" button depending on what you need to migrate (shown in the image here).

N.B. If you just open an Event Form and rename the existing Field Name or Option by typing
over it in the Form Builder, even to update the casing or change a space between characters
(e.g. from 40m SSprint to 40m ssprint or 40-m sprint to 40 m sprint), ANY data stored that is
linked to that field name/option will be deleted/lost because the link has been removed.

To safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and thenTo safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and then
enter in a new name and click "OK"enter in a new name and click "OK"

To Safely change an Event Form NameTo Safely change an Event Form Name

1: Clicking on the "Edit NameEdit Name" button

2: Change the Name in the Pop Up Box (e.g. from 40m Sprint to 40-m Sprint).

3: Click OK and the Event Form name will be updated.

If you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take aIf you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take a
back up copy of all of the existing databack up copy of all of the existing data
For Best Practice you should take a copy of all of the data stored on the system for that Event
Form.

1. Create a group with all users in it on the Administration tool

2. Run a report for all of the users and then take a back up by clicking on Excel in the Reports
Page

To edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on MigrateTo edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on Migrate
FieldField

For this example we are updating the field name in the 40m Sprint Form from
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If you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these areIf you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these are
completedcompleted

A warning message will pop up to check that any recent migrations or resaves are complete.

If you just completed a migration you MUST check that all of the data has been migrated
successfully:

1. Wait for the Migration e-mail to be sent to your e-mail address (a message will be sent to
your external and internal mai)

2. Refresh the Builder Site

3. Open the Event Form

4. Check that the name of the Field has been updated in the form. If it has not, the previous
migration has NOT been completed, so do not start the next migration.

5. Repeat step 2-4 until the field has been renamed correctly in the Event Form

6. Login to the main site and run a report for the Event Form. Check that the Field Name is
updated in the Report, and that the data is appearing with the updated Field Name.

7. If it has not updated, check it again

N.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you mayN.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you may
delete your datadelete your data
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An additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to checkAn additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to check
any calculations or settings that used the previous field nameany calculations or settings that used the previous field name

Thoroughly read the warning. Once you understand what additional steps you might need to
take click "OK"

Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)

For this example the Field "Ground" is going to be updated to "Surface"
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Enter in the new Name for the fieldEnter in the new Name for the field

1: Select the Field to Migrate (e.g. Ground)

2: Click Select Field

3: Enter in the new name (e.g. surface)

4: Click OK

The Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail willThe Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail will
be sent.be sent.

The Event Page List will Refresh

A migration complete notification will be sent to your e-mail and internal mail account (as
shown in the image in the step below).

N.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, soN.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, so
please be patient.please be patient.
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Wait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then checkWait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then check
the data has migrated safelythe data has migrated safely

A "Migration complete" notification will be set to your e-mail address and it will also appear in
the inbox in the internal mail on the application (as shown here).

Once you receive the migration complete, double check that data has migrated before
completing another migration or resave etc. Follow the steps in the step below

Check the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form andCheck the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form and
check the data on the applicationcheck the data on the application

Double check the data has been migrated successfully:

1. Refresh the Builder Site

2. Open the Event Form

3. Check that the name of the Field has been updated in the form. If it has not, the migration
has NOT been completed. Wait and check again.

4. Refresh and login to the main site and run a report for the Event Form. Check that the Field
Name is updated in the Report, and that the data is appearing with the updated Field Name.
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5. If it has not updated, contact your administrator or support person before completing
additional migrations.

N.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you mayN.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you may
delete your datadelete your data

If you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you willIf you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you will
need to update the calculationsneed to update the calculations

The example here shows that field name "Row 1" was used in a number of calculations.

The Field name was migrated to "New Row 1". Now, all of the calculations that referenced the
initial field name MUST be manually updated to enable them to calculate correctly.

To Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop downTo Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop down
or multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" buttonor multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" button

The 40m Sprint Form has fields which have a set number of responses that a user can select
from. If you need to modify the existing options available, then you need to use the "migrate
option" button for that form.

Click on the Migrate Option(s) buttonClick on the Migrate Option(s) button
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To migrate options, click on the Migrate Option(s) button and follow the steps below.

If you had previously run a migration check that it is complete beforeIf you had previously run a migration check that it is complete before
starting this migrationstarting this migration

Just as for the Field Migration steps, you also need to double check that any previous migrations
have been fully completed. E.g. refresh the site, open the Event Form, and check the data on the
system.

Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"
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Select the Field you want to migrate the options for and clickSelect the Field you want to migrate the options for and click
"Select Field""Select Field"

If you are updating options, then you first need to select the Field Name. The options for that
field will then be displayed to be updated (as shown in the image in the step below).

You will be shown the existing options. Rename the options youYou will be shown the existing options. Rename the options you
need and click "Migrate"need and click "Migrate"

Update the field option names and click "Migrate".
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The example in the image here shows that the existing option "Soft" will be renamed to "Grass",
"Medium" will be renamed to "Turf" and "Hard" will be renamed to "Track".

N.B. If you do not want to change an option, then just leave that option as it is, e.g. Tartan Track
has not been changed.

You can click Cancel at Any time if you make a mistake to stop the migration.

An e-mail notification will be sent once the migration isAn e-mail notification will be sent once the migration is
complete.complete.

Please be patient as the data is saved. Do NOT make additional changes in that form UNTIL you
have confirmed that all of the data has been migrated.

N.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, soN.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, so
please be patient.please be patient.

If you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this byIf you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this by
opening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking updateopening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking update
and then saving the formand then saving the form
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For example, you have just updated the Surface options, but you also need to add in a new one
for wooden floor. To do this, open the event form

1: Select the Surface Field

2: Go to the options for Surface

3: Add in the additional option (Wooden Floor)

4:Click "Update"

5: Preview to ensure that the form is working as expected

6: Save the Form.

You can add in New Options, but you CANNOT just retype over existing option names or youYou can add in New Options, but you CANNOT just retype over existing option names or you
WILL lose dataWILL lose data

N.B. You need to update any visibility settings that may reference that field's option, or any
calculations that may reference that field's options as well (see the step below).

It is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate aIt is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate a
field or any field options to ensure that any calculations thatfield or any field options to ensure that any calculations that
referenced the previous field name are updatedreferenced the previous field name are updated

On complex Medical Forms, or injury forms, multiple calculations may reference a specific
option. The example here shows if the options in the field "availability" were migrated from:

"Available" to "Fully Available"
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"Injured-Available" to "Injured but able to play"

"Injured-Unavailable" to "Injured unavailable for play"

The following changes would also be required for that form:

--The Date Fully Resolved Visibility is set to only appear when "Is the athlete unfit to compete/
train" equal to "No", or when the "Availability" is Not equal To "Injured-Unavailable". This would
need to be reset to "Availability Not Equal To "Injured unavailable for play", otherwise it
wouldn't appear (shown here before the migration).

-The Availability Question calculation would need to be re-written from:

if(isempty (Date Fully Resolved), if(Is the athlete unfit to compete/train="Yes", if (isempty (Date
of Return to Training/ Competition),"Injured-Unavailable",

"Injured-Available"), "Injured-Available"), "Available")

to

if(isempty (Date Fully Resolved), if(Is the athlete unfit to compete/train="Yes", if (isempty (Date
of Return to Training/ Competition),"Injured unavailable for playInjured unavailable for play",

"Injured but able to playInjured but able to play"), "Injured but able to playInjured but able to play"),

"Fully AvailableFully Available")

-Recheck the scoring for the Availability Options and also the Best Value in the Advanced
Properties

-The save and lock on the Form properties would been to be reset to equal "Availability" Equal
To "Fully Available"

As you can see a number of fields within forms are linked so please ensure that if you migrate a
field and you think other fields, sections or even other Event Forms might reference that field,
write a complete list of changes that you need to make before you so the migration so that
once you do the migration you can perform any other changes and ensure the system is
working well for all of the users.
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Complex form configurations- Update any other forms thatComplex form configurations- Update any other forms that
were linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as theywere linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as they
will need updating.will need updating.

If you migrate availability options in a medical illness form, and a medical injury form also uses
the same availability options that are both then used to calculate the availability colourings of
the athlete on the sidebar or the select athlete page, you must update the availability settings
on the injury form as well.

Alternatively, you may have a daily availability that uses the same availability codes, so you
many need to update these as well. Some of the Gold Site have very complex form
configurations, so if you do migrate options please ensure you know all of the other Event
Forms and Form fields/properties that need to change as well. Again, if you have issues contact
your administrator as soon as something goes wrong.

Duplicate a FormDuplicate a Form

Duplicate the Entire FormDuplicate the Entire Form

To DuplicateDuplicate an existing form including all of the sections, questions, explanations and
properties click "Duplicate".

1. Clicking on the "Duplicate" button to the right of the Event Form Name

2. Change the Name in the Pop Up Box from Form Name Copy to the name you require (e.g.
5-40m sprint)
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3. Click Save and the new form will appear on your Events List (as shown in the step below)

The New Form is available in the Event Form ListThe New Form is available in the Event Form List

To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"

If you need to delete a form from the system, the best way to do this is to go to the actual
application and delete all of the existing data for that form off the application (run a report for
all users and all data and then click delete all).

Then remove any Performance Standards or Performance Explanations for that Form

Then come to the form on the Event Form page (shown in the image here) and click Delete. You
will be asked if you are sure you want to do it, click "OK" if you want to remove the form.You will
need to confirm 5 times because you need to be confident that you actually want to remove the
form.

The Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existingThe Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existing
entries on the system for that Event Formentries on the system for that Event Form
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Confirm you want resave all of the data entered for that EventConfirm you want resave all of the data entered for that Event
FormForm

Because you are getting every single field and calculation to resave, the system will ask you to
confirm that this is what you want to do. If you have made a mistake with a calculation, a
visibility setting, or even a link then you could lose data if you resave the form. Please ensure
you have thoroughly checked your form, any recent migrations and the like before you resave
it.

Please wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take somePlease wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take some
time depending on the form size and the amount of datatime depending on the form size and the amount of data
storedstored

The resave may take some time depending on the amount of data and the complexity of the
form. Please be patient and do not make any additional changes to the form while the resave is
occurring.

An e-mail notification will be sent to your internal and external e-mail address when the Resave
is complete.

Notification of completed Resave is sentNotification of completed Resave is sent
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Once the resave is completed, run a report and check that all of the data has recalculate
correctly.

An example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing aAn example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing a
calculation or adding in a new calculationcalculation or adding in a new calculation

The example here shows that a new sum of 7 calculation has been added to a Skinfolds form.
Only newly entered data from that time point on (or historical events which are opened and
saved) would calculate the new sum of 7 field.

The image in the step below shows the athlete history which has not been resaved.not been resaved.

New calculation, no data for that field on the applicationNew calculation, no data for that field on the application
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The image here shows the athlete history for the sum of 8 form which has just had the sum of 7
field added to it. The sum of 7 field doesn't autocalculate for all historical entries.

After the Resave, the data appears on the applicationAfter the Resave, the data appears on the application

All of the existing historical data is resaved and the new field calculates.
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Safely Update/Rename a Form Name, FieldSafely Update/Rename a Form Name, Field
Name (Question) or Options for a FieldName (Question) or Options for a Field
(selection options for a field)(selection options for a field)

The following steps outline how to safely update form names, field names and field options.
Before you update any forms, or make any changes, always think about doing these when
the system will be at the lowest usage times. You do not want to run a resave of the data orYou do not want to run a resave of the data or
change a field name when a user is entering in a lot of data for a group of athletes, or ifchange a field name when a user is entering in a lot of data for a group of athletes, or if
there is a lot of data stored offline on the mobile or installed applications. Try and ensurethere is a lot of data stored offline on the mobile or installed applications. Try and ensure
all users synchronise their data before you make any changes.all users synchronise their data before you make any changes.

The best timebest time to make system changes to existing Event Forms is when the majority of your
users are not using the system (e.g. during their sleep). Also, if you make a change and it
doesn't work, you will have time address it before users come online.

Safely Update your existing Event Form's fields and optionsSafely Update your existing Event Form's fields and options
WITHOUT deleting/losing any dataWITHOUT deleting/losing any data

Each field name in an Event Form is named uniquely and data entered for that Event Form is
linked to each unique Field name; that is why an error occurs if you have two fields with the
same name in an Event Form. The data directly is linked with the field name so if the field name
changes, the data is lost.

To safely transfer or change a field name, so that the system re-links the data from a previous
Event Form field name, to a new Event Form name you MUSTMUST use the "Migrate Field"Migrate Field" button or
"Migrate Options" button"Migrate Options" button depending on what you need to migrate (shown in the image here).
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N.B. If you just open an Event Form and rename the existing Field Name or Option by typing
over it in the Form Builder, even to update the casing or change a space between characters
(e.g. from 40m SSprint to 40m ssprint or 40-m sprint to 40 m sprint), ANY data stored that is
linked to that field name/option will be deleted/lost because the link has been removed.

To safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and thenTo safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and then
enter in a new name and click "OK"enter in a new name and click "OK"

To Safely change an Event Form NameTo Safely change an Event Form Name

1: Clicking on the "Edit NameEdit Name" button

2: Change the Name in the Pop Up Box (e.g. from 40m Sprint to 40-m Sprint).

3: Click OK and the Event Form name will be updated.

If you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take aIf you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take a
back up copy of all of the existing databack up copy of all of the existing data
For Best Practice you should take a copy of all of the data stored on the system for that Event
Form.

1. Create a group with all users in it on the Administration tool

2. Run a report for all of the users and then take a back up by clicking on Excel in the Reports
Page

To edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on MigrateTo edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on Migrate
FieldField

For this example we are updating the field name in the 40m Sprint Form from
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If you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these areIf you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these are
completedcompleted

A warning message will pop up to check that any recent migrations or resaves are complete.

If you just completed a migration you MUST check that all of the data has been migrated
successfully:

1. Wait for the Migration e-mail to be sent to your e-mail address (a message will be sent to
your external and internal mai)

2. Refresh the Builder Site

3. Open the Event Form

4. Check that the name of the Field has been updated in the form. If it has not, the previous
migration has NOT been completed, so do not start the next migration.

5. Repeat step 2-4 until the field has been renamed correctly in the Event Form

6. Login to the main site and run a report for the Event Form. Check that the Field Name is
updated in the Report, and that the data is appearing with the updated Field Name.

7. If it has not updated, check it again

N.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you mayN.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you may
delete your datadelete your data
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An additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to checkAn additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to check
any calculations or settings that used the previous field nameany calculations or settings that used the previous field name

Thoroughly read the warning. Once you understand what additional steps you might need to
take click "OK"

Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)

For this example the Field "Ground" is going to be updated to "Surface"
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Enter in the new Name for the fieldEnter in the new Name for the field

1: Select the Field to Migrate (e.g. Ground)

2: Click Select Field

3: Enter in the new name (e.g. surface)

4: Click OK

The Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail willThe Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail will
be sent.be sent.

The Event Page List will Refresh

A migration complete notification will be sent to your e-mail and internal mail account (as
shown in the image in the step below).

N.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, soN.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, so
please be patient.please be patient.
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Wait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then checkWait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then check
the data has migrated safelythe data has migrated safely

A "Migration complete" notification will be set to your e-mail address and it will also appear in
the inbox in the internal mail on the application (as shown here).

Once you receive the migration complete, double check that data has migrated before
completing another migration or resave etc. Follow the steps in the step below

Check the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form andCheck the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form and
check the data on the applicationcheck the data on the application

Double check the data has been migrated successfully:

1. Refresh the Builder Site

2. Open the Event Form

3. Check that the name of the Field has been updated in the form. If it has not, the migration
has NOT been completed. Wait and check again.

4. Refresh and login to the main site and run a report for the Event Form. Check that the Field
Name is updated in the Report, and that the data is appearing with the updated Field Name.

5. If it has not updated, contact your administrator or support person before completing
additional migrations.
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N.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you mayN.B. If you perform another migration before the previous one has been completed, you may
delete your datadelete your data

If you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you willIf you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you will
need to update the calculationsneed to update the calculations

The example here shows that field name "Row 1" was used in a number of calculations.

The Field name was migrated to "New Row 1". Now, all of the calculations that referenced the
initial field name MUST be manually updated to enable them to calculate correctly.

To Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop downTo Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop down
or multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" buttonor multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" button

The 40m Sprint Form has fields which have a set number of responses that a user can select
from. If you need to modify the existing options available, then you need to use the "migrate
option" button for that form.

Click on the Migrate Option(s) buttonClick on the Migrate Option(s) button

To migrate options, click on the Migrate Option(s) button and follow the steps below.
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If you had previously run a migration check that it is complete beforeIf you had previously run a migration check that it is complete before
starting this migrationstarting this migration

Just as for the Field Migration steps, you also need to double check that any previous migrations
have been fully completed. E.g. refresh the site, open the Event Form, and check the data on the
system.

Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"
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Select the Field you want to migrate the options for and clickSelect the Field you want to migrate the options for and click
"Select Field""Select Field"

If you are updating options, then you first need to select the Field Name. The options for that
field will then be displayed to be updated (as shown in the image in the step below).

You will be shown the existing options. Rename the options youYou will be shown the existing options. Rename the options you
need and click "Migrate"need and click "Migrate"

Update the field option names and click "Migrate".
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The example in the image here shows that the existing option "Soft" will be renamed to "Grass",
"Medium" will be renamed to "Turf" and "Hard" will be renamed to "Track".

N.B. If you do not want to change an option, then just leave that option as it is, e.g. Tartan Track
has not been changed.

You can click Cancel at Any time if you make a mistake to stop the migration.

An e-mail notification will be sent once the migration isAn e-mail notification will be sent once the migration is
complete.complete.

Please be patient as the data is saved. Do NOT make additional changes in that form UNTIL you
have confirmed that all of the data has been migrated.

N.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, soN.B. The more records that are stored on the system the longer the migration will take, so
please be patient.please be patient.

If you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this byIf you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this by
opening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking updateopening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking update
and then saving the formand then saving the form
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For example, you have just updated the Surface options, but you also need to add in a new one
for wooden floor. To do this, open the event form

1: Select the Surface Field

2: Go to the options for Surface

3: Add in the additional option (Wooden Floor)

4:Click "Update"

5: Preview to ensure that the form is working as expected

6: Save the Form.

You can add in New Options, but you CANNOT just retype over existing option names or youYou can add in New Options, but you CANNOT just retype over existing option names or you
WILL lose dataWILL lose data

N.B. You need to update any visibility settings that may reference that field's option, or any
calculations that may reference that field's options as well (see the step below).

It is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate aIt is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate a
field or any field options to ensure that any calculations thatfield or any field options to ensure that any calculations that
referenced the previous field name are updatedreferenced the previous field name are updated

On complex Medical Forms, or injury forms, multiple calculations may reference a specific
option. The example here shows if the options in the field "availability" were migrated from:

"Available" to "Fully Available"
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"Injured-Available" to "Injured but able to play"

"Injured-Unavailable" to "Injured unavailable for play"

The following changes would also be required for that form:

--The Date Fully Resolved Visibility is set to only appear when "Is the athlete unfit to compete/
train" equal to "No", or when the "Availability" is Not equal To "Injured-Unavailable". This would
need to be reset to "Availability Not Equal To "Injured unavailable for play", otherwise it
wouldn't appear (shown here before the migration).

-The Availability Question calculation would need to be re-written from:

if(isempty (Date Fully Resolved), if(Is the athlete unfit to compete/train="Yes", if (isempty (Date
of Return to Training/ Competition),"Injured-Unavailable",

"Injured-Available"), "Injured-Available"), "Available")

to

if(isempty (Date Fully Resolved), if(Is the athlete unfit to compete/train="Yes", if (isempty (Date
of Return to Training/ Competition),"Injured unavailable for playInjured unavailable for play",

"Injured but able to playInjured but able to play"), "Injured but able to playInjured but able to play"),

"Fully AvailableFully Available")

-Recheck the scoring for the Availability Options and also the Best Value in the Advanced
Properties

-The save and lock on the Form properties would been to be reset to equal "Availability" Equal
To "Fully Available"

As you can see a number of fields within forms are linked so please ensure that if you migrate a
field and you think other fields, sections or even other Event Forms might reference that field,
write a complete list of changes that you need to make before you so the migration so that
once you do the migration you can perform any other changes and ensure the system is
working well for all of the users.
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Complex form configurations- Update any other forms thatComplex form configurations- Update any other forms that
were linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as theywere linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as they
will need updating.will need updating.

If you migrate availability options in a medical illness form, and a medical injury form also uses
the same availability options that are both then used to calculate the availability colourings of
the athlete on the sidebar or the select athlete page, you must update the availability settings
on the injury form as well.

Alternatively, you may have a daily availability that uses the same availability codes, so you
many need to update these as well. Some of the Gold Site have very complex form
configurations, so if you do migrate options please ensure you know all of the other Event
Forms and Form fields/properties that need to change as well. Again, if you have issues contact
your administrator as soon as something goes wrong.

Duplicate a FormDuplicate a Form

Duplicate the Entire FormDuplicate the Entire Form

To DuplicateDuplicate an existing form including all of the sections, questions, explanations and
properties click "Duplicate".

1. Clicking on the "Duplicate" button to the right of the Event Form Name

2. Change the Name in the Pop Up Box from Form Name Copy to the name you require (e.g.
5-40m sprint)
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3. Click Save and the new form will appear on your Events List (as shown in the step below)

The New Form is available in the Event Form ListThe New Form is available in the Event Form List

To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"

If you need to delete a form from the system, the best way to do this is to go to the actual
application and delete all of the existing data for that form off the application (run a report for
all users and all data and then click delete all).

Then remove any Performance Standards or Performance Explanations for that Form

Then come to the form on the Event Form page (shown in the image here) and click Delete. You
will be asked if you are sure you want to do it, click "OK" if you want to remove the form.You will
need to confirm 5 times because you need to be confident that you actually want to remove the
form.

The Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existingThe Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existing
entries on the system for that Event Formentries on the system for that Event Form
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Confirm you want resave all of the data entered for that EventConfirm you want resave all of the data entered for that Event
FormForm

Because you are getting every single field and calculation to resave, the system will ask you to
confirm that this is what you want to do. If you have made a mistake with a calculation, a
visibility setting, or even a link then you could lose data if you resave the form. Please ensure
you have thoroughly checked your form, any recent migrations and the like before you resave
it.

Please wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take somePlease wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take some
time depending on the form size and the amount of datatime depending on the form size and the amount of data
storedstored

The resave may take some time depending on the amount of data and the complexity of the
form. Please be patient and do not make any additional changes to the form while the resave is
occurring.

An e-mail notification will be sent to your internal and external e-mail address when the Resave
is complete.

Notification of completed Resave is sentNotification of completed Resave is sent
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Once the resave is completed, run a report and check that all of the data has recalculate
correctly.

An example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing aAn example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing a
calculation or adding in a new calculationcalculation or adding in a new calculation

The example here shows that a new sum of 7 calculation has been added to a Skinfolds form.
Only newly entered data from that time point on (or historical events which are opened and
saved) would calculate the new sum of 7 field.

The image in the step below shows the athlete history which has not been resaved.not been resaved.
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New calculation, no data for that field on the applicationNew calculation, no data for that field on the application

The image here shows the athlete history for the sum of 8 form which has just had the sum of 7
field added to it. The sum of 7 field doesn't autocalculate for all historical entries.

After the Resave, the data appears on the applicationAfter the Resave, the data appears on the application

All of the existing historical data is resaved and the new field calculates.
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"Confirm Save" when Making Changes to"Confirm Save" when Making Changes to
Existing Event FormsExisting Event Forms
If you make a change to an Event Form on the Events Page inIf you make a change to an Event Form on the Events Page in
the Form Builder you will now be asked to confirm the save.the Form Builder you will now be asked to confirm the save.
The image here shows two changes being made.The image here shows two changes being made.

This form has existing data entered for it on the application (main site).

Two changes are being made to this Event Form:

#1: The Surgery Required has had a new option added to it. This is safe to do because you are
not overwriting any of the existing options.

#2: The Field Name "Surgery Details" has been changed to "Surgery Description" on the Event
Form Builder. This will cause data loss on the system because the "Migrate Field" option was
not used. If a field name is changed on the Event Form (and there is data entered on the main
application) then the data on the application loses the link with the previous Field name (NEVER
DO THIS IN PRACTICE, this is just for demonstration purposes).

Click on the Save button to save the Event Form and you will now see that there is a confirm
save button that also has to be clicked before the changes to the Event Form can be applied on
the system.

When you make any changes to an event form, you will nowWhen you make any changes to an event form, you will now
ALWAYS be shown the Save Confirmation Message. MostALWAYS be shown the Save Confirmation Message. Most
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messages will only contain the Save Record confirmation.messages will only contain the Save Record confirmation.
However, you can see here that warnings have appeared in thisHowever, you can see here that warnings have appeared in this
Save Confirmation MessageSave Confirmation Message

#1: The Confirmation Message to save the changes will always appear as a safe guard against
data loss.

#2: Warning have also appeared in this Save Confirmation Message because the Field Surgery
Details was renamed without using the Migrate Field feature. This Warning tells the user that
data loss will occur for all of the data for the Surgery Details field if they click on the Confirm
Save button.

To Save the changes that you have made to your Event Form,To Save the changes that you have made to your Event Form,
click on the "Confirm Save" button and the changes will beclick on the "Confirm Save" button and the changes will be
applied.applied.

However, the image in the step above shows that data will be lost of you click "Confirm Save"However, the image in the step above shows that data will be lost of you click "Confirm Save"
and you wouldand you would CancelCancel the save (as shown in the image in the step below)the save (as shown in the image in the step below)

The image in the step above had a detailed message that data loss would occur if the changes
were continued with. If you ever see a warning message like this, DO NOT click on the ConfirmIf you ever see a warning message like this, DO NOT click on the Confirm
save button, see the step below and cancel the confirm save.save button, see the step below and cancel the confirm save.

If you are not going to lose data and there are no warnings that you need to be aware of, then
click on "Confirm Save".
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In the example here, you would NOT click on the Confirm SaveIn the example here, you would NOT click on the Confirm Save
because the Surgery Details was renamed without using thebecause the Surgery Details was renamed without using the
correct migrate field workflow. This will cause data loss in a lotcorrect migrate field workflow. This will cause data loss in a lot
of records. You would Cancel the Confirm Save immediately ifof records. You would Cancel the Confirm Save immediately if
you saw any Warnings like this.you saw any Warnings like this.

If you have changed the name of an existing field or an existing option in a field (this means you
have renamed an existing option, not added a new one in) in an Event Form, and you have NOT
used the migrate field/options on the Event Form List Page, you would click the red Cancel XX in
the Save Confirmation Message box (top right). Then it would be best practice to cancel the
changes to the actual Event Form (as shown in the image in the step below) and then start your
changes again.

If you are going to lose data, the safest option is to Cancel theIf you are going to lose data, the safest option is to Cancel the
Form and any changes you have made to it.Form and any changes you have made to it.

If you have changed a field name without using the "Migrate Field" option then you should
Cancel all of the changes to the form. This will mean you will have to redo any changes you
made, but ensuring data security and integrity takes priority. If you try and rename the field
name back to the original you could spell it wrong or use the wrong letter case and the data
could still be lost (e.g. you rename it to Surgery details and the original was Surgery Details, this
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will cause data loss). If you are changing a field name or existing field options Cancel the Event
Form changes and use the migrate field feature (shown in the image in the step below).

Once you cancel the changes, use the Migrate Field Option toOnce you cancel the changes, use the Migrate Field Option to
rename the Surgery Details field to Surgery Description torename the Surgery Details field to Surgery Description to
prevent any data loss. Then refresh the system and make theprevent any data loss. Then refresh the system and make the
changes to the Event Form again.changes to the Event Form again.

Make the Event Form changes. For example, adding in a newMake the Event Form changes. For example, adding in a new
field or adding in a new option (adding in new fields is OKfield or adding in a new option (adding in new fields is OK
because you are not upsetting the links to existing data)because you are not upsetting the links to existing data)

Then Save the event form and the Confirm Save box will appear.

Then click save and Save ConfirmationThen click save and Save Confirmation
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The warning appears so that you can see the changes that have been made. However, as an
additional option was added, no data loss will occur and the "Confirm Save" can be safely
continued.

An example of the New option appearing on the actualAn example of the New option appearing on the actual
application for selectionapplication for selection
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Profile PagesProfile Pages
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Profile PagesProfile Pages

Profile forms are used to track important data about an athlete where you do not need to
track changes in fields.

Profile data is also very important for filtering data in the reports components in the
system. It is critical that you consider whether you need to be notified of changes to your
data or if you need to see changes over time, as a profile form may not be an appropriate
format.

Profile Pages appear on the application from the Profile linkProfile Pages appear on the application from the Profile link
and Athlete Profiles (as shown here)and Athlete Profiles (as shown here)
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When you first go to a Profile Page for an athlete, the athlete'sWhen you first go to a Profile Page for an athlete, the athlete's
account data (entered on the Administration site) will be shownaccount data (entered on the Administration site) will be shown
as it's own Profile Form called "Profile".as it's own Profile Form called "Profile".

The athlete name, last name, e-mail and phone etc will automatically be available to view
through the Profile pages and it is called "Profile". To update this data you need to ask your
administrator (the person in your organisation who has access to the administration site) to
update it, or the athlete can update their own details using their account page.
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You can see here that additional Profile Forms have beenYou can see here that additional Profile Forms have been
created and can be entered as "Profile Fields". Profile Forms arecreated and can be entered as "Profile Fields". Profile Forms are
used to track a different types of personal profile informationused to track a different types of personal profile information
about athletes. They should NOT be used to enter in data thatabout athletes. They should NOT be used to enter in data that
you need to track the changes in.you need to track the changes in.

Profile pages are used to track information from contract status and emergency contact details,
to shirt size and playing details. Anything that is import for administrators or other staff that
they need to monitor, but NOT monitor changes in. Profile Pages will only keep a record of the
most recent update to a Profile Page. They do not store data historically, so ensure you are
tracking the right information on a Profile Page.
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To create a Profile Pages, click on the Profile Pages moduleTo create a Profile Pages, click on the Profile Pages module
(NOT the Event Pages)(NOT the Event Pages)

Profile Pages are different from the Event pages. The same form builder and page overview are
used to build the form, but they track data that you don't need to track the changes for so are
separate from the Event Pages

All of your profile forms are displayed on the Profile Forms ListAll of your profile forms are displayed on the Profile Forms List
for you to edit/review.for you to edit/review.

Once you click on Profile Pages you will be taken to the Profile Pages List. This layout is exactly
the same as for the "Event Pages" with the List of Forms (on the left) and the ability to create a
New Profile FormNew Profile Form, on the right of the page
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To Create a new Profile Form click on New Profile Form (topTo Create a new Profile Form click on New Profile Form (top
right of the page)right of the page)

The Form Builder and Form Overview as the same as you use toThe Form Builder and Form Overview as the same as you use to
create event forms. However, not all of the same features willcreate event forms. However, not all of the same features will
show as the Event Builder.show as the Event Builder.

Start building your Form the same as you did for your event formsStart building your Form the same as you did for your event forms

1. Set up your Sections

2. Add in your Question Fields and select from the Field/Question Types that are available in the
Form Builder.Form Builder. The example above shows that predominantly single line of Text and Paragraph
of Text question fields have been used to create this contact information Profile Form.
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Tables can be used to track any data from personal goals toTables can be used to track any data from personal goals to
hospitalisationshospitalisations

You can build tables into your form using by changing the question settings to a table format.
The example here shows that you can add in tables into track hospitalisations over time. For

this table format, you simply keeping adding an additional row of data for each hospitalisation.

Contract details and contract can be uploaded to profile formsContract details and contract can be uploaded to profile forms
using the Document fieldsusing the Document fields

The example here shows that contracts and contract status can be tracked in the Profile forms.
Each type of profile form is viewable only if a user is given permission, so you can have contract
details that are kept separate from the athlete and other types of users (this is all performed by
your administrator using the administration site).

The profile information in the image here was built using a date field (set as a table in the
question settings), a Yes No field and a document field.

Consent and the signed consent form uploads were built using a basic Yes No field and a
Document attachment.
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You can add in In-form reports in the Profile Page builder toYou can add in In-form reports in the Profile Page builder to
pull data from the event forms INTO the profile formpull data from the event forms INTO the profile form

One important feature is that you can pull data from the event forms back into the profile form.
For this example you see that you can pull through multiple reports for vaccinations through to
injuries back into the Medical Profile form. The step below highlights how this looks in the
actual application.

On the actual application: the table and inform report exampleOn the actual application: the table and inform report example
fieldsfields
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Profile Resave button and Importing ProfileProfile Resave button and Importing Profile
Data to recalculate linked fields, or calculationsData to recalculate linked fields, or calculations
There is now a Resave Button for Profile Pages that enables youThere is now a Resave Button for Profile Pages that enables you
to resave any Profile Page Datato resave any Profile Page Data

The Resave button allows you to do a Resave with the same functionality as the Resave on the
Event Form Pages. This means you can add in additional fields (linked fields) or calculations and
then do a Profile Resave to ensure the Profiles are up to date with these new fields. An example
of this is outlined in the following steps.

The example here shows that Personal Details fields beingThe example here shows that Personal Details fields being
added into a Profile Formadded into a Profile Form

The image here shows that the Personal Details fields are being added into this Profile Form to
automatically pull through first name, last name, date of birth etc. Previously, if you entered
these fields into a Profile Form you would need to open every single Profile Form on the
application, update each form and save it. Now, calculations or linked fields can be
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automatically updated using the resave button. An example of adding in calculations into a
Profile Form is shown in the image in the step below.

Alternatively, you may want to add in additional calculationAlternatively, you may want to add in additional calculation
fields into a Profile Form (as shown here) after the form isfields into a Profile Form (as shown here) after the form is
initially created.initially created.

If you do not do the Resave, when you view this Profile PageIf you do not do the Resave, when you view this Profile Page
none of the fields pull through into the Profile Page until it isnone of the fields pull through into the Profile Page until it is
opened and Resavedopened and Resaved
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To automatically resave the Profile Page data, on the BuilderTo automatically resave the Profile Page data, on the Builder
Site click on the Resave button for that Profile PageSite click on the Resave button for that Profile Page

A green updating records message will appear. Please waitA green updating records message will appear. Please wait
while the records are resaved.while the records are resaved.

A message will be sent to your internal and external e-mailA message will be sent to your internal and external e-mail
accounts confirming that the resave is complete. Refresh youraccounts confirming that the resave is complete. Refresh your
site and login.site and login.

When you view the Profile Form, any athletes with Profile dataWhen you view the Profile Form, any athletes with Profile data
entered for that Profile Form will have the new fields alreadyentered for that Profile Form will have the new fields already
added.added.
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You can see here that the Profile Form has been resaved and all of the new fields have been
recalculated with the correct answers with the athlete's personal details information. The
Resave enables you to recalculate or resave any data which should automatically pull through
into a profile page (like the personal details information, and inform report, or even a new
calculation field).

N.B. New Profile records are NOT created with the Resave. OnlyN.B. New Profile records are NOT created with the Resave. Only
existing Profile Page records are updated.existing Profile Page records are updated.

If the athlete does not have any data entered for a Profile Form, the resave will NOT
automatically add in a new entry for that athlete. The resave only updates any Profile data that
is entered on the system. The image here shows that after the resave the existing Profile
Information was not changed because no Profile Data has been entered for this athlete.

You would not expect the Resave button on the Event Form Pages to add in NEW entries if
there are no entries entered. The Profile Page Resave works exactly the same; it only resaves
the existing Profile entries.
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When you Import Profile Data into the system, any LinkedWhen you Import Profile Data into the system, any Linked
Fields (like Personal Detail Fields) or calculations areFields (like Personal Detail Fields) or calculations are
automatically performedautomatically performed

Previously, when you imported in Profile Data, linked fields like the Personal Details field would
not be saved with the imported data. Now, when you import in new data, any linked fields or
calculations are automatically run and saved with the newly imported data.

If you have any additional questions about how the ProfileIf you have any additional questions about how the Profile
Pages Resave button works type in a message here or ask yourPages Resave button works type in a message here or ask your
distributor.distributor.
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How to get a complete Report of ALL ProfileHow to get a complete Report of ALL Profile
Data entered for a Profile FormData entered for a Profile Form
You can instantly generate a file of ALL Profile Data entered inYou can instantly generate a file of ALL Profile Data entered in
the Profile Pages. If you are a coach or a staff member and youthe Profile Pages. If you are a coach or a staff member and you
need a copy of this information you will need to ask you Siteneed a copy of this information you will need to ask you Site
Builder.Builder.

Athlete Profile Pages are used to store information about an athlete that you do not need to
keep a track of changes of. It stores the latest information and this data can be pulled through
into Event Forms or it can be set to show alongside Reports and Excel Reports.
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Previously, to get a list of any Profile Data entered for anPreviously, to get a list of any Profile Data entered for an
athlete, you had to run a report on the Reports page andathlete, you had to run a report on the Reports page and
include the specific Profile Page in the report and then do aninclude the specific Profile Page in the report and then do an
excel export.excel export.

To access a group of athletes' Profile Data, you had to go to the Reports Page, include a Profile
page in a report and then the Profile fields that were set as summary fields would pull through
into the Report. Then you could generate an Excel Report of this data.

However, if an athlete did not have a record for the Event that you were running a Report for
then the Profile Data would not be shown. Often you had to enter in a group entry for all of the
players you wanted to run a reports for before you could generate a complete list of all of the
Profile Data. This workflow was time consuming and prone to issues.

Now, your Builder you can go directly to the Profile Pages onNow, your Builder you can go directly to the Profile Pages on
the Builder Site and click on "Download Report" for the Profilethe Builder Site and click on "Download Report" for the Profile
information that you require.information that you require.
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On the Builder site open the Profile Pages and click on Download Report

A .csv file download will appear in your downloads directory.A .csv file download will appear in your downloads directory.

The file will consist of all of the athlete's administration detailsThe file will consist of all of the athlete's administration details
(name, address, e-mail ,sex) and then the subsequent columns(name, address, e-mail ,sex) and then the subsequent columns
will be all of the Profile Page Fields for the Specific Profile Pagewill be all of the Profile Page Fields for the Specific Profile Page
that you ran the download forthat you ran the download for

Builder's, if you are generating this list for a coach orBuilder's, if you are generating this list for a coach or
administrator please ensure that the users receiving this fileadministrator please ensure that the users receiving this file
have clearance to view the athlete's data in this file. Thehave clearance to view the athlete's data in this file. The
download generates the profile data for ALL of the users withdownload generates the profile data for ALL of the users with
that Profile Data!that Profile Data!
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You can link in any of your Profile Fields into anYou can link in any of your Profile Fields into an
Event Form (you set this up on the Event Form)Event Form (you set this up on the Event Form)
Set up a linked profile field in the event form and it will pull theSet up a linked profile field in the event form and it will pull the
profile data into your event formprofile data into your event form

After you set up the Profile Fields in the Profile page, you need to go to the Event page that you
want to pull that profile information to, and add in a linked profile field (text, option or number).
The example here shows that the nutrition event form was set up to pull through a profile
linked option for the living arrangements and the who cooks field. For more detail on setting up
a linked Profile field, see the Lesson on Linked Profile Fields.
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Once you have built and created all of your forms, you need toOnce you have built and created all of your forms, you need to
give permission for them to be accessed on the administrationgive permission for them to be accessed on the administration
site (read/write or both)site (read/write or both)

Exactly the same as the event forms have permission to be read/write/delete for each users,
the entire Profile Module needs to be given to a users on the system permissions and thenthen each
profile form can be set for read or write access (as shown here).

All of the profile forms that you have access to will be availableAll of the profile forms that you have access to will be available
on the Athlete Profile Pages,on the Athlete Profile Pages,
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On the profile page, select the page you want to view, update or edit using the drop down
arrow

Once each profile is completed you can run a pdf report to print off this information and all of
the completed profile pages that you have access to will be included in that report.

The Profile data is also available to include in the reports pageThe Profile data is also available to include in the reports page
as part of the report or as a filter for which data you want toas part of the report or as a filter for which data you want to
view.view.
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Removal of the additional buttons and featuresRemoval of the additional buttons and features
on the Profile and Database Builderon the Profile and Database Builder
Previously, when you built a Profile Page or a Database, all ofPreviously, when you built a Profile Page or a Database, all of
the same features, fields and options used to show in the Formthe same features, fields and options used to show in the Form
Builder as when you were entering an Event FormBuilder as when you were entering an Event Form

Now the feature set has been reduced to reflect the differentNow the feature set has been reduced to reflect the different
capabilities of a Database and Profile Form.capabilities of a Database and Profile Form.

Form, Section and Field Advanced Properties that are not used on Profile Forms, like the chart
by default, sum and average, have been removed.
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Question Fields on the Profile Event Builder such as EventQuestion Fields on the Profile Event Builder such as Event
Linked Fields have been removed because you cannot link anLinked Fields have been removed because you cannot link an
Event Form Field into a Profile FormEvent Form Field into a Profile Form

You cannot link an Event Form field back into a Profile Form. You can still use the inform reportscan still use the inform reports
if you want to see Event data in a Profile Form.

When you build a Database, all Event Linked Fields and ProfileWhen you build a Database, all Event Linked Fields and Profile
linked Fields have been removed. Additional fields like Age havelinked Fields have been removed. Additional fields like Age have
also been removed.also been removed.
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This should not affect your system, as all of the fields andThis should not affect your system, as all of the fields and
capabilities that have been removed would have causedcapabilities that have been removed would have caused
glitches with the performance of the Profile Page or a Databaseglitches with the performance of the Profile Page or a Database
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CRITICAL FORM BUILDER LAYOUT CHANGESCRITICAL FORM BUILDER LAYOUT CHANGES

The Form Builder Layout has been updated. This was changed to help speed up form
development and reduce the need to continually scroll between the Form Overview and the
Field/Section/Form Properties. It is very strange to see the Builder Questions appear on the
left and the Form overview appear on the right. It will take a while to get used to, but you
will notice that this significantly enhances the Form Builder's work flow. Please note that all
of the existing Help Documentation that has been created will have screen shots with the
Form Builder on the right and the Form Overview on the left. We will be updating these, but
it will take a while.

The Form Builder changed on the 1st April 2012. The FormThe Form Builder changed on the 1st April 2012. The Form
Properties, Sections Properties, Fields/Question and the Field/Properties, Sections Properties, Fields/Question and the Field/
Question's Properties now appear on the LEFT of the FormQuestion's Properties now appear on the LEFT of the Form
Builder PageBuilder Page
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Previously, the Form Questions and Properties were on thePreviously, the Form Questions and Properties were on the
RIGHT of the page and the Form Overview appeared on the LeftRIGHT of the page and the Form Overview appeared on the Left

This was the way the Form Builder used to be set up. You often needed to scroll between the
Form Builder and the Form Overview.

The Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of theThe Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of the
page. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the pagepage. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the page
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To see the new layout, open your Event Pages on the FormTo see the new layout, open your Event Pages on the Form
BuilderBuilder

Now open any Event from the Event ListNow open any Event from the Event List
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The Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of theThe Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of the
page. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the pagepage. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the page

The Properties for each Field NOW appear on the left of theThe Properties for each Field NOW appear on the left of the
pagepage
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The Properties for each Section is now appear on the leftThe Properties for each Section is now appear on the left

The Properties for the Form now appear on the LeftThe Properties for the Form now appear on the Left

You still access the up and down arrows for each field andYou still access the up and down arrows for each field and
section on the right of each Field/Sectionsection on the right of each Field/Section
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All of the Current Builder Help Manual Documentation will haveAll of the Current Builder Help Manual Documentation will have
the the Form Overview appearing on the Left and the Questionsthe the Form Overview appearing on the Left and the Questions
and Properties appearing on the Right. Please bear with usand Properties appearing on the Right. Please bear with us
while we update all of the documentation.while we update all of the documentation.
If you need any assistance then do not hesitate to ask your Distributors.
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Databases: Create a newDatabases: Create a new
Database and add them to anDatabase and add them to an
Event/Profile FormEvent/Profile Form
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Creating a Database, adding it into a form andCreating a Database, adding it into a form and
understanding access on the admin tool.understanding access on the admin tool.

Databases enable you to develop specific database lists that can cover information from
strength and conditioning exercises/fields to plyometric and stretching information. This
also includes the ability to add in descriptors that can be searched for within each exercise/
field such as primary muscle group, secondary muscle group, agonist, contractile ability and
the like.

To create or view a Database from the Application Builder clickTo create or view a Database from the Application Builder click
on Databaseson Databases

To create a new database and access your existing databases click on "Databases"

Access Existing Databases or Create a New DatabaseAccess Existing Databases or Create a New Database

You will be shown a list of any Databases that have been built (the same format as the Event
Page Layout, with Forms on the left and More Actions on the right).

Database OptionsDatabase Options

#1.#1. Click on the name of the Database and you will be able to edit the layout of the Database
(which is the type of information that you store about each record in that specific database, e.g.
name, muscle group, type of stretch etc)

#2 Click on the "Add/Edit Records" to add or edit the existing records that you have
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#3 Click on "Edit Name" to change the name of the Database

#4 Delete removes the entire Database layout and records. Be very careful with this feature!

#5 Duplicate duplicates the entire Database layout and records

#6 Create a New Database FormNew Database Form

To Build a new Database click on New Database Form (shown inTo Build a new Database click on New Database Form (shown in
the image in the above step).the image in the above step).

To build your DatabaseTo build your Database

Before you can start adding "records" to your database you need to build a "Database Form"
that captures the structure of the information. In exactly the same way as your form was built
for an Event, you need to set up the Form information.

Building a Database Form:Building a Database Form:

1. Click on New Database FormNew Database Form

2. Name the Database accord to the information that you are going to capture

3. DO NOTDO NOT complete any of the other information for the Form... leave it blank and click "Build"Build
Database Form"Database Form"

4. Specify the Form layout (as shown in the image in the step below)
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Build the Template for Each Database RecordBuild the Template for Each Database Record

For each Database you need to build up the Template that all of the Database records will
conform to. Build up your form using the Form Building Tools (the exact same fields and
properties that you used to build your Event Pages).

Build your Form:Build your Form:

1. You MUST remove the "New Section" Title and NOT add in any additional Sections. Leave the
Section Title blank (as shown in the image above.) as you are just building a template shell.

2. In the Advanced Properties, it is Critical that you know that if you set the "Default Show in"Default Show in
Table"Table" to True all of the fields will appear in the question when selected. Most forms will only
need to have the First Fieldthe First Field (e.g. except Exercise) as default show in tables "true" as this hides
the additional fields from showing when a databases record is entered by an athlete or coach,
e.g. only the exercise name will appear unless it is selected on.

2. Click "Save""Save" and you will be taken back to the Databases List

3. Now start to add in records (as shown in the image in the step below)

For the Plyometric Form example we have included three fields:For the Plyometric Form example we have included three fields:

Allergy: single line of text (Default Show in Table:True) to capture the plyometric exercise name

Type: Single Selection (Default Show in Table:False) to select the type of allergy. This has been
set to Group By so that people can search by allergy type.

Now click on "Add/Edit Record"Now click on "Add/Edit Record" for that database to add in newfor that database to add in new
records that users will be able to select from in theirrecords that users will be able to select from in their
questionnairequestionnaire
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To add in a New Record:To add in a New Record:

Click on "Add/Edit Records"

Any/All existing Records will be shown and you will be able toAny/All existing Records will be shown and you will be able to
edit these records or add in a new records e.g. a new allergy (onedit these records or add in a new records e.g. a new allergy (on
the right of the page)the right of the page)

Click on Add new Allergy to add in a new record

Add in the new record and your list will be updated with theseAdd in the new record and your list will be updated with these
records.records.

Add in the record and enter in the specific details regarding this new database record. For
example, the Allergy name and Type.

Your list will be updated with each new recordYour list will be updated with each new record
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Go to your Event Forms and add the database into a form byGo to your Event Forms and add the database into a form by
selecting the field 'database" on the form builder and thenselecting the field 'database" on the form builder and then
selecting the database you want to add into that formselecting the database you want to add into that form

The example here shows the Allergies database being added into the Allergy Form

When you preview the form, check how the data is pulledWhen you preview the form, check how the data is pulled
through and that default show in tables, or the group by is setthrough and that default show in tables, or the group by is set
for the right database fields.for the right database fields.
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The Critical Information that you need to know is that when aThe Critical Information that you need to know is that when a
user is given access to enter/view data for that form, they MUSTuser is given access to enter/view data for that form, they MUST
ALSO have READ access to the Database in the form as wellALSO have READ access to the Database in the form as well

When you give a user just readread access to the database they will be able to view the database
records and select them to enter into the event form. .

If you give then read and writeread and write access to the database they will be able to ADD in NEW recordsADD in NEW records
(using the write permissions) on the actual application into the database. E.g If a Doctor is given
read and write access to the Allergy Database they will be able to enter in new allergies into the
Allergy database as required. However, a physio will just need readread access to the allergy
databse. This will enable them to see the allergies that have been entered for an athlete and
also record any allergies that an athlete may have. With read only access they will not be able to
add in a new type of allergy to the database though.

It is important that write access to databases is ONLY give access to the users who will beIt is important that write access to databases is ONLY give access to the users who will be
maintaining the listmaintaining the list (e.g. one or two users per role). This stops the potential for duplicates to be(e.g. one or two users per role). This stops the potential for duplicates to be
added.added.
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The example here shows that a users with read and writeThe example here shows that a users with read and write
access to the database can enter in database records from theaccess to the database can enter in database records from the
actual application by clicking the green "Add" buttonactual application by clicking the green "Add" button

A User with write database access can click "Add" and the correct database template will appear
to be entered (as shown in the image in the step below)

Add in the correct details for the new database record and clickAdd in the correct details for the new database record and click
"Save and close""Save and close"
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The new record name can be typed in and then entered for thatThe new record name can be typed in and then entered for that
record for the athlete. Any other event forms or profile formsrecord for the athlete. Any other event forms or profile forms
that reference that database will also have the new databasethat reference that database will also have the new database
field available on as well (because they reference the samefield available on as well (because they reference the same
database).database).

To import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY doTo import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY do
this from the application. You can do this by giving a userthis from the application. You can do this by giving a user
import capability (on the system permissions) and read andimport capability (on the system permissions) and read and
write access to the specific database you want to import thewrite access to the specific database you want to import the
data for. See the next lesson for more details.data for. See the next lesson for more details.

To Import multiple record into a database, this can ONLY be done on the actual application. You
must have read and write access to an event form that the database has been included in, and
read and write access to the database. You MUST also have the ability to Import on the system
permissions.
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Importing Multiple Records into a DatabaseImporting Multiple Records into a Database

Please read the previous lesson to learn how to set up databases before you attempt to
import data into a database.

To import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY doTo import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY do
this from the application. You can do this by giving a userthis from the application. You can do this by giving a user
import capability (on the system permissions) and read andimport capability (on the system permissions) and read and
write access to the specific database you want to import thewrite access to the specific database you want to import the
data fordata for

Set up Import access on the system permissions in the adminSet up Import access on the system permissions in the admin
tool and ensure that the user (or you) has read/write access totool and ensure that the user (or you) has read/write access to
enter the event form and the databaseenter the event form and the database
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Login to the application, select the event form to enter that hasLogin to the application, select the event form to enter that has
the database in it e.g. allergythe database in it e.g. allergy

Click in the database text area and then click on View AllClick in the database text area and then click on View All

To Import records you need to select "View All"

On the right of the page click "Import Allergies" (the databaseOn the right of the page click "Import Allergies" (the database
name will appear here)name will appear here)
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Select the Database from the list of databases you have accessSelect the Database from the list of databases you have access
to (e.g. Allergies) and the correct fields will appear.to (e.g. Allergies) and the correct fields will appear.

You can get a template generated that has the field names setYou can get a template generated that has the field names set
up as the columnsup as the columns
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Set up your database records and save it as a .csv file to aSet up your database records and save it as a .csv file to a
location you can rememberlocation you can remember

Then choose that file (or another file that you have set upThen choose that file (or another file that you have set up
correctly)correctly)

1: Click "Choose File"

2: Find the file on your computer

3. Click "Open"

4: Click "Upload"
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Check the Import Columns are mapped across correctlyCheck the Import Columns are mapped across correctly

Check that the field names match up and check Import

You will be informed if the records were imported successfullyYou will be informed if the records were imported successfully
or not. If they weren't correct the errors that were specified asor not. If they weren't correct the errors that were specified as
to why the import failedto why the import failed

The records will be available for entry on the event form andThe records will be available for entry on the event form and
have been added to that database.have been added to that database.
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Import date and duration information intoImport date and duration information into
databases nowdatabases now

You can now import in date and duration fields into a database. Previously, these would not
import

You could enter in date and duration fields into a database onYou could enter in date and duration fields into a database on
the systemthe system

However, if you imported in a file into a database that had dateHowever, if you imported in a file into a database that had date
and duration fields in the database, these values (shown here)and duration fields in the database, these values (shown here)
would not importwould not import
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Now, duration and date fields can be import in correctlyNow, duration and date fields can be import in correctly

The image in the step here shows that the database fields have been imported in successfully
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Performing a Resave for all Database recordsPerforming a Resave for all Database records

Databases can now be resaved and a message is sent to the user that performed the
resave when the resave has been completed.

You can add in new calculations or fields into a database (asYou can add in new calculations or fields into a database (as
shown here) and then resave all fieldsshown here) and then resave all fields

Databases can now have calculations or additional fields added into them and now they can all
be resaved to re-run the calculations.

A system Builder can now resave Database records using theA system Builder can now resave Database records using the
Resave ButtonResave Button

Previously, users would have had to open each database record and save it individually to get
new calculations to recalculate, or to update each database record. Now they can click on
Resave to resave all of the database records at once.
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An updating records message will appearAn updating records message will appear

Once the user clicks Resave and updating message will appear.

After the resave is completed, the user who was logged in (andAfter the resave is completed, the user who was logged in (and
clicked resave) will be sent an e-mail to their internal systemclicked resave) will be sent an e-mail to their internal system
inbox (shown here) and their external e-mail address listed ininbox (shown here) and their external e-mail address listed in
their account detailstheir account details
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Turning a field into a Table orTurning a field into a Table or
MatrixMatrix
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Tables in Your Forms. Examples of basic tables,Tables in Your Forms. Examples of basic tables,
tables that include databases and tables thattables that include databases and tables that
link to other forms (e.g. 1RM results)link to other forms (e.g. 1RM results)

Tables are used to capture and plan any type of information from Strength and
Conditioning sessions, through to capturing family history of disease or physiological tests.
All of the fields that are available on the Add Question Tab on the form Builder can be used
as single fields, or as part of a table. Tables allow you to capture and plan for multiple data
sets for one variable/field.

Before you start to create a table in your form, it is alwaysBefore you start to create a table in your form, it is always
import to think about the data you are capturing and plan it onimport to think about the data you are capturing and plan it on
paper first. Once you are happy, then build the table.paper first. Once you are happy, then build the table.

Tables are used to capture information that requires multiple values for a single Field. They can
ONLY be built in a Column format (if you require a row based table, you might consider building
a Matrix). The image in the example here shows an image of an injury assessment table where
the field names have been turned into a table columns that captures the date of assessment
(date field), subjective, objective, treatment and action information (paragraph of text fields),
and also who entered the soap notes (entered by field).
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Building a basic table: a hospitalisation table exampleBuilding a basic table: a hospitalisation table example

The example here shows you that a table has been set up on a profile form to capture
hospitalisation information using a date field, option fields, numbers and text fields.

To build a table, click on the type of field that is going to be theTo build a table, click on the type of field that is going to be the
first column in the table. In that field's Question Settings,first column in the table. In that field's Question Settings,
change the Entry Mode (circled) from Normal to Table.change the Entry Mode (circled) from Normal to Table.

For this example we are using a date field that is going to be used to track "Date of
Hospitalisation"
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Once you click "Table" the question will then automatically formOnce you click "Table" the question will then automatically form
a column with 10 rowsa column with 10 rows

For the First field in the table in that field's advanced properties,For the First field in the table in that field's advanced properties,
you can specify the number of table rows that you want toyou can specify the number of table rows that you want to
appear on the form during data entry. For this example we areappear on the form during data entry. For this example we are
going to limit the table to 3 rowsgoing to limit the table to 3 rows
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For this date of hospitalisation field, go to the advanced properties and limit the rows from 10
to 3 and the rows that appear will be limited to 3 (as shown in the image in the step below).

That field is set up as a table in the event form and multipleThat field is set up as a table in the event form and multiple
dates can be captured. We limited the table rows to 3, but usersdates can be captured. We limited the table rows to 3, but users
can always add additional rows using the "Add rows button"can always add additional rows using the "Add rows button"
(shown here)(shown here)

To add additional fields to the table, select the type of field thatTo add additional fields to the table, select the type of field that
you want and add it to the form. It should automatically beyou want and add it to the form. It should automatically be
added to the table, but in the field's Question Settings, you canadded to the table, but in the field's Question Settings, you can
set this to table. Each field that you add will be added to thatset this to table. Each field that you add will be added to that
initial tableinitial table

If you add a new question directly after the first table column, the new question will
automatically appear as a column field with 3 rows. For this example we are adding a reason for
hospitalisation field which is a text field.
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The example here shows that a Line Text (Reason forThe example here shows that a Line Text (Reason for
hospitalisation), Yes/No (surgery performed) and Number fieldhospitalisation), Yes/No (surgery performed) and Number field
(days in hospital) have been added.(days in hospital) have been added.

We can also add in a Table Calculations underneath the table toWe can also add in a Table Calculations underneath the table to
Sum the days in hospital or number of surgeries.Sum the days in hospital or number of surgeries.

Total Days in Hospital is a Table CalculationTable Calculation field, that was set as a Sum. So was the Total
Surgeries field (see the step below for more details).
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Table calculation for Days in Hospital was set up using a TableTable calculation for Days in Hospital was set up using a Table
calculation and performed by selecting the Aggregate "sum" forcalculation and performed by selecting the Aggregate "sum" for
the field "Days in hospital" (this will sum all numbers in thethe field "Days in hospital" (this will sum all numbers in the
Days in Hospital column)..Days in Hospital column)..

Table with a Database: You can also create tables that include aTable with a Database: You can also create tables that include a
database where the database fields are also used to fill otherdatabase where the database fields are also used to fill other
columns in your tablecolumns in your table

The table in the image here shows a resistance training event.The table in the image here shows a resistance training event.

This table includes 10 fields that are set to track and manage strength training data:
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ExerciseExercise: A Database field that is set to a pre-built database called Exercises

Type:Type: Is a text field that is set up with exactly the same name as the descriptor from the
Exercise Database

Equipment:Equipment: Is a text field that is set up with exactly the same name as the descriptor from the
Exercise Database

Sets:Sets: Number (Format 0)

RepsReps: Number (Format 0)

Weight:Weight: calculation of 1RM * %1RM

RPE:RPE: number with min 1 and max 10

Load:Load: Calculation (Reps * Sets * Weight)

Total Session Load: SumSum (Load) is a table calculation

Total Work Time: SumSum (Work) is a a table calculation

To build this table, the First table field is a database. SelectTo build this table, the First table field is a database. Select
database from the question options. Set the Question settingsdatabase from the question options. Set the Question settings
to "Table" and tick the group by box which will allow you toto "Table" and tick the group by box which will allow you to
search your database list in the athlete history and reportssearch your database list in the athlete history and reports
modulesmodules
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Add in a database field, set it to a table and group by, then set the number of rows you require
and any other advanced properties for that field

Then set up additional rows for the Type and Equipment (whichThen set up additional rows for the Type and Equipment (which
have been set as summary fields on the actual databasehave been set as summary fields on the actual database
template)template)

Double check the Database names that you want toDouble check the Database names that you want to
automatically pull into the form. The Type and Equipment fieldautomatically pull into the form. The Type and Equipment field
are exactly the same as the database. The Exercise name is setare exactly the same as the database. The Exercise name is set
up as a Group Byup as a Group By

The image here shows the structure of the Exercises Databases (an image from the database
module on the builder site) to highlight the type of database that has been added into the
Resistance Training Form.
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Set up the rest of the table column fields such as reps, setsSet up the rest of the table column fields such as reps, sets
weight and then save the form.weight and then save the form.

Add in additional fields such as sets, reps, rpe, weight etc as required.

Now in the actual application enter data for that form andNow in the actual application enter data for that form and
check that when you choose a record from the database thatcheck that when you choose a record from the database that
the Type and Equipment fields are populated (e.g. whenthe Type and Equipment fields are populated (e.g. when
Exercise is selected, the Type and Equipment Field areExercise is selected, the Type and Equipment Field are
automatically filled) and that the data flows correctly.automatically filled) and that the data flows correctly.

Check to see that you have set up the table correctly on the enter data page and in the athlete
history and the reports pages to see that they appear there as well
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Once data is entered into the event a user will be taken to theOnce data is entered into the event a user will be taken to the
athlete history or reports page. In the athlete history andathlete history or reports page. In the athlete history and
reports, the field rows from the table will appear as separatereports, the field rows from the table will appear as separate
rows on the reports as shown hererows on the reports as shown here

For one record (e.g. one resistance training record) that has 6 exercises entered into it, that will
take up 6 rows in the athlete history page and reports pages. If you do not want the table rows
to take up separate rows in the athlete history, then each field in the table needs to be set to
default show in table =false (in the advanced properties). The example in the image below
shows that the table were set not to show and one strength training record only takes up one
row on the athlete's history. You can always click through to see the reps and set etc.

If the Table Columns are set to "default show in tables=False"If the Table Columns are set to "default show in tables=False"
each event record only takes up one row in the athlete historyeach event record only takes up one row in the athlete history
and reports modules (as opposed to the number of rows thatand reports modules (as opposed to the number of rows that
are entered in the table)are entered in the table)
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Tables and Linked Values: Building a StrengthTables and Linked Values: Building a Strength
Training Form that links 1RM from a separateTraining Form that links 1RM from a separate
1RM Event Form1RM Event Form

To set this up, the strength form and the 1RM form both need to be linked to the same
database and be in a table format. The Database field also needs to be marked as "group
by".

Tables and Linked Values: A more complex strength trainingTables and Linked Values: A more complex strength training
form can be created that links to a separate form for 1RMform can be created that links to a separate form for 1RM

The Image in the step here shows you a Strength Training Form that links to a separate form
that tracks 1RM for each exericse in the strength training database.
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First create the 1RM form that calculates an estimated 1RMFirst create the 1RM form that calculates an estimated 1RM
from Weight and Reps. The Exercise field needs to be linked tofrom Weight and Reps. The Exercise field needs to be linked to
the SAME database as the resistance training form and isthe SAME database as the resistance training form and is
selected as a "Group by".selected as a "Group by".

- The Exercise field is linked to the Exercise database

- Weight and Reps fields are numbers

- The 1RM calculation field is set up using the following equation:
(100*Weight)/(101.3-(2.7123*Reps))

Create the resistance training form to include the fields thatCreate the resistance training form to include the fields that
you want to track. You MUST have the Exercise field as ayou want to track. You MUST have the Exercise field as a
database and tick the "group by" (shown in the image here)database and tick the "group by" (shown in the image here)

The database that you link to needs to be the same database that you select in the estimated
1RM form.

Now pull in the a 1RM date into the Resistance Form from theNow pull in the a 1RM date into the Resistance Form from the
Estimated 1RM Form, by adding in a "linked number" field andEstimated 1RM Form, by adding in a "linked number" field and
set it up to link to the Estimated 1RM field, and group byset it up to link to the Estimated 1RM field, and group by
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Exercise to Exercise so that the correct 1RM shows for theExercise to Exercise so that the correct 1RM shows for the
correct estimated 1RM.correct estimated 1RM.

Set up the Weight column so that it calculates 1RM (linked number) * % 1RM

Add in the other fields you require:

Load are set as calculations from reps * sets* weight

Session Load is a Table Calculation that aggregates the sum of the "Load"

Intensity could be set as Table calculation to calculate maximum % 1RM

Save the changes

If you have set it up correctly, when you enter in a new strengthIf you have set it up correctly, when you enter in a new strength
training session on the application, the 1RM will pull throughtraining session on the application, the 1RM will pull through
from the linked record, and the estimated 1RM will match forfrom the linked record, and the estimated 1RM will match for
each type of data.each type of data.
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When you enter in a new resistance training session, you will also see that a link appears at the
top of the page to update or add in new resistance training 1RM's.

If you need help creating different types of tables, then pleaseIf you need help creating different types of tables, then please
post question here.post question here.
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Matrix: using historical calculation fields in aMatrix: using historical calculation fields in a
matrixmatrix

If you are creating a Matrix with Historical calculations in theIf you are creating a Matrix with Historical calculations in the
matrix you need to ensure that the first field name is labeledmatrix you need to ensure that the first field name is labeled
correctlycorrectly

You MUST name the cells in your matrix correctly so that they can be referenced correctly in
any subsequent historical calculations.

It is important that you have the name of the first cell set up correctly. Name the field by the
column namecolumn name and then the row name.row name.

For example, if the first cell is for Time 1 and Run, it must be called Time 1 RunTime 1 Run. Do not justDo not just
name it Run or Time 1.name it Run or Time 1.

When you set up your matrix (as shown in the image in the step below) you can name the rest
of the columns and rows accordingly.
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Add in all of the rows and columnsAdd in all of the rows and columns

Set up the field types (e.g as numbers, a sum or historicalSet up the field types (e.g as numbers, a sum or historical
calculation)calculation)

The example here shows Historical calculations being set for the Last 7 and the Historical field.
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Once you create your matrix you need to add in theOnce you create your matrix you need to add in the
calculations for any of the Sum or Calculation fieldscalculations for any of the Sum or Calculation fields

If you set up any fields as being a sum, average or historical calculation then you need to set up
the calculations for each of these fields (as shown in the image in the step below).

Set up the historical calculation correctly. Make sure you canSet up the historical calculation correctly. Make sure you can
distinguish between the Historical Field names and the Fieldsdistinguish between the Historical Field names and the Fields
which reference Historical values for each of the fieldswhich reference Historical values for each of the fields

The example here shows the calculation for the field "Last 7 Run". This is to calculate the
historical sum from the last 7 days from the Time Sum Field. You can see in the historical
calculation field, historical values can be selected to included in the calculation. It is important
that you have clearly named the fields so the system can detect the difference from a
"Historical Value" (that pulls through historical data) and the field name "Historical".
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Once you set up all of your calculations you will need to testOnce you set up all of your calculations you will need to test
that your historical values are being calculated correctly. Thisthat your historical values are being calculated correctly. This
can only be done in the main systemcan only be done in the main system

When you enter in new data into the form, the historical calculation will not calculate until you
actually save the form. It calculates the historical fields when you have two of more entries inIt calculates the historical fields when you have two of more entries in
the system for the athlete.the system for the athlete.

Once you enter in your testing data you can check that theOnce you enter in your testing data you can check that the
historical calculations are working correctlyhistorical calculations are working correctly

Historical calculations will appear on the second record for the athlete (the first record entered
has no historical data so it will be blank). When you open that record after it has been saved,
the data will appear (as shown in the image in the step below).

The example of the historical values in the second Event FormThe example of the historical values in the second Event Form
entered for the athlete (after the event has been saved)entered for the athlete (after the event has been saved)
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Matrix fields can be quite difficult to set up. If you are addingMatrix fields can be quite difficult to set up. If you are adding
Historical fields into a matrix it is critical that you set this upHistorical fields into a matrix it is critical that you set this up
correctly.correctly.
If you need assistance then ask your distributor.
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Creating Speed Forms QuicklyCreating Speed Forms Quickly
and Reviewing all of your dataand Reviewing all of your data
capture formscapture forms
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Create Review allows you to quickly create aCreate Review allows you to quickly create a
review from an existing form.review from an existing form.

Quickly create a performance review for the data in any test.

Click "Create Review"Click "Create Review"

Select the form which you would like to create the review forSelect the form which you would like to create the review for

Press "Create Review" once selected.
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Select the fields you would like to reviewSelect the fields you would like to review

Then press "Create Review"

Check the Review FormCheck the Review Form

Each field you selected will have a report, chart, rating and notes field.

Remove any that are not needed.
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Create Speed TestCreate Speed Test

The create a speed test button allows you to quickly create a test which monitors specific
distances.

Click "Create Speed Test"Click "Create Speed Test"

Select the distances covered in the test.Select the distances covered in the test.

In this example the test is going to have timing gates setup at 10, 20, 40 and 60m.

Press "Create Speed Test" to move to the new Event.
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Review your Speed TestReview your Speed Test
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Performance AlertsPerformance Alerts
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Performance Alerts: special developmentPerformance Alerts: special development
considerationsconsiderations
The Performance Alerts are all set up on the actual application,The Performance Alerts are all set up on the actual application,
and NOT in the builder.and NOT in the builder.

You can set up performance alerts to ensure you are notified of a change in status of an athlete,
to a new personal best, or a drop in performance. However, there are limits to what alerts can
be set up over specific date ranges

For very specific performance alerts and you may need to setFor very specific performance alerts and you may need to set
up specific fields in your form to calculate historical informationup specific fields in your form to calculate historical information
to get the most from the performance alertsto get the most from the performance alerts
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When you create a new performance alert for a numeric field you can select to be notified of
anything from % change to a new personal best. However, most of the alerts are based on the
last value entered to the next value. It does not work over a set number of days or a specific
time period.

If you want to know if there has been a specific change over a certain time period then you
need to set this up as a historic calculation IN the actual event form on the builder application
and then go back to the application to set up the performance alert for that specific field.

To add in a specific time based field to calculate out change youTo add in a specific time based field to calculate out change you
need to use a Historical Calculationneed to use a Historical Calculation

For this example we are calculating the difference from Yesterday's weight to today's weight. If
there is no value entered for yesterday, the calculation will not calculate and the equation will
be left blank. If you wrote it as:

safe (lastvalue(Historical Today's Weight ))- Today's Weight it would calculate out 0- Today's
weight to give a negative number which would set off an alert.
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You may want to calculate the minimum weight over the lastYou may want to calculate the minimum weight over the last
week and see how today's weight differsweek and see how today's weight differs

Other types of historical calculation used include setting aOther types of historical calculation used include setting a
maximum, minimum and mean of a value over a specific timemaximum, minimum and mean of a value over a specific time
period (e.g. sleep over the last month)period (e.g. sleep over the last month)

The example here shows min, max and mean (Historical Hours Slept) over the past 1 month)
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If you want the calculations to be hidden and not show duringIf you want the calculations to be hidden and not show during
the data entry,the data entry, inin the field's advanced properties set defaultthe field's advanced properties set default
shown in table=noshown in table=no

DO NOT set the field up as a hidden field or it will not appear in the selection on the
performance alerts field selection list. But you can select it to be hidden by default in tables.

Alternatively, you could set up an additional section in the form where the entire section is
hidden based on specific visibility settings so that they don't appear during data entry (as
shown below).

N.B. Always ensure you enable the Autocalculate so that it can recalculate if you update data inN.B. Always ensure you enable the Autocalculate so that it can recalculate if you update data in
the event form.the event form.

An example of adding all of of the additional calculations in aAn example of adding all of of the additional calculations in a
section with visibility settings for it to be hidden.section with visibility settings for it to be hidden.
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During data entry that section will be hiddenDuring data entry that section will be hidden

Save the changes to the formSave the changes to the form

No go back to the application and set up the performanceNo go back to the application and set up the performance
alerts you require based on these historical calculationsalerts you require based on these historical calculations
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Go to the Set Up for the Performance AlertsGo to the Set Up for the Performance Alerts

Create a new Performance Alert based on the new fields in yourCreate a new Performance Alert based on the new fields in your
form e.g. decrease in average hours sleptform e.g. decrease in average hours slept

Use the new historical fields to set meaningful alerts for your data.

Or even if average hours slept drops below 6 hours for theOr even if average hours slept drops below 6 hours for the
monthmonth

Another example of how historical calculations can be useful is looking at minimum ranges
(like sleep below an average of 6 hours per month).
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ALWAYS test your performance alerts and the historicalALWAYS test your performance alerts and the historical
calculations on a demo athlete to ensure that you have set it upcalculations on a demo athlete to ensure that you have set it up
correctlycorrectly

Always go to into the event form and enter in a data for a test or demo athlete to ensure that
the field is set up correctly in the form, and also that the performance alert is set up correctly. If
may mean entering a months worth of fake date for one athlete, but it is better to get it right
than miss the critical information that you need.
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Translation EnhancementsTranslation Enhancements
There were some translation issues occurring with FavouriteThere were some translation issues occurring with Favourite
Events and the Save buttons. These have been fixed.Events and the Save buttons. These have been fixed.

You can see here that French was added to the Form name to show that it is being translated
correctly. Translation is working for Favourites

The save and close button is being translated againThe save and close button is being translated again

You can now translate the "Add Row" button on tables. TheYou can now translate the "Add Row" button on tables. The
translation file includes a row specifically for thistranslation file includes a row specifically for this
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On the system, the "Add Row" button is translated accordinglyOn the system, the "Add Row" button is translated accordingly
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Resources: The Module toResources: The Module to
share Resources and to Accessshare Resources and to Access
Attachment-ResourcesAttachment-Resources
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Resources: Resources can no longer beResources: Resources can no longer be
uploaded, edited or removed via the Builderuploaded, edited or removed via the Builder
Site. This is now all managed via theSite. This is now all managed via the
Administration Site and the main applicationAdministration Site and the main application

The Resources section is where important resources and documents can be securely stored
and shared. This Module has been redeveloped and it is no longer managed through the
Builder Site.
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Upgrades to the My Resources Module and theUpgrades to the My Resources Module and the
new My Resources Search Pagenew My Resources Search Page

The way the Smartabase system manages Resources and Event Form Attachments has
been upgraded. Now access to specific Resources is set by Category, and access to Event
Form Attachment-Resources can also be chosen to be set by Category. Categories, and
access to each Category, are managed on the Administration Site by the Site Administrator.

You need to make important decisions regarding your system's layout and functionality
including:

1. You will need to decide if you want to continue to use the existing (legacy) My
Resources search, or the new Search Module. The new Search Module is similar
to how the Reports page looks with the data and date filters, and you can access
a lot more filter settings to quickly locate the Resources you need.

2. You will need to decide if you want your Event Form Attachments to be treated as
Attachments-Resources

-Review the information here, and in the following articles, and talk to your Distributor to
help make the best decision.

The My Resources Module is used to store shared documents.The My Resources Module is used to store shared documents.
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The way users access and search through Resources stored inThe way users access and search through Resources stored in
this Module has been enhanced. The current Legacy viewthis Module has been enhanced. The current Legacy view
shows that Main category, Subcategories, Author and Enteredshows that Main category, Subcategories, Author and Entered
be can be used as filters to locate filesbe can be used as filters to locate files

The image here shows the existing My Resources Module Search Page. You can continue to
have this search page available. However, upgrading to the new My Resources Search Module
provides access to better search capabilities (as shown in the image in the step below).
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The My Resources layout has been redesigned to enable betterThe My Resources layout has been redesigned to enable better
searching and display options for all Resources andsearching and display options for all Resources and
Attachment-ResourcesAttachment-Resources

The new My Resources layout enables users to quickly search based on single search
parameters including the Title of the Resource, or even the owner (who uploaded it).
Alternatively, multiple search parameters can be used at once to find specific resources/
attachment; such as athlete, file type, category and date of upload.

N.B. Users can still Manage Resources from either layoutN.B. Users can still Manage Resources from either layout
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The Manage Resources Button still appears in the top header bar on the page. However, with
the new Category limitations, users will only be able to manage Resources in the categories that
they have access to.

To set up your application to use the new Search Module, yourTo set up your application to use the new Search Module, your
Distributor will enable this on your systemDistributor will enable this on your system

Most organisations will want to upgrade to the new My Resources layout, but others may want
to retain the current (legacy) layout.

-To access the new My Resources Page, your Fusion Support Distributor will need to enable it
on your system. This has beenhas been set up on this system, as the image in the step here shows that
Use Legacy Search is NOT tickedNOT ticked.

-Additionally, organisations can now choose how they want to manage Event Form
Attachments. They can choose to leave the Attachments as they currently are, or to enable the
system Builder to update each Event Form so that any Event Forms Attachments are also
accessible via the My Resources page.
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MOST CRITICALLY: Regardless of whether you choose legacyMOST CRITICALLY: Regardless of whether you choose legacy
search or the New Search, your Site Administrator MUSTsearch or the New Search, your Site Administrator MUST
immediately assign access to the correct Categories for all ofimmediately assign access to the correct Categories for all of
your users or no Resources or Attachment-Resources will beyour users or no Resources or Attachment-Resources will be
visible to your usersvisible to your users

Please see the subsequent articles to learn how to make the My Resources the central
document storage point where access to each Category (Document Folder) is set via the type of
user.
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N.B. The My Resources Module is now also available on theN.B. The My Resources Module is now also available on the
Android Application (m.html) and it will be available shortly onAndroid Application (m.html) and it will be available shortly on
the Apple Smartabase software. ONLY the new Search Layoutthe Apple Smartabase software. ONLY the new Search Layout
will show , regardless of what search your system is set towill show , regardless of what search your system is set to

The My Resources Module is now set to show on the mobile applications. Because this is a new
feature, only the new search layout will appear.
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Important Information about changingImportant Information about changing
Attachments to Resources for an Event FormAttachments to Resources for an Event Form

To enhance security and access for Attachments uploaded to Event Forms, each Event Form
in the system can now be set up so that any Event Form Attachments (not file uploads in
the form) are also treated as Resources. Based on the new security restrictions for
Resources, this means each Attachment uploaded to an Event Form that is set for
Attachments as Resources can only be accessed by users that that have been given access
to BOTH the My Resources Module and the specific Resource Category it is uploaded into.

-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration
Site.Site.

N.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be givenN.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be given
access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.

Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images orAny Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or
files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form byfiles attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by
Event Form basisEvent Form basis
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Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's AdvancedEvent Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced
Properties setting called "Attachments"Properties setting called "Attachments"

When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, youWhen normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you
upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,
and it is saved with the Event Formand it is saved with the Event Form
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You can upload an Attachment so that it appears with the Event Form and can be accessed
later. The example here shows an Attachment being uploaded to be stored with the Event
Form. The attachment appears at the top of the Event Form. Once the Event Form is Saved and
Closed, the Attachment appears in the attachments section in the Sidebar and above the
Athlete History for that Event Form (as shown in the image in the step below).

Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in theOnce attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the
Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and theAthlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the
Athlete can access the AttachmentAthlete can access the Attachment

Once the Attachment is uploaded, it can be accessed via the Event Form, the Attachments
section in the Sidebar, or from the Athlete History Page for that Event Form.

However, there was no global place to access all of the attachments, across all Event Forms. To
view an attachment, users had to load the attachment from the Athlete's list in the Sidebar, or
from the List in the Athlete History or by opening the Event Form that it was attached to.
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Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments canNow, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can
be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to bebe enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be
treated astreated as ResourcesResources

A new Advanced Form Property has been developed for Attachments on Event Forms. It
enables Attachments to be treated as an Attachment, AND a Resource.Attachment, AND a Resource.

Once an Event Form's Advanced Properties is set to True for "Attachments Are Resources",
some critical changes occur regarding access to any existing Event Form Attachment-Resources.
These are listed here and are outlined in the steps below:

1. For any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, thatFor any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, that
already have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically bealready have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically be
re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.

2. When any NEW attachments are uploaded into that Event Form, they must now be
stored in a specific category.

3. To access any Attachment-Resources a user must have access to the Resources
Module. The Attachment-Resources still appear with the Event Form, in the Sidebar
and the Athlete History Module for that Event Form. However, they are NOW also
accessible and searchable using the Resources ModuleResources Module.

4. When a new Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form, it is now added into a
Category and ONLY users with access to that category can access that attachmentONLY users with access to that category can access that attachment.
Previously, all Event Form attachments could be accessed if a user had access to the
Event Form and the Athlete. Now, the user MUST have access to the Event Form, theEvent Form, the
athlete AND the Categoryathlete AND the Category that the attachment is stored in AS WELL AS the ResourcesAS WELL AS the Resources
ModuleModule in order to be able to access the attachment for each athlete. The system
Administrator will set this on the Administration Site.
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Please note that your system has to be manually set by yourPlease note that your system has to be manually set by your
Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

If your Event Form Advanced Properties do NOT show the "Attachment at Resources" button
when the Attachments field is set to True (as shown in the image here), then your system has
NOT been enabled. Ask your Distributor from Fusion Sport to update this immediately.

Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: TheUpdating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The
example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated toexample here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to
have the Attachments set as Resourceshave the Attachments set as Resources
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Many systems are set up so that Medical Records have Attachments. Now, these can be set to
appear as Attachments and Resources. The Attachments still have the same level of security
and access, but they can now be accessible via the My Resources Module.

Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appearCurrently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear
with a Name, Description and Filewith a Name, Description and File

The example here shows that one of the Event Form Attachments has been opened. It only
appears with the Name, Description and File.
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To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the BuilderTo change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder
Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already beenSite. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been
enabledenabled

This Event Form was already set to have Attachments enabled for it. Now it will be set so that
the Attachments are treated as "Resources" as well (see the step below).
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The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needsThe Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs
to be changed to "True". Save the Event Formto be changed to "True". Save the Event Form

Below the Attachments Advanced Form Property, a field will appear labeled "Attachments are
Resources". This will be set to False. Set it to True, and Save the Event Form.
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As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all ExistingAs soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing
Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category calledAttachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called
"Attachment""Attachment"

The ONLY change that occurs to the actual Event Forms and any Attachments, is that each
attachment is added into a Category called "Attachment". This means all existing attachments
are available to users who can access the Attachments Category via their Role access.

N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for anyN.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any
athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachmentathlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment
Category.Category.
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N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat AttachmentsN.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments
as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added intoas Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into
the Categories List in the Administration Sitethe Categories List in the Administration Site

In the Administration Site in the Categories Module, the new category appears called
"Attachment". It was designed to ensure all existing attachments are securely transferred to the
new "Attachment" Category. It cannot be modified.

This was designed purely to manage historical data. For new Event Forms that have
Attachments enabled on them that do not have existing attachments, you will not need this.
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N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL usersN.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users
with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to thewith access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the
"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If
they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachmentsthey don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments

The example here shows that the Attachment Category has been added to the Physiotherapy
Role. This means the users who access the Injury Record via this role will be able to access the
Attachments which have been automatically added into the Attachments Category.
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All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,
when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachmentwhen they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment
CategoryCategory

Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the MyMost importantly, this attachment is now available from the My
Resources Module to access.Resources Module to access.
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For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,
users can select to store these in any Category made availableusers can select to store these in any Category made available
to them via their respective Role/sto them via their respective Role/s

When a new Attachment is added to this Event Form, it can be entered into any Category that is
available to the user. This is used to limit who can access this Resource when viewing the
athlete's records. The example here shows that the Doctor's ONLY Category is selected as the
Category for this attachment to be stored in. This means only users with access to the Doctors
ONLY category will be able to access this file.

Additionally, each Attachment-Resource can now be entered with additional details and this
help with searching on the My Resources Module.

N.B. Existing historical attachments can be changed to different categories or subcategories
and saved.

N.B. The categories that each user accesses will vary depending on the unique categories that
the system Administrator has enabled on the Administration Site, as well as the categories that
have been enabled for each user via the Role Data Permissions.
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These attachments are also available from the My Resources ModuleThese attachments are also available from the My Resources Module
from the category they are stored in.from the category they are stored in.

Each new Attachment-Resources can now be accessed in the My Resources Module on the
system.The new search feature for the Resource Module ensures users can easily locate
attachments stored via athlete, time periods, categories and the like.

Moreover, all of the historical attachments uploaded for Event Forms that have been enabled
as Attachments are Resources will also be searchable here via the "Attachments" Category (all
historical attachments are automatically categorised into the Attachments Category), or for any
new categories that the Attachment may be recategorised into.
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User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a userUser MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user
has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOThas access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT
have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Formhave access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form
Attachment-Resource will appearAttachment-Resource will appear

The user here has been given access to the correct Category and Athlete, but they have NOT
been given access to the My Resources Module.

To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete a user must be given access to
the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the imageAthlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the image
below).below).
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To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to theTo access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the
Resources Module AND the Category they are stored inResources Module AND the Category they are stored in

The example here shows that this user has access to the correct Categories, but they do NOT
have access to the Resources Module. This means they will not be able to access any
Attachment-Resources for any of the Event Forms where the Attachments are enabled as
Resources until they are given access.
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One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is toOne way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to
open a role and click on the read or write for that event formopen a role and click on the read or write for that event form

N.B. A simple way to see who access the ability to edit an Injury record is to click on, and then
make a note of the roles. Then, you can assign the same roles to have read access to the
Attachments Category.
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You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles haveYou can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have
access to the correct Attachment-Resource Categoryaccess to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

Open a Role that should have access to the Category. If it is not listed, add it in.

Click on the name of the Category (e.g Physio ONLY)

A list of all of the Roles that have access to that Category will appear. Add or Remove Roles
accordingly
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N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set asN.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as
"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to
be globally available to any User with access to the Event Formbe globally available to any User with access to the Event Form
and the Athleteand the Athlete

Because "Attachments Are Resources" is set on a Form by Form basis, any Event Form that is
enabled for Attachments ONLY (not for attachments to be treated as Resources), will continue
to function as it used to. However, ONLY Forms that have "Attachments are Resources" enabled
will have the new categorical limitations; ONLY these attachments also be available in the My
Resources Module.

If you have any questions or concerns ask your DistributorIf you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor
immediatelyimmediately
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Builder Site: Important Information aboutBuilder Site: Important Information about
changing Attachments to Resources for anchanging Attachments to Resources for an
Event FormEvent Form

To enhance security and access for Attachments uploaded to Event Forms, each Event Form
in the system can now be set up so that any Event Form Attachments (not file uploads in
the form) are also treated as Resources. Based on the new security restrictions for
Resources, this means each Attachment uploaded to an Event Form that is set for
Attachments as Resources can only be accessed by users that that have been given access
to BOTH the My Resources Module and the specific Resource Category it is uploaded into.

-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration-N.B. Categories, and Category access, are set up by an Administrator on the Administration
Site.Site.

N.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be givenN.B. To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete, a user must be given
access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.access to the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category, and the My Resources Module.
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Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images orAny Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or
files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form byfiles attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by
Event Form basisEvent Form basis

Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's AdvancedEvent Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced
Properties setting called "Attachments"Properties setting called "Attachments"
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When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, youWhen normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you
upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description,
and it is saved with the Event Formand it is saved with the Event Form

You can upload an Attachment so that it appears with the Event Form and can be accessed
later. The example here shows an Attachment being uploaded to be stored with the Event
Form. The attachment appears at the top of the Event Form. Once the Event Form is Saved and
Closed, the Attachment appears in the attachments section in the Sidebar and above the
Athlete History for that Event Form (as shown in the image in the step below).
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Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in theOnce attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the
Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and theAthlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the
Athlete can access the AttachmentAthlete can access the Attachment

Once the Attachment is uploaded, it can be accessed via the Event Form, the Attachments
section in the Sidebar, or from the Athlete History Page for that Event Form.

However, there was no global place to access all of the attachments, across all Event Forms. To
view an attachment, users had to load the attachment from the Athlete's list in the Sidebar, or
from the List in the Athlete History or by opening the Event Form that it was attached to.
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Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments canNow, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can
be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to bebe enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be
treated astreated as ResourcesResources

A new Advanced Form Property has been developed for Attachments on Event Forms. It
enables Attachments to be treated as an Attachment, AND a Resource.Attachment, AND a Resource.

Once an Event Form's Advanced Properties is set to True for "Attachments Are Resources",
some critical changes occur regarding access to any existing Event Form Attachment-Resources.
These are listed here and are outlined in the steps below:

1. For any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, thatFor any Event Forms which are updated to treat Attachments as Resources, that
already have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically bealready have attachments uploaded, the existing attachments will automatically be
re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.re-categorised into the "Attachment" Category.

2. When any NEW attachments are uploaded into that Event Form, they must now be
stored in a specific category.

3. To access any Attachment-Resources a user must have access to the Resources
Module. The Attachment-Resources still appear with the Event Form, in the Sidebar
and the Athlete History Module for that Event Form. However, they are NOW also
accessible and searchable using the Resources ModuleResources Module.

4. When a new Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form, it is now added into a
Category and ONLY users with access to that category can access that attachmentONLY users with access to that category can access that attachment.
Previously, all Event Form attachments could be accessed if a user had access to the
Event Form and the Athlete. Now, the user MUST have access to the Event Form, theEvent Form, the
athlete AND the Categoryathlete AND the Category that the attachment is stored in AS WELL AS the ResourcesAS WELL AS the Resources
ModuleModule in order to be able to access the attachment for each athlete. The system
Administrator will set this on the Administration Site.
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Please note that your system has to be manually set by yourPlease note that your system has to be manually set by your
Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

If your Event Form Advanced Properties do NOT show the "Attachment at Resources" button
when the Attachments field is set to True (as shown in the image here), then your system has
NOT been enabled. Ask your Distributor from Fusion Sport to update this immediately.

Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: TheUpdating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The
example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated toexample here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to
have the Attachments set as Resourceshave the Attachments set as Resources
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Many systems are set up so that Medical Records have Attachments. Now, these can be set to
appear as Attachments and Resources. The Attachments still have the same level of security
and access, but they can now be accessible via the My Resources Module.

Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appearCurrently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear
with a Name, Description and Filewith a Name, Description and File

The example here shows that one of the Event Form Attachments has been opened. It only
appears with the Name, Description and File.
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To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the BuilderTo change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder
Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already beenSite. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been
enabledenabled

This Event Form was already set to have Attachments enabled for it. Now it will be set so that
the Attachments are treated as "Resources" as well (see the step below).
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The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needsThe Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs
to be changed to "True". Save the Event Formto be changed to "True". Save the Event Form

Below the Attachments Advanced Form Property, a field will appear labeled "Attachments are
Resources". This will be set to False. Set it to True, and Save the Event Form.
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As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all ExistingAs soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing
Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category calledAttachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called
"Attachment""Attachment"

The ONLY change that occurs to the actual Event Forms and any Attachments, is that each
attachment is added into a Category called "Attachment". This means all existing attachments
are available to users who can access the Attachments Category via their Role access.

N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for anyN.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any
athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachmentathlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment
Category.Category.
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N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat AttachmentsN.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments
as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added intoas Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into
the Categories List in the Administration Sitethe Categories List in the Administration Site

In the Administration Site in the Categories Module, the new category appears called
"Attachment". It was designed to ensure all existing attachments are securely transferred to the
new "Attachment" Category. It cannot be modified.

This was designed purely to manage historical data. For new Event Forms that have
Attachments enabled on them that do not have existing attachments, you will not need this.
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N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL usersN.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users
with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to thewith access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the
"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If"Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If
they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachmentsthey don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments

The example here shows that the Attachment Category has been added to the Physiotherapy
Role. This means the users who access the Injury Record via this role will be able to access the
Attachments which have been automatically added into the Attachments Category.
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All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However,
when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachmentwhen they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment
CategoryCategory

Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the MyMost importantly, this attachment is now available from the My
Resources Module to access.Resources Module to access.
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For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form,
users can select to store these in any Category made availableusers can select to store these in any Category made available
to them via their respective Role/sto them via their respective Role/s

When a new Attachment is added to this Event Form, it can be entered into any Category that is
available to the user. This is used to limit who can access this Resource when viewing the
athlete's records. The example here shows that the Doctor's ONLY Category is selected as the
Category for this attachment to be stored in. This means only users with access to the Doctors
ONLY category will be able to access this file.

Additionally, each Attachment-Resource can now be entered with additional details and this
help with searching on the My Resources Module.

N.B. Existing historical attachments can be changed to different categories or subcategories
and saved.

N.B. The categories that each user accesses will vary depending on the unique categories that
the system Administrator has enabled on the Administration Site, as well as the categories that
have been enabled for each user via the Role Data Permissions.
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These attachments are also available from the My Resources ModuleThese attachments are also available from the My Resources Module
from the category they are stored in.from the category they are stored in.

Each new Attachment-Resources can now be accessed in the My Resources Module on the
system.The new search feature for the Resource Module ensures users can easily locate
attachments stored via athlete, time periods, categories and the like.

Moreover, all of the historical attachments uploaded for Event Forms that have been enabled
as Attachments are Resources will also be searchable here via the "Attachments" Category (all
historical attachments are automatically categorised into the Attachments Category), or for any
new categories that the Attachment may be recategorised into.
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User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a userUser MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user
has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOThas access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT
have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Formhave access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form
Attachment-Resource will appearAttachment-Resource will appear

The user here has been given access to the correct Category and Athlete, but they have NOT
been given access to the My Resources Module.

To access Attachment-Resources uploaded for a specific athlete a user must be given access to
the Athlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the imageAthlete, the Event Form, the Category and the My Resources Module (as shown in the image
below).below).
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To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to theTo access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the
Resources Module AND the Category they are stored inResources Module AND the Category they are stored in

The example here shows that this user has access to the correct Categories, but they do NOT
have access to the Resources Module. This means they will not be able to access any
Attachment-Resources for any of the Event Forms where the Attachments are enabled as
Resources until they are given access.
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One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is toOne way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to
open a role and click on the read or write for that event formopen a role and click on the read or write for that event form

N.B. A simple way to see who access the ability to edit an Injury record is to click on, and then
make a note of the roles. Then, you can assign the same roles to have read access to the
Attachments Category.
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You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles haveYou can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have
access to the correct Attachment-Resource Categoryaccess to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

Open a Role that should have access to the Category. If it is not listed, add it in.

Click on the name of the Category (e.g Physio ONLY)

A list of all of the Roles that have access to that Category will appear. Add or Remove Roles
accordingly
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N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set asN.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as
"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to"Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to
be globally available to any User with access to the Event Formbe globally available to any User with access to the Event Form
and the Athleteand the Athlete

Because "Attachments Are Resources" is set on a Form by Form basis, any Event Form that is
enabled for Attachments ONLY (not for attachments to be treated as Resources), will continue
to function as it used to. However, ONLY Forms that have "Attachments are Resources" enabled
will have the new categorical limitations; ONLY these attachments also be available in the My
Resources Module.

If you have any questions or concerns ask your DistributorIf you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor
immediatelyimmediately
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Performance Standards,Performance Standards,
Performance Explanations andPerformance Explanations and
Performance SummaryPerformance Summary
Dashboard ModulesDashboard Modules
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Performance Summary Dashboards: create aPerformance Summary Dashboards: create a
complete overview tailored to your keycomplete overview tailored to your key
performance informationperformance information
Performance Summary Dashboards Provide a completePerformance Summary Dashboards Provide a complete
overview of athletic performance on the applicationoverview of athletic performance on the application

Performance Summary Dashboards are used to give a professional or athlete a complete
dashboard overview of how they are performing across multiple performance areas and
indicators. The arrows indicate performance improvement or decrement (this is pulled from
setting the "Higher Values are best" or "Lower Values are best" and the best values in each
field's Advanced Properties). The coloured backgrounds are the "Performance Standards"that
were created according to the correct ranges of performance for different athletes.

The most critical component to consider when creating the Performance Summary Dashboards
is considering what information you feel truly reflects the athletic performance.

It is also very important to know that when you create a performance summary dashboard
across multiple event types (e.g. medical, s and c, psyc), only the forms that each user has
access to will appear in the performance summary dashboard. If you want your coaches from S
and C to see a medical overview they will need read access to those forms and vice versa.

High Level OverviewHigh Level Overview

The image above shows the high level overview of the athlete across:

Lifestyle/Overtraining

Flexibility and Agility

Sprint/MFITS

Aerobic

Anthro/Nurition

Strength and Power
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Each one of these columns automatically pulls data in from a "Performance Summary Report"
that shows the Key fields for a specific area such as Lifestyle/Overtraining (as shown in the step
below). It pulls through the most important data from the Performance Summary Report to the
Main Performance Summary Dashboard (shown here) and highlights any recent changes with
the athlete.

Individual Performance Summary ReportsIndividual Performance Summary Reports

The example shows that you can now automatically see when the event was entered on the
system. All of these report columns are created using the "Performance Summary Reports
Setup" button on the Application Builder.

To create or update your Performance Summary Reports andTo create or update your Performance Summary Reports and
the Performance Summary Dashboard, click on Performancethe Performance Summary Dashboard, click on Performance
Summary Reports Set UpSummary Reports Set Up
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Each Performance Summary Report that you will create will beEach Performance Summary Report that you will create will be
pulled into the Performance Summary Dashboard (the imagepulled into the Performance Summary Dashboard (the image
here shows the 6 Performance Summary Reports) and then thehere shows the 6 Performance Summary Reports) and then the
most important field will be pulled through into themost important field will be pulled through into the
Performance Summary Dashboard automaticallyPerformance Summary Dashboard automatically

Performance Summary Reports Page Set Up:Performance Summary Reports Page Set Up:

1. Click on the "Performance Summary Report Set Up" button on the Application builder to be
shown the list of Summary Reports (note that the Name of the different Summary Reports is
the same as the columns in the Performance Summary Dashboard Overview in the image in the
first step)

2. Click on "Create new Performance Summary Report""Create new Performance Summary Report" (top right hand side of the page)

3. Start building up your Report Settings

What information to includeWhat information to include

Build up you Performance Summary Report according to your requirements and include a
maximum of 6 columns

To create a Performance Summary Report:To create a Performance Summary Report:

#1. NameName the Performance Summary Report e.g. "Stress"
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#2. Click on "New Column""New Column" (obscured by the Event Form drop down box) and a new row will
appear where you need to specify the information that will appear in the Performance
Summary Report Columns. Go back to the image in the second step and look at the different
Columns. This is what you are building here each time you add in a "New Column" of
information.

#3. Select the Event FormEvent Form that you want to use a Field from (the first example shows that the
Daily Review Form has been selected).

#4. Select the Performance Standard.Performance Standard. You can specify if you want a specific one to appear for
that variable, but if you have male and female athletes of different ages, you will want the
system to compare their results with the "Most Appropriate" Performance Standard (if one has
been built). You can go and build you performance standards and add them in later!

#5. Select the Field.Field. Select the field out of the Event Form (#2) that you want to display in the
Report

#6. Rename the Field name to what you want.

#7. Specify if you want the Progress arrows to show or not . The arrows will show if the "Show
Change" box is ticked, and will be hidden if it is un ticked.

8. Follow Steps #2 until you have completed you Report (aim for 4-6 Fields)

9. Click "Save""Save"

Performance Summary Dashboard OverviewPerformance Summary Dashboard Overview

The New "Stress""Stress" Performance Summary Report has been added to the Performance Summary
Dashboard and will be available to click through to see the actual Performance Summary
Report for the "Stress" variables that you selected earlier.

Remember that what each users sees may be different if they do not have read access to all of
the forms that you use in the Performance Summary Reports.
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Ordering the Performance Summary ReportsOrdering the Performance Summary Reports
and Dashboardand Dashboard

You can now specify the order of the Performance Summary Reports to appear in your
Performance Summary Dashboards

Previously, you could not order the Performance SummaryPreviously, you could not order the Performance Summary
Reports and they appeared in the order that they were lastReports and they appeared in the order that they were last
edited.edited.

The Performance Summary Dashboards appeared in the orderThe Performance Summary Dashboards appeared in the order
last modified. You could not preset it.last modified. You could not preset it.
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Now you can open each of the Performance Summary ReportsNow you can open each of the Performance Summary Reports
and assign them an "Order" number. This number needs toand assign them an "Order" number. This number needs to
correspond with where you want it to appear in the Dashboardcorrespond with where you want it to appear in the Dashboard
overviewoverview

The default value will appear as -1 which means they will not appear in a particular order.not appear in a particular order.

Write in the Order numberOrder number that you require for the Performance Summary Report. The
example here will set Strength to the first Column in the Dashboard.

Open each of the Performance Summary Reports and assign anOpen each of the Performance Summary Reports and assign an
Order number.Order number.

The example here will set up the Speed and Jump to appear in the third column.
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Ensure you write down the names of the Reports and theEnsure you write down the names of the Reports and the
numbers you assigned them to ensure you have assigned themnumbers you assigned them to ensure you have assigned them
all a unique number, and the correct one.all a unique number, and the correct one.

The Performance Summary Dashboard displays the Reports inThe Performance Summary Dashboard displays the Reports in
the correct order. You can then open the Report you want tothe correct order. You can then open the Report you want to
review to see the additional Report fields (as shown in thereview to see the additional Report fields (as shown in the
image in the step below)image in the step below)

An example of the Strength Report.An example of the Strength Report.
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N.B If you forget to assign a Report a number then this willN.B If you forget to assign a Report a number then this will
appear in the first column of the Dashboard. If there areappear in the first column of the Dashboard. If there are
multiple reports with no Order number then they will appear inmultiple reports with no Order number then they will appear in
the order last edited on the Builderthe order last edited on the Builder

The image here shows the Aerobic Capacity Report that had theThe image here shows the Aerobic Capacity Report that had the
order removed, it appears at the start of the Performanceorder removed, it appears at the start of the Performance
Summary DashboardSummary Dashboard

N.B. If you order two Reports the same number they willN.B. If you order two Reports the same number they will
appear in sequential order (the system will just place oneappear in sequential order (the system will just place one
before the other). Also, if you miss a number it will just keepbefore the other). Also, if you miss a number it will just keep
placing the reports sequentiallyplacing the reports sequentially
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The image here shows how the Performance Summary Dashboard is displayed when two
Reports (Aerobic and Speed) have the same number (3), and when one of the number is missed
( no report is assigned with 2).

The dashboard will display in the correct numerical order when a number is missed. It will just
randomly assign a Report to go first if two Reports are both numbered the same order.
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Performance Standards: Create performancePerformance Standards: Create performance
ranges and colours to guide analysis andranges and colours to guide analysis and
ratingsratings

Performance Standards are the coloured bands that allow you to compare your athlete's
data against specific performance ranges/criteria. They are a critical component of the
Performance Summary Dashboards, the Sidebar status fields, for showing in the single
variable graphs (Chart by Default), as well as for comparisons in the History and Reports
Sections of the Application.

They can also appear in the actual form while data is being entered into it to guide the
person entering the data about optimal and less than optimal results. To see how to set up
a performance standard for use in a form for autocolour, or athlete status then please
review those lessons in addition to this information.
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Performance Standards are an excellent way to ensure athletesPerformance Standards are an excellent way to ensure athletes
and coaches can review progress without having understandand coaches can review progress without having understand
the data in depth. The example here shows them in the Athletethe data in depth. The example here shows them in the Athlete
History Page: History table, mouse over pop up box and in theHistory Page: History table, mouse over pop up box and in the
chartchart

The image here shows that Performance Standards are used in the graph of the Average time
for the Compass Agility test, as well as in the actual Athlete History to show how an athlete is
performing. You can build as many Performance Standards as you require, and an athlete/
coach can compare their data to a coach's standard, national standards or even international
standards (using the compare to button on the right of the athlete history page, shown .
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An example of Performance Standards in the PerformanceAn example of Performance Standards in the Performance
Summary DashboardSummary Dashboard

An example of a performance standard being used inAn example of a performance standard being used in
conjunction with the status fields for an injury and/or illnessconjunction with the status fields for an injury and/or illness
(see the lesson on status fields for injuries and illness to find(see the lesson on status fields for injuries and illness to find
out more about this)out more about this)
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An example of the Performance Standards showing in a formAn example of the Performance Standards showing in a form
that is set to autocolourthat is set to autocolour

To create a Performance Standard click on the "PerformanceTo create a Performance Standard click on the "Performance
Standards" icon on the main page of the builderStandards" icon on the main page of the builder

Create new Performance Standards or edit existing Performance Standards using the
"Performance Standards" button.
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To create a new performance standard, click on the create newTo create a new performance standard, click on the create new
performance standard on the right of the page. To edit anperformance standard on the right of the page. To edit an
existing one simple click directly on it from the listexisting one simple click directly on it from the list

You will be taken to the Performance Standards page. This contains a list of Existing
Performance Standards (on the left of the page) that can be changed (click on Edit), or removed
(click on Delete) or duplicated (click on duplicate).

-On the far right of the page click on "Create new Performance StandardCreate new Performance Standard" to create a new
coloured Performance range.

Name the Event as clearly as possible choose the Event and setName the Event as clearly as possible choose the Event and set
any application filtersany application filters

Set up the form and who the standard is going to apply to:Set up the form and who the standard is going to apply to:
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#1 Description:#1 Description: Name the performance standard as clearly as possible. This name will be
available on the athlete history and the reports pages so you need to make it clear, and not too
long.

#2 Event:#2 Event: Choose the Event that the Performance Standard is being created for e.g. the 40m
sprint form here.

#3 Applies To#3 Applies To: You can choose to set this performance standard to preferentially show if the
athletes attain a certain level of performance or meet criteria from another form. In the
example here, this standard will be preferentially chosen (over any other performance
standards built for the 40-m sprint form) when sex is male and when they performed less than
or equal to 5 in their 30m sprint event form.

-#4-#4 Filter:Filter: Is the filter you apply to the form you have chosen in the "Applies To" drop down list.

#5 Sex#5 Sex: allows you to select preferentially to show standards for males or females (calculated
from the gender information on their account page).

#6#6 AgeAge: allows you to select if it should preferentially show for a certain age range based on the
athlete age (calculated from Date of birth in the athlete's account).

-Please note that Sex and Age are used to present the most applicable performance standard
for each athlete in the performance summary dashboards and the Reports and History Sections
of the application because you do not want females in a group to be compared to Male
performance standards for 20m Sprint times!

Please be aware that the time to load your performance summary dashboards and reports mayPlease be aware that the time to load your performance summary dashboards and reports may
be increased when you set the "Applied To" and filters as the system has to analyse the athletesbe increased when you set the "Applied To" and filters as the system has to analyse the athletes
account data and history before it can present the most appropriate performance standard foraccount data and history before it can present the most appropriate performance standard for
the form, athlete and data. If you have any concerns please contact your distributor.the form, athlete and data. If you have any concerns please contact your distributor.
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Now set the "Rules": performance ranges, colours and feedbackNow set the "Rules": performance ranges, colours and feedback
for your fieldsfor your fields

Rules allow you to set specific standards for any question in a specific field that is Numeric,Rules allow you to set specific standards for any question in a specific field that is Numeric,
Option or Calculation based. Text fields cannot have Standards of Performance created forOption or Calculation based. Text fields cannot have Standards of Performance created for
them because they cannot be defined well enough.them because they cannot be defined well enough.

To create a performance standard range for a field click on the arrow (to the left of the field) to
start to create your ranges of performance.

#1 Weather (option field): The example here shows that the single selection field for weather
shows all of the options, which can then be coloured.

#2 5m (numeric field): Because it is a Numeric Field, you need to start building from the
"Bottom Up"Bottom Up". This means you start with the smallest number and add in larger numbers to
create your performance standard ranges. For the 5m time, anything below 1.78 is being
considered Excellent for a male.

#3: Write 1.78 in the "Below, and including" number box. You cannot start with the largestYou cannot start with the largest
number and work down, you MUST start with the smallest value.number and work down, you MUST start with the smallest value.

#4#4 ", respond with: colour box, respond with: colour box" means that if the athlete enters 1.78 their result will be coloured
green (to change the colour click directly on the coloured box, and colour choosing options
appear as shown in the image in the step below.

#5#5 ", respond with: text box, respond with: text box" means that if the athlete enters 1.78 the feedback will say
"Excellent".
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#6:#6: To add in another range, simply type in the next time in the Between 1.78 and ______
numeric box.

To change the colour of a Performance Standard Range click inTo change the colour of a Performance Standard Range click in
the colour box (beside #4 in the image in the step above)the colour box (beside #4 in the image in the step above)

If you want to change the Colour of a Performance Range Box:If you want to change the Colour of a Performance Range Box:

Click inside the coloured box in the Performance Range and a pop up "Select Color" box will
appear

#1. Click on a coloured box to replace the colour on the Performance Standards Page,

oror

#2 Write in the colour using the hexadecimal colours (see http://www.2createawebsite.com/
build/hex-colors.html for more information about creating colours in this code) into the colour
text box

#3 click the green tickclick the green tick

You will be returned to the Performance Standards Page and the selected colour will be shown
for that range
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Completing additional ranges and add in any commentsCompleting additional ranges and add in any comments

To complete your Performance Standard for that FormTo complete your Performance Standard for that Form

#1. Continue to add in incremental numbers to create your Performance Standard range. The
example here shows that 2.3, 4 have been added to create a total of 3 performance ranges.

#2. After you have created the desired performance ranges just leave the last numeric celljust leave the last numeric cell
blankblank (e.g. leave Between 4 and ___ blank. If you continue to add in numbers, the performance
standard will continue to grow).

#3. Once you have complete it, click on another arrow to develop another range of
performances for other Fields within that Form.

#4 Click on the arrow and complete as many performance ranges as you require.

N.BIf you complete a range and you do not want to save it, just click on the grey arrow that youN.BIf you complete a range and you do not want to save it, just click on the grey arrow that you
used to add in the range so that it is hidden and save the performance standard.used to add in the range so that it is hidden and save the performance standard.
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If your form has Options and/or Selection Fields the availableIf your form has Options and/or Selection Fields the available
options will appear for you to completeoptions will appear for you to complete

Option/Selection Performance Standards:Option/Selection Performance Standards:

When you create Performance Standards for Option/Selection Questions when you select the
arrow to open up the question and build the Performance Standard ranges, all of the available
options are shown. For the Numeric Fields, you have to build up the range. For the Options you
simply change the colours (by clicking in the colour box and selecting a new one), and add in
feedback to the athlete (as shown for the Overall Rating of Stress ).
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When you are finished, click on Save at the bottom of the formWhen you are finished, click on Save at the bottom of the form
to return to the Performance Standards page.to return to the Performance Standards page.

You can duplicate the Performance standard if you need, nameYou can duplicate the Performance standard if you need, name
it, then open the standard and set it up for a different groupit, then open the standard and set it up for a different group

The most appropriate performance standard will always show,The most appropriate performance standard will always show,
but if you have different types that you need to compare yourbut if you have different types that you need to compare your
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athlete to, these are available in the "Compare To" area in theathlete to, these are available in the "Compare To" area in the
athlete history and the Reports modulesathlete history and the Reports modules
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You can create as many performance standards as you requireYou can create as many performance standards as you require
and these will be available for comparison on the athleteand these will be available for comparison on the athlete
history page and the reports page in the compare to sectionhistory page and the reports page in the compare to section
(shown in the image here)(shown in the image here)
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Performance Explanations: Provide instantPerformance Explanations: Provide instant
feedback to athletes and coachesfeedback to athletes and coaches

Performance Explanations allow you to give specific feedback to the athlete or coach
entering data based on the answer or range of data they enter in an Event Form.
Performance Explanations are used to help ensure athlete's and/or coaching staff receive
the correct information when they need it. Performance Explanations will also appear
alongside any results in the Performance Profile reports that you print off.

Access existing Performance Explanations or create a newAccess existing Performance Explanations or create a new
Performance ExplanationPerformance Explanation

Why use Performance Explanations?Why use Performance Explanations?

When you want specific feedback to be give to an athlete or coach based on their results/data
that is entered into the system. For example, in a Daily Review Event if an athlete enter that
they have 4/5 or 5/5 stress, you may want some information to be give to them regarding tools
to minimise stress levels.

To access or create new Performance Explanations:To access or create new Performance Explanations:

1. Click on the "Performance Explanations" button in the Application Builder.
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Edit, Preview or Delete Existing Explanations or Create a NewEdit, Preview or Delete Existing Explanations or Create a New
Performance ExplanationPerformance Explanation

The layout of the Performance Explanations Page is similar to the Event Pages and the
Performance Standards Pages. Existing Performance Explanations are displayed on the left, and
you can "Create new Performance Explanation"Create new Performance Explanation" using the link in More Actions box (top right of
the image).

To create a new Performance Explanation:To create a new Performance Explanation:

1. Click on the "Create new Performance Explanation"Create new Performance Explanation" link

2. Set up the performance feedback to the athlete or the professional entering in the data.

3. SaveSave it
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Create a new Performance Explanation, name it, select theCreate a new Performance Explanation, name it, select the
correct event form that it applies to and then add in thecorrect event form that it applies to and then add in the
explanations for the ranges or selection options that youexplanations for the ranges or selection options that you
require.require.

The layout of the Performance Explanations is very similar to the layout of the Performance
Standards.

#1#1. Name it:Name it: Name the Explanation for future reference

#2.#2. Maximum EntriesMaximum Entries: this applies to the number of feedback itemsfeedback items that the athlete/coach will
receive. For a questionnaire that captures 15 different fields, you may only want feedback to be
given to the athlete/coach for 3-4 of those fields. If they received 15 pieces of information it
would be information overload!!

N.B. The "Weighting"(#8) helps to set what explanations/feedback is given to the athlete, and
the system automatically "learns" how the athlete responds to a Form and varies the feedback
to each individual athlete's needs. A 10 would be a higher weighting and this information would
more likely be displayed to the athlete if their data is in this range/seclection than a 3 rating.

#3#3. Select the Event:Event: Specify which event you want to create the feedback for (the example here
shows the Daily Review Form has been selected). Once you select the form, the correct fields
will be displayed in the Rules Section, where you create your explanations.

#4#4. Set any Filters.Filters. Set any filters that you want. For this example, the Performance Explanation
will ONLY show if the athlete's score on the Daily Review Form is "Less than or equal"Less than or equal" to "8".8". Set
the Filters how ever you require.
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#5#5. Select the FieldsFields that you want to write an explanation for. For this example we are going to
develop the feedback/explanations for the Overtraining Risk question.

#6#6 Set the limitslimits that will define that information entered between a specific range will receive a
specific explanation. Remember that fields that are Selection/Option based will show all of the
possible options and you simply enter the explanation in the text box. As we are creating an
explanation for a Numeric/calculation field we need to start off with the smallest number and
grow the ranges' explanations accordingly. For the Overtraining Risk score of "Below andBelow and
including"including" "2",2", the athlete will receive the feedback written in the "respond with"respond with" (#7) text box.

#7.#7. Write in the "Respond withRespond with" text box the information that you want to be displayed to the
athlete when their answer meets the range criteria. "Very low risk of Overtraining, GO hard
today" will be shown to the athlete if their Overtraining Score is below and including 22.

#8.#8. The WeightingWeighting allows you to assign a "how important is this feedback" compared with other
feedback in the form. Each feedback explanation is weighted at 1.0 which means an athlete/
coach has an equal chance of receiving this feedback for this question compared to the other
questions in the field. However, you could set that this feedback is a high priority and so it can
be weighted as a 10 and it will be shown to the athlete above all of the other possible feedback
from other Questions. To change the WeightingWeighting, click on the drop down box and select a
different one (the example here shows that the rating is set on 3 for the "Below, and includingBelow, and including
2"2" field and is only weighted at 1 for the"betweenbetween 2 and 4".2 and 4".

#9#9 Continue to build up the ranges and the feedback provided for Each Field until you have
covered the possible answers that an athlete/coach will enter for each Question/Field.

10. Save10. Save the Performance Explanation

Go to the application and enter in some data for the form andGo to the application and enter in some data for the form and
ensure that the correct explanations are pulling throughensure that the correct explanations are pulling through

The image here shows the feedback to the athlete/coach that has been limited to 3 Fields.
Based on all of the answers the athlete/coach entered into the Event Form, the following
Performance Explanations were chosen to show the athlete/coach once they had saved their
event.
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Performance Explanations allow you to give feedback to the athlete/coach on any type of field
including how to proceed with severe or minor injuries, through to how to increase or decrease
specific servings of food based on their a dietary questionnaire. The possibilities are endless!

The Performance Explanations are also designed to giveThe Performance Explanations are also designed to give
feedback in the Performance Profile Reports on the Application.feedback in the Performance Profile Reports on the Application.
You can run a Performance Profile Report for a form with aYou can run a Performance Profile Report for a form with a
performance explanation and the explanation will appear in theperformance explanation and the explanation will appear in the
pdf report.pdf report.

Set up the Performance Explanation. For this example we areSet up the Performance Explanation. For this example we are
setting up a performance explanation for the bench presssetting up a performance explanation for the bench press
result on the 1 and 3RM Testing form.result on the 1 and 3RM Testing form.
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Check that it runs correctly in the application when that form isCheck that it runs correctly in the application when that form is
entered.entered.

The correct explanation appears after the bench press data is entered.

Go to the Performance Profile Reports and run a report thatGo to the Performance Profile Reports and run a report that
includes that form.includes that form.
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An example of a Performance Profile for an athlete and theAn example of a Performance Profile for an athlete and the
Performance Explanation that appears for the result that theyPerformance Explanation that appears for the result that they
achieved.achieved.
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Parent Child Linked SitesParent Child Linked Sites
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An example of setting up an Event Form so itAn example of setting up an Event Form so it
LINKS DATA between the Parent-Child SiteLINKS DATA between the Parent-Child Site
Some systems are specifically set up to share Event Form andSome systems are specifically set up to share Event Form and
Profile Form data between your system and another systemProfile Form data between your system and another system
(e.g. between a Parent Site to a Child Site)(e.g. between a Parent Site to a Child Site)

You can Link Existing Event Forms between the Parent Site andYou can Link Existing Event Forms between the Parent Site and
the Child Site/s. This should always be done from the Parentthe Child Site/s. This should always be done from the Parent
SiteSite

If your system is set up to share data between a Parent site and a Child site, then the Event
Form and Profile Form Lists will display the "Link to Child" and "Copy to child" buttons.

-Link to ChildLink to Child will linklink the forms between this site and the child site: this means data can be
shard between them if the athletes are the same.

Please always try and set up the Link from the Parent site to share Event Forms from the Parent
Site to the Child Site.

N.B. Copy to Child will ONLY make a copy of this form on the child site and NO data will be
shared between then.
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You can create new Event Forms and share these between theYou can create new Event Forms and share these between the
Parent and Child Site/sParent and Child Site/s

Add in the Questions that you requireAdd in the Questions that you require
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Once Saved, the Event Form appears in the Event Pages ListOnce Saved, the Event Form appears in the Event Pages List

Once you click on "Link to Child", you need to select the name of theOnce you click on "Link to Child", you need to select the name of the
Child Site that you want to link the form to. The example here shows itChild Site that you want to link the form to. The example here shows it
linking to the site called childlinking to the site called child

The "Linking successful" message will appearThe "Linking successful" message will appear
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Open the child site in a separate internet browser, or fromOpen the child site in a separate internet browser, or from
another computeranother computer

You CANNOT have the parent builder site AND the child builder site open in the same internet
browser, or your system WILL CRASH. Please either:

• login to the child site using a different internet browser
• login to the child site using a different computer
• logout of the parent site, and then login to the child site
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The Event Form name will appear on the Child system. For dataThe Event Form name will appear on the Child system. For data
protection purposes, it is NOT editable and NO changes can be madeprotection purposes, it is NOT editable and NO changes can be made
to the form on the Child siteto the form on the Child site

As soon as the Event Form is Linked, it is available in the ChildAs soon as the Event Form is Linked, it is available in the Child
Administration Site to be applied to RolesAdministration Site to be applied to Roles
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The Event Form is available to apply to a User's RoleThe Event Form is available to apply to a User's Role

A User can login and enter in new data into the shard EventA User can login and enter in new data into the shard Event
Form on the child siteForm on the child site
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If the athlete is shared between the Child site and the ParentIf the athlete is shared between the Child site and the Parent
Site, the Data will appear in both sites when savedSite, the Data will appear in both sites when saved

Once the data is entered it can be accessed on the Parent siteOnce the data is entered it can be accessed on the Parent site
(if the user it was entered for is shared)(if the user it was entered for is shared)
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The data can be edited and saved on the Parent Site and theseThe data can be edited and saved on the Parent Site and these
edits flow between the two sitesedits flow between the two sites

N.B. Any locks that are set up will be adhered to on the EventN.B. Any locks that are set up will be adhered to on the Event
Form. If it is locked on the Parent, it will be locked on the childForm. If it is locked on the Parent, it will be locked on the child
site and vice versasite and vice versa
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Important Builder Site Parent Child-LinkingImportant Builder Site Parent Child-Linking
ConsiderationsConsiderations

Before Event Forms are linked or copied between sites, it is important to consider the
following limitations:

Event Forms and Profile Forms CAN be linked between theEvent Forms and Profile Forms CAN be linked between the
parent and child sites and vice versaparent and child sites and vice versa

Event Forms with linked Profile Fields CAN be successfullyEvent Forms with linked Profile Fields CAN be successfully
shared between a parent and a child site, only if the child siteshared between a parent and a child site, only if the child site
has access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profilehas access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profile
Forms on the child site with the same Profile Form NamesForms on the child site with the same Profile Form Names

Event Forms with linked Event Form Fields CAN be successfullyEvent Forms with linked Event Form Fields CAN be successfully
shared between a parent and a child site, only if the child siteshared between a parent and a child site, only if the child site
has access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profilehas access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profile
Forms on the child site with the same Profile Form NamesForms on the child site with the same Profile Form Names

Event Forms with In Form Reports CAN be successfully sharedEvent Forms with In Form Reports CAN be successfully shared
between a parent and a child site,between a parent and a child site,
Event Forms with In Form Reports CAN be successfully shared between a parent and a child
site. Regardless of the way , but only if the child site has access to all of the Forms used to
create the In Form Reports, and there are Event Forms on the child site with the same Event
Form Names

Event Forms with Databases in them can successfully be sharedEvent Forms with Databases in them can successfully be shared
between sites, BUT the database must be "Linked" NOTbetween sites, BUT the database must be "Linked" NOT
SHARED between the sitesSHARED between the sites
Event Forms with Databases in them can successfully be shared between sites, BUT the
database must be "Linked" NOT SHARED between the sites.

If the databases are ONLY shared between sites and users any database entries made will NOT
link between the parent and the child sited.
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Event Forms with Related Events set for them can beEvent Forms with Related Events set for them can be
successfully shared between sites, BUT all or some of thesuccessfully shared between sites, BUT all or some of the
Raleated Events MUST also be shared, and NO other forms on aRaleated Events MUST also be shared, and NO other forms on a
child site can be set as a related event on shared Event Formchild site can be set as a related event on shared Event Form
must be "Linked" NOT SHARED between the sitesmust be "Linked" NOT SHARED between the sites

Ongoing maintenance to an Event FormOngoing maintenance to an Event Form

MOST IMPORTANTLY, when an Event Form is deleted on the ParentMOST IMPORTANTLY, when an Event Form is deleted on the Parent
Site, it is deleted from the Child SieSite, it is deleted from the Child Sie

When an Event Form Name is edited, the name change ALSO occursWhen an Event Form Name is edited, the name change ALSO occurs
on the Event Form in the Child Siteon the Event Form in the Child Site
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The example here shows an Event Form that is linked and has dataThe example here shows an Event Form that is linked and has data
entered and shared between the Child and Parent siteentered and shared between the Child and Parent site

When an Event Field Name is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs forWhen an Event Field Name is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs for
the field in Event Form in the Child Sitethe field in Event Form in the Child Site

When an Event Field Option is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs forWhen an Event Field Option is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs for
the option in Event Form in the Child Sitethe option in Event Form in the Child Site
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A Linked Event Form with a Status Indicator Field will be appliedA Linked Event Form with a Status Indicator Field will be applied
to both sitesto both sites

If you build an Event Form in the Parent Site that has a field set to identify the status of the
athlete, this field will ALSO set the status on the child site as well. Please make sure you do NOT
have competing status indicators between parent and child sites, or the colouring of the
athletes and their status WILL break.
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Performance Standards created in the Parent Site are NOTPerformance Standards created in the Parent Site are NOT
linked to the Child Site, and vice versalinked to the Child Site, and vice versa

Performance Explanations set up in the Parent Site are NOTPerformance Explanations set up in the Parent Site are NOT
linked to the Child Site and vice versalinked to the Child Site and vice versa
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However, a user could set up a Performance Standard andHowever, a user could set up a Performance Standard and
Performance Explanation Module to copy these acrossPerformance Explanation Module to copy these across

Currently, user are ONLY shared between a parent or child siteCurrently, user are ONLY shared between a parent or child site
and vice versa if they are added by your distributorand vice versa if they are added by your distributor

If one athlete is added to a child site, and then a user tries toIf one athlete is added to a child site, and then a user tries to
add them to a parent site using the add person button, they willadd them to a parent site using the add person button, they will
not be abe to be added.not be abe to be added.

Roles in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child SiteRoles in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site
There is NO link at all between the Parent Sites and the Child Sites for ANY of the Roles. This
means if an Administrator on the Parent site adds an existing user (that is shared between the
two sites) into a new Role on the Parent site, or amends their existing Role/s, NO changes will
occur at all on the Child site and vice versa.

Groups in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child SiteGroups in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site
There is NO link at all between the Parent Sites and the Child Sites for ANY of the grouping
structures. This means if an Administrator on the Parent site adds an existing user (that is
shared between the two sites) into a new group on the Parent site, NO changes will occur at all
on the Child site and vice versa.
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Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that have InParent-Child Linked Event Forms that have In
Form Reports or In Form Charts pulling dataForm Reports or In Form Charts pulling data
from other Event Formsfrom other Event Forms

If you link an Event Form between a parent site and a child site site and the Event Form has
In Form Reports and/or In Form Charts in it, remember that you will need to Link (NOT
COPY) any Event Forms used in the In Form Reports or Charts.

N.B. If you do choose to Link an Event Form that has In Form Reports or In Form Charts, but
you do NOT link the In Form Report/Chart Event Forms that the data is pulled from, the
form will still load, but those reports and charts will not appear (just as they would if the
user did not have permission to access these event forms).

The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent In FormThe Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent In Form
Report" Form is being Linked (shared) with a Child SiteReport" Form is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
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In this Event Form there are In Form Reports and In FormIn this Event Form there are In Form Reports and In Form
Charts which reference different Event Forms on the Parent SiteCharts which reference different Event Forms on the Parent Site

The Report and Chart in the first section pull data from an Event FormThe Report and Chart in the first section pull data from an Event Form
that is ALSO linked between the parent and child sitethat is ALSO linked between the parent and child site
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The Report and Chart in the second section pull data from an EventThe Report and Chart in the second section pull data from an Event
Form that is NOT linked between the parent and child siteForm that is NOT linked between the parent and child site

When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,
the data appears as expected (as long as the user hasthe data appears as expected (as long as the user has
permission to access the Event Forms)permission to access the Event Forms)
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On the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you canOn the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you can
see that the Parent In Form Report and the Related Event 1see that the Parent In Form Report and the Related Event 1
Form is shared. However, there is NO Slider Field FormForm is shared. However, there is NO Slider Field Form

This is the list of Event Forms on the Child Site. You can see that the original "Parent In Form
Report" Form is linked, and the "Related Event Parent 1" Event Form is also linked. However,
there is no Slider Field Form so this data cannot be pull through into the Parent In Form Report
on the Child site.
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When the Event Form with In Form Reports and Charts isWhen the Event Form with In Form Reports and Charts is
opened/entered in the Child site, only the accessibleopened/entered in the Child site, only the accessible
information appearsinformation appears

The In Form Reports and Charts appear for the Related Event ParentThe In Form Reports and Charts appear for the Related Event Parent
Form 1 that was shared between the sitesForm 1 that was shared between the sites
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New In Form Report Entries can be made if the Add new Entries hasNew In Form Report Entries can be made if the Add new Entries has
been enabled for the In Form Report.been enabled for the In Form Report.

On the child site, new entries can be added via the add new button for the In Form Report
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However, the In Form Report for the Event Form that is NOT linkedHowever, the In Form Report for the Event Form that is NOT linked
(e.g. the Slider Fields Form) will not appear at all and the In Form Chart(e.g. the Slider Fields Form) will not appear at all and the In Form Chart
will display "not enough data".will display "not enough data".

The In Form Report field name will not even appear. The In Form Chart will appear, but it will
display as "Not Enough Data".
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An example of the Event Form on the Child Site in the Athlete HistoryAn example of the Event Form on the Child Site in the Athlete History

The Event Form can still be opened and the fields that doThe Event Form can still be opened and the fields that do
appear can be entered, edited, updated and saved on the childappear can be entered, edited, updated and saved on the child
site.site.
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N.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear onN.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear on
the Parent Site and vice versathe Parent Site and vice versa

This Event Form is being opened in the Parent Site, after review in the child site.

N.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on theN.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on the
child site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User'schild site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User's
name will appear in the entered by on the parent site, evenname will appear in the entered by on the parent site, even
though they cannot access the parent sitethough they cannot access the parent site

This Event Form appears in the Athlete History in the Parent Site, after being opened and
reviewed in the Child site.

N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Slider Fields Event FormN.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Slider Fields Event Form
from the Parent to the Child Site, or have another Event Formfrom the Parent to the Child Site, or have another Event Form
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just on the child site called "Slider Fields", the In Form Reportjust on the child site called "Slider Fields", the In Form Report
and Chart data from that Event Form will not pull through intoand Chart data from that Event Form will not pull through into
the "Parent In Form Report" Event Form in the Child Sitethe "Parent In Form Report" Event Form in the Child Site
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Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that haveParent-Child Linked Event Forms that have
Linked Event Form Fields and/or Linked ProfileLinked Event Form Fields and/or Linked Profile
Form FieldsForm Fields

If you link (share) an Event Form between a parent site and a child site site and that Event
Form has linked Event Form Fields and/or Linked Profile Form Fields in it, remember that
you will need to Link (NOT COPY) the Event Forms or Profile Forms that the fields reference.

N.B. If you do choose to link (share) an Event Form that has linked Event Form Fields and/or
Linked Profile Form Fields in it, but you do NOT link (share) the Event/Profile Forms that the
data is pulled from, the form will still load, but those fields will not appear. However, if you
build visibility settings from these fields and they are not linked, this WILL cause issues.

The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Linked Test" Form isThe Event Form in the Parent Site called "Linked Test" Form is
being Linked (shared) with a Child Sitebeing Linked (shared) with a Child Site
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In this Event Form there are Linked Event Fields and LinkedIn this Event Form there are Linked Event Fields and Linked
Profile Form Fields which reference different Event Forms andProfile Form Fields which reference different Event Forms and
Profile Forms on the Parent SiteProfile Forms on the Parent Site

The Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from anThe Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from an
Event Form called "Original", which IS linked between the parent andEvent Form called "Original", which IS linked between the parent and
child sitechild site
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The Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from anThe Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from an
Event Form called "Daily Wellness", which IS NOT linked between theEvent Form called "Daily Wellness", which IS NOT linked between the
parent and child siteparent and child site

The Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull dataThe Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data
from a Profile Form called "Other", which IS linked between the parentfrom a Profile Form called "Other", which IS linked between the parent
and child siteand child site
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The Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull dataThe Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data
from a Profile Form called "Name", which IS NOT linked between thefrom a Profile Form called "Name", which IS NOT linked between the
parent and child siteparent and child site

When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,
the data appears as expected (as long as the user hasthe data appears as expected (as long as the user has
permission to access all Event and Profile Forms)permission to access all Event and Profile Forms)
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On the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you canOn the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you can
see that the Event Form called "Linked Test" and the Eventsee that the Event Form called "Linked Test" and the Event
Form called "Original" is shared (linked). However, the EventForm called "Original" is shared (linked). However, the Event
Form called "Daily Wellness" is not sharedForm called "Daily Wellness" is not shared

This is the list of Event Forms on the Child Site. You can see that the original "Linked Test" Form
is linked, and the "Original" Event Form is also linked. However, there is no Daily Wellness Form,
so any fields linked to this form cannot be pull through into the Linked Test Form on the child
sites
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On the Child Site in the Profile Pages in the Builder Site, you canOn the Child Site in the Profile Pages in the Builder Site, you can
see that the Profile Form called "Other" is shared (linked).see that the Profile Form called "Other" is shared (linked).
However, the Profile Form called "Name" is not sharedHowever, the Profile Form called "Name" is not shared

This is the list of Profile Forms on the Child Site. The Profile Form called "Other" has been
shared. But the Profile form called "Name" has not been linked, so this data cannot be pull
through into Linked Test Event Form on the Child Site.
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When the Event Form with Linked Event and Profile Fields isWhen the Event Form with Linked Event and Profile Fields is
opened/entered in the Child site, only the accessibleopened/entered in the Child site, only the accessible
information appearsinformation appears
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The Linked Fields and Profile Fields appear for the Event Form calledThe Linked Fields and Profile Fields appear for the Event Form called
"Original" and the Profile Form called "Other" that were both linked"Original" and the Profile Form called "Other" that were both linked
(shared) between the sites(shared) between the sites
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The Linked Event Fields and Profile Fields DO NOT APPEAR for theThe Linked Event Fields and Profile Fields DO NOT APPEAR for the
Event Form called "Daily Wellness" and the Profile Form called "Name"Event Form called "Daily Wellness" and the Profile Form called "Name"
as these were NOT linked (shared)as these were NOT linked (shared)
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On the Child Site the Linked Test Event Form can still be openedOn the Child Site the Linked Test Event Form can still be opened
and the fields that do appear can be entered, edited, updatedand the fields that do appear can be entered, edited, updated
and saved.and saved.

N.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear onN.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear on
the Parent Site and vice versathe Parent Site and vice versa
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The image here shows the Event Form that was opened in the Child Site and edited, being
viewed again from the Parent Site.

N.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on theN.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on the
child site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User'schild site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User's
name will appear in the entered by on the parent site, evenname will appear in the entered by on the parent site, even
though they cannot access the parent sitethough they cannot access the parent site

N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Daily Wellness EventN.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Daily Wellness Event
Form from the Parent to the Child Site, or have another EventForm from the Parent to the Child Site, or have another Event
Form just on the child site called "Daily Wellness", the LinkedForm just on the child site called "Daily Wellness", the Linked
Event Fields from that Form will still not appear in the LinkedEvent Fields from that Form will still not appear in the Linked
Test Event Form on the Child SiteTest Event Form on the Child Site
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WARNING: IF YOU BUILD IN VISIBILITY SETTING FROM LINKEDWARNING: IF YOU BUILD IN VISIBILITY SETTING FROM LINKED
PROFILE OR EVENT FIELDS THAT ARE NOT LINKED BETWEENPROFILE OR EVENT FIELDS THAT ARE NOT LINKED BETWEEN
SITES YOUR EVENT FORM WILL NOT WORK CORRECTLYSITES YOUR EVENT FORM WILL NOT WORK CORRECTLY
Please be mindful that if you build in linked fields using an Event Form, or a Profile Form and
you use these fields to set visibility setting, IF the forms that the fields are pulled from are NOT
shared, then your form visibility will NOT work.
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Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that haveParent-Child Linked Event Forms that have
Related Event FormsRelated Event Forms

If you link an Event Form from a Parent site to a child Site and the Event Form has Related
Event Forms associated with it, remember that you will need to Link (NOT COPY) any Event
Form/s used as a Related Event.

N.B. If you Link an Event Form that has Related Events, but you do NOT link the Event Forms
that are related, the Linked form will still load, but any unlinked Related Event Forms will
not appear (just as they would if the user did not have permission to access the Event
Forms).

N.B. If the Event form was linked from the Parent Site, you CANNOT add in any other
Related Event Forms to the Linked Form on the Child Site .

The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Injury Record" is beingThe Event Form in the Parent Site called "Injury Record" is being
Linked (shared) with a Child SiteLinked (shared) with a Child Site
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In this Event Form there are Related Events which referenceIn this Event Form there are Related Events which reference
different Event Forms on the Parent Sitedifferent Event Forms on the Parent Site

One of the fields in the Injury Record is also set to Pull ThroughOne of the fields in the Injury Record is also set to Pull Through
Related Event Summary Data, which pulls data back from a RelatedRelated Event Summary Data, which pulls data back from a Related
Event Into the Original RecordEvent Into the Original Record
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When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,
the Related Events appear as expected (as long as the user hasthe Related Events appear as expected (as long as the user has
permission to access these Event Forms)permission to access these Event Forms)

The Event Form has a number of Related Events set up. If these are not linked to the Child site,
then these Event Forms will not appear, and any Related Event Summary data from these fields
will not pull through either.
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All Related Event Summaries pull through to the corresponding SOAPAll Related Event Summaries pull through to the corresponding SOAP
note datesnote dates

Only Linked Event Forms will appear as related events in theOnly Linked Event Forms will appear as related events in the
Injury Form, any Event Forms NOT linked between the ParentInjury Form, any Event Forms NOT linked between the Parent
and Child site, will not appear as Related Eventsand Child site, will not appear as Related Events
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This is the list of Event Forms on the Child Site. You can see that the original "Injury Record"
Form is linked, and the "Related Event Parent 1", "Related Event Parent 2", "Related Event
Parent 3" are also linked. However, there is no "Related Event Parent 4" so this Event Form will
NOT appear and none of the related event summary data can pull through from here too.

When the Event Form with Related Events is opened/entered inWhen the Event Form with Related Events is opened/entered in
the Child site, only the accessible Related Events and Relatedthe Child site, only the accessible Related Events and Related
Event Summaries appearEvent Summaries appear
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The Linked Related Events only also appear in the sidebarThe Linked Related Events only also appear in the sidebar

Additionally, only the Related Event Summary data from the LinkedAdditionally, only the Related Event Summary data from the Linked
Forms appearsForms appears
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Accessible Related Events can still be opened, and new EventsAccessible Related Events can still be opened, and new Events
can be entered on the Child Site.can be entered on the Child Site.

On the Child site, new entries can be entered via the New Entry Buttons (as shown in the image
below).

An example of a new Ankle Assessment being enteredAn example of a new Ankle Assessment being entered
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This entry is shown as a related event with the Injury Record, and anyThis entry is shown as a related event with the Injury Record, and any
associated Related Events summaries are pulled throughassociated Related Events summaries are pulled through

On the Child site the Injury Record entry can be edited andOn the Child site the Injury Record entry can be edited and
saved (as long as they had read and write access to the Eventsaved (as long as they had read and write access to the Event
Form)Form)
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Any Event Form changes, or Related Events entered on theAny Event Form changes, or Related Events entered on the
Child site will appear on the Parent Site and vice versa.Child site will appear on the Parent Site and vice versa.
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N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) a Related Event Form fromN.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) a Related Event Form from
the Parent Site to the Child Site (e.g. called Parent Related Eventthe Parent Site to the Child Site (e.g. called Parent Related Event
4), or create another new Event Form on the Child site called4), or create another new Event Form on the Child site called
"Parent Related Event 4", this Event Form will NOT appear as a"Parent Related Event 4", this Event Form will NOT appear as a
Related Event when you enter in data into the Injury Record inRelated Event when you enter in data into the Injury Record in
the Child sitethe Child site

Even if you Copy a Form from the Parent Site to the Child site, or set up a new Event Form on
the Child site with exactly the same name as a Related Event Form, the copied form or new
form will still NOT appear as a Related Event on the Child site. The ONLY way to set this up is by
building the Event Forms on the Parent Site and then Linking them to the Child Site.
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N.B. Remember that Performance Standards are NOT linkedN.B. Remember that Performance Standards are NOT linked
between sites. So, in the example here, the injury status andbetween sites. So, in the example here, the injury status and
current status fields on the Child site, do not colour based oncurrent status fields on the Child site, do not colour based on
the Parent sites' Performance Standardsthe Parent sites' Performance Standards
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Parent-Child Deleting a Linked Event Form orParent-Child Deleting a Linked Event Form or
Profile Form removes the form, and wipes all ofProfile Form removes the form, and wipes all of
the data stored across any site/s the Form wasthe data stored across any site/s the Form was
linked tolinked to

If you link an Event Form, or a Profile Form to one or more Child sites, any entries made are
stored only that instance of the Event or Profile Form. Therefore, if you delete the original
Event Form or the Profile Form that was linked to the child sites, the form is deleted from
ALL sites and ALL of the data is wiped.

N.B. If the Event Form has been copiedcopied (not linked) between sites and the original is
deleted, this will not delete the copy;copy; it is stored as a separate Form.

The image here shows that this Event Form is linked betweenThe image here shows that this Event Form is linked between
the Parent and a Child Sitethe Parent and a Child Site
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Data has been entered via both the Parent and the Child sitesData has been entered via both the Parent and the Child sites
for this Event Form, for athletes who are shared and also forfor this Event Form, for athletes who are shared and also for
athletes who are not shared.athletes who are not shared.

If this Event Form is deleted from the Parent SIte, the EventIf this Event Form is deleted from the Parent SIte, the Event
Form is completely removed from the Parent Site AND all ChildForm is completely removed from the Parent Site AND all Child
Sites, and ALL data is deleted for all athletesSites, and ALL data is deleted for all athletes
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To delete the Event Form you have to confirm the deletion by pressing the OK button 5 times.
This means you are really sure you should be deleting it!

Once it is deleted, the Event Form will be Deleted from the Parent SiteOnce it is deleted, the Event Form will be Deleted from the Parent Site

The Event Form will also be deleted from any Child Site/sThe Event Form will also be deleted from any Child Site/s

ALL Data across ALL sites that this Event Form was Linked to will beALL Data across ALL sites that this Event Form was Linked to will be
WIPEDWIPED

All of the entries stored for this Event Form for athletes who are shared, and even athletes who
are not shared between sites, will be completelycompletely wiped.

If you have ANY doubts about deleting an Event Form, do NOTIf you have ANY doubts about deleting an Event Form, do NOT
do it! Check with your distributor first.do it! Check with your distributor first.
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Parent-Child Linked Events or Profile FormsParent-Child Linked Events or Profile Forms
that have Database Fields in themthat have Database Fields in them

If you link an Event Form or a Profile Form between a parent site and a child site site and
the Event Form has a database in it, it is critical that you Link (NOT COPY) any Databases
used in these linked Event or Profile Forms.

N.B. If you do choose to Link an Event Form that has a Database in it, but you do NOT link
the Database, the database field will simply appear as "no database available".

N.B. You CANNOT add in any other Database on the Child Site if the Event form that was
developed on the Parent Site and then Linked.

The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent dailyThe Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent daily
Monitoring" is being Linked (shared) with a Child SiteMonitoring" is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
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In this Event Form there are two Database fields whichIn this Event Form there are two Database fields which
references two different Database set up on the Parent Sitereferences two different Database set up on the Parent Site

When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site,
the Databases appear as expected (as long as the user hasthe Databases appear as expected (as long as the user has
permission to access these Databases)permission to access these Databases)

To ensure that the Database field can appear in the Child site, itTo ensure that the Database field can appear in the Child site, it
MUST also be linked to the Child siteMUST also be linked to the Child site
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Each Database used needs to be linked to the Child Site. In thisEach Database used needs to be linked to the Child Site. In this
example, only the first database (the "Allergies" Database)willexample, only the first database (the "Allergies" Database)will
be linked to the child sitebe linked to the child site

Once the Database is linked, it will show on the Database List on theOnce the Database is linked, it will show on the Database List on the
Child SiteChild Site
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When Data is entered into the Event Form on the Child Site, youWhen Data is entered into the Event Form on the Child Site, you
can see that only the field where the database was linkedcan see that only the field where the database was linked
appears correctlyappears correctly

Because another database was used in the second database field, and it was not linked to the
child site, this field cannot be selected.

N.B. Site Administrators need to pay attention to which UsersN.B. Site Administrators need to pay attention to which Users
they assign write and delete Database access to for Linkedthey assign write and delete Database access to for Linked
database. You do not want a database being linked acrossdatabase. You do not want a database being linked across
multiple sites with lots of users being able to edit andmultiple sites with lots of users being able to edit and
potentially add in duplicatespotentially add in duplicates
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Parent-Child Sites can only be set up on selfParent-Child Sites can only be set up on self
hosted sites. It will be enabled on a case-by-hosted sites. It will be enabled on a case-by-
case basiscase basis
On some specific servers, we will enable a Parent-ChildOn some specific servers, we will enable a Parent-Child
relationship to be set up so that Event Forms, Profile Forms andrelationship to be set up so that Event Forms, Profile Forms and
Users can be shared/linked between sitesUsers can be shared/linked between sites
When this is enabled, different sites on the same server can be set up in a parent-child
relationship. This means Event Form, Profile Forms and Database can be shared between sites,
and data entered for an athlete on one site can be available on another.

Once this feature is available, it will only be released to clients on a case by case basis.
Moreover, it will only be available for clients who are self hosted, who have more than one site
on their server.
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The Translation ModulesThe Translation Modules
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Translation of Event Forms, Event Fields andTranslation of Event Forms, Event Fields and
Event Options into a different languageEvent Options into a different language

You can set many of the Module buttons and system links to show in a different language
using the Language button on the Account module.

Now, a specially assigned system builder can download a file of all of the Event Forms,
Event Field names and even the Event Field options so that they can be translated correctly
into a different language. These languages include:

• French
• German
• Spanish
• Portuguese

On the Builder site, Users who have been given permission willOn the Builder site, Users who have been given permission will
be able to access the Translation Modulesbe able to access the Translation Modules

There are two Translation Modules on the Builder Site.

If you need access to this, please ask your Distributor for more information.
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Firstly, click on the "Translation" button and choose a languageFirstly, click on the "Translation" button and choose a language
that you want to translate tothat you want to translate to

Click on the button "Translation"

The example here shows that we are generating a file for French.

It will then generate a CSV spreadsheet of all Form Names,It will then generate a CSV spreadsheet of all Form Names,
Profile Names, Fields, Fields Descriptions and event FieldProfile Names, Fields, Fields Descriptions and event Field
Options.Options.

Wait while it is generated
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Once the CSV has downloaded, do NOT open it with Excel. YOUOnce the CSV has downloaded, do NOT open it with Excel. YOU
can ONLY open the file with LibreOffice Calc software. Choosecan ONLY open the file with LibreOffice Calc software. Choose
to show in the download list (or show in folder)to show in the download list (or show in folder)

DO NOT OPEN THE FILE WITH EXCEL or the translation will break

You must use LYou must use Liibre Office tobre Office to open the fileopen the file thisthis because the file needs to be opened using abecause the file needs to be opened using a
special Unicode UTF 8 format. To find out more, or to downloadspecial Unicode UTF 8 format. To find out more, or to download Libre officeLibre office go to the followinggo to the following
link:link:

http://www.libreoffice.org/

From the Downloads List, choose the "Open With" option andFrom the Downloads List, choose the "Open With" option and
select the LibreOffice Calc Programme. If you do not have thisselect the LibreOffice Calc Programme. If you do not have this
you can download the LibreOffice software for free yourselfyou can download the LibreOffice software for free yourself

Open the file using Libreoffice Calc ONLY. If you don't have it, download it and then open the
Translation csv file.
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Select to open the file with commas separating the columnsSelect to open the file with commas separating the columns
(e.g. a csv text file). Select the Unicode (UTF-8) option for the(e.g. a csv text file). Select the Unicode (UTF-8) option for the
Character Set and click OKCharacter Set and click OK
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The File may only open in "Read Only" format. Click on "File"The File may only open in "Read Only" format. Click on "File"
and "Save As" and choose a location to save it to. You MUSTand "Save As" and choose a location to save it to. You MUST
also tick the Edit Filter settingsalso tick the Edit Filter settings

Save the file as a csv in the location you can remember (N.B. you need to remember this as you
will need to upload this back into the system).

Ensure you have also ticked on "Edit Filter settings" before you click on Save
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You may be asked to confirm the format: choose Text CSVYou may be asked to confirm the format: choose Text CSV

You may also need to respecify the Character Set. Make sureYou may also need to respecify the Character Set. Make sure
this is Unicode (UTF-8)this is Unicode (UTF-8)
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The file will open and there will be a Translation Column for youThe file will open and there will be a Translation Column for you
to enter in the Translation Datato enter in the Translation Data

The example in the image here shows that you can write in a new name and new instructions
for each field that is generated in the csv.
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Once you have translated all of the fields/options that youOnce you have translated all of the fields/options that you
require Delete all of the additional fields/forms from the filerequire Delete all of the additional fields/forms from the file
that are not translatedthat are not translated

When you have completed the Translation, click on Save andWhen you have completed the Translation, click on Save and
Close and save the file as a Text CSV (.csv)Close and save the file as a Text CSV (.csv)
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Again, save as csv file, click on Edit filter settings and ensure it is being saved with the Character
Set Unicode UTF8

Back on the Builder ste, Click on the "Translation Files" ButtonBack on the Builder ste, Click on the "Translation Files" Button

A list of any Translation Files previously created will appear. YouA list of any Translation Files previously created will appear. You
can only have ONE file per language.can only have ONE file per language.

If you have an existing file for a language, do not create another file, simply open the file and
upload the new translation file for that language.

To create a new file click on "Create new ApplicationTo create a new file click on "Create new Application
Translation" on the right of the pageTranslation" on the right of the page

For this example we are creating a French File, so we need to create a new Application
Translation
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Choose the Language and then choose the csv file that youChoose the Language and then choose the csv file that you
saved earilersaved eariler

Open the File from the location that it was savedOpen the File from the location that it was saved

Click Upload and Save the fileClick Upload and Save the file

The file will be uploaded. On the main application, when a UserThe file will be uploaded. On the main application, when a User
sets his/her account settings to the language that you havesets his/her account settings to the language that you have
created a Translation File for (e.g. French) the translation filecreated a Translation File for (e.g. French) the translation file
will display the Translated Textwill display the Translated Text
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On the application: Select the Language for the system from theOn the application: Select the Language for the system from the
account page, save the settings and refresh the internetaccount page, save the settings and refresh the internet
browser to see the changesbrowser to see the changes

Refresh the Page to see the system in a different language. TheRefresh the Page to see the system in a different language. The
Event Forms/Field that have been translated will be available inEvent Forms/Field that have been translated will be available in
FrenchFrench

All of the Modules will change to the chosen language and any event form fields that have been
translated will appear in that language as well.
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How To Update an Existing Translation FileHow To Update an Existing Translation File
If you have an Existing Translation File Uploaded into theIf you have an Existing Translation File Uploaded into the
Translation File Module and it needs to be updated follow theTranslation File Module and it needs to be updated follow the
steps here to update itsteps here to update it

The example here shows that we need to update the French Translation File. DO NOT just
download this file and edit it an upload it. You may have fields names that have changed that a
translation no longer appears for, or the translation file properties may have been altered on
the system. Instead, you need to create a new file via the Translation button.

Click on the "Translation" ButtonClick on the "Translation" Button
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Click on the Language that you need (e.g. French) and generateClick on the Language that you need (e.g. French) and generate
the filethe file

From the downloads list, open it in Libre Office Calc ONLY (asFrom the downloads list, open it in Libre Office Calc ONLY (as
you would have done when you created the file)you would have done when you created the file)
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Ensure the characters set is set to Unicode (UTF-8)Ensure the characters set is set to Unicode (UTF-8)

You may need to save the file as it could be a Read Only file.You may need to save the file as it could be a Read Only file.

Often the files only open as Read Only files. To edit them you need to save them (as shown
here)
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Once the file opens and it editable, you can see any existingOnce the file opens and it editable, you can see any existing
translation appear in the translation column.translation appear in the translation column.

You can update the existing translation fields, and add in new ones for any field, form, option
etc.

Add in the newly Translated Event, Field or Option names intoAdd in the newly Translated Event, Field or Option names into
this spreadsheet. The, delete the any empty rows of datathis spreadsheet. The, delete the any empty rows of data

Just as when the original file was created. Once you have added in any of the translation, please
remove any rows that you do not need for translation.
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Resave the file it as a csv and check the character Set is stillResave the file it as a csv and check the character Set is still
Unicode (UTF 8) via the Edit Filter settingsUnicode (UTF 8) via the Edit Filter settings

Go back to the Translation File ModuleGo back to the Translation File Module

Click on Edit for the existing fileClick on Edit for the existing file
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Click on Replace FileClick on Replace File

Choose the File that you just translated and click Upload andChoose the File that you just translated and click Upload and
SaveSave

The new file is applied to all users viewing the system using theThe new file is applied to all users viewing the system using the
updated Fileupdated File
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ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK THAT THE FIELDS APPEAR CORRECTLYALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK THAT THE FIELDS APPEAR CORRECTLY

Always log into the system and check that the fields are showing correctly, and there are no
strange fields appearing in the translations. If there are, you may not have saved the file
correctly.
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	Access the Application Builder Site and Application Details
	Your Builder Site Address and Logging into the Application Builder
	To access the Builder Site you need to type in "/builder" to the end of your application url
	The Builder Login Page
	The My Applications List will appear and it displays the different Applications that you may have permission to access as a Builder
	The following Builder Site Buttons will be available
	Edit Application Details
	Edit Application Theme
	Event Pages. You will use this Module the most.
	Databases (a database can be used in an Event or Profile Form through a "Database" field)
	Profile Pages-for Profile Information
	Performance Standards- create coloured performance ranges for the results entered into the Event Forms
	Performance Explanations-create specific feedback for an athlete or coach based on the results entered into the Event Form/s
	Performance Summary Reports- create a dashboard overview of the key variables you track in your system
	Resources-upload and access shared Resources on the main site
	External Documentation Links


	The Edit Application Theme and Edit Application Details Modules
	Access the Edit Application Details
	To view the Application Details click on "Edit Application Details"
	The Site Name, Site Location and the Administrators E-mail address are displayed first. Please do NOT change these. If you change the site location, your site link will change and users won't know where to access the application from
	Plan type should always be set to Private Organisation (Organsation Pays). If it is site with online User registration it will be set differently.
	There are a number of ways to style the site using Custom CSS files and special Images. These should ONLY be uploaded by a web designer or your distributor
	Advanced Configuration will default to Yes. If you set it to No, all of the Event Forms on the Enter data for Athlete and Enter data for Group page will be hidden until a blue category or subheading is selected
	-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to Yes
	-The image here shows the Advanced Configuration set to No
	The Terms and Conditions text area allows you to add in a Special Terms and Conditions that each user needs to accept before they login.
	When Terms and Conditions are added to the Terms and Conditions Section on the Builder Site, the Terms appear below the login button and the login button now says "Login and Accept Terms and Conditions"
	The User Labels allow you to set the name of the Users who are set as a Coach/Administrator/Staff or an Athlete/Player/Client.
	Changes to Enter Data for athletes button when the user label is Athlete
	Changes to Enter Data for athletes button when the User Label is "Player"
	The My Resources Search Functionality and changing Attachments to Resources is now set up on the Edit Application Details page
	Once you make changes to the Application Details these can be saved by clicking the "Update Application" button. We strongly recommend that you check with your Distributor before updating ANY of these settings.

	The Application Theme (the colours, text colour etc)
	To view your Application Theme (the colours, text colour etc) click on Edit Application Theme
	The image here shows you how the colours are applied from the Builder Application Theme to the actual Application
	A Quick Guide to the mapping of colours from the Builder to the actual Application
	If you want to change the colours of your theme, please ask your distributor first. Choosing the correct colour combination is best left to the design professionals, and it is easy to make a mistake and have colours that do not work well together.


	Event Pages: Event Forms are used to create the Structure of all of the Data you capture. Learn where they are on the Builder, how they are used on the Application and how to check for Event Form Errors
	Viewing Your Existing Event Forms
	Click on Event Forms to access all of the Event Forms that are on your system
	Once you click on "Event Pages" you will be shown a complete list of all of the Event Forms that have been built on your system. These forms are the structure of all of the data which is stored and tracked on the main application.
	On the main Application, the Event Forms are the data capture forms that users use to track their data.The data captured can then be used in the Reports, through to Performance Summary Reports and even the Performance Alerts Modules
	On the Application, the Event Forms appear in the Enter Data for Athlete page
	Once you select on the Event Form name you can enter new data into the Event Form
	The Event Forms and the fields in the Event Forms are also used for creating Performance Alerts through to specific reports
	To View Your Event Forms on the Builder click on the "Event Pages" button
	A complete list of all of the Event Forms on your systems will appear in alphabetical order
	To View/Edit an existing Event Form click on the form name to open the form
	The fields will be displayed. The example here shows the fields in a 40m Sprint Event Form
	You can add in as many NEW fields as you require using the Add Question module on the left of the Event Builder page
	An example of the new fields being added to the 40m Sprint
	The changes on the actual application, where there are now an additional 3 field in this form
	To change the name of an existing field, the existing options in a field or the Event Form name, please see the Lesson on "Safely Updating/Changing Field names". NEVER go directly into the form and rename it
	If you accidentally change an existing field name that has data saved to it and you haven't saved the form, click "Cancel" and none of the changes will be saved, and the form will NOT be updated
	If you accidentally change a field name that has data saved to it and you have saved the form changes, IMMEDIATELY write down the old name of the field and the new name and contact your Distributor.

	What information is Automatically recorded with each new Event Form Entry on the Application?
	You can enter data into the system using the Sidebar (expanding a form name and clicking on "new entry", using the Enter Data for Athlete Button and the Enter Data for Group Button.
	To enter an event you must select a user or a group of users to enter the information for. When an athlete logins and enters their own data their name will be automatically stored as the person who it is entered for an about. If a coach enters the data, it will track who the data is being entered for, and the Entered By will stored as the person entering in the data.
	Each event which is entered on the application by a user requires a Date and time field to be entered. This is stored with the event information for the specified athlete/group of athletes.
	In the Athlete History Page you can see the Date and By as it shows on the Athlete History
	The Results on the Reports Module
	On the Reports Page you can select "Creation Date" to include who created the original event and on what date it was actually created (not the date selected at the top of the form)
	An example of the Event as it is displayed on the Schedule Page Module. The time that the event is entered appears and it also shows who it is entered for.

	Building a New Form: Understanding the Event Form Builder's Fields, Sections and Form Properties
	To access you existing Event Forms or to build a new Event Form, click on "Event Pages"
	Click on New Event Form (on the right of the Event Pages Page)
	Complete the Details about the New Event
	The Image here shows you the Details as they appear on the Enter Data Page.
	Once you Click to create a new Event Form, a Blank Page with one section and no questions will appear. All Fields Types are on the Left and any fields/questions added will then appear on the right in the Form Overview
	Set up the Section Properties: Click on the "New Section" Heading and the Section properties will appear on the Left
	Name the Section and add in an Instructions for the Section. These will be displayed on the right in the Form Overview
	Now you can add in a Question by clicking on "Add Question". All of the field types that can be added to your form will appear for you to select (these are all discussed in depth in the "Event Form: Details about all of the Field Types that you can add into your Event Form" lessons)
	Click on Properties (button #3 in the image in the previous step), Name the field and add in any instructional information (discussed in full in the Creating a Form Lesson)
	Once you Name the Question, you have access to set up a LOT of different field Properties. These include the visibility of the question, through to who can enter it. See the Manual on Field Properties for more information
	Each Event Form has a range of Form Properties that can be set for it. These Form Properties are accessed by clicking on the Event Form name in the top right of the page. The Form Properties and Advanced Form Properties are then available to be viewed/edited
	Once you click to Access the Form Properties (shown in the step above), you can also access the Advanced Properties for the Form. These range from being able to set a to lock on a form, through to autocolouring the form while it is entered.
	Remember: Each Form has a Name and Properties that can be set for it. Each Section has a name and properties that be set for it. Each Field in the Event Form has a Name and properties that can be set for it

	How to Check all of your Event Forms at once for an error report and an optimisation report
	To check all of your event forms for any errors go to "Event Pages"
	Click on "Check for Errors" on the right of the page
	The software will check for any errors and these will be displayed in Red. It will also provide suggestions to enhance the Event Forms as well.
	The errors as they appear on the Event Form
	Once you update or fix any errors on an Event Form, you can run the Check for Errors to ensure that it is error free.

	New "Double Spaces Error" on the Form Builder because a double space cause issues in some modules
	On the Form Builder there is a new error message for fields that have a double space in the field name
	If you are creating a new field remove the double space
	If you open an existing Form and you see you need to update an existing field in a form, you MUST use the Migrate Field work flow shown on the Event Pages List
	If you need help to rename a field and you are not sure how to do it, or you are not sure if data is stored for it, just ask your Distributor

	Event Form Delete 5 times confirmation
	Recently a new Builder deleted some important Forms from a site accidentally. To avoid this ever happening again, a 5 times delete confirmation has been added.
	You will be asked to click on "OK" for "Are you sure you want to delete the Form" and the pop up box will appear 5 separate times
	It will pop up so keep clicking on OK if you want to delete the Event Form. Or, click on Cancel to cancel the delete at any time
	Remember, if you delete your Event Forms then all of the data linked to that form will also be deleted!


	Event Form: Sections and Section Properties
	Sections in the Event Form (where questions/fields are added into). How to add in a new Section set up it's Visibility settings
	Why do you need Sections? To ensure your question flows and the page layout is optimised and user friendly.
	When you open an existing Event Form or create a new form, the Form Builder appears. In the Add Question View click on "Add New Section" on the right of the Form Builder
	To Add a new Section click on "Add New Section"
	A section will be inserted into the Event Form
	Click on the "New Section" heading so it is highlighted light red. You can now Name the Section and add in an relevant Description details using the Section Title and Section Instructions areas on the right of the page.
	The changes made on the Section Settings will be applied on the left in the form overview
	Additional Description Formatting Details- you can add in html code to format the section instructions to help with formatting and layout.
	Visibility Settings can be set (when the section should and should not appear) and are important to set for optimising the flow of data and to minimise the amount of questions on the page.
	Visibility will default to "Always Visible". Click on the Visibility drop down and specify whether you want this section to show based on a specific set of fields being selected.
	The Image here shows you how the form looks before the correct fields are entered. The section does not appear and will stay hidden if No is selected.
	The Section Appears when the correct combination of fields is entered

	How to Delete, Duplicate, or Move Sections in the Event Form
	Sections can be moved up or down and inserted underneath existing sections. Use the options displayed to the right of the section on the form overview, or the options displayed with the Section Settings
	To add a question into an existing field, select the section, then click on "Add Question" and choose a Field Type to add. The field will be inserted and displayed on the left in the Form Overview.

	A Section's Column Layout: Format the fields in a Section to appear in a multi-column layout
	To change the Column Layout, go to the Advanced Properties for the Section and click on the number of Columns you require in the Column Layout Feature.
	Column Layout: An example of how the fields change when a 3 column layout is applied. It transforms the data from vertical arrangement to 3 horizontal columns
	Column Layout: A Poor example of the column layout setting using a 2 column layout. The question do not flow and they are hard to interpret!

	Optimising Column Layouts workaround
	When you use a column layout for a section, you may want to add another question in that section on a new line, but you cannot.
	A work around is to add in a new blank field and to hide it. To do this follow the instructions in the steps below
	Click on the cell that precedes where you want the blank field to go (e.g 1 6 in this example)
	Name the cell Blank Space (the column layout goes out of order but ignore this as it will be correct once you save it)
	Set the cell to be hidden and not visible anywhere in the system
	Now preview the form and you will see that the field acts as a spacer yet it does not appear on the form or anywhere in the system on the application
	ALWAYS preview and test these field to make sure you have set up them correctly. The example here shows that a spacer field was not set to be hidden!!

	Section and Field Visibility will NOT work on the main application or the mobile application if it references an option calculation that is scored
	You need to be very careful using an option WITH a score if you are setting up field/section visibility settings
	Field 1 is set up with an option with no scores. It will be treated as a normal option field, and any visibility setting based off it will work
	Field 1 is being referenced in an option calculation. This option calculation sets the visibility for sections 2 and 3.
	These calculations all work as expected and the section and field visibility works as expected
	These calculations all work as expected and the section and field visibility works as expected

	"Field 2 Scored" is set up with a Score for each Option. As soon as you reference an option with a score in a calculation, it changes from being recognised from an option, to a number
	"Field 2 Scored" is being referenced by three different option calculations, and these all individually set the visibility for sections 4 and 5, 6 and 7, and 8 and 9, respectively
	WARNING: Because the field "Option Calc Field 2" is written to treat the options as an option (not as a score) this calculation will NEVER work
	Option Calculations must either reference the score, or have "option" written before the option in the calculation.

	This applies across the main application and the mobile application
	If you are using linked options fields from other Event Forms, the same rules will apply. If you assign scores to a linked options, this field need to be treated as numeric, not as an option.
	The example here shows that the calculation set up to treat a scored linked option as an option again fails to work

	If you are still unsure how about the difference between an option with scores and an option without scores, please write your comments here

	How to change the Fields Layout/Display/Size in a Section
	Form Layout can be set for each Section. To set up the Layout for a Section go to that Section's Advanced Properties and select from the List of Form Layout Options
	To fully understand the different section layout possibilities, you can set each section can have a different layout using the Form Layout options (shown here)
	Once you apply a Layout, click on Preview to see how the Sections change with the different layout combinations
	The Form Positioning should always be set to Default. Only very advanced user need to be able to manually position each question with each section, and it takes a lot of practice.
	To Format the Event Form Sections so that the Sections are placed on the page side by side with different widths see the Lesson on Form Layout. However, this is only recommended for experienced Builders.

	Setting up a Section so that the fields in that section appear randomly in the application
	Randomisation in the Advanced Properties for a Section allows you to randomise which of the fields it displays to the athlete/coach so that they don't become bored/too familiar with the fields
	Randomisation allows you to select the number of fields you want to be displayed and it will always randomise the fields it displays (as shown here)

	Positioned Section Layout. This is to be used by experienced Builders ONLY
	Knowing how to set up your form helps to avoid issues like the one in the image here when the section runs off the page due to formatting issues, and one section does not even appear on the page because of placement issues
	By default when you set up your section properties you cannot manually place them side by side on the page. This must be enabled on the Advanced Properties on the Form Properties. Click on The Form name to access the Form Properties
	Once you set the Form Positioning settings as "Positioned" click on Preview and then go back to the Form properties and select the size of the page.
	Now go to the Advanced Properties for each section and set the width of the section. Remember that it will only compact to the smallest width based on the fields in that section.
	Click on the Section name and a four way arrow will appear and you will be able to drag the section around the form.
	Incorrect Placement: The sections must NOT overlap horizontally (as shown in the image here), but they can overlap vertically if you have a number of fields that are hidden
	Correct Placement: How close can sections be horizontally?
	Always check the form using the preview and then double check it on the actual application by entering in data into each field.
	Correct Horizontal Placement: Placing sections horizontally depends on the type of fields used in the section and whether you have fields that are hidden and the size of those fields.
	Incorrect Placement
	Poor Placement and the sections do not work at all.
	Keep moving sections around on the builder until the placement works and the form performs as required. The image here shows that 5 different section have been placed here successfully.

	Set Sections not to appear by default in Group Entry, and points to note about why some sections may not appear correctly.
	Users can enable the "Group Entry Tabs" in the Form's Advanced Properties so each section appears to enter separately in group entry mode (shown in the image in the following step)
	During Group Entry, you could select or deselect each section to be hidden or to appear during the Group Entry Process
	Now you can set a section to not appear during Group Entry Mode until it is selected using the "Group Section Selected". Set this up in the Section's Advanced Properties.
	Any sections set to No for "Group Section Selected" do not appear during Group Entry Mode until they are selected.
	The fields in the section only appear once they are selected
	This means you could have a form with a lot of sections and only the first section is set to appear. Then, you can select or deselect the sections when required.
	Complete the sections and move through the form.
	IMPORTANT: when you save and close the form and open the results in group entry mode, ONLY the Group Section Selected will appear
	Only the section selected as "Group Section Selected" appear on re-opening the Form.

	The section setting do NOT affect the fields that are displayed by default in the Athlete History and Reports Mode
	Please note that your sections need to be named uniquely or the system cannot differentiate each section. If they cannot be differentiated then they will not appear correctly when selected. See below for more details.
	In the image here there are three sections named similarly and they will NOT appear separately when selected, they will group together
	As outlined in the image in the step above, because they are named similarly and numeric fields are not recognised when differentiating between sections, they only appear when all selected
	If you do have sections that start with the same words/title, try adding in a letter sequencing system: A, B, C etc. For example, A. Nutrition and B. Nutrition



	Event Form Fields (Questions): How to add in a new Field, set up the Question Settings, Visibility Settings and Generic Advanced Properties Settings for each Field
	What is an Event Form Field
	An Event Form Field is a Field Type that is added to an Event form to capture a specific type of data
	When you click on a Field Type in the Form Builder it is added to the Event Form
	The Field is then named
	You can then enter data into that field on the application.

	Fields: There are a number of different Types of Fields to select from that can be added into your Event Form
	To Add a Question (New Field) into an Event Form click on Add Question. All of the available types of fields that can be added into the event form appear for you to select from.
	There are a large number of different fields that you can use to create your event form. These include the standard field types such as text and selections field (discussed in the Standard field types).
	Custom Field Types including dates, documents and injury diagrams (discussed in the lesson about Custom Field Types)
	Calculations using numbers, text, options, profile data (discussed in depth in the section about Custom Field Types) and and fields that link from other Event Forms/Profile Data
	Once you click on a field type to add (this example shows a single selection field has been chosen) you have access to different Question Settings and Properties that allow you to specify the exact nature of that field and how you want it to function in the data capture form.

	Field Question Settings: Adding a Name and Description for a Field
	When you add in a new Field, the Section Settings Section is open for you to edit. Write in the Field Name (one of the most important components to add) and any Instructions for that field.
	Entry Mode
	 
	Required and the Default settings are discussed in the next two lessons.

	Field Question Settings: "Required" enables you to specify that a question in the Event Form MUST be entered before the Event Form can be saved on the application
	To specify that a field must be entered before the event form can be saved (e.g. the save and close button is hidden until it is entered) you need to select that it is Required on the Question Settings
	The field is highlighted in red and the Save and Close button is hidden until that field is entered.
	Once the field is entered on the form it can be saved and closed (as shown here)
	You can have multiple fields as required fields in an event form, and they can be different type of fields (as shown here in this injury record).

	Field Question Settings: The Default Value and Defaults to Last setting
	You can set up a field so that when you first enter in new data into an Event Form on the application a value is already inserted into it (for number fields and text fields)
	When a user goes to enter data into the a New Blood Pressure Form the Systolic field automatically displays the Default Number of 120.
	Defaults to Last Value will set up the Field so that once data is entered into an Event Form for that field, the system automatically remembers that setting or number and shows it the next time a new record is entered. E.g. Height in an anthropometry form is a good example for this
	An example of the "Default to Last Value" being set for the Height Field
	WARNING: Do NOT use the default value in any fields that are set as Table fields. It will default the data to the default value that has been set, and you will not actually be able to override this in the tables
	This image shows you how the default value is being calculated for the split 2 velocity, even though 3.1 is entered as the Split 2 time.

	Field Visibility: Setting up the visibility for your fields
	By default all fields will appear in the event form to be entered on the application. You can specify that some questions are hidden unless specific visibility settings are met.
	For this example, we are going to hide the body composition fields that appear depending on whether sum of 4, sum of 7 and sum of 8 is selected at the top of the page
	For this Skinfolds form the following changes would be made:
	When sum of 4 is selected the form updates to display the correct fields
	When sum of 7 is selected the form updates to display the correct fields
	When sum of 8 is selected the form updates to display the correct fields
	Visibility settings can also be set when numeric fields are below or above a certain limit. E.g. If the sum of 8 skinfolds was below 35 you could have an additional question that you ask the athlete
	Always preview the form and check that you have set up the equal to and not equal to, and visible when all or any correctly. Some visibility settings can be complex and it is easy to make a mistake.

	Table Rows can be set to be Printed (PDF), Duplicated, and newly entered Rows can be Deleted.
	When a Field is set to "Table", three additional field properties can be set for each row in the Table: Print, Duplicate and Delete
	Newly entered Table rows can be deleted. Please note that once the Event Form is saved, table rows cannot be deleted
	No notifications appear to confirm the delete, it is just automatically deleted.
	Only newly entered table rows can be deleted; the first 4 rows in this table have been added and saved previously. When the form is opened and a new row is added, only this one can be deleted
	N.B. If Save and Continue is pressed, this saves the form and the existing table rows cannot be deleted
	N.B. If you accidentally make a mistake and delete a row you did not want to, this can be undone by clicking undo at the top of the Event Form

	Duplicate will duplicate that row, and it will appear at the bottom of the table. It will not  be inserted underneath the row which is duplicated.
	Duplicate will insert the row at the bottom of the table. It will not be added under the row that is being duplicated.
	The cells in the duplicated row can be opened and edited

	If a table row is set to Print, a PDF icon appears. Click to generate a pdf of that specific table row.
	The PDF will be generated
	The PDF will appear in the downloads once generated and can be opened.

	Locked Rows
	Locked Rows can have a PDF generated from them
	Locked Rows can be duplicated
	Locked Rows cannot be deleted


	Field Advanced Properties: Important generic field properties including abbreviations, optimising the field display width and setting whether they appear in the athlete history/reports tables, calendar, the sidebar etc
	All Field Types have an Advanced Properties section. You need to use these settings to ensure that add additional visibility settings and default settings for each field so that it appears on the form, in the athlete history and in the sidebar as you require it.
	Visible allows you to set whether the question will appear on the application for data entry and analysis. For most instances all fields will always be visible, but you may have a calculation that references a special interim calculation that you want to hide on the data entry page.
	When Visibility is set to Hidden, the field will NOT show during data entry.
	Default show in tables sets which questions appear in the athlete history and the reports page by default. This is where you need to consider what are the most important fields from a form to show automatically?
	The questions from the Injury Form that were defaulted to show appear automatically in the athlete history. Setting all of the other fields (not shown by default) means the users don't have to scroll to get the information.
	Abbreviation: Use the Abbreviation text area to abbreviate fields that have long names so that they are easy to read on the athlete history, on the reports and sidebar etc.
	You can change, rewrite and update the Abbreviation WITHOUT having an effect on the data being saved. But remember that the Actual Field name must be changed safely using the migrate field option.
	Summary Field: sets up whether the field appears on the Sidebar and also in reports such as the Performance Summary Reports
	The image here show the two fields from the injury field that are selected as Summary fields: Injury Diagnosis and Duration. Note that these should be abbreviate to Inj and Dur
	Summary Fields can be set to any type of data, the image here shows that 10, 20m and 40m have been set as Summary field in the 40m sprint form.
	Again, ALWAYS enter some data into the application and ensure that the sidebar shows the correct data and that those fields are abbreviated correctly
	Calendar Summary: allow you to specify whether you want the field to appear underneath the name of the form on the calendar.
	The example here shows the calendar page with the Skinfolds and 40m Sprint Forms displaying any fields in that form that have been set to True as Calendar Summary Fields
	Setting the Report Column Width of the field when they appear during data entry (for fields which are in table and matrix formats) and the column width on the athlete history and reports pages.
	The Injury History column widths before a column width has been applied
	The Injury Diagnosis column width has been increased to the specified amount of pixels (200). It could even be increased further if required.
	The Preferred With applies to fields that are in tables. You can increase or decrease the width of the table column by entering in a "Preferred Width" for that field.
	The SOAP table- the action column is wider than the other columns as the Preferred Width has been set to 150 pixels.
	PDF Report Column Width (e.g. a pdf created using save and print, the pdf options in the athlete hsitory and reports, or the group profile data)
	For most fields the default size is optimal and will not need updating. However, some fields may need to be wider

	Field Advanced Properties: setting fields so they can ONLY be Entered by a Coach or Athlete
	Fields that Can ONLY be Entered by a Coach or Athlete
	Setting up a fields that Can ONLY be Viewed by a Coach (a coach is someone who enters and reviews data for athletes or a group of athletes) or an Athlete

	CRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY AND ATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDER
	If you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms so that ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set up ANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALL
	Coach Only field example

	In contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you set up a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fields will NOT appear for the Coach
	Athlete Only field example
	N.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, then the athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognised first and foremost as a Coach.
	Different Examples for you to consider to ensure you are aware of the correct Coach and Athlete settings
	This user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field for any athletes they have access to
	This user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete field and they can only see their own data
	This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different : they are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, but no athlete entered fields
	However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group: They can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but no other athletes when this group is loaded


	Field Advanced Properties: Setting up a Field to Chart (Graph), and show in the Athlete History and Reports Page (and Inform Reports) with an Average and a Total Score
	The image here shows that when data is entered for a daily review form, the totals for sleep, and average for sleep is displayed automatically. The total daily score is also graphed automatically as well.
	To set up a field to automatically chart, click on field name and enable the "Chart By Default"
	Calculate Average and Calculate Total in the Athlete History and the Reports page.
	How the Averages and Totals are displayed in the Athlete History
	To have the coloured fields appear in the background of the chart or the athlete history this is easily set up on the Performance Standards Module on the Builder. See the Lesson on Performance Standards to find out how to create them.

	Field Advanced Properties: Copy the properties from existing fields to the current field, or apply a field's settings to all similar field types
	All field types will have an Advanced Properties section. You can use these settings to ensure that add additional visibility settings and default settings for each field so that it appears on the form, appears in the athlete history, and appears in the sidebar etc.
	If you set up the field properties for one field, these can be applied to all of the fields of that type. The example here shows that the properties displayed on the right will be copied to ALL Number fields in the form.

	Field Advanced Properties: Set a field/s to appear in the sidebar in a separate section for Critical Info
	The image in the step here shows that Allergy information has been set up with the "Critical Information" property. It displays on the sidebar if it has been entered for the athlete
	To set up a field as a Critical Info field, set the field settings to Critical Info equal to True. For this allergy form, both the Allergy and Epipen carried field will be set as critical info
	An example of the Epipen carried field being set as Critical Info. Also note that this field has been abbreviated to Epi so that it takes up the least amount of room on the sidebar
	If you want any colours to appear with the information on the sidebar then you will need to set up a Performance Standard for that Event Form (as shown here). The colours will then automatically show (as shown in the image in the step below).
	The colours now appear on the sidebar alongside the critical information
	To generate a complete list of any fields that you have set as "Critical Info" you can do this from the Application Specification Module
	At the bottom of the Application Specification there will be a list of Critical Information. This will list any Fields that have been set up as "Critical Info" in the Advanced Properties


	Event Form Fields: Adding in a Text Field, Numeric Field and Selection Field and setting up the Field's Properties and Advanced Properties
	Text Fields: Adding and Setting Properties
	Text Fields
	What Text Fields are Available to add to your event form?
	To Add in a Text Field, click on the type of field that you need, name it and add in any instruction/description. The Form Overview on the right will display the Question Setting
	Set any Question Settings and Visibility Settings such as Required or Defaults to Last (all discussed in the previous chapter on Adding in new Question Fields and Updating their Settings/Properties
	Set up the Advanced Properties for the Text Field- Field Size
	Maximum number of characters has been disabled. Please ignore this setting as it will be removed from the system
	A Paragraph of Text can link to a template from a database if required
	Add a Paragraph of Text to the event form and in the Advanced Properties, there is a box to select a "Template". Click on the Database Template that you want to link to.
	This database will then be available to enter into the text area along WITH free text information as well.
	N.B. The fields in the database that you want to pull through into the text area MUST be set up on that Database as "Summary Fields". If they are not they will not show through.
	You would check that by going to the database list, opening the database and then checking each field that you want to appear is set to Summary Field True
	 

	Changes have been made to the Paragraph of Text fields regarding the way html code is handled
	Previously, if the medical notes were entered with no gap between text and the < symbol, the data after it would be disguarded
	Now, all of the data is stored
	N.B. Keep in mind that most html code will now be read as text

	Builder Site: Email field
	You can select to add in an Email field into a Event Form or a Profile Form.
	This field types is a good way to ensure an actual Email address is entered into this field
	If an incorrectly formatted Email is entered then the data cannot be saved
	If you have an invalid message you need to type in a valid and correctly formatted Email address
	If you have an invalid message you can clear the field so it is blank

	This field type is integral for the scheduling/appointment Email iCal work flows. This field needs to be included in any Related Entity structures which use iCals
	N.B. This field type has the same properties as a single line of text field:

	Paragraph Text Database Template
	A Paragraph of Text field can be set up to enable a Template to fill it.
	The Template can be used to enter in an outline of the information required to be tracked in that field, or as a template to pre-save data that is tracked regularly
	N.B. If a field in the template is NOT set to Summary, then this field will NOT fill the text field.. it will simply not appear in the field.
	If a field is set to Summary Field=False, it will NOT show in the text field (as shown in the steps below):

	Numeric Fields: Adding and Setting Properties
	The number fields that are available include numbers, whole numbers and positive whole numbers etc.
	To Add in a Numeric Field into your event form, click on the type of number that you require. The example here is going to use a "Number"
	Name the Question, add in instructions and set up any default values. For this height example we will want it to default to the last value. Set up any visibility settings also.
	Set the Advanced Properties for that field including Best Value
	Max and Min Values. Will a max a min help to minimise data entry errors? For height in metres you can set a min of 1 and a max of 3. This will minimise user error
	The form will not be able to be saved when a variable outside of your max and min range is entered. The min and max values will appear in an error message informing them of the correct range.
	Set up the format (decimal places) accordingly for the type of data you are capturing. For height in metres we will need 0.00
	How to add a unit Type and Units to a field-e.g. weight in kg's or height in metres
	If you are creating a skinfolds form then you will want to add in some calculations so that sum of skinfolds can be calculated. This is discussed in the Calculations Lesson.
	Once you set up all of the field properties and unit types preview the form to ensure it is structured correctly and captures the correct information

	Selection Fields: Yes/No and True/False Selection Fields
	The Different Option/Selection Fields that are available:
	Option Fields for True/False or Yes/No
	The Options section displays the available options. You won't be able to change the true/false or yes/no options, but you can modify the other types of selection fields (discussed in the following section)
	The Scoring Section allows you to add numeric value to a Yes/No or True False response which can be used for calculations
	Advanced Properties for a Yes/No field: Is there a Best Value and Default Value that should show when the data is entered?
	Default appear automatically when the form is entered.
	The Scoring that was applied in the Scoring section can be used to calculate Averages and Totals for the athlete's data in the Athlete History and the Reports

	Selection Fields: Single Selection, Drop Down, Search List and Multiple Selection Questions
	Examples of drop down, single selection, search list and multiple selection questions.
	Click to add in the specific type of selection that you require. Set up the Question settings and Visibility and then create your options that are available for that field.
	Set up the Question's Selection Options. Choose your options from existing field options, from the common categories, or add in your own specific options (as shown here)
	2.4.6 Adding Scores to each Option
	Set the Best Value, any Default Values
	Orientation and Default Value
	Again, always check the form on the application to ensure it is showing the correct defaults and works well on the application. The form here needs to have the page/field layout improved as it is very hard to follow.

	Slider Fields
	Slider Fields have been added in as a new Field Type on the Builder
	To Add in a new Slider Field, click on the Slider Field Type (this is available in the Custom Field Type Area)
	A Blank Slider will display on the Form Preview.
	Because the Slider Field is an Option Based Field, you need to write in the options and click update (just as for a single selection or a drop down field)
	The Slider Length will NOT change, but as more options are added, the placement of the slider fields will automatically adjust

	Slider fields are set up with almost identical field properties as single selection and drop down fields types.
	You can use numbers as the options
	You can use letters as the options
	You can use words as the options

	Scores can be assigned to the options
	N.B. If you assign scores to the options, you MUST use the correct calculation fields if you are going to options with scores

	Choose if all, or only some, of the options are displayed on the Slider by using the "Slider Options Display" Advanced Field Property
	Slider Options Display: All options
	Slider Options Display: First and Last options
	Slider Options Display: Alternating (for an odd number of options)
	Slider Options Display: Alternating options (for an even number of options)
	Slider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an odd number of options)
	Slider Options Display: First, Middle and Last Options (for an even number of options)

	Show Empty Slider Options: This sets whether a mark appears where there is no option showing (e.g. when options are set on alternating, or first-last etc)
	Fill Colour: Sets the colour of the Slider Bar. Keep in mind that any Performance Standards colours will override this colour if there are any applied to this Event Form
	The Slider Fields can be set to have a default value. This value will be preselected when the user enters data into the Event Form
	If a "Default Value" option is set, this will automatically be selected when new data is entered into the Event Form

	The Slider Fields can be set to "Default to Last"
	The Slider Fields do NOT adhere to the "Required" setting
	Slider Fields can be used in Tables, BUT you MUST set the Advanced Form Properties to "Default next cell" = "No Next Cell".
	You can choose to alter the layout of Slider fields using the Section Properties
	Athlete History: once the Data is entered into a Slider Field, the option is displayed in the Athlete History, just as for any other Option Type Field
	If you generate a PDF or a PDF (form) of the data, only the selected option will be displayed, not the actual slider field

	Reports: The options can be used as filters on reports
	Locked View: If you have slider fields in an Event Form which will Lock, or is Locked, only the option selected by the athlete will appear when the locked form is viewed
	The Slider Fields will appear with the correct layout on the m.html and ipad Versions
	The Slider fields will ONLY display the first and last options on the iOS system.

	The Slider fields appear slightly differently on the installed version
	In Form Reports can be built using Slider Fields
	In Form Charts can be built using Slider Fields. Be careful how you choose to display the data.
	Performance Alerts can be set up using the Slider fields (e.g. based on the slider options)
	Performance Standards are set up the same as for an any other Option Type Field
	Performance Explanations are set up the same as for an other Option Type Field
	Performance Summary Reports can pull through the Slider Fields
	N.B. Slider fields cannot be set to Chart by default
	N.B. Conditional Visibility does NOT work for Slider Fields.

	New Conditional Option Field settings
	WARNING: CONDITIONAL OPTIONS ARE NOT SUPPORTED ON THE APPLE IOS APPLICATION. WE HOPE TO HAVE THIS UPDATED BY THE END OF APRIL 2014 AT THE LATEST
	N.B. Conditional Options are not supported during Group Entry on the main application either. However, the Event Form can still be entered.
	You can now have the options from a prior field limiting the options that appear in another field.
	If B is selected, then only options specified to appear will show (e.g. the 1A, 2A and 3A options do not appear).
	To set up a "Conditional Option" field, you need to first set up an option field (e.g. a dropdown or single selection)
	Now set up the "Conditional Options"; they MUST be set up exactly as outlined here
	Next you MUST set up the Conditional Option Advanced Field Property, e.g. the conditions for which fields show is based upon the selection from the first field (A,B or C)
	Now go to the preview mode and check that when you select different options in the first field the correct options appear in the second field
	Additional fields can also be set up from the responses in the second field. E.g if 1A is selected then conditional options could be set up in an additional field
	The Conditional Option Field would be the field that the conditional options appeared (e.g. 1A: 2A: 3A etc)
	Now click on preview and check that the correct conditional options are appearing as expected
	Tables: Conditional Option fields can be set up exactly the same way in fields that are set to be entered as table fields
	You can also set up Conditional Options for single selection fields
	You can also set up Conditional Options for single selection fields
	The subsequent options are not displayed until the previous one is selected. Once an option is selected the next field's options appear
	N.B. Report Filters will show the full list of all of the options when you choose that field. You can only select on a sub option, not the original category option (e.g. A: will not return anything)
	If you have the SAME sub options appearing under different conditional options, they will be saved as the same option on the system
	For example, we have selected to run a report for an Event Form with conditional options that are the same.
	If we added in a filter and selected "Cervical" from the Spinal Mobilisation Option, all of the Cervical records will still appear for any conditional option

	Multiple Selection Fields can be set to have conditional visibility based on a single selection field's option
	The "Conditional Option" Advanced Field Property has been enabled for Multiple Selection fields
	The example here shows that options within a Multiple Selection Fields can be set to appear conditionally; based on prior field's selected option
	The conditional multiple selection options need to be set up in the same way as conditional  single selection options fields

	The single selection field option that is selected will limit which multiple selection options appear
	Different conditional multiple selection options appear depending on the option field selected

	The conditional multiple selection options function in Table entry mode
	N.B. Table conditional options ONLY work when the option field sits within the table. The option cannot sit outside the table

	The conditional multiple selection options function in Group entry mode
	The conditional multiple selection options function in Mobile/iOS entry as well
	N.B. You can only set conditional visibility based on a single selection option field, you cannot use a multiple selection field as the conditional limiter

	Conditional Options are available on the Mobile application, and in Group Entry on the Main application
	Conditionals options are available on the mobile application
	The conditional options also work in the table rows on the Mobile application
	On the main application, Conditional Options work in Group Entry Mode
	In Group entry mode, only the appropriate conditional fields appear for each athlete (as shown here)
	Conditional options work for table entries during group entry mode


	Tick Fields
	Tick Box Fields are single selection fields that are displayed as a tick
	When you add in Tick Field you must always add in two options into the field and click "update"
	The first option will be the answer to the question if it is NOT ticked (e.g. No)
	The second option will be the answer to the question if it IS ticked (e.g. Yes)
	You can add in any type of options you require as long as you understand that the first option will display when it is unticked and the second when it is ticked
	On the system, in a Data Capture Form, the Tick fields are displayed as shown in the image here
	In the Reports Pages, the data is displayed as the Tick option answers (as shown here)
	Tick Box Fields are used in some forms specifically to generate Important Fields to be pulled into Important Summary Fields.

	When to use a Tick Box field in an Event Form?
	Tick box fields are available to use in Event Forms. They were designed for use as importance selectors in specially designed forms. But users have used them as regular fields

	Show drop down box options as scores instead of the options in the Reports/Athlete History Pages (the scores that you assign it in the scoring section of the Form builder).
	a. Reports: show drop down box options as scores instead of the options in the actual reports (the scores that you assign it in the scoring section of the Form builder).
	b. For EACH field that you want the options to appear as the score that you assigned to them in the scoring section, On the Builder you need to set that field's Advanced Properties to Show scores in table instead of text to "Yes"
	c When you run a report including these fields, the results will appear as numbers (not options). However, the numbers will not export out if you do an Excel export in the reports page. Only the original options will be exported

	Custom Fields: Dates, Ratings, Documents, Images etc
	The Custom fields were developed to track data outside of numbers, selection fields and text areas. Custom fields include GPS time series data through to Injury Codes
	Date Fields: Adding a Date into a form allows you to capture anything from the data of injury, through to return to play dates, or even dates for a goal to be achieved by.
	Click the Date field to add the field into the event form.
	Set up the Advanced properties. The main setting is whether you want to default to today, and whether there are any restrictions for which dates the user can select
	Ratings allow users to select a specific number of stars for a field. The number of stars can be set by you.
	Add the name and description and the set up the Advanced Properties
	Attaching a document or image file directly into the form.
	Attach a Document and Image field by clicking on the attachment type. It will the be inserted into the form.

	All Images attached to an Image Field Types now appear as a Thumbnail in the Event Form. You set the width of the thumbnail
	Now all Images uploaded to an Image Field Type automatically scale to 100 pixels
	Click on the Thumbnail to expand it. Click on it again to reduce it
	An example of the second image once it was clicked to view
	If you think the thumbnail is to small, you can set the width of the Image (in Pixels). This means the thumbnail width will suit your requirements
	Any problems, please ask your Distributor
	After the width was set to 500 (in the step above), the thumbnail appears much larger.

	HTML Field Type: Event Form fields can link to a YouTube Video ID
	You can now insert you tube video ID's into a video link field for a Youtube video.
	When you view a Youtube video you can select to "Share" the video which opens a link and shows the ID Number.
	Click on the HTML Embed link
	Set up the html file for the ID number as shown in the steps below
	In the Advanced Properties section copy and paste the following into the HTML Placeholder: <iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/$EMBED$" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
	The Video Field requires the ID number ONLY, not the full https://youty.be/jYa1K9s1FGo. To see the ID you need to click on the "Share" button and then copy ID number from the link
	You can also copy the ID link from the internet url shown in your internet browser
	Past the link into the HTML field and click update
	The Video will load directly in the event form, and you can play it by clicking the play button
	To Reset (change) the video link, click the "Reset" button shown in the image above and add in a different Video ID and click Update
	The video will be available to play in the event form. It can be reset by clicking the Reset button.
	Save the form and the video links will be stored in the form.
	In the Athlete History, the ID link HTML field shows the ID link number. You may want to select default show in table=false when you set this field up.

	You Tube Videos not displaying in Firefox
	Firefox released a new version of their software and this has caused some html embed videos not to appear
	There is a work around of adding in https into the embed code on the Builder
	The Video will appear as expected

	Adding a Database field into a form
	Adding a database field into a form is done by clicking on "Database".
	Name the field and add in any description information and Question settings. Here we see that allergy has been set to a required field
	Select the Database to link to from the Advanced Properties Section -Click on the Database dropdown and list of possible databases appears to select.
	When you test your form in your application, make sure you give yourself access to the database on the administration site as well, or your form will not be able to show the database it is linked to, and no one will be able to enter data into that field.
	The Allergy form with a database linked to it and a user access given on the administration site.
	If you need to build/create a database, so to the Database Module on the Builder and create one (see the section on the Database Module to see more information)

	Adding in a Website Link from a different website into an Event Form in a Field's Description
	You can insert a link to a website into the instructions section of any question field (as long as it is not a table or matrix field)
	Open the event form builder and open up a field that you want to include the hyperlink underneath. Then, type in the link as part of html code shown here
	The Link appears under the question as blue underlined text (as shown here)
	When it is clicked, it will open the link in a new tab (as shown here)
	For more help with html code and site links use this site: http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_links.asp


	Body Diagram, Injury and Illness Custom Fields and Setting up Injury/Medical Status across your entire system
	Body Diagrams and Injury and Illness Codes
	To accommodate your medical needs injury and illness diagrams that include body areas through to the OSICS10 codes have been added to the Custom field list.
	The Body Diagram is an front and back view where the user can select different body areas. This can be used to highlight areas of injury, pain or even where they were massaged.
	By default only 1 area can be selected. If you want to track more than one area on the body diagram, set the maximum number of items to 2 or 3 (as shown here)
	Body Area Summary provides the same diagram as the Body Area, but it does not provide a trackable list of areas to use for analysis, it only shows them on the diagram
	To add a fully Orchard Code 10 injury diagram click on OCIS Injury
	A Body Area will appear and body area contains a list injury diagnosis. Again set the Maximum number of items to track the amount of injuries that you require. Most track a maximum of 3 e.g primary secondary and tertiary.
	OCIS with Medical Provides you with both the OCIS Injury Area and the OCIS Illness codes
	You can track BOTH injuries and illness information with this field.
	OCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with a complete list of ALL medical diagrams
	A full range of OCIS Medical Codes are available to enter. Don't forget to select the maximum number of entries
	OCIS Illness Diagram will just allow you to enter in Illness Codes
	The OCIS Medical Diagram will provide you with the list of Medical Illness codes to enter. Again you need to specify the maximum number of items
	Ensure you choose the right medical diagram for the type of data that you are capturing and review those fields on the actual application.

	Creating automatic splits from the Injury Diagram for Side, Aspect, Body Area , Medical Code and Diagnosis
	You can now split an OSICS Injury  and Medical field so that you can use the data for injury reporting purposes. You can see here that Side, Aspect, Body Area, Medical Code and Diagnosis have been pulled from the injury record automatically
	To add in a split for Body Area you need to add an "Option Calculation" field called Body Area. The options are listed in the text here and the calculation is shown in the step below
	The calculation for Body Area is as shown below:
	To calculate "Side" add in another Option Calculation with options Left and Right
	The Calculation for "Side" is shown here:
	To generate "Aspect" add in an Option Calculation with options Posterior and Anterior
	The Calculation for "Aspect" is
	To generate "Diagnosis" you need to add in a Text Calculation field
	To calculate "Medical Code" add in another Option Calculation field with options as listed below. There are a lot of options, remember to update the options when you paste them in!
	The calculation for "Medical Code" is shown here
	The same calculations can be used for an OSICS Injury Diagram or for an OSICS Injury Diagram with Medical Code

	Setting up a Status Indicator to colour the athletes according to injury/illness status. For Advanced Builders ONLY
	Set up the field that will be the status field in your form. Depending on how your injury/illness form is developed up you can use a use either a single selection field (shown here), a calculation field (using return to play dates), or a table calculation (from injury status within a table)
	The example here shows an Option calculation field that will calculate status based on return to play dates that are entered into the system
	Other fields use a table option calculation where the injury status is updated daily in a SOAP table and a table calculation calculates the current injury status
	To set up your injury status options in an option calculation field check your options are correct
	YOU MUST set up the Score the options from best (highest) to worst (lowerst score) or the status will not work correctly.
	Now, set up the field's Advanced Properties as "Status Indicator" Yes
	Save the form changes
	Now, create a Performance Standard to colour the options that you have set up
	Create the Performance Standard and save it
	Now go to the application and enter in a new injury/illness for an athlete
	The colour of the athlete will be updated depending on the selection made for that field when you go to enter in new data for them
	The enter data for athlete should now be coloured according to their injury status as well
	The Sidebar will also be coloured appropriately as more injury records are entered based on their injury status
	If the worst injury is not the most recent, the status field will still show as the worst injury (as shown here)
	Injury Status for Two Event Forms. If you do have a separate Injury and Illness form and you need both of them to have a status indicator, you need to ensure that the fields and options that calculate injury/illness status are identical in BOTH forms.
	If the fields are set up correctly, they will colour according to the worst injury OR illness that is entered for the athlete (as shown here)
	N.B. The Event Name will NOT colour in the sidebar unless you also set one field from that form to appear as a Summary Field
	If you have accidentally set up other fields on your system as status fields and your status is not updating correctly, click on the "Application Specification" on the Builder Site
	The entire site specification (Event Forms, Profile Forms, Databases etc.) will appear as a PDF. At the very BOTTOM of that specification, a list of any Forms that have Status Fields in them will be shown
	If you have any errors in your status indicator check the following


	Creating a Time Series Analysis Event Form (for use with GPS and HR files)
	GPS Fields: GPS Analysis within Smartabase using the Time Series Processor
	Ensure you have an example of the raw data that is exported from the device
	Now that you have the complete raw data file you can start building your form.
	You will need to use the Time Series Upload question type
	Name the Time Series Upload Field
	There are some Advanced Properties which you can apply to the file which you will be attaching
	Make sure you choose the correct format based on the original spreadsheet and the actual output of the .csv file
	Skip Rows – if you want to ignore a specific number of rows at the start of the csv file you can specify a default value here which will exclude the specific number of rows from any calculations you wish to perform.
	Take Every Nth Row will take every x rows as actual data. Use this to ignore some data at high recording frequencies.
	Data Format: Select what format the data is provided in
	Override the Headers on the csv spreadsheet, or add them in using the Header Override
	N.B. What happens in the actual Event Form when you upload a GPS file
	You may need to Pull in other important values into you Time Series Analysis Event Form
	Create the Analysis Table in the Event Form that will be used to analyse the Time Series File
	Next is the Start and End times of each of the drills
	The rest of the table in the form will now be made up of calculations to provide you with the variables you require. Here is an example of calculations typically used when analysing GPS data.
	What you will need to know to build the table correctly...
	How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.
	Examples of different equations used to calculate Time and Distance parameters
	Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.
	Now add in your Summary Calculation for the whole session (e.g. total distance and total time)
	The same page layout and calculations structure can be used for other technologies such as force plate data and accelerometers.  If you need help with any of the calculations contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.  

	E-mail notification for GPS file upload completion
	E-mail notifications were set up to alert the user that entered a form with a GPS file in it that it had finished processing. These can now be turned off
	To Turn off the GPS or Time Series Analysis Notification, go to the Form Property's : Advanced Properties Section and select No for the "Send emails after time series processing"  Form Property. Then save the form and no alerts will be sent.

	New charts for Polar Heart Rate files
	Now when you upload a polar heart rate file, the data is charted in a new format (as shown here).


	Calculations and Table Calculations
	Critical Calculation Information. Calculations as part of a form and in tables, Table calculations and calculations for fields in a table
	The Form Builder has a number of different calculation that you can choose from. You use the correct calculation based on your needs
	Table Calculations are ONLY to be used when you are performing a calculation ABOUT fields in a table format. See the Lesson on Table calculations
	Linked Values, Related event and Important Summaries are used to link data from different fields INTO the current form. See the Lesson on Linked Data
	Date Calculations allow you to calculate out differences between date fields, and the duration from one date to another. See the Lesson on Date Calculations.
	Additional Calculations for Entered By, Variation and Overtraining Risk

	The Calculation, Sum, Max, Min and Average calculation fields and the History Calculation field
	You can add in calculations into your form to calculate out anything from sum of skinfolds to max and minimum times for a series of runs.
	To add a calculation to the form, click on the type of calculation that you require and it will appear as a field in your event form over on the left. Name it and set up and visibility settings
	Set up any visibility and Advanced Reports settings
	You will be shown a blank text calculation area where you can start to add in your calculations. You can click on the Available Functions to see the list of functions that you can use in your calculation area
	Type the field name directly into the text area to use in the equation, or select the "Add Question" Drop down and then select the field name and click the green +
	Any errors with the equation will automatically appear for you to correct (as shown here)
	Always Preview the form and check that the calculations are calculating correctly.
	One important difference between using the Max, Min, Average and Sum fields and writing the equation as a max(field 1, field 2, field 3 etc) is that the max, min, average and sum will calculate with just one field. With a calculation, it won't calculate until all of the fields are entered.
	The Sum, Average, Maximum and Minimum Calculation Fields are designed as a quick way to set up an equation without need to type the equation. You just select your variables
	To add in one of these fields, click on the field, name it add in a description and the set up any Advanced properties field (such as show in table, format, or higher and lower etc)
	Simply tick the fields that you want to include and they will automatically Sum in the event form.
	Always check that the correct fields are selected and that the equation calculates on the form preview
	The History Calculation Field allows you to create calculations based on the history of a specific field in your form. This is important for equations like player workload, or player daily workload information
	Each field will appear in the "Add Question" selection box along with a historical field that you can use to calculate any type of historical data for the fields in the form.
	An example of the historical calculations used to pull out a maximum and minimum weight, and then calculate the difference between the max and today's date.
	The first time you enter in the field, the history field will not appear on the date entry form. It only appears after you have entered in enough data to get it to calculate, and it will then appear in the form and on the athlete history and reports pages.
	After you enter in 2 events, the historical calculations will appear in your event form when you enter the data.
	The history fields also calculate and show in the athlete history (shown here) and report pages.

	Using Floor and Ceiling in a Number Calculation to Round Up and Round Down
	You can set a number to round up or down to the nearest whole number in a calculation field
	To round a number up to the nearest whole number, add in a calculation field
	In the equation area write which field you want to round up. In this example the field "Score" will be rounded up
	To round a number down to the nearest whole number, again choose a calculation field
	Write floor for the field you want to round down.  In this example the field "Score" will be rounded down
	The image here shows how the number is rounded up, or rounded down depending on the floor and ceiling functions in the calculation fields

	Table Calculations
	Table calculations are used exclusively to calculate numbers, text and options calculations for columns of data for a specific field type.
	You can generate Numeric, Option and Text calculations for table columns
	Table Calculation: allow you to perform a numeric calculation about field columns (with any number of rows)
	Click on the Table calculation (because we are performing an equation for a field in a table that is a number)
	Name the field and ensure that it's question settings are set as Normal and NOT as a table
	Set up the Advanced Properties and then select the type of calculation you want to perform using the Aggregrate
	Choose the field that you want the calculation to be performed on
	Check the calculation captures the data that you want in the preview page and save any changes.
	To run a calculation on the number of surgeries that the athlete has, the Surgery Performed field (as yes no field) in the actual table was set up with scored options
	A Table Calculation was then added to the form that used the aggregrate Sum for the field Surgery Performed
	The Preview of those table calculations shows that the field Total Surgeries is being summed where Yes =1 and No =0
	Table Text calculation, building on the hospitalisations example
	Set up the field settings and ensure that the question settings are normal for the table text calculation
	Select the field that you want to run the text calculation for and add it or type it into the calculation area
	Select the Aggregrate options for a table text calculation
	An example of all of the different types of table text calculations performed on the Reason for Hospitalisation Field
	Table Option Calculation's are important for showing different states or returning option based feedback for option fields in a table
	To Add an Option calculation about a selection based field in a table click on "Table Option Calculation"
	Name the field and ensure its question settings are on normal
	Copy the options from the existing option field that you are using in your calculation and click update for the options
	Set up the Advanced Properties
	Now set the option calculation, which will pull the aggregrate of the lastenteredvalue for the field Injury Status
	The preview of the form shows that as the injury status of the athlete progress the availability field (option table calculation for last entered value) updates
	Additional Table Calculation (numeric) examples: injury duration and days unavailable
	Table calculation using an "If then" equation
	The Total duration of injury is also a table calculation using a different data duration field that calculates the last entered value for a different date duration
	Table Calculations: Example from a resistance training form
	The different table calculations used in the resistance training form
	More uses for Table Text calculations to show important data for a form, and to be used as a summary field.
	To set this up on the builder in the form, a text calculation was added to the table, and then that was used in the table text calculation
	If you need more examples of table calculations, then please ask in the comments box below

	New Table Text Calculation to pull through data into a summary without a comma separating the data.
	Builders were trying to use the customtextsummarise button to combine all of the data from a table row into a summary without a break between fields
	There is a new whitespace field that concatenates all fields in a table column without having a space or comma between them.
	The whitespacecustomtextsummarise concatenates all of the table column data and displays it without a space

	Returning the "option" in a Table Option Calculation that references a Table Option field with scores
	Previously, if you assigned scores to an option field being used in a table option calculation it returned the value and not the text (as shown here)
	The scores that are assigned to the options in the "Status" field
	In the Option Calculation Field you can now write in "option" before the field name and it will return the option instead of the value
	The calculation will then return the option and not the option's value
	You ONLY need to write in option when there is a score assigned to the options that you are using the table option calculation.

	Week Start Calculation: Convert a date into a weekly number based on a specific start day during the Year
	To convert a date into a week of the year you need to have a Date field in the form, and then you add in a Text Calculation
	Setting up alternative start days or weeks
	Additional Examples of week start equations

	Date Calculations and the Age calculation
	Date Calculations allow you to calculate out differences between date fields, and the duration from one date to another
	To Add in a Date Difference Field
	Date Difference
	Age calculations allow you to show the age of the athlete (in years, months or days) based on their date of birth in their account AND a specific date field that is added to the form.
	Name the field and add an visibility settings, the select the Age At date (in the form) that you want the age to calculate from (you MUST have a date field in the form to run this calculation)
	If you do not have a date field in your form, add in a date field, rename it to Date of Entry (or a similar name) and the set the FORM'S ADVANCED PROPERTIES as having a date override.
	The age calculates automatically in the data entry form based on the selected date field.

	Date fields can now be used in Text Calculations
	Date fields can now be used in text calculations and table text calculations
	Previously, if a date field was used in a text equation or a table text equation it would appear as milliseconds
	To retain a date format in a text equation you need to change the concatenate equation from just referencing the date field name (e.g. Date Affected) so that is has a date(fieldname) before the field name
	To use a date field in a text equation (as shown here) the equation must use date(fieldname) in the equation
	The example here shows that date was added to the Text Calculation field (named Summary). This is then referenced by the Table Text Calculation Field and still retains the date format correctly.
	If you were performing a table text calculation of the date field (without using a text equation in the table as shown above), then date would need to be added before the field name (as shown here)
	Because date was added, the date field "Date Affected" is pulled through correctly into the Table Text Equation. Without "date" added before the field name, the Date Affected would show as milliseconds (as shown in the step below)
	An example without "date" being added before the field name shows the "Date Affected" field appearing in milliseconds in the Table Text calculation
	In addition to adding date before the date field name so it displays correctly, you can set the format that the date is displayed as
	You can reformat a date field that you use in a Text calculation and Table Text Calculation from the dd-mm-yyyy format (that is the default format for dates in the system) to a different format (as shown in the image above) by adding a format into the equation

	Special Calculations for Variation Score, Peak Performance Risk and Over training Risk
	Variation Score, Peak Performance Risk and Over training Risk calculate the difference of a newly entered event against all of the past history for that athlete. These are best used as part of daily review and monitoring forms.
	Variation Score calculates a score (out of 10) based on how DIFFERENT a new entry for an athlete is compared to the athlete's normal state (based on their history). It is essentially showing how different the new entry is.
	Peak Performance Risk calculates a risk score based on how DIFFERENT (e.g better than normal) the new entry for the athlete is compared to the athlete's normal state as peak performance score
	Over training Risk calculates a risk score based on how DIFFERENT (e.g worse than normal) the new entry for the athlete is compared to the athlete's normal state as performance risk score
	Points about the calculations

	The "is blank" function in a calculation now calculates even when a field has not been entered
	When you do any calculations in the system, ALL of the fields needed to be available in order for a calculation to calculate
	To get the calculate to calculate using isblank, you had to add in an interim calculation that returned safe (0) if not data was entered in a particular field, and then change the equation from an isblnak to a > or < equation.
	Now, you can use the "isblank" in any calculation and it will automatically calculate if the cell is blank; either because no data has been entered, or because it has been left blank
	The change to the isblank may affect some of your equations. It may enable you to remove some interim fields, or redo-workflows. Remember, if you are changing the form and you have data entered on the system for that form, test the equation first on a duplicate or test form BEFORE you change a live Data Entry Form. You do not want to make a mistake and lose data!

	Calculations: Some useful basic calculations
	Minimimum (min) Calculates the minimum value
	Maximum (max) Calculate the maximum value
	Sum sums the values
	If/Then equation: If takes a true/false value (non-zero or zero), and one or two other values. If the condition is true (non-zero), the first value is  returned, else the second value is (or zero if it doesn't exist).
	Safe: Useful for when a calculation involves a number, but the number is not always entered. Since a calculation like max can only work on numbers, safe will provide either the number, or 0.
	Log: The log(10) of the number is used in one of the skinfold equations
	Abs: The absolute value of a number is its unsigned magnitude.
	Mulitstage shuttle Test: Total Shuttles using Level and Shuttle
	Mulitstage shuttle Test: Distance and VO2
	YoYo Level 1R: Distance
	YoYo Level 1R: Vo2
	MOD Phosphase Decrement: Effort Rating
	MOD Phosphase Decrement: Fatigue
	MOD Phosphase Decrement: Fatigue as % Peak
	Injury Availability- using the fields Date Injury Resolved (Date Field), Did this injury render the player unfit to practice fully or to be unavailable to play? (Yes/No) Return Date (Date Field)
	1RM Prediction using the following fields in a table: Exercise ("database and Is a group") Reps, Weight
	Anthropometry 8 Sites: Tricep + Bicep + Subscapular + Iliac Crest + Abdominal + Supraspinale + Front Thigh + Medial Calf)
	Anthro 8 sites: % body fat, FFM and

	New "contains" calculation for Text Calculations
	You can now add in a text or option calculation to specify if the answer to a question contains specific characters or words
	Performing a "Contains" search will return 1 (True-search term met) or 0 (False- search term not met)
	oOu can also use the Contains in an If/Then equation to return text or options
	The contains calculation returns "Running"
	Be careful of case sensitivity; you must type in the exact case of the word as the search will not return anything if it is not exact
	Make sure you test that you have set up the calculation as you require it.

	Calculations: Greater than and less than, and Nested If calculations (for use with GPS fields and HR fields)
	How to set up the greater than and lesser than calcs.
	Examples of different equations used to calculate Time and Distance parameters in a GPS analysis Event Form
	Translating one of the nested IF statements. What they mean.
	Examples of Summary Calculation for the a whole session (e.g. total distance and total time)
	The same page layout and calculations structure can be used for other technologies such as force plate data and accelerometers.  If you need help with any of the calculations contact your local Distributor or Fusion Sport.  

	Using "and" and "or" to simplify nested (multiple) if/then equations
	One of the equations used in calculations is called an if/then equation (e.g If (a=1, true, false)). Sometimes there are multiple if/then arguments in a calculation; called nested if/then equations
	Using the "and" in a nested if/then equation allows you to write equations much more easily
	Alternatively, you may have an equation which is written as an "or" equation (as shown here). If any of the conditions are met then a specific output is returned.
	Using the "or" in a nested if/then equation allows you to write equations this type of equation much more easily
	The above example show 3 conditions being used, but you can use as many conditions as you need. If you need additional help with these or additional documentation just contact your distributor

	THIS METHOD IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED AND IT IS CONFIRMED NOT TO BE A RELIABLE METHOD TO RETURN DAY OF THE WEEK. SEE THE NEXT HELP MANUAL DOCUMENT: A method to calculate day of the week from a date field
	Add in a Date field (e.g. On Date or Start Date)
	You can make this the date override field if you require.
	Add in a Text Calculation to return the Date Field. This will be set to be hidden in the Event form.
	Add in a Calculation with the equation listed below. This field will be set to be hidden in the Event form.
	Now add in a Option Calculation with Monday to Sunday as Options and the equation list below. This field should not be set to be hidden
	The correct day of the week is returned



	Historical Calculations
	Ambiguity with firstvalue and lastvalue historical calculations
	It was uncovered that there was ambiguity regarding interpretation of the firstvalue and lastvalue calculations
	First Value: returns the first ever entered value
	Last Value: returns the last entered value (e.g. the most recent)
	Firstvalue historical calculation that includes today's data
	Last Value including today's data
	The image here shows data being entered over a period of a week
	When the historical calculations are run, you can see what results the firstvalue and lastvalue calculations return
	If you open the last entry that has been made, you can see that the values show correctly.
	Double check that all of your existing Event Forms are set up so that the first or last value calculations reflect the data you are trying to show.
	N.B. If your calculations are not set up correctly, you will need to run a resave on the data. This is best done outside of normal work hours
	N.B. For each resave, please follow correct protocols. If you have a lot of data, or complex forms you must inform your distributor so that they can monitor your system

	New Historical Calculations: Standard Deviation, Variance, Sequential Count
	Historical Standard Deviation
	Historical Variance
	Count of Sequential Historical Values that equal a specific value

	Last Custom Historical Calculations that calculate over custom ranges
	When you enter in a historical calculation, you may want it to total the data over a custom weekly range. For example Sunday to Saturday
	You MUST ensure that you understand the difference between using a Historical Field or, using a historical function and a Historical Field
	Historical functions for historical fields
	The easiest way to see how the field calculate is referring to the results
	If you are using a last custom week range, you MUST understand the difference between the sum and the historicalsum functions for Historical calculations

	Historical Average, Min and Max: generate a historical average/min/max and include new data being entered in the calculation
	A new function called historicalmean, historicalmax and historicalmin has been created that enables you to have an up-to-date average max and min that includes the data being entered in any new entries
	To use the historicalmean, historicalmin and historicalmax functions you would use the History Calculation Field
	In the equation text area write in the function before the field that you are generating a historical average for e.g. historicalmean (Historical fieldname)
	To generate the historical minimum, use the Historicalmin before the Historical Field name
	To generate the historical maximum, use the Historicalmax before the Historical Field name
	To ALSO include new data being entered into the event form from the day of entry you will ALSO need to include the Field name in the equation.
	The example here shows the two  different historicalmean equations in use in the system for the Score
	Setting Date limits: The example in the image here shows a different Historical Mean calculation for Average sleep including today, and also for average sleep over the last 3 days including today
	For the historical maximum: To include new max data being entered into the event form from the day of entry you will ALSO need to include the Field name in the equation.


	Duration Fields
	Duration Fields: Charts, Duration Calculations, Table Duration Calculations, Durations in Text Calculations and Performance Summary Dashboards, and Performance Standards for Duration Fields
	A Duration Field is now available on the Form Builder to add into an Event Form
	Once you add a Duration Field into an Event Form, you can choose from a number of different duration formats depending on the type of duration you need to track/measure
	Duration field questions can used in a table, or a single entry field
	You can also specify that Duration fields are charted in the Athlete History page (as shown here), by selecting "Chart by Default" on the Advanced Properties for that Duration field
	To perform ANY Numeric Calculations for a Duration field you MUST use the new Duration Calculation field in the Calculations List. To perform a calculation with a Duration field used in a Table you MUST use the Table Duration Calculation (discussed below).
	A Duration Calculation must be used to calculate Duration fields correctly. For example, if you have a 10m split and a 10-20m split in a sprint form and you need to calculate the 0-20m duration this would be performed with the Duration Calculation field.
	For a Duration Calculation you MUST set the format on the Advanced Properties. It is best practice to set the Duration Calculation format to the same format as the format of the Duration fields you are using in the calculation (e.g. the 10 and 20m sprint above are captured as ss.SSS).
	The image here shows the Duration Calculation that references the 10 and 20m ss.SSS fields. The calculation output is displayed in the format set on the Advanced Properties for that field (outlined in the step above).
	If you want to perform a calculation on a Duration field that is used in a table you MUST use the Duration Table Calculation field
	Add in the Table Duration calculation to the form. In this example we are going to add in two Table Duration Calculations; one to calculate the minimum of the ss.SSS table column, and the other to calculate the sum of the mm:ss.S field
	For Each Table Duration Calculation you add, you need to specify the type of calculation of want to perform, and then write in the field names/equation into the Calculation section
	Next you MUST select a Format from the Advanced Properties for that Table Duration Calculation field. For example we are selecting ss.SSS as the format to show the results from the equation in the step above.
	The table calculation will calculate according to the Format you specified in the Advanced Properties for that Field. Two examples shown here are ss.SSS format and a mm:ss.SSS format
	On the reports pages and the athlete history pages, the Duration fields, Duration Calculation fields and Table Duration Calculation fields are displayed in the format set in the Form Builder. This example shows the 10m and 20m split times, the duration calculation and another duration field set to mm:ss.SSS
	CSV Issue: If you run an "Excel" download from the Reports Page (shown in the image in the step above), you need to open the file and check that the cell format is that same as the format for the duration type. Sometimes Excel cannot display the duration fields correctly because it may not have a format for it. Always open the download, double check, or reformat the cells' format.
	Duration fields can also be used in Text calculations and Table Text Calculation equations.
	You do NOT need to use a special duration calculation for a Text Calculation or a Table Text calculations (shown here). You simply use the existing Text and Table text calculation, but the format of the duration field in the calculation area needs to be written correctly (see the step below)
	To use a duration field in a text equation you need to write the equation correctly, and format the duration field IN the text equation.
	This Text Calculation equation is being used to summarise the splits for rowing data. Note that the format of the Rowing Split text calculation is set to mm:ss.S and the actual Split field is set as mm:ss.SS
	If you need any additional assistance with the use of Duration fields in text equations, don't hesitate to ask your distributor. Or, you can write a question at the bottom of this lesson.
	Performance Standards can now be set for Duration Fields. Add in the coloured performance bands as usual in the Performance Standards Module on the Builder.
	Durations can now be used in the Performance Summary Dashboards Module (these are set up in the Performance Summary Dashboards Module on the Builder)


	Set up "InForm Reports" and "InForm Charts" with data from one Event Form appearing in a different Event Form
	Inform Reports: Adding a Report from a different event INTO an event form
	To enable reports to show in a different form (as shown in the image here) from other event fields follow the instructions below:
	To add in a report (in a table format) that pulls through data from any other form on the system click on the Report button
	A report field will be added to the Form Overview. Name the Report field. Because you are not entering in any data, you do not have a description field to enter.
	Click on the Event drop down and select the Event form that you want to pull the data from. For this example we need to select the Daily Monitor Event
	Tick the fields that you want to show in the form. The fields will appear as column headings and show in the Form overview on the Left of the page
	Only tick the fields from the form that are important because the Report field grows wider with each field (column) that is ticked.
	Set up any Filters to ensure you only see the data that you need to view.
	Date Criteria: Set up any date ranges or specific periods you want see the data for
	Set any Visibility settings to show or hide the field based on preselected questions
	The report field is hidden if the correct fields are not selected.
	The report appears in the form and pulls through the daily monitoring data. It only shows the data that where stress is High or Very High and form the records for the last year (based on our filters and date ranges).
	An excellent example of the use of Inform Reports is for medical screening forms. You can see here that instead of adding in duplicates fields to track medications prescribed, or supplements, they are used to pull through the actual data from the event forms, and additional data can be added
	You can also specify to hide who entered the data and who it is entered by, using that field's Advanced Properties
	Go to the Advanced Properties for that field and set the show 'about' column? and  Show 'by' column? to no
	The image shows that the about and by columns now do not appear

	Hiding an InForm Report Columns in Athlete History and removing the ability to "enter a new" field.
	1.a In form reports hidden in Athlete History and Reports tables
	1.b To hide the inform report so that it doesn't show in tables and athletes history, go to the Advanced Properties for the Inform Report Field on the Builder and select "False" for Default show in tables
	1.c On the application, the In form Report column will be hidden in the athlete history and reports as shown here
	2.a In Form report: You can remove the "New record" from the bottom of the inform report so that user cannot add in a new record when they view the Inform Report
	2.b ON the Builder, in the Advanced Properties for the In-form report field set the "Allow Add Row" to False
	2.c On the application when you view the In form Report the "Add New Event" removed from the bottom of it.

	In Form Reports can now be set to pull through data between two Date Fields in an Event Form
	You add in an Inform Report into an Event Form by clicking on the "Report" icon in the Form Builder
	You then select the Form and the fields from that Event Form that you want to display. This Report example will be set up to display Rehab Training Load in an Injury Record
	In the Advanced Properties Section for the Report, there are now two additional fields. These are called Dynamic Start Date and Dynamic Finish Date
	Dynamic Start Date is the date that you want the data to pull from. This is the date that you FIRST want the data to be pulled through from. The example here is using the Date of First Symptoms of the Injury
	Dynamic Finish Date is the date that you want the data to pull from. This is the last date that you want any to data to be pulled through from. The example here will be using the Date Fully Resolved for the Injury
	When you view the inform report in the Event Form (that it appears on in the actual application) only the Inform Report Data that has been entered between the Dynamic Start Date and the Dynamic Finish Date (e.g. the Training Load data that has been entered on the system between the Date of first symptoms and the Date fully resolved) will appear.
	You can set none, one, or both of these Dynamic Date fields for an Inform Report. They can limit the Event data that is pulled through from the dates after the start date, or before the Finish Date. Set both of these limits or just use one depending on your Event Form and the data you need to display in the InForm Report.

	Chart: Adding in a Chart (Graph) into a form that appears when you enter data into the Event Form, or just in the Athlete History
	To add a chart to appear in the actual event form when you enter data into the form, or on the athlete history page, click on Chart (as shown in the step below)
	The image here shows the charts that have been set to appear on data entry, AND the fields that have been selected to chart by default in the advanced properties section for that field (
	To Add a graph to appear in the actual form and/or in the athlete history page, click on "Chart" at the top of the Questions section on the Form Builder.
	Name the field, Add in a Title and set the width and height (it will default to 450 by 250 pixels- the size of the graph by default charts that you can select for the advanced properties for the graph by default)
	Show on Data entry: allows you to specify whether you want the chart to appear in the actual data entry page when you enter data into the form. If it is NOT ticked the chart will appear on the athlete history only.
	Lock Axes: If you select more than one field to appear in the graph, do you want the vertical axes (Y-axis) to display the same axes range, or to automatically show a range based on the results
	One Axes: Allows you to specify whether you want one or more axis. The example in the images in the steps below show a graph with one Axes showing and two Axes showing.
	Example Graphs: here shows the graph set to Show on data entry= Tick, Lock Axes =Yes, One Axes = No
	The Example here shows Show on Data Entry= Not ticked, Lock Axes =No, One Axes=Yes
	Once you select whether you want the chart to show or now, and the size of it,  select the Type of Chart that you want to appear: The step here shows the History Chart options
	Example History Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot, #4-Area and #5-Spline
	Value Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area and Spline graph, and set Radar Charts
	Example Value Chart Options: #1-Line, #2-Bar, #3-Dot, #4-Area and #5-Spline
	Value Chart: Radar Charts allows you to have a radar chart graphing multiple variables from one event form
	Example Image of the Radar Chart using the skinfolds fields (selected in the image in the step above)
	Scatter Charts: allow you to have a Line, Bar, Dot, Area and Spline graph in a Scatter Format
	Example Graphs and Scatter details will be added shortly.

	In Form Reports can now be sorted by a field used in the report
	Two new Advanced Properties have been added for In Form Reports: "Sort By" and "Sort Direction"
	From all of the fields that you select to include in the In Form Report, you can choose one to sort the data by
	Choose the In Form Report field that you want to Sort By
	Now choose to sort in Ascending or Descending order
	When you view this inform report on the system, it will sort according to your specifications
	The example here shows a numeric sorting for a field with higher values are best
	If the data is NOT sorting as you expect, go back and check that the original source field has a data direction
	If you generate a pdf the sorting is retained in the pdf



	Event Forms: Linking Data from Event Forms and Profile Forms using Linked Event Fields and Linked Profile Fields
	Linking Fields- Linking data between Event Forms: Important information about Linked Fields and Linked Values
	You can link a field from one Event Form and have the field appear in a different Event Form. The image here shows the Linked Fields that are available on the Form Builder
	Click on the "Linked Value" field  in the Add Question section of the builder. Name the Field. In this example we are pulling weight (from an anthropometry form) into a Strength Training Form
	In the Calculation section of the Linked Field you need to select the Event Form (shown here) and Field (shown in the following step) that you are linking from
	Now select the Field you want to link to from that Event Form. For this example we are selecting Weight
	Group By and Match To are only needed when you have fields that are grouped using the Group By property. Most fields do not have this enabled so leave these settings blank
	Select Value is used to select additional information about the field you are pulling through. You can choose to pull through the newest, oldest, maximum, minimum, and state (if
	You MUST set up the Manual Update in the Advanced Properties for the Linked Value
	If the Linked Field is set as Manual Update "True" then a link will appear at the top of the Event you are linking to. You can click on these links to update the field you are linking from. E.g click to update the weight field in the Anthropometry Event Form
	Then set up the Linked Range. If you leave it blank it will pull through the most recent results. If you set the Range it will pull through according to your requirements
	If the following data was entered for the Anthropometry Event Form for the athlete.
	Setting the Update Range is important because it directly affects the range of the data that is pulled through into the Linked field
	Now set up the usual Advanced Properties such as format (e.g. 0.00,) higher or lower is better, default show in tables etc and save the Event Form
	Test the Event Form out on the system by entering in a New record that you are linking from. Then enter in a new record for the Event you are linking to

	Linked Fields: limiting the values that pull through by date range
	You can limit a linked field to only pull through data if it is entered within a specific date range
	To set up a Date Restriction go to the calculation section for the Linked Field
	Now choose the specific date period that you want linked value to show from (e.g. 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 year etc)
	On the site, only the data entered within the previously specified date range will be pulled through. If there is no data within that period it will be blank.
	Date Restrictions can be applied to Text and Options
	You can also set up max and min restrictions to pull through from that date range. The example here shows Max has been selected
	You can view newest and oldest entries over from a set date period as well.
	The image here shows the different values that pull through for values, options and text for a combination of oldest, newest, maximum and minimum over different date periods

	Linked Fields: setting the system to ignore blank records and pull through a previous record
	The image in the step here shows that the most recent record is blank for the data for the linked Bench Press Field
	When you view the athlete history for this data that is see that the squat and the bench were performed on different days. The most recent entry for Bench is actually Blank
	Now there is an Advanced Field setting that enables you to ignore the blank record and search for the next most recent data. This is called "Ignore Blank Values"
	You can now see that the system pulls through the most recently entered values and ignores blank records (e.g. the Bench Press Record is showing)
	You would not set the ignore blank fields setting when you are viewing multiple fields linked from the same form; as shown in the example here
	For the example in the image above you could leave the system as it's default, or set the field to No. This will leave the value as blank so you do not a comment from a previous running test pulling through

	Use linked values with a unit in calculations
	You can set up a numeric field with a unit (e.g. weight with kg's)
	Set up a Linked Value using the field with a unit. This can now be used in subsequent calculations (e.g. in the Back Squat % Body Weight calculation)
	The linked value with a unit is calculating correctly as part of the Back Squat strength calculation.
	You should now be able to use any field with a unit assigned to it as a linked value and use it in subsequent calculations

	Linked Option Fields
	You can link an option or text field from one Event Form into another Event Form
	This example outlines how to add in a Linked Option Field. Add in the new Linked Option question and name it
	In the Options Section, do NOT type in the options. Type in an arbitrary field and update it just so that you can save the form. The example here shows A has been typed
	Go to the Calculation and select the Form that you want to link the field and the options from. All of the Event Forms in the system will appear for selection
	Now select the Field from the previously selected Event Form that has the options that you want to link to
	Set up the Value that you require (discussed in the previous lesson). For this example we will use Newest
	The most optimal work flow is now to Save and Close this Form (shown here). Then open the form you are linking from (in the step below)
	Open the Event Form that you are linking FROM. Copy the options directly from the field that you want to link to.
	Now open the Event Form that you are Linking To, Paste in the Options and click "Update" to update the options. This is the safest way to ensure you have the EXACT options
	Set up the Scoring if you need
	Set up the Advanced Properties for Manual Update and the Update Range (see the previous lesson for more information on this)
	This field can even be included in calculations if you require
	This image shows an example of what the linked option field looks like in a Data Entry Page
	To include a Performance Standard for that Field, you need to set it up for the linked to Event Form (e.g. in the 5-10-5 Event Form)
	See the Next Lesson on Linked Text Fields

	Linked Text Fields
	You can link text fields from one Event Form into another Event Form
	Once you click on Linked Text, you will be able to link to any Event Form field in the system
	Go to the Calculation section and select which Form you want to link from (all of the Event Forms on the system will be available to choose from)
	Now choose the Field that you want to link from out of all of the Fields in that Event Form
	Now choose the Values (discussed in the first lesson on Linked Fields). For this example we are using Newest.
	Set up the Manual Update and the Update Range according to your needs (discussed in the first lesson on Linked Fields)
	Just as additional examples we have also included a number, a date and an option field from the Anthropometry form as linked Text fields
	The image here shows how the Text fields look in a Data Capture Form on the system. The most recent data is pulled through.

	Linked Values can now have a numeric format and a higher or lower is better set for them
	You can now set numeric formats for linked values
	An example of a linked value from the 40m sprint event form pulling INTO the Vertical Jump Test Form
	This is the original field in the 40m sprint Form on the Event Builder
	The Advanced Properties for the 40m linked field in the Vertical Jump Test Event Form can now be set to lower values are best (as this is a sprint time) and with a maximum number of  decimal places (3dp).
	One the actual site the example here shows that on the Vertical Jump Form for the 40m field 4.77 is pulled through (2 decimal places showing here) and the 20-40m is set to pull through as well (3 decimal places).
	The Athlete History and Reports show the linked values to the number of decimals specified (3dp)
	The Performance Summary Dashboards show the linked value correctly (3dp)
	Any PDF's of the linked fields show the correct number decimal places
	Please note that there is a known issue with linking to fields that have a Unit or value associated with them. Please try and avoid linking to these fields

	Linked Profile Data: Pulling Profile Data from a Profile Page into an Event Form
	On the Form Builder there are a number of Linked fields that you can use. To link data into an Event Form from a Profile Page, use the Profile Linked fields (shown here)
	You can link to any data from your Profile Pages.
	Check the fields on the Profile form as you will be linking to these fields  from your Event Form
	To Link a Profile numeric field into an event form, open the event form (the example here is a nutrition form)
	Click on the "Profile Linked Value" and this will allow you to link to any field which is numeric from your profile pages
	A  question will be inserted into the event form. Set the field's visibility settings, advanced properties and then in the calculation section select the Profile form and Field that you are going to link to
	The field will look like this in the form overview of the Builder page.
	To add in a Link to a Profile Text field, click on the Profile Linked Text
	Rename the question, set up any visibility or Advanced Properties settings
	Next, in the Calculation section select the profile form and field that you want to link to
	Save the changes you make to your form
	To link to a Profile Option field, you MUST know the options that you are choosing from. First, go back to the Profile Page and copy the options from your selection field that you want to link to
	Go Back to the Event Form that you want to link this profile field to (e.g. the nutrition form) and click on Profile Linked Option
	Name the field, set up an visibility settings and paste the EXACT options (from the profile question) into the options section and push update
	Select the Profile Form and Field that you are linking to in the Calculation section
	Check that your new Linked Profile Fields are in the correct position on the page and click Save on the form builder
	Now go to the application and enter data into the Profile form of an athlete for the fields that you are linking to
	Then, enter a new entry into the Event Form that the linked fields are inserted in (e.g. the Nutrition -brief review form)
	The linked profile data is available as part of the athlete's history in that Event Form (e.g. the nutrition form)
	The data can even be used as filters in the Reports Modules for that Event Form

	Linked Account Fields: Linking to Personal Details from the athlete's account information
	You can now pull through Personal Administration Details from the athlete's account pages. No permission is needed to be set for these on the admin tool.
	You can select to pull though Sex, Phone Number, Address, E-mail and date of birth (as shown here) from the athlete's account information that is set up on the Administration Site when you select the Personal Details field. Ensure you set up the Advanced Properties and select which  "Personal Details" field to use in a form.
	As you can see here the 5 "Personal Details" fields have been added to an event form (multiple phone and addresses will even show). For Security please note that you DO NOT set access for these fields on the Admin Site, so if the user can access the form you pull this data into, they can view this information.

	Linked Fields from a user's Account: First Name, Last Name, Full and Reverse Full Name, and Initial can be pulled into Event and Profile Forms
	Click on the Personal Details Field
	In the Field's Advanced Properties, click on the the Personal Details drop down and select the field you need
	The example here shows that all of the Name configurations have been added to an Event Page
	Address, gender, phone number etc are also all available to pull through into Profile and Event Forms
	Uuid (unique user ID) is now available to pull through as a linked personal field
	N.B. If you add in a Reverse name, or a Last name into an Event Form or a Profile Form, you can use this to sort entries on the Reports Module


	Setting up the Save, Cancel Save and Enter another buttons and setting an Event Form to be lockable
	Access the Form Properties
	To access the Form Properties and Advanced Form Properties, open the event form
	Click on the Form Name on the left of the page and the page will be highlighted blue.The Form Properties will appear on the right (as shown in the image in the step below)
	The basic Form Properties will appear, e.g. the name, main category and the descriptions for the form. To access the Advanced Properties click on Advanced Properties
	The Advanced Properties will be displayed and can be updated to your needs. Each of these properties is discussed in the subsequent lessons
	Just remember, it is always a good idea to have the actual application open so that when you update the Form Properties, you can refresh the application on the internet browser and see how the changes affect the flow of data and the form layout.

	Specify whether the form can be Saved as a Draft, Saved, Saved and Enter Another, or Saved and Printed
	When data is entered into a form and the form needs to be saved there are number of options that you can set when the data is stored on the system
	Save and Close will always appear on each Event Form. You cannot adjust this property.
	You can rename the "Save and Close" button using the Advanced Properties and then adding in a new name for the Save and Close Text (as shown here)
	The Save and Close button renamed
	Save Draft will automatically be set by default. It allowed the form to be saved as a Draft (planned). Set it according to the type of data you are capturing.
	Save and Enter Another allows you to Save the event form and then select a different event to enter for a different athlete/group of athletes
	Save and Print allows a user to save the data and create a PDF of the recently entered information. This is useful for review forms or medical forms
	Save and Print enabled: Now set whether you need it to print as a portrait or landscape
	Print All allows you to specify whether any related events (linked records) that have been entered should be printed (if there are any). Linked Records are discussed in Advanced Properties: Linked Records).
	Enable Group Entry allows you to specify whether the event should appear on the Enter Data Page when entering data for a group.
	Do you want the event to appear in the Enter Data for Group event list? If not, select False
	The Group Entry setting is important, as some forms like Injury Records should not be enabled to enter for a group. But, fitness testing data would be set up.

	Customise the Cancel, Save and Close, Draft, Save and Print, and Save and Continue
	This is an example of all of the buttons with their default name (without being customised).
	This is an example of all of the buttons with a new customised name and description
	To set up a the custom names for the buttons you need to go to the Event Form on the Event Form Builder and open the Advanced Form Properties
	On the Form's Advanced Properties you can now set up the name (text) for each button, as well as set the description that appears when you mouse over the button (the tool tip)
	"Save and Close" and "Cancel" always appear on each form. They can both have a custom name and description
	The examples of the Save and Close and Cancel Buttons with custom Text and Description
	Save and Print
	The example of the renamed Save and Print Button with custom text
	Save as Draft
	The example of the renamed Save as Draft Button with custom text
	Save and Enter Another
	An Example of the Save and Enter Another with custom text
	Save and Continue
	An example of the Save and Continue with custom text
	Lockable: Save and Lock
	An example of the Save and Lock with custom text
	If you enable any of the fields and just leave the name or the description blank, then their default name and description will show.
	Only these text fields were update in the image in the step above. You can see here that the default buttons show correctly.
	If you have any questions don't hesitate to ask your distributor

	Save and Continue: how to set up an Event form so you can save an Entry and then continue to edit it to access related events
	Previously, to access any related events (Event Forms that appear at the bottom of the Entry after you save a record) you needed to complete the new entry, save it and reopen it from the sidebar or athlete history
	After you saved the record you had to open it using the sidebar or athlete history
	Then the Related Events for the record were accessible
	Now, any Event Form can be set up on the Builder Site to have a "Save and Continue" which saves the record and enables you to access any related events and continue editing it without leaving the form
	To enable the Save and Continue button to be accessible, you need to go to the Builder Page and open the correct Event Form
	Go to the Form's Advanced Properties and set the "Save and Continue" to Yes (as shown here)
	The Save and Continue button is now accessible and when it is clicked users can access the related events (as shown here), or SOAP tables that can only be entered once the record is saved
	Enter in any Related Events: for this example the Medical Consultation form is entered
	If your system is set up to pull data from a related event form into the SOAP notes, ensure it is date matched.

	Specify whether the form can be Locked (unable to be edited), the lock delay and any conditions that have to be met before it is lockable
	In the Advanced Properties Set the Lockable Field to "Yes" and a Lock Delay selection box will appear. Choose a delay if you need one
	When this is set the Save and Lock button will appear on the Event Form (as shown here).
	If you need the Save and Lock button to only appear when certain form conditions are met (such as injury status equals to fully available) this can also be done.
	The Locking Criteria of being Available is met and now the Form can be Saved and Locked. See the step below for how to enable this.
	To set this up go to the bottom of the Advanced Form Properties and set the "Locking Criteria" to be Lockable when all of" then click the green +
	Specify the Criteria that has to be met in order for the save and lock to appear.
	Again, set up your criteria, save the form, go to the actual application and then enter data into the actual form. Check that it is set up correctly and that it works functionally with the expected use of the data


	Attach Information to an Event Form
	Enable Attachments to be added to an Event Forms on the application
	This is an example of an attachment being able to be uploaded and attached to an event/record
	The attachments are available from the Attachments section in the Sidebar that appears after an attachment is uploaded, or from the event form history or the actual event
	Set the Form Advanced Properties to "Attachments" equal to True
	To only allow the attachment to be downloaded and not be edited or deleted from the system, you can set the "Always Edit Attachment" to No
	The attachments that have been set to be editable appear like this when they are clicked and can be updated as required
	The attachments that have been set to NOT be editable appear like this when they are clicked

	Read only attachment work around
	Currently the attachments of a form cannot be set to have separate read/write permissions. This user has read access to the Allergy Form, but they can download and edit the Attachment
	If a user has access to the Event Form (read or write) they can access the Attachments.
	One alternative is to set up the attachments so they are not editable, but this is only available in Event Forms that are Locked
	Some Users are opting to remove the attachment from the Form and set up a Document Upload field in the form instead
	The document will retain the read/write permissions that each user has
	Limitations with this work flow are that the document will not appear in the sidebar, and you cannot upload multiple documents

	Important Information about changing Attachments to Resources for an Event Form
	Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by Event Form basis
	Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced Properties setting called "Attachments"

	When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description, and it is saved with the Event Form
	Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the Athlete can access the Attachment

	Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be treated as Resources
	Please note that your system has to be manually set by your Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

	Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to have the Attachments set as Resources
	Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear with a Name, Description and File
	To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been enabled
	The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs to be changed to "True". Save the Event Form
	As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called "Attachment"
	N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment Category.
	N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into the Categories List in the Administration Site
	N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the "Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments
	All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However, when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment Category
	Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the My Resources Module to access.

	For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form, users can select to store these in any Category made available to them via their respective Role/s
	These attachments are also available from the My Resources Module from the category they are stored in.

	User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form Attachment-Resource will appear
	To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the Resources Module AND the Category they are stored in
	One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to open a role and click on the read or write for that event form
	You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have access to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

	N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as "Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to be globally available to any User with access to the Event Form and the Athlete
	If you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor immediately


	Optimising the Data Entry of an Event Form
	Advanced Form Properties: Enabling the Copy and Paste functionality for an Event Form
	The new Copy and Paste features appear at the top right of an Event during entry and editing of an Event Form Entry
	To set up an Event Form with Copy and Paste functionality, open the Form's Advanced Properties
	Set the Property "Allow Copy to Clipboard" to Yes, and Save the Event Form
	The copy and paste functionality will appear as shown here. See the steps below for more information on the copy and paste features
	At the top left of a new entry, the copy to clipboard and copy for next entry buttons may appear (if they have been enabled).
	The "Copy for next entry" button allows you to copy the data entered into an entry and as soon as you enter in a new entry, the data is copied to that next entry ONLY
	If another entry is made for the same athlete, the data will automatically be pasted into the new entry
	The data is automatically loaded from the clipboard into the new entry. A message will appear at the top of the screen confirming this
	N.B. If you enter in data into the same type of form again, the data will NO LONGER be available to paste; it only auto-fills one entry
	You can also use the "copy for next entry" to copy the data from one athlete and auto-fill an entry for another athlete

	The Copy to Clipboard feature allows users to copy the data and paste it into an many entries as required
	Select to enter in the same Event Form, for the same athlete, or for another athlete (as shown here)
	When the same event type is selected, it will not be auto-filled. Click on "Paste from Clipboard" to paste in the copied data.
	Even if a user enters in additional entries for different Event Types, the data will be stored to the clipboard for the most recently copied entry to the clipboard
	N.B. You CANNOT copy multiple event types to the clipboard. The clipboard can ONLY store one type of data at a time; either from the Copy for next entry, or from the Copy to Clipboard

	The "Clear Data" button will wipe all of the data entered into the event form.
	If a user mistakenly clears the data they want, they can click "Undo" to reverse the clear.


	Setting a date, drop down or database field to not automatically open when you reopen an event form
	When you open an existing entry from the history, reports or even front page reports, the first field will be reopened ready to be updated (as shown in the image in the step below)
	The first cell in the event is reopened ready to be updated. However, this means you have to click "cancel" to go back to viewing the page. This can now be disabled
	Open your Event Form in the Event Builder Page and go to the Form's Advanced Properties
	At the bottom of the Advanced Properties there is a field called "Focus field Open". By default it is set to Yes. Click on it, set it to No and Save the Event Form
	Confirm the form Save (because you have not updated anything else you can resave it)
	Now on the application when you open that Entry, the first field will NOT open automatically (as shown in the image in the step below)
	Now the first field does not autoopen. This helps to save time and make the system more user friendly.

	Default Next Cell and Recalculation Delay
	You can set the direction of the next cell so that if you are entering in a Strength and Conditioning form you would want to go right. If you were entering in a 20m sprint, you would want to go down
	The Recalculation delay is any delay in calculations in the form being run while you are entering data into the form.

	Show the entered last record, any history and autocolour the form to provide an accurate picture of where the athlete is at
	Some of the system properties enable users to have enhance data entry capabilities. They can instantly review the last record (Show Last Record), compare to a performance standard (Autocolour) and see the athlete's history (Show History) without leaving the data entry page.
	Show Last Record is shown here on the application
	Show Last Record: means that the last entry for that athlete will be displayed on the right of the form and any changes from the new entry will be automatically calculated
	However, some records should NOT be compared to the last record especially if the form is complex and has a number of positioned sections. The compare to will not show optimally during data entry (as shown here)
	Show History: means that any history for that athlete will appear at the bottom of the data entry page (as shown here)
	To set up the history to appear at the bottom of the screen when you enter in a new field, select Show History and set it as Yes
	Autocolour: allows the form to colour based on the Performance Standards that are set up for that athlete.
	The Performance Standard shown here will automatically be selected to colour the event based on any filters or settings
	To enable the Autocolour, select the Auto Colour and set to "Yes"

	Invalidating a new data entry if a specific option is selected in that Event Form
	You may want an Event Form entry not be able to be entered and saved in the system if certain protocols haven't been completed, or if specific options in the form have been selected. Now you can set up an option in an Option Field to prevent a form from being entered (saved) on the system
	All Option Questions, including drop down and single selection fields, now have a new property in their Advanced Properties Section called "Invalid If"
	Once you select the field's option to invalidate the Event Form, an "Invalid If Message" box appears for you to write in the explanation as to why the user can't save the form if they select this option. The example here shows for a Doping Record a users will not be able to save the record if they selected "Not Recceived" for a TUE form
	Next, enter in the message for the User. Make this message as clear as possible so they understand why they cannot save the event data onto the system.
	Preview the event form to ensure it is working correctly. The image here shows that when a user enters data into the event and the option is NOT selected the Invalid If message should not appear and that the user can save the form as they normally would
	Preview the event form to ensure that if a users selects the option that invalidates the form, this prevents the form from being saved and shows the Invalid If Message on the site

	The Templates showing in the Right Sidebar
	To show the Templates you must enable the Show Right Sidebar and set Show Templates to Yes on the Advanced Properties
	The Templates allow you to store the information you have entered into a form and apply it to another athlete's entry. This is very useful when tracking strength or conditioning data
	Templates turned off ensures you have to enter the data without access to any templates (pre-populated data). For a strength training form that is not very useful, but for an injury form you wouldn't ever use a template and this feature would be turned off.

	A Maximum page width can now be set to ensure the page fits on one page in your browser
	You can now set a maximum width for each Event Form in the Advanced Properties for that Event Form
	At the bottom of the Advanced Properties Section, you can set the Form's Entry Width
	Set the width in Pixels to your required width. If you set it to -1 (as shown here) or leave it blank it will not reduce the page width
	Set the page width to the minimum you need to fit in the field/section widths that exist in that form
	The Form was set to 800 pixels and displays within the browsers main window without having to scroll.
	If you reduce the browser window to below 800 pixels (using the minimise button), the scroll bar will appear to access the entire 800 pixels width
	If the page width is set to 500 pixels and you do the same window reduction as in the step above, now when you reduce the page width (using the reduce browser window button), or if you are on a small screen size, you do not need to scroll
	However, if you set a form to 100 pixels and you reduce your browser page to very small (smaller than the image in the step above) you will see that the fields still show, but they show outside the boundary of the 100 pixel page width.
	When the form is set to 100 pixels and you view the Event Page in the Browser without reducing the window size (as in the step in the image above), it will appear within the browser page correctly.


	Specialised ways of setting up a data entry form: Autoshorten, Condensed and Derived Forms
	Shortening the field names that are all similiar and comparing fields in a form to a different event form
	The Image here shows that an event form has been created that track data that has the same start to the field name.
	By setting up the Autoshorten to Shorten you can limit the field names so that only the component which is different appears, e.g. the L Pronated is not shown on the L Pronated Important Field
	To shorten the form where fields use the same start (as shown in the image in the step above) set the Autoshorten to Shorten
	To have a full shortening where the field name disappears and only the tick is left, change the settings to "Auto Shorten" equal to Full
	The form will the be fully shortened as shown here
	When you enter data into a form or review the entered data you may need to compare it to data from a different event type. You can set this up as long as the field names are the same between the form that you are compareing to and the curent form.
	When data has been entered for the "Compare To" event (e.g. the Prescreening Assessment) and the field names are the same in both forms, when a new Postural Form is entered the data from the Prescreening Assessment (The form selected in the Compare To)  will be displayed
	N.B. If you enable "compare to last" on the Advanced Properties, you may need to adjust the setting of the fields so that none of the important rows are compared to (it will make the page very cluttered) and instead default to their last value.

	Setting up a condensed field type- Strength and conditioning form example
	The image here shows you how the condensed fields work and function on the Training Blocks module for a strength and conditioning form
	Just entering the data for a single athlete at a time will not change the appearance of the form, it is only changed when you enter the form in the training blocks module
	To enable the form to compress into a pop out box and then be summarised you need to set up the field and the form properties correctly. Set your Compressed Summary Field
	Now set the Summary Field in the event form so that it summarises the correct information
	Now set EACH field that you want to condense to Compressed Data Entry
	Save the changes and see how the form functions in a training block. You may have forgotten to condense a field, or the summary field calculation may need adjusting. The example here shows that Reps hasn't been compressed.

	Derived Forms: Setting up a form so that one event can be entered and reviewed in two different formats.
	You may have an event type that some users need to always enter in the entire form and other users only need to enter a short version of the form. You can "split" the form into a short and long version using the derive forms by on the Forms Advanced Properties
	A form can be derived from any field in the form (as shown here). For this example we added in a single selection field called Stats (shown in the image in the step above), and this is going to be used to split the form.
	A single selection field was added to the stats form. It is used to set up the visibility settings for the sections and fields that do not need to appear in the basic stats form
	This single selection options will also be used to NAME the forms on the data entry page, athlete history and reports page. The Rugby Match Stats selection field shown in the image in the step above is the derived form. You can see here that now there are TWO Rugby match forms are available to enter- Rugby- Match Stats and a Rugby- Full Player Stats names are derived from the Stats single selection question
	The full version of the form is available the Rugby Full Player stats form is selected
	The data is all stored together and will cross over between forms.  When you view the basic form, any data entered from the full form (e.g. the data entered in the image in the step above) will show
	When you view the Full Form any data entered on the basic form will also show.


	Optimising the View on the Athlete History, Sidebar and Calendar
	Change the width of the About and By Columns in Reports, Athlete History and Front Page Reports
	You can set the width that the About column appears in the Athlete History, Reports and any Front Page Reports generated for an Event Form
	To change the width go the Event Pages in the Builder site
	Open the Event Form that you want to update
	Click on the Form Title to access the Form Properties and then click on the Advanced Properties
	Set the "Name Column Width" in Pixels. It is set to 60 pixels by default and the example here shows it being set to 110. A standard size would be 95
	Save the Event Form Changes and refresh your system. The new column width will be applied to the About and the By columns
	It will be applied to any Front Page Reports set up with the Event Form as well

	Comments Boxes: Turn off the comments boxes that appear at the bottom of each Event Form entered on the system
	Comments boxes appear at the bottom of each Event Form when you view a previously entered Event Form. The comments can be entered when viewing a record, or from the recent entries pages
	The comments box also appears beneath the entry on the Recent Entries Module.
	You can turn these comments boxes off for any Event Form on the system. The example here shows the 5-10-5 Agility form having the comments boxes disabled
	Now when you view any 5-10-5 records, no comments boxes appear below the form
	Please note that if you turn off the Comments boxes, any comments that have been entered on the system will not be deleted. They will be hidden. They will reappear if/when the comments are enabled again.

	Setting the number of columns and rows that appear for an event in the athlete history and reports page
	To increase or decrease the number of columns that appear in the athlete history AND at the bottom of the enter data page (if you selected Show History =Yes) go to the advanced properties and set the History Columns
	Limiting the History Columns to 5- Enter Data Page for that event
	Limiting the History Columns: Athlete History
	Limiting the rows that appear in the Athlete History on the Advanced Properties
	Only the number of rows that are set appear and the rest of the historical entries are available from additional pages.
	Number of Rows in Reports can be specified in the same manner. For this example, 50 has been selected.
	Limiting the Report Rows to 50.

	Expand the Sidebar and set up the Tool tips features
	You can choose whether you want the sidebar to expand for the record so that you can open and see the existing entries for that Event Form or create PDF's of the record
	To set up the sidebar to expand when you click on a record (as shown in the image in the step above), set up the Expand sidebar to True
	You can also set up that event so that duplicate appears for the form as well.
	Enable duplication of a record by setting the Enable Duplication to True
	Setting up the event so that is can pop up in a preview form from the sidebar, calendar and in the reports/athlete history tables can be done on the Form's Advanced Properties
	Sidebar: when you mouse over the event on the sidebar the form pops up as a tooltip for you to preview. Without this being set, no pop up will appear.  
	When you mouse over the event from the calendar the event will pop up in a preview for you to see a preview of it. If it is set to False no pop up will appear.
	Tables: in the athlete history and reports the records are not to set to pop up as tooltips. If you enable this setting when you are on the reports or athlete history page a pop up will appear to preview (as shown here).

	Calendar: Set a Custom colour for each Event Form when it appears on the Calendar Page
	You can now set custom background colours for any event form when it appears in the Calendar page
	To do this you need to go to the Builder Site, Open the Event (from the Events Pages) and go to the Form's Advanced Properties Section
	At the bottom of the Advanced Properties List there are two fields where you can set the Planned and Completed colours for the Event to show on the Calendar
	The image here shows the Colour Picker Website that allows you to get the hex code of any colour
	Enter in the colours you require. Ensure you have a # at the start of the colour or it will not be recognised
	Now the Draft and Completed events for that Event form will be coloured accordingly in the Calendar view
	N.B You can choose a colour from your organization's logo or website by using Instant Eye Dropper. The Instant Eye Dropper Programme enables you to select a colour from an image or web page and get the hex code for it.

	Calendar: Set a Custom colour for each Event Form from a Performance Standard when the Event Form appears on the Calendar Module
	You can set up a Event Form to colour based on a Performance Standard set up for a field in the Event Form
	To set up a colour based on a Performance Standard/s, open the Event Form on the Builder site and go to the Form's Advanced Properties
	The "Calendar Auto Colour" field will enable you to select a field from the Event Form. The Performance Standards Colour/s set up for this field will set the Event Form's Colour in the Calendar
	Once you have set up the Calendar Auto Colour, you MUST also ensure that the field that you selected to colour the Event on the calendar is set up as a "Calendar Summary Field"
	WARNING: ONLY one field from the Event Form can be set up as a Calendar Summary Field. If more than one field is set as a Calendar Summary Field then the Auto Colour will NOT work
	Now create, or check, the Performance Standard/s set for the Event Form. Ensure that the field you selected as the "Calendar Auto Colour" is coloured as you require.
	Enter in some test data for an test athlete for the Field that you have set up the Performance Standard Autocolour
	Check the colour on the Calendar
	You could set up different performance standards for male or female athletes, or even for different ages (using the filters when you set up the Performance Standards). The image here shows a Performance Standard set up for the Medical Investigations for females only
	You could also use the Auto Colour to set the injury status in an injury record as the Calendar Auto Colour. The injury status here has been set as an Auto Colour Field. YOU can see that the injury status is "available to train and compete", and is a dark yellow.
	As the Injury Status changes, so too would the colour of the record. The example here shows the injury status has changed to fully resolved and is green
	Troubleshooting: If the colour is NOT showing correctly for the Event Form on the Calendar check through the steps below to ensure you have set it up correctly
	N.B. If you also set up the Custom Calendar Colours for this form, the Calendar Auto Colour field colours will override the Calendar Planned and Calendar Saved colours

	Training Blocks- Improve Calendar View by turning off the Training Block Details
	When you apply a training block to an athlete it appears on the Calendar and includes the name of the Training Block, the week and the session number
	On the Form Properties you can now reset the content that appears on the calendar for the training block events. Open the Advanced Form Properties
	At the bottom of the Advanced Form Properties there is a field called "Calendar Block Details". It is defaulted to Yes. Set it to "No" to turn off the training block details
	The image in the step here shows you how the training block appears on the calendar when the Calendar Block Details are set to No


	Entering data for a Group. Visibility information and optimisation
	Group Entry Visibility Settings- All sections and fields will always appear in Group Entry
	If you have a form set up with specific field or section visibility (as shown here) these will NOT be retained during Group Entry
	During entry for a single athlete the Hidden section does not appear because Drug Allergy was not selected
	In Group Entry Mode, all of the fields must be available for entry in case one of the athletes you are entering in data for has a Drug Allergy
	However, if you have entire sections that aren't normally entered during Group Entry ask you Site Administrator to set up Section Tabs for that Form. This will enable you to deselect the section during Group Entry

	Group Entry: How to enable Sections to appear as Tabs during Group Entry
	The "Enter Data for Group" Module allows you to enter in data for an Event Form for multiple athletes
	After you select the type of Event Form that you want to enter, the athletes appear in the rows and all of the field names appear in separate columns in the Group Entry Table
	Now you can select which Sections appear during group entry. This means you can see the fields from all, some, or just one Section during Group Entry
	Click on the Event Form in the Builder Site (for this example we are using the Maximal Strength Test) and go to the Event Form's Advanced Properties
	Once you set Group Entry as "True", the "Group Entry Tabs" option appears and you need to set this to "Yes"
	Now when you enter this form using the Group Entry Mode EVERY section in the Event Form appears along the top of the Group Entry Table
	Once you click on a Tab, the Tab changes colour to show it has been deselected and the Fields from that Section are hidden
	If you deselect ALL of the Section Tabs all of the Fields will be hidden.
	Some users deselect all but one of the section to only show the fields
	If you are concerned about saving data, you can select to "Save" (NOT Save and Close) and this will save the data and leave the Group Entry Mode open
	Once you have finished entering in your data click on "Save and Close" to save the Events and to close the Group Entry Page
	After you save a Group Entry you are automatically taken to the Reports Page. You can click on one of the records to open the record in Group entry again
	Click to Edit the Event Form for more than 1 Athlete (e.g for 2 Athletes)
	You can still view, or edit the Group Entry Records, and you can still hide the fields by clicking the Section Tabs
	N.B. If you have a Section that has no Section Title (name), the fields in that section will always appear, but you will not be able to select/deselect any Blank Sections
	N.B. All of the sections have been deselected but the back squat fields (from the section with no name) always appear

	Hide Fields and In Form Report Fields during "Group Entry Mode"
	Previously in Group Entry Mode, In Form Reports always appeared. These could not be hidden during group entry.
	To hide a field from showing in Group Entry Mode (so that it does not appear as a column in the Group Entry Table) set the "Show In Group Mode" to "No"
	This setting appears for In Form Reports as well
	Once you have set up the Group Entry Hidden fields, test them on the main application
	During Group Entry, any field/In Form Report set to "No" in the "Show in Group Mode" Advanced Properties, will be hidden.
	Once the data is saved and you view it on the Report Page, only the data specified to "Default show in Tables" will appear in the Athlete History and Reports Tables
	N.B. If you view a group entry field as an individual entry, all of the fields appear (e.g. the SRM field and the In Form reports fields)
	If you turn off the "Show in Group Mode", make sure you test the form thoroughly. Any comments or questions, please write them below.


	Important Fields and Important Summary Fields
	Important Summary Field. How to set it up in an Event Form
	The Important Summary Field is a special field that can generate a summary from fields in an Event Form that are selected to be pulled into this field
	If you just add in an Important Summary Field, nothing will appear in that field. The Fields in the Form MUST be set up correctly in order to be able to generate a summary
	To set up a field to pull though into the important summary field you can include the field and then add in a tick box to enable it to pull though.
	Firstly, set up a new Section for your fields and importance selector field tick box to appear in. You will need to apply a 2 or 3 column layout after you add in the fields, so it is best to add in a new section
	Set up the field in the form to capture your data. This example shows a numeric field being added
	Copy the name of the question you just added, add in a Tick field and paste in the name and add in Important, Priority or Summary (anything to let the users know they tick it for importance)
	Add in TWO Options and click Update. The first option MUST be "No" or "Nil". The second option can be something like "Yes", "Important", "Priority"
	If you are using the tick box to denote importance, you CANNOT have scores for the options or the summary field will not work. Leave blank, or click Clear All if you have scores
	In the Advanced Properties set the Importance Selector to Yes.
	N.B. For most Importance Selector Fields, you will not set them to appear on the athlete history page (set default show in tables to false).
	N.B. You will also not want this field to be compared to previous data (e.g. to show the history beside it in the Event Form). See the steps below for more details on this.
	Add in as many additional fields as you require. Directly underneath each field add in the Tick with the correct options and ensure the name is the same field above
	Set the Column to be a 2 column layout (because you have a field and a tick that need to appear on the same line-row)
	Now Save the Form, Open it, then Preview it and it will be in a 2 column layout. Enter in some data into the fields
	Tick the importance fields and double check that your fields pull through into the summary fields when ONLY when they are ticked
	Setting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Autoshorten: An important part of reducing the clutter on the page is setting the Auto Shorten on the Event Form's Advanced Properties.
	An example of Shorten for the Autoshorten.
	An example of Full for the Autoshorten
	Setting the Event Form's Advanced Properties- Show Last Record
	The comparison's has not been turned off for any fields or for the Event Form (Show Last Record) and the autoshorten has not been used
	This image shows the Show Last Record =No. No comparison data appears at all
	This image shows that the Show Last Record has been set to Yes, but specific fields have been set not to have the comparison appear
	One important point is that the Important Summary Field will pull through data from the entire form. It cannot be used more than once in an Event Form (e.g. in each section).
	If you have any question about setting up 3 or 4 column layouts, then please post them for this lesson
	The next lesson outlines how to create important Summary Fields using dropdown fields and if a specific option is selected it can be automatically included in the summary

	Setting a Dropdown field as an "Importance Selector" to pull data into the Important Summary Field
	1.0 "Importance" fields are available to enable users to select whether a specific field is important, and whether that field should be pulled into an "Important Summary" field.
	1.1 Now you can set an actual dropdown field to pull through itself and/or additional fields into the Important Summary Field.
	1.2 Add in a new field (or update an existing one) with the options you require. Scores MUST be set for each option: any option with a score of 1 or greater will pull through into the Important Summary Field
	1.3 For the Fields Advanced Properties set the Importance Selector to Yes. Then, an additional field will appear for you to select.
	1.4 Setting the Importance Selector to Yes on the Drop down field will ONLY pull through the additional fields (e.g. the comments field) into the Important Summary Field.
	1.5 If you want the dropdown field AND any additional fields to pull through to the Important Summary, you need to enable the "Importance Selector" AND the "Include in Important Summary" Settings
	1.6 The Dropdown fields and the additional field are now BOTH pulled into the Important Summary field when an option is selected that has a Score or 1 or more
	1.7 The image here shows the Tick importance work flow AND the dropdown scoring working in the same Event Form pulling through into the Important Summary Field
	1.8 If you are updating existing forms, make sure you test these changes on a duplicate form to ensure your new work flow is correct. Always test out the changes in preview before saving the changes.
	Note. When you have set up fields in an Event Form to be important, when you re-open an entry, your Event Form miight be set up to view "important rows".
	The "Hide Rows" in the Advanced Form Properties allows user to filter out fields that are not important when they are looking at existing entries
	If this is set in an event form, when you open an existing entry, you can select to see only the important rows in the entry.
	Only the important fields appear to be viewed
	The "important selector is saved as a setting with the entry, it needs to be selected any time a user wants to limit the fields shown on an existing entry.


	Using Important Fields- Hiding the fields you see on the application when you enter and review an Event Form with Important fields
	It may be important to hide the number of fields that you see when you enter and review a field with important field settings
	This means if you have an event form with a lot fields it and you only need to see the important fields, you can select this at the top of the form and only the important fields will be shown.
	The form above condenses to only show the fields which have been ticked as important


	Setting up a Field for optimal use in Excel Reports
	Excel Reports: Replicate a number field, that is not a table field, in an Excel Reports
	Does one of your numeric fields need to replicate in an Excel Pivot Table? To set up a numeric field so that it is replicated in the Excel Reports see the steps below.
	For any numeric field in the Builder you can set it to "Repeat Field in Excel" =Yes
	The "Repeat field in excel reports" only appears when there is a Table in the Event Form
	When there is no Table in the Event Form, the" Repeat Field in excel report" button will NOT appear
	When the Button is enabled for the fields that you require Save the Event Form
	The Event Form being entered on the system with 4 rows entered in the Table.
	On the application in the athlete history, the example here shows the number field (Year number example) has repeat and filled down to all of the rows. Another number was added to this form that was set not to repeat. This highlights the difference between the fields
	When you create an Excel Report, the data that is set to Repeat, will appear in all of the Rows in the Excel Output
	When the different number formats are used in Pivot Tables, you can see that for the repeated field all of the table records appear. For the non repeated, only 2 table records appear.
	You need to think very carefully about where you implement this "Repeat Field"


	Setting up Related Events (Events that can only be entered when viewing an existing event) and optimising their use.
	Related Events: Setting up related forms, optimising the sidebar for the related events and limiting data entry as a Related Event only.
	An example of how a related event links into a form
	Choose the event you want to link other forms to. For this example the Injury/Illness Record will be selected.
	Go to the Forms Advanced Properties and click on "Enable Related Events" and select True
	Additional Fields will appear: click on the Blue No Forms selected link and select the forms you want to link to this event (see the step below)
	Select the Forms that you want to link to this form
	The number of forms you selected will appear on the blue link on the Advanced Form Properties section now
	On the application for the linked record, the related events appear at the bottom of an event or underneath it on the sidebar
	This means you can click directly on the "New Medications" or "New Postural/Musculoskeletal" link from the opened event (e.g the injury) or from the sidebar (see the step below) and add a new record for the athlete
	The linked forms now appear underneath the event in the sidebar and can be clicked to enter in new data directly into a linked event.
	You can also get each linked event record to expand and appear in the sidebar (as shown in the image in the step here) so that they can be accessed easily without having to load up the actual form they are linked to
	To enable the expansion of the related events so that you can see all of the related events entered for that record, set the "Expand Related on Sidebar" to Yes.
	To set up the linked records so that they can ONLY be entered via a related event, open up form you want to limit the entry for and open the Advanced Properties
	Set up the Entry Mode setting to "Linked Entry Only" and save the form
	The Medications form will appear on the sidebar and the athlete history and reports, but you will not be able to enter in a new event using the sidebar or the enter data page
	Linked Record Pull Through allows you to pull through fields that are named the same from a linked record. This is discussed in the next lesson on Related Events (Related Events- Setting up fields from a related event that link together)
	Revisit the Save and Print Settings: do you want all of the linked records to print or only the actual record to print when "Save and Print" is selected?
	When you change any Advanced Properties ensure you save the changes to the form, then test the form function on the actual application.

	Related Events: How to set up fields to pull data from a Related Event Form back into an Event Form
	Linked Records can be set to pull data from the related events to the record they are linked to, or from the event to the linked record.
	To set up data flow FROM the event (e.g. illness/injury record) TO the related events (e.g. medications or screening): on the Injury and Illness Form, enable the "Linked Record Pullthrough"
	Double check that the field name (and field type and any possible options) in the Medications form are set up EXACTLY the same as the field that you want to link to. For this example Mechanism of Injury is going to be added to the Medications Form
	Now on the application, when the Injury/Illness record is opened and you select to add a new Related Event (e.g. New Medications) the field will automatically update in the related event.
	When a new related event form is entered (e.g. New Medications), the field that is the same (e.g. Mechanism of Injury) is automatically completed  is already completed based on what was entered in the event.
	N.B. The data cannot go FROM the related event back into the event (unless you add in a special type of question field-discussed in the steps below). The data is always pushed from the event (e.g. the injury illness) to the related events that have the exact field name.
	Setting up the data to flow FROM the linked event back INTO the original event can be done when you turn OFF the Linked Record Pullthrough and set up your form correctly to include field types especially designed to do this
	To set up the specialised field use the Add Question component on the Form Builder. Add in a field type into the form called "Related Event Summary"
	Now set up the Calculation component of the Related Event Summary Field (added to the SOAP table in the step above) and set up the field name that is going to link back into the Form from the Related Events. Then save the Form
	Updated the Related Events to ensure the field name is the same as that specified in the calculation field of the Linked Summary Field and that it is pulling through the correct data
	Update any other related events and again ensure they are pulling through the correct data.
	You can add in as many records to be related events to an event form and pull through data from each of those fields as long as the field name is an exact match to the field name that you specified for the "Summary Related Event" field
	On the application, the events still appear on the sidebar and underneath the event. Now when you add in a new related event with a Matched Date to the SOAP date and the data will be pulled into the actual record.
	You can also pull data from a related event back into the form without using a table format, but only the first linked record will be pulled through in the event
	On the event (e.g. the Injury/Illness Form) add in a Related Event Summary Field and set the calculation to pull through a Medications field from any related events.
	On the application the related event that has a field "Medications" in it will be pulled into the form. Additional related event Medication forms can be entered, but only the data from the first related event record will appear in the form.

	Related Events: Changes to the Position of the Related Event Buttons and Entries in an Event Form
	Previously, the related events buttons and any related event records all appeared below the "Save and Close", "Save and Lock" and "Cancel" buttons (as shown here)
	Now you can set the Related Event Forms and Entries to appear above the Save and Close buttons (as shown here)
	To enable this for an Event Form, click on the Event Form you want to change in the Builder Site
	In the Form's Advanced Properties of the Form, you need to set up the Related Events Position to Above (it is set to Below by default)
	The Related Events now show on all users systems above the "Save and Close" buttons for that specific Event Form
	Think carefully about this before you enable it, especially if your Users enter in a lot of Related Event entries, because the save and close will be below all of these!!

	Setting up Related Events so they are accessible via a Body Diagram
	Some systems have a lot of Related Event Forms set up for Assessment of specific body areas
	Now, you can set up the Related Events to appear by body part/s in a Related Events Body Diagram (as shown here)
	To set up the Body Diagram, you need to go to the Advanced Properties of the Event Form that has the Related Event Forms set for it (e.g the Injury Record)
	In the Related Events set up, there are two additional Related Events buttons that appear. YOU MUST ONLY SET UP the Related Event Selector field in the Event Form that will have the related events
	The Default is Normal (e.g. the Related Event Form display the Related Events alphabetically as buttons). You can select for the Related Event Forms to appear in the Related Events Body Diagram ONLY, or in the Body Diagram and also as the buttons
	Now, each Form that is set as a Related Event that needs to appear in the Body Diagram must be set up to appear in a body area. Each form that you want to include in the Body Diagram MUST be set up to appear as a specific body part/s.
	Click on the "Related Event Bodyparts" button to select one or multiple body areas for where you want the event form to appear
	Click on the Body Part/s that you want this form to be able to show in, in the Related Event Body Diagram. This example shows only the Shoulder area being selected, but you could select multiple body areas.
	Once you have selected the correct area/s, save the Event Form.
	For each Event Form that you want to appear in the Related Events Body Diagram you MUST edit each Event Form and update the Related Event Body Part/s
	In the previous steps when we set up the Related Event Selector, we selected "BOTH". The image here shows that the Related Event Body Diagram AND the Related Event Buttons appear for you to use to enter in any Related Event Data
	A new Related Event appears when the Related Event button is clicked,  OR when a body part is clicked
	When the Related Event is completed and Saved, the details appear under the Related Event Body Diagram, and/or the Related Event buttons
	If there are multiple Related Events set up for the same body area when you click on the Body Area, you will be able to select which Related Event to Enter
	If you JUST set up the Related Events to appear using the "Body Diagram (If Possible)" the system will try and limit it to only show the Body Diagram. But, if Related Events such as Medication forms are set as Related Events these will appear as buttons.
	An example of the Related Event Selector set as "Body Diagram (If Possible)", but one of the forms is not set to appear in the Related Event Body Diagram. The buttons still appear
	An example of only the Body diagram appearing when the "Related Event Selector" is set as "Body Diagram (If Possible)". This occurred because all of the Related Events have been set with a Body Part.
	If any of the Related Event fields are set to pull through as summary field back into a SOAP table, this will still work using the Related Events Body Diagram
	Ensure you test all of the Related Even forms, and check that can all be accessed through the correct Body Part in the Related Events Body Diagram


	Limiting the Data that pulls through to the Athlete History and Reports Modules by Date Ranges
	In the Athlete History and Reports Modules you can set a limit to only show entries for a specific time period or for a specific number of events
	In the athlete history, by default all data that is entered for an event will appear (as shown here).
	Go to the Event Builder and select the form you want to limit
	Click on the Form name to Access the Form Properties (shown in the step below)
	You will see that you can now set a default date for that form, and this limits that data on the Athlete History and Reports pages
	Don't forget to save the changes to the form at the bottom of the page.
	Now in the application, the specific dates and limits will appear for that event in the athlete history
	The users can access all of the history, but the default settings will limit the data when they first go to that event in the athlete history.
	The Limit is also applied to the Reports data selection when you select to run a report for that event type
	This limit can be set up uniquely for EACH event form based on how much data is collected and over what period


	Building Schedule and Appointment Event Forms
	Appointment Forms: Building an Appointment Form
	All Appointments Forms appear in the Enter Appointment Module.
	New Appointment Forms can ONLY be entered via the Appointments Module; they are not available for entry via the Enter Data or Enter Data for Group Button

	To create a new Appointment Form, click on Event Pages and create a new Event Form
	Name the Form and define any associated Categories
	The Form needs to be set up as an Appointment Form in the Form's Advanced Properties
	Set up the Additional Appointment Form Properties: Event Length, Allow Length Override and Show Name in Calendar
	Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 45 minutes, and when used in conjunction with the Allow Length Override (set to No), only a specific time can be booked
	Allow length override enables the event length to be longer than the Default Event Length
	Show Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for most Appointment Forms

	Now add in the fields that you require into the Appointment Form. These will be entirely dependent on the information that you need to track
	Add in the Related Entity Type that you want the appointment to be able to be booked for
	In the Related Entity Advanced Properties, select the Related Entity from the list of Related Entities that you have developed

	Add in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and make sure you set up the read/write access to these as required
	Set up the Appointment Status. Add in a new single selection field called "Status"; this denotes whether the appointments is on, rescheduled or cancelled
	N.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing the appointment status, select the options from the common categories

	You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Denotes Schedule Status"= Yes
	You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Default Value" = On
	Then Set up the Save and Close Properties to suit the Form Type, and your organisation's workflow
	As outline in the step above, update the Advanced Properties of the Form

	Double check which fields you have enabled as Calendar Summary Fields; for most Appointments you will NOT set up any fields to be calendar summary fields
	On the Admin site enable the system permissions (Enter Appointment) and Data Permissions (Event Form and Related Entity data permissions) accordingly
	An example of an athlete entering in a new Appointment Form via the Enter Appointment Module
	N.B. If the athlete does not have access to the related entity in the form, they cannot enter in any data for the event, nothing loads

	Schedule Forms: Building a Schedule Form
	All Schedule Forms appear in the Enter Scheduled Data Module.
	Schedule Forms appear in the Schedule Module ONLY; they are not available for entry via the Enter Data or Enter Data for Group Button

	To create a new Scheduling Form, click on Event Pages and create a new Event Form
	Name the Form and define any associated Categories
	The Form Type needs to be set up as a Scheduled Form in the Form's Advanced Properties
	Set up the Additional Scheduling Properties: Event Length, Allow Length Override and Show Name in Calendar Summary
	Set the Default Length of the Form. For this example it is set for 60 minutes, and if used in conjunction with the Allow Length Override (set to No), only a set time can only be scheduled
	Allow Length Override enables the event length to be longer or shorter than the Default Event Length
	Show Event Name in Calendar Summary will be set to Yes for most Scheduling Forms

	Now add in the fields that you require into the Event Form. These will be entirely dependent on the information that you need to track
	You should name the related entity field the same as the selected Related Entity
	In the Field's Advanced Properties, select the Related Entity from the list of Related Entities that you have developed.

	Add in the appropriate fields into the Event Form, and set up the entered by and viewed access to these fields as required
	You MUST also set up the Appointment Status. Add in a new single selection field called "Status". This denotes whether the scheduled event is on, rescheduled or cancelled
	N.B.To avoid the potential for spelling mistakes influencing the scheduling status, select the options from the common categories

	You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Denotes Schedule Status"=Yes
	You MUST also set the Field's Advanced Properties to "Default Value" = On

	Set up the Save and Close Properties to suit the Form Type, and your organisation's workflows
	As outlined in the step above, update the properties accordingly

	Double check which fields you have enabled as Calendar Summary Fields; for most Schedule Forms some fields will be set as Calendar summary fields
	Next, on the Admin site enable permissions so that Scheduling forms, and then the specific form can be entered by a coach or administrator
	If set up correctly, the Training Form will appear for entry in the Enter Schedule Data Module
	N.B. If a user is assigned access to the Schedule Event Form, but not the related entities in it, the schedule page will spin


	Related Entities: Databases built to set up a one to many relationship for use in Scheduling and Appointment Forms ONLY
	Building a Related Entity
	On the Builder Site a new Module called Related Entities is available
	To create a new Related Entity click on "New Related Entity Form"
	Name the Related Entity Type. Please choose this carefully as this will be the name that is used in Scheduled Event Forms
	The Name of the Related Entity field in the Related Entity structure MUST be called Name. If it called Doctor or Room etc, it will NOT work correctly in the Scheduling Modules
	The other Related Entity fields can be set up in exactly the same manner as a Database is set up (e.g., with additional descriptive information)

	A New Field Type called Multiple Time Period can be added to set the availability of each related entity record during Scheduling
	N.B. You need to think critically about whether you want to include an Availability Field in the Related Entity

	If iCals need to be sent to a user associated with a specific Related Entity Record (e.g. during Publishing), then a Single Line Text field called "Email" needs to be added into the Structure of the Related Entity
	Save the Related Entity Structure
	Now start to add in new records, or edit existing records for that Related Entity
	Click on New to add in new Related Entity Records
	Each Related Entity record is set up using  the structure that was previously defined
	If an availability field is included in the structure of the Related Entity, it MUST be set for any day that the related entity record (e.g. Doctor Black) is available
	Save the Related Entity Record and it will appear as a Related Entity Records List
	Add in as many Related Entity Records as you require
	A Related Entity field is now available in the Form Builder. This means the Related Entity can be added into Scheduling and Appointment Event Forms
	How the Related Entity appears during Scheduling  (e.g. a in Medical Appointment Form, or a Doctor Appointment Form)
	Keep in mind that if the Availability is NOT set for the Related Entity record, the record will always appear as unavailable during appointment booking or scheduling

	Related Entities can also be added to Regular Event Forms, but these forms are not used to detect scheduling conflicts for each elated entity record.


	Safely Change/Update a Form name, Field name or Option without losing data
	Important enhancements for safely Migrating Fields and Options
	Safely Update your existing Event Form's fields and options WITHOUT deleting/losing any data
	To safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and then enter in a new name and click "OK"
	If you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take a back up copy of all of the existing data
	To edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on Migrate Field
	If you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these are completed
	An additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to check any calculations or settings that used the previous field name
	Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)
	Enter in the new Name for the field

	The Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail will be sent.
	Wait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then check the data has migrated safely
	Check the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form and check the data on the application
	If you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you will need to update the calculations

	To Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop down or multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" button
	Click on the Migrate Option(s) button
	If you had previously run a migration check that it is complete before starting this migration
	Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"

	Select the Field you want to migrate the options for and click "Select Field"
	You will be shown the existing options. Rename the options you need and click "Migrate"
	An e-mail notification will be sent once the migration is complete.
	If you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this by opening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking update and then saving the form

	It is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate a field or any field options to ensure that any calculations that referenced the previous field name are updated
	Complex form configurations- Update any other forms that were linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as they will need updating.
	Duplicate a Form
	The New Form is available in the Event Form List

	To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"
	The Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existing entries on the system for that Event Form
	Confirm you want resave all of the data entered for that Event Form
	Please wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take some time depending on the form size and the amount of data stored
	Notification of completed Resave is sent
	An example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing a calculation or adding in a new calculation
	New calculation, no data for that field on the application
	After the Resave, the data appears on the application

	Safely Update/Rename a Form Name, Field Name (Question) or Options for a Field (selection options for a field)
	Safely Update your existing Event Form's fields and options WITHOUT deleting/losing any data
	To safely rename an Event Form, click on "Edit Name" and then enter in a new name and click "OK"
	If you are going to migrate a field or a field's options, take a back up copy of all of the existing data
	To edit an Event Field name (e.g for a typo), click on Migrate Field
	If you have done any OTHER Migrations you MUST check that these are completed
	An additional warning will pop up to inform you of the need to check any calculations or settings that used the previous field name
	Select the field that you want to Migrate (Rename/Update)
	Enter in the new Name for the field

	The Event Form list will reappear and a notification e-mail will be sent.
	Wait until you get a notification via e-mail or internal mail, then check the data has migrated safely
	Check the Migration: refresh,check the field name in the Form and check the data on the application
	If you migrated the name of a field that is used in calculation, you will need to update the calculations

	To Migrate the Options for a field (a single selection, drop down or multiple selection), use the "Migrate Option" button
	Click on the Migrate Option(s) button
	If you had previously run a migration check that it is complete before starting this migration
	Confirm that you understand what changes will occur by clicking "OK"

	Select the Field you want to migrate the options for and click "Select Field"
	You will be shown the existing options. Rename the options you need and click "Migrate"
	An e-mail notification will be sent once the migration is complete.
	If you need to add new fields into that option, you can do this by opening the Event Form, adding in the new options, clicking update and then saving the form

	It is critical that you open the Event Form after you migrate a field or any field options to ensure that any calculations that referenced the previous field name are updated
	Complex form configurations- Update any other forms that were linked to the Form, field name or option as well, as they will need updating.
	Duplicate a Form
	The New Form is available in the Event Form List

	To Delete a Form from the Form List, click "Delete"
	The Resave Button enables you to resave all of the existing entries on the system for that Event Form
	Confirm you want resave all of the data entered for that Event Form
	Please wait while all of the data is resaved, it may take some time depending on the form size and the amount of data stored
	Notification of completed Resave is sent
	An example of when to use the Resave capability: Changing a calculation or adding in a new calculation
	New calculation, no data for that field on the application
	After the Resave, the data appears on the application

	"Confirm Save" when Making Changes to Existing Event Forms
	If you make a change to an Event Form on the Events Page in the Form Builder you will now be asked to confirm the save. The image here shows two changes being made.
	When you make any changes to an event form, you will now ALWAYS be shown the Save Confirmation Message. Most messages will only contain the Save Record confirmation. However, you can see here that warnings have appeared in this Save Confirmation Message
	To Save the changes that you have made to your Event Form, click on the "Confirm Save" button and the changes will be applied.
	In the example here, you would NOT click on the Confirm Save because the Surgery Details was renamed without using the correct migrate field workflow. This will cause data loss in a lot of records. You would Cancel the Confirm Save immediately if you saw any Warnings like this.
	If you are going to lose data, the safest option is to Cancel the Form and any changes you have made to it.
	Once you cancel the changes, use the Migrate Field Option to rename the Surgery Details field to Surgery Description to prevent any data loss. Then refresh the system and make the changes to the Event Form again.
	Make the Event Form changes. For example, adding in a new field or adding in a new option (adding in new fields is OK because you are not upsetting the links to existing data)
	Then click save and Save Confirmation
	An example of the New option appearing on the actual application for selection


	Profile Pages
	Profile Pages
	Profile Pages appear on the application from the Profile link and Athlete Profiles (as shown here)
	When you first go to a Profile Page for an athlete, the athlete's account data (entered on the Administration site) will be shown as it's own Profile Form called "Profile".
	You can see here that additional Profile Forms have been created and can be entered as "Profile Fields". Profile Forms are used to track a different types of personal profile information about athletes. They should NOT be used to enter in data that you need to track the changes in.
	To create a Profile Pages, click on the Profile Pages module (NOT the Event Pages)
	All of your profile forms are displayed on the Profile Forms List for you to edit/review.
	To Create a new Profile Form click on New Profile Form (top right of the page)
	The Form Builder and Form Overview as the same as you use to create event forms. However, not all of the same features will show as the Event Builder.
	Tables can be used to track any data from personal goals to hospitalisations
	Contract details and contract can be uploaded to profile forms using the Document fields
	You can add in In-form reports in the Profile Page builder to pull data from the event forms INTO the profile form
	On the actual application: the table and inform report example fields

	Profile Resave button and Importing Profile Data to recalculate linked fields, or calculations
	There is now a Resave Button for Profile Pages that enables you to resave any Profile Page Data
	The example here shows that Personal Details fields being added into a Profile Form
	Alternatively, you may want to add in additional calculation fields into a Profile Form (as shown here) after the form is initially created.
	If you do not do the Resave, when you view this Profile Page none of the fields pull through into the Profile Page until it is opened and Resaved
	To automatically resave the Profile Page data, on the Builder Site click on the Resave button for that Profile Page
	A green updating records message will appear. Please wait while the records are resaved.
	A message will be sent to your internal and external e-mail accounts confirming that the resave is complete. Refresh your site and login.
	When you view the Profile Form, any athletes with Profile data entered for that Profile Form will have the new fields already added.
	N.B. New Profile records are NOT created with the Resave. Only existing Profile Page records are updated.
	When you Import Profile Data into the system, any Linked Fields (like Personal Detail Fields) or calculations are automatically performed
	If you have any additional questions about how the Profile Pages Resave button works type in a message here or ask your distributor.

	How to get a complete Report of ALL Profile Data entered for a Profile Form
	You can instantly generate a file of ALL Profile Data entered in the Profile Pages. If you are a coach or a staff member and you need a copy of this information you will need to ask you Site Builder.
	Previously, to get a list of any Profile Data entered for an athlete, you had to run a report on the Reports page and include the specific Profile Page in the report and then do an excel export.
	Now, your Builder you can go directly to the Profile Pages on the Builder Site and click on "Download Report" for the Profile information that you require.
	A .csv file download will appear in your downloads directory.
	The file will consist of all of the athlete's administration details (name, address, e-mail ,sex) and then the subsequent columns will be all of the Profile Page Fields for the Specific Profile Page that you ran the download for
	Builder's, if you are generating this list for a coach or administrator please ensure that the users receiving this file have clearance to view the athlete's data in this file. The download generates the profile data for ALL of the users with that Profile Data!

	You can link in any of your Profile Fields into an Event Form (you set this up on the Event Form)
	Set up a linked profile field in the event form and it will pull the profile data into your event form
	Once you have built and created all of your forms, you need to give permission for them to be accessed on the administration site (read/write or both)
	All of the profile forms that you have access to will be available on the Athlete Profile Pages,
	The Profile data is also available to include in the reports page as part of the report or as a filter for which data you want to view.

	Removal of the additional buttons and features on the Profile and Database Builder
	Previously, when you built a Profile Page or a Database, all of the same features, fields and options used to show in the Form Builder as when you were entering an Event Form
	Now the feature set has been reduced to reflect the different capabilities of a Database and Profile Form.
	Question Fields on the Profile Event Builder such as Event Linked Fields have been removed because you cannot link an Event Form Field into a Profile Form
	When you build a Database, all Event Linked Fields and Profile linked Fields have been removed. Additional fields like Age have also been removed.
	This should not affect your system, as all of the fields and capabilities that have been removed would have caused glitches with the performance of the Profile Page or a Database

	CRITICAL FORM BUILDER LAYOUT CHANGES
	The Form Builder changed on the 1st April 2012. The Form Properties, Sections Properties, Fields/Question and the Field/Question's Properties now appear on the LEFT of the Form Builder Page
	Previously, the Form Questions and Properties were on the RIGHT of the page and the Form Overview appeared on the Left
	The Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of the page. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the page
	To see the new layout, open your Event Pages on the Form Builder
	Now open any Event from the Event List
	The Questions and Form Properties are NOW on the left of the page. The Form Overview is NOW on the right of the page
	The Properties for each Field NOW appear on the left of the page
	The Properties for each Section is now appear on the left
	The Properties for the Form now appear on the Left
	You still access the up and down arrows for each field and section on the right of each Field/Section
	All of the Current Builder Help Manual Documentation will have the the Form Overview appearing on the Left and the Questions and Properties appearing on the Right. Please bear with us while we update all of the documentation.  


	Databases: Create a new Database and add them to an Event/Profile Form
	Creating a Database, adding it into a form and understanding access on the admin tool.
	To create or view a Database from the Application Builder click on Databases
	Access Existing Databases or Create a New Database
	To Build a new Database click on New Database Form (shown in the image in the above step).
	Build the Template for Each Database Record
	Now click on "Add/Edit Record"  for that database to add in new records that users will be able to select from in their questionnaire
	Any/All existing Records will be shown and you will be able to edit these records or add in a new records e.g. a new allergy (on the right of the page)
	Add in the new record and your list will be updated with these records.
	Your list will be updated with each new record
	Go to your Event Forms and add the database into a form by selecting the field 'database" on the form builder and then selecting the database you want to add into that form
	When you preview the form, check how the data is pulled through and that default show in tables, or the group by is set for the right database fields.
	The Critical Information that you need to know is that when a user is given access to enter/view data for that form, they MUST ALSO have READ access to the Database in the form as well
	The example here shows that a users with read and write access to the database can enter in database records from the actual application by clicking the green "Add" button
	Add in the correct details for the new database record and click "Save and close"
	The new record name can be typed in and then entered for that record for the athlete. Any other event forms or profile forms that reference that database will also have the new database field available on as well (because they reference the same database).
	To import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY do this from the application. You can do this by giving a user import capability (on the system permissions) and read and write access to the specific database you want to import the data for. See the next lesson for more details.

	Importing Multiple Records into a Database
	To import multiple records into a database, you can ONLY do this from the application. You can do this by giving a user import capability (on the system permissions) and read and write access to the specific database you want to import the data for
	Set up Import access on the system permissions in the admin tool and ensure that the user (or you) has read/write access to enter the event form and the database
	Login to the application, select the event form to enter that has the database in it e.g. allergy
	Click in the database text area and then click on View All
	On the right of the page click "Import Allergies" (the database name will appear here)
	Select the Database from the list of databases you have access to (e.g. Allergies) and the correct fields will appear.
	You can get a template generated that has the field names set up as the columns
	Set up your database records and save it as a .csv file to a location you can remember
	Then choose that file (or another file that you have set up correctly)
	Check the Import Columns are mapped across correctly
	You will be informed if the records were imported successfully or not. If they weren't correct the errors that were specified as to why the import failed
	The records will be available for entry on the event form and have been added to that database.

	Import date and duration information into databases now
	You could enter in date and duration fields into a database on the system
	However, if you imported in a file into a database that had date and duration fields in the database, these values (shown here) would not import
	Now, duration and date fields can be import in correctly

	Performing a Resave for all Database records
	You can add in new calculations or fields into a database (as shown here) and then resave all fields
	A system Builder can now resave Database records using the Resave Button
	An updating records message will appear
	After the resave is completed, the user who was logged in (and clicked resave) will be sent an e-mail to their internal system inbox (shown here) and their external e-mail address listed in their account details


	Turning a field into a Table or Matrix
	Tables in Your Forms. Examples of basic tables, tables that include databases and tables that link to other forms (e.g. 1RM results)
	Before you start to create a table in your form, it is always import to think about the data you are capturing and plan it on paper first. Once you are happy, then build the table.
	Building a basic table: a hospitalisation table example
	To build a table, click on the type of field that is going to be the first column in the table. In that field's Question Settings, change the Entry Mode (circled) from Normal to Table.
	Once you click "Table" the question will then automatically form a column with 10 rows
	For the First field in the table in that field's advanced properties, you can specify the number of table rows that you want to appear on the form during data entry. For this example we are going to limit the table to 3 rows
	That field is set up as a table in the event form and multiple dates can be captured. We limited the table rows to 3, but users can always add additional rows using the "Add rows button" (shown here)
	To add additional fields to the table, select the type of field that you want and add it to the form. It should automatically be added to the table, but in the field's Question Settings, you can set this to table. Each field that you add will be added to that initial table
	The example here shows that a Line Text (Reason for hospitalisation), Yes/No (surgery performed) and Number field (days in hospital) have been added.
	We can also add in a Table Calculations underneath the table to Sum the days in hospital or number of surgeries.
	Table calculation for Days in Hospital was set up using a Table calculation and performed by selecting the Aggregate "sum" for the field "Days in hospital" (this will sum all numbers in the Days in Hospital column)..
	Table with a Database: You can also create tables that include a database where the database fields are also used to fill other columns in your table
	To build this table, the First table field is a database. Select database from the question options. Set the Question settings to "Table" and tick the group by box which will allow you to search your database list in the athlete history and reports modules
	Then set up additional rows for the Type and Equipment (which have been set as summary fields on the actual database template)
	Double check the Database names that you want to automatically pull into the form. The Type and Equipment field are exactly the same as the database. The Exercise name is set up as a Group By
	Set up the rest of the table column fields such as reps, sets weight and then save the form.
	Now in the actual application enter data for that form and check that when you choose a record from the database that the Type and Equipment fields are populated (e.g. when Exercise is selected, the Type and Equipment Field are automatically filled) and that the data flows correctly.
	Once data is entered into the event a user will be taken to the athlete history or reports page. In the athlete history and reports, the field rows from the table will appear as separate rows on the reports as shown here
	If the Table Columns are set to "default show in tables=False" each event record only takes up one row in the athlete history and reports modules (as opposed to the number of rows that are entered in the table)

	Tables and Linked Values: Building a Strength Training Form that links 1RM from a separate 1RM Event Form
	Tables and Linked Values: A more complex strength training form can be created that links to a separate form for 1RM
	First create the 1RM form that calculates an estimated 1RM from Weight and Reps. The Exercise field needs to be linked to the SAME database as the resistance training form and is selected as a "Group by".
	Create the resistance training form to include the fields that you want to track. You MUST have the Exercise field as a database and tick the "group by" (shown in the image here)
	Now pull in the a 1RM date into the Resistance Form from the Estimated 1RM Form, by adding in a "linked number" field and set it up to link to the Estimated 1RM field, and group by Exercise to Exercise so that the correct 1RM shows for the correct estimated 1RM.
	If you have set it up correctly, when you enter in a new strength training session on the application, the 1RM will pull through from the linked record, and the estimated 1RM will match for each type of data.
	If you need help creating different types of tables, then please post question here.

	Matrix: using historical calculation fields in a matrix
	If you are creating a Matrix with Historical calculations in the matrix you need to ensure that the first field name is labeled correctly
	Add in all of the rows and columns
	Set up the field types (e.g as numbers, a sum or historical calculation)
	Once you create your matrix you need to add in the calculations for any of the Sum or Calculation fields
	Set up the historical calculation correctly. Make sure you can distinguish between the Historical Field names and the Fields which reference Historical values for each of the fields
	Once you set up all of your calculations you will need to test that your historical values are being calculated correctly. This can only be done in the main system
	Once you enter in your testing data you can check that the historical calculations are working correctly
	The example of the historical values in the second Event Form entered for the athlete (after the event has been saved)
	Matrix fields can be quite difficult to set up. If you are adding Historical fields into a matrix it is critical that you set this up correctly.


	Creating Speed Forms Quickly and Reviewing all of your data capture forms
	Create Review allows you to quickly create a review from an existing form.
	Click "Create Review"
	Select the form which you would like to create the review for
	Select the fields you would like to review
	Check the Review Form

	Create Speed Test
	Click "Create Speed Test"
	Select the distances covered in the test.
	Review your Speed Test


	Performance Alerts
	Performance Alerts: special development considerations
	The Performance Alerts are all set up on the actual application, and NOT in the builder.
	For very specific performance alerts and you may need to set up specific fields in your form to calculate historical information to get the most from the performance alerts
	To add in a specific time based field to calculate out change you need to use a Historical Calculation
	You may want to calculate the minimum weight over the last week and see how today's weight differs
	Other types of historical calculation used include setting a maximum, minimum and mean of a value over a specific time period (e.g. sleep over the last month)
	If you want the calculations to be hidden and not show during the data entry,  in  the field's advanced properties set default shown in table=no
	An example of adding all of of the additional calculations in a section with visibility settings for it to be hidden.
	During data entry that section will be hidden
	Save the changes to the form
	No go back to the application and set up the performance alerts you require based on these historical calculations
	Go to the Set Up for the Performance Alerts
	Create a new Performance Alert based on the new fields in your form e.g. decrease in average hours slept
	Or even if average hours slept drops below 6 hours for the month
	ALWAYS test your performance alerts and the historical calculations on a demo athlete to ensure that you have set it up correctly

	Translation Enhancements
	There were some translation issues occurring with Favourite Events and the Save buttons. These have been fixed.
	The save and close button is being translated again
	You can now translate the "Add Row" button on tables. The translation file includes a row specifically for this
	On the system, the "Add Row" button is translated accordingly


	Resources: The Module to share Resources and to Access Attachment-Resources
	Resources: Resources can no longer be uploaded, edited or removed via the Builder Site. This is now all managed via the Administration Site and the main application
	Upgrades to the My Resources Module and the new My Resources Search Page
	The My Resources Module is used to store shared documents.
	The way users access and search through Resources stored in this Module has been enhanced. The current Legacy view shows that Main category, Subcategories, Author and Entered be can be used as filters to locate files
	The My Resources layout has been redesigned to enable better searching and display options for all Resources and Attachment-Resources
	N.B. Users can still Manage Resources from either layout
	To set up your application to use the new Search Module, your Distributor will enable this on your system
	MOST CRITICALLY: Regardless of whether you choose legacy search or the New Search, your Site Administrator MUST immediately assign access to the correct Categories for all of your users or no Resources or Attachment-Resources will be visible to your users
	N.B. The My Resources Module is now also available on the Android Application (m.html) and it will be available shortly on the Apple Smartabase software. ONLY the new Search Layout will show , regardless of what search your system is set to

	Important Information about changing Attachments to Resources for an Event Form
	Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by Event Form basis
	Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced Properties setting called "Attachments"

	When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description, and it is saved with the Event Form
	Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the Athlete can access the Attachment

	Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be treated as Resources
	Please note that your system has to be manually set by your Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

	Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to have the Attachments set as Resources
	Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear with a Name, Description and File
	To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been enabled
	The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs to be changed to "True". Save the Event Form
	As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called "Attachment"
	N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment Category.
	N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into the Categories List in the Administration Site
	N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the "Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments
	All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However, when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment Category
	Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the My Resources Module to access.

	For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form, users can select to store these in any Category made available to them via their respective Role/s
	These attachments are also available from the My Resources Module from the category they are stored in.

	User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form Attachment-Resource will appear
	To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the Resources Module AND the Category they are stored in
	One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to open a role and click on the read or write for that event form
	You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have access to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

	N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as "Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to be globally available to any User with access to the Event Form and the Athlete
	If you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor immediately

	Builder Site: Important Information about changing Attachments to Resources for an Event Form
	Any Event Form can be set up to have documents, images or files attached to the Event. This is done on an Event Form by Event Form basis
	Event Form Attachments are enabled on the Event Form's Advanced Properties setting called "Attachments"

	When normal Attachments are enabled on an Event Form, you upload the attachment and enter in the Name and Description, and it is saved with the Event Form
	Once attached, each Attachment appears in the Sidebar, and in the Athlete's History. Anyone with access to the Event Form and the Athlete can access the Attachment

	Now, on an Event Form by Event Form basis Attachments can be enabled, and you can also set these Attachments to be treated as Resources
	Please note that your system has to be manually set by your Distributor to enable Attachments as Resources.

	Updating an Event Form that already has Attachments: The example here shows that the Injury Record will be updated to have the Attachments set as Resources
	Currently, any Attachments uploaded to existing Injury Records appear with a Name, Description and File
	To change Attachments to Attachment-Resources, go to the Builder Site. For the Injury Form shown here, Attachments were already been enabled
	The Attachments Are Resources field will be set to "False". This needs to be changed to "True". Save the Event Form
	As soon as the Event Form Property is updated, all Existing Attachments will automatically be recategorised into a Category called "Attachment"
	N.B. No changes occur to the existing historical data stored for any athlete for that Event Form. The ONLY change is to the Attachment Category.
	N.B. If this is the First Event Form that is changed to treat Attachments as Resources, a new Category called "Attachment" will be added into the Categories List in the Administration Site
	N.B. You will have to check with your Site Administrator that ALL users with access to the Injury Record Form now have access to the "Attachment Category" and the "Resources" module via their Role/s. If they don't, they cannot access or upload Injury Record attachments
	All existing Attachments still appear with the Event Form. However, when they are opened they are categorised into an Attachment Category
	Most importantly, this attachment is now available from the My Resources Module to access.

	For any new Attachments that are uploaded to this Event Form, users can select to store these in any Category made available to them via their respective Role/s
	These attachments are also available from the My Resources Module from the category they are stored in.

	User MUST have access to the My Resources Module: if a user has access to the Form AND the Category, but they DO NOT have access to the My Resource Module, no Event Form Attachment-Resource will appear
	To access Attachment-Resources the user MUST have access to the Resources Module AND the Category they are stored in
	One way to view a list of roles accessing a specific Event Form is to open a role and click on the read or write for that event form
	You can use this list to ensure that some, or all of these roles have access to the correct Attachment-Resource Category

	N.B. For any Event Forms with Attachments that are NOT set as "Attachments Are Resources", these attachments continue to be globally available to any User with access to the Event Form and the Athlete
	If you have any questions or concerns ask your Distributor immediately


	Performance Standards, Performance Explanations and Performance Summary Dashboard Modules
	Performance Summary Dashboards: create a complete overview tailored to your key performance information
	Performance Summary Dashboards Provide a complete overview of athletic performance on the application
	Individual Performance Summary Reports
	To create or update your Performance Summary Reports and the Performance Summary Dashboard, click on Performance Summary Reports Set Up
	Each Performance Summary Report that you will create will be pulled into the Performance Summary Dashboard (the image here shows the 6 Performance Summary Reports) and then the most important field will be pulled through into the Performance Summary Dashboard automatically
	What information to include
	Performance Summary Dashboard Overview

	Ordering the Performance Summary Reports and Dashboard
	Previously, you could not order the Performance Summary Reports and they appeared in the order that they were last edited.
	The Performance Summary Dashboards appeared in the order last modified. You could not preset it.
	Now you can open each of the Performance Summary Reports and assign them an "Order" number. This number needs to correspond with where you want it to appear in the Dashboard overview
	Open each of the Performance Summary Reports and assign an Order number.
	Ensure you write down the names of the Reports and the numbers you assigned them to ensure you have assigned them all a unique number, and the correct one.
	The Performance Summary Dashboard displays the Reports in the correct order. You can then open the Report you want to review to see the additional Report fields (as shown in the image in the step below)
	An example of the Strength Report.
	N.B If you forget to assign a Report a number then this will appear in the first column of the Dashboard. If there are multiple reports with no Order number then they will appear in the order last edited on the Builder
	The image here shows the Aerobic Capacity Report that had the order removed, it appears at the start of the Performance Summary Dashboard
	N.B. If you order two Reports the same number they will appear in sequential order (the system will just place one before the other). Also, if you miss a number it will just keep placing the reports sequentially

	Performance Standards: Create performance ranges and colours to guide analysis and ratings
	Performance Standards are an excellent way to ensure athletes and coaches can review progress without having understand the data in depth. The example here shows them in the Athlete History Page: History table, mouse over pop up box and in the chart
	An example of Performance Standards in the Performance Summary Dashboard
	An example of a performance standard being used in conjunction with the status fields for an injury and/or illness (see the lesson on status fields for injuries and illness to find out more about this)
	An example of the Performance Standards showing in a form that is set to autocolour
	To create a Performance Standard click on the "Performance Standards" icon on the main page of the builder
	To create a new performance standard, click on the create new performance standard on the right of the page. To edit an existing one simple click directly on it from the list
	Name the Event as clearly as possible choose the Event and set any application filters
	Now set the "Rules": performance ranges, colours and feedback for your fields
	To change the colour of a Performance Standard Range click in the colour box (beside #4 in the image in the step above)
	Completing additional ranges and add in any comments
	If your form has Options and/or Selection Fields the available options will appear for you to complete
	When you are finished, click on Save at the bottom of the form to return to the Performance Standards page.
	You can duplicate the Performance standard if you need, name it, then open the standard and set it up for a different group
	The most appropriate performance standard will always show, but if you have different types that you need to compare your athlete to, these are available in the "Compare To" area in the athlete history and the Reports modules
	You can create as many performance standards as you require and these will be available for comparison on the athlete history page and the reports page in the compare to section (shown in the image here)

	Performance Explanations: Provide instant feedback to athletes and coaches
	Access existing Performance Explanations or create a new Performance Explanation
	Edit, Preview or Delete Existing Explanations or Create a New Performance Explanation
	Create a new Performance Explanation, name it, select the correct event form that it applies to and then add in the explanations for the ranges or selection options that you require.
	Go to the application and enter in some data for the form and ensure that the correct explanations are pulling through
	The Performance Explanations are also designed to give feedback in the Performance Profile Reports on the Application. You can run a Performance Profile Report for a form with a performance explanation and the explanation will appear in the pdf report.
	Set up the Performance Explanation. For this example we are setting up a performance explanation for the bench press result on the 1 and 3RM Testing form.
	Check that it runs correctly in the application when that form is entered.
	Go to the Performance Profile Reports and run a report that includes that form.
	An example of a Performance Profile for an athlete and the Performance Explanation that appears for the result that they achieved.


	Parent Child Linked Sites
	An example of setting up an Event Form so it LINKS DATA between the Parent-Child Site
	Some systems are specifically set up to share Event Form and Profile Form data between your system and another system (e.g. between a Parent Site to a Child Site)
	You can Link Existing Event Forms between the Parent Site and the Child Site/s. This should always be done from the Parent Site
	You can create new Event Forms and share these between the Parent and Child Site/s
	Add in the Questions that you require
	Once Saved, the Event Form appears in the Event Pages List
	Once you click on "Link to Child", you need to select the name of the Child Site that you want to link the form to. The example here shows it linking to the site called child
	The "Linking successful" message will appear

	Open the child site in a separate internet browser, or from another computer
	The Event Form name will appear on the Child system. For data protection purposes, it is NOT editable and NO changes can be made to the form on the Child site

	As soon as the Event Form is Linked, it is available in the Child Administration Site to be applied to Roles
	The Event Form is available to apply to a User's Role

	A User can login and enter in new data into the shard Event Form on the child site
	If the athlete is shared between the Child site and the Parent Site, the Data will appear in both sites when saved
	Once the data is entered it can be accessed on the Parent site (if the user it was entered for is shared)
	The data can be edited and saved on the Parent Site and these edits flow between the two sites
	N.B. Any locks that are set up will be adhered to on the Event Form. If it is locked on the Parent, it will be locked on the child site and vice versa

	Important Builder Site Parent Child-Linking Considerations
	Event Forms and Profile Forms CAN be linked between the parent and child sites and vice versa
	Event Forms with linked Profile Fields CAN be successfully shared between a parent and a child site, only if the child site has access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profile Forms on the child site with the same Profile Form Names
	Event Forms with linked Event Form Fields CAN be successfully shared between a parent and a child site, only if the child site has access to all linking Profile Forms, and there are NO Profile Forms on the child site with the same Profile Form Names
	Event Forms with In Form Reports CAN be successfully shared between a parent and a child site,
	Event Forms with Databases in them can successfully be shared between sites, BUT the database must be "Linked" NOT SHARED between the sites
	Event Forms with Related Events set for them can be successfully shared between sites, BUT all or some of the Raleated Events MUST also be shared, and NO other forms on a child site can be set as a related event on shared Event Form must be "Linked" NOT SHARED between the sites
	Ongoing maintenance to an Event Form
	MOST IMPORTANTLY, when an Event Form is deleted on the Parent Site, it is deleted from the Child Sie
	When an Event Form Name is edited, the name change ALSO occurs on the Event Form in the Child Site
	The example here shows an Event Form that is linked and has data entered and shared between the Child and Parent site
	When an Event Field Name is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs for the field in Event Form in the Child Site
	When an Event Field Option is migrated, the migration ALSO occurs for the option in Event Form in the Child Site

	A Linked Event Form with a Status Indicator Field will be applied to both sites
	Performance Standards created in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site, and vice versa
	Performance Explanations set up in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site and vice versa
	However, a user could set up a Performance Standard and Performance Explanation Module to copy these across
	Currently, user are ONLY shared between a parent or child site and vice versa if they are added by your distributor
	If one athlete is added to a child site, and then a user tries to add them to a parent site using the add person button, they will not be abe to be added.
	Roles in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site
	Groups in the Parent Site are NOT linked to the Child Site

	Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that have In Form Reports or In Form Charts pulling data from other Event Forms
	The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent In Form Report" Form is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
	In this Event Form there are In Form Reports and In Form Charts which reference different Event Forms on the Parent Site
	The Report and Chart in the first section pull data from an Event Form that is ALSO linked between the parent and child site
	The Report and Chart in the second section pull data from an Event Form that is NOT linked between the parent and child site

	When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site, the data appears as expected (as long as the user has permission to access the Event Forms)
	On the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you can see that the Parent In Form Report and the Related Event 1 Form is shared. However, there is NO Slider Field Form
	When the Event Form with In Form Reports and Charts is opened/entered in the Child site, only the accessible information appears
	The In Form Reports and Charts appear for the Related Event Parent Form 1 that was shared between the sites
	New In Form Report Entries can be made if the Add new Entries has been enabled for the In Form Report.
	However, the In Form Report for the Event Form that is NOT linked (e.g. the Slider Fields Form) will not appear at all and the In Form Chart will display "not enough data".
	An example of the Event Form on the Child Site in the Athlete History

	The Event Form can still be opened and the fields that do appear can be entered, edited, updated and saved on the child site.
	N.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear on the Parent Site and vice versa
	N.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on the child site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User's name will appear in the entered by on the parent site, even though they cannot access the parent site
	N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Slider Fields Event Form from the Parent to the Child Site, or have another Event Form just on the child site called "Slider Fields", the In Form Report and Chart data from that Event Form will not pull through into the "Parent In Form Report" Event Form in the Child Site

	Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that have Linked Event Form Fields and/or Linked Profile Form Fields
	The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Linked Test" Form is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
	In this Event Form there are Linked Event Fields and Linked Profile Form Fields which reference different Event Forms and Profile Forms on the Parent Site
	The Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from an Event Form called "Original", which IS linked between the parent and child site
	The Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from an Event Form called "Daily Wellness", which IS NOT linked between the parent and child site
	The Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from a Profile Form called "Other", which IS linked between the parent and child site
	The Profile Linked Text, Option and Value fields this section pull data from a Profile Form called "Name", which IS NOT linked between the parent and child site

	When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site, the data appears as expected (as long as the user has permission to access all Event and Profile Forms)
	On the Child Site in the Event Pages in the Builder Site, you can see that the Event Form called "Linked Test" and the Event Form called "Original" is shared (linked). However, the Event Form called "Daily Wellness" is not shared
	On the Child Site in the Profile Pages in the Builder Site, you can see that the Profile Form called "Other" is shared (linked). However, the Profile Form called "Name" is not shared
	When the Event Form with Linked Event and Profile Fields is opened/entered in the Child site, only the accessible information appears
	The Linked Fields and Profile Fields appear for the Event Form called "Original" and the Profile Form called "Other" that were both linked (shared) between the sites
	The Linked Event Fields and Profile Fields DO NOT APPEAR for the Event Form called "Daily Wellness" and the Profile Form called "Name" as these were NOT linked (shared)

	On the Child Site the Linked Test Event Form can still be opened and the fields that do appear can be entered, edited, updated and saved.
	N.B. Any Event Form changes made on the child site appear on the Parent Site and vice versa
	N.B. If data is entered by a coach or user who only exists on the child site, and the entry is viewed on the parent site, that User's name will appear in the entered by on the parent site, even though they cannot access the parent site
	N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) the Daily Wellness Event Form from the Parent to the Child Site, or have another Event Form just on the child site called "Daily Wellness", the Linked Event Fields from that Form will still not appear in the Linked Test Event Form on the Child Site
	WARNING: IF YOU BUILD IN VISIBILITY SETTING FROM LINKED PROFILE OR EVENT FIELDS THAT ARE NOT LINKED BETWEEN SITES YOUR EVENT FORM WILL NOT WORK CORRECTLY

	Parent-Child Linked Event Forms that have Related Event Forms
	The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Injury Record" is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
	In this Event Form there are Related Events which reference different Event Forms on the Parent Site
	One of the fields in the Injury Record is also set to Pull Through Related Event Summary Data, which pulls data back from a Related Event Into the Original Record

	When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site, the Related Events appear as expected (as long as the user has permission to access these Event Forms)
	All Related Event Summaries pull through to the corresponding SOAP note dates

	Only Linked Event Forms will appear as related events in the Injury Form, any Event Forms NOT linked between the Parent and Child site, will not appear as Related Events
	When the Event Form with Related Events is opened/entered in the Child site, only the accessible Related Events and Related Event Summaries appear
	The Linked Related Events only also appear in the sidebar
	Additionally, only the Related Event Summary data from the Linked Forms appears

	Accessible Related Events can still be opened, and new Events can be entered on the Child Site.
	An example of a new Ankle Assessment being entered
	This entry is shown as a related event with the Injury Record, and any associated Related Events summaries are pulled through

	On the Child site the Injury Record entry can be edited and saved (as long as they had read and write access to the Event Form)
	Any Event Form changes, or Related Events entered on the Child site will appear on the Parent Site and vice versa.
	N.B. Even if you "COPY" (NOT link) a Related Event Form from the Parent Site to the Child Site (e.g. called Parent Related Event 4), or create another new Event Form on the Child site called "Parent Related Event 4", this Event Form will NOT appear as a Related Event when you enter in data into the Injury Record in the Child site
	N.B. Remember that Performance Standards are NOT linked between sites. So, in the example here, the injury status and current status fields on the Child site, do not colour based on the Parent sites' Performance Standards

	Parent-Child Deleting a Linked Event Form or Profile Form removes the form, and wipes all of the data stored across any site/s the Form was linked to
	The image here shows that this Event Form is linked between the Parent and a Child Site
	Data has been entered via both the Parent and the Child sites for this Event Form, for athletes who are shared and also for athletes who are not shared.
	If this Event Form is deleted from the Parent SIte, the Event Form is completely removed from the Parent Site AND all Child Sites, and ALL data is deleted for all athletes
	Once it is deleted, the Event Form will be Deleted from the Parent Site
	The Event Form will also be deleted from any Child Site/s
	ALL Data across ALL sites that this Event Form was Linked to will be WIPED

	If you have ANY doubts about deleting an Event Form, do NOT do it! Check with your distributor first.

	Parent-Child Linked Events or Profile Forms that have Database Fields in them
	The Event Form in the Parent Site called "Parent daily Monitoring" is being Linked (shared) with a Child Site
	In this Event Form there are two Database fields which references two different Database set up on the Parent Site
	When data is entered into the Event Form on the Parent Site, the Databases appear as expected (as long as the user has permission to access these Databases)
	To ensure that the Database field can appear in the Child site, it MUST also be linked to the Child site
	Each Database used needs to be linked to the Child Site. In this example, only the first database (the "Allergies" Database)will be linked to the child site
	Once the Database is linked, it will show on the Database List on the Child Site

	When Data is entered into the Event Form on the Child Site, you can see that only the field where the database was linked appears correctly
	N.B. Site Administrators need to pay attention to which Users they assign write and delete Database access to for Linked database. You do not want a database being linked across multiple sites with lots of users being able to edit and potentially add in duplicates

	Parent-Child Sites can only be set up on self hosted sites. It will be enabled on a case-by-case basis
	On some specific servers, we will enable a Parent-Child relationship to be set up so that Event Forms, Profile Forms and Users can be shared/linked between sites


	The Translation Modules
	Translation of Event Forms, Event Fields and Event Options into a different language
	On the Builder site, Users who have been given permission will be able to access the Translation Modules
	Firstly, click on the "Translation" button and choose a language that you want to translate to
	It will then generate a CSV spreadsheet of all Form Names, Profile Names, Fields, Fields Descriptions and event Field Options.
	Once the CSV has downloaded, do NOT open it with Excel. YOU can ONLY open the file with LibreOffice Calc software. Choose to show in the download list (or show in folder)
	From the Downloads List, choose the "Open With" option and select the LibreOffice Calc Programme. If you do not have this you can download the LibreOffice software for free yourself
	Select to open the file with commas separating the columns (e.g. a csv text file). Select the Unicode (UTF-8) option for the Character Set and click OK
	The File may only open in "Read Only" format. Click on "File" and "Save As" and choose a location to save it to. You MUST also tick the Edit Filter settings
	You may be asked to confirm the format: choose Text CSV
	You may also need to respecify the Character Set. Make sure this is Unicode (UTF-8)
	The file will open and there will be a Translation Column for you to enter in the Translation Data
	Once you have translated all of the fields/options that you require Delete all of the additional fields/forms from the file that are not translated
	When you have completed the Translation, click on Save and Close and save the file as a Text CSV (.csv)
	Back on the Builder ste, Click on the "Translation Files" Button
	A list of any Translation Files previously created will appear. You can only have ONE file per language.
	To create a new file click on "Create new Application Translation" on the right of the page
	Choose the Language and then choose the csv file that you saved eariler
	Open the File from the location that it was saved
	Click Upload and Save the file
	The file will be uploaded. On the main application, when a User sets his/her account settings to the language that you have created a Translation File for (e.g. French) the translation file will display the Translated Text
	On the application: Select the Language for the system from the account page, save the settings and refresh the internet browser to see the changes
	Refresh the Page to see the system in a different language. The Event Forms/Field that have been translated will be available in French

	How To Update an Existing Translation File
	If you have an Existing Translation File Uploaded into the Translation File Module and it needs to be updated follow the steps here to update it
	Click on the "Translation" Button
	Click on the Language that you need (e.g. French) and generate the file
	From the downloads list, open it in Libre Office Calc ONLY (as you would have done when you created the file)
	Ensure the characters set is set to Unicode (UTF-8)
	You may need to save the file as it could be a Read Only file.
	Once the file opens and it editable, you can see any existing translation appear in the translation column.
	Add in the newly Translated Event, Field or Option names into this spreadsheet. The, delete the any empty rows of data
	Resave the file it as a csv and check the character Set is still Unicode (UTF 8) via the Edit Filter settings
	Go back to the Translation File Module
	Click on Edit for the existing file
	Click on Replace File
	Choose the File that you just translated and click Upload and Save
	The new file is applied to all users viewing the system using the updated File
	ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK THAT THE FIELDS APPEAR CORRECTLY



